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Mr. COHEN withdrew his suggestion.
Mr. FELLOWS pointed out that, if
the words proposed to be struck out
were omitted, it would be necessary to
introduce a clause similar to the 267th
clause of the Local Government Act,
which provided that, for the purpose of·
participating in tolls, Melbourne and
Geelong should be deemed to be boroughs,
because the Local Government Bill which·
had recently passed the House did not
contain a provision to that effect.
Mr. CASEY promised that the suggestion should be attended to.
After some discussion, an amendment to
carry ou~ Mr. Casey's suggestion was
adopted.
On clause 319, allowing certain, exemptions from payment of tolls,
Mr. BYRNE moved that the exemption in favour of members of either
House of Parliament be struck out.
The committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clauseAyes
14
Noes
19
Majority for the amendment

5

AYES.

Mr. Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" Dyte,
" Frazer,
" Harcourt,
Capt. MacMahon,
Mr. McLellan,
" Russell,

Mr. Stutt,
" Thomas,
" Watkins,
" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Walsh,
" Witt.
NOES.

Mr. Bayles,
" Burrowes,
" Byrne,
,~ Casey,
" Fellows,
" Francis,
" Hanna,
" James,
,t King,
" Lalor,

Mr. Lobb,
,t Mackay,
" Macpherson,
" McCaw,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Sullivan.
Tellers.
Mr. Bates,
" Burtt.

Mr. DYTE, proposed, as a further
amendment, the omission of the words
exempting from toll " any horses or
carriages belonging to, or conveying, or
attending, or going to conveyor attend,
or returning from having conveyed or
attended the Governor." If Members of
Parliament were not exempt from toll
he did not see why the Governor should
be.
Mr. BURROWES moved that progress
b~ reported,
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The motion was agreed to, and progress
was reported accordingly.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
t:ninutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, June 16, 1869.
Polioe Regulation Act Amendment Bill-Land at Pirca.naImmigration-Coliban Water Soheme- Ra.ilway Oonstruotion-Land Laws Amendment Bill-Seoond Reading
-Fifth Night's Debate-Insolvenoy Law Amendment
Bill.

The SPEAKER took the .chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr. COHEN,
from certain Government contractors for
stores,. calling attention to the inconvenience which they sustained by the
suspension of payments during the deadlock, and praying the House to inquire
into the circumstances. Petitions in
favour of the Upper Murray RaiJway
Construction Bill were presented by Mr.
. G. V. SMITH, from the Bright Shire
Council, th~ Chiltern Borough Council,
and the Nort1:~.-Eastern Railway League.
'fHE POLICE BILL.
In reply to Mr. BOWMAN,
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the introduction of the Bill to amend the Act
for the regulation of the police force
would depend very m_uch on the progress
made with the business already before the
House.
LAND AT PIRCANA.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Minister
of Lands whether he was aware that an
allotment of land in the area of Pircana,
selected by one Robbie along with one
J;;anyon, had been sold by auction at Ballarat; also, whether he was aware that a
subdivision of the said lot wa~ arranged
for at the time of selection; and whether
he knew who put the improvements on
the land, Rnd what was the value of such
improvements?
Mr. GRANT, in reply to the question,
read the following report on the' subject
from the land officer, Mr. Morrah : "On April 8, 1868, at a selection at Camperdown, William Robbie, on his lot ticket being
drawn, applied for a lease of allotment 6, parish
of Pircana, and expressed an intention of suhdiyidin~ the l!\.nd wtth Henry Scott Lanyon.
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No further steps were taken to effect the subdivision, the plan and undertakings required by
the regulations of the board not having been
furnished at any time, and the rent having been
allowed to fall into arrear, the allotment was, in
April last, declared forfeited by the Governor
in Council. Subsequently, on application being
made for the sale of the land, it was, under section 21, Amending Land Act, gazetted to be
offered for sale "by auction at Ballarat. on the
14th instant, both Robbie and Lanyon be~g 80
informed, and was purchased by Mr. E. A.
Wynne on that day. No report of any improvements has reached this office, and no valuation
was attached to the allotment."

IMMIGRATION.
Mr. HANNA asked the Chief Secretary, having in view the report of the
Agent-General as to the best means of
promoting immigration to the" colony,
whether the Government intended to appoint agents as provided by the 9th section
of the Immigration Act ?
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was not his
intention to appoint agents at present.
Mr. McCAW inquired whether the
Government intended, during the present
session, to take any steps to promote immigration? The colony, he said, was,
socially speaking, in a state of stagnation.
It needed the infusion of some fresh blood.
The territory was large, very productive,
and very easily managed. He believed that
the proportion of labour required for the
production of food" was not above one-half
what was required in older countries; and
at present mor.e food was being produced
than was sufficient for the population.
He had noticed, ever since he had been
in the colony, that when there was a large
and constant stream of immigration, employment was steady, wages were high,
and everything was in a prosperous condition; and that, when immigration was
stopped, a change for the worse took place,
building ceased, wages fell, people wer~
thrown out of employment, and all classes
suffered. He hoped that, before the Land
Bill passed" the House, the Government
would see their way to set aside a portion
of the land revenue for immigration purposes, and would· take every means in
their power to bring about a large increase
" to the population.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-In reply to the
question put by the honorable member, I
may state that I don't propose now to express
any opinion with regard to immigration.
The honorable member has made one remark in reference to the state of the
colony, and on that I may observe that I
believe the colony was n,ever in a more
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prosperous condition than it is now. As
to the suggestion of laying aside a certain
portion of the land revenue for immigration pUl'poses, I have to state that it is
not the intention of the Government to do
anything of the kind, or to em body in the
Land Bill a clause having that object. I
think the question of immigration is one
that should be dealt with by the :aouse
from time to time, and that any money
appropriated for that purpose should be
voted specially. I may add that it is my
intention, as soon as the Land Bill is dis.;.
posed of, to submit to the House resolutions relative to immigratipn, wjen a full
opportunity of discussing the question
will be afforded to honorable members.
RAILWAY CQNSTRUCTION.
Mr. F. L. S~YTH brought up the
sixth report from the select committee on
railway construc~ion.
The report was ordered to be printed.
COLIBAN WATER SCHEME.
Mr. HUMFFRAY asked the Minister
of Mines if the Government intended to
place on the Supplementary Estimates
for 1869, a sum to compensate Messrs.
Wardle, and Co., and Mr. J. H. Reilly,
in accordance with the recommendations
of the select committee on the Castlemaine
and Sandhurst water scheme?
" Mr. SULLIVAN replied in the'negative.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
FIFTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. Grant's motion fOl'
the second reading of the Land Bill, and
Mr. Macgregor's amendment thereto, declaring the administrative powers proposed to be conferred by the Bill to b~ arbitrary and excessive (adjourned from the
previou~ evening) was resumed.
Mr. McKEAN. - Mr. Speaker, when
the Minister of Lands asked leave of the
House to introduce this Bill, he expressed
himself sensible of the deep responsibility
that attached to him in submitting such a
measure. The honorable members who
have already taken part in this debate
have expressed themselves ill E'imilal'
terms; and there is no doubt that Jt
question so important as the amendment of the land law demands from
honorable members generally the most
mature deliberation and consideration.
Various opinions ha.ve been enunciated
in reference to tho present Bill. Some
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honorable' nieinbers have dealt with' it
a question of principle; others have
dealt with it as a question rather of de.tail
than of principle; but viewed in whatever
light it may be-viewed in reference either
to its principles or its details-it presents
serious -matter for the consideration of this
House. It is not usual to go into:the details of a Bill on a motion for its second
reading. Usually, we then deal mote with
principles. But I apptehend that the very
details, of this Bill-.; the machinery by
which it is intended to carry out the principles involved in the measure-are them:seh"es, to some extent, to be'regarded as,
principles. I say that th~ principles of
this Bill must be gathered as much from
the machinery of the measure, as from .the
speech of .the Minister of Lands. In
dealing, with such a measure, I submit, th~
House 'should not confine itself to' the'
present aspect of the land question, but'
should take a review' of the various propositions which ha,ve heen made with.inthe
last ,ten years' for "t,he settl~ment of
that question. We should ask ourselves'
what was the position of the land
question at the time, of the passing of
the Act of J 862? and what was the
object of the 'Legislature in ,amending
that Act· in -1865? Have the ohjects
which' the Legislature had then in view
been carried out? If not, in what manner
have they been ,frustrated? And is the
present Bill an improvement on previous
measures,- and, if so, to what 'extent?
What are the concessions which are now
to be m,ade'in fav~ur of the free selector,
and what' are' the' propositions relating to
pastoral occupation?' These, I say, are
questions which it 'is incumbent ~n evei.'y
honorable member to address to himself;
and, in doing so, he sho}lld not, lose sight
of the machinery by which it is intended
to carry out the principles o~ the )neasure.
Now, sir, the' Hill, as the Minister of
Lands has informed us, embraces,twoprinciples-theone is the alienatiop. of the territory, and the second is the occupation of that
territory uutil alienated; in other 'words,
the one deals' with permanent. settlement
-the other with pastoral, occupation. I
will address myself, in the first place, ,to
the subject of the alienation of 'the ·tel'ritory. The Bill-as stated by the Minister
of Lands, in his address on intr9ducing
the measure-will do away with selection by lot, with, allowances ~ud disallowance~fby the Board of Land and Works,
with division and subdivision by the
Mr. McKean.
aJ8
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; Board of Land and Works, and, with ail

I arbitrary powers in connexion with selection under lelitse, and ~yith, the leases
themselves. In lieu of that system, the
honorable member proposes, with certain
reservations, to extepd the principle and
I operation of the 42nd section ov.er the
entire territory to the extent of 640 acres.
Now does the Rill under consideration
~atry ,but thf) vje~s,' of ~he' honorable
member? 1; have given the Bill the
fullest consideration, and I have arrived,
at the conclusion that the measure, in its
: present form, does not fully carry out the
I vi~wsof the Minister of Lands. . The
; honorable gentleman proposes to ~- do
away with seleCtion by lot.' ~ut in what
manner does ,he intend to deal';with
cases which' may naturally aris~ )~:'in
the disposal of ,th~ public lands" pj~
se.1ection ?
$upposiD;g the, Bill co~es
into oper'ation on the 1st 9r'anY'0th~r day.
of the m,onth, at ten or -twelve o'clock or
any other ~our, and supposing the v.ariou~
land offices: to be crowned with people
as thej, 'have been when lands have be~n
thrown open, for'selectio~ under the existing . Act, how 'are you to'~ispose of eight
or ten' applications for one and, the same
allotment?
The 'honorable gentleman
sayR there will be 'no such thing as' several
applications for one allotment at qne and
the same' time. But I don't see liowthe
difficulty can be avoided.' 'It may arise
every day the land office is open. . Two or
three persons may·be standing outside 'the
office, before it is open, W'ai ~ing with ·ap~li-·
cations which will affect,'more or less,lime
and the same block. ' One block:of 640 .
acres, having half a mile frontage, may be
the subject of threeor four applications~'
applications overlapping ,each oth,et; no
two dealing with preCisely the same piece
of ground.' How' is priority in 'such· a
case to' be decided? Will' lottery be;again
brought into play? The Minister of Lands
says-" I aholish lottery by law.'~ But what
does he substitute? The 9~th clalise saysI

".The Governor sh~ll have 1?6~_er, from time
to tIme, to make and alter or reSCInd rules,tegu, lations, and orders, for ·themode by'which any
land or allotment shall be surveyed."
,_ f "

Now nnder those rules and regulations the
Minister of Lands may again introduce
the lottery. 'I ask whether the honorable
gentlf'man intends dealing with the ques-,
tion in this manner? . The' second pointwhich I have to touch "upon is that df
doing away with allowances and disallowances by the board. And here I have to
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call attention' t~ 'the fact that the Bill
gives powers so 'c;mplete and e'xhaustive
that vetylittle ~edtains to! be done to' ~~ake
the Minister of 'Lands' equal 'to the' Emperor Napoleon. The powers proposed to
be given to the Minister of Lands for the
time being are gi'eater than those which
H?r, Maj esty herself possesses. ,In sRying
th1s I'have no desire whatever to reQect on
the present holder of the office. The honorable member for the A voca (Mr. Grant)
may rem!tin' Minister of Lands for years,
~xercising the powers reposed in him for
the b~riefit of the public as liberally and
as generously as he has hitherto done.
But the difficulty may' arise of a gentleman who does not possess the confidence
of the House occupying that position for
siX: or eight Vy"eeks, and of evils which
caJ.lDot be remedied taking place during
that ti~e under the very general powers
now proposed to be conferred on the
Minister of Lands. 'I ani 'satisfied that
the House will not delegate to the· head
of the, Lan9.s department the powers
proposed to be given by the Bill without
providing the greatest possible safeguards
against the perpetration of abuses, whoever
may' occupy the office. I find, by the interpretation clause, that the' word '( Governdr," which ~ appears a great many
ti~es in the Bill, is intended to mean
"the officer administering the Government, acting by and with the advice' of
the' Executive Council." 'What is to be
up.derstood by this? Why that the Goverllor shall do as his Ministers tell him, and
tbat the' Ministers must do what their
'c'olleague at the head of the Lands
department tells them; in other words
that the views of the Minister of Lands
sball be filtered through His Excellency.
Sir" I may be told that it does not necessarily follow that such should'he the case.
But I venture to say that the Minister of
Lands,ought not' to remain for a moment
in the high and responsible position which
he, occupiss: if, he is'' to be t,rammelled
or 'interfered with by his, colleagues.
I know that, if I were Minister of Lands,
I would not allow my colleagues to
interfere with me, except in very grave
matters-matters involving some public
policy.~ But J:. ask are we, it's Members
of' Parl~amEmt, meeting here to deal with
all, public' questions, including the land
q uestiori, to ',delegate to ,,the Minister of
Lands the exercise of powel;s'which ought
to be exercised. by this House alone,
or'immediately under its review?, If we
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accept the prin9iples of' the Bill, and' the
machinery by which it is propo'sed "to
carliT o1;1t th~se principle,S, ~e depl":ve
outserv¢s o~ th~ power to' review. f " It is
nonsense to say we hold in our hands the
right to review, after giving the Minister
of Lands for the time being, the' most
arbitr~ry powers ,Fqat it is possibl~ for
its to bestow.
I 'will refer to the powers
given: by the, 7th claus~, which is.
enlargement of a sectior:t ,contained in. the
Act of 1862. That clause -~ays- , ,

an

. "The Governor may from time to time, either
by a general or particular des,cription, ~~s~rve
from sale either temporarily or perm'ariently;
tiny Crown lands ,,*hich in his opinion aie re;.;
quired for any public purpose whatsoever."

Now under this clause, if I;~ere Minister
of Lands, ap.d so disp,osed~ I c'Ould'do this:
I could reserve a Jarge tract of land..;...
say several- thousan'd acr~s..:...!.o's'ten'sibly .ro~
some public purposes, but really io ena;bIe
some 'Six
sev~n friends' to obtain possession of it.- I could resei;ve the land by
Gazette notice: before the Act came mto
ope.~.ation, and then I could revoke the
reservation, giving my fri~nds early intimation' of' the fact, so that they m,ight be
able to take up the land. as soon as the
Gazette notice appeared. It may be said
th'at this assumes that the Minister may
act collusively or improperly. It assumes
nothing of the kind. Individuals desirous
to make a certain. selection may have a
friend in ,a clerk about the Lands-office,
from whom they may rec,eive informMion
which will give them an advantage over
the' general public, ,who have only the
Gazette notice, when it appears, to guide
them. I submit that we ought to tak,e
care that reasonable notice is gi,ven in
,the Gazette, so that persons !Dar. be placed
on an equal footing. I believe that, under
the Duffy Act, a month's notice was given.
-Mr. DUFFY.-The notice 'was published for four consecutive weeks. '
'
Mr. McKEAN.-I find that the 9th
clause provides that, before land is permanently reserved, notice thereof shall be
published in the Gazette for four consecu ..
tive weeks; but I want to know why the
same process is n'ot to be gone, ,through
when it is proposed to cancel the reservQ.,-~
tiens. If this were provided for,~ no favouritism could be exercised bi the obtainment of infm:mation, surreptitiously 011
otherwise, from the department. Then,
again, the 10th clause provides ,that...:.. .

or'

"When any land has been temporarily reserved or excepted from occupation under the
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'Mining Statute 1865,' as herein before mentioned,
notice of such reservation or exception shall be
published in the Government Gazette."
It does not say' "for four consecutive
weeks." And who is to be the judge
whether the land is suit~ble for mining
purposes? . The Minister of Lands may
know as much "'about auriferous lands as
the man in the moon ; and, by this clause,
he may reserve first-class agricultural
land, under the impression that a lead. of
gold runs underneath, and this reservatIOn
may be made without proper notice.
Mr. GRANT.-Perhaps I may be
allowed to set the honorable member
right. When a r~serve is temporary, it is
instantly done.
Mr. McKEAN.-I admit that the four
weeks' notice may not be necessary with
regard to lands that it is desirable to
promptly reserve for temporary purposes.
But the clause goes on to say., Before any temp~rary reservation shall be
revoked, notice of the intention to make such
revocation shall be published in the Government
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the. door to be opened to such practices.
Public opinion should be respected. The
public should have confidence in the administration of th.e· Lands department, but
I say boldly there is a great want Qf confidence on the part of the public in some
of the transactions that take place in that
department. I don't say that the :Mini~ter
of Lands is cognizant of these transactions.
It is impossible for him to be cognizant of
all that takes place at the Lands-office.
The honorable gentleman is not supposed
to be so conversant with the details of his
department as some of his officers. But
if public report .is to be believed, frauds
have been carried out in that department
for years. . Ten or eleven years ago,
I heard of tracings of unoccupied portions of runs being supplied surrep,titiously from that department. I
also heard of conspiracies on the
part of a number of individuals, who
obtained licences for these portions of
runs, and then went down and impounded
cattle, and otherwise annoyed the squatter,
Gazette."
who ultimately had to buy them off at a.
It is not stated how long the notice is to handsome figure~ This was done in one
be, and thus there is nothing to prevent instance, about forty or fifty miles from
the very evil to which I have alluded. GeelonO', if public report is to be believed.
There is nothing to prevent a person ComingO to the second part of the Billobtaining information of the revocation of the part dealing with the al!enation of ~he
a temporary reservation, just in the same public lands-I find the subJect dealt WIth
way as an applicant under the 42nd in <3, ~ost general ~anner. Alienation is
section at the present time receives inti- to be accomplished·, for the most part, by
mation of the forfeiture, through his instru- licence and lease. The 18th clause saysmentality, of a selection made by a dummy
"The Governor may issue a licence to occupy
-a system, I say, which is most demoralany Crown lands not exceeding in the whole
izing in its influences, and most pernicious 640 acres, for a period of three years, at a fee for
to the public. The provision for the four occupation of 2s. per annum for each and every
weeks' notice appears in a corresponding acre."
clause in the Land Act of 1862, but, for Now I don't think the draft.sman was
some cause or other, it is left out .here. conversant with t.he statutes, or he would
Another very general clause is the 14th. not have used the expression~" The GoThat clause provides thatvernor may." The language shol,lld be"The Governor may from time to time, and "The Governor shall." I submit that,
at any time, by a notice in the Government
Gazette, exempt from the operation of part 2 where· anything is to be done for the
of this Act, any specific portion of Crown lands, public benefitt, where the matter is imand from time to time, and at any time, to perative, the word" shall" should be used.
revoke the same."
But while in clause 18 the language isAccordi~g to this clause, no notice of "The Governor may," clause 19, which
. revocation is required to be published in gives the conditions of licence, saysthe Gazette. Everything is to be done "Every licence 'shall' be issued py the
by a stroke of His Excellency's pen, Governor." The first of the series of condictated by the Minister of Lands. I may ditions is that the licence-fee shall be
be told that the power exists at present, paid in advance at half-yearly intervals.
but I reply that it is very improper such That is a reasonable condition; but, on
a power should exist. It is a power looking at clause 22, we find that all
which will open the door to a great deal the conditions are disposed of ~y the
of fraud and a great deal of corrupt " happy despatch" operation. I will just
patronage; and I say we should not allow ask honorable members to 90n&ider that
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clause for a moment, to see how any
unauthorized occupier under a forfeited
licence may be forcibly dispossessed.
For, sir, who is to ·be the judge of the
forfeit-who is to be the judge of the
non-payment of the rent? Tbere is this
condition of-non··payment of rent provided,
however. The rent might, in fact, be paid
after all, and some clerk to whom it is
paid may embezzle it. I say this because
it is only by using illustrations of this
kind-exceptional I hope in their realitythat the hardships that may arise out of a
wrong system~ can be properly estimated.
Again, the rent might be paid and by
some mistake or other it might be omitted
to be placed to the credit of the licensee
who paid it, and the very first intimation
he might receive 6f this mistake having
been made, not in his favour, might be in
the shape of an announcement in the local
paper that he had been deprived of his
640 acres of fine standing wheat by a notice in the Government Gazette that his
rent·had not been paid. Now, sir, under
ordinary circumstances, the House is
aware that it is necessary that, before
these extreme measures can be had resort
to, a demand of the rent should be formally
made. In this case, however, no such
provision for a demand is made; but a
man may be put out of possession of his
land not only before he becomes aware ·of
his having done anything which could
justify the forfeiture, but by some such
accident· as I have referred to in a case
where he has punctually complied with
every requirement of the law.
Mr. GRANT.-It is not so iIi. any case,
and cannot be so.
Mr. McKEAN.-I am afraid I am altogether.at issue with the Minister of Lands
again. If he will read the cases which
decide the point he will find thnt I am
right. Sir, it is desirable that we should
not allow ourselves to depart from the well
known principles and restri~ons followed
in providing for covenants and breaches of
them. It is very desirable, I think, to
follow as far as practicable the precedents laid down by the English authorities;
because, whatever we do in questions of
. law, we must eventually arrive at and be
pulled up at that stand point, the Privy
Council. We must be governed by the
principles of English law; and I am
afraid that, if an appeal should take place,
the tribunal before whom it would be
heard would say-" Your intentions, as
expressed in this Bill, may be very good,
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but you have expressed them in a very
inartificial manner, diametrically opposed
to the principles pointed out by the common law courts of the country." The
next condition is that the licensee· shall
not l;I.ssign the licence. nor transfer his
right, title, and interest therein, or of the
land therein described, or any part thereof,
during the currency of such licence; and
that the lic~nce shall become absolutely
void on assignment of such licence,
whether by operation of law or otherwise,
Now, sir, this is a question of fact, and
who is to deal with it? Are we to substitute the Minister of Lands for a jury
in this instance? In many cases I should
be quite willing to make that substitution;
but, in matters,of a contested character,
where several witnesses might be heard,
and who would probably make statutory
declarations, on the one side and on the
other, of the state of the facts, it is, in my
opinion, very desirable-nay, absolutely
essential-that such questions should be
heard and decided upon. in somewhat of a
judicial manner, by the Minister of Lands
sitting in public. I not only think it is
due to the public that it should be so, but
I believe, if the personal feelings of the
Minister were consulted, he would be
influenced by them, to adopt that
course, if the Bill were so shaped
as to warrant it. The next and third
condition is that the licensee shall,
within one year and a half from the
licence being issued, erect a substantial
fence enclosing the land described in the
licence, and shall, during the currency of
the licence, cultivate at least one acre out
of every ten. Take the instance of an
individual bold enough, on the strength
of his pecuniary position; to select 640
acres of land; he has to fence it in within
a year and a half of the issue of the
licence, and he has to cultivate 64 acres
of it. Is .he to cultivate it substantially,
or is it enough that he should scratch the
soil with a harrow? Who is to he the
judge-who is to interpret the word
" cult.ivate?" Who is to be satisfied with
and to determine the character of the
fence? Is it to be a three-rail fence?
is it to be sheep proof? or will a top rail
and wire be sufficient?
Mr. GRANT.-It has been already
deCIded by the court.
Mr; McKEAN.-Yes, it has been. I
am aware that the Supreme Court has
given several decisions; but they have all
applied to the special facts of the case
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under' consideration. There has 'been no conditions must. be ;fulfilled during the
decision given which has' been in the period of three.years, so that his six ll\onth~
nature of aD: interpretation of these .wordsl pr.obationary term is lost to him '\lndeI; t4~
Sir, the, next coridition imposed;. is. for reading of this clause. ·:Again, everyt~i:ng)
re..:entry in the case of non-payment of the observe, is either the board or, what is the
fees, or in case the licensee shall not within same thing,,, the Minister for the time
six months' of the issue of the licence, being. "To the satisfaction of the board"
~nd from that time during its currency are the words, of tliis condition. I~ ·s,eem,a
occupy the allotment, and providing for to me that, under this Bill, the on,ly man
ttte case of the permanent improvements, who can satisfactorily settle. upon th~
referred to'in the preceding condition, not land is that man who cail go and. purchase
having. been carried out. Now, sir, this his 640 acres right out, and get acle~n
bond it ion, if it remained in the Bill, would bill of health in the: shape of a· ,Crown
have the effect of .inflicting serious injury grant, without any restrictions or I:ei!~rva..
npon those' who, under the 42nd clause, tions whatever. Hut why:shoutd he be
had taken up and improved land. Its placed in a ;better position than the· mall
object is that of facilitating free selection who avails himself of the prQvisions
:;Lnd· settlement on the land; but a man which the ~tate has made for his settlemay select 640 acres, and if. he had the ment on the land? We are told that-the
n;tisfortune to have previously selected squatter can enjoy the' occupation of his
20 acres, ana. built a nice house and lands at about twopence per acre, and we
made a 'homestead there, he would have are told, in' the same breath, that the man
to erect a. habitable dwelling on his who ·goes to settle on the ground per640 acres as well, and go to live there. manently-a.nd whose. interest it. it:! .the
How could he comply with all these supposed object of the Legislature to foster
l'equirements? He could not reside per- and protect-must .pay ·2s. an -acre,. Q.r
manently in two places at one time. This twelve t~mes as much as the squ&tter .. No.w
is a defect in the measure which I hope, are these the oona,fides of the Government,
when it is in committee, will be remedied. and can it be their object to give to the
And here I may observe that this Bill people the advantage of settlement on the
may be made in committee either one land? Is it not rather a false hope held
thing or another. It may be either made out to the intending settler that, although
into a really good' workable measure, such he is in occupation of the land,. he ~ust pay
as I desire' to see it, or it may be made a the extreme' price that is :now demanded
very. bad one'; it 'may be allowed to re- of him? Surely, if the 'public lands ate
inain as it is, destructive of the best inte- not worth more than twopence an acre to
rests of the colony, unless admini.stered the squatter,. they ought net to be .worth
by an honest, faithfUl friend of the people. 2s. an acre to the bonafide settler. With
Now, sir; the' foUrth condition goes on.to the wonderful powe'rs the Legislature
say-" In case substantial and permanent possesses, it would, I think, be quite easy
improvements, certified in writing under to frame, a clause which would meet the
the seal of the board, or under the hands circumstances of the case I am discussing,
of arbitrators, ·to be of the value of £1 'for by embodying in it a proposal which may
every acre and fractional part of an acre." be stated thus, that the 6s. per acre paid
And here we come to the system of arbi- by the selector during the three years
tration, a system which has worked very should be credited to him, and that, at the
badly under the Land Act of 1862, when end of that t.rm, he should ge.t a certificate
applied to the valuation of runs. The that the necessary improvements had been
next condition is that the licensee shall made on the land; and that the .6s. an acre
reside on the allotment during a period so paid should go towards the payment of
of' not less than two years and a half, the purchase money.. That, I think,
and shall fence and cultivate and make the would cut away many. of the existing
requisite improvements on it, during the objections; and I would suggest that,
period of three years, and shall prove to instead of these deferred payments exthe' satisfaction of the board that the teJ?ding over a period of threes ears first,
conditions have been compli'ed with. The they should extend over ten years at once.
House will observe that, although he has The clause then goes on to say that
only 'six months to make his preliminary affidavits shall be made, before a justice of
arrangements, he is to reside on 'the land the peace, that the provisions of the Act
for. two and' it half y~ars; but all the have be.en complied, with. N ow we have
Mr. McKean.
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been tola by the Minister of Lands that he
intends ,to do away with division and subdivisio1l: by the Boa.rd of Lan<;l and Work~,
and also with all arbitrary powers in connexion with selection under l~ase, and that,
in .lieu of that system, he will give that
wide range of selection, now iJ? operation-by
virtue of the 42nd section, over the entire
territory. But 'the manner .in which the
Minister of Lands proposes to compass
these changes, altogether takes away from
them the beneficial effect which they would
ot4erwisehave. In the 20th cl~use he says
that questions of law should be settled by
the Govern.or.in this manner :-.
" Provided that if any person shall, in violation
of, any of the .prpvisions . hereof, become the
licensee of an allotment,the Governor, who
alone and finally shall judge and determine,
may declare the licence of any such allotment
to be forfeited."

Well,. sir, this clause is one of certainly a
very arbitrary ch"aracter, and yet it is in
unison with nearly every o.ther clause in
the Bm .... There are· forty-one clauses in
all which give these powers to the Governor; they 'are distributed through'the
Bill in every 'kind of way and -shape.
Now one· would have thougq~. that a
general power contained in. one clause
wou:ld have met all the circumstances of
the case; but as the Bill stands the idea
seemA to be-" ~f y<?u are not. caught in
this clause you can ,be hooked in another."
As to the revocation of licences, this
power is most objectionable. Take the case
of Myles v. McDonald,.fo'r example, and
apply the principle, ,to that;, That case,
wl;lich ~as ·dealt with by ,the' Supreme
Court,' was dealt with in ,this manner :.......
"And upon publication. in th.e Government
Gazette of notice of such declaration the interest
created'by the said licence shall cease and'determine, and all the right, title, and interest of the
licensee in' and to such licence, and all moneys
paid for fees in respect of. such allotment, shall
be absolutely forfeited, and 'the allotment may
be ~liepated in fee simple or licensed and leased
.. '
again in m~nner herein provided~

N~w·in·. ~hat· w~y is the selector dispossessed ? .His crops may be just ready for
the sj~~.le, when he, is pounced upon and
turned 'out under the provisions of the Act
-after this revocation has been dulyadvertised in the Gover.nment Gazette. I say
that. any unauthorized occupier--for under
the provisions of this· Act a man so situated
would, be an un&uthorized occupier - might
be imm~diately dispossessed. It was said,
on ~he introduction of this measure, that it
wasnoh (lesirable, to oppQse the .Supreme
CO,urt, alld. th&t· that tribunal ~hould have
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jurisdiction over matters rela~ing to the
forfeiture ~f leas~s or to the occupation of
licensees. But what is proposed now?
Why to do away with the power· of the
Supreme Cou.rt in these respects, ~nd' to
confer it upon justices of the peace:, With
all due respect to justices of the peace, I
must confess that, if I had my choice in
the matter, I would personally muc4.prefer
abiding by the decisi9n of their H~mours
the Judges .on a question so closelyaffecting my own interests to abi<l.ing by theirs.
I would' rath~r h~ve eve!! a ,sharp, and
sp'eedy dispatch of .the questio~ at, the
hand8 or their Honours, than submit it to
the decision of justices, who are too apt
to trifle with and delay the interests of the
people. Conceive the positi<?n in which a
man may find himself under the exer.c~se of
these powers . . He 1l).ay be away. from
home on business, or ly~ng.on a sickbed
unable to help himself. Many things ml:\Y
happen, of which the Minister. of ,Land~
may have no knowledge; a summons m~y
be served at his last known place of;tbode,
and that will. be sufficient. Why .the
nian may be in Tasmania, .or elsewhere~
in search of his health, or across. the
Murray in search of his sJle<;lp; and if h.~
has been in this way served with ~. sum,,:,
mons-if it can be called service-he;wili
discover on his return that, during his
absence, he has. been adjudged to be' an
unqualified and unauthorized possessor of
his land;·· he may be . forcibly dispossessed, and by ." one: fell swoop" he
may discover that he ,has been made a
pauper. Such, sir,.are the powers which,
by. this' measure, it is proposed to· confer
upon justices of .the peace-powers which
the Minister of Lands refuses to· confer
upon the judges of the",Supreme Court.
There could be no chance of escape for
the poor fellow who might happen -to incur the displeasure, of an .individ1lal,
clothed with these powers; who has ·the
ear .of the Minister for the time being.
He must go, and go in the same manner
as many another has gone before him
under the 42nd section. On the question
of valuations, it must be remembered that
all the requisite improvements are to be
made within three years. We go on then
to the 27th section, and that contains a
principle which I think the House will be
chary of giving its approval to-namely~
that an assignment ·of a licence is 'not
allowable. It. says.
" No will, or codicil, or the granti~g of· ani
probate or letters of administration, shall be
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"The licensee, lessee, and assigns of an allotdeemed to be an assignment or transfer within
the meaning of this Act; and no assignment or ment of land under this Act, and the person or
transfer of any licence graJ,lted nnder the pro- . persons in whom the interest or any part thereof
visions aforesaid, whether by operation of any of any such lessee may -at any time, or purlaw now or hereafter to be in force, or by act of chaser of any land under any Act heretofore in
the licensee,and no assignment by the licensee, force, or under this Act, become vested, shall
shall take effect or have any force or validity have all the rights as against trespassers which
at law belong to the owner in possession of any
either at law or in equity."
except the right of impounding; and shall
This means, sir, in simple language, that land,
have the said last-mentioned 'right when and so
there shall be no transfer whatever of a soon as the allotment, or such part of the allotlicence, not e~en in the case of insolvency. ment as shall be trespassed upon, shall have
Is a man to be all,owed to go to his mer- been enclosed, either alone or with any adjoining
in the occupation of the same person, with
chant and procure wire for fencing, and aland
substantial fence, but not before."

other goods which are necessary for carrying out the improvements which the law I believe, as the law stands, that the squatrequires, and, if he does not pay for them, ters may impound.
Mr. GRANT.-It is in the Act of
is he to be allowed to hold his land in
defiance of his creditors? Is lie to be in 1865.
Mr. McKEAN.-I know it is, and the
a position to say that the law has given
him this power, and that he intend~' to clause is altered.
Mr. GRANT.-Not materially altered.
exercise it-that he will not surrender to
Mr. McKEAN.-Verbal alterations not
his creditors what he does not deny are their
just rights? I ask the House again whether, . unf~equently altogether change the prinin the exercise of its functions as the ciples of a measure. They are often the
representative of the people, it is prepared most dangerous alterations that a Bill can
to endorse 80 gross a wrong on society? undergo. Clause 30 provides that holders
Persons of fraudulent intentions must be of licences under section 42 of Act No.
legislated for-persons whose whole life 237 are to have pre-emption. It runs
may be passed in attempting to overreach thus"When, before the passing of this Act, buildtheir neighbours. Then we come to the
rights of licensees and lessees against tres- ings or other improvements have been erected
or made upon any Crown lands held under any
passers, and we find thislicence other than pastoral granted under any ot'
" The licensee, lessee, and assigns of an allotment of land under this Act, and the person or
persons in whom the interest or any part
thereof."

the Acts hereby repealed, and upon which the
licensee has or has and shall have been in possession for a period of at least three years of the
said land."

Now how do we get this word "assigns"how can it have found its wa.y into the
clause if there is to be no assignment ,at
all? Is it a little word dropped in just to
make it run all square? The like thing
was done about the volunteer certificates.
At any rate I will say that this Bill is on!3
of the most extraordinary pieces of patchwork I ever met with. I do not, on the
whole, disagree with the principles of it,
but I would recommend that it should be
carefully gone through before it is brought
again before the House, and that the little
errors and omissions-which are evidently
only attributable to the printers-should
be corrected and supplied. It is made up
almost ~ntirely of other measures. Sixtythree clauses are taken almost bodily from
the Land Act of 1862, twenty are taken
from the Land Act of 1865, seventeen are
taken from other sources, but some of them
I hope, for the sake of our Legislature,
contain original matter. The clause to
which I have just referred-the 29th. deals with. the rights of licensees and
lessees against trespassers, and it saysHr. McKean.'

Now I ask the attention of honorable members to this. There are v;arious provisions
which deal with the question of rent to go
in payment, or in part payment, of the
purchase money; but we come to the 31st
clause, and we find this"Provided nevertheless that all payments of
rent over and above three years from the date of
the first-mentioned lease shall be deemt!d and
taken to have been paid and received as part of
said purchase money."

Now why not take the rent paid during
the three years? I believe, sir, that the
object is, or ought to be, to settle the
people of this country on the Crown
lands; and, if honorable members will
only consider the facilities which the
selector enjoys in other countries-in
America, for example-they must see that
they. have to compete with those countries
for the population for which it ought to be
the object of legislation to create attractions here. If the disadvantages under
~hich we labour in this respect are fairly
looked at, it wilJ, I think, be found that it is
to our benefit to make restrictions as few as
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possible, and advantages as great and as
manifold as we can. I am sorry that, many
years ago, those who had the means and
the wish to settle upon the lands had not
the power given them of doing so. I am
sorry that the public were prevented from
carrying out the system of what are
called Brooke's occupation licences. I am
sorry that they were not legalized, if they
were found to be illegal; and I am sorry,
also, that the principles of the Land Convention were not carried out twelve years
ago. If they had been, we should now
have had a far more .prosperous state of
things than we are likely to have resulting
from .the remnant of Crown lands that are
left to us. I do not concur in the estimate
-which has been formed by some honorable
members of the number of people who
could be settled on those lands. I believe
that we cannot settle 10,000 people upon
the remaining lands, assuming that each
person takes up 640 acres.
Mr. WILSON.-Oh yes, 15,000.
Mr. McKEAN. - Fifteen thousand,
says the honorable member for Ararat.
Why, by the returns furnished by the
Minister of Lands, it will be seen that
there are only something a little over
7,000,000 of acres of land of first-class
pastoral character available for selection;
and that, in round numbers, would
only be sufficient to settle 11,000 selectors
upon. This is really all the land that we
have; because we cannot suppose that
those who are invited to settle will be
content with mallee scrub or useless waste
lands of that character. It cannot be supposed that they will be content to occupy
third-class or even second-class pastoral
country; but, even if they were to do so,
we could.not settle on the land available
for such purposes more than 20,000 people.
If this be so, why should we talk about
immigration-why should we talk about
bringing people out to settle in the wilds of
Gippsland, on the Cape Otway ranges,
or on the bleak plains of the Wimmera ?
We have not the lands for them-lands
of first-class character suitable for agricultural purposes. Qur aim should be
to assist, and, by every means in our
power, to encourage a class of settlers on
the land who will not only cultivate it, but
will engage largely in pastoral pursuits;
because, with the peculiar seasons-the climatic fluctuations to which we are subject
in this country-it would be the height of
folly to say that a man would be safe in cultivating all his land. He must cultivate
VOL.
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it in such a manner as to have not only
a varied class of crops, but to have
also a large amount of pasturage available for his flocks; and he can only do
that by having a large tract of country
open to him for the purpose. Sir, this
Bill deals also with the sale of Crown
lands by auction, and the clause which
refers to that branch of the question
is somewhat peculiar. The 32nd clause
of the Bill says" All lands of the Crown in Victoria, wherever
situated, may be sold, subject to such covenants, conditions, exceptions, and reservations
as the Governor may direct, in fee simple,
by public auction, at an upset price of £ 1 for
each acre, or at such higher upset price as the
Governor may direct."

Now, although the Governor has the power
to fut the land up for sale, that power
enables him to put it up not only at £1
an acre, but to fix the upset price at a
much higher amount-say £8 per acre;
and it may be that, by means of earwigging at the Crown Lands office, advantages may be conceded to individuals
which may be withheld from the general
public; so that., after the land is withdrawn
from sale, and those who strive to acquire
it for the purposes oflegitimate occupation
have been disappointed, it may fall into the
hands of friends of the Ministry of the
day. I do not say this will be the case,
but honorable members will agree with
me in thinking that, under this clause, a8
at present constructed, it may. Now the
36th dause deals with lands which have
remained unsold at auction, and it says"When any lands have been put up to auction,
remain unsold thereat, the Governor may
direct that such lands continue to be set up to
auction at any reduced price not less than £ I
per acre, and, until such direction be given, all
such lands shall be open for sale to the first applicant at the upset price."
~nd

But after that direction is given, accord to this clause, in case an increased
price shall be offered, it shall go at the
highest price offered; therefore lands
which could originally have been put up at
£ t an acre, can be put up at £4 or £8 an
acre, and may fall into the hands of some
gigantic speculator at the original upset
price of £1, who would not scruple to
take advantage of the friendly relations
existing between himself and the Minister
of Lands for the time being. Now, sir,
there is another clause-the 39th-which
deals with the closing and alienation of
unnecessary roads; and· I protest emphatically against the powers that it is
proposed the board shall exercise under
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this clause. It was found necessary for
the benefit of· the public that lands
should be surveyed at reasonable distances;
but here is a power given to the'board'of
saying. that any particular road maybe
'closed-that fro;m henceforth the public
shall have no· right of way over it.. What
~ould be the result if this' power were
exercised incautiously? A person may
go, 'in some portions of the. Western
district, for example, several miles before
he 'can find a cross-road. Many of the
roads are closed up even now without the
slightest authority, and the public suffer
great inconvenience from' the practice.
But behold weare ask~d, under this clause,
to give to the Board of 'Lands the power
of saying to Mr. Brown, Mr. Black, Mr.
Robinson, or anybody else who occupies a
few square miles, of the public territory
in freehold-" You may ·refuse ~o allow
to the general public the, advantages
which such and such roads confer, simply
'because you occupy' the' surrounding
country.'." These roads, therefore, are to be
absorbed; for what? ' For the convenience
of the squatters, many of whom, . I say,
have closed them' up altogether; illegally,
and now hold them simply by' virtue of
tlia position which they occupy in the
district' in which' their squattages are
situated. These roads may not be required by the public just at present so
much as they will be hereafter, for when
the country becomes more settled they
. will be absolutely necess!try. If not so,
why should they have been laid out?
Then, sir, there are clauses which deal
with swamps, and which give to the board
the power of leasing those swamps; and,
'although this House has over and over
again expressed its determination not to
allow them to be leased-they being in 'the
nature of natural reservoirs-still we are
f!'sked to-give the Minister of Lands for the
time being the power of granting leases of
them. "We' are asked also to license the
use of aur.ifetous rands to the miner. The
clau'se on this branch of the question says~
"The Governor may from time to time grant
,licences for any period not exceeding one year,
w\lich shall entitle the holders thereof respec,tiv.ely to reside on or to cultivate, any lands on
any •gold-:field,' within the meaning of any Act
now or hereafter to be in force relative to the
gold-fields or lands adjacent thereto, not exceeding in extent ,twenty acres, subject to the
payment of such licence fee, and, upon ~uch
terms and conditions as shall be approved of by
:the Governor and be set forth in'such licimce."
The p~or unfortunate digg,er, who has' to
wOl"khard,night and day to earn his scanty
~h.,McKean.
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pittance, and is scarcely able to keep body
Bnd soul together by doing so, is to have
imposed on, him the necessity of residing
on a gold-field for ,the period of one.year;
whilst the squatter, ,living in opulence,
and having his flocks grazing' on a thousand
hills, is to have the SBme and greater advantages' for ten years; at the expense of
the miner: I' thought the object of the
Minister of Lands was to give .the miner
every facility and encouragement;, and
certainly he has' given him every facility
for residing adj acen't to a gold-field;, ,but,
if this clause be strictly interpreted, the'
miner must remove, or. at least he more
than liable tcrremoval"at the end of twelVe
months. The conditions of these ,licences,
too, it is prop9sed to make as stdct,as
possible. There are various other portions of the Bill to which it will' be
necessary to refer; but what I desire to
, call the attention of honorable members
to just now ,is the 59th clause, whi~h
deals With the licences and assessment of
pastoral occupiers. That clause says"From and after the' lst of January, H~71,
the rent to be paid by every such licensee for his
run shall be at the rate, of 8d~ for every sheep or
4~, fo'r every head of cattle which it shall be determined to be capable of carrying by the ,Board.
Provided that the said rate shall re-adjusted
upon the expiration of :five years from the pass·
ing hereof."
According to the principles of Lindley
Murray, this clause is susceptible of
amendment; and I, am really astonished
that the gentlemen who revised this Bill
should not have performed the task mote
critically. We now come to th~ next
clause, which is this.
"When the said board shall hav.e determined
the grazing capabilities' of the rUDs, it shall
cause'to be inserted in the Government Gazette
a notice of the amount of rent to be paid in
respect of each run in suc4 district, in the form
contained in the sixth schedule hereto, and the
amount therein m'entio'ned shall be bindfng arid
conclusive upon every occupier of land for
pastoral purposes. ",
Andhete is another palpable' 0\;ersig4t.
The words "in such district" are used,
and thewol'd "district" is not previously employed at all. It appears to me that these
clauses have be.en cut out and stuck into
the Bill, without any relation to or attempt
at reconciling them with what has gone
before or follows after. They have 'evidently been pasted in, and the concoctors
of the measure have omitted to'make-even
the n,ecessaty verbal alter,ations,' whieh
would enable them to dovetail ~in with the
other clauses. -It isa mere 'piece of
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mosai(rwor~;iDl.perfectl¥ executed.· Now,
,sir,!;letu8 proceed: to' ,the ,70th clause,. and
·-t~,isi8 indeed -a gem j!~ its tway., It says:"""

""The occupier' of 'any run 'may, "with the
,~nctio~ of the ,saill, boar:d, aqd upon.payment
of Po fee of £10 for every subdivision, divide

such run i and the said"' board shall determhie
the amount of rent to be paid in respect of each
sUbdivision of the original ,run, so that the rent
to be ,paid for the whole of such subdivisions
Iil~all not ~e. le,ss ,than, ther'e~t paid for 'the ,run
when undivIded, and the Governor shall issue
licences/"
-'

-And this'is what ,1.' partic~lariy desire to
~raw the attention of the House and the
'Minister of Lands :to;
':'" Authorizing the' occupation for pastoral
pUrposes of each run, into which the original
.r.un shall, have been so divided at the rent so
,detern:lined.by the said board as last aforesaid.~'

So -that a man in possession of a 'large
run has, under this clause, only to sub'divide 'it into a number of small ones, and
'What will be-the result? He can make'
improvements on them all, which will
~ntitle them to be constituted new runs,
~i:J.d ~hus the squatter can become pos"
'
'Sessed of half of the section.
'!( Mr.- GRANT:-No~
" Mr.. McKEAN.-If, to use a' well:'
known phrase, it be not the intention of
t~e Minister of Lands to grant such
-"privileges, immunities, and powers," he
shoUld' express his meaning in plainer
language. It -is not the Land, Act of
1862' in its entirety that we ,find here,
'but little pieces of· it. All the good
features of that measure are lost sight of,
but 'thete is introduced much that is bad;
and ~hat ~s likely to upset the calculations
of honorable members. There are various
o,ther .clauses to which, on somewhat
similar grounds, I might invite the atten:.
tion of the House; but I will now refer
to the 98th clause, and of that I will
say tha~ it shodId· either, have been a
little aniplified, or -have been formed into a
separate Bill by itself. Such Bill might
have contained· only one clause, and that
one clause need have been little more than
a tral1:script of this. It gives to the Governor the power of making, altering, or
rescinding regulations, as to the mode in
~hich allotments shall be surveyed and
th,eir ,bound~ries adjusted. In dealing
wi~h, ,this branch ·of the subject, it very
few 'words will ·do all- that is required by
such a clause as this, because it would be
only giving the Governor the power which
~e ,already has over the remaining ninetynine. The Bill can be cut down to a
single page; and it may be said-" Mr.
4F2
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Gr,ant,' so long ,as' you are Minister·of
Lands you ~an -do as you plea~e with the
lands of. the', country.": Sir~ it 'has been
.said that we must either vote for this
measure ot: throw oUI'selves into the arms
of Duffy and Fellows. ' Now,I Qbject to
that. I am by no' means dispose<;l to say
' that I, am prepared to adopt such an
alternative. I would much rather see the
Bill go ,into committee:;' and see the
machinery which is proposed, and some of
its principles modified and amended there.
But,sir, what guarantee h~ve we that, if
the Ministry once get this Bill into committee, those principles will be modified ? We have been told that the
Ministry have a large majority at their
backs, by which they are sure to carry the
Bill through its second reading; but I am
very much afraid that, when in committee,
we shall find too many honorable members
disposed to assist the Government in
carrying the measure throug.h that stage,
almost in the ipsissima verba that it
leaves the H,ouse.
_
Mr. GRANT.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McKEAN.-" Hear, hear," says
the Minister of Lands, who differs from
SOme of his colleagues when he. echoes
that sentiment; because they have said
that all they pin their faith to is the leading principl~s, and that if the machinery
ca.n be so' modified as. to improve those
principle&, they will nO,t object. Other
Land Acts have failed altogether in th.eir
machinery. It is almost on all hands admitted that, the Land Act of 1862 failed
altogether; and I have no hesitation in
predicting that the machinery of this Bill
will be found to be fully as defective as that
of any of its predecessors. What we want
are competent draftsmen to draft OUI."
measures for us, so that the legal machi~
nery may not be inartificially expressed
or carelessly framed. We want men who
can draft our measures without displaying
such an abuse or regardlessness of the
English language as is exhibited in this
Bill; and, above' all, not only should the' .
~rinciples be clearly enunciated, but
they should be of the simplest possible
character. The merit of a measure such
as a Land Bill consists, essentially•. in ita
simplicity. Again, reservations ru;e i~_ b~
allowed, and those reservations are to consist of the very best -land, ,the pick
the'
soil. Homesteads are placed in the most
favoured parts of the runs, and the reser,~
vations are to be made round" the home
steads, to accommodate the, squatter

or
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Many of the runs are in the hands of persons interested in the passing of this Bill
in its present shape. The' honorable
member for the Wimmera laboured very
hard last night to make us see that he and
his friends are not so much interested as
other honorable members would fain believe-that they are merely bare, naked
trustees, and that if they have any interest
it is only on behalf of foreign capitalists
who have invested their money in this
colony. I am not disposed to say that
that honorable member will vote with his
interests, or will be influenced by selfish
motives, either one way or the other, in
relation to this measure; but I do say
that we 'are all, and must necessarily be,
interested in it, and that our interest is
only a question of degree. Every individual in the country is interested in itsome prospectively, and some for the time
being; and are we to be told that because
members of this House happen to be, and
notoriously are, interested in this large
question, their votes are to be looked
upon with suspicion? The squatter of toto-day is just as avaricious and greedy as he
was twelve years ago, and I believe his conduct has been the cause of all the demoralization which has taken place in this country
under the Land Acts of 1862 and 1865.
The squatters, I say, have been the most
demoralized and demoralizing class of the
community. To them we owe the dummy
system; to them we owe bribery and corruption, 'and all the unpleasantness that
has arisen amongst the various classes of
the community, in connexion with the
land law and the settlement of the people.
Every Ministry has been more inclined
than its predecessor to favour the squatter
and the banker at the expense of the community at large. Free selection before or
after survey mattered not so long as the
sq uatters and bankers were favoured. I
hope that we shall now deal with this
matter finally. I hope that we shall
settle the squatting question for ever.
There is very little land to dispose of.
There are very few of the broad acres
which would have made homes for the
people still at the disposal of the State.
All the best land has been selected, and
it has been selected by a system of evasion and moral fraud that can find few
parallels in the history of a young colony.
The present Bill purposes to give the
squatters a ten years' tenure, because
clause 2, which repeals existing Acts,
says thatMr. McKean.

Amendment Bill.

,. Nothing herein contained shall, except where
otherwise expressly provided, be deemed to
affect any estate, right, or interest, created or
existing under or by virtue of the B,aid Acts,"

Now, under the present law, the squatters
have a ~ight to the annual renewal of
their licence for ten years, ending with
1870; and, as this Bill provides that the
new Act may continue in operation until
1880, the words which I have quoted will
have the effect of prolonging the squatters'
tenure until that period. I am not aware
whether such is the intention of the Government or not. It is well known, however, that, under the existing law, the
squatters will be trespassers if they remain
on their runs after 1870. In March, 1862,
Mr. J. D. Wood, in addressing the House,
distinctly stated that after the year 1870
the squatters would be trespassers upon
the land unless fresh legislation took place
in the meantime. What is it now proposed to do with the squatters? Some
honorable members suggest that we should
give them a tenure, renewable yearly, to
the close of 1880; and others-as, for instance, the honorable and learned member
for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows)-suggest that,
as a compensation for five years' drought
and bad seasons, they should have a further tenure of five years, after the expiration of 1970. In 1862 we generously
di vided amongst the squatters a million of
money, and supposing that the lands which
have since been taken up by selection are
equivalent to a loss of half their runs, if we
increase their tenure for ten years longer
we shall give them another half-million of
money.
Has the House considered that
view of the case? Are we prepared to
squander the public money by giving advantages to the squatter to which he is not
entitled. I may be told by some honorable members that the gentlemen who now
hold the stations are not the individuals
who held them in 1862. That, however,
matters not; because if the present occupants purchased the right, title, and interest of former holders, they did so with
the full knowledge of the fact that, before
the expiration of the year 1870, fresh
legislation would take place with regard
to the squatters' tenure, and they paid
accordingly. They bought knowing the
conditions, and they have a right to abide
by them. I hold that the State is just as
much entitled to make all it can out of the
lands occupied by the squatters, as out of
the lands alienated to free selectors. Let
us, after 1870, put up the runs to auction
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or tender. Let it be understood that the speCUlation in these certificates. There
was a limited time fixed for the issue of
li~ences will be renewable annually for
five years, and that an allowance, pro rata, the certificates, and I do not see why that
will be made, according to the number of time should be extended.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The time for
stock which a run averages yearly during
the five years. I see no difficulty in regu- issuing them is not extended.
Mr. McKEAN.-If that is so, I am
lating the amount to be paid annually in
accordance with the sworn returns of the very glad to hear it. There is also a.
stock upon the stations. Persons com- clause relating to mining on private
peting for runs will know very well that property-a subject which has been a.
good runs will be more liable to selection bone of contention for the last ten years.
than bad ones, and they will make their I hold that every miner in the colony
arrangements accordingly. By putting ~p should have and exercise the right to
the runs to tender or auction, the State mine on private property, but under
will get a fair price for the equivalent it reasonable regulations. In England, railgi ves. I will again revert to the position way, gas, and other companies enter upon
which the Minister of Lands will occupy and take lands under an Act known as
under this Bill, and ask if we are to place the Land Clauses Consolidation Act. I
in his hands all the powers which he seeks do not know why a miner should not have
for? Are we to give him all authority, similar facilities for ~ining on private
and to place the selector in the position property, arbitrators being called in on
of a slave in the hands of a tyrant? both sides-by the miner and "by the
The Minister of Lands may be a tyrant or owner of the land-to determine the
he may be otherwise; but, if he exercises compensation to be paid for the damage
the powers proposed to be given him in done to the land.
The system of
an arbitrary way, the free selector will arbitration adopted in Scotland is
be worse off than a slave under the most one that might be applied here
tyrannical of masters. As I have already with great advantage in cases of this dessaid, the powers which the Bill professes cription. I hold that nothing is simpler
to vest in the Minister of Lands should than the treatment of the question of
not be given to him except in special cases mining on private property. Why the
where certain matters may be contested, clause relating to it should not be retroand those should be heard coram populo. spective when other - clauses of the Bill
That is the system which I suggested to are I do not know. The main features of
several honorable members at an early the Bill are neither more nor less than the
period of the debate. I took the op- principal suggestions of the old Land Conportunity of mentioning it to the Chief vention, which it is to be regretted were
Secretary, amongst others, and he assured not embodied into law long ago. Deferred
me that there would be no disposition on payments and free selection over the
the part of the Government to place any whole colony are two of the principles of
obstacle in the wav of such a reason- the Convention which are contained in the
able proposition, or, ~t all events, I under- Bill. The reservation of the right to mine
stood him to say that he would be willing for gold on lands alienated from the Crown
that the suggestion of the hop.orable and is another suggestion of the Convention
learned member for Brighton on this mat- adopted in the Bill; but the reservation of
ter should be adopted.
water frontages is not, I regret to say, so
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Hear, hear.
carefully provided for as it ought to be.
Mr. McKEAN.-I am glad that the I think that no im"portant water frontages
honorable gentleman endorses my recol- should be alienated from the Crown,' but
lection on that point.
There is one that they should be kept fl'ee to the public,
feature of t~e Bill to which I wish to so that those who have bought, or may
draw attention, namely, the extension of buy, land at some distance from a creek or
the period for the operation of what is a river shall enjoy reasonable facilities for
known as the Cummins' clause of the the purpose of watering their cattle. The
Land Act of 1862. Although the period price to be paid for land is much higher
for issuing those certificates is extended than was contemplated by the Convention,
by the Act of 1865, it is to be still further and the extent of land which may be taken
extended by this Bill. What will be the up by a selector is greater ; but these are
rejlult? Why, as soon as the measure matters of little or no mpment. I am
passes7 we sh~l have a~ amount" of satisfied that, .with t4e f~cili~i(l!!l wh~<;4 tile
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Bill proposes t~ give, seleCtors, nO 'orie will,
oegrudge ;208; an acre for anj'thipg like'
g'o'od land, ~the pay!Uentbeing sprea'd over'
ten year~. I, 'fill just again notice 'the
which the' squatters "will bave
under this Bill;in reference to the subdivision of runs.: ' '.fhe' power to subdivide
their runs is given to the squatters themseJves ; but ,when it is suggested that the
Goveriunent should have authority to
s-hbdivide runs, the Ministry say-" Oh,
d.'orrt subdivide the runs, because you will
ci'eate a number of small squatters if you
do~" They give every individual squatter
a power which -they will not take themselves. Why should not the Government
take the power of subdividing runs? I
hope that the Chief Secretary will address
the House before the debate closes, and
that he will notice this and other observations which I have made~ I certainly
want to know why the Government will
not take to themselves the right to subdivide runs where necessary, and yet give
that power to the squatter, to exercise
for his own individual benefit. In concIusimi, I would observe that there is little
_now for bribery or corruption to secure.
Land agents and others are not likely in
future to grow fat upon bribery. No, one
can regret more than I do the position in
which members of' this House have been
placed by the late exposure in connexion
with the association which formed the
subject of the inquiry of the Complaint
Committee. It is a well known fact that a
previous association-the Victorian Association - was nothing but a gigantic
bribery association. £80,000 was subscribed by squatters to demoralize Mem- '
bel'S of Parliament, with a'view to obtain
ad vantages under the Land Act. I am
sorry to say that they were successful in
their object. I see men holding public
positions who were the recipients of those
bribes. Had the Complaint Committee
carried their investigation further, they
would no doubt have found in the books
of a certain unfortunate sq uatter' the
names of those who betrayed their public
t.rust, and the ,sums which were paid to
them for doing so. From that time to the
present bribery and corruption have been
going on. It is a matter of notoriety that
various squatters were contributing to the
support of certain persons, on the pretence
that they were subscribing to an association for the purpose of testing a case in
the Supreme Court and appealing to the
Privy Council, as if anjbody beljeved it
Mr. McKean.

powers
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was necessary to subscribe £8,000 to robt~hii
a' decision upon.' a simple point of lawr
There~'will" however, be'n6 :morebri1;lery:
associations; The 'day-Jor. theM,has 'g6ne'

past ,We 'are' now called upon todeai
with the squatting question-witliout 'any
fear of such ;influences being broeght to
Let us deal with it : liberally,
bear.
generously, and finally. I do not wish to
destroy the 'squatters. ,.' Let' them be ttt
liberty to occupy' the waste ~ands of the
Crown until they' are requited for settlenlEmt ; but'squatters should not be allowed
any advantage over frea selectors;' nor
should they be allowed, by a small payment for the lands they occupy, by", subdividing their runs, or by other means,
to,put money ,in theit' pocke'ts which the
State ought to have ,in its exchequer: I
am disposed to support the second reading
of the Bill,. but on the, distinct tmd'erstanding that -the Government will, afford
reasonable facilities for an alteration of
the arbitrary cl~uses. It is but due ,to
honorable members on both sides, of the
House that the squatter should receive
fair consideration at the hands' of ,the
Government. I' am ,sure that they" .will
be consulting the wishes of the House by
providing that the new powers to be given
to the Minister of Lands shall' be exer';'
cised in the fac~ of the public, so that
there may, to- a certain extent, be'S;
guarantee that no arbitrary action will be
taken. Every member "\yho votes for the
second reading of, the Bill should do" so
on the distinct understanding that,· if the
necessary alterations are not made 'hi
committee, he reserves to' himself the
right' of endeavouring to throw out the
measure on the third reading~ The Bill
has in it the elements of a good measure.
Let us retain what is good, and reject
what is bad.
: ,-'
Mr. WRIXON.-Mr. Speaker, I hope
that I may be excused for' following '8.
gentleman 'who has addressed you from
the same side of the House as that on
which I sit. I think the explanation for
doing so will be found in the fact that
though the honorable member who hasjust
addressed you has anounced his intention to
support the second reading of the Bill, he,
throughout the course of his speech,
seemed to be ad~ancing reasons ,which I
think mainly pOi1;lt to. a different conelusion. I certainly must say th~t, having
Hstened with- some attention to t1;1e very
careful arguments which the' honorable
member adduced in the different stages of
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his speech, I was somewhat surprised at without industry, would be unable to
his conclusion, becal1:se" not merely did supply. T~at, I take it, is the principle
he attaQk the details almost wholesale, but, of the policy of agricultural, settlement, to
as I understood him, he, differed entirely which the country is pledged. It is a.
from se:~~ral of the princip~e features' and principle which we cann.ot 'go back. from,
leading:provisions of the Bill. I occupy a and, ~ooking at the question even in the
.som~wbat different. position. I am going
strictest fashi~n of political economists, I
to ypte for the second rea~ing, though don't see any reason to go back from that
with some res,ervations, which I will en- principle. On the contrary, weare surely
deavour shortly to lay' befor~ the House; entitled to regard . it as an adr~:J.irapl~
and I thin'k it would be. well if, in, 'discussing one for a country in th~ first stages of
measures of this k,iod, we adhered to, the settlement. It is. quite true that there
established rule of only regarding main are objections 'which may be urged
pri:Q.ciples on the motion for the second against' it.
Foremost is the objecreading of$e Bill, because a long debate is tion which I have just 'glanced at;
a very cumbersome ,and ineffectual m~thod .nawely, that it is ~rtificia1,: and, m,,?st
of dealing. with, matters of d~tail. I don't he worke~ to a great exteD;tl?y artificia~
rpea:t;l. to say that many of the points alluded machinery; but the answer to al~ objecto by the honorable membf)r who has just tions is furnished 1)y the figures ,whic~
sat down will not be very well worthy of the Minister of Lands laid before us 9XL
consideration, in commit,tee. I prefer moving the second reading of the Bil1~ He
leaving them to tl;te committee, however~ showed us that ~ome 30,000 persons bad
and 1;, shall ask the attention of. the been settled upon, the lands by ,the ope~
House to -the princlp'lOtl features of' the ration of the law over the ,administration
Bill. I thin,k that, in the',course of this of which he has presided. '. I hav~ no
very protr~Gted debate, it has already been doubt that some of those 30;000 persons
sufficiently indiGat~,<l that there areihree would, have gone on the land whether, t~~t
points, upon which. sQme" difference of law was in operation or not. I, have no
opinion ;n;iq,y' arise-t~~e~ main' features, doubt that some of them will not be able
in fact, of the Bilt'l'hese s~em to b~, . to hold tbt1 land of which they have
the que.stion of agri<;mltural settl~ment, obtained possession;: but, ~aking· all
the question of pastor,1;l.1 tenure, and the allowances, and not looking at the matter
very important question of the machinery in any exaggerated or enthusiastic 'spirit,
by which it is proposed to work the Bill. I believe it will be found that a very Jarge
With regard to the question of agricul- proportion of the persons who have been ,
tural settlement, that is a subject which settled on the land are engaged in honorhas been so' often Jebated in the House able industry, depending upon themselves
and in the country that .~t is not· possible, for the fmpport of their families, and
I may say, to add anything new about, it. for succes~ in life, and thus forming
I think, how~ver, that we should bear in what no capital can buy-what no wealth
mind the principle which we have adopted can 'purchase~nainely, a class of good
with regard to agricultural settlement, in citizens. But ,it is not necessary to
dealiQg 'Yith this Bill as a whole, because, occupy the time of the House with any
when we come to consider the question of consideration of the principles' on .which
tile mJ\.chinecy by which the provisions of the clauses of this Bill, so far as they relate
this Bill are to be worked out, we must to agricultural settlement, are 'foun,ded,
recollect that the" co.untry is pledge'd to, because I say that to those princ}ples we
and we ha-ve deter,mined to adopt, a system are pledged~the country has, determined
of dealing with' agricultural settl,eme,tit tQ accept, t~em-and therefore, th~ onJy
which is-in itself artificial and J.mreal- thing we have to consideris whether the
to which' you' cannot apply the drdinary clauses of the Bill disclose an adeqtl~te
rules which you apply to t4e b,~siness of machinery for carrying out those prineveryday,life: 'It is a l3ystem which is ciplea~ It seems to be pretty generally
agreed that they do. However, I hope
artificial~ whieh is unreal, and which, moreover,. is:imly temporary .in its application. tha~ in committee 'We will have an, opTheqbject of that system is, as I gather, to portunity of considering one very important
give to industry with small capital ,certain question, which I think is ,suggested oil
,facilities for settlement"whicb it o.therw~se the face of those clauses, namely, whether
could not, command" .and, ' in -return, to tIre ,quantity of hind which 'it is proposed
exact conditions which mere capital, to allow agricultural settlers to take up" is
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not a great deal more than they require. have any legal right or any moral right
I apprehend that anyone who is able to to an extension of tenure. It is simply
take up 640 acres, and to comply with a question of what is wisest and most
the conditions required by the Bill, must sensible to do under the circumstances.
be a man of some considerable capital; In this view of the matter, I certainly
and I don't think we are called upon to shall be glad to see some slight alterations
make, or are justified in making, special in the phraseotogy of the 58th clause,
provision for giving facilities for capi- which deals with the squatting interest,
talists to get more capital, and to make because, from the wording of that clausemore money than they would otherwise " The Governor shall issue" to the persons
be able to make. In the United States, in occupation of the land; I think that,
where they have much more land at their if the House were to' adopt the precise
disposal than we have, and where they wording and phraseology thus employed,
are, perhaps, under more pressing obliga- it might fairly be contended that a moral
tions to encourage settlement, I believe claim grew up that, for the next ten years,
160 or 180 acres is the limit allowed. the holders of the pastoral lands should
With our more limited territory, and our not be interfered with, except their land
professed object being' to supply the was required for the purpose of settlement.
humbler classes with facilities for ob- That view may be of more importance
taining a home and the means of main- than appears at the present moment,
tenance, 640 acres seem to me to be because, after the agricultural clauses of
entirely out of proportion. That, how- the Bill have had time to operate, no
,ever, is a matter of detail, which, no doubt all the land which can possibly be
doubt, we shall have the opportunity of used for agricultural purposes will be
dealing with in committee. Passing by taken up under those clauses, and it may
the points which have been referred to by . then become a very important question for
the honorable member for Maryborough the House to consider, whether the re(Mr. McKean), which ,will, no doubt, mainder of the land should not be dealt
receive the careful attention of the com- with as simply fit for pastoral purposesmittee, the next principle of the Bill whether it should not be put up'to auction
which challenges observation is the ques- or tender to the highest bidder, and a
tion of the pastoral tenure. I may here tenure given of sufficient length to enable
observe, with regard to something said the holders to make profitable use of it as
last evening by the honorable member for pastoral land. I say that may become an
the Wimmera, that the effect of the Land important question, after the agricultural
Act of 1862 appears to be, not merely clauses of the Bill have had time to
that the pastoral tenants of the Crown operate. After all the lands which can
have now no legal right to hold their runs, possibly be rendered available for agriculor no legal right to retain their runs, on the tural purposes have been taken up, it may
present tenure, but they appear from that then be important for the House to conAct to have had express notice that their sider whether the area beyond that limit
tenancy would terminate in 1870. It is should not be dealt with as pastoral land,
not merely that they have not a legal and devoted wholly to pastoral purposes,
right (which, of course, could not be in- under tenure of seven or ten years. Let the
fringed), but it is that, under that Act, occupiers improve that land, and let the
looking at it strictly and carefully, as of State get the best rent it can for it. But
course :we wish to do, when dealing with if the Bill be passed precisely in its
the rights of any set of men, they appear present shape--.-if there be no alteration
to have had express notice that after 1870 in the phraseology of the pastoral clause
they were to have no further claim-that -we may hereafter be met, and justly
nothing was then to be considered, except met, with the argument that though the
what was best to do 'with the public present pastoral tenants have not a legal
lands. I merely throw this' out to justify claim, they have a moral claim, not to be
me in observing that the only question we interfered with at the mere will of Parhave now to consider is what it is most ex- liament. I hope that in committee we
pedient to do. We need not be embarrassed shall have an opportunity of altering this
by the bugbear of vested rights on the one clause. Several honorable members apside, nor, on the other by any fancied duty pear not to be satisfied with this suggesto crush down some strong and daring tion for dealing with the pastoral lands,
monopoly. I don't think the. squatters more particularly the honorable member
I
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for Collingwood (Mr. Everard), who addressed the House at great length, and I
have no doubt that the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden will be the determined advocate of similar views to those
held by the honorable member for Collingwood. I confess I have some difficulty in appreciating exactly what they
desire. If it be the mere cutting up of
the runs, that seems to be amply provided
for by the Bill, because anybody who
likes can cut up runs-anybody can cut
up anybody else's run.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Ifitis reserved?
Mr. WRIXON.-Of course if it is reserved, it cannot be cut up; but if what
you want is machinery to provide for the
cutting up of runs, I don't think you can
provide more effective machinery than by
saying that anybody can go upon the
lands and select what he wants. Unless
honorable members are possessed by a
mere mania for cutting up runs, I don't
see what more they want than that
the people should be in a position
to c~t them up for themselves. Of
course I presume that the administration
of the Land Act will be in competent and trustworthy hands, and will be
under the superintendence of the House.
If that be so, there need be no apprehension
of undue influence being brought to bear
to prevent runs being dealt with, as the
honorable member for Rodney and the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
seem to insinuate. All we can do is to
provi.de a law by which any man can cut
up a run who desires to do so, by selecting
a certain portion of it; and then to see
. that this law is honestly administered.
We don't need to cut up a run unless
it is wanted for occupation. Surely
there can be no more summary method
than to say that any person may go and
take up a portion of the land on any run
he thinks proper. If, in addition to this,
the pastoral clause be amended in committee, as I certainly hope it will be, to
prevent the possibility of any moral claim
for any definite future tenure-leaving it
open for the runs to be put up to auction
or tender whenever it is considered expedient to do so-it seems to me that the
Bill will then deal in a most complete and
exhaustive manner with the question of
land settlement, and provide for the termination of any exclusive pastoral or squatting monopoly in as perfect a manner as
need be desired. I am unable to see any
means by which you can better secure the
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cutting up of the runs for any p.rofitable
purpose; and I will not do honorable
members the injustice to suppose that
they wish to cut up runs for an unprofitable purpose.
I won't do them the
injustice to suppose that they would
trifle with an important interest without doing good to any other interest,
or conferring advantages on any portion of the community. I agree to a
great extent with the view entertained by
the honorable members to whom I have
referred, but I don't see what is to be
gained by an immediate cutting up of
runs; and there is this serious practical
difficulty, which cannot have escaped observation. If you want to get the highest
rent from, and to make the most of the
pastorallan~it is too soon to begin cutting them up until you know the effect of
the agricultural clauses of the Bill. No
man will rent pastoral land from you
knowing that perhaps in the very next
year, or within a few months, a selector
under agricultural settlement may come
in. You are not in a position to give the
persons by whom the pastoral lands will
be occupied, if you let them by auction or
tender, the advantage which in a few years
you may be able to give.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Take the
risk.
Mr. WRIXON.-It will not be necessary to take the risk if you wait for a few
years. You will not make the most of
your pastoral lands if you cut them up and
let them to the highest bidders before the
action of the agricultural clauses has had
time to tell, but you will inj ure one class
without doing good to any other. Therefore, while agreeing with the principle
that the pastoral lands should be let 1y
auction or tender, I say that to do so now
would be premature, and-would not secure
the object which you desire to attain. I
now come to the question of machinery,
which is undoubtedly a most important
question. What we have to look to, on
the second reading of the Bill, are the
two different principles which have been
suggested. One is to bring the working
of the Act as much as possible within the
scope of judicial review, so that every
man will be able to have his rights defined
by the Supreme Court. The other is to
confine the working 'of the Act mainly to
the Administration (checked and controlled, as I presume it to be, by this House),
either by special clauses inserted in the
Bill, or by regulations framed under it.
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Of the two, I ~'!lst say ,that I prefer, to control it, you establish ~ permane,ntSQuree
leaveit1a'ma.tter·to he,dealt'with by the of irritation .. ,1 certainly. do not think ,it
Administration ; and, I will give. you a ,reasonable to place gentlemen 'in.the posireason. 'I. 'think that, if you refer the tion- of betng. bound to. construe the law
.variety of questions which will arise .in strictly (unle$!3 they betray their tr.ust,· and
endeavouring to work out the Act, which pro-ve ·false to the oaths which they'ha.vQ
you must recollect in putting into effect an taken), and then complain when they do ac4i
artifichti:and unreal system for the disposa1 upon the striQt interpretation of the law..
But wheth!3rthat is reasonable, or unreason,~,
of the public landsable Is~y itjs,exceeding natural; and it is
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. WRlXON.~I ~~ke it that that is just-:what always will occur..The political
self-evident. ,You begin by imposing .8 power,failingin its object, andllotonly fail~
number of I' restrictions which could not ing in its object, but seeing' unw,orthy. perr
apply to :the ordinary business of every sons obtain unfair advantages by astute and
day life., You say that a man is to reside , clever manipulations :of·Acts of Parliament
a c~x:tain number of years upon his aUot-, -by, the power of'capital applying ,to the
ment, ,that he is to put up·a fence, and, so court .andforcing d~cisions on te.Qhnical
forth. Th,e whole thing, if3 artificial-the questions ,'r~ised before . it-a: constant
price (If '$8 land and evel'f.thing ,else- source of irritation is created between tha .
. and if you, ,attempt tow-ork out this arti- judiciaJ~ power on.the one hand,and1tl!-e .
ficial system by submitting it in its dif- , politica.l power on th~other.. I think tha.t
ferent stages' to the. review and, decision of is a most unfortunate result, and" -one'
the Supreme Court, I think that, in the which, particularly in a. country circumfirst place~,F you will not succeed in your stanced as is ours, we ought.to avoid; and,
object. A very complete illustration :of if the Minister. of Lands will excuse me~ 1
the truth of thiS' ,",iew is afforded by what will say that Ithihk there is stills: third-evil.
occurred· under the Lftpd Act of 1862. I which .. IiecessarilYflows from the attempt
do not .for a moment hesitate to' 'give the to carryon our land system by importin'g
honora1)le an<l,lear~ed 'member who pre:-: the judicial element to' control it; and', to
sided over the admjnistration of that Act interpret -the' Jaw;, and itl is this.
'OD.;
every credit for ·the best designs, yet it certain, ,occasions, and under .pressing
proved a lamentable failure. I am afraid 'necessity, the law is violated'"""':'r totally
that was owing not so. much ·to any clause violated-and then we are told, in .lI,
in the Act being- wrong, as to the fact benign manner, 'that it is all doile. with
that the attempt to apply' the judicial in- the best intentions. That'is to my 'mind
terpretation' to all. the minute turns, and highly objectionable, and wholly, indeintricacies 'ef this' artifi~ial system. can fensible. It seems to me, then, that instead
never work satisfactorily. Not· only, how- of attempting to' work out this. 'system-:ever, will you, :llOt ,succeed in your object, which I 'must again beg-tlie.House .to
but there is this ·most serious evil, to my recollect is an artificial system, Rnd, more~
mind, that you" establish a permanent over, is temporary in its action-,-by an elasource ,of irrita.tion between the judicial borate' statute law and the incessant litigabody and the political element. Y QU· have tion that would follow, it is better to make
the politioal :power anxious to accomplish it as far as possible matter of administration.
its object-;an,xious to get the' people on And we are not, as has been argued, .going
the land9~one way or another. It is to sanction as a stariding pr;inciple in. the
only natural ,that .. this sho.u,ld be so. Constitution, ,that. Ministers are' not
While you have tlie, political or Minis- to be tied down by law strict1y.. This ds
teriaJ power anxious to accomplish its merely a. provision "for ~dministering
object, and .to: do whflt it beli~ves the law an artificial system to exist. for a ~short
requires, on the other \land ;you have the time, until the lands are got, rid., of,
judioial : power solemnly bound. to lay -which' indeed ,I heartily .wisk·. they
down the strict letter of the law. No were, ,and that not an acre,.auriferous ,(;iF
matter how a~iOlls the 'Pl39ple a:nd the non-auriferous, was held, by G6vernmeni1.
political po weI; ;may be tQ, do the, one, thing, But until the, lands 'are got rid of, until this
yO'll have the judicial power'.to decide artifioial systemds w;orked ,out, it will 'be
RtriCtly and definitely w,hat the .law is. much better.' to -maKe. itput:ely a matter
Therefore I aay th~t, as a fact,. 'ia the of administration"and, not' refer, it to. tlie
attempt to work out this system by: calling law courts--:"not to place within the jurisin tlre judioial power to interpret and diction of those courts matters with which
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they cannot. adequately cope; whereby fail- quite agree 'that we· ought to keep. the
ure ma.y come about, irritation-may be pro':: working'ofthis Bill, as far as possible, with~.
duoed between the judiciary and the po!i. . in the scope of administration. -I don't wish
to see the Supreme ·Court dragg~dinto it·
tical~ element,' while -the' people' have to
COOlplain ' that· their objects are frus-'
one bit more tha:ll is necessary. But when"
trated. So far, therefore, I am in a posi- I come to the consideration of the ques~
tion to support the second reading of, tion·how the administration 'is ,to be con- .
the BilL But while I 'say this, I must : trolled, I find that more than one honor~:
arlso say that, in matters of detail, the mea-' able member seems possessed with.' the'
sure ,:is not as perfect as it ·ought to be.· I idea that the more ir:l'esponsibl~ you make)
do not think the machinery is sufficient;· I; the Administration; the more popular a,
and -I hope that, in committee; we will · thing you' are doing; and: the reasoning by
have the opportunity of completing what · which they arrive at this conclusi<;m .apmay 'be - imperfect. One or two checks' pears to be that the Administration, ·is.
upon the improper exercise of the powers responsible to the -HollBe, ~nd' that th~··
proposed to be given by' the Bill have House is responsible- to the country, and-.
been suggested in the course of the debate. · that; therefore, the more power you gi va
The honorable and . learned member 'for to the Administration. the more power you.
Brighton has glanced at one ; and I think give to the people. I think that is the
that, if provisi.on were'made for 'publicity view taken by !Several hOQotable lI\eIQ.bers;
hi dealing with aU' applications an.d an- but· it is a view with-which' I don't at aU
n'oun.cing all decisions"--"that if these', ap- agree. - I think~ when you COJIle to reflect
plications were' heard, and these decisions upon it; you will find that the effect ·of
gi,venonly on appointed days; so that confiding undue, uutrammelled, aI?d abso'nothing could be done or transacted ex- lute power to -any'head of a department,:
cept in .that public manner, and on those so fat from giving power to the people, isappointed :days-it would go' very far positively to ,take power 'from them, and
tewards rectifying what may be imperfect to erect a party or a Government, as it
in the Bill. Iri.' endeavouring to accom- were; into a position strong~r. than th~
.
plish this, in endeavouring to. make the people themselves. . '
machinery of the Bill more perfect, we do
'~r. FELLOWS;-Stronger' than the
'
':
not mean to reflect upon the administration House too. .
of the present':M;inister of Lands. " That
:Mr. WRIXON.-It has directly that
is not ~he· question -before the House. The effect.
It has the very 'effect, so far
honorable -gentleman is fortunate in' having from-giving'power to the people, of taking
been.able to secure theapplausel-a very it from them----because it- JIlakes .the
unusual thing' in our country--of nearly Government of the day, and the party
nIl parties, and to acquire the confidence which happerl.s:touphold the AdministFa~
of every -section of -the 'people-; and more tion,' stronger than the people·themselves,
gratifying still must' be to him the fact and for· an uncommonly sJmple reason,
that: he has ·been able to do this by no which lies on the surface of the considera,;;
unworthy or dishonorable means. But tioh to which I am addressing' myself.. For
the honorable gentleman, in moving the I am afraid, notwithsta:nding-,~n- our ra.;
-second reading of the Bill, appealed tous as forms, notwithstanding all the progress of
if this were a personal question, and as if; the human- race, it is still true that men loo~
in seeking to a.mend -the machinery of the after themselves before they look after thE)
measure, we were aiming. at him. I may public, and that people "w.ork_ more
remind the House that we cannot look earnestly and actively for their . own inforward to the honorable gentleman being terests than they will for ·.any puhlicol;>..
al ways at the head of the Lands depart- ject whatever. Therefore; if you consti~
ment; and that it is our business to see that tute a power having all this _ patronage;
the system of administration is a proper able to give this man land and to take land
one, no matter who may be the Minister of from that man, able to make this man
La.nds •. Now I will just glance at one·con .. rich and that ,man poor, you at once
sideration, which has been more than once create a numerous and .determined eet .of
put' forward with regard to this question partisans, who; have personal int.erests and
or-administrative. controlrbecause it must objects .in supporting the Goyernmentoftl1e
to a great extent guide thei view Which day,. and keeping .it - in, office; and the
we takein~committee of how we ought to , power of ;these men is much stl'onger,
d~al with the question of machinery., I
their force is much greater; ~nd their
f'
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exertions are much more active and persistent than if they were animated merely
by a sense of duty to the country, and a
general desire for the public weal. Hence,
I totally differ from that view which more
than one honorable member has thrown
out. While I desire the administration of
the Land Act reserved as much as possible
for the Government, I look forward, in
committee, to see the Bill so amended as to
make the Minister responsible, _as far as
possible, to public opinion and to the
House; to control him, as far as he possibly
can be controlled, by rules and regulations; and thus in this matter, as in every
other, to secure what ought to be the great
object of Government-namely, to bring
to bear the voice and the control of' the
people.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Mr. Speaker, the
honorable and learned gentleman who
spoke last takes it for granted that the
Land Act of 1865 has settled 30,000 people on the lands of Victoria. He accepts
the staterbent of the Minister of Lands -on
that head. Now a return which has lately
been furnished to the House by the Lands
department shows that, under the 12th section of the Act of 1865, 1,500,000 acres
have been selected. A return supplied some
time previously shows that the quantity of
land held by each selector averages 400
acres. Divide 1,500,000 by 400, and the
result is 3,750 selectors under the 12th
section. But honorable members-at all
events those who travel through the
country-do not need to be told that at
least one-half of the land taken up under
the 12th section is now in the hands of
the squatters, and certainly unoccupied.
That will reduce the number of selectors
under the 12th section to about 1,900.
The total quantity of land taken up under
the 42nd section is about 600,000 acres.
The return I have already referred to
shows that the quantity held by each
licensee is about 40 acres. This gives
15,000 as the total of licensees under the
42nd section-that is supposing every
allotment to be occupied. Add the number to the number of selectors under the
12th section, and we have a grand total
of selectors under the Act of 1865 of
16,900. But the returns before the House
unfold a tale which shows that the number
of those who have settled upon the lands
is less than 16,900. A return of transfers
under the 42nd section shows that no less
than fourteen selections in the parish of
Eglin.ton, embracing together an area of
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close upon 600 a~res, have all been transferred to one William Davey. There are
plenty of cases of four or five lots being
transferred to one individual. This is to
be attributed in great measure to the fact
that whereas the 42nd section provided
that the land should either be cultivated
or lived upon by the licensee, the Minister of Lands, in his regulations, inserted the words "or fenced." Thus
m~n have been enabled to acquire land
under the 42nd section without living
upon it, or culti'vating it, and ,thus onehalf of' the 15,000 selectors under the
42nd section may be ruthlessly swept
away at once, because they are not upon
the land. I don't suppose for a moment
that even 10,000 people have been settled
upon the lands of Victoria by the Act of
1865. I say that the statement that
30,000 people have settled upon the lands
under that Act has no foundation in fact.
The honorable and learned member for
Belfast, as he went along, showed merely
that he took things upon trust, and that
he did not know ariything at all 'about the
working of, the Land Act. Under these
circumstances I am not willing to criticise his speech severely, though it was a
speech very open to criticism. I tell the
honorable member that it is hopeless to
attempt to amend the Bill before the
House. More than that, he will find out
that i't is hopeless to get the present
Government to carry out a Land Act
when it is passed. The Minister of Lands
is great at quoting figures involving millions of acres. He has astounded the
House with his statements of so many
million acres being selected, of so many
millions being in the hands of the squatters, and of so many millions consisting of
mallee scrub, mountainous country, and so
on. But these statements mean nothing.
There is no trouble in getting up such a
return as that, and yet it makes a grand
flourish in the newspapers. But the Minister of Lands should have told us how
many homesteads there are on the land
selected, what quantity of land is in the
hands of bona fide selectors, what quantity
of land is cultivated, and how it is that
the price of cereals is higher now, at the
end of four years, than when the Land
Act of 1865 came into operation. These
are questions which the honorable gentleman might have enlightened the House
upon" but he never ventured to touch
them for a moment. .I will endeavour to
enlighten the House as to some of the
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things which have been done in agricultural areas. It is well enough known
that, where shire councils exist, rates
must be paid ; and that the owner of the
land, whoever he may be, pays the rates
whether the land be held by a dummy or
by any other person. N ow a young man
wanted to select land near Harrow. A large
area in that neighbourhood was put up for
selection; and he wrote to the Dundas
Shire Council to know who paid the rates
for 1and selected in that area. Here is
the answer which he received-
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penny· - per acre; 861,776 acres of Lower
Murray frontages (partial mallee), at about
three farthings per acre; 2,766,573 acres
of auriferous country (proved), at about
seven farthings per acre; 1,925,270 acres
of mountainous country, at forty hundredths of a penny per acre; 696,595
acres of remnants of runs, at a little more
than 31d. per acre; 7,008,493 acres of
first pastoral country, at 2td. per acre;
6,458,480 acres of second pastoral country,
at three halfpence per acre; and 956,258
acres of third pastoral country, at about
"Dundas Shire Office, Hamilton, seven-eighths of a penny per acre. These
" 9th April, 1868.
lands have been occupied at this rate for a
"SIR,-With reference to your letter of the lengthened period ; and yet the House is
4th April, inquiring who paid shire rates on asked to take pity on the poor squatters,
allotments B 31 a, 31 b, 32,33,42 a b, and 43 a b,
I beg to inform you that Mr. James Blair has because they have had one dry year. Let
paid rates on all lands on Clunie station selected me tell the Minister of Lands that if a
under the Amending Land Act 1865, except the selector goes upon the run of anyone of
following : these poor men, the poor man will spend
T. and A. Caldon .•.
930 acres
£500
to root out the selector if he can see
Matthew Green ...
104 "
his way to do so; Therefore I say that
John Young
315 "
Laurence Fitzgerald
320 "
we ought not to be asked to allow the
William Heath
596 "
territory to remain in the hands of these
"(Signed) JOHN WALPOLE, Secretary." men for another ten years. As honoraple
Thus there are only 2,500 acres not in the members who have spoken have dealt with
hands of the squatter on whose run the the principles of the Bill before the House,
area was proclaimed. The remaining I will ask the House to grant me its
20,000 or 30,000 acres are in his hands. indulgence for a little time, while I show
That is a specimen of the way in which how the Land Act of 1865 has been
30,000 families are put .upon the lands. carried out by the Government. Section
Sir, we have now before us a Bill which 5 of that Act refers to volunteers' certiproposes to confer very great powers on ficates. Now when the Act was before
the Minister of Lands, whoever he may the House, every effort was used by
be; which is intended to give nominally honorable members, assisted by the honorfree selection before survey over the able and learned member for Brighton
colony, and to give ten years' leases to the (then Attorney-General) to prevent these
squatters; for turn it about as you will certificates being tr~nsferable. With that
that is the meaning of the tenure proposed view we struck the word "assigns"
to be given to the pastoral interest. N ow I out of the clause; and yet, forsooth, that
am one of those who think that considerable same honorable and learned gentleman
powers ought to be given to the Minister gives an opinion, in his chambers, that the
of Lands. I also think that free selection certificates can be traneferred, and forthshould be given over the whole colony to with they are transferred by the Governanyone who is willing to go and settle ment, without any information on the
down on his holding, and to no other man. subject being laid before the House. More
At the same time I consider that they than this, a scandal i=, created by this wholewho have held the territory for the last sale trallsfer being effected on the eve of an
twenty years against settlement ought not election. I acq uit the honorable and learned
to get any further tenure. A great deal gentleman of having any hand in such a
has been stated about the "poor squat- transaction, which, however, to say the
ters." But I have here a return of the least, wears a very suspicious aspect.
lands in Victoria held by squatters and Common decency should have told the
the rent paid by them. This return Government that they ought to come to
shows that 4,104,606 acres are held in the House and announce that, in the matthe mallee country at seventeen hundredths ter of the volunteers' certificates, the Act
of a penny per acre; 2,256,734 acres in had broken down. I now come to the
partial mallee country, at little less than section of the Act which provided that
a penny-ninety-five hundredths of a 4,000,000 acres of land should be open for
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seleCtion within; 'thttee; months from the
passing .of tp.e· m'easure~· :And yet, ac'eording ·toihe·Minister'of Lands the'other
'evening, the total quantity·seleetedunder
the 12t~section up to the pJ'esent timeItt period"()f more than four years-is
-1';425,000' acres. When~ I would' ask,
'were :the 4,000,000 acres thrown open' for'
selection? Never since the .Act of 1865
'came into force. The Act ,has been set
aside at the dictation of the Chief Secre'tary, to serve his friends., .
l:.; Mr. GRANT.-No.
'~', Mr. LO'NGMORE ..-.:Was -not the Min'rster of Lands called away from' Camperdown -w hen I :was there ~: .. And' were
not the areas immediately afterwards
'Withdrawn r'
, Mr. GRANT.- Not one was with-
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that, that measure did not contain a:' 'pro.
,vision fo~' 4,000,000, :acres being open
-for, selection.· That was forced upon him;
but he determined it should not be:carried
out, and it has not heen, ca~ied . out.
After the passing of the' Aet .of l865, ',1
went before.my constituents and told them
that I was afraid the, measure would be
used by the Opposition' in a- way .that
would be very injurious. I told.my,cGWstituents that there was a provision -that
at least 2,000,000 acres should .,be con',.
stantly open; and that, if the Opposition
came into;, pow-e:f,' tJiey, would open
2,000,000 acres of really bad land, and
that ·they could do this, and so obstruct ~he
operation of the Act, and yet keep wit~ift
the provisions of the mea~ure. I said. I
would support the, McCulloch, ,Govern:,d'rawn.,.
ment because they ,would not, do this~
: Mr. LONGMORE.-The Act ,came But it is the very thjng which they have
into operation 'on the 28th May, 1865; apd done. There are 2,000"OOO,acres.1ying
'on'the 4th June the diCtum of the Chief open for selection, and no man in Vi~toria
'-S~cretary 'came to :the Minister of Lands. is such a fool as to take up an acre cOf it.
,He wa-s ,bo,:!lld ta· obey tha~· dictum, and The provisions of the Act have been dis,Jj~ 'did (so by withdrawing the land from, regarded in every pos'sible respect, and
ihe operation of the 12th section.'
i made use of for party purposes .......purposes
" Mr. GRANT;-The honorable member I which. I will'speak more of by-andi-:bY..
is' quite mistaken.
Sir, the Minister of Lands has appointed
, Mr. LONGMORE.-At all events, the bailiffs all over the colony,: to see that,the
honorable member withdrew the operation improveine~ts required by the Act ha~
~f' the 12ths(3cti6Ii.
Lands'sufficient to beeUt carried out. A man named Gifford
make up the 4;000,000 'acres were not put wrote t'o·theLands-office, calling attention.
into the market,.
, to the fact that a selection in the area of
.' 'Mi; MACKAY.~--Quite right too.
Haineslord had been. taken up, bya
"Mr. LONGMORE.-Ifthat is the-case~ dummy, for Mr.', Logan, a squatter~
what is the-:ilse of the honorable member, that it had been fenced into' that, gentle ..
who has just spoken sitting there to assist man's run; and. that it was used' by
~n making laws."
Why, in 1868, only him. Gifford gave'several reasons why
1'1.000 acres were proclaimed open for that selection should be for.feited... One
selection under the 12th section. And was that the improvements required', by
here -let me remind the House that the the Act were not on the allotment, by a
quantity of'land taken up under the 12th very large amount. He received a letter
section averages, 400 acres per selector, from the Lands-office, stating that the
~~ile .th~ quantity taken up ~nder the -improvements were on the allotment, that
42nd section averages only 40 acres-just they had been v'alued hy the Crown lands
one-tenth. And it should be remembered bailiff, and that consequently the allot.
th&t while the land taken up under the lnent would not be forfeited. But that
42nd 'section, being in the neighbourhood was not the 'point at issue. The 'point
~f gold-fields, is of the poorest posat issue was that the land was taken
sible character, .land anywhere in- the up by a dummy. As to the valuation,
colony could be taken up under the 12th Gifford, in a letter to me, statesse,ction, and the selectors had the right of
"The Crown lands bailiff, referred to in the
'commonage~ which those who took up letter from the Lands-office, I infer is Mr.
lana tinder' the 42nd section had not~ Hawley, who, I may remark, was, while here',
But the .pastoral tenants were Bav~d by carefully escorted ,by one or other of ,the
'~~e Chief Secretary-in defiance of the
managers of the stations round here" nev(lr
es . ot the House. He set himself, up being allowed to go to ~ny selectora~one."
do 'so. When his Bill of 1864 came into Now the Mi,nister of Lands knows, as
tlielfollse, he let it be clearly understood well as I do, that Hawley's, 'statements
I

I

v'ot
to:
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on allotments are not
t6 be relied upon.
Mr. GRANT:~The 'honorable member
should state· only what is within his 'own
,knowledge.
'
" Mr. LONGMORE. ~'I hnve seen
Hawley's valuations overhauled, and ;discredited ten -times;-" I have:'hear'd ·statements' from' the Minister of· Lands; that
his valuation'S' were mireliable.... 'And who
,w~s .appointed to look after things: of this
kind,? ' Why, that notorious character,
'Brodie, who' was' driven from the Post,office. for drunkenness.
'. Mr. G ltANT. - He' never. made any
':valuations.·
' . '.
. .
;: Mi'. LONGMORE.~H6w long was he
, p~id for IPaking valuations? '.
, Mr: GRANT.:...-.I:le never was paid for
-making'.valuations. He died two years ago.
: _Mr. LONGMOn.E.-I·have reliable,
information' from Daylesford that· the
:va.iuer -there was a drunkard,. in the habit
of lying a.bout, and 'that nothing'. could be
done 'with 'him. ,I have 'reliable information from Beaufort., '" '
Mr. GRANT.~With· regar~ t<? Daylesford; the unfortunate man there· became a
Junatic, and had to be sent to the asylum.
,An' officer of' 'the Audit department was
sent up, bu~, eie'rything ,was found right
iIi his accouilt8.
As to Beaufort, there is
l
not a better officer in the' service than the
bile station'edat that place.
,
, " Mr. LONGMORE.-"'l say that Brodie
:was· utterly unfit for the position to which
h~.:'Wasl(appointed,.and that hewss placed
'the'te:' as' a ·reward 'for" political services.
;It is' time' the tountry knew the way in
·whi~,h th~se things are 'being done. One
thing:is ce'ttain~that the penal clauses of
the Land Act have never been enforced.
The) 2th section is the only one that provided 'proper :machinery :for settling the
people' on' the lands, and for preventing
dummy, selections, an~' that ·section ·has
never been .carried: out. Wherithe Act
wa!':!"beforEt'theHohse, the'late member for
Ballarat West' (Mr. Vale) . ptoposed th'at
there should-be a powet for persons who
wished to live together to subdivide large
allotments, on giving in their names at the
land'office at the' time of selection. The
Go~eniment agreed to the proposal, 'and
were intrusted· with the drawing· of the
clause. For twelv'e months the provision
was tolerably well, carried out, and then
the, :'l\finister"of Lands ,found that 'it did
'not ..fi'e' hhii' down' to' time.' ': And ,what
followed?' Why, that thousands upon
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, thousa.nds of acres went out of the' hands
of original selec'tors by subdivision. _."The '
subdividor held "five acres or less,' in many
. c~ses only one acre,' and the subdividee
got perhaps 630, oifiore, out of 640' acre'sat all events the greater. part' of ~th6
original allotment, w1?atever its siz'e'might
be. Every case·of the ,kind W~8' a ~lear
, one of the Government' enabling, a 'ma.n to,
get out of his agreement with 'the State,
and to do so with a' handsome, profit.': It
is notorious that hi.nds have' lieen 'b9ught
and sold under 'this subdivision 'clause
.quite as largely- and asptibliclyas' any
other lands of the colony. T~e Minister
of Lands knows that he stretched' the' law
completely away from the originalliPlit-'
that -it never was the intention of the
House that the subdivision clause' should'.
operate iIi the way it has done.· There
,was one thing iIi. connexion'with the 12~h
section whic~ was a sad drawback, and
which it was found absolutely :riecess~ry
to stop. That was the lottery.' A lot
.ticket would 'not. come o~t at the biading
of a Member of Parliament.' It was supposed that, at the lottery; one man had 'as
good a: chance as another; 't,tnd yet, in'some
way 'or other, a squatter 'arid his overseer
could 'get lot tickets in succession. Perhaps
that is one reason why proceedings under
the 12th section were discontinued. ' Sir,
the M,in ister of Lands map,e regulations
that' a man who gave i~formation with
reference to a dummy -selection, when
everything was proved to tEe'satisfaCtion
or the Board, should be allowed ~o select
the land in question as against all others.
When the Act of 1865 was under discussion,.I urged that this power shQuld . be
vested, by the Acp, in t~e Miriiste); of
Lands. It was then said that the poyver
was one which could not be tolerated.'
And yet the Minister of Lands: has Deen
'compelled. to adopt;· virtually, the course.
-w,hich I recommended.:' This is by enabling the informer, by previous notice; to
select the morning after the announcem'ent
of forfeiture, appears in the' 'Gazette. The
proceeding has been carried out in a great
many instances, but not without abuse.
The honorable member for South Grant
(Mr. Stutt) has been to 'the Lands-office
with his dummies. The honorable member
for the Avoca has -sent up his dummies. '
, Mr. STUTT.-I· beg the honorable
member's pardon. ~ deny what he says.
'Mr LONGMORE .....:.-A man; having
given', inform~tion about a' dummy'lot,
came to Melbourne about'it.· Did not the
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honorable member for South Grant succeed in getting that land subdivided at
the Lands-office? Was not the honorable
member at the Lands-office, 'with five or
six other persons, in reference to another
lot; and, when one of those men got the
selection, did not the honorable member
go in for a subdivision with him?
The SPEAKER.-I must remind the
honorable member that he should not
make serious charges against other honorable members without giving them notice
of his intention to do so.
Mr. LONGMORE. - I am simply
"
stating facts.
Mr. STUTT.-It is not the fact.
Mr. DA VIES.-It is utterly false.
The SPEAKER. - The making of
charges against an honorable member, in
the course of a debate which does not refer
to him, is very likely to result in disorder.
If charges are to be made against an honorabl'e member, notice of them should be
given to him.
Mr. GRANT.-I certainly did carry
out the suggestion which the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden has mentioned. I f:tm not aware of a single instance in which it has not been carried
out, although attempts to prevent it have
been made.
'
Mr. LONGMORE.-By Members of
Parliament?
Mr. GRANT.-No. By outsiders.
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, I don't
know anything of any of the facts which
the honorable" member for Ripon and
Hampden is about to state; but I desire,
" on behalf of the liberty of members of this
House to deal with public questions from
a public point of view, to protest against
the doctrine that a Member of Parliament,
who proposes to charge a grave offence
on a Minister or other member of the
House, is to have his mouth shut. Sir, it
may be one of his clearest and most imperative duties to proceed to lay before
the House, in respect to the administration
of some public department, facts which
seriously impugn the character of a Minister or of members; and I respectfully
submit he must not" be told that he is shut
out" from doing this, because they are
members of the House. How can we deal
with a public question of the nature now
before us, the main point of which is
whether new and enlarged powers should
be given to a department, if we are precluded from knowing what that departmenthas done? I don't know what the
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honorable mem ber for Ripon and Hampden
is going to disclose. I simply say that I
cannot assent to the doctr.ine that a Member of Parliament, who has a grave and
specific charge to make against a Minister,
is to be stopped from making it on the
ground that it is against the rules of Parliament. Sir, the highest duty a Member
of Parliament can have is, in the interest
of the public, to disclose any malfeasance
on behalf of a Minister or other representati ve of the people. Of course, if an
honorable member makes vague and general imputations of an offensive character,
it is very proper that he should be stopped;
but, if he thinks right to take the responsibility of making specific charges, he
cannot and ought not to be stopped; the
House ought to hear the charges. No
rule of Parliament that I am acquainted
with either makes it improper for him to
offer such facts to the House, or authorizes
the gentleman who may be in the chair
to stop him from stating them. I repeat
that he must not make general imputations.
He must not offend any member by
charges, the particular circumstances of
which he is not prepared to state. But if
he is prepared to state them, and if they
are pertinent to the issue before the chair,
I think it is entirely within the prerogative of the member to state them, and may
become his highest duty to do so.
The SPEAKER.-What I wish to say is
that it is in accordance with the practice of
the House of Commons to restrain a member
from accusing other members of any crime
or anything unworthy of them as members
of the House, unless he has given previous
notice of his intention and of the charge .
.of course with regard to members holding
the position of Ministers, the rule does
not apply as strictly. Ministers, from
their public position, are open to attacks
directed against the administration of
their departments, and they are supposed
to be ready to reply to them.
Mr. GRANT.-I rise simply to protest
against the disingenuous suggestion made
by the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie.
I believe the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden never
charged me with what the honorable and
le"arned member for Dalhousie has suggested to the House-namely, some gross
crime or misdemeanor on my part as a
Minister.
Mr. DUFFY.-I did not say he had.
Mr. GRANT.-I understood the
honorable member for Ripon and Hamp-
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den to make charges against certain
honorable members.
If he has any
charges to make against me, he has my full
consent to make them openly in the House.
Mr. STUTT.-I think that, in justice
to the House and to myself, I ought to be
allowed to offer an explanation. With
regard to the matter referred to by the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, I may say that I never selected
an acre of land in my life. A. gentleman
with whom J am acquainted, and who is,
I believe, as honest a man as the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
went to the Lands-office and took up a
selection, and he asked me to take a
subdivision as the area was too large for
him to fence and improve.
I said 1 had
no objection to do so. A friend of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden wanted the same land, and, through
his losing the selection, the honorable
member was a little sore and made a noise
about it; and then, at the request of the
Minister of Land, I abandoned the subdivision in order that the honorable
member's friend might have it. I did this
to save myself from the abuse of the
honorable member's tongue.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Referring to
the point of order raised by the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie, I may
say it appears to me that under ordinary
circumstances it would be perfectly right,
if any charge is to be brought ag&inst an
honorable member, that due notice of the
charge should be given, in order that the
honorable member might not be taken at
a disadvantage, but should hale the opportunity of defending himself. But this
is a different case. Weare considering
the propriety of altering the land law, and
an honorable member, in the course of
debate, alludes to parliamentary influence
having a certain effect. If in such a case
it is necessary to refer to a Member of
Parliament as directly connected with the
matter under consideration, I see no reason
why he should be protected simply because he is a·Member of Parliament, while
persons out-of-doors may be attacked
with impunit.y.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Sir, while submitting to, your ruling, I desire to ask how a
charge can be made against a Minister of
the Crown if the honorable member making
it is precluded from mentioning the persons concerned? Because that is the
position which the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden now ~ccupies.
VOL. VII.-4 G
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Mr. CASEY.-Honorable members can
avail themsel ves on all occasions of the
privilege of abusing Ministers, and I think
that, this session, they have availed themsel ves of that privilege to a large extent.
But it is with respect to charges against
members who are not Ministers, that the
ruling of the Speaker refers, and very
properly. Surely the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden can speak. to the
second r~ading of the Bill, without making
charges affecting the character of private
members of the House.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I am much obliged
to the Minister of Justice for the lesson
he has read me; but I look upon the present state of' affairs as one of the most im·
portant crises that we have had in this
country for a long time past, and my
mouth will-not be shut. I have long been
of opinion, and the public outside have
also been of opinion, that the Lands-office
cannot be approached except through the
m!3dium of a Member of Parliament; and
I am here to say that it is not successfully
to be approached except through the in·
tervention of a Member of Parliament.
The honorable member for South Grant,
who gave so beautiful an explanation, did
not tell the House how he came to a
knowledge of .the fact that the allotment
was open for selection. It was not in the
Gazette until the evening following.
Mr. STUTl'.-The honorable member
is stating what is not true. The land
was open for selection two months.
Mr. LONGMORE.-At all events the
honorable member went there prepared to
take away the land from the man, and he
went to great trouble and expense to get
the information. The information was
given by another party, and he came in
and reaped the reward. However long
he may have known that the land was It
dummy lot, he never gave the information
himself-all he did was to look out for the
results. There was a constituent of mine,
named McCrea, concerned in a similar case
of forfeiture for breach of the provisions
of the Land Act. The case to which I
refer occurred a fortnight or three weeks
ago, and the information in this instance
was given by a brother-in-law of the
honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Miller); but did he tell the Minister of
Lands that the honorable member for
Creswick had written twice to the holder
of the' allotment, asking him to sell it in
violation of the law? Did he tell him
that the honorable member for Creswick
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had twice done this; and did that form
a:ny portion of the' charge agai~st 'him? ' ,
'Mr. GRANT............The honorable member
is really misrepresenting 'the facts. ): h~ve
these papers-,'- ".,
.
,;'
Mr. LONGMORE.-I 'have asked for
them time'after time, but have never· till
'.
this moment. seen them. '
.•Mr. GRANT.-I leave them. now on
the table for the honorable member's information~ and h~ ~ll find that th~y ~ontai~
all. the particulars he' requires. :He will .
see from them that Mr. McCrea lives about'
thirty miles away from ~he selection, and:
that he has let his land to Mr. Aitken,
who Is'a lessee'of Mr. Moffatt, for_ ?s. 6d. '
per a9re, and. ~hat he, having transgressed
the provisions. of the Act, justly forfeited'
the land. When Mr. Miller found that .
this was the case, he very properly determh~.ed to aba~don apy claim· whatever.
I~nk that the positio~ taken up by Mr..
. Miller ;and Mr. Clarke ;was most honorable i
and most creditable to them. Here are •
all'. the' paper,S, ~hich ,disclp~~ a,. st~te. of '
things most· d,iscreditable' ~o this person
~~Qrea, 'and I, firmly believe, that the,
h~n.orable member .for .Ripon and lIampden '
h~s ,been., t40roughly deceived as, to the
wQole affair. .
..
.',
,Mr. LONGMORE. - I do not know
anwt}ling apout tp.e character. of McCrea;
but what I am asking the House to decide .
is, did Clarke com~unicate the information as to the honorable member for Creswi'ck' having twice written to him asking
him to sell his land? . .
'Mt. G RANT.~I know nothing about
it.
. ·Mr. LONGMORE.-:-Quite so. It is
v~ry convenient at times to remember
nothing. I impute nothing. The· Minister
of Lands dqes not satisfy me in being unable to answer this question. I ask the
question again; because I see the hop-orable .
member for Creswick (Mr. Miller) IS now
jn the House. I ask that honorable member .. wh~ther he wrot,e the letters' I hav,e
r~ferred, to to Mr. McCre~,asking him' to '
sell his land?
,
Mr. )\iILLER.~I am not quite prepared.to answer the question put by the
h()no:rabl~, D;lember at the preseut moment.
I am. not well acquainted with. parliamentary practice.. At. the proper., time r
shall be prepared to answer it.
.
Mr: LONGMORE.-Well, the.:honor- .
able. member declines to answe.r the ques- '
ti()ll, ~n~ . the. ·Minister ;of Lands did 'not
pu,t-,the pap,era that were asked for on the
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table of the, House,. .~o;nseque:ntly I am
justified in saying that, McCrea. ,q.id r6'c~ive the- ,letters that I hav~ jUluded'to
from the h,onorabl~ memper fQrCr~swiek.
It' wolfld,be a ~g<?od th~ng to·.ask~ him
whether he ever off~red t.O -sell' :his~wn
selecti~n, because. f have very positive _and
reliable information- to the effect that he
did offer,to sell it. i ha~e, all thE! ffl,cts. by
m~, and can give all the nec~ssar.y info~a
tion. .):t is a very impoIiant poin,t,)\1;r..
Speaker, and .I would ask) the honorable
member: whether, his selection ·was 596
aC.res, a~Q. whether he offered-.-, .
Mr. ·G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I rise
.to a point of order. : I wish to put it: to
you whether.it is in .accordance with parUamentary" pratice that one member of
t4is House. ' should. make .charges .of ,so
very serious a nature as this" ·against
another member; because, if ;the imputation means ;:l.l'lything. at .p.l}, it means this,
that the 'honorable member for,-Creswick
(lY,[r.. Miller) has' endeavoured ·to' evade
an~ violat!3 an Apt of Parliament., .This is
ayery grave offence for a Member ,of Parliament to be charged 'with,and 1. ask
wl;t.ether: ;the~ honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden .is adopting 'a course of
ac~ion that is ~llowable as being .Within ,the
liJIlits of parliamentary debate ?
.
·Mr. LANGl'ON.-With lieference to
the questioQ. .raised by. the AttorneyGeneral, I wish to submit that.theway in
which the powers vested in the. Minister
of L.ands u.nder; the 'Act now in force have
been exercised by him forms the, very
essence of the question which the· Heuse
has been discussing during the continuance
of this debate-the question: .whether/or no
he has been accessible' to'. 'political influences, and has been moved by a disposi~ion to favour his political supporters,
or whether any 'other influences are likely
to be unduly 'brought ilobear upon. him ?
That has been the vital question of discussion between ,those ',who approve ,.of
these large executive' poweT.s, being exercised ,by him and those who. oppose that pro~
position.' Therefore, if at times the wholesome rule of Parliament, that charges 'of
this character must not.- be preferred
against honorable members" should .- be
somewhat overstepped; it may perhaps be
allowable, in consideration .of the, great
-importance of the question.. When, an
allegation of.this kind is niad~when.it is
broadly stated' that Members of Parliament
bring their political influence. Ito heiar o~
the Minister in order to, promote. the
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• ·peF~.o;nal ~ndl? of th~msel ves, or their frien ds
Q-,:' Buppot:ters-:"we, o~ght not, I ,think, too
stringently to interpret th,e rules of Parlia..
xp.ent. . When aJ]: honorable member ,is
particularly named,' the, interest of the
public in so important a matter as this
o~ght to override any consideration for
the person8t1 convenience of individual
members; and, although it may be :Q.ighly
inconv~Iiient; and exceedingly unpleasant,
to adopt such a course, I believe it to be
far better that we should h~ve this matter
{ully and thoroughly discussed now, before we proceed to pass a Bill out of which
it is alleged that these gross irregularities
may by possibility arise.
Mr. CASEY.-The honorable member
has spoken very wide of the mark, for I
submit that the point of order raised by
the Atto:r:ney-General is, whether the
p.onorable memher should be permitted to
call another honorable member of this
House a dummy .
. _An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He never
did •
.. Mr. CASEY.-Wbat the honorable
:tnember did say was substantially that.
I apprehend that a violation of an Act of
Parliament is an offence, and an offence
which no member of this 'House ought
to be permitted; in debate, to charge
against another. I submit that the honorable member ought'to confine himself to
the ample opportunity he has of abusing
the members of the Ministry.
Mr.. MILLER.-I have no fear of the
fullest inquiry into my conduct in reference to this matter, and I defy the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden to
prove that I have done what he states I
have. As I have said before, I shall be
quite in a position at another time to
explain all the circumstances to the House.
I desire the fullest investigation, and I
hope that the House will investigate the
charge thoroughly.
The SPEAKER.-I have already
stated to the House what the general rule
has he en in such cases as the present.'
There, are two inconveniences which
result from a charge made in debate
against a private member of the House.
The first is that it is apt to divert the
attention of the House from the imme(liate question before it, and the second is
that such a charge is liable to take the
honorable member against whom it is made
unawares. The honorable member who
makes the charge comes probably prepared
with his material, whereas the honorable
4,G 2
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member who is the object of the charge
is placed at a disadvantage from being
unaware beforehand of its nature. .,As, I
have said before, grave charges of this
kind should not be made unless notice is
given of the intention to do so. '
Mr. LONGMORE.-I look upon it as
being the will of the House that I should
not persevere with these statements. I
will, however, say simply this, that there
is an impression throughout this country
that the Land-office doors are besieged by
a set of harpies, who make their living
out of the practices I have referred to. I
have attended several times' for the purpose of inquiring into matters, but the
Minister of Lands has always been able
to defeat my object. I am making no
charges against honorable members-I am
simply stating facts that to my own knowledge have occurred. The honorable mem-,
ber can get up and deny everything that
I state-he may say what he likes-but I
repeat that these things have occurred in
the Lands-office, and that they are of
daily occurrence. I make it as one of my
charges that the subdivisional clause has
been utterly turned away from its original
purpose; and things are not dOlle without
a motive. The simplest course for the
Goverriment to pursue was to follow the
Act; but they have not done so in any
shape or form, and yet they come before
us and ask us to give them liberty to become utterly absolute in that office-that
there shall be no control over them whatever. That is the, point that I desire to
lay clearly before the House-it is a point
of terrific importance, if honorable mem bers
will only see it. The Minister of Justice
may laugh, but I have seen persons of as
strong a temperament as his cry over the
injustice of the Lands-office; and yet the
Government demand that we should give
them absolute and uncontrolled power over
the administration of the Act. Sir, I
have a number of other instances jotted
down similar to those I have mentioned,
but I will not go on with them. In the
Land Act of 1865 there was a power
given to the squatters to impound their
neighbours' cattle. That is one of the
most fatal elements that can possibly be
introduced into a Land Bill, unless it
be the desire of the Government to prevent settlement on the land. The existence of that power in the Land Act of
1865 was the principal cause of its want
of success, and here the clause is adopted
bodily. These poor squatters, about whom
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we have heard so much, can afford to hunt
other men's very lives out. They have
even kept bullies to fight them, and have
driven them off the land broken-hearted.
What with the pound fees, the damage to
the cattle, and the selector being taken
- away from his usual work to go and look
after them, no one can tell the amount of
injury inflicted but those who suffer it.
A man from Moliagul called at my office
and told me, a few days ago, of a casein: which
a friend of his had a selection under the
42nd section, and that the first thing the
squatter did was to put hiin to an expense
of £10 or £12, stating at the same time
that he would never leave him until he
had ruined him.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - How did
he get it ?
Mr. LONGMORE.-He got it by pound
fees-squatter's fees for trespass.
The
cattle may not be known to be gone to the
pound, bu t the owner may suppose that
they have strayed, and, after two or three
days' search, he may find them in the
pound, where he will have to pay £10 to
release them, depreciated in value' by
hard travelling. Now all these are facts
which the Minister of Lands is cognizant
of, and yet the man who pays 1td. per
acre for his land is allowed to harass in
this shameful way the man who pays 2s.
an acre for it. Where, I ask, is the liberality of the Government and the Legislature, if this 'clause is allowed to pass?
What right have we any longer to pretend
that we wish to see the people settled on
the lands, if we pass it? These poor
squatters, who have had one or two dry
seasons to contend against! I say, sir,
that t.hey have always been in a position to
ruin the selector, and that that is one of the
chief reasons of tht;} want of success of the
Land Act of 1865. Notwithstanding our
warnings, we are asked to import the same
pr~nciple into this Bill.
Now, with these
unlimited powers which the Minister of
Lands is going to take-and if he gets
them he can do just as he likes-with the
unlimited and unchecked powers which
the squatter possesses of ruining the selectors, I should like to be ShO~ll what possible
chance there is of our getting the class of
settlement over the country that we profess to desire. I cannot understand how
a Minister possessing the knowledge which
the Minister of Lands must necessarily
possess of these matters could think of
putting such an element into the Bill .:with.
the ohject of accomplishing the settlement
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of the people. The honorable and learned ';
member for Brighton has promised, year
after year, that an amended Impounding
Bill and an amended Fencing Bill would
be brought in. The bonafide selector has
now to fence in the whole of his allotment. and he has no chance of recovering
the half of the cost of the fence from the
occupier of the land adjoining. These
amendments were promised when -the
Land Act of 1865 was brought in; they
are promised now; and there seems to be
no more chance of our having them now
than there was then. It is a sham and a
delusion which the Government hold out
as a bait to the unwary to induce them to
pass a Land Hill that is objectionable in so
many features. Again, in the' Land Act
of 1865, there was a power which the
Government possessed of selling 200,000
acres of land by auction in anyone year;
but they are not content with that, and
in the present Bill they take unlimited
powers of sale. They can sell anywhere
and everywhere throughout the colony of
Victoria. The Bill only wanted that one
clause to enable them to sell by auction
just whatever they pleased, and that is the
true meaning of the Bill. This House
knows perfectly well that we never could
get the Minister of Lands to put a statement before us, at the beginning of every
session, of what he intended to sell. That
statemeri.'t is required by the Act; but
havewe had it? He uniformly overstepped
the bounds allotted to him. The Minister
of Lands shakes his head. Did he not
sell 600,000 acres in one year? If the
people of this country could only see
whnt a sham it is that has been placed
before them in the shape of free selection
before survey, things might be different.
I hope they will be able to see it. The
squatters give £180,000 a year to the
revenue of the country for the occupation
of 40,000,000 of acres of land .
. Mr. GRANT.-No-29,OOO,000.
Mr. LONGMORE. -'- Well,
say
29,000,000; but the selectol's give a
revenue of £220,000 for the occupation
of about 2,000,000 of acres. Well, sir,
I say that the squatters have been
assisted by the Minister of Lands in
every possible way. I could tell the
House how the Minister of Lands sold
a lot at a time, or two lots at a time, and
when they were all put together-the sales
having extended over a period of nearly
twel ve months-they formed a very nice
little area of land. I can tell the Minister
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of Lands, too, how I succeeded in getting
a selection of land withdrawn from auction
four times. The Minister of Lands had,
befote it was put up to auction, promised
it should be left open to the Camperdown
people. There were circumstances connected with that case that made me
despise the powers that be. The fourth
time I tried to get it withdrawn, I
appealed to the Chief Secretary,.when the
Hon. Henry Miller was coming out as a
member of the Government; and, on that
occasion, it was said, without hesitation,
that I knew what was best to be done,
and that it should be done. The Hon. Henry
Miller, however, was not returned at that
election, and the land was sold by auction in
spite of me. I do not impute any inoti ves.
Mr. GRANT.-State all the facts.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The facts were
that the honorable gentleman told me
that the Chief Secretary and other members of the Cabinet thought it was best
that the land in question should be open
for selection. If I could state the whole
of the facts, they would be found to be of
a most damning character, and would
rather astonish the public. (" Out with
them.") I could say something about
some sums of money. that were spent over
that selection; but my mouth has been
~hut. I can at aU events say this, that
the gentleman who got the land subscribed
£500 to a church and that he gave £700
for the land. The next point to which
I wish to draw the attention of honorable
Ipembers is the 42nd section. Great
praise has been accorded to the working
of this section, from several quarters.
Has the Minister of Lands complied with
the directions of Parliament with respect
to that section? _'I say that the powers to
compel the fulfilment of conditions under
the 42nd section were not so great as those
under the 12th; and the power to grant
commonage to selectors was not in the
42nd section at all.
The Minister
stepped outside the intention of that
clause, as he did of every other clause.
But more than that, he did it apparently
for the purpose of effecting settlement,
which the 12th section would have
accomplished quite as efficaciously" quite
as rapidly, and quite as impartially. He
might have made subdivisions under the
12th section, but he could not have made
There are 600,000 acres suptransfers.
posed to be selected under the section, but
the transfers themselves show that of these
Pot lea:st 60,000 acres of land have been
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taken from the parties who took them up,
and have been given to others. Now the
Land Act provides that, when the fourth
of an area is taken up, the balance is to
be proclaimed as commonage for the use
of the selectors. But what do we find?
We find that, in 1863, the commonage
was 1,789,000 acres; in 1865 (a short
time after the Act came into operation)
it was 1,800,000 acres; and at the end of
1868 it was 2,000,000 acres. Now all
this is in the face of the undisputed fact
that between 1,500,000 and 2,000,000
acres have since been selected; so that.,
under either clause or both, where
do we find this commonage for the
people? Be it remembered that, in all
these things, everything that was done
was done for the interest and ad vantage
of the squatters-everything, I say, was
done for the good of the pastoral tenant,
who was paying three halfpence an acre
for his occupancy of the land, whilst those
who paid 2s. an acre-and even sometimes as high as 3s. and 4s.-have none
of that consideration extended to them.
These, sir, are reasons why this House
should be exceedingly careful about giving
extra powers to the Minister of Lands,
whoever he may be. I do not care who
he is, he should not possess them. The
powers he can exercise should be explicit
and defined, so that the people should
know what law they live under, and what
powers a particular individual is intrusted
with the exercise of. I hope to see the
people treated differently from the way
proposed, and that they shall not be made
to feel that they are subject to the ukase
of any Minister, or that all that is required
is for the Governor to sign his llame to a
document which, perhaps, he has never
read. The Minister of Lands has said
that he will give the 42nd section men
their land at a valuation; but I say that,
taking it acre for acre, the land taken up
under the 42nd section is poorer than the
other-it is taken up in the worst parts of
the colony-the quartz ranges. I have
myself seen a quartz range fenced in
with a substantial three-rail fence, and I
would not give sixpence for the allotment. I can assure this House that, wha't
with advertising and other expenses, and
impounding fees, these 42nd section men
have a very hard time of it indeed. One
gentleman writes to me and says"For one 20 acres I pay £4-that is more
than 4s. an acre ; for l7 acres I pay £4-that is
nearly 48. 3d. an· acre ; for 5 acres I pay £2-.
that is 8s. an acre rent.'! ".""." . . '
.
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N ow, why are these people to be dealt
with in a way different from that in which
other selectors are dealt· with? . Why
should they not be allowed. to take the
land, and let the rent go in part payment
of the purchase money?
¥r. GRANT.-And so· they will be.
It is proposed to :fix the price of the land
by valuation; and, if it is only worth £5,
no more will have to be paid for it .
. Mr. LONGMORE.-We see them
charged £ l 5s. ; we see the land put up
at £2 an acre, and we see the influence of
Members of Parliament brought to bear
to get it reduced.
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden knows better.
He must know better than to say that any
member of this House has the slightest influence in reducing or increasing the price
of land.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I know that such
influences are continually brought to bear,
in order to get the upset price reduced.
What I want to save this unfortunate
class of people from is the necessity of
Laving to come to Melbourne, and having
to wander about after Members of Parliament all over the city, and having to drag
them away to the Lands-office, to get· the
upset price lowered. I have known some
of them come to Melbourne and take all
this trouble, and after all only make a loss
for their pains. Depend upon it, these are
cases of great hardship.
Mr. GRANT.-Not at all. It serves
them right.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Well, I take a
different view of their position, and so, I
think,' does the House. I have known a
person come eleven times to Melbourne
about twenty-two acres of land, at a
loss of £50 or £60, before he got it. I
hope the House will not give these absolute powers to the Minister of Lands;
and I can tell the honorable gentleman
why. I have seen a man who took up
land in the Bullarook. Forest under an .
occupation licence-land that would cost
about £20 an acre to clear. I have introduced that man time after time to the
Minister of Lands, and he could not p;et
possession. He stated that he had applied
under the Land Act of 1862 for his 160
acres, and had been refused, on the ground
that it had been pr~viously occupied under
a rural· store licence, and had a lot of
valuable timber upon it. He said that he
applied to the district surveyor's office at
Ballarat in ample tiI?e, and that officer.
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said that he had not done so. Notwith.
standing that I introduced him· to the
Minister of Lands, with a memorial showingthat there .was no such persori. living
as the man ,who it was alleged held the
rural·, store licence---the licence having
been transferred to a mill-owner in the
neighbourhood-the selector was· deprived
of his land and his growing crops I have
seen that unfortmiate man, who braved
the hardships of the forest, in his endeavour to support his family, weep like-a
child because his all. was lost to him, and
the toil of a year waS" gone at the fiat of a
Minister of the Crown. I have seen more
than that .. I demanded a board of inquiry,
which the Minister of Lands granted. That
hoard consisted of gentlemem·whose character for integrity has never been impeached.
Two members of that board said they never
met with a more flagrant case of hardship
and injuEltice in their lives, 'and recommended that the selector should receive
compensation to the amount of £350.· The
Minister of Lands found, out that which
he knew very well before-that the original man selected in another name, that he
died in another name and was buried in
another name-and he told the mill-owner
that, unless he paid £,150 to the man who
had been turned out, he would not get his
deed. The mill-owner drew out his
cheque for the amount. I have known all
that, and more. The transaction never
came before this House.
Mr. GRANT.-I am most anxious that
the honorable member for Ripon' and
Hampden should speak out anything he
knows about the transaction he is referring to. All this is to me perfectly unintelligibl.e. As for myself, I had nothing
whatever to do with it. I believe I did
what the honorable member has mentioned
as to the board of inquiry, but I do not
even know the name of the person he is
alluding to.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The name of the
man who was turned out is McFadyen.
Mr. GRANT.-I know all about the ,
case now; and I must say that the statement made by the honorable member is incorrect and most disingenuous.
.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The statement is
absolutely correct.
.
Mr. GRANT.-I am amazed at the
honorable member. making such a statement as that, knowing, as he does, very
well what I did in that matter. I remitted
the whole· inquiry to a board, by whose
.opinion and report I was entirely' guided.
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The, "'gentl~men ,comprising that bo~rd my' mind, qOite enough :to conden;m 'it,
were above aU reproacb. : I had nothmg apart from the .fact of the promised
to do with the "matter anY'more than'the Impou,n~ing and ~ep.cing Bills .;not having
honorable member, himself,: who c::j,n ·.see be.en brought forward. ' There is a:nother
the papers inth,e:ofiice'anY,'day' he·chooses. matter that I must ,call u,tteI;l.tiol}, to.' I
Mr.' LONGMORE.-The Minister 'of refer to the 14th clause, which wa~ ~n~ded
Lands may-say what he'likes;but ITepeat' to ,by:. the honorable merp.ber for:, ¥arythat I introduced that 'suffering man five or borough (Mr. McKean).. :That, clause
six,times to' him; and that he was cognizant copIers powers ..tha:t ldo, not, know how it
of every circtimsta~ce connected with tlie can be aJ;'gued.anY,oneman ought'to 'exei,,
case.' ·That is one reason why- I state '" cise. It says" The Governor may from time to time, and
that no one man,. however desirous h'e
any time, by a notice in the Government
may be of doing right, should have con- at
Gazette, exempt from the operation of part 2
ferred' ~pon him the powers sought to be of this Act any specific, portion' of Cr9~ Itl.Itds,
given'by this Bill. He asked for the compen- and from time to time, and at any time, to revoke
the same."
'
..
sation that· the. board of inquiry awarded.
Mr. GRANT........And he got' it...
Then: there is tne clause iri' the coIiditions
Mr. LONGMORE.-I say that he ~s· 'to the hind' being "enc16sed,' wit~"'it'
never' got the compensation. That vile substantial fenqe. The Minister -Qf.LanQ.~
offence which I have' described was con- repi'esents; in the retuI'I!:' that, he , has
doned, and a cheque for £150',was taken furnished to the House,. that 'there :are.
from 'the" 'mill-owner, but- then he got the 7,000,000 of acres of first pa~t;oran~nd, hut
land." I 'contend ihat the Hous'e ought to he has not represented ,that there is Qn~
prescribe accurately and exactly· ,what the acre of prime' agricultural hind; although
powers of the Minister of Lands are to be. he compel,S the holders to cult~yate.· JS'.ec'~s-:
They should not. be left t6 ch"ance. There sarily a Dlan will cultivate.,if~tpay's to, d~
are' dtJ;ier :things which; I '~ight mention, so, but he should be n.llowed. to exer9ise
and I feel that J a~ .not ~o.~ng ,my duty if his own judgment as to what is best to be
I abstain: from making' them"known to this don.~;J)rovided the imi?rovement~ i"~q\lrited
House, as they ought to be made known to by l,aw. ate made upon it~ The .Miui~tet
thacount'ry;' 'There'are'r-easons why I 'do of'Lands has 'said that those'who take up
nQt)l~~' t6 .~ee 't~es~ . ~~wei's .plac~diil 'ilie land under the 42nd section,have the same
rights and advantages as those who take
hand..s of.an individual Milliste);·. " .'
. Mr.::. GRANT::...... Whateyer the honor- . it up under"the other ,section'; but he
able member has to'say I hope he will'not must know very well that they have 'no
refrain from saying at once.
such equ.al rights, but that they live ina
. Mr. LONGMORE.---I should regret, state of uncertainty, never ,knowing what
whether the Minister, of Lands. was fit for the upset price will ·be. ~N ow the princibusin!3ss or not, th3:~ sucp. ,'pp~e!,.s should ple'of 'free'"selection has" beep. ,fought-for
be put int~ his bands. Tsay it'·is a thing for many years in this colony., The Minwhich:. 'Ought to be kri,own in'the COJIntry. , ister of Lands" and ·hi's. colleagues·have
I am here to do my duty in .this r.espect, :if stood in the way of· the recognition 'of that
I find it, necessary;, and, if I went out of principle; bec,ause' theY'S(i 'trammelled the
the'H6useto-morrow, it· is ...my;plain duty Act, and'confined' it withih -suchboimds,
to warn. this 'House that the. Minister of that there could' in reality he· :no such
Lands may not be' always in a position to thing' as free 'selection. I have- thought it
do justice, but· may commit an act of my duty to state to the H01;lse'these few
injustice; and ,perhaps .be ,unconscious. of , reasons why I shall "vote 'against tbis .Bill~
what liejs doing. Sir;~ theh3 "are' strong It is' a measure whioh ought ilot"to'oe: alreasons why these "despotic :power's shbuld : lowed'to go: :to',a second reading .. ·' I
not be given'. into the' hands "'of anyone verily believe that I shall be in a ,small
man-;!..powerful, reasons·· known· '00':' the minority, ',but I ,nevertheless· feel it to
Minister of. 'Lands in this"colony~ Sir,' I be my duty to enter "my . protest against
wlll'>new 'leave that point ·and turn. ,to the idea" of a shain-. free selecti6n before
another.· ".The .mere fact of the ,Bill 'pro- survey,; coupled with the- full power to
posing 'to. give: an additional ten years' sell land all Qver the country; and" the
lease ,to -the~squatteI':is ,of itself. enough-to gr~nting of an additional ten years' -tenure
','
condemn' '.it-the ,mere ;fact of' its ;refusing , to·the squatters. "
to the 'selectors the saine l'ights and privi- ;
On-the motion of Mr. ,M cLELLAN, the
leges as are eJ.1joyed 'by the squatters is, to ' debate was adjourned until next day~' .' .
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INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
'
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 13, pr.oviding f.or judges'
pensions,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved that
the clause be struck out, wit'h the view of
inserting the f.oll.owing new clause, which
had been framed t.o .c.orresp.ond with a
similar clause which had been introduced
into the County Courts Law Amendment
Bill : .
" Any judge appointed by or u"i-tder the II th
section of this Act, who shall have become incapable of perfol'min~ the duties of his office by
reason of any permanent infirmity, or who shall
have served as judge and chief commissioner, or
as judge, for the period of fifteen years, or who,
being of the age of sixty-five years, shall have
.8erved for the period of ten years, shall be
entitled to retire from such judgship on a retiring allowance of one-half of the salary of such
judge at the time of his retirement; and the
retiring allowance of every such judge so retiring shall be paid during the natural life of such
judge and his residence in Victoria out of the
consolidated revenue of the colony of Victoria,
under the authority of this Act, in discharge of
warrants to the Treasurer of the colony under
the band of the Governor: Provided that the
Governor in Council may from time to time, and
at all times, allow such juJge to reside elsewhere
than in Victoria for any period not exceeding
two years, and from time to time may renew
8uch permission."

The amendment was agt:eed to.
On clause 26, preventing any action
being brought for the recovery of goods
seized by an assignee or trustee of an
ins.olvent estate, if under the value .of
£250, and empowering the judge of the
insolvency court to decide the right to
such property,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH .observed
that the honorable and learned member
for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) had opposed
the clause, on the ground that it interfered
with an individual's right to appeal to a
court of law if he thought that propert.y
was wrongfully taken from him. He
(Mr. G. Paton Smith) had no objection
to add words to provide that the ~ourt,
with assessors, should decide the right to
property seized by an assignee or trustee,
if that would meet the honorable and
learned member's view.
Mr. FELLOWS said that would not
meet his view. If the right of trial
before a jury in cases which the clause
contemplated was to be given at all, it
ought to be given in the ordinary way.
There was no machinery for summoning
,juries provided by this Bill. To allow
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an assignee or trustee t.o seize property of
the value of £250 or under, belonging to
anybody, and to prevent the owners bringing any action in a court of law to recover
the pr.operty, if the assignee .or trustee
said it belonged to the insolvent's estA.te,
seemed to him to be a monstrous invasion
of the rights of property.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH explained
that the .object of t~e clause was to
enable creditors' rights to property to be
determined as speedily and as cheaply as
possible.
.
'rhe committee divided on the question
that the clause stand part of the Bill.
The CHAIRMAN announced that the
"tellers" had ascertained that there was
not a quorum of members present.
The Speaker having taken the chair,
Mr. F. L. SMYTH reported that there
was not a quorum.
'
. In the absence of a quorum, the House
. was counted out, at sixteen minutes t9
eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, June 17, 1869.
Wilson's Promontory - Relief of the Poor - Parliamentary
Rule as to Asking QuestionB-Woranga Pound ReserveLand SaI~s at Palmerston-The Minister of LandsPersonal Explanations-Land Laws Amendment BillMotion for Seoond Reading-Sixth Night's Debate-Mu.
nicipal Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four 0' clock p.m.
WILSON'S PROMONTORY.
Mr. WHITEMAN called the attention
of the Postmaster-General to the great
inconvenience felt by the community at
large from the want of telegraphic communication from Wilson's Promontory to
Melbourne, and asked if it was the
intention of the Government to provide
for this pressing necessity? He reminded
the honorable gentleman that he had introduced two important deputations to the
Government on this subject, from the
Melbourne Shipowners' Association, and
stated that, as far back as 1867, the Chief
Secretary was communicated with by the
secretary of that association relative to
the extension .of the telegraph to Wilson's
Promontory. The reply received to that
communication was of a favorable character. The subject was one which involved the lives a~d safet! of many of
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Her Majesty's subjects, and it was
of special interest to the mercantile
community. A· forcible illustration of the
advantages which would be attained by
the extension of telegraphic communication to Wilson's Promontory occurred on
the arrival of the last mail steamer.
While she was lying at Queenscliff (being
unable to come up the bay that night) a
steamer from Sydney passed under her
bows, and came on to Melbourne. Had
there been telegraphic communication to
Wilson's Promontory, arrangements could
have been made to briug on by the
Sydney steamer the letters which were
brought by a very costly and circuitous route overland, namely, from Queenscliff to Geelong, and thence to Melbourne.
He would read the letter addressed bi
the secretary of the Shipowners' Association to the Chief Secretary in 1867. It
was as follows : -
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"Hoping that the committee's proposal will
meet with your favorable consideration,
"I have the honour to remain, sir, your
most obedient servant,
" HUGH R. REID, Hon. Sec.,
"Victorian Shipowners' Association."

The following was the reply to this
letter : "Chief Secretary's Office, Melbourne,
"December, 17, 1867.
"Sir,-I have the honour to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of the 12th ult.,
bringing under notice the advantage of an
extension of the electric telegraph from Port
Albert to Wilson's Promontory.
"In reply, I am to inform you that the
subject will be considered when the Estimates
are being framed.
" I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient
servant,
"J. MOORE."

A long period elapsed without anything
being done, and, at the beginning of October, 1868, a deputation from the Shipowners' Association waited upon the
Postmaster-Ge,neral on the subjflct, who
desired them to place in writing a,.ny
cogent reasons which the association
had to urge in favour of the extension
of the telegraph line to Wilson's Promontory. In compliance with that request,
the secretary of the association wrote the
following letter : -

, "1 Queen-street, Melbourne, Nov. 12, 1867.
"SIR,-On behalf of the committee of the
Victorian Shipowners' Association, I beg to
bring before you the desirability of extending
the line of electric telegraphs from Port Albert
to Wilson's Promontory.
"It will be scarcely necessary for the committee at any length to bring before you the
great advantages that would accrue, not only
to shipowners, but to the community gene" 1 Queen-street, Melbourne,
rally by such a line being erected.
"October 15, 1868.
"Wilson's Promontory being in the direct
"SIR,-Referring to the deputation from the
route of steamers and sailing ves8els from
New Zealand, New South Wales, and other 'Victorian Shipowners' Association,' which
colonies, a constant stream of vessels is con- waited upon you a few days ago on the subject
tinually passing to and fro; and if a signal of the extension of the electric telegraph to
station was erected in conjunction with the Wilson's Promontory and the erection of a
signal station thereat, I have the honour now to
telegraph station, arrivals and departures
would be signalled as readily as they are now at embody in writing the various statements made
to you on the occasion alluded to.
Cape Otway.
"1. I enclose a copy of a letter (read to you
"As ships bound to Melbourne from China,
San Francisco, &c., must pass the Promon· by the deputation) written to the hone the
Chief Secretary in November, 1867, and his retory, it will be evident that the . benefits to
be derived from a station there will not be ply thereto. Referring to the eighth paragraph,
confined to those interested in the intercolonial I may state that since its date the New South
Wales Government have extended the wires to
trade only.
Twofold Bay (Cape Howe), and that the Vic"It has often occurred that steamers with torian
public have now the benefit of receiving
important mails on' board have been com- free shipping
telegrams from that port daily.
pelled to put into bays adjoining the Promon"2. The number of vessels which passed the
tory, and remain weatherbound for some Promontory
inwards during the quarter ending
days, their prolonged absence causing alarm.
September 30th last, was 224, against 190 pass" If the telegraph line was extended to
ing the Otway during the same period.
that place, all anxiety in a case of that kind
"3. That portion of the coast adjoining Wilwould be done away witb, and assistance son's Promontory is an exceedingly dangerous
could be forwarded to any disabled steamer if one, as is evidenced by the large number of
necessary.
wrecks continually occurring there. In one
"It will be in your recollection that, not gale alone three vessels-the ship Lady Young
many months ago, a large emigrant ship, and the barques Tomatin and Bright Planetthe Western Empire with about 400 pas- were totally wrecked within ten miles of the
sengers on board, had a collision with another Promontory.
"If a signal station had been erected there
vessel just off the Promontory. Now, if the
hulls of the vessels had been seriously in- immediate assistance could have been rendered
On grounds ot
jured, a great loss of life might have occurred to the distressed seamen.
in consequence of it being impossible to tele- . humanity, therefore, the request now before you
graph to Melbourne for immediate assist- commends itself to the favorable consideration
ance.
of the Government.
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f' 4., On two separate occasions. the New.Zeahim since the. one, referr,ed to..' The' reply
land mails missed. the Suez. steamer by a. .few I which he gave, to that deputation he would
hours. Now; if this proposed line had been
formed, their passing inwards would have been , repeat now, namely, that it· was the intenreported before the Suez steamer left Hobson's tion of theG,ovefnment :to; make provision
Day, her departure from the Heads would have for- the extension- of· the' telegraph ,to
been postponed, and an immense amount of in- Wilson'sProQlontQry llext·year.. ,~
convenience would have been,avoided.
Mr. KING desired ,to a'sk the ,opinion
"5. That the New South Wales Government
have now extended telegraphic communication of the Speaker as to whether the honorable
to aU the prominent ·portions of their coast, memb'er for' Emerald Hill had not'transirrespective altogether of the question, whether gressed the rules of :the· House by ·reading
the lines will be payables ones or not..
.
i
" 6., As a. last resort, and rather than their a loilg correspondence on' 'rising' to (tsk a.
request should be refused, the shipowners'would questi'on.' The rule ,:which. he understood
suggest that the Cape Schanck line of wires be ought to be observed, in' asking: questions
removed; and laid down, betweeI) ,Port, Albert had been frequently' departed from· by
and Wilson's Promontory. "
'
some members; and he submitted that one
"7. To avoid a' heavy annllal outlay for
salaries, it was submitted ,by the deputation .that member ought riot to be allowed an~ndJll
the lighthouse-keepers could be so instructed as
gence which was not; e::g:tended)o another.
to be able to 'send telegraphic messages.
It was desirable that some definite:practi'ce
"8. I am desired to state, in conclusion, that
the Shipowners'Association ar.e unable to aSSl,lre should be laid down, ·and ,strietly. adhered
. ",
; . . . t',' ';,:' ~
you that the proposed extension will pay (in to•. ',;'
the ordinary sense of the word) for the c.ost of
Mr.· KERFERD. Sll bniitted, that ·die
its construction; but I venture to submit, seeing honorable member was quite. in order in
the many interests involved" that this question
is not altogether one 'of £ s.d.,. but a public reading the correspondence, ,and,that he
one, interesting more oro less every inhabitant of had simply ava.iled himself of one of, th~
the colony,
forms of the House. When a. member
"Consid,ering the large shipping trade of the rose, pursuant to .notice, t9·call'the·ia:tteii~
port (the Victorian fi,eet alone numbering
Minis'ter to f;Lny subject, it
between 500 and 600 vessels), and remembering tion
usual to allow him considerable latitude,
that s'hipowllers are heavily t'axed in vario~s
ways, I respectfully venture to submit that and; if necessarj, ,to', ad,dress the' House
their proposal now laid before you is fairly
fora consi~era~lEdength, of time,' ~n otd~r
entitled to. fa vorable consil;1eration.
"I have, the hOl!our to be, sir, your most to accomplish the:oqj ect' lie; had. in, view. :
Mr. WATKINS'remarked' that,it,-was
"
obedient ser.vant,
necessary to ~(td. correspondep,ce itj many
", ' "HUGH R. R~ID; Hon. Sec., -,',
'{ Victoria~ Shipowners' Association." , .instances, in. order tn explain the 'q'uesii'o~s
The Postinast'er-General's reply ran thus- , which ,were as~ed. He was much" su.r:

of a

.was

prised that the~e should be ~any desire, to
,
, "Ge~erai Post-office, ,MeI1:Iourne, .'
curb the privileges' whichJ'membets,pos,
. . "October 27, 1868.
SIR,-Adverting: to your letteI; of the 15th sessed' to ':explain the 'matterS' '~a.(~h1cili
inst., on the subject' of the extension of the they drew the attention of. ;M;iili'sters. ~'" . ,
electric telegraph to' Wilson's Promontory, I
The SPEAKER.~The rule Ql Pad~,a
am directed by the Honorable the PostmasterGeneral to state, for thE:) information of ,the me~t is, that a .mem.ber, 'in asking a. quesVictorian Shipowners' Association, that. upon . tion, must not' Qseany. argJlment~ : He
carefully cOlisidering all the arguments .urged may stat~ .facts' 'for 'the purpose.: of' elu~.i
in favour of the above extension, the benefit to
the general public would not, in Mr. Smith's dating the,.q,uesti~n, ,and,~ appr~hend\~that
the saine pdnciple
apply;to the.,ie~ding
opinion, justify the necessary expenditure.
" I have the honour to be; sir, your obedient of correspondenc~.:,· I. I.;
:!I'-r
,
.. ' ,"
I
servant,

w.ill

"If. P: BANCE."

He thought this letter, and the circum~
stances· which had since. ari~en to show
the', desirability of extending tel~graphic
communication to. W~lson's Promontory,
justified him. in bHnging tbe matter pr,ominently before the House; He hQped the
House would take some steps:. to remedy
what everyone must consider to be not
only a great inconvenience, but a great loss.
Mr. G. V. SMtTH said the honotable
member for E:I;llerald 'R iJl. had ~ot me~
tioned that a deputation had waited upon

I
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PETITION. '.
A petition -W:3;S i>i·~~ented.by Mr. HA~NA.,
from a public J;ne~ti~g 0,£ ,lh:e, in!Iab~t/loliF.s
of Belvoir, in favoui; of·.theUp.pex .l\1urfa,y
Railway Cons~ruction Bill"
.-'"1,;1',·,· ~.;,
., 1

T ~~

. THE POOR...
.' ,,,
Mr.. HARQ.OURT, asked i the Ch:i.ef
' Secretary whether any steps had been
' taken towar:ds ;'plaCing,;, 'on a proper basi,S
the relief' of the'pooro~ fhe,c<?lony r ana:,
if not, whether the Go:vernment purposed
adopting any measures having that object
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'in view? ,He said that some' time ago a in calling attention to a subject, or. III
letter:was written to the C~ief- Secretary, asking a question, a member was not to
en behalf of the committee of 'the Immi- state any disputable fact, or any f~ct likely
grants' -Aid Society, urging the importance to be contradicted, ,because therewlJ,s. no
of some provision -being made for the better opportunity of replying to it it the 'tim~.
relief of the poor, and that the honorable As s~a~ed by the honorable, member for
gentleman promised that the matter should West Melbourne (Mr . Langton), there had
receive his consideration. Nearly ten latterly grown up in the House of. Com;
months had elapsed; but he (Mr. Harcourt) mons a practice of allowing, a' very wide
regretted that the poor were in no better latitude to members, consistent with this
.. condition now than they were then, nor rule, in calling attention to, or asking ques':'
was he aware that any measures had been tions upon, topics of public interest. Year
proposed for their 'relief. His object 'in after year the latitude allowed to a membringing the matter under the notice of the ber to make the purpose of ~i~ question
House was not with a view, to the intro- plain by some preliminary 'statement -had
duction of the English poor law system, been gradually enl~ged.' "
',r·
but to the adoptionbf some measure simiMr. KING hoped that the Speaker
lar to that recommended by the commission wou~d insist, upon the rule la~d' down o~
appointed, in L862, to inquire into charit- former occasions being stdctly adhered to,
able institutions. 'Information as to the namely, that a member, in :asking a quespresent condition of the poor might also tion, must, not' enter into any irtel~vant
'., ' '
be gained from an article in the Austral- matter.'
asian of June 12th, entitled" A Night in
The SPEAKER.-The honorable memthe Immigrants' Home."
,
ber must confine himself std6tly to a state, _ " , .
Mr. DYTE rose to a point of order. ment of facts.' j'
He contended that the honorable member , Mr: HARCOURT said he wiRhed to
for Richmond (Mr. Harcourt) must, in remark that at' present the relief of the
asking his question', confine any remarks poor was administered without any well:which he desired to-make strictly to a defined system, and his 'object 'was that
statement of facts, and that it was irregular some better system shoula be 'adopted.
for him to read from a newspaper, or make From' tlie want of a proper" pfan, 'the imstatements which were likely to provoke portunate often obtained relief when they
were not objects for charity, 'while the
discussion.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the deserving poor were frequently neglected.
honorable member for E,ichmond was per- He begged to repeat the question which
fectly in order. In the House of Com- he had already asked the Chie~ Secretary.
mons a wide latitude was allowed to honMr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
Ql'able'members in 'calling attention to im- am suretb'at the honorable member will
agree with rna that there are, many diffiportant public subjects.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-This is not "call- culties connected with the subject to
which he has directed attention. The
ing attention."
Mr. LANGTON remarked that the ' question, in fact, is one which is likely'to
practice applied either to "calling atten- involve considerable discussion. I admit
tion ',' to a subject or asking a question. that some alteration is required with
On reference to the Times, it would be regard to the mode of raising the funds at
seen that, in the House of Commons, fre- present administered by the various chari:'
quently an hour or two of a sitting was table instituti?ns throughout t1?-e country-.
occupied with questions to Ministers, or I have not been enabled to make any alwith directing their attention to particular teration of any great consequence; and
topics'. In accordance with the practice nothing can be decided during the present
of the House of Commons, the honorable session. I intend, however, before another
member for Richmond would be strictly year comes round, to endeavour to devise
in order in making any statements of facts some means for placing the relief of the
to render his question intelligible, so long poor on a satisfactory footing,
as he 'did not enter into argumentative
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
matter. '
,
Mr.
MACPHERSON brought up a
Mr. DUFFY retriarked that the Parliamentary rule was a very sirripleone; and further report from the select committee on
8"0 easily remembered that there need ,-railway construction~ which was or-dered
never be any dispute about it. It was that, to be printed.
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WORANGA POUND RESERVE.
Dr. MACARTNEY asked the Minister
of Lands, at whose instigation the
W oranga Pound reserve was recently
opened for sale by auction, and at whose
instigation the auction of several allotments thereof was conducted at Palmerston instead of Sale?
Mr. GRANT submitted the following
report on the subject, which he had
received from the land-officer of the
district : " The land referred to was offered for sale by
auction in compliance with a petition fro~ the
inhabitants of W oranga. The petition is' undated, but was received at this office on December I, 1868. The land was gazetted to be
offered at Sale in lieu of Palmerston, in order to
avoid delay, there being 'no prospect of an
earlier sale at the latter place, and the lots being
too few (twelve) in number,to make up a sale
without others. The notice of sale was gazetted
and advertised in the usual manner during a
month, and the inhabitants of Palmerston had
therefore ample time for applying for a change
if they desired it. They did not do so. The
land was purchased by Messrs. Nicol, Moore,
and Matches, whose Crown grants are withheld
pending payment of survey fees to the applicants under section 42 Amending Land Act."

BAND SALES AT PALMERSTON,
In reply to Dr. MACARTNEY,
Mr. GRANT intimated that he intended
to appoint an officer in South Gippsland
to conduct sales of Crown lands at Palmerston.
THE MINISTER OF LANDS.
Mr. COHEN rose and said that, during
the debate on the Land Bill on the previous evening, the honorable mem ber for
Ripon and Hampden made certain allegations against some members of the House,
and also charged the Minister of Lands
with wrong-doings in his department.
As the matter was one affecting the
corporate honour of the House, he desired
to ask the Chief Secretary if it was his
intention to have a committee appointed
to inquire into it ? He believed that the
Minister of Lands was totally incapable of
a. dishonest action, and deserved the confidence of the House; but as the charges
brought forward by the honorabie member
for Ripon and Hampden had been made
publicly, it would probably be well that
they should be investigated by a committee, in order that the public mind
might be set at rest.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that he
was not present when the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden addressed the

of Lands.

House, !Jor had he rea.d his speech. Statements made by that honorable member
had very little effect on him. The honorable member had for years been in the
habit of making charges against the
Minister of Lands, which had, in almost
every instance, been disproved. He (Mr.
McCulloch) intended to address the House
on the Land Bill, and he would have the
opportunity of replying to the charges
made by the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden, so far as they affected the
Minister of Lands, and no doubt the other
honorable members who had been referred
to would be able to disprove the charges
made against them. He had, also, something to bring forward, in connexion with
the land question, affecting the honorable
member for Ripon' and Hampden.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Chief Secretary if he would object, to the appointment of a committee, fairly chosen from
both sides of the House, to investigate the
charges made by the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden? The statements
made by the honorable member were exceedingly circumstantial, and some of
them were supported by original documents which the Minister of Lands had
laid on the table. The charges appeared
to him (Mr. Langton) to be so circumstantial that he thought the House was
bound to investigate them.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that he
would object to the appointment of a committee for this purpose until he was in a.
very different'position from what he was
at present. If the House had any respect
for itself, he trusted that it would not appoint a committee.
Mr. GRANT thought it was due to
himself that he should say a word or two
on the subject. He could hardly restrain
himself the previous evening, when the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden distorted facts which were within his
own knowledge. As an honest man, and
an honorable member of the House, he
could scarcely contain himself when any
man had the presumption to rise in the
House and charge him with being partial,
and otherwise acting improperly. He
would ask the honorable member himself
whether he believed that he (Mr. Grant)
had acted partially, or had dealt with the
public lands to benefit his friends? He
defied the honorable member's conscience,
if he had one, to say that he had done so.
He cared very little what opinion the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
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or anyone else, in the House or out of it,
held respecting him, so long as his conscience, which was between himself and
his God, acquitted him of blame. Sustained by that conviction, he did not care
a straw what anyone thought of him. He
had done what he considered to be right
in his office, and he would always do so
as long as he remained in it. If he was
not an honest man, he would have no right
to be there. He was amazed beyond
measure at the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden suggesting that he
had done anything improper or partial.
If the honorable member had any charges
to bring. against him, it was but reasonable
that notice should be given of them. As
to members of the Legislature coming to
his office, they were only performing
their duty in doing so; and he utterly
denounced the despicable suggestion of
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden, in charging him and other honorable members with being influenced by
favoritism, corruption, and other improper
motives.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
On the order of the day for the resumption of the debate on the question of
the second reading of the Land Bill,
Mr. STUTT said he would take the
opportunity of repeating, in his cooler
moments, his denial of the charges made
against him on the previous evening by
the honora~le member for Ripon and
Hampden. He denied what the honorable member had said in toto. There was
not a particle of truth in his statement.
He was much surprised to hear the charge
made against him, as when the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden met him
he had been accustomed to give him a
cordial shake of the hand. Wheu the
honorable member attempted, as he had
done last evening, to blacken the character
of others, he must expect them to retaliate. There was no member of the
Honse more frequently at the Lands-office,
and no one who had done more to degrade
the political character of the colony, than
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden. He had introduced to the
Minister of Lands men who were well
known in the Western district as land
shark~, speculators, and dummies.
He
had introduced, as honest and respectable
men, Messrs. VVest, Miller, and Linnmen whose names had flourished in the
newspapers iu connexion with evasions of
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the Land Act. He (Mr. Stutt) denied
that he had had any transactions with
dummies, or had ever introduced one to
the Lands-office.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL
SIXTH NIGHT's DERATE.

The debate on Mr. Grant's motion for
the second reading of the Land Bill, and
on Mr. Macgregor's mption thereto, declaring the administrative powers proposed to be conferred by the Bill to be
arbitrary and excessive (adjourned from
the previous evening) was resumed.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Mr. Speaker, in
rising to address myself to this question,
I find some difficulty, inasmuch as I intend
to vote for the second reading of the
Bill, while, at the same time, I cannot
consistently approve of the measure.
Honorable members opposite have been
for five nights explaining its principles, but, as far as I am concerned,
and as far as my smnll intellect
enables me to judge, I come to the
conclusion that it contains no principles
whatever. The Minister of Lands might
as well have invited the members of the
House to a day's shooting, and given them
guns having neither stock, lock, nor
barrel, as asked them to discuss this Bill.
Under it the honorable gentleman will be
land king. He m.ay carry out the provisions of the measure or not, just as he
pleases. Although I am at all times fore ..
most in advocating liberal principles in
dealing with the lands of the colony, and
have been foremost in supporting the
honorable gentleman in administering the
Land Act in a liberal spirit, I say that it
is wrong for this House, and abrogating
its functions altogether, to give such
power to any individual as this Bill proposes to confer on the Minister of Lands.
In the first place, the Bill is not fair to
those who have already taken up land
under the 42nd section, because, notwithstanding the labour and money expended,
they will have no more claim to their property, at the end of three years, than they
had before they selected it. It is left entirely to the will of the Minister of Lands to
decide whether they shall obtain it or not.
Another most objectionable feature of the
Bill is that every member of the Assembly
who holds .lands under that section now,
or may do so at a future time, will have
to be submissive to the Government of the
day, if he wishes to retain possession of
his selection. If any squatter who is at
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present ,a member of ,the HOllse, or who , went to value the improvements of a
becomes a member at. a .future period, settler"and, fip.ding the settler was from
votes against' the Government of Hie day, home, the first thing he did was to break into
in what position will he find himself? He . the house and drink a keg. of beer, which
will not,.like "Milky White," find "a was intended for some harvest labourers.
dead rat in his water-butt," but he will fuid This is' an instance of the Government,
his run in the Gazette. Is that the position ma~hinery. I can give dozens and dozenB
in which we ought to place the squatters? of instances. I venture to say that, if the
1'he Chief Secretary and his partner hold Government will grant me a committee,
eight runs in their own name, and I should even if. the members are all Ministerial
like to know if "all the squatters in the supporters, I will burst up more departcolony will obtain the same advantages as ments than one. I am prepared to stake
those gentlemen? Certainly not. If I my seat in the House upon the issue.
had those eight runs, it would suit my But I do not wish to' become a public' inpurpose to pay a Minister of Lands at my . former, nor .does my duty as a member of
Qwn expense~ and I would keep him clothed
the House necessitate my doing so. There '
in McCulloch tartan, with five or six gil~ is, however, something rott~n in the state
lies dancing' around him to the tune of of Denmark. After wasting ten years in
"'Jemmy Gra'nt." If we do not wish to trying to pass" a Land Bill, so utterly
utterly demoralize the 'memb~i's of the a~hamed am I of the failure of the LegisHouse, the Bill ought not to pass in its . lature, and of my own handiwork, that,
present shape. I hold that free selectors, if I could, I would with one blow of my
whether under the 42nd section, the 12th hand erase my name from the Parliamentary
section, or under the new Act, and ~ven records. Many honorable members now
the squatters, should have whatever present, who were returned to this House
rights they are to receive' clearly defined, about the time that I was, were so returned
and that it· ought not to be left to the to assiet in, p~ssing a Land Bill. Previous
mercy of any individual to decide what to that time there had been in existence
those rights are. I will do my utmost, in what was known at first as the Land
committee, to endeavour to fill' this skele- League, and afterwards as the Land Con~
tOn or- a Bill with clauses which shall vention.; and I believe. that, if the prinstate exactly what the Legislature' intends .. ciples' 'of. that body had been' adopted in
If it is possible to do that, I am prepared our legislation, we should have had, by
to do it ; if" not,'I am afraid the measure this time, a population not of 650,000, but
must get the go-by. The Minister of of several millions, and we would have
Lands and a few other states'men been enriched in every possible way. But
sitting behind him have said that what has been our work? Why, we have
the Bill only contains a few clauses, di vided some ten or twelve million acres o.f
but that the machinery is everything. the best lands of the country among our"Billy Barlow," some fourteen y~ars selves, thus depliving the future settler~
ago, when he produced music out of a the future immigrant-of any chance of
gridiron, used exactly the same expression. settling upon the soil. And our present
He said that" the machinery was every- policy is to go on in the same direction. I
thing," and that the gridiron could even recollect hearing, at the time of the land
be made to speak. I have no doubt that agitations, of the "lion of the Land
the machinery of this Bill will be made to League," and the "lamb of the Pastoral
speak .. I do not wish to become a com- Association." I wonder where that" lion"
mon informer, and I shall never do, so is now. Wherever he is, I, for one, would
while I am a member of the Assembly, like to jam his tail, for a more contemptbut I know fifty instances at the present ible coward never scoured the mazy scrub
time in which that machinery wants oiling of Victorian politics. I should like to
fearfully bad, to make it run smoothly. tie a can to his taq, and send him rattling
It has been the policy of the Ministry to down Bourke-street. He has come to the
destroy the district land offices (where, I surface from time to time, pretending to
believe, business has been more honestly do some· good-pretending to settle the
carried on than it is at the present day), ' people upon the lands-but in no instance
and what is the machinery which they has he accomplished this object. In
have substituted? I will gi~e an instance fact, he is chiefly rem~rkable for the
which occurred the'other day. A gentle- periodical 'f blowing" in which he bas inman belonging to the Lands department dulged, merely for electioneering purposes.
.
Mr. McLellan.
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Individuals of this st~inp a~e, the.D;len who intrigues that have taken place -in this
have been successful. But they who have colony. Had they brought disgrace upon
foug'h~ th~'Aar(lbattles~wliere are they?
their Gountry, as judges in,Californi3i.'and
Let honorable members go ·to- the· new elsewhere' have aone, I could have"underburial:. ground-,' 1bn.d. get; :a.n· •explanation stood these attacks. I think it is' 'time
there;, ·Le,t them.go,:'todifferent parts:o'f that th~ ,people took and supported. the
the coloDJ'; :wheI'e they will find. men' who, judges,' .unless. they desire, the. bench
expended theit' 'for~uJies iIi this Assembly, filled. with sycophants waiting for" this
living in tneall .ciI!culI)stances--men who, ahd waiting for that from the Governif they, bad 110.t entere.d· this Hoiise, migh.t ment of the' 'day, :and the ~dmin~stTa
have. been· independent of. the; :world. . I tion
justice ·to' be reduced to' the level
regret that,.iu dealing;'by .l~gislaiion, with ':of colonial politfcs. Idon't think I'ever
oU:~' pub'lic lanas; 'we- have not. tu some, exspoKe to one of their Honours in rn,y life ;
tent followed ,the- example of America.' but,- if it evet' came to my turn to. be
Why" we haye not passed a single landJaw hanged, I would far rather ba sentenced
that ,would encourage immigration to this to death by the Chief Justice, or .·one ~f
c<i>b.Iitry;: andithe BilI now-before us' will his colleagues, than by a judge appointed
not'do, it either. '-What an insult to the by .the pie sent Government, merely· for
people of 'England to send to'themthe in- the respectability of the thing. ; With reformation: that: we have' passed a liberal gard to the Bill before the House, I wish
land ~law'-:':"a law whi9h requires'a man ·in- to say that, if the Government are'preclined 'to' take .;up 640, acres,' to have at . pared to, give advantages to' settlers who'
least '.£6110 in his pockets. Why a greater are now upon the lands':"'advantages that
absurdJty,·..could' not· ,be ,spoken.', ·A man will enable them to remain there-if· they
with £640·jrl his:'pockets is ~;gentleman in are· prepared to do justice to the squatter;
England.. . The. only effect. or. the Bill, as if, in short, they are prepared to 'place
it appears.to me,will be to cause·a further settler and squatter upon a" footing-':"and
dirvision of the public ·lands among' :the few to set forth this in an Act of- Parliament,
peopl~.wbo are in the colony.' But,in
which there will be no difficulty in underthese matters, the Government are mere standing-I will be pl;epared to giv~
children;. , They: know nothing of. those them my support. I will not support
great social .. questions which. ought to be the subdivision of the runs. The rights
known .to every man who :pretends to ad- of settler and squatter being clearly deminister a great 'depa"rtinent of the :State. , fined, I 'Would not allow them to be in&.
Why, the Chief' Secretary and the:honor- terfered with by any petty huckster" I
able' and learned member. for Brighton don't care w hethei' he may be Member of
Parliament or anyone else. ,In:· fact, I
h~"e·done·more to 'demo:raliz~ the population~of this nountry tl1an:any ten'men who
would ·not have them interf~red with at
have:everbeen in!·it.. The ;peopl~ give the all,l except by the lordinary tribunals of
honorable and learned::mem ber fo1' Brighton the country ~
I fear that honorable
credit:.for"having grel1t,knowledge;- but.J members, in seeking to ·deal with ~he Bill,
consider that, in dealing with these que's- will be at a great loss. The measure
is so imperfect, and the amendments in' it,
tions~in dealing with every question not
personal to himself........he has shown an which may be expectedfl'om all sides,
utter..ignorance of ,the: wants and require- ' will be so ·numerous;'· that I c~nuot help
ments ' :of. the ~ colony.' As ~ far as· his thinking that it would be ~~advantageons
kn,(i)w.wdgeias "0. politician is. concerned·, I arrangem~nt,and be the means of saviilg
would 'ptttMm:":back into: small-clothes. considerable . time, if the Government
('~Shame.")'I; 'Fhere' is :no shame about it.. would appoint a committee; of' this House
The:',1wIlOrable member .is! very .fond of to revise the Bill, and bring it before' us
attacking .-;the·· judges of· the Supreme, in· such a shape that we could deal with
Court.·. 'The, otheF' evening, "he said he it as a whole. We have been assured
would,not intrust the judges with .giving that the Minister of Justice has drafted
decisions· under 'this ..Land Bill. Now I the Bill with great care. That' is very
think that" if there is one thing mOl~e than little consolation' to me, because I would
another that .. thepebple. of this country! as soon have had it~ done" by somebody
oright to· ,be proud. of,. it is that the judges else. I think that' the best draftsman in
of the.: 'Supreme ·Court' ~ha'V'e been, ·at 'all the colony ought to have been engaged 011
times, beyond 'suspicion,. that· 'they 'have the work. Through the imperfect drafting
kept 'them'selves: cleat·~ from all· political of previous,· Land Bills 'we have lost
I
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millions of money, and millions of the
best lands in the country have passed
from the control of the State. I don't
think it is wisp, that we should intrust the
drafting of such a measure to any gentleman now occupying the 'Treasury bench,
or indeed to anyone who is not an experienced draft.sman, and has not won his
spurs in the Supreme Court. At the
same time, I am anxious that people who
have taken up land under the 42nd
section should have given them some
security of tenure so that their rights
may be defined, and that they may be
enabled to borrow money to effect improvements; and as this is an object in'
which a large number of my constituents
are interested- and as to my constituents
lowe a debt of gratitude which I never
can repay-I shall vote for the second
reading of the Bill.
Mr. MILLER.-Mr. Speaker, in rising
to address myself to the question before
the House, I will take the opportunity of
replying to some of the -remarks affecting
myself mad!3 by the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden, last night. The
honorable member then said"With regard to the forfeiture of another
selection, information was given by the brotherin-law of the honorable member for Creswick
(Mr. Miller); but did Mr. Clarke tell the Minister
of Lands at that time that the honorable member for Creswick had written twice to the holder
of the selection, asking him to sell his allotment, in violation of the Act?"

Now this statement is calculated to create
the impression that something wrong has
been done, but what wrong I have done
I am at a loss to know. Although Mr.
Clarke is my brother-in-law, it does not
follow that he should be acquainted with
my business; and I cannot see how anything I may have done should affect the
position of Mr. Clarke, or Mr. McCrea,
the gentleman whom the honorable member for Ripon took upon himself to defend
last night. I think the honorable member
for Ripon wanted to leave the impression
on the minds of honorable members that
I had, been guilty of doing something
very discreditable in connexion with Mr.
Clarke, and that Mr. McCrea was a bona
fide free selector.
.
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. MILLER.-Then I can't imagine
what the honorable member meant by
The· honorable
his attack upon me.
member says that I offered to sell
land to Mr. McCrea for 8s. per acre. I
defy him to prove that I made such an
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offer to Mr. McCrea or any other
person.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Did you not write
the letters ?
Mr. MILLER.-Ifthe honorable member's information is based upon letters,
surely the letters. can be produced. I
have no hesitation in saying that there is
no greater dummy than McCrea in the
colony of Victoria; and that, if the honorable
member obtained his information from that
gentleman, he got it from a very ulll'eliable
source. I am warranted in saying this
from what took place on one occasion
before Mr. Chauncy, the district surveyor
at Camperdown. Mr. McCrea was examined, and stated he never leased his
land to anyone, that he never received
any money for it, and that he never had
dealings with squatters; but Mr. Aitken,
the squatter, stated, on the other hand,
that he had been in possession of the lands
for twelve months, and that he had paid
rent for it to McCrea at three different
times by cheque. McCrea had also been
guilty of inducing a Government official
to value his improvements at £400 when
the actual value was only £100. I repeat
that I don't know n greater dummy than
McCrea. and I wish the honorable member for Ripon joy of his friend. I am afraid
the honorable member is acquainted with
too many men of that class. At the
same time I say that any honorable member, before attempting to blacken the
character of another honorable member,
should satisfy himself that his charges
are made on reliable authority. I don't
think the honorable member .manufactures
these allegations, but I believe he is the
dupe of others, who take advantage of
his readiness to make charges without
tirst inquiring as to their truth. The
honorable member also stated, last night,
that nothing could be done at the Landsoffice except through the intervention of
Members of Parliament. Now the honorable member must be aware that it is not
by their own desire that many honorable members go to the Lands-office.
When constitupnts have business at
the Government departments, they naturally wish their members to introduce
them. Representing as I do an important
agricultural and mining district, I find
that I am subjected, in this way, to a great
deal of work, of which I should be
glad to be relieved. But I think the
fact of so many persons coming from the
country to visit the Lands-office, being
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accompanied by the member for the district is to a certain extent a guarantee to
the Minister that their proceedings are
hon~fide. The honorable member also said
that the subdivision clause of the present
Land Act had been put to a bad use, and
that under it evasions had taken place
which were very injurious to the country.
Now I hav.e been a free selector four
years, and my experience goes to show
that but for the provisions as to subdivision, the squatters would have acquired
more land than ~hey have under the leasing clauses of the Act, because instances
have occurred of- dummies, instead of
carrying out the wishes of their employers,
subdividing with bona fide selectors. I
intend to vote for the second reading of
the Bill. I believe thoroughly in the
princi pIes of the measure. I consider
that previous Land Acts have failed simply
through the Minister of Lands wanting
powers like those which will be conferred
on him by this Bill. The first real settlement of the people on the lands took
place under the occupation licences issued
by Mr. Brooke. The settlement which
took place at that time did a great'deal of
good to the country; but there was no
settlement of any account afterwards until
the 42nd section of the Act of 1865 carne
Any on'3 who travels
into operation.
through the country must be convinced
of the beneficial working of C the 42nd
section; I am unaware of any better kind
of settlement than that which has taken
place under it; and the prominent feature
of this Bill is the extension of the principle
of the 42nd section to the entire territory
But I believe the principles of the Bill
will be evaded, if the machinery provided
by the measure be not adopted. It is a
well-known fact that speculators, squatters, and other members of the wealthy
class, stop at nothing in order to obtain
land; and I say that if the conditions of
settlement can be enforced only by appeal
to the Supreme Court, theJ will not be
enforced at all. Why, since the recent
decision, I have heard dummies say that
they would go to the Privy Council, rather
than allow themselves to be put out by the
Minister of Lands. I believe that no land
law will be successful, unless it empowers
tho Minister of lands to administer the
Act, irrespective of the law courts. The
country has every confidence in the
Minister of Lands. Objection has been
taken to the 91st clause of the Bill; but
I beg to say that that clause is looked upon
VOL. VII.-4 H
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by mnny people with a great deal of
favour. Under this clause, in the event
of an owner of private land which happens
to be auriferous declining to come to
reasonable terms with persons anxious to
mine, the Governor in Council will be
empowered to take possession of the land,
on paying the owner a fair price for it.
I think that, by this means, the difficulty
which has been experienced, in connexion
with the question of mining on private
property, will be, to a great extent, removed. ' With regard to the squatting
tenure, I say' that, so long as the 42nd
section is extended to the whole territory,
and people are allowed to select land
where they please, I see no reason to
interfere with the present pastoral tenants
of the Crown. The principles of the Bill
should, I think, commend themselves to
the House. While I say this, I must also
say that I shoul~ like to see some alterations made in the measure when it is in
committee. I think, if a man selects
what turns out to be a poor piece of land,
it is not fair to insist upon the cultivation
of a particular quantity of the allotment.
So long as improvements of some kind
are made, I don't see that a selector should
be compelled to plough the land. Again,
a number of the 42nd section selectors
have now small farms of their own; in
fact, their holdings are too small; they
desire to extend their operations; but it
would not be fair to insist, as a condition
on which they might acquire further land,
that they should leave their present farms,
and go on their new selections. I think
that, if substantial improvements are
effected, that should be taken as sufficient
evidence of the bon~ fides of the selectors.
I shall vote for the second reading of the
Bill.
Mr. KITTO.-Mr. Speaker, I think it
almost a pity that any new member should
be compelled to rise and address this
House at the end of a debate. A custom
exists among the North American
Indians, and I believe among most savage
and semi-savage races; when chiefs meet
in council, of allowing the younger men
first to express their opinions. I consider
there is a great amount of wisdom in the
practice. The elders have the benefit of
any new ideas, and are in a position, from
their experience, to elaborate those ideas.
Parliamentary government, however, is
carried on somewhat differently; and it
sometimes happens that a young member
may have a vljry bright notion in reference
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to the subject.under depate-perhaps the
only notion he has-ap.d he finds, after
listening for. SOIpe nights. th,at .,some
sharper and. older, member giv~s, th~
lfpuse the benefit of' the idea which he
has been waitrng pa~iently "to disclose.
N ow I am some~hat in th=i\~ position. It
was my intelltion to haye .spoken at some
length, but, a:s the subje~t has been worn
pre~ty well t4r~adbare, I shall occupy the
attention of the Hopse only ~ s40rt
time. There are some few points whi~h .
perh~ps have not been alluded to s·Q fplly
as ,they should have been-points upon
which perhaps every lI!-ember of the House
should express his opinion. I believe I
sh:~.ll be going against the views of many .
of the get;ltlemen with whom I USUl\.Uy sit,
whe~ . I state t~,at it is my inten~ion to
vote for the second reading of this Bill.
But.while I say this, I reserve,to myself
th~ right of alteri,ng and amending, or
assisting in altering and, amending, in
co~ittee, such parts of the Bill, as I may
disagree w.ith. One principle of. the Bill
which .. ' has. been much, discussed-that
giving'the Minister of La~ds such extensive po:wers-I could not possibly support;
anc\J.shall decidedly vote again.st it ·when
the matter comes' before me in cOlPmittee.
As far as the distribution.' of land is concer~ed, ~ entirely agree with the ·Minister
of Lands. My belief is, and al ways has
been, that we should make settlement in
this country as easy as possible. It should
be our eQdeavour to assist the inhabitants'
of.this country,and the people who )Day
come here, in obtaining homes, comfortable
homes, on the easiest possible terms. I do
not agree with those honorable members
who imagine that we profit most'by getting,
immed~ately, a. large price for our lands. I
say that one good citizen-one respectable
family=-is'of more value to the country
than a pal try £100 for the hundred acres
whioh he may occupy. The Minister of
Lanc;ls desires similar power to that possessed, by. the Minis tel' of Mines in refer..
ence . to mining leases. Now I do not
think that that should be held up as' a'
wis~ provision.
I know many instances,
where "prop~r representation" has t been
brought to bear, of great wrong being
done to individuals, who have not had a
proper opportunity of explainihg them..
selves; and giving evidence on a matter' ISO .
vital to· them. I say that the powerpos-'
sessed by the Minister of Mines to for-'
feit leltses of Crown lands for mining purpOS~fI;· w~thQut having evide~e. taken in
Afr. Kitto.
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a public court, is decidedly wrong, and
causes considerable inJury to individuals,
from tip:le to time.. If similar powers are
conferred upon the Minister of Lands,; he
will wield . an authority which no single
indi vidual should wield~ Personally I
would not object to the Minister of Lands
haying this power, provided, he could- administer the affairs of his department independent of any .influence whatsoever. ,I
think it would bebeneficialtothe Houseand
to the country if provision were made that
only the gentlemen' administering the
variousdepartmeilts of the State should
do the business of those departments; that'
no meml?er, of this House should haye any
more right, any greater privilege, than any •
other citizen in connexion with the departments ; "and I say that if the Minister ,of Lands would only introduce into
the Bill a clause making it a breach of the
privileges of this House for any member
of it to approach the Lands department, I
would support the measure in globo whatever there may be in it. I say this because .the system at. present prevailing
gives me, as an individual member, more'
work and trouble than' I bargained for
when I became a member of this House~
Honorable members who live in Melbourne, and who are able to give their
time entirely to. their constituents, may'
smile; but there are other members who
have to obtain .their livelihood, and who
can spare only sufficient time to perform
their legislative duties, and ;it is too much
to call upon them to act as the commission
agents of their oonstituents. I may 'here
remark that I stated distinctly to those
who are now my constituents, when I was
a candidate, for a seat in this House, that·
I . would become neither a commission'
agent nor a delegate-that I would neither
promise that there should be a bridge here
nor undertake that there should be a postoffice there---but that, if they elected
me. as their· rep'resentative, I would act
honestly. They elected 'me subject to'
.those conditions, ap.~ .yet I find thatowing to the system which has prevailed
.of Members of Parliament hUnting or
haunting the Government departments
-lam compelled to do, to a certain extent, the same as other membel~8 do.
Whenever I 'go to a department, I apologize ~ to the officers. I feel 'it almost a·
degradation that I, a representative of the
people, should- become the commission
agent of anyone ; and yet 1. am compelled
to do this, because 'of the system. Now'"
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if some p~ovision were made for a gentleman who had the confidence of the House
to administer the affairs of his department
without any interference from honorable
members, he would be responsible to
this House, and to this House only. Then
there would be no earwigging-no backdoor influence; but we should all stand on
the saine level, and gentlemen occupying
the position of Ministers would be responsible to the House as a House, and not
to individuals from their influence outside
this House. I think the principle of parliamentary government is vitiated, is entirely upset, by honorable members acting,
as they do, more as commission agents for
individual constituents than as representatives of the people and Members of Parliament. Several honorable members who
understand what may be called the squatting and agricultural portions of the Bill
have given their opinions pretty fully
on those subjects. But there is one clause
(the 91st) in which my constituents are
especially interested. There is no doubt
that, in this country~ there are vast areas
of basaltic land, fit for the purposes of
agriculture, underneath which lie leads or
veins of gold ; and any person who has
made himself acquainted with the goldfields must be aware of the fact that it is
quite possible to cultivate the surface, and
yet not interfere, in the slightest degree,
with the, mining operations carried on
below, 'and vice versa. This being so, I
am very pleased to find this 9ist clause in
the Bill. It may be said that the notion
embodied in the clause is decidedly opposed to the old ideas of a man's right to
his property. I dare say it is. But there
are exceptional cases in this country, and
this is one of them. I dare say the proposal shocks lawyers; but we cannot help
that. .If the exigencies of a case require
that something should be done which
jars on the feelings of those who have
been trained in a certain line, we must
remember that necessity has no law. I
really see no reason, in the event of our
being able to adopt some system of allowing persons to mine under land that is
alienated for the purposes of agriculture,
why the minerals should not go with the
soil. It is said that gold and silver are
royal metals. They may be, but I wonder
how much royalty we get out of them.
I wonder what benefit the existence
of gold is to the general revenue. Of
course the State has abandoned all right
to the precious metals ; and I presume
4H2
.
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'it would not be possible to pass· a law
empowering the Go",erIfment to tesume
their right, or so-called right, to the
minerals of the country. Sir, the 'existence of gold or any other metal in land
makes that land· to a' certain extent
valuable. If it is known that anything
whatever of commercial value exists in
land, the owner of that land will naturally
endeavour to send it to the best market.
If the owner knows that gold exists, he
will endeavour to induce those whose
avocations lead them in the direction of
~ining to work the land; and, very
naturally, he will get the best possible
price he can for that privilege of working.
Well, sir, it may be said that he has no
right to do this. You may as well say
that a man who has purchased agricultural
land at £1 per acre, and has increased its
value, by cultivation and other improvements, to £10 per acre, has no right to
that land because it is worth £9 per acre
more than he gave for it. Now, seeing
that the existing law makes no provision
for mining on private property-seeing
that there are tens of thousands of acres
in the colony fit for agricultural purposes
which can be cultivated with advantage,
although gold lies in vast quantities
underneath-and seeing that these lands
cannot be alienated unless the gold goes
with them, I must confess that I am much
pleased that the Minister of Lands has
been bold -enough to promulgate the idea
contained in the 9Ist clause. The clause
appears somewhat crude, but I will be
glad to assist the honorable gentleman in
With
putting it into better shape.
reference to the squatting clauses of the
Bill, I may state that I came to this House
with the distinct understanding with my
constituents that if any class of men in
,the country required protection it was the
squatters. Free-trader t.hough I am, I
said I would go to a very great length to
protect the squatters, and for this reason.
During the last two or three years we
have had animal food at a very cheap·
rate, and a man finds that he can suppott
his family on a much smaller amount
when animal food is cheap than when it
is dear. But if the House were to adopt
a . system of cutting up the runs of the
colony, it would be utterly impossible for"
those runs to be properly managed. The
result would be a rise in the price of
animal food, which of course would have
its attendant inconveniences. I shall vote
for the second reading of the Bill.
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Mr. W ALSH.-Sir, the importance of
the question before the House will be my
apology for the few remarks that I am
about to offer to the consideration of
honorable members. The subject has
been so exhaustively debated through the
several nights that it has occupied the
attention of the House that there is really
very little that has been unsaid upon it ;
and I should not trespass now but that I
think there are one or two points that
have escaped observation; and it is to them
that I shall confine my remarks. When I
first looked over the Bill I was disappointed to find that there was no attempt
made by the}' framers of it to classify the
agricultural lands. It is assumed for all
the objects of the Bill that the agricultural
lands of the colony are of an equal value,
and all persons selecting lands are supposed to pay to the State a sum equal to
208. an acre. It does not need argument
to show honorable members that, whereas
one class of agricultural lands may be
worth £3 or £4 an acre,. other lands in the
same areas may not be worth more than
lOs. an acre. 'I hope, in any amendment of the existing Land Act, some
attempt will be made to classify the agricultural lands, with a view of securing
another class of settlers and cultivators
than those we have at present. It would
have been desirable, I conceive, to have
so arranged that the lower class of agricultural lands should have been divided
into larger areas, Ray of 1,00001" 1,200 acres,
which should be open by one man for selection. This, I think, would induce selectors to cultivate the land, not by growing
cereals, but by growing and improving
imported grasses, and thus enable them to
breed or fatten stock for the market. In
fact it would. establish a class of graziers
and farmers-a class so much needed. I
am sorry to say that nothing has been
done in that direction; but it will remain
to be seen' whether, these lower quality
agricultural lands will be selected after
the better class of land has been taken up.
The other point to which I desire briefly
to allude is the subject of immigration in
connection with ,the administration of the
Land Act. The 38th clause of the Land
Act of 1862, which is in fact in force at
the present moment, provides that onefourth of the whole revenue raised from
the sale and leasing and occupation of
Crown lands shall be devoted to that
object.
Mr. DYTE.-On certain conditions.
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Mr. W ALSH.-Yes, on certain conditions. We know very well that those
conditions have not been complied with;
that is to say, that the amount available,
and that ought to have been expended for
the purpose of immigration, has not been so
expended, but has gone into the consolidated revenue and been used for other
purposes. Holding, as I do, the opinionan opinion which I believe is shared by
almost every person in this colony-that, at
the present moment, the great want of the
colony is immigration, we ought earnestly
to devote our attention to that subject, and
I say that is extremely to be regretted that,
in the Bill now before the House, the provision for it has been excised-that, in fact,
the Government propose to deal with the
question of immigration in a different manner from that originally intended; and
that, whereas they anticipate a territorial
revenue of £800,00Q, they propose devot'ing £57,000 only to the purposes of immigration. Now, sir, as to the principles of
the Bill, I think I may safely assume that
the principle of it (if it may be so called)
which has caused all the discussion is the
machinery sought to be introduced into
the administrative clauses. With the
experience of the working of the present
Land Act before us, we cannot be too careful in legislating in this direction. The
42nd clause of the Land Act afforded a.
nQtable example of this. It may be good,
but it is the most elastic clause in the
present Act, and has been worked in several directions to a greater extent than was
ever contemplated by those who legislated
on it. It was the intention of those who
introduced the clause that it should refer
to settlers or selectors in the neighbourhood of gold-fields. It was the idea of
those who legislated on that occasion
that small areas within a reasonable
distance of the gold-fields should be
taken up for the purposes of supplying
produce, fruit, and vegetables for the use
of the occupiers of those allotments near
the gold-fields. I need not remind honorable members how that clause has been
worked. It was left to the Minister of the
day to determine what was a reasonable
distance from a gold-field; and I believe
that, so soon as the Act came into
operation, the present Minister of Lands
decided that ten miles was a reasonable
distance, and within that distance selections were rapidly taken up. But, in course
of time, as selections were desired outside
of those areas, the Minister of Lands
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altered his mind, and extended the distance thus enable selectors to take suitable land
upon w.hich this clause should operate. wherever they can find it-as everybody
I believe I am correct in stating that, will have the opportunity of taking up
at the present moment, thirty miles is 640 acres-it places the Crown tenants in
the distance.
Now, sir, again, the as fair a position as they themselves can
clause. distinctly states that the selection expect and as the country can desire. I
shall be for not more than twenty acres wish at the same time to be understood dis-that, in no case, shall that area be tinctly to object to any cutting up or subexceeded. As time went on the Minister division of the runs. I cannot sit down
of Lands thought it desirable, by way of without adverting to the very serious·
increasing settlement on the land, that charges against the administration of the
one person should have more than one Lands department that were made last night
licence granted to him; and the clause has by the honorable member for Ripon and
become so elastic now, that one person Hampden. Whether they are entirely
may take up no less than eight licences, true, whether they are founded only partly
so that the clause may now be interpreted on fact, or whether they are entirely untrue,
to mean that one individual may hold 160 . I think they are of so serious a character,
acres within thirty miles of a gold-field. affecting as they do the integrity of the
I merely draw attention to this to show department, that I would commend it as a
how the clause may be interpreted question for the attention of the leading
to suit the exigencies of a case, and members of the House whether the subnot in any way to work out the ject should be allowed to rest where it is,
ideas or wishes of those who framed or whether those charges should be investhe Bill. The volunteer certificates afford tigated by a committee, and be either proved
another instance of the way in which or disproved. At all events, assuming
the original intentions of the Legislature even that they have no foundation in fact,
can be frustrated and diverted when so but are merely the result of surmise or rumuch power is vested in the political head of mour, it conveys an assurance to my mindthe department. In the course of his speech it indicates the necessity of hedging round
the honorable member for West Melbourne the powers and authority of the .Minister
(Mr. Langton) pointed out that it was the of Lands, whoever he may be, and reduty of the Government to indicate to the stricting them to a greater extent than
House, in justice to their supporters. as they are at present; because the statement
well as to members sitting on this side, clearly indicated how such things were
what were their intentions with regard to possible if Parliament does not restrict the
the machinery clauses or administrative personal power of the Minister.
The
clauses of this Bill. So far as I can object of the Bill before the House is to
. gather, we have not been informed by any extend those powers even still further.
member of the Government what are their
Mr. BERRY.-I think it will be adintentions on this point-whether, if any mitted on all sides of the House that this
important pr"inciple contained in any of the debate has changed very considerably in
machinery clauses of the Bill should be its character since it Was originated a fortaltered or struck out, the fate of the night ago, and I feel somewhat at a loss to
measure will be imperilled. It is but due know how to address this House on the
to us all that some decided expression of question in its present aspect. I have
opinion should come from the Treasury listen~d very patiently to this debate,
benches on that point, and I believe that extending already over a longer time than
it will influence the votes of many hon- has any previous debate that has taken
orable members on the question now before , place upon any Land Bill introduced into
the chair. As regards the clauses re- this House; but I have almost come to
ferring to the pastoral tenants, I am cer- the conclusion that, just in proportion as
tainly in favour of the Bill on that point. the question loses its elevated character,
The proposition of subdivided runs would, it receive!3 in length of time of discussion
I think, be unfair, and would operate in- what it has lost in importance. I have
juriously to the interests of the country. listened to the various addresses that have
I think, in this case, that the Government been delivered by honorable members on
have sought to act -fairly towards those both sides of the House. I have heard the Bill
. now in possession of the Crown lands, attacked in various ways and from various
and, as the Bill proposes to throw open for poirit of view. I have heard it attacked
selection the whole area of the colony, and ip det~il, and I have watched th~s d~b~~e
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when it has been made a vehicle for attacking. the Ministry, and producing personal charges' of all kinds; and yet
nearly every honorable . member who
has, spoken, after having opposed the
. principles of the Bill, after having opposed the Bill in detail, and the Administration that brought it in; has sat
down saying that he would support the
second reading. Now, if it is almost
universally admitted that the Bill is to be
carried to a second reading, what use is
there in continuing the debate P A great
deal of matter will be far better disposed
of in committee, and no doubt we shall
hear of it again there; but, as it has been
considered necessary to review the whole
question of the land policy of the country,
and as the opportunity is a very favorable
one, it may not be out of place to take a
comprehensive glance at the subject of the
land policy of this' country in the past, to
show why it has failed and when it has
failed, and to ascertain what elements of
go'od for future guidance may be evolved
from the inquiry-to see whether there is
anything which we ought to avoid in the
ultimate form which the Bill shall take,
and also whether, in the various efforts that
have been made in the past to secure land
settlement in this country, we have been
able to seize hold of any particular form
of legislation which has to any extent
succeeded in that object.
I listened
last night with considerable pleasure, on
the very clear statement
the whole,
made by the honorable and learned member
for Belfast; but there were one or two
propositions which he laid down-with considerable force, I admit-which I think are
calculated, if they receive general acceptance, to lessen the importance to be attached . to questions of this character, and
also tend to carry the thoughts of
honorable members in a wrong direction.
Now, sir, the first of the remarks of the
honorable and learned member to which I
have alluded, is that in which he said he
should be glad when every acre of the
public territory was alienated. (" Hear,
hear.") I differ altogether from that
sentiment of my honorable and learned
friend, and also from those who cheer it ;
because it reallv means that we have a
large national question to deal with, and
that we are not capable of grasping itthat it is a trouble that we would perI:lonally be glad to get rid of. We proclaim
that we are not equal to the task tbat is
set us; but getting rid of the land is not
.Mr. Berry.

to
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getting rid of the question. The land
question may become more complicated,
and its consideration may give rise to more
acrimonious debates, and greater dangers
socially and politically, when the public
territory is all alienated from the State.
than whilst it remains nominally in the
hands of the Crown. Has any nation ever
extricated itself from the difficulties of the
land question? Did ancient Rome, or has
any nation since. succeeded in doing so?
I could refer to many modern countries, of
the histories of which honorable members
are fully aware, in which aU the land has
long been alienated frqm the Crown, and
bas passed into the hands of private
possessors; and yet the difficulties arising
out of the possession of those lands are
sources of great danger to social order, and
are amongst the most perplexing questions
which the Legislature is called upon to
settle. I do not even except England from
the list; for, at this moment, there is no
question of greater importance before the
Legislature at home than the land question.
Now, sir, is it not, to say the least of it, an
unconsidered remark, bearing on the face
of it but a superficial acquaintance with
the subject in hand, to wish that we had
not so good a hold upon the lund as will
enable our yeomen to settle as freely arid
as permanently as tbey can? We have a
magnificent estate even now, with all
the mistakes that have been made
in the past, and-notwithstanding the
very partial success that has 'attended
our efforts-a magnifice£t future we
have still; for we have the opportunity
of fixing what shall be, in a greatm~asure,
the national and social character of this
country for ages to come. We can do a
great deal to prevent the aggregation of
large landed properties, just as we can do
a great deal towards enabling tb~ largest
possible number of our people to hold, on
at once the easiest terms as regards deposits,
and the securest terms as regards fixity of
tenure, the lands of the country. We can
use the revenue derived from the sale and
leasing of the public lands to improve the
material condition of tbis country, lay the
foundation for future progress in all directions, construct roads, bridges, and railways. The funds for all these progressive
movements, I need not inform h01J.orable
members, will come, in a hirge measure,
out of our land revenue; and, with a land
revenue of' something like a million of
money, and capable of' being almost indefinitely extended in the future, by wise
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legis1ation,: 'we have before us the prospect
of establishing a ,government in this
country that~ free' from all the complications of older states, may leave the
people ~lmost utterlyunburthened by what
in Europe is understood by the term
"taxation.'" The question that remains
after all these prospects have been desctibed is surely the question of questions---a question that cannot be regarde'd
as of,too' great importance-a' question
that is not to be got rid of by, alienating at
random, or in any way at all, the public
estate. 'Passing from that remark of the
honorable and learned member for Belfast,
I come to an.other of a somewhat kindred
character, which, as it was understood, I
think, by honorable members generally,
cettainly carried with it a considerable
amount, if not of misrepresentation, at least
of what was calculated to misiead; for
I think that the honorable and learne'd
member, evidently positively believed in
the absolute truth of the remark he made.
Sir, he defended the administrative portions
of the Bill before the House; on the ground
that we have initiated an artificial and unreal system in 'the administration of our
Lands department. I totally differ from the
honorable and learned member. ' I contend,
on the contrary, that the land reformers of
this country, to the extent that they have
been successful, have replaced the artificial
by a natural system, such as' ought to be
adopted in a new country. 'If honorable
members think otherwise, let them cast
their minds back to the various phases' of
land legislation in this country. O~.iginally,
land 'was given away in free grants' to
settlers; and when it was found that the
public territory was being too rapidly absorbed in that way, the auction system
was .initiated. "Will anybody say that' the
sale of land by auction is 'a, natural system?
The're Was no upset price. It WaS found
tnat large' t1~acts of country were being
taken away with no impr.ovements"no
guarantee for a larger population, and no
revenue. ' They passed away iIito t~e hands
of a. few holders' just in the' sarrie way
as they passed, away under the feudal
system in Europe. After a time an ups'et
price was fixed 'for land, ultimately settling
at £1 an acre. Now I ask the honorable
and'learned member for Belfast whether
he conside'rs that a natural systeni? In
what way can it be'natural to fix.'£l ail'
acre 'as the upset' price? ':Basea. OJi that'
system, 'came what was known as the
Wakefield theory, the intent of which was
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to attract immigration to the country.
However expedient and desirable it m~y
have been, this was at all events not anatural system. N C;>W if' you come to more
recent legislation in this country-if y'ou
take the Nicholson Land Act of 1860. in
w hieh the first attempt ,at what is known as
popular land reform was made-you also
find that, that· sy'stem was ar:tificia,l and
unreal' just toihe ext~nt. that it opposed
and prevented the introduction of' real
English principles. Sir, the plain prin:ciple for which all land. reformers th,eo.
contended - and it is the only natur~l
principle-was the occupation of the territory, without let or hindr~n,ce, for. the
purposes of settleme~t and' cultivation.!....:-a~
much as and no mOl'e of it,than a. per:soiI.
could occupy benefiCially for: himse~f. ' That
was the successful mode by which squat:;
terdom was estaqlished in' 'this' oountry,
and the country at thattim~ was unoccupied.
The squatters took up .1a~ge tracts of country and depasturedtheir flocks upo.n them,
and no one spoke against the system so
long as their holdings were per~itted to
be regarded as merely tempor~l'Y. The
land reformers never attempted to'!fo
more than apply to the ord,inary settlers
-the rank and file of immigration as it
were-:-the same facilities for the occupation of small allotments 'of country as were
afforded to tlie squatter$ origiii!'tllY. There~
fore, so far from allow:ing to pass unchallenged' the terms" artificial" and, "unreal,"
we have, I think, a right to sa.y that
those systems that were employed were in
themselves artificial and unreal, and: we
must re~urn tothe natural system of settlement'·by selection, and 'just in proportion
as ,we do return we come to the plain
and' well Uliderstood prinCiples of land
legislation. Now, sir, if' I have .been able
to gather from the various speeches that
have been made what honorable members
mean, it seems to ine that, whilst th~y are
willing to concede al~ost every other por;tion of the Bill,· either with a good grace
or' bad one,. -they, are determined to opp"ose
what they call the arbitrary powers which
it is sought ·to confer upon the Minister of
Lands.
.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Hear, hear.
Mr. BERRY.-The honorable member
for'Rodney says" Hear, hear~" I should
like him 01' anybody else to tell this House
hoW' he can. secure what 'he professes to
desire-the settlement of the :peopl~' on
the land-except by conferring those arbitrary powers. I have listened patiently to
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make out from honorable ·members who
'have spoken on this question what their
views really are.
Their speeche q have
generally wound up with certain platitudes
about arbitrary powers, but they have not
condescended to tell us how they propose
to bring about the settlement that we all
admit we want. It has only been step by
step that we have been able to beat those
who have been opposed to us, first out of
one fallacy and then out of another, in
order to maintain anything appr.oaching
the principles that would give settlement.
When the Land Act of 1860 was under
discussion, so strong were the opponents of
popular settlement that they brought about
a. Ministerial crisis, because they would
not concede one principle.
They said
that it should be limited auction, as they
called it; and the popular party would
have been content to get in the thin end of
the wedge; they would have been content
to place the agriculturist and the squatter
on an equal footing, knowing that the opponents of popular settlement-the advocates
of auction-would bring about a riot
rather than give way on that small point
of conceding the land to the man of moderate means. Weli, sir, what was t.he
result of this elaborate piece of land
legislation-of this Bill that,defined everything; that set forth what the Minister
should do and what he should not do ;
that' tied his hands and chained him to
his desk, and gave him no power to carry
out the intention of the Legislature?
Beaten by the advocates of the artificial
system-the advocates of auction-refuge
was sought in the sys.tem of limited
auction in the Land-office; and when,
driyen out of the auction-room, they bid one
against another, of course the capitalist
took it.
Mr. COHEN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. BERRY.-I am glad the honorable
member for East Melbourne cheers that
remark, because I can understand the
plain open statement, "I think the auction
system is the proper way of disposing of
the public lands ;" but I do not believe in
this way of endeavouring to take away the
only piece of machinery that will enable
us to settle the people on, the land, I can
understand the honorable member for East
Melbourne much better than I can understand the honorable member for Castlemaine, who says, "I agree with the principle
of land selection; place men on the land on
the most easy terms;" but, either by design,
or by ignorance of the question-which is
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more likely-or ignorance of those dangers
that are wrapped up in the question, he
would take out of the Minister's hands
powers, the absence Qf which would
prevent that freedom of action by which
alone the land settlement of. the country
can be secured, Will honorable members
go to the Land Act of 1860, and see what
arose out of that? 80 strong was the
demand for land, and so 'unable were the
people to obtain it, that the occupationlicence system was designed, by which
selectors could occupy land, whether surveyed or un~l.lrveyed, and, by paying theil'
fees, could at once proceed to the cultivation of their selection, We then had for
the first time a glimpse of the right principle-a principle which was rapidly
settling the country in spite of the
cries of its illegality; and, in spite of· the
organization of squatters, who subscribed
£60,000 or £80,000, first of all to corrupt
the constituencies, and afterwards to bribe
the Legislature itself, I have always felt
that if, at that critical point of our history,
some members, who ought to have heen
reliable, had been true to their principles,
and ha.d adhered to the ranks of the popular
party, we might by this time have had the
occupation-licence system as the permanent
land law of this country. It would have
saved no end of trouble, and no end of
hard words. I cannot again believe in
men who, for party purposes, defeated the
system of occupation licences, the only
plain and practical way of settling the
people on the public lands; but it was
done in spite of all the exertions that
could be made in this House to prevent it.
Well, sir, honorable members sitting on
either side of the House will agree with
me, I think, that the gentleman who had
charge of that Bill, by his knowledge, his
experience, and his full acquaintance with
the subject generally, was calculated, if
any man was calculated, to bring in a Bill,
and carry it into law, that should effect at
all events the purpose that he had at heart.
Sir, there was no hurry in the passage of
that Bill-it was discussed night after
night by at least as intelligent a House as
ever sat within these walls. There was
no factious opposition.. The honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie will, I am
sure, bear me out in my statement that
he had the assistance at that time of
honorable members well acquainted with
the land question, and that, whether sitting on one side or the other, they did all
the! could to make it a perfectly ~ood
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measure. But what was the result? The them an assurance that they will be able
honorable and learned member found to get land as cheaply and as easily as at
that, although he· had to administer home, whatever our advantages may behis own law, he was absolutely power- and I admit that they are manifold-I am
less to prevent the wholesale evasion persuaded that they will not be attracted
of that law-evasion carried on under towards us. I say this ·with regret. If we
it to a greater extent than under any had allowed the occupiers of lands to hold
previous land law. Out of a.. million and them only until they were wanted for
a quarter of acres alienated within a few such purposes as these, under proper reweeks of the passing of that measure, at striction:;, but as liberal as possible, it
least one million of them passed into the would have formed an attraction that
hands of the pastoral tenants-a million would have added sensibly to our populaacres of the finest land in the country. tion the particular element that we are
And now we are told that we cannot have a most in need of. To return to my point,
railway to tLe Western district because of I will say that the Land Act of 1865
the evasions of theLand Act of 1862. Let failed as did the Land Act of 1862. To
it not be forgotten by honorable members the extent that the Land Act of 1865 has
that this quantity of the finest lands of the not accomplished all that we hoped of it, I
country passed into the hands of the admit it is a failure. I bdieve it was dissquatters at 16s.6d. an acre, and that they covered that, under the 12th clause of that
have prevented settlement ever since, be- Act, the system of dummyism that precause they say that the lands have passed vailed at the time the Act was passed
into the hands of private owners. I only really defeated the object of the Legislature
mention these circumlitances incidentally, in passing that clause. I cannot join with
my honorable friend, the member for
in~ order to show that, in legislating on the
land policy, it is important to remember . Ripon and Hampden, in blaming the
that, although the progress may be slow, it Minister of Lands for·withdrawing certain
is neces~ary at least to move in the right areas, if the provisions of the Act did not
direction.
Now, sir, it has been said protect the bona fide settler.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They did protect
that the Land Act of 1865 broke do.wn
too. The honorable and learned member him.
Mr. BERRY.-I have a very lively
for Dalhousie said so, and I know that the
remark has been repeated by other honor- recollection of the fact that all classes of
able members. I am here to admit, as an the population were, as it were, yarded up
early land reformer, that we have not for the purpose of acting as dummies.
obtained from our exertions all that we They were kept there all day, and were
anticipated and expected. I am not so paid by the squatters. Taverns were kept
hopeful on this question as I was a few open for their accommodation, stage coaches
years ago, and I do not expect that we were engaged from day to day to convey
shall ever, under the circumstances, be them. Honorable members know very well
able to do, by means of land legislation, what was m·atter of pu blic· notoriety at the
what at one time I hoped we should. Not time; and I would ask any honorable memonly did I hope that we should be able to ber who takes a real interest in the pracsatisfy the earth hunger that existed, but tical settlement of the question whether the
that our land legislation would have been Minister of Lands did not do right in withof such a character as would attract popu- drawing those areas? In the Land Act of
lation to these shores. That hope will 1865 the 12th clause was regarded on all
have to be abandoned, for I do not believe sides as being the principal feature of tLe
that people have come to us attracted by measure. Search the records of the debates
our land legislation, and I do not think of this House, and you will scarcely find a
that they will come in the future. There single allusion to the 42nd section. The Bill
is always that element of dislike to change, passed this House I verily believe without
joined to the fact that every acre of any honorable member knowing that there
land is occupied. When you remember was any peculiar element in it ; and just
that men have to leave their homes in the as the provisions of the Act became better
old country, it does not seem to me likely known, and t.he clause began to be carried
that they will come here so long as there out, day by day and month hy month, it
remains an uncertainty as to whether they was discovered that there were people
will obtain land when they arrive. Unless anxious to take arlvantage of it. It was
yon can promulgate a law that will give the public outside who first brought the
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importance of this clause to light-it wa;s
the ,public. who impressed its importance
on the Minister of Lands. If the Minister
withdrew the lands under the 12th clause,
he expanded the operation of the 42nd
clause. That was genuine law reform,
and I.cannot undersiand its being objected
to. The 42nd clause embracos in it all
that was contended for with respect to free
selection before survey.
,
An HONORABLE MEMBER.--tOn a very
limited area of bad land.
'
Mr.BERRY.-I am not able to say of
my own knowledge whether it is so; but
if the honorable member will take, the
coloured map a.nd trace twent.y miles round
every gold working, he will find that th~t
area embraces a large quantity of good land,
which is particularly favorably situated
for the bulk of the population., The
alacrity with' which it was taken up, and
the large number of settlers ,upon it, is,
I should imagine, the best evidence we can
have that it was suited to the wants of the
country. I heard the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden say last night that
he saw some land that had been acquired
under the. 42nd section and fenced in, that '
was very bad 'land.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I did riot say it
was cultivated. ,It never could be.
Mr. BERRY.-The honorable member
endeavoured to convince the House that
the man to whom he referred had fenced
in land which he would not give sixpence
for. I would;, prefer the evidence of my
own senses, :knowing that the man had
fencedoit in, and' presuming that. he' knew
what he, was 'about, to the opinion of the
honorable member as to' its' value. I have
been told' frequently by selectors in· this
country, that there are isolated districts
which, to the uninstructed eye, look like
perfectly worthless land, but which is precisely the land' which they would select
for their' own use. The foundation of
all popular settlement is that the person
who has' to cultivate the lapd should
himself be the selector of it-that he
should have as much freedom of' ehoice
as possible.
Mr. LONG MORE.---Freedom of choice
i~ what the selector wants.
Mr. BERRY.-If the ·houorable member points out what he considers to be
the inconsistencies or shortcomings of the
Minister of Lauds, he might be gener,ous
enough tp admit where the honorable gentleman hllo~ done well.' If he complains of
the withdrawal of the 12th section, surely
I
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he might, have given a word of praise for
the extension of the 42nd section. ' The
broad fact that rental to the· exte~t of
.£200,000 per annum is beil!g paid under
the Land Act of 1865 is plain,' unmistakable evidence of a certain amount of
success attending the operatiC!n of the
Act. It is, said that.a large portion of
the land selected,will pass into the hands
of squatters. ..I am ;afraid it will. I am
sorry to say that, as might have been
expected, the squatters have been successful in their efforts at dummyism, and
have secured a large .portion of the lan'd
intended for bonafide agriculturists. But
as far as I ,can gather' from inquiries
amongst persons whose views may be considered impartial, and independent,· and
who have the opportunity ·of: knowing
something about the subject, their opiniQn
is that at least three-fifths: of the settle~
ment under the Land Act of 1865· is
genuine. I am free to confess that we
are somewhat in tpe dark on the point.
At all events.it is a fact that the revenue
received from the ;2,000,000 acres of land
alienated under that Act is as much as the
revenue re~eived from tlie whole of .the
territory in the occupation of the squat:.
terse We shall all agree that such a
pecuniary result as £200,000 per annum
is not' an evidence of ill"success. ,. r will
call the attention of honorable members to
another fact. ' There is no longer, that,
earth-hunger-that agitation for la'ndwhich existed previous to 1865., 'Those
persons who wanted land must have been,
to a very large extent, satisfied, or the
demand for land would not have· ceased
in the way it has done: .
Mr. LONGMORE.-They have~ had.
'
too much of it.
Mr. BERRY.;...-If they have, it proves
that the terms exacted from the free'selectors have been too ~evere'-that we'ha.ve
not yet placed the -selector on an equal
footing with the squatter. I ·am strongly
of opin:ion that we have not, ·and that.we
ought to. endeavour ,to giva:.the selectors:
such terms that they will oeable :to make
the cultivation of the land-' pay. ':;How to
keep the people ori the land is.:as· impor.,
tant a part of -the problem which we have'
to solve as ho~ to place them on the land.
If this Bill did no more than provide for'
consolidating, and making permanent the
settlement which has already taken place, I'
don't think it would bea. bad'Bill, oraltoge lO
ther unworthy of the serious attention of
the House. I know that, during the three, ,
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years the Act of 1865 has been in operation, 30,000 families have taken up land.
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. BERRY.-Well, I will take the
returns which have been laid before us.
Mr. LONGMORE ...-They are not
correct.
Mr. BERRY.-I believe that 30,000
is a fair estimate of the number of
people that have been settled on the lands
duriug the last three years. But if the
number is 20,000, or even 10,000 (the
estimate given by the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden himself), I will
say. that the Land Act of 1865 has been
·a success' when such an extent of settlemen't has taken place under it in spite of
dummyism, in spite of the demoralization of the country; . brought about
by squatters, and in spite of other evil
influences which have had to be contended
against. I say it is a greater success than
all the land legislation which we had
Let us· inquire why the Land
before it.
Act of 1865 has been a success. Supposing that every word of the speech of
the honorable. member for Ripon and
Hampden last night is true, I say that
his statements afford no evidence that the
Land Act of 1865 has failed, and no evidence why the principles which have
been learned during the operation of that
Act should be departed from. While the
honorable member dwells upon the inconveniencies which free selectors in Victoria
have suffered, and their difficulties in obtaining land, let him turn to' the results
of the Land Act of New South Wales.
What have the free selectors of New
South Wales suffered? They have had
to go into the courts of justice to settle
every dispute with the squatters; they
have been harassed from one end of the
colony to the other, and could not get
justice done to them in those courts; so
that they have been compelled to form a
free selectors' league, and to subscribe
funds, in order to defend their interests
in the law courts. Supposing that, in the
few cases which the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden mentioned last
night, the Land Act of L865 has failed,
will the honorable member put them
against what the free selectors of New
South Wales have suffered?
( "No.")
~f he will not, why give them undue
importance?
I would join with the
honorable member. in trying to remedy
such evils' in .future, but I deprecate his
encouraging the men 'who are trying to
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defeat the very essence of land settlement
in this country, by parading a few isolated
cases to endeavour to get the :aouse to
deny . to the M~nister of' Lands those
necessary powel's without which all
settlement will be absolutely futile
and useless.
I recently read in the
newspapers a case in reference to a
free selector in New South Wales
or " conditional purchaser," as he is termed
in that colony, who had purchased from
the Government, conditionally, under the
provisions of the Land Act, a piece of
land, which he had cultivated, and built a
homestead upon. He paid his rent for H,
and next year he added to his holding as
much land as the law would allow him.
He fenced it in, cultivated it, and complied with all the conditions of the Act.
He occupied his homestead for six years,
and paid his rent up to the last farthing.
Now what happened to t.his settler?
Why the Government sold his land, his
homestead, and all his improvements to
the neighbouring squatter, as part of his
pre-emptive section. The settler took the
case into the Supreme Court of New
South Wales, but the Crown grant was
flourished in his face, and the court told
him that there was no going behind that
grant.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The same thing
has occurred in this colony.
Mr. BERRY.-I don't think such a case
·has ever occurred here.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I say that it has
occurred; within my knowledge.
Mr. BERRY.-I have a right to look
at what I see around me. If we have not
succeeded in doing (and we have not) all
I would like to see, we have no right to
depreciate our own handiwork-to deny
the ad vantages and success of the system
which we have initiated. I have heard
honorable members say that there is a·
danger if we give the powers asked for in
this Bill to the Minister of Lands. I tell
honorable members that there is no safety
if we do. not give them. Will honorable
members consent to jeopardize the whole
settlement of the land question by defining
the exact administrative powers to be
given to the M~nister of Lands? I do not
think honorable members believe that Ii.
Land Act could be framed to promote
settlement if all discretion was withdrawn
from the Minister for the time being. I
will ask honorable members to bear in
mind that we are now, for the first time,
free to deal with this question in any fOl'iu
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we like. The Orders in Council, which
stood in the way of legislation for a long
time, are now confessedly at an end, and
the tenure which the squatters received in
exchange for the surrender of their interest under the Orders in Council will
expire next year. We are, therefore, in a
position of extreme vantage-ground; we
Bre able to look this question fairly in the
face. Imllst say, and I say it without
reservation, that I would rathel', with all
the mistakes that may occur, throw myself
unreservedly among the large popular
party on this side of the House, and endeavour to get them, by friendly ad vice
Bnd by any aid I could give them, to amend
this measure in good faith, than I would,
by any pol.itical action, bring about the
possibility of the land question being dealt
with by honorable members in whom I
have no confidence whatever.
Mr. LONGMORE.- You will have
them with you on the second reading.
Mr. BERRY.-However individuals
may vote, or whatever may be their object
in voting, I have nothing whatever to do
with that matter. I am now treating this
as a question committed into the hands of
a political party. I say that it is in the
hands of the liberal party; and I tell the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Everard), and the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden, that they will do
more with their own party, by advice and
assistance, and by the necessary effect
which they would have in keeping the
party together, than they would by separating themselves from their natural
allies, and voting with a party in whom
they can have no confidence, and from
whose legislation they can obtain no beneficial results. I look to this side of the
House to act in good faith, and strictly in
accordance with its principles. I h~ve
more confidence in the Government dealing with this question than in honorable
members opposite taking it in hand. There
is more safety in carrying our principles,
even though we may not obtain all we
wish, by agreeing to the second reading
of this Bill, than there would be by giving
honorable members on the other side an
opportunity of coming int.o power. Yet
honorable members opposite accommodate
themselves to the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Everard),Bnd to the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
by denouncing the tenure of the squatters.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They will vote
for the second reading of the Bill for the
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purpose of continuing the squatters' tenure.
Mr. BERRY.-I believe that portion
of the Bill will be amended, by the hontlst
and sincere supporters of the Ministry on
this side of the House, to the extent iudir,ated by the honorable and learned members for Brighton and Belfast. From
what I know of the opinions of many
other members sitting near me, I believe
that the clause relating to the squatters'
licences will be made permissible-that it
will be made to read to the effect that the
Minister of Lands may, if he think fit,
issue licences to squatters. I would
like to know what any land reformer has to object to in that?
Would the honorable member for Collingwood abolish all pastoral rights at
once? Would he subdivide the runs, or
does he simply want a higher rent from the
squatters? If he only wants a higher
rent, that is a matter of detail; and he
knows that, to get the highest rent for the
pastoral lands, some security must be
given to the squatters. One of the
fundamental principles of all land reformers
has been this-" We don't care so much
what the squatters pay for the temporary
use of the lands, as that there shall be no
barrier to settlement, and that the lands
shall be free to the people to go upon."
I was particularly struck, in' recently
looking over the records of land legislation
in this colony, to find that, of the 78 members of this House at the time of the
second reading of the Land Bill of 1862,
only twelve have now seats in the House,
while the large majority of those who voted
on the Land Bill of 1865 are still members
of the House. A question of such vital
importance as iand legislation, committed to
an Assembly changing so rapidly as this
does, demands that those who have had
some experience of' the dangers we have
passed through should on occasions such
as this raise a warning voice, that we may
not again commit the mistakes we have
committed in the past. Let us gather up
what is valuable in the Land Act of 1865,
and take care to make none of the mistakes
which led to the disastrous failures in the
past. One of the greatest mistakes in the
past-a mistake from which some members
are not yet free-was, in honorable members thinking that they could ally themselves with political opponents, and then
be strong enough to control them. I have
no doubt that the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie believed himself to
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be strong enough to do what he intended
to do when he left the lihel'al party. He
left all his friends, the land reformers, and,
by trying to defeat the occupation licences,
opposed every principle he had previously
contended for. He may have believed
himself strong enough, with the aid of the
political party with whom he then associated, to replace the occupation licences
by another system equally beneficial to the
country, but he did not succeed; and I
think, if he had known then what he knows
now, he would not have done what he did.
I think he would not have jeopardized the
settlement of the country, by lending his
name and influence, a~d the powers of his
mind, to extirpate the system then in
vogue, known as the occupation licences,
if he had been aware that he was going to
have as his colleagues men who almost
designedly endeavoured to defeat the
object which he had in view in the Land
Act of 1862. Whenever honorable members go over to a party which never had
any sympathy with them-to men who
have been the unscrupulous opponents
of the popular principles of land legislation-hoping subsequently to control that
party, I think the probability is they will
see repeated what oecurred in 1862.
Mr. DUFFy.......:..You denounced Mr.
Heales and Mr. Grant, on the same
grounds, for joining Mr. McCulloch.
Mr. BERRY.-Probably I was quite
right. At all events I was consistent.
And I believe that the coalition was
necessitated by the unfortunate action of
the 'honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie. Had he not broken up the
liberal party by leaving it, there' would
have been no necessity for the coalition
by which those honorable members joined
the' party to which they had previously
been opposed. Knowing ",the dangers and
complications that have arisen-knowing
that these alliances-I was going to say
these unholy alliances-are al ways fraught
with danger and loss, I repeat that,
although this Bill is not all we might
have expected---:.and I will be very happy
to see some portions of it amended in
committee-I believe that it contains the
elements of a fair settlement of the land
question. We have admitted in it the
principle of free selection before survey
over the entire territory to the extent of
640 acres. We have ~lso deferred payments and a fixed price. I ask the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Everard), as a land reformer, what more
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he ever contended for? It may be that
he sees, by the light of experience, that
these principles have not all the force and
beneficial results in 1869 that they wou Id
have had in 1860. I admit that I am
disenchanted to some extent as to the
wonderful_ power which the application
of these principles will have on the prosperityof the country.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is ,the difference; I am not.
Mr. BERRY.-Ifthehonorablemember
is not disenchanted, he is very inconsistent,
because he has got those principles in this
Bill. He has free selection before survey
up to 640 acres; a fixed price of £1 an
acre; and deferred payments. These are
all the points which were contended for by
land reformers in this country, with the
solitary exception of free grass. I admit
that I would have been glad if the Minister
of Lands had seen his way to tell us that
he would try that principle wi th respect
to the remnants of runs-that he would not
issue licences for the remnants of runs
after 1870, but that they should be commonage for the neighbouring settlers. I
think that principle might fairly be conceded. But the whole of'this debate, as
fa~ as I have been able to gather, is
centred round the powers proposed to be
given to the Minister of Lands. I would
warn those honorable members who are
new to land legislation, who are sincere in
their desire to promote the settlement of
the people, and who admit that a large
amount of settlement has taken place by
tile use of the discretionary power vested
in the Minister of Lands under the existing
law, that every attempt made by the
Legislature to tie the hands of the Minister,
to give him no discretionary power, but to
insist that he shall follow the strict letter
of the law, has altogether failed. If it
has failed in the past, we have no guarantee
that it will not fail in the future. I
believe, however, that not only is there no
objection, but it is desirable to extend the
discretionary powers at present vested in
the Minister of Lands, provided that they
are exercised publicly.
I think that
we should constitute the Lands-office
something more of a court than it
is at present.
It will have to deal
with questions of a much larger and more
important nature than hitherto. Every
year, as free selection and the settlement
of the country progress, numerous ques"
tions will arise which can be much better
settled in the Lands - office than in the
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courts of law. At all events, by transferring the settlement 01 those questions
to the Lands-office, we are quite sure that
we shall provide a court which will be in
accord with the Legislature, and endeavour
to' carry out its intentions. It will also be
directly responsible to this House. With
such safeguards as the House may think
necessary, and with any assistance that may
be desirable to enable the Minister to despltch his business quickly, I think that
these large administrative powers may very
properly be granted. Whatever dangers
honorable members may see (and of course
there is· danger in every thing-a man
cannot walk along the street without encountering danger), there is absolutely no
safety without them. With the powers
proposed to be vested in the Minister of
Lands, with the alteration which I. have
suggested as to the remnants of runs, and
with the substitution of the word" may"
for "shall" in the clause relating to the
issue of the squatters' licences, I think
land reformers may fairly approve of the
principles of ·this Bill. The Minister of
Lands certainly ought to have a discretionary power as to the issue of squatting
licences, for it may, at a future time, be
desirable to deal with the runs in a way
in which we do not now .contemplate. I
have always held that the squatters are a
dangerous power in the State-not altogether politically, but socially-that they
have not hesitated by any means, however
disreputable, to attain their end, and that
they have,. by their actions, demoralized
the country to a large extent. I am not
speaking of individuals, but of the system,
which I can only liken, i~ its demoralizing
effect on the prosperity of the country, to
slavery in America. The same principles
actuated the slaveholders in America,
though on a much larger scale, as actuated
the squatters in this country, in being
determined to maintain their extreme
rights at any cost. With all my convictions as to the squatters, and knowing the
danger which may yet arise in the struggle
between wealth and capital and high social
position on the one hand, and the unprotected free selector on' the other- the
danger that the squatters may still get the
broad acres of the country-l think that
i( we make the issue of the squatters'
licences simply permissive, there is nothing
that the staunchest land reformer and the
most consistent liberal member of the
House can object to.' If the Bill does no
harm in· that direction, and if it contains
Mr. Berry.
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free selection over the entire territory, if
imposes a fixed price for the land, if it
gives security to those who have 'selected
land undsr the Act of 1865 and turns a
portion of their rent into purchase money,
I think it goes a long way towards accomplishing all that we can desire, and will
be received with favour by the large body
of free selectors. I think we might have
dealt more liberally with them. I do not
think that charging 2s. an acre rent, even
for three years (in addition to the purchase
money), is dealing with those who have to
cultivate their small holdings as liberally
as the squatters are dealt with. If it had
been proposed to include the rent paid by
selectors as part of the purchase money,
I, at all events, should not have objected.
It is the duty of the Legislature to take
care that the difficulties which the free
selectors will have to encounter are reduced to a minimum. The natural difficulties are quite enough without our
creating artificial difficulties, in the shape
of rent, an impractical Fencing Act, or
denying them the right to impound pos-'
sessed by the squatter. I certainly hope
that the Ministry will bring in a Bill to
amend the Impounding Act, because it is
a gross injustice that the squatter should
have the right to impound cattle while the
free selector has not. If one has the
right, the other ought to possess it also.
In conclusion, I will observe that if we,
by the Bill now before the House, consolidate and make permanent the settlement·
under the Land Act of 1865-if we promote further settlement over the entire
territory, upon the principle of free selection before survey, and purchase at a fixed
price, with deferred payments - if we·
make the issue of licences to the squatters
no more than permissive-I do think that
we are at all events securing justice to the
selector under ·the Act of 1865, and doing
all we possibly can at this late period of
the land legislation to give every inducement for that settlement which will not
only result in a benefit to those who take
up land, but will lay, upon a sure and
broad foundation, the substantial and
material prosperity of the country.
Mr. COHEN.-Mr. Speaker, I agree
with many of the views expressed by the
honorable member who has just sat down,
and from very many of them I differ.
The honorable member stated that free
selection before survey and a fixed price
for the land are principles which the Land
Convention always went in for. Sir, I
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was always an advocate for simple auction,
but I am willing now to forego that principle, because I helieve the country is not
in . favour of'it, and I thinlr that other
arrangements may be made-,which will be
more, ben~ficial to the general. ;body of the'
public:, Bu~.T do llot think 'we' shall succeed in . our attempts to: legi~late for a
class........in other words, to make' farmers.
In my;opinion; ..w:e might',as well-legislate
to. make shoemakers' .and tailors as to. make
farmers. 1- have always' advocated the
giving of .facilities. to the .bona fide agriculturist to go upon the land;· but the
facilities. w~ have hitherto .given have not
been' .for the benefit of, the· farmer 'alone,
but. of .land . speculators, jobbers, and.
others .. , No ~.doubt the State has been
robbed ,of millions. of money 'thr.ough bad
legislation. I mus,t express my regret at
some . of . the .. statements made by .the
Minister of: Lands; whose acquaintance. I
have had since, boyhood, and for whom I .
entertain. the most .profound respect .. The
honorable gentleman said- '.
"I·am not here to' question the decisio~ of the
Supreme Court.. , I can only say that the very
singular impression, If it· may be so called, has
prevailed .among the intelligent classes of this
community, and particularly al1long land reformers, that ever since the agitation for land
reform arose, now:fifteen years ago, the sympa-'
thies, ,of the Supre!lW Court have no~ been in
favour of land refOfl:n or land reformers."
'.
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I ask the honorable member if he believes
this?
.
Mr. EVERARD.-Yes.
..
Mr. COHEN.-Then the honOl's,ble
member ought to have tabled ,a vot"e'of
want of confidence in the Chief Secretary.
The honorable member proceeded to read
an extract from a letter which he had
received, to this efl'ect:"1- have shorn 3,300 ,sheep for the last tHree
yea,rs, and the grass' of .each sheep costs me 3s.
per head."

It Is. monstrous to suppose that any m~n
who knows anyt,hing about sheep and.the
present price of. wool could imagine that a
squatter could pay 3s. per head for ke~p'ing
sheep. Why, he ~annot get 3s. for ~. fleece
of wool. Moreover, the honorable member
seems to' forget that{ while . land in' the
Wester? district will feed three' she,ep ~o
the acre, on the Murray~n.d in other pa:r:ts
of the country six acres ~re required for
each sheep. As .~o settling the farm.er <?n·
the land, the honorable member said"The State gives him a stake in 'the soil, and
whether he is unfortunate in his operations or
not, I say that he ought to feel himself in a
position to say-' Here I.am, and I cannot be
touched.' "

I should like to know what sort of legislation that would be which would enable a
man, when he selected land, to say-"Here
I am, and I cannot be touched"? The
honorable'member went on to say~

"It is commonlY'asked-'If a person gets into
I am.sorry that the honorable gentleman
why should not his property· be sold to
stated this, because~ haying said it, I know debt,
defray his liabilities?' Sir, my answer is, that
that he thinks, and believes it. I am sorry if he be not worthy of trust, he should 'not be
he Should. think· that their Honours the trusted."
Juuges would:be :guidedJ:iy anything but How would ,the honorable member work
pure. t}n·d· simple justice.. '.1 beli~ve that out that principle .in his commercial transthey are incapable of being actuated by actions? Why should we refuse to trust·
any· other motives. ,The honorable mem- the farmer who wishes to settle on the'
ber for-Collingwood (Mr.' Everard) has land, or why should he be 'beyond· our
stated that the members of this House reach when he is settled on the land ?
were sent here for the purpose of main- The proposition is monstrous and· fallataining the privileges of the House, but I cious. Ihad the honour of having .a seat in
presume t4at they were sent here ,to legis- the House in 1862, and I voted with the
late· 'for' the. .well-being of, the general honorable and learned member for DalI was a supporter of the
body .. of-'the. people, and .to protect our housie.
privilege's only. When they are assailed. O'Shanassy Government, au'd· I heartily
To ·say that honorable members were sent supported their Land Bill and every mea- .
here for no other purpose than to protect ,sure for which I could conscientiously
During my career in Parliathe· privileges of the House is a fallacy. vote.
ment. I believe I have always voted
The honorl1ble member also stated-:." I have' no hesitation in saying that the Chief' as my conscience dictated. I have never
Secretary is the Governor in Council and every- voted particularly for party; but, when I·
thing else.' I believe that this Land Bill saw have been in doubt, I have given the
the 1~g4t under his instigation, and, I believe that party with whom I' was supposed to'be
the removal of power froQl the hands of the
Board' of Lao4 and W~:iI:ks, ahd th~ pl~cing of it 'acting the benefit of it. When, however,
in those 'of the Governor in Council~ was made I have been certain as to the course which,
at his instigation." ,
.'
I ought to take; I have alw'ays voted that:
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way, in spite of party or anything else.
The honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie has said that the party who
supported the O'Shanassy Government
voted against that Government in 1863.
I voted in the way in which I did on the
occasion to which the honorable and learned
member refers in order to prevent an
act of repudiation, and under similar circumstances I should vote in the same way
again. One of the principles of ,the Land
Act of 1862 was that the rent of the
squatters was to be assessed according to
the carrying capabilities of the runs, and
that any squatter who objected to the
assessment of his run made by the Board
of Land and Works could appeal to arbitration, one arbitrator to be appointed by
the board, and one 'by the squatter, the
umpire being a Government official.
Mr. DUFFY.-A County Court judge.
Mr. COHEN.-A County Court judge
is a servant of the Crown, and therefore I
say that the Government had virtually the
appointment of two out of the three persons
by whom appeals against the assessment
of the Board of Land and Works were to
be heard. A great many of the squatters
objected to the assessment, and took advantage of the arbitration clause of the
Act. I hold that the Board of Land and
Works failed in their duty, inasmuch as
they did not send any witnesses to support
the correctness of their own ·assessments.
Mr. DUFFY .........They sent the district
surveyors.
Mr. COHEN.-But they did not send
anyone to argue in favour of their assessments, and consequently the squatters had
it all their own way before the arbitrators. 9wing to the result of the arbitrations, the Government submitted a
motion, which I believed was unjnst and
amounted to an act of repudiation.
The only member on the Government
side who spoke when the motion was submitted was the honorable and learned
mem ber for Dalhousie, then :Minister of
Lands. Honorable members sitting behind
the Government felt that, although they
were in accord, the Government were not
in accord themselves. After the speech
of the Minister of Lands, a division was
taken, and it was against .the Government.
I am bound to say that the statement
made by Mr. O'Shanassy, next day, when
he announced the resignation of the Government, was so satisfactory, that had it
been made the day before 1 believe the Government would have carried their motion.
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I was depnted at that time by a large
number oj members usually voting for the
Government to state that it was the wish
of their supporters that the Ministry
should not resign on such a question-that
it was a departmental question, and in
justice to their supporters, they ought not
to resign upon it. But they did resign.
Their resignation, however, was not
brought about by any treachery or caballing on the part of their supporters; but,
in my opinion, it was in consequence of a
disagreement among the members of the
Government themselves. There was no
disagreement among their supporters. I
believe there never was a Government in
office up to that time which had a stronger
body of supporters than the O'Shanassy
Government. I am of opinion that the
failure of the selection clauses was caused
by the whole of the agricultural areas
being thrown open for selection at one
time, thereby producing an extraordinary
rush of squatters, speculators, and dummies. In fact, so great was the rush for
land, that the Government themselves
became frightened, and, seeing that the
land was being sacrificed, they withdrew all
the agricultural areas from selection, for
the purpose of introducing an amended
Bill to prevent the land getting into
the hands of speculators and' dummies.
I am prepared to vote for the second read~
iog of the Bill now before the House, but
I shall reserve to myself the right, unless
it is amended in committee by taking away
some of the extraordinarj power which it
is proposed to give the Minister of Lands,
to vote against it on the third reading. I
am quite sure it will be distasteful to the
people of this country if any Minister
possesses such immense powers. I do not
agree with the honorable member for Geelong West (Mr. Berry) that the Minister
of Lands should have extraordinary power.
I do not think that any hody of men
should be at the mercy of one individual.
Free selectors and aU persons interested in
the lands should know what they are
entitled to hy law, and not be at the will
or ca.price of a MiJlister of Lands. As
the Bill now stands, the Minister may, at
his own fiat, ruin or make any man he
likes. That is a power which ought not
to be in the hands of anyone. I approve
of free selection all over the colony, but
not to the extent of 640 acres. That is
far too much. A man without a la~ge
capital would be ruined by taking up 640
acres of land. I think the area selected
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shoul<l be limited to 320 acres, and that such shows that the squatters are in such an
terms.and conditions should be imposed on unfortunate pecuniary state that they have
the selectors as will ·secure ,the occupancy been compelled to mortgage their !tnns.
of the' land by bona fide agriculturists. Many run8 .. are·not the property of the
By this means,'; with. free. selection all persons in whose names they are, :because
over the colony, the runs .will be. cut up they are held as securities for moneys
sufficiently. With the facilities which,the borrowed to enable squatters to· carryon
Bill gives for agricultural settlement, :J their business. I submit that it is the
think it is but just "that the present occu- duty of the Legislature to do' all it can to
pants of. the pastoral .lands should be foster.a large·.and important staple com·
allowed to continue.in, possession of them ·modity; not to attempt in any way to in~
until they are wanted for a better purpose. jure it. There is room here for all in·The squatters are a much maligned class; terests. There. is room both for the
and some persons think that to be a squatter farmer and the- grazier, and let both be
is to be eV.erything that is bad and vil- treated fairly. Let not one be ad'\l"antaged
lainous.' No doubt some few.· of the at .the .cost of the· othei-:' Thete - are
squatters have been guilty of malpractices millions ·of acres' in the coiony not fit for
in connexionwith the land, but I' trust other purposes than g.raziIig, 'and sUr'e~y
that we ~hall not condemn ·the whole for· the squatter may retain 'possession of these
tlie faults· of a few. Everything I have in lands until the best agricultural"'lb:nds are
the world is at stake in this country, and taken up by selectors. .When· that is done,
therefore rhav.e no object in'dealing with the other lands will be' appl'opriated. to the
any meaSure but to vote. in .such a· way same purposes, and' the· squatters' will- in
as will promote·the general prosperity of time die out. I trust I have not wearied
the colony. I believe ·1 am not asking the the House with my remarks.~·· I .'have
House too much, in 'requesting them to only, -in conclusion, to express 'the"hope
·give a fair and impartial consideration to that, 'in committee,' the BiH wiH'be
the claims of thoie gentlemen who have amended in such a way aer"to ,be acceptbeen the pioneers of the colony, many able to the 'people and· beneficial to' the
~ .
of whom have been almost ruined during country.
Mr. DYTE.-I do not intend:to follow
the last five years by·' circumstances
over which they have, had ·nocontro1. the honorable member for East Melboutne,
While the squatters' occupy the land either in alluding to the remarks; -of
at a fair and adequate .rental, I· would previous speakers, or in' finding·all.manIl.er
not displace them for others who will not of faults with the Bill and winding up by
pay more. To say that the free selectors iiltiniating. that he should ·vote· for' the
ought to be placed'on the same footing 'as second reading.. I say at once· that I shall
the squatters with regard. to rent, 1s vote for the; -second- reading because;the
simply ridiculous.· The selectors pick out Bill ·embodies· almost' all the 'principles
the very eyes~the best portions-of the which I have advocated,· as a land reruns; and-why should theY'pay for those former, ever since I have been in the
portions the same rent as the squat~er colony. I shall vote 'for the Rill not only
pays for. the worst.?' I do not agree with tliat· it carries out the principles 'o~ free
the suggestion that the rent of the selector selection before and after sur.vey, ail;d de. during the first three years should be 2s. ferred payments, but' also because it pro·
per acre, aud that it should form part of vides the only means by which the settlethe purchase-money. I would pave no ment of the people on the ~ands can be
objection to a rental of, I s. per acre' for secured...:-namely, by giving what some
the first three years, and to the selector honorable members have been pleased·,to
being . then allowed to purchase his call arbitrary powers" to the Minister of
allotment of £ 1 per :acte, by deferred Lands· for the time being. Far more 'arbipayments spread- over as long a period as trary powers than wilfbe held by the Minyou like-say ten or ~fteen years'"-with ister of Vands under this Bill are' possessed
simple interest at the rate of five per cent. by ·the Min'ister of Mines under 'the Minper . annum. I think that persons who ing Statute, and yet I am not a'Warethat
honestly want to occupy the land for· agri- any objection was-taken to: that measure
cultural purposes would not object. to that on this ground when it· w.as before 'the
The Minister' of Lands has .referred to the House.· And~ without saying op.e-.· word
fact that .~m:any 'of the .runs are in the derogatory to the- position of the j~~ge~ ~f
hands of bankers' and merchants. That the land, I must candidly confess that- I
j
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would much rather leave in the hands of a pretty well exhausted, and that it is
Minister of the Crown, who is amenable difficult to find any new matter of
to this House, the management of affairs sufficient importanc~ to justify the proStill, with
connected with' our land system, than longation of the debate.
allow the poor man to be harassed into reference to so important a measure as a
a court of law, and there have to defend Land Bill, every honorable member must
his rights, as best he may, against aU' the feel a certain amount of responsibility,
forensic oratory and skill which the power and that sense of responsibility impels
of the purse can bring to bear against him. him to rise and give his reason for the
I admit that certain amendments 'may be way in which he proposes to exercise his
made in the Bill with advantage. I be- vote. Comparing the Bill now before
lieve that the 14th clause, which em- the House, with previous Land Acts, I
powers the Governor in Council to exempt think I am justified in saying that
certain lands from selection is susceptible it advances the question of land reform
of improvement. I also think that an as far as the most ardent land reformers
alteration may be made in the 43rd clause, could desire. Taking the area of the
which provides for the issue of leases for colony to be, in round numbers, 60,000,000
other than agricultural or pastoral purposes. acres, I submit that about one-third may
But these are matters of detail, which will , be regarded as agricultural land, another
be dealt with more properly in committee. third as pastoral, and the remaining third
There is one feature of the Bill especially as useless. But the honorable member
deserving the attention of gold-fields for Ripon and Hampden would have the
members, inasmuch at it is calculated to House believe that not a single acre of
etrengthen that bulwark of the country's land fit for agricultural purposes is now
prosperity-the mining interest. I refer available. However, in the direction of
to the gIst clause, which I regard as one Wood's Point, and in the eastern parts of
of the best attempts at legislation for the the colony, there are large areas of valugold-fields ever made since the inaugura- able land, capable of growing wheat
tion of the Constitution. In fact, I think without manure, for ten or twelve conit may be looked upon as the precursor secuti ve crops. Free selection over the
of a Bill to be introduced at a future day, entire territory is what Mr. Wilson Gray
having for its object the settlement of the advocated-it is the" free:grass" which
difficulty at present existing in reference was agitated for by the stump orators who
to mining on private property. It has figured before the public years ago. Some
been suggested by some honorable mem- honorable members have argued as if the
bers that provision should be made in the "free grass" demanded by the land
Rill for the appropriation of a certain reformers was free in every sense of
portion of the land revenue to immigration the term. All that was meant was free
purposes.
I think that immigration selection of the grasses-not freedom
would be best secured by the introduc- from payment. Why, we had no more
tion of a measure dealing only with dght to land without payment than
that question. I believe that the Land the squatters. I may here remark that
Act of 1862 provided that a portion it does not follow that the extensive settleof the land revenue should be spent on ment which may be expected to result
immigration u.nder certain regulations. from the passing of the Bill will necesAmong the regulations framed in pur- sarily abolish squatting. Squatting can
suance of that Act was that a stated continue so long as there are lands unocnumber of immigrants should be sent out 'cupied; and, as the old squatters disappear,
every year, selected in fair proportions a new race of men following pastoral purfrom England" Ireland, and Scotland. suits will arise. I have no doubt that
That system, so far as it was carried out, some of the land which the honorable
was found to work satisfactorily, and I member now condemns will grow very
should not object to see the same system good crops. Why, I remember when the
,revived; but I object to English paupers Werribee plains were regarded as no more
being sent here, as was ad vised by the fi t to grow grain than a deal board; and
journals of the old country a short time yet on my last trip to Geelong, I counted,
ago. I cordially support the Bill.
on those plains, no less than nine large
Mr. BURTT.-I am quite ready to farms. With regard to the objections
admit that, after the speeches which we raised to the powers proposed to be vested
ha.ve had? the subject before the House is in the Minister of Lands, all I can say is
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that the time has arrived when, so far as
the land question is concerned, we may
dispense with parchment and take power..
It is admitted on all hands that previous
Acts have failed through the want of
discretionary power in the Minister of
Lands. Why, before the passing of the
Act of 1865, I was told by one of the
principal squatters that if there was parchmen t enough to make that measure law, he
wOl.11d drive a coach and four through it.
I shall vote for the second reading of the
Bill, and I hope that, in committee, honorable members on all sides will unite in
endeavouring' to make the measure as
efficient for its purpose as possible.
On the motion of Mr. WILSON, the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
. June 22.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
The discussion on clause 319, relating
to exemptions from toll-which was interrupted on the previous Tuesday, by a
"count out "-was resumed.
Mr. DYTE proposed the omission from
the list. of exemptions of "horses or carriages belonging to, or conveying or attending, or going to convey' or attend, or
returning~ from having conveyed or attended the Governor." The honorable
member stated that as, by a previous
decision of the committee, Members of
Parliament were not to be exempt from
toll, he would endeavour to make the
clause so obnoxious as that the House
would determine upon abolishing all exemptions, or of preserving the clause as
it stood originally. He considered it very
strange that, while Members of Parliament
who lived at Sandhurst or Ballarat had
their free railway passes, members who lived
in the suburbs of Melbourne should have
to pay, perhaps, 1s. 6d., and sometimes 3s.
per night, in the shape of toll, to attend
their parliamentary duties.
The am~ndment was negatived.
Mr. CASEY moved the insertion of
such words as would exempt from toll
members of fire-brigades when going to or
returning from the discharge of their duty.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DYTE proposed the omission of
the. exemption in favour of ministers of
religion and persons attending funerals
and places of worship.
The amendment was negatived.·
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Mr. MACPHERSON proposed that, in
that portion of the clause exempting "any
horse or vehicle returning or going through
any toll-bar at any time ,within twentyfour hours," the words "or other cattle"
should be inserted after" horse."
Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
object would be met by the substitution of
the word " animal" for " horse."
The suggestion was accepted, and the
clause was amended accordingly.
Mr. BYRNE proposed the addition to
the clause of a proviso for the abolition of
tolls on the 1st January, 1872. He said
it was necessary to adopt the amendment
in order to make the clause harmonize
with the corresponding clauses in the Local
Government Bill. The revenue which
boroughs might lose by the aboHtion of
tolls could be made up by a carriage tax.
He believed that such a tax would be
agreeable to the owners of vehicles, and
that it .would be collected with greater
ease and at less cost than tolls.
Mr. DYTE opposed the amendment,
and expressed the conviction that the provision for the abolition of tolls contained in
the Local Government Bill would be struck
out of that. measure by· the Legislative
Council. He denied that a carriage tax
would be fairer thDan tolls, or collected more
easily. He considered there was no tax
so easy of coll~ction or so fair as tolls.
Tolls were levied on the .principle that
they who used the roads should bear the
cost of keeping them in repair.
Mr. MACPHERSON asked the Minister of Justice whether, if the amendment
were carried, the Corporations of Melbourne
and Geelong could impose tolls within
their limits, by virtue of their special Acts?
Mr. CASEY said he was not prepared
to answer the question without consideration, but he apprehended that the provision
making Melbourne a borough within the
meaning of this part of the Act would be
sufficient to bring it within the purview of
the amendment~ He believed that a great
deal of the money received from toll-gates
went into the general fund of the boroughs.
He was shown the other dar a balancesheet of the St. KHda council, from which
it appeared that, while £2,000 was recei~ed
from the Brighton-road toll, the amount
proposed to be expended on the road was
only some £500 odd.
Mr. BURTT caJled attention to the
large revenue received from the Sandridgeroad toll, and stated that but a small portion of it was expended on the road. He
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considered there
ways. of
-raising s:revenue .for the repair. of roads
inuch more ·easy apd simple than tolis.
. Mr~ FRAZER suggested that it would
be well to withdraw the amendment' for
·the present, on cOlidition that the Government would promise to reconsider the
clau.se, because the whole question of tolls
must come before the .House again; and the
principl~ involved. was of too great. importance .. to' . justify the committee in
coming to' a hasty decision upon it. It
would be necessary to make soine provision for. tolls beiug continued until such
time as the whole of the money borrowed
upon the security of them for improving
roads had been paid back •.
The amen<lment was withdrawn. _
"
On paragraph 21 of schedule I"which
defined the boundaries of the borough of
East· Collingwood,
.
" .
Mr. BATES proposed the substitution
of a new paragraph, the object. of which
was to include a ,small piece,of land which
properly belonged. to that borough. At
. the- present time, owing' to the new bridge
erected on the Heidelberg-road, and a
portion of the old road having been done
away with, unless' the boundaries of East
Collingw09d . were .better defined, they
would not· be known.
Captain MAC MAHON said he waS
inclined ,to. think that there should be ,a
proper post to define the· boundary instead
of the bridge..
.
Mr. LANGTON -remarked that the
committee was asked to do in ,this instance precisely what it had a few evenings ago declined to do in the case of
Geelong, and he: -urged that any amendment of the kiud suggested should be
refused.
Mr. FELLOWS thought that the
question was one of such magnitude that
its oonsideration should be adjourned until
the postponed clauses again came before
the committee. He thought the city of
Melbourne might very well· give up the
small piece of land' in question, because
it was isolated and would' not interfere
with the city .boundaries.
The paragraph was postponed, as were
also,paragraph 26' of the same schedule,
defining the boundaries of the borough of
Footscray, paragraph 41,: defining those of
Queenscliff, snd paragraph 47, those of
Sandridge.
On schedule 13, comprising by-Iawe for
the management 'of streets,' footways,
whar~s, drainage, and places of recreation';
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,the regulation;of buildings, the ,pre.vention
of fires, the suppression of, nuisances, -and
miscellaneous matters~ ..
. Mr. CASEY moved that power.: should
be given to make by-laws for .the registration of goats. T,hese animals were
found to be a great nuisance to the gardens
of residents within boroughs.
' ,.
.Mr. DYTE asked whether the proposed
registration involved. any expense?
Mr. CASEY replied that there would
be a registration ,fee of sixpence. : .,
Mr. DYTE said he would oppose the
Buggestion, for the reason that it. would be
felt as a great hardship by many poor
families_ in the country districts, who had
no other means than these animals supplied
of obtaining.milk for their. families. Moreover, it would be almost impossible., to
prove ovnnership.
The amendment was withdrawn'... ' .
CASEY ~oved the·int~bduction of
the following new' clause .after 'clause
333:-.
I

.

Mr.

"For the purposes of this subdivision of this
part of this "Act, the 'c;lity of Melbourne and
town of Geelong shall be and be deemed to be
boroughs, anything"herein elsewhere contained
to the contrary.notwithstanding: Provided that
nothing herei~ co.nt~ined ,shall be construed to
allow the body corporate or council either of, the
city of Melbourne ()r the town of Geelong,on
account of any of the streets of the said city
or town respectively, to .claim or participate
in any of the moneys .receivable from tolls in
any borough ; and every highway or part of a
highway in the saiq city or town, and'within" one
mile of the principal post-office (except so much
of any such highway or part of a' ·highway
within the said city las tolls have heretofore ,been
received in respect to), shall be 'deemed a street
within the meanfug of this section." ". ,.:. .

.The clause wa.s agreed to. . . _ ." :
Mr. FRANCIS mov:ed the a?option. of
the following new clause :--' .
, .. " '.
" Subject to the approval of the Governor, it
shall be lawful for the council of any borough by
special order to authorize the sale and c01)veyanc~ of any lands which have beeii acquired
otherwise than by purchase from any· person
which may not ,be required for· the purposes of
such borough or the public works thereof, in the
opinion of a majority of the coUJicil for·the tiII).e
being of such borough,' in .such manner and
subject as. aforesaid as. the ;council of . such
borough may think fit, and by deed ~de.r:their
common seal to assure s,uch lands for .the estate
and interest of ~uch bo~oug~ t~erehi ~r!f~~'apy
less estate or mterest: ProVlded always .that
nothing in this section contained shall apply to
land granted by the .crown. to any· borough."

The clause was agreed to•..
Progress:was then reported.
The House adjourned at nineteen mi-·
nutes past eleven o'clock; until Tuesday,
June ,22.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, June 22, 1869.
County Courts Law Amendment Bill-Coroners Statute
Amendment Bill)

The PRESIDENT took the chair at seventeen minutes past four o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against the abolition of tolls
were presented by the Hon. C. J . JENNER,
from the Ballarat East Borough Council;
and by the Hon. W. H. PETTETT, from
the Nunawading Road Board.
A petition was presented by the Hon. W. H.
F. MITCHELL, from the TuUaroop Shire
Council, praying for certain amendments
in the Local Goverflment Act Amendment
Bill. A petition was presented by the
Hon. W. HIGHETT, from the Medical
Society of Victoria, praying for certain
amendments in the Coroners Statute 1865
Amendment Bill.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL."
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that this
"Bill be recommitted for the further consideration of clauses 9 and 35.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL objected to the reconsideration of the 9th
clause, unless it was stateu what alterations it was proposed to make in it. It
would only be necessary, he thought, to
recommit the Bill on the 35th clause, anu
he would move, as an amendment, that it
be so recommitted.
Mr: McCRAE said that, personally, he
had no desire to make any alterationa" in
the Bill, but Mr. Anderson had asked to
be afforded an opportunity of making a
verbal amendment in clause 35. He did
not, since there was an indisposition to
reconsider the 9th clause, think that it
was worth while to recommit the Bill,
and incur the expense of reprinting it,
merely for the sake of inserting a few
words in the 35th clause, which would not
at all improve the measure.
" The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON asked
whether, if the Bill were not recommitted,
and the opportunity was now lost to him
of proposing his amendment, it would be
competent for him to move it on the third
reading?
The PRESIDENT.-A verbal amendment only. Nothing will be gained by
postp.oning the amendment.
VOL. VII.-4 K
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The amendment was agreed to, and the
Bill was recommitted.
Mr. ANDERSON moved that, after the
word "action" in the 35th clause; the
words" cause, suit, matter, or proceeding"
be inserted. The clause, as it stood now,
would not cover all cases that might arise;
and the object of the amendment was to
enable an attorney, in the event of making application for probate or administration, to move the court personally, instead
of being obliged to instruct a barrister.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT said
that he should wish the committee, before
assenting to the amendment, to under~tand
exactly what the effect of it would be.
It would enable an attorney to act- as a
barrister in all cases that came under the
jurisdiction of the County Court. It
Reemed to him that professional men who
had to argue nice points of law, should
rather be trained barr~sters than members
of the branch of the profession to which
he had the honour to belong. It was possible that clients might have an indisposition to intrust the argument of their
cases to the hands of other than barristers.
If the amendment was carried
there would be danger of solicitors taking
the position of barristers, and it would be
unfair that the attorney should have
given him the power of infringing the
functions of the barrister, whilst similar
advantages were not enjoyed by the
barrister in relation to the attorney.
Mr. ANDERSON pointed out that,
under the present County Court Act an
attorney could appear just as a barrister
did before a judge of the County Court.
By the Bill the jurisdiction was extended,
and a client was enabled to go direct
to a barrister without the intervention
of an attorney. He understood that
the object of the Bill was to lessen the
expenses of litigants, and it would scarcely
be denied that the amendment he proposed
would assist in producing that result.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported with a
further amendment.
CORONERS STATUTE AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved the
second reading of this Bill, the object of
which was to provide for three different
principles; first, to prevent inquests on
fires without payment of a fee; second,
to prevent the dissection of dead bodies
by medical gentlemen without the consent
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of the coroner or deputy -coroner of the
district; and, third, to pr~vent the exhumation of dead bodies 'without the

consent of." the Government: . With regard to the. I st clause, which had reference to inquests on fires, he might
inform the House that 'the' law 'as it
formerly stood provided that a fee of
£5 should' be paid by any person
calling for an inquiry into the cause
of a fire. When the law be~ame consolidated the fee was abolished, - and the
consequence had been that a very large
number of inquests had been held, which
was not the case before-in fact, under
the old system no inquiries were asked for
except by those who' had 'reasonable
ground for believing that· the fire had
been caused by the ac~ of an incendiary.
Since the abolition of the fee an ,inquest
had been held on almost every fire that
had taken place, and, with but few exceptions, open verdicts had been returned.
There was scarcely an instance in which
the origin of the fire had been distinctly
traced, and he believed the practice was
had recourse to becaus~ it sometimes
afforded an easy .means of getting the
'amount of the insurance' policy p.aid. -It
was considered desirable to prevent the unnecessary expenditure of time and trouble
of the coroner in holding such inquests as
he had referred to, 'by enacting this clause
which declare that no ODe should be able
to call for an inquest without ,paying a
fee which would defray the costs of the
inquiry. He had no doubt that the operation of the clause would prevent the
holding of any but necessary inquests.
The 2nd clause provided that if any
person (except at a s.chool of anatomy)
.should dissect any dead body without the
written authority of a coroner, or deputy
coroner, having jurisdiction in the district
within which the body was, he should be
guilty of a misdemeanor. The object of
the clause was to prevent a medical :rp.an,
whether he had been in attendance upon
a deceased person or not, having the
power of dissecting the body at his own
discretion.
(An honorable· member-:" Why?") Well, supposing the case of a
medical man who resorted to malpractices
towards his patient-suppose he administered poison. He might, after' the death
of the patient, desire to wipe out aU trace
of his own guilt; and his dissection of the
body might prevent the ends of j~stice
being reached. The 3rd clause was as
follows~

Hon. J. McCrae.
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~i ,The sald Minister _zrlay by _writing iindel' his .
hand direct, that any dead body b-I~ried in any
cemetery or elsewhere,and 'Wh-ether an inquest
shall have been J!~d tpe_reQ!! or not, be disinterre.d ap.d delivereq into the cust9dy, of_ s~!!h
person as shall be by, such- writing appointea ;
and such disinterment, and where necessary the
reinterment, of such body shall be carried out
un~er, the, order~ of -the-corqper, or ,deputy
coroner, to who!D such, writing sh/l.ll b,e directed."
It was well kilOwn that large I\umb~~~ of
dead bodies of Chinese bad been exhumed
~y their re~atives and connexions, and forwarded to their own country. One of
- the objects, and the chief object, of this '"
,clause was to prevent the-continuance of
this custom -except under the sa.nction of
law. He regarded the clause as a very
useful one; which should commend itself
to the approval of honorable' members.
The Hon. -F. ROBERTSON seconded
the motion.
The Hon. R. S.ANDERSON 'said' he
thought that all honorable members would
·concur in the usefulness of the 1st -clause.
It was' within his knowledge that a large
number of inquests had been held, on' the
.~rigin of:fires that wafe in. 1}0 respect J,le~s
sary,- and that a. large expenditure of
money had t'aken. place.~ .He dis~greed
with ~he 2nd clau~e altogether ; ~ut he, had
been shown, an amendment which he understood an hon~raple_ member (Mr.
son) proposed. to, move, nit,mely, the-hisertion of words which would restrict the
operation of it to Qodies over which' the
coroner of the district might bave",lawful jurisdiction.' 'The insertion' of su~h
words 'Would tend to remove his'objection.
'He had nothing 't<> urge against the other
clauses.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT 'expressed his strong disapproval' .
the
2n'd clause. He had been listening to
the Minister of Public Works in the hope
that he would explain on 'what. grounds it
was .proposed that so .,extraordinary a
restriction s~oul~ -be ,'imposed on ~he
medical p~ofession. The prop~sal that no
medical l?an should~ unde:r a~y circuID:stances, be allowed ,m,q.lte ~ post m.orte,!,
examination, would, he believ'ed, operate
most injuriously, and was··a most hnportant and hurtful innovation on the law as it
stood. The, Act providing' schools of amito my expressly .met 'the necessity of giving
such powers as the members of the medical
'profession now possessed ; and there was
ample protection against. any outrage to
the feelings of the sur~ivors.. It was
very important that t1?-e c.a'!lse~ of death
should be ascertained, and. tA~ 'recognition
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of'i·thaf Importance· had been 'of the
,greatest usefulness, to the interests' of.
medicar~science. It :would be a great injury to tbe communIty at large if, in cases
of :eb'scure diseases, such a restriction were
imposed.. '
.
, '.rhe Hem. J. O'SHANASSY remarked
that if the obje~t of the measure had been
'confined to,the correction of the :abuse
pointed to by the Minister of Public Works
in reference to the 1st clause-namely,
the -curtailment of the 'number of unnecessary inquests held into ,the origin of fires
-he did not believe there would have
been any discussion on it But he thought
the Bill was most incongruous in its character, and lie could not see the connexion
between fires and, the dissection or eXhumation 'of dead bodies. With reg'ard to,
the 2nd clause, - he thought it 'a very
strange proposal that, .in the face of all,
the safeguar,ds hy which the public was
surrounaed, with, reference to the medical
profession,' such a provision should be
made. It seemed -to him, from what the'
Minister of Public ' Works had said, that
it was something like raising a suspicion
that, 'if a medical man were called in, he
would poison instead ofo 'curing you. He
woutd' be very sorry to be the means of
casting such a stigma on the profession.
He disagreed with those honorable members'who proposed to amend the clause by
lim~ting the operation of it to coroners,
who had lawful jUJ:isdiction, and he
.hoped it would be struck out altogether
when in committee., The Chinese had
been spoken of as a people who adopted
the practice of exhuming their dead
and sending them to their own country.' To his mind there was nothing
in that practice-if it were resorted to
only under proper restrictions and regulations-which should shock the feelings of
the community. On the contrary, it
seemed to be a practice which was based
upon some of the best feelings of our
common nature, because it went to show
the immense love of country and the ties
of rel3Jtionship,·for which they were surely
not to be disparaged. The same position
of things might happen in the case of any
of our own countrymen, when a kinsmaIi
died. in a foreign land. Public sentiment
was not assailed in any way by allowing
the practice. The remains of some of the
most illustrious men the world had, ever
seen had been disinterred and removed.
He quite agreed in the view that anatomical examinations should not be disallowed,
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provided they were 'conducted in compliance"with the 'wish. of tHe relatives' of
the deceased,. or ;~in' accordance with:' the
la;w'as'it stOod. '
' . ~.' " ; "
, The Hon. W~ HIGHETT saia:,it"appeared t6' him' to be -a most' extraordinary
alid linreasonablepower to 'give to the
coroner that he should declare that no
inedical man should make" 'Q post mortem
examination, unless with his consent. He
was inclined to think that the amendment
shadowed forth by Mr.' Simson would not
meet the difficulties of the case, and, if he
retained that .opinion, he would,' at the
proper time, submit an amendment which
he hoped would do so.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time 'and committed.
On clause 1, imposing a fee of £5 58. to
be paid by any person desiring an inque'st
to be held as to the origin of a fire, ,
Mr. O'SHANASSY:pointed out that
the fee was uniform, whether the fire took
place in a large public building or, in a,
smaH cottage. He asked whether the
committee did not consider that in some
cases the fee might be too high ?
,
Mr. McCRAE did not consider it too
high, because it was' intended that it
should pay the expenses of the inquiry.
Sometimes an inquest on a small cottage
gave rise to as much' trouble and' loss of
time as one on a large public, building.
The fee now proposed was the same as
that fixed in the original Act.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN said it was
within his owp. knowledge, that inquests
on fires that took place in small dwellings
often occupied more time and occasioned
greater trouble than those on larger fires;
and in one or 'two instances the coroner
had been out of pocket. He thqught
that, if any alteration were made in the
amount, it should be increased.
Mr. A.NDERSON remarked that the
insurance 'companies were more closely
interested in the q-g,estion than anybody
else, and he, did not think the proposed
alteration of the law would be objected
to by them.
The clauEle was agr'eed to.
On clause 2, making the 'unauthorized
dissection of a dead 'body a misqemeanol',
except the operation he performed at a
school of anatomy,
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY moved that the
clause. be struck o'ut, for the reason that
the law already provided every necessary
protection against' outrages ';, and; if the
amendment' which the clause professed to
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accomplish was not shown to be an improvement on the existing law, there
could be no necessity for it.
Mr. McCRAE admitted that, when he
moved the secqnd reading of the ~ill, he
felt some misgivings in regard to, this
clause. He did not think it wise to strike
out the clause altogether, but would consent to an amendment based upon the
petition presented that evening from the
Medical Society of Victoria.
Mr. O'SHANASSY called attention to
the fact that, if such an amendment were
carried, it would virtually have the effect
of repealing many of the clauses of the
Medical Practitioners Act, which was not
then before the House. If honorable
members would read the 15th, 16th, 'and
17th clauses of that measure, they would
see that it was so; and surely it would
scarcely be contended that that was a
desirable mode of legislation.
The Hon. R. SIMSON regarded the
clause as a most undeserved insult to the
medical profession, and would support the'
amendment for its being struck out.
Mr. HIGHETT said that he had originally intended to move an amendment,
to leave it open to the friends of any deceased person to have a post mortem examination held, if they thought proper;
but now he had changed his views, and
was prepared to support the striking out
of the clause.
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT said that
lIe did not think the clause was calculated
to carry out the object which the framers
of it pretended to have in view, and he
should vote for its being struck out,
unless some other amendment were proposed which would more completely
accomplish that object.
The clause was struck out.
On clause~, giving to the Minister in
whose department the Act should be administered the power of ordering the
disinterment of dead bodies,
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT moved the
omission of the concluding words of the
clause, namely :-'
" And such disinterment, and where necessary
the reinterment of such body, shall be carried
out under the orders of the coroner, or deputycoroner, to whom such writing shall be directed."

Mr. O'SHANASSY did not see how
the Minister was to be put in motion to
give his order for disinterment. There
w~s nothing in the Bill on that point. He
suggested that it was desirable that the
Minister should be in communication on
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the subject with the trustees of the cemeteries.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT acquiesced in
the view expressed by Mr. O'Shanassy,
and suggested that the consideration of
the clause should be postponed, as it involved a question of very great importance.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL thought the
committee could not do wrong in excising
the clause from the Bill. In order to test
the feeling of honorable members, he would
move that it be struck out.
Mr. McCRAE opposed both the amendment and the suggestion for postponement.
The Bill was either good or bad. If bad,
let it be rejected altogether, for there was
really no use in attempting to tinker it.
Mr. ANDERSON said that, except as
to the 1st clause, he really thought the
Bill was bad altogether. The 2nd clause
had been struck out, and the 3rd he considered, to say the least of it, was totally
unnecessary, because he was informed
that at 'present disinterments took place
without the persons interested being obliged
to go either to the Minister or to the
coroner, but that an order from the trustees of the burial-ground was, on proper
representations, all that was required. He
was told that as many as from six to
twenty exhumations sometimes took place
in the' course of a month. He believed
that the trustees of the cemeteries were
quite as good judges, as would be either
the Minister or the coroner, of the cases
in which it should be sanctioned. He
hoped the clause would be struck out.
The clause was struck out. '
On clause 4, making liable to a penalty,
not to exceed £20, any person obstructing
a coroner or any of his officers in the
performance of their duties,
Mr. McCRAE said that, after the 2nd
and 3rd clauses had been struck out, he
considered it was useless to proceed with
the Bill. The latter clause he regarded as
being absolutely necessary, and believed
that the measure would be almost inoperative without it. He moved that progress
be reported.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT expressed his
sorrow at hearing the Minister of Public
.Works avow his intention of throwing up
the measure because the committee had seen
fit to expunge two clauses from it. The
committee had decided upon the course it
had taken because it had considered that
the retention of the clauses in question
would operate prejudicially to the interests
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of the community. He hoped the clause
now under consideration: would be carried.
Mr. McCRAE said he should press his
motion for reporting progress.
.
The motion was negatived.
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved that the
clause be struck out, for the reason that
coroners at present enjoyed the necessary
protection, and possessed ample powers,
to do all that the clause provided.
The committee divided on the question
that the clause stand part of the BillContents .••
8
Not-Contents
7
Majority against the} 1
amendment
•..
CONTENTS.

Mr. T. T. a'Beckett,
" Bear,
" McCrae,
" Pettett,
" Robertson,

Mr. Strachan,
" Williams.
Teller.
Mr. W. a'Beckett.

NOT-CONTENTS.

Mr. Anderson,
" Degraves,
" Fraser,
" Righett,

Mr. O'Shanassy,
" Simson.
Teller.
Mr. Campbell.

The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported with amendments.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
past six o'clock, until Tuesday, June 29.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, June 22, 1869..
Administration of the Lands Department-The Post Office
Clock - Land Sales at Palmerston - Lunacy Statute
Amendment Bill-Personal Explanations-Land LaWB
Amendment Bill-Motion for Second Reading-Seventh
Night's Debate-Insolvency Law Amendment Bill.
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LANDS
DEPARTMENT.
Mr. EVERARD.-Mr. Speaker, I rise
to move the adjournment of the House, in
order that I may bring before the Ministry
and honorable members generally what I
feel to be one of the grossest cases of injustice in connexion with the Lands dedepartment which has ever come before
the community. As the Minister of Lands
is aware, I am not in the habit of attending
at the Lands department to solicit favours.
My invari~ble practice has Q~en ~o tell
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persons who apply to me to interest myself
on their behalf with a Government department, to do their own business themselves,
and that if they cannot obtain justice it
will be my duty to bring the case before
the Assembly. N ow the present is a case
of the kind. It is a case of gross injustice towards a poor individual who really
cannot help himself. It appears that,
some eighteen months ago, 'a commission
sat at Heathcote for the purpose of granting licences under the 42nd section of the
Laud Act.
A person named John
McNicol, who had lived in that district .
many ye~rs, first as a miner anq. afterwards as a shepherd to one Robertson, a
squatter, applied for four 20-acre allotments. Mr. Robertson was in the room
at the time, but he offered no objection,
and the application was granted. McNicol
subsequently received from the Lands department the following letter : " Office of Crown Lands and Survey,
Melbourne, April 16, 1868.
"SIR,-I beg to inform you that His Excellency the Governor in Council has been pleased
to approve of the issue to you of licences to
occupy, under the provisions of tlle 42nd
section of the Amending Land Act 1865,
for one year, the land specified in the
margin (eighty acres in the parish of Knowsley) hereof; and I have to request that you
will tender to the land-office at Heathcote,
within one month from the date of this advice,
the sum of £ 11 lOs., being the amount to be paid
annually, in advance, for occupation of the land
indicated, subject to the terms and conditions to
be set forth in the licences."

This, I suppose, is the usual letter of the
department. McNicol paid the £11 lOs.
to the local land officer, and the original
receipt, "signed W. E. Wollaston, land
officer," as well as the licences (four in
number), which I hold in my hand, ,were
issued. On the 5th April, 1869, McNicol
paid £11 lOs., the amount, in advance, of
another year's rent, which was accepted
by the land officer. About a month since,
an individual named Gray, calliJ;tg himself
a Crown lands bailiff, came to McNicol
while he was at work fencing his land,
and told him that he had no occasion to
go further on with his work, as he was in
illegal occupation of Crown lands. I may
inform the House that, at that time,
McNicol had 60 acres fenced in, and a large
extent of land under crop-wheat. In
consequence of this intimation, McNicol
deemed it prudent to come to Melbourne
and see the Minister of Lands. He saw
the Minister of Lands, who said" Go back to your work ; so long as you
keep to the conditions of ,our licence~ you
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need not bother~you cannot be interfered
with." He went. back,- and'. proceeded
with his. occup'atipn; but. he was astonished,. a . short time· afterwards; by
~>eceiving a notice .tothis effect : "'To'Johri McNicol, ~iKnowsley, in the colony
of Victoria.'
'
'~I Whereas' an information hath this day been
laid before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's
justices of the peace in and for the s~id colony,
for that you, on the 8th day of June, 1869, at
Knowsley, in the said colony, were in unauthorized occupation of Crown lands, contrary
to the statute in that case made and provided
(25 Vict., 145, part ,6, sec. 123), these are there:
fore to command you, in Her Majesty's 'name, to
be and appear, on·the 11th June, 1869, at eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, at the police court"
Heathcote, in the said' colony, before . su.ch
justices of the peace as may then be, there, to
answer to the said information,and to be further
dealt with according to law. "
','
(Signed)
"WILLIAM WILLOBY, J.P."

McNico~ 'was actually ,at work on the

. Lands

Depar~m,ent.,

write the following letter to the Minister
of Lands:-.

.
. "Melbourne, June 16, 1869.
"SIR,-RevertiI).g 00 the ,conversation' I had
with you yesterday respecting the forfeiture 'of
my land held unde~ licences, I ha~e the. honour
to request you WIll allow me to'l'eta.m.;three
allotments out 'of the four, as under, VIZ. :11,354, Il,354a, 11,354 b ..

"Requesting a favorable reply, I have ihe
honour, &c.

"JOHN McNICOL."
He was then told that if he liked to .settle
the matter by taking two allotments he
might do so. A very reasonable thing,
· after a man had paid his rent for' two
'years in advance, and had staked his all
in the land, that, he should be ,called upon
· to make a bargain with the Lands-office,
by which he would: be able to retain only
· half his land, simply because .a powerful
neighbour wanted the other half. I want to
· koow whether this is doing justice to what
is called the poor, man? I say'it is a g~oss
· injustice to the poor man. I will be among
· the first, notwithstanding my respect for
the present Minister of Lands, to reject
in toto the proposal to enlarge powers
which may be. exercised in this manner.
What did the honorable member say when
he brought forw'ard his Land Hill of 1865?
Why that if the occupation licence system
-which was looked upon a~ equivalent to
free selection before survey-were continued, no one Minister could by any
possibility carry it out, and the adm,inistration of the measure would be thrown
into the hands of the officers of the department. Well this case was thrown
into the bands of the officers of the department, because the Minister of Lands
referred it to Mr. Hodgkinson; and it was
by Mr. Hodgkinson that the attempted
bargain was made. The following is a
letter which McNicol Bent to the Minister
of Lands setting forth the facts of ~he
case:1

ground-sowing, ,I .believe-when he re-'
ceived this notice. . The poor fellow
scarcely krlew what to d~. The whole of
his earnings for years, and his hopes for
the future, were in these few acres of
ground. . Thinking. that justice wOllld be
done him by the Minister of Lands, who
had seen him. before, he determined to
come again to Me,lbourne. He did so, and
again saw the Minister of Lands, to whom
he stated his case. The honorable gentle-'
man said-" It is a case of gross injustice;
we will go to Mr. Hodgkinson about it."
They went to Mr. Hodgkinson, who
whispered to the Minister of Lands some_thing abont "dummy" and" Degraves,"
at least so McNicol, and a gentleman
name,a. Carter, who was with him, understood. And here I may tell the House
that since McNicol has been in the occupation of these allotments, the run
of. which they originally formed part has
passed from the hands of Mr. Robertson
into the hands of a person named Degraves. This was the first word that
" SIR,-I have the honour to submit the folMcNicol had heard about dummyism. To lowing particulars for your kind consideration,
his astonishment, he was then told that . and shall feel obliged, by an early reply.
"You may probably remember my calling
nothing could be done for him. They
upon you in the early part of last month (~a!),
then tried to make a bargain with him. with
reference to Mr. Gray, the Crown baIlIff,
I am informed that Mr. Hodgkinson said giving me notice 'to discontinue making any
- " Well, to save further bother, you had more improvements,' alluding to the fencing
better hS:ve two allotments, and give up I was busily engaged in placing' ~ound my Ian!!.
the above interview you informed me
the other two~" They actually wished him to "At
go according to conditions enumerated in my
to give up the two allotments on which he licences .. To these I have strictly adhered.
had his crop. They said-" We 'Yill give After receiving the above information, I. reyou till to-morrow to decide what you will turned to my farm, and took no further notice
of Mr. Gray's remarks.
:'.
.
.
do."· Unfortunately~ he was induqed" On Tuesd,ay, the 8th day of Junej MI'. Gray
alt~ough he had paid the rent for the four
again called upon me, and tpen and there reallotments upto the 5th Ap~il, l870--:to quested me 'to give up poss~ssion of the' lard
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I now occupy under licences.' I replied that I
would not do it.. Mr. Gray then served upon me
annexed suuimons to ilppear before Mr. Willoby,
at the.police court at Heathcote; . <;harging me
with:,illf!gally OCQUpying Crown lands.· At the
court, ~. Gr~y ,presented the' Government
Gazette to the presidibg magistrate,and pointed
out to'him a notification that my licences were
cancelled. The de'cision of the court was that
I shc;mld have fourteen days allowed to enable
me to represent my case to you before the
licences would be finally cancelled. The fourteen
days expireonthe'~5th June, 1869.
~'I further beg to' state that: I have never
receiv~ any comm~nication from .the Lands.
office, informing me that I was not carrying
out the conditions of my licences, and only a
verbal notice from' Mr. Gray, already referred
to:'
"
..
"I have lJixty acres all fenced land under
crop. ·1 have resided on the land ever,since I
got possession, on April 6,1868, and rent all paid
up, pet receipt here~ith. .
, "In'conclusion, I wish to Worm you that I
have a wife and six helpless children wholly
dependent upon J;De; all my cash has been expended on this land; and if I lose it, it will totally
ruin ,me. , '.
' "
"I humbly pray, therefore, y'Ou
give my
case your fa.v.orable consideration, and cause
me to .1:>e place~ in in~sputabll'l posse,ssion of my
. ' ..land.
,,(Signed)
. "JOHN McNICOL."

will

McNicol r~ceived no reply to this. letter,
and came down, as I pave already said" to
see the M,inister of ,Lands, !?y whom he
was referred to Mr. ,Hodgkinson, and. all
,that he. could, obtain was a somewhat
vague . ~llusion to a'" dummy," arid
"Degraves," and an intimation that he
sqould consent to ~ bargain by which he
8houl4 relinquish a portion of the land
for :w~ich he had paid rent"and on which
he had made improvements.. I have het:e
the copy of an affidavit ,which I expect
to receive to-morrow duly executed. The
copy lias 'peen sent . to me because
McNicol: will lose his land on the 25th
J l,me, unless' tJ!e ~ouse forces the depart'..
ment"to' do' so.~ething .. It is a~ follows:-

/' .'" I, John McNicol" 'of Costerfi'eld, near Heath-

cote~ in .'the Mlony of Victoria, farm~r, do
solemnly alid sincerely declaref' First-:-That on. or, about the month, of
Febru~l.l:Y" 186~,. I . sele,qted, under the 42nd
claus~ of the Amending Land Act 1865, at a
commission helli at Heathcote, in' the .said
colony; 'presided! over by Clement Hodgkinson,
Esq., the four pieces or parcels of land mentioned
in the' four ,licences hereunto' annexed, -and
ma.rk~d ~spectively A, B, 0, and J:?
.
- "That; o'n tl1e 6th day of April, 1868, I took
pos,session of the said land comprised in the said
licences,'and have "ever since b~en' residing on
tije, saine. . .
'.~' That I immediately commenced improving
the said land" and have now sixty (60) acres all
fenced and partly under 'crop, and have paid all
rent due'fol' thea,aid land, as per receiJ,lts hereunto annexed (E. and F.)'
,
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"That I applied for, and obtained, the said
land entirely for my own benefit, and I was
not employed in any manner by any other
personwhomsoeyer to apply for the same for
any other person's benefit ; and that all fees
for survey, J'ent, improvem,ents,_ fencing, seeds,
&c., were paid out of my own proper moneys.
" That in the month of May last, while I was
working on my farm, engaged in fetlCing round
part of the land, Mr. J. P. Gray, the Crown
lands bailiff for the Sandhurst district, applied
to me personally, and gave me verbal notice to
discontinue making' any more iinprovements on
'.
this land. .
"I immediately came' to Melbourne, and had'
an interview with the Minister of Lands, who
informed me that I was to act according to the
conditions ennmerated in my licences, and to
these conditions I have most strictly conformed.
I returned to my farm, and took no further
notice of Mr. Gray's verbal con:U~lUnication to
me, as I felt assured I had done nothing to forfeit niy licences.
"On Tuesday, the 8th day of June, 1869, to
my great astonishment, Mr. Gray again called
upon 'me, !'Lnd requested me to give up possession of the land I then occupied under my
licences. I replied that I would not. Mr. Gray
then served toe the summons hereunto annexed,
marked G, calling upon me to appear before Mr.
Willoby at the police court at Heathcote, and
charging me with illegally occupying Crown
landS.' At the hearing Mr. Gray appeared, and
handed in a Government Gazette to the presiding
magistrate, and pointed out to him a notification
in 'th,e said Gazette, that my licences were cancelled; arid this was the first intimation of any
sort that I had ever received of the intention 'Of
the Crown lands department to forfeit same. The
decision of the court was that I should be allowed fourteen days to enable me to represent
my case to the Minister of Lands before the
licences were finally cancelled, which fourteen
days expire on the 25th June inst.
"I never at any time during the'period I have
been in occupation of the said land received
any communication from the Lands-office, informing me that I was not carrying out the
conditions of the clauses contained in my licences
-as, in fact, I have carried out every condition
'
attached thereto.
"thave a wife and six children wholly dependent upon me for support, and as I have expended all my means in improving and fen'Cingin the said land, if the same is declared, forfeited
it will be my total ruin, and render me and my
family destitute."
.

I ,have nothing 'further to add ex.cept thiS
-that if the facts are as stated, and I believe they are, because t have made the
~~rictest, ip.quiry into the casEi~' a' 'very
gros,s act of injustice has been perpetrated.
I may also tell the Minister of Lands,
and honorable members generally,' that, in
the same neighbourhood, there are numbers of men who are occupying land under the same conditions-many of them
are on this particular station-and they
are looking forw~rdto the issue of this
case with dread. They consider that, if
McNicol's case is decided adversely to
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him, their lands may be forfeited in the
same manner. I have been informed by
respectable and reputable witnesses that
McNicol is a bonafide selector. The Minister of Lands, in bringing forward hisLand
Bill, stated that a great many men had been
employed as dummies, and that, although
he did not like to encourage such a thing,
he was delighted to know that many had
refused to hand over the land to their employers, and that they were cultivating it
for their own purposes. Now supposing
this to be the case with McNicol, why
should he be disturbed in possession, after
complying with the conditions of his
licence? But I need not suppose it to be
the case. The man himself holds the
licences and receipts-or rather I hold
them for him; they are in my possession
now; but would that be the case if he
were a dummy? A dummy would not
be allowed to hold a licence,.in his own
name. The first year's rent being paid,
the employer of the dummy would quickly
have the licence in his name. I care not
what position the Minister of Lands may
take up in reference to this matter, or how
he may attempt to screen the department
of which he is the head, and the officers
of that department, because I am satisfied
that he cannot explain away a case of this
kind to the satisfaction of the House and
the public..
Mr. MACG,REGOR seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I heard,
as I was coming to the House, that two
violent attacks were to be made upon me ;
-the one by the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Everard)-Mr. EVERARD.-This is no vielent
attack upon you.
Mr. GRANT.-And the other by the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden.
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. GRANT.-I am stating only what
I heard when coming to the House. I
will now proceed to answer (and I hope
to the satisfaction of the House) the observations of the honorable member for
Collingwood. If the honorable member.
has had the circumstances which he has
narrated represented to him, I think he
only did his duty in bringing them forward. I think it is the duty of any
honorable member, if he believes such a
representation, to bring it before the
House. But what does this whole matter
Ulll-oqnt tq? for ~~vel'a,l nights 40110rable
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members have been endeavouring to show,
and no doubt they have shown to their
own satisfaction, that the President of the
Board of Land and Works should have no
power. Now in connexion with the
matter which the honorable member for
Collingwood has. brought before this
House, and the other selections which
have taken place, under the 42nd section,
in the Sandhurst and Heathcote districts, I
may state that I have not personally
interfered; .those matters have been left
entirely and exclusively to the Board of
Land and Works; and I have done this
in order that I should not be charged with
anything in the shape of political corruption or favoritism, with personal like or
dislike. I saw the selector to whom
reference has been made on one or two
occasions, and, but for the information_
which he laid before me, I should know
very little of this case-probably much
less than the honorable member for Collingwood. The action of Mr. Gray, a'
Crown lands bailiff, has been commented
on. But I ask if I, as the head of a
department, am to be held responsible for
the action of a Crown lands bailiff? I am
only too glad to hear that those officers
are so zealous. Complaints have been
made against those officers; but I believe
that, through their exertions, the land
revenue has increased, and evasions of the
law have been detected and prevented.
When McNicol came to me, in May, and
said he was disturbed, no doubt I said"Fulfil the conditions of your licence,
and nobody will disturb you." The other
day he came again to me, in company with
his solicitor. I told him that I would not
interfere in the matter; that Mr. Hodgkinson would deal with it; and that, if he
had any complaint to make against Mr.
Hodgkinson, to come to me, as the ultimate appeal. Some time previously, Mr.
Davis, who had purchased the run from
Mr. Robertson, came to me, and showed
me a letter which McNicol had sent him,
offering to sell one of the allotments, on
w hic"h there was a shepherd's hut (placed
there by the previous holder of the run)
and rich folding ground. Mr. Davis also
told me that he had found McNicol was
formerly a shepherd to Robertson, and
that he considered it a most singular
thing that Robertson should have allowed
him to take up this shepherd's hut allotment. I think that, when matters of this
kind are to be brought forward, it is but
just thft,t I s40uld have reason~ble notice.
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In conclusion, I may state that I thought
I was doing only right, and only what
would be approved of by the House, in
referring this matter, for information, to
the officer who granted the licence, reserving to myself the ultimate decision.
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, if the
object of the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Everard) was to charge
any personal injustice upon the Minister
of Lands, which I don't think it was, no
doubt that intention would have utterly
failed, as ·the Minister of Lands assures
us that this business. was transacted without any reference to him. But if the
honorable member's object was to warn
this House against giving the new and
extraordinary powers proposed by the
new Land Bill to be given to the Board
of Land and Works, then I think the
admission of the Minister himself, that
he permits his present extraordinary
powers to be exercised without the
smallest interposition on his part, is a
conclusive argument in that direction.
I concur with the Minister of Lands
in saying that no person could deal more
fairly than Mr. Hodgkinson with any
question which might be referred to him;
but this House expects a responsible
Minister to be at the head of the Lands
department, and yet the honorable member'tells us that, from the original action
of the Crown lands bailiff up to the
present time, he took no part in this
business. Now I should like to know
how it happened that these selections of
land were forfeited by notice in the
Gazette without the interposition of the
responsible Minister? That is one of the
most formidable powers under the existing
Act-a power that it is proposed to
increase and multiply-and yet it appears
that the power is exercised without the
interposition of the responsiblE} Minister.
Again, supposing the honorable gentleman had interposed, supposing he had
studied all these papers carefully, and
come to the conclusion that this man
ought to be ejected from his land, I say
that the practice of depriving any person
of public property, into possession of which
he has been put, without hearing his
answer and his objections, is a principle
so monstrous as to do offence to ordiDary Dotions of justice and equity. And
what does the present case amount to?
A squatter buys a run. There is a
selector on the run whom he wants to
get rid of. He goes to the Lands
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department and says-" This selector was
a dummy of my predecessor; he has some
very rich ground, on which sheep have
been folded, and on which there is a
great deal of manure, and it will be very
inconvenient for him to remain; he is a
'dummy;' I beg you to put him out."
And on that statement of the squatter,
the selector is deprived of his rights;
the forfeiture of the selection is gazetted;
and the Crown lands bailiff is directed to
turn out the man.
That is "proper
representation," of which we shall have
abundance if the new Land Bill be carried. Now it appears from the uncontradicted statement of the honorable
member for Collingwood that sixty acres
of this land were fenced; that the
licensee had proceeded to cultivate it;
that he had paid rent for two
years; and that he came to town
and made a personal appeal to the
Minister of Lands, who did what I
should expect him to do under such
circumstances. He said to McNicol" You have a licence, and, so long as you
comply with the conditions of that licence,
no squatter can disturb you; go back and
attend to your business." The man did
go back, and then he was served by the
Crown lands bailiff with notice to appear
before the court of petty sessions. There
the Gazette notice was produced declaring
his rights forfeited. Here then is a case
of anJndustr"ious man being ejected without any hope of proper redress-wit.h.
out power of appeal to any tribunal.
And this is the system that we are asked
to perpetuate. I may add that I do not
know anything of this case beyond what I
have heard here in debate. I have accepted the facts as they have been stated,
and I say that, upon the two statementsthat of the honorable member for Collingwood on the one hand, and that of the
Minister of Lands on the other-we have
a warning of the most significant kind
against continuing and increasing powers
'which are liable to be so seriously mis~~

"

Mr. FRANCIS.-Sir, by an accident,
I am able to throw some light on this
matter. About a fortnight ago, this terrible squatter, Mr. Davis, was at my house,
and he was complaining of the administration of the Land Act from a precisely
contrary point of view from thltt set before the House by the honorable member
for Collingwood (Mr. Everard). He was
complaining _that a certain shepherd-to
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whom ,he~eferred.. more 3:8: a speculator
a, shepherd-h~d' jumped his sheepfold,' and had' taken· possession of. this
. Plece of land, with the improvemen~s
thereon, including a hut, made by his
predecessor; that subsequently this shephe~'d wanted to make terms with him, and
offered to relinquish his claim,oI\ a valuation 'for impr-ovements, with the proceeds
of which he might proceed to California;
and that Mr. Davis objected in the first instance, but finally paid McNicol a certain
sum of mon,ey to clear out. It was
not until ,these things bad··been. properly
represented to the Lands department, ~nd
MC'Nicol's receipt for the mOI~ey produced,.
th.at.Mr. Davis could succ'eed in getting
the, licences cancelled. ' In this instance,
it ~ppears to me that Mr. Davis is. the
wronged party.
,
.
Mr. KITTO.-I may state that :a case
precisely similar to that brought forward
by the honorable me~ber for;Collingwood
(Mr.; Everard) has lat~ly come under my
notice. ,I referred the papers relating to
it to the Minister. of Lands, and. I would
suggest to the b,oil9rable gentleman that
he. should inquire into the matter, in order
thatauy nec.essity ·for bringing it before
the Hous~ may. be avoided.
Mr. LANGTON. --Am I to und~r
stand that the· document read by tbe
honorable .member' for Collingwood (Mr.
Everard) is a statutory declaration or'
not'? ( " No. ")" If it is, the truth of
that declaration can be 'decided in ~open
court; and if the statement submitted by
the honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis) be cori'ect, this ,man McNicol isamenable to justice, and can be pupished
for having made that declaration.' The
statements of the honorable member for
Collingwood and .the Ministet ·of Lands
are scarcely reconcilable witb' the state~
~ent of thebonorable member for Richmond. The statement that· sixty acres of
this land are already fenced in, and that a
large portion is under crop, is utterly inconsistent . w.ith the supposition ·that
McNicol's intention was to sell out and
run 'away. The fact that. the' selection
w'as made so long ago as the beginning of
last year is also inconsistent with the supposition that McNicol gpt this allotment
for the' express purpose of selling it to the
successor of Mr. Roberts"on in the occupation of, the run. But the immediate point
before the House is this.' .We have been
fissured. that it. is far better that powers
like these should be vested in a Minister
th~
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than in: a court Qf law,b~cause the;l\ii~i~::
ter is directly responsible to :this House.•
for the exercise of theIJl.N'ow in this
case, if the House had ·not been sitting for
a fortnight, 'what 1Vou1d have happel?ed .to
this man? He would have been treated
just in the same way as'
person :who
committed an, offence in th~ days when .th~
Star· Chamber was in existence wouldhav8
been' treated~ 'We' have it stated, by tbe
honorable ·lJlember.for Collingwood, .and.
admitted by the Minister. of La~ds, that
this man's little homestead, on, which he
haq spent his. savings, and wbich,he.had
actually brought under.e:ul.tivation,., W:Rf1,
declared forfeited bya notice in,the Gazette,'
w,ithout ~he rq.an being ~alled upon to·,sb.qw
whether or- no he w~s in :ii~l\wfu.l. o~u-,
pation~withQut having any ',opp.ortuRity
of refuting. the ". proper representa~ion "
made by the sq1)att~r. "and. his friends t,o,
the Lands' ~~partmE:IDt-w4en, jn,fftc,t, h,~'
was utterly jn the 'darlt as to any ,r.epr~..:
sentations of. any· kind' eve~, haviI~g .he@.
made to the' department. Under· t\lese
circumstances, .J. say it is fortunl;tte fo~ this
man and fo~ t:Uepubl~c~and espec~~ily sa
at -the. :present. thp,e~that this House hap,.
pened. to bein se.ssion., ,I dQn~t think·t4at
any complaint ,of. this matter.,peing ~rought
forward. in a prematurew&y ought to ~ome
from the Minister of LaJ;l.ds.,! .I.aw.n,it ~hat
thehonorfl.ble gentleman ought not-sum.;
marily to' be ¢alled' QPon to: .answe~ fQr
proceedings in his ,depar,tment,' w~th,·.the
facts of'which his melIlory, may n.ot.be,.~t·
the time, completely furJ)l.i~p~l;1.r .. , ~ut,~~
should be reJIlembered '. th.tt-t .tij,e.· time
allowed by the· court of :,petty, 8esa.ie.~s·
before this m~n:'s licences' shalLba C~
celled will expire on the,. 25th instat\'t.,...
three days h~nce. Ther~fore ,I tbink..t;h,e
House may 'not only ~xcuse :'bU;td~sti,£1
. the honorable member for:C()Il.ing·~ood.f.Q'r
bringing forward thi~ matter .at 'o;nce,.;~nd
without notice; because, if the hon9ral:>le
member's representations are correct, ~e~~
is a man dispossessed of his' entire, liveHhood,' deprived; of aU his. )Savings and il;lv,estments, an'd: left 1,ltterlY;·.pen;nUese, :w~~
out having had an opportunity of f;!J.yowing
that the allegations ma'd,e ~.gain.st ,him. are
false. . I su.bmit that, to~night, before t1!.is
impromptu. debate closes,' we pught to
have some .understandingas- ·to what will
be done with this case. .
"
. Mr. GRANT.~Certtl.inly I;lot.,
Mr. LANGTON.~T,4en·J shoul~ lilia
to know of what value .it can b.e, either to
this House or the public out-of-doors, that
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these powers' should be exercised by a re- false. I never heard a 'syllable, of this
sponsible Minister? If we allow the matter until it was mentioned in debate.
mattel: to go in .this way, responsibility to r trust this syst.em of imputing 1;Il.otiv~s,
this House is a mere sham. I say that, wi thou:t justification, will, be stopp·ed.
before, the matter- is allowed to drop, we
The SPEAKER.-It is not parliamen-:
ought to have a distinct understanding as tary to impute motives to any honorable
to when it will be settled. If we do not member.
receive an assurance that it will be settled
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-If I ini..
,within three days, the House should take puted-'any motive to any' honorable IV.em-:
the redl'ess of the grievance into its own bel' it was the motive of influencing public
hands.
(/
opinion. I apprehend that it is ,no offenc~
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I think the against the practice of Parliament to
honorable me.mber who has just spoken is impute to an honorable member a desire
not .warrant.ed in assuming that the case to influence public opinion. The hon-:
as represented by the honorable member Ql'able member for Dalhousie, in addressfor Collingwood (Mr. Everard) is correct, iug himself to the question, left the merits
in opposition to the statement of the hon- of the matter in hand, in order to speak,
orable member for Richmond (Mr. ]fran- to the policy 'of the Land Bill now before
cis). Most conveniently for himself he the House, and to show that, upon this
has given the go-by to the whole of that· , state of facts, it was not proper to invest .
statement.
the extraordinary powers to which he
Mr: LANGTON.-No.
refers in the Minister :of LandtS. The
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-He has argument of the honorable member, w.as
asked in the most forcible terms that, if ~aken up by the honorable member for
something is not done before the 25th West. Melbourne, and therefore I am perinst., the House should take the redress fectly justified in saying that this matter
of this grievance into its own hands. Now has been made, use of in the House for
it will probably strike the House "very the purpose of influencing public opinion
forcibly that the honorable and 'learned with respect to the Land Bill. The honmember. for Dalhousie; and the honorable orable member for West Melbourne sugmember for West Melbourne, (Mr. Lang- gests that, if there had 'been a legal
ton), together'with the honorable member tribunal in this instance, it is possible
for Rodney, show au extreme avidity to that the injustice of which complaint is
pounce upon everything which will affect made would not have been inflicted. But
the ,administration ,of the ,Minister of be entirely forgets that, in this case, there
Lands. I think this grievance was was a legal tribunal. The Gazette was
brought here to-night for the purpose, put in as evidence-.
not of obtaining redress, but of affecting a
Mr. LANGTON.-And the only evidence.
.
j
.
meas!ire now before the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-In a case
Mr. EVERARD.-Most distinctly not .
. Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Not for the in which the defendant was charged with
purpose of redressing this ,grievance, but being in illegal. occupation of Crown
for. the: purpose of influencing~ if 'possible, lands; ,and a period of fourteen days was
given to him to repres'ent his case to the
public opinion outside.
Mr, KERFERD.~I rise to a point of Board of Land and Works.
Mr. LANGTON.-"Vhen was he called
order. I ·submit, Mr. Speaker, that· it. is
improper for an honorable member to upon to show that he was in illegal pos.
impute motives to other honorable mem- session?
. Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-:--At the
bers.. .
.
Mr. ·DUFFY.-I desire to address my- court.
Mr. LANGTON. - The licence was
self to the 'pointof or.der. . The Attorney_
General has not merely insinuated but cancelled before then.
has ·stated that. this grievance has @een
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-It has been
brou,ght forward with the 'co}lnivance of asked-" What would have happened if
three honorable members, whose names the House had not been in session, seeing
he mentioned; for the purpose of ,influenc- that this is the 22nd, and that the fouring public opinion orr a measure ·now teen days will expire on the 25th.", I
before Parliament.' Now I desire, as far , apprehend that, so~ far as McNieol:is.con:..
as I, am concerned, to give that statement cerned, there is little difference between
the flattest contradiction. It is absolutely the House being in ses::iionand not. It
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was his duty, if. he wished to carry out
the representation which he made to the
local bench, to have· gone to the Minister
of Lands, as he was invited to do, and
stated his case. No doubt, it was not
convenient for him to do this. If the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis) is rightly informed, the man had
substantial reasons for not doing it. The
whole truth might t,hen have come out.
I may here be allowed perhaps to call attention to what I don't think was quite
an ingenuous proceeding on the part of
the honorable member for Collingwood.
He produced something which, in .the
course of time, may become a statutory
declaration. I naturally felt a desire to
examine that document, for the purpose of
seeing what McNicol actually proposed to
declare, and the honorable member refused
me the opportunity of perusing the paper,
although he read it to the House. I think
the honorable member must see that when
a paper of this kind is read to the House,
it is at least courteous that it should be
submitted for examination, in order that
the statements which it contains may
be tested. The honorable member appeared to know that there was a hut belonging to the squatter on one of the
allotments. But why did he not mention
that fact when he addressed the House ?
The House might then have had some clue
to the whole business.
Mr. EVERARD.-What did the commission go to Heathcote for ?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I don't
know whether the honorable member
wishes to insist that a man-a dummywho gets wrongfully into possession of
land cannot be ejected because, before the
granting of the licence, the case was heard
by a commission. If that doctrine is to be
accepted, we may have a repetition of the
mischief which took place under the Land
Act of 1862, when men got wrongfully
into possession, and could not be ousted
afterwards. I conceive that the safety
of the land law is the power possessed
by the department to eject, during the preliminary tenure, a person found fraudulently on the land. I submit that until the
whole facts are before us, and the whole
of the circumstltnces are known, the House
will do well to 'suspend its judgment. In
conclusion I must say that I cannot help
thinking that these matters are brought
forward, by interested persons moving
honorable members, not for the redress of
grievances, but in order either to effect
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purposes of revenge, or to influence the
fate of the Bill now before the House.
Mr. McLELLAN.-If this were a
solitary case, I would reft-ain from addressing the House on the subject; but I
know that, under the cloak of patriotism,
there are acts of the most despotic character
done towards individuals who have
settled on the land. In my own district,
there is a gentleman representing the
Lands department whom no man in the
colony woqld ip.trust with the simplest
transaction of public life. I do not wish
to enter into particular cases, but I may
inform the Government that,before the
time the land-offices were abolished in
various districts, the work of the Lands
department was done at least tolerably
well. Since that time, however, there has
been a class of individuals of the Brodie
stamp, intrusted to discharge duties which
have been performed in a way that is discreditable to the Lands department. It is well
known how the gentleman in my district
to whom I refer, got his appointment, and
how he has been kept in his office in
violation of common decency. This is not
the only instance of the kind. In the
adjoining district there is at the present
time, assisting in the administration of the
Land Act, a gentleman who is a near
relation of a member of the Upper House.
He has valued post and rail fencing at £66
per mile, and actually valued the scrub
fence of his friend at a much higher rate.
I do not wis~ to go into the whole sore,
because, if I did, I should open up such
a scab that even the members of the
Ministry would be amazed at it. If the
Government will consent to grant me a
committee to inquire into the administration of the Land Act-and I will not ask
to go beyond my own and the adjoining
district-I will forfeit my seat unless I
can get the .concurrence of the Assembly
to the report which I will bring up. On
the eve of passing a new Land Bill, the
mouths of honorable members should not
be shut; for it ~s quite time the things I
allude to were put a stop to. Will the
:\1inister of Lands consent to the appointment of a committee on condition that I
forfeit my seat should I not prove a case
which is worthy of his consideration? I
wait for a reply. I know perfectly well
that the Government have got such
a lot of supporters at their back, that
if an honorable member representing
a country district brings forward a
complaint, he will~ however trqe hi&
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statement may be, be immediately put
down. I warn honorable members that
the evils I refer to will increase, if the
Land Bill is allowed to pass in its present
shape. I am prepared to lay before the
Minister of Lands letters which have
been sent to me-I believe they are about
fifty in number-complaining of the conduct of the gentlemen to whom I allude.
Will the honorable gentleman consent to
a committee to investigate the -truth of the
allegations contained in those letters?
If hOllorable members do not bestir themselves, though they may be going on in the
smoothest manner possible, their consti..
tuents will be suffering gross inj ustice.
I am satisfied it is high time that these
matters were inquired into.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think it is only
right that I should at once disclaim any
knowledge whatever of the subject which
the honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Everard) has brought before the
House. The Attorney-General was not
justified in making a charge against me
without first being satisfied that the
charge was true.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I made' no
charge against the honorable member for
Rodney, or against any' other honorable
member.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-The honorable
and learned gentleman made an allegation,
at all events, that the motion of the honorable member for Collingwood was brought
forward for an object entirely different
from that which it apparently had, and
that I was mixed up with the matter. I
certainly must give that allegation a flat
contradiction. There is no doubt that
this is one of those cases which illustrates
the objectiQns to the principle of acting
without hearing both sides. Here we
have an allotment or allotments forfeited
-whether rightly or wrongly is entirely
another question, which the House is not
at the present time in a position to deal
wi tho As a matter of fact, however,
allotments were forfeited upon a purely
. ex parte statement, and that statement was
made by a person who was interested in
their forfeiture. Is such a system as this
to be continued? I regret exceedingly
that the Minister of Lands will not give
the House an assurance that the matter
will be inquired into. It appears to me
that honorable members ought to take
steps towards securing, in cases of this
character, the revision of the decision of
the Minister, by the House itself; and I
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repeat that this particular case is illustrative of the objectionableness of not hearing
both sides, before giving any decision,
especially when the entire earnings of a
poor man may be at stake.
Mr. McCA W.-I hope that this discussion will be allowed to drop. Surely
it is premature to discuss grievances before
they have occurred. I think it will be
sufficient if the House is asked to redress
grievances after they have really taken
place. It is clear, from the statement of
the honorable member for Collingwood
himself, that this matter will not be
decided before the 25th inst.
Mr. KERFERD.-I think that the
honorable member for East Bourke (Mr.
McCaw) does not comprehend the facts of
the case. Certain statements have been
made. One of those statements is to the
effect that McNicol's land was forfeited
without any notice being served upon
him, and that the forfeiture was made
upon an ex parte statement by a gentleman who happened to be a friend .of the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis). Another statement is that, after
the forfeiture was made, there was an
attempt at bargaining and huckstering, at
which the Minister of Lands was present.
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
is totally misrepresenting me. I had
nothing to do with any bargaining or
huckstering.
Mr. KERFERD.-I am referring to a
document read by the honorable member
for Collingwood (Mr. Everard), and the
Minister of' Lands did not deny the statement it contained when it was read. We
have the clear fact before us that a forfeiture was declared without any notice
being served on the licensee-the person
occupying the allotment. The forfeiture
was declared upon a statement made by a
person named Davis, and the licensee was
not called upon to answer that statement,
or to give any evidence as to his bonb.
fides. It is admitted that 60 acres of the
land were fenced in.
Mr. GRANT.-I don't know .
Mr. KERFERD.-It amounts simply
to this. A squatter can go. to a friend of
the Government and make a statement,
and upon that statement the forfeiture of
a man's land may be declared. That is
the power which the 'squatters have with
the squatters' Government. I have no
doubt that a discussion of this kind is exceedingly unpalatable to honorable members sitting in the squatters' corner. We
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aTe' asked by the Attorney-General to
our judgrru3nt,o but we are not
told what the Government intend to do. :
If the Minister of Lands had met the hon- .
orable member for Collingwood 'at once- '
as it was his duty to d~with the statement that he would see tluit substantial
justice was done to all parties concerned,
the Hou,se would have been perfectly
satisfied to leave the matter in the honorable gentleman's hands. But he has not
given us the slightest promise to that
effect. We ought not to close the debate
without having some assurance that the
Minister of Lands will see justice
done. If the account given by the honorable member for Ril:hmond is true,
and McNicol has made a false declaration, it wiU be'the duty of the Minister of Lands to punish, the man. From
the statements which I hear, I believe that
an attempt was made to induce the licensee
to part with a portion of his land. This
forcibly reminds me of another case, which
has previously been mentioned in the
House, in which the'Minister of Lands
stat,ed' that a man should have his land, '
which had been forfeited, restored to him
on paying 40s. for ~encing. Why should
a man have land restored to him on condition that he pays 40s. to somebody else?
If a man has done anything wrong, if he
is a dummy; or if ,he is seeking to evade
the provisions of the Land Act, he ought
to' 'he, punished; but there should be no
hargaining or huckstering with him. To
,wtite a letter to a man to induce him to
give, up his allotment is really a disgrace
to the head of the Lands department. I
repeat that I hope the Government will
give an assnrance that substantial justice
shall be done to the individual whose case
has been brought before the House by the
honorable member for Collingwood. No
man can do ,an act of injustice without
paying the penalty; and I warn the Government that, if they permit this sort of
thing to go on, they will, sooner or later,
pay the penalty. It is our boast that there
is no grievance, however small, which
shall not receive full consideration on the
floor of this House. If the Governmen t
say that this question is brought forward
prematurely-that they have not had an
opportunity to master the whole of the
facts-and if we are asked to suspend our
judgment on that ground, I can understand the request ; but I hope that, after
the qnestion has been brought forward and
dpscussed, 'We Will not allow the subject to:
Hr. Kerferd.
susp~nd
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slip away from us without an assurance
that right -shall be done.
, ' Mr .. G. V. SMITH.~I hope'that -we
shall have no more of. the solemn bunkum
which we have been listening to for the
last hour. ' If the honorable member who
brought forward the motion meant anything by it-if he really meant to do any
good to the person referred to-would he
have submitted tIre question in this premature, irregular way ? Would he not
ratherbave gone to the Minister of Lands,
and allowed him an opportunity of investigating t,he matter? ' If that cOllrse had
been adopted, the Minister of Lands would
have been able' to bring forward ri fnIl
statement of the facts of the case, and
submit it to the judgment of the House.
Is thEn'e any member fully seised of the
facts of the case? I don't believe there
is. The honorable member for Collingwood might have accomplished any practical purpose by simply giving notice of a
question, which the ,Minister of Lands
could have answered to-morrow night. I
trust the House will not allow its time to
be, wasted by these ridiculous, purposeless
motions.
Mr. MACKAY.-I think we are asked
on this occasion to condemn the Minister
of Lands on the same principle that the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Everard) complains that t.he man whose
case he has brought forward has been condemned" namely, upon an ex parte statement. I can imagine nothing more indecent than an honorable member to' be
earwigged by some person who thinks' he
has been wronged, and to come to the
House, withQut any inquiry as to the facts
of the case, and pour forth his vrrtuous
indignation against the Minister of the
department complained of. If every member were to listen to all the grievances he
heard, and immediately come and raise a
discussion upon them in the House, 'we
should be in constant hot water. During
this discussion a slur has been cast upon
the gentlemen discharging the duties of
Crown lands bailiffs, which I think it is the
duty of every honorable member to remove as far as he can. With respect to
Mr. Gray, I can assure the House that he
is an inteJligent, honest, and respectable
man, as well as a most efficient public
officer. The honorable member for Collingwood must see that a question like the
one he has brought forward cannot be satisfactorily settled upon mere ex parte statements, in the shape of certain 'documents.
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Moreover; the 'man in whose behalf the
honorable member has submitted the
case·, .. had· . the; opportunity: .'of appealing
.tn~ thE} ... head of the Lands department,
!which ;he has Rot availed himself"of. ·.1s
it not 8 .presumption against his case that
.he should intrust itillto the hands of an '
honorable member·who·has- signa-lizedhim- .
self ,bY'L his vehemently expressed' opposition· to the land .policy of. the· Government, '
rather than .bring it. before '. the, Minister
who k.nows .~llthe circumstances, and who
.has always shown' his .eager· 'desire ' to
.place·settlers oh ·the land? If there is
.any fault :chargeable . against the. Minister
~.()f Lands, it is~that he is incljnedto favour
.the ,poorman against tne rich in cases
,when:, perhaps. a· stricter, tribunal would
not do so. '"
.•. ' '.
'
. Mr. MhCBAIN.---As to the .remarks I
made by the honorable member for the
Ovens (Ml'.Kerferd), that.the·.comer. in.
'-yv-hich.. J. sit is the'" squatters' corner," I
can only'tell the honorable-. member that,
· since. T ·pave. had the honour of a seat in
this 'House, 'I'have ·never given a vote
which could be' .construed as,' art abject
'vote; or· otherwise thl\n thoroughly independent; and'it will be a long time before
,'this, corner will.fonow the honorablemem·-bertas its leader.' ,
". .
,
Mr. LONGMORE;---l rJse to take ad, vantage, of :the m'otion before the House
for the purpose of making a personal explanation .. On' Thurs~ay even.ing, several
· honorable members asserted that some of
;;the statements which I made in my; 'speech
;·on the :Land Bill; on the ptevi9us evening,
, we-te falsehoods; I
prepared to say that
;:1 did not utter a falsehood in anyone case.
.... Th~ SPEAKER.---~ltl?-ough th~ m~tion
before the chair is for the adjournment of
· the IIouse,· it is irregular for an honorable
·member to refer, to what occurred on a
,.former debate.' .
. ·-)\lr.. LONGMORE.~Sir, 1 am simply
:...mak~ng a. 'personal explanation, In the
..I.oCotir-se of my sp~ee;h, I referred. to a letter
! writt~n
by ,the honorable' ~ember for
, Gteswick (Mr•.Miller): to a Mr. Alexan· der-McCrea,-and stated that the honorable
-member:had·attempted to iD;duce·a person
- to 'sell his selection .. The honorable member sp.id tha~ ~ wa's duped-that I. knew
-nothing about it I have b~re the letter,
··which!is datea " ~meaton, May 6th."
:, Mr. 'ASPINALL.-Mr. Speaker, I rise
to order. I submit--that what the lionor-'~ble membe~·!.·for· Ripon' apd Ramp'den is
referring to is·whoUy.beside the questioil~
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The SPEAKER.-It·appears ,to me
that the houorable member is referring to
a debate which took pIaee the·' other
evening. . I have already· informed' the
hoilOrable member, and the House is well
aware.of the rule, that he is not ·in order
in· alluding to imother debate unless the
question· before the House .has·im'me~iate
reference·to it.
.
. " .,.
, Mr. LONGMORE . .-:..-I, rise to make a
personal-explanation- on a debate which is
,to be resumed..this. -evening~ It is.not a
past 'debate...
."
~.'.,
,,',:.~
. THe SPEAKER.! -..,-. The honorable
member was about' to read a carres· pondence . in reference to certain· state·ments, which were ,made -by the honora.ble
member for Creswiek' (Mr. Miller); .in a
debate' on Thursday evening. If, the
·honorable member wishes to make any
·personal explanation as to that matter, the
propel' time for him to ask leave to do so
will be when· the order- of the: da.y'for
the resumption of that debate is called on.
Mr. KERFERD.---.:As the· honorable
member for 'Ripon and Hampden. can make
· his explanation on the :resumption.:of,-the
debate on the motion for .the ',-second
reading ,of the Laud Bill, I think ·he ;will
consult the:convenien.'oo .of the House if
· he adopts that. course~- . : ,
'. ; : :.:
Mr. LONGMO~E.~Mr. Speak&, I
sti~mit to your ruling, and will reserve
· my explanation mitil'the order of the day
for the resumption of the debate on' :'the
Land B ill is called on.; : Mr. MACPHERSON.-I. 'do' not!see
that any advantage will· be gained "by
postponing the matter until the resumption
of the debate on the Land Bill. . If the
honorable member insists- upon his right
to make a personal explanation, the-House
might as well submit to it now~
Mr. FRANCIS.-Irise to ask the indulgence. of the H{)use to be allowed to
explain-';.
Mr.. McLELLAN.-I ·submit that.the
honorable member is not in· order.
The SPEAKER.---No,honorable member has a right to address' the House a
second time on the question. If the
honorable member for Richmond has misinformed the House, and wishes to correct
what he has said, of course he may ask
the House to be permitted to· make' such
an explanation.
.
.
Mr. FRANGIS.---I deSIre to m:ake an
explanation in' reference to the remarks
'which I offered a .short time ago. In the
..first· place, I may. mention that.! camejnto
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the House during the address of the hon- declared forfeited. These are the facts of
orable member for Collingwood (Mr. the case as stated to me.
Mr. EVERARD.-I desire, also in
Everard), and heard him mention the name
of an acquaintance of mine, and certain: explanation, to say that I would not
facts connected with that gentleman's run. have brought a question of this kind
That is the reason why I offered some before the House unless I had been
remarks on the subject. I find that I was fully posted up with the facts, and had
in part misinformed, and that I have obtained documentary evidence to support .
been in part misunderstood. In justice to what 1 said. Not only have I docuthe honorable member for Collingwood (1 mentary evidence, but there is, at the
must make a short explanation.
Mr. present time, a gentleman within the preDavis came to my residence the other cincts of the House, who can prove that he
evening in a friendly way, and complained has seen sixty acres fenced in, and that there
. of the grievances to which he considered is wheat growing on the land. I put this
squatters were subject, mentioning the statement in contradistinction to the one
case which I stated to the House. Sin- just made by the honorable member for
gular as it may appear, on the same station, Richmond. As to the statement of the
which has only recently come into his Minister of Lands, that I brought forward
possession, two similar circumstances have this matter purposely to make an attack
occurred. The one he recited to me, and upon him, I can only say that that is not
which I have repeated to the House, is not so. I certainly did tell the honorable
the case to which the honorable member member for Ararat and another honorable
for Collingwood has referred. 1 thought mem ber that I had an extraordinary
it my business, during the last few mo- case to bring forward-one which apments, to ask Mr. Davis, who is within peared to be a gross act of injusticemy hearing, to repeat to me the facts of but I spoke to no others upon the subject.
the case of which he complains. He did I do not look upon this as a political
so, and his statement is substantially to question, but simply as a question in which
this effect. After he (Mr. Davis) had justice should be done by the Lands
become, by purchase, the owner of a cer- department to' an individual. I did not
tain station, he found that, some eighteen bring the case before the House until I
months previously, a shepherd on the pad all the original documents; and, tostation had free selected his own hut and morrow, I shall have the man's statement
eighty acres of land surrounding it. Mr. upon oath.
Davis spoke to the man, who told him
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable mem"that if he did not mind what he was ber is simply spAaking from some docuabout, he would kick him out." I am in- merits. He does not speak of his own
formed that, although at that time the knowledge. The honorable member has
land had been selected twelve or eighteen no personal knowledge on the subject;
months, there was no fencing upon it.
neither have I. But does the honorable
Mr. EVERARD. - Sixty acres were member for one moment suppose that
either Mr. Hodgkinson or the district surfenced.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I am informed that veyor at Sandhurstwould deliberately make
that is altogether false. I am also told a misstatement of facts? Does he suppose
that there was only a quarter of an acre that any person connec.ted with the Lands
cultivated, which was sown with tobacco, department would knowingly be guilty
the seed and the labour both being sup- of an act·of injustice? I do not believe
plied by the squatter who previously the honorable member thinks so. Though
information is received from other people,
occupied the run.
Mr. EVERARD.-It is untrue.
I always direct the officers of the departMr. FRANCIS.-I am further informed ment to go upon the spot themselves; and
that, under these circumstances, Mr. Davis in this instance I shall instruct. the officers
felt it to be his duty to write to the Lands to go upon the land and see whether there
department. There was no personal at- is any fencing or cultivation.
tendance at all. He sent a written comMr. LONGMORE.-With reference
munication to the office, requesting that to this su bj eet, and to the manner in
inquiry should be made as to the bona which selections can be forfeited by ex
fides of the selector. The land officer at parte'statements-Sandhurst visited the place, and, upon his
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
report being confirmed, the selection was member has already spoken.
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Mr. LONGMORE.-I have not spoken
on this subject.
The SPEAKER. - When there is a
question before the chair, and an honorable member rises in his place and addresses the House, he is supposed to have
spoken on the question.
If he thinks
proper to ask the leave of the House to
speak again for explanation or other
cause, he can do so if the House be willing
to hear him.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
I must really draw attention to the latitude allowed to the honorable member
for Richmond, who has been permitted to
address the House a second time, after
going outside to obtain information. Although the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden occasionally worries the
House, it is scarcely fair that he should
not have the same privileges as other
members.
The SPEAKER.-What the honorable
member for Richmond did was to ask leave
to correct what he had previously misinformed the House upon. He had misinformed the House upon a question of fact,
and he wished to explain it. I distinctly
stated that, if he wished to make such an
explanation, he was undoubtedly justified
in aRking permission to do so, but that he
would not be in order in speaking a second
time except for the purpose of such an
explanation.
Mr. DUFFY.-Sir, I desire very respectfully to submit that the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden ought to
be heard, and upon these grounds. When
he last addressed himself to the House, he
desired, irregularly, to take the opportunity
on a question of adjournment, to make a
personal explanation with respect to a
previous debate. You very properly interrupted him, and said that the time for
offering an explanation upon the land question was when the order of the day for the
resumption of the debate on that su bj ect was
called on. The honorable member submitted to your ruling,and sat down; but surely
he has not deprived himself of the right of
speaking to the question before the House,
because he made an irregular attempt to
speak on another question, not before the
House, and was stopped? If the honorable
member had thought proper, after accepting your ruling, to address the House on
the question of adjournment, he might
have spoken at any length, and he could
not have been stopped. But, not being so
familiar as more experienced members
VOL. VII.-4 L
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with the rules of debate, he accepted your
ruling, and sat down; that is to say, he
postponed until the proper time the personal explanation which he desired to
make. I very respectfully submit that
the honorable member has not deprived
himself of the right to address himself to
the question before the chair regularly and
legitimately.
The SPEAKER.-When an honorable
member moves the adjournment of the
House, as in the present instance, any
member may take advantage of the motion
to bring before the House any public subject requiring attention that he may think
proper, with some restrictions. Honorable
members are not bound to confine their
remarks to the particular subject referred
to by the member who proposes the motion.
If, however, an honorable member, rising
to address the House on a motion for adjournment, sits down on being told that he
cannot refer to a former debate, he has no
right to rise a second time and address the
House on the question before it.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-May I ask whether
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden would have been in order, if,
when he was ruled to be irregular in referring to a previous debate, he had proceeded to address the House on some other
subject?
.
The SPEAKER.-Certainly.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Other honorable
members who have addressed the House
have not spoken on the. subject brought
forward by the hon.orable member for
Collingwood.
The SPEAKER.-That is what I have
just said. No honorable member, in speaking on the motion for adjournment, was
bound to follow the remarks of the honorable member for Collingwood. Every
honorable member may, when a motion for
the adjournment of the House is proposed,
as .at present, bring forward a distinct subject of a public nature, or any public
grievance he thinks deserves notice.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was then negatived.
POST OFFICE CLOCK.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked the Postmaster-General when the Post-office clock
was likely to be finished ?
Mr. G. V. SMITH said he could not
tell precisely when the clock would be
finished, but it would be ready to show
the time of day and night before the end
of the month.
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TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
Mr. G. PATON SMiTH, pur~uant to
an order of the fl;ouse (dated April 27),
laid on the tab~e a l~eturn relating to transactions under the Transfer of Land Statute
and Real Prop'erty Acts.
.
LAND SALES AT PADMERSTON.
In reply to a question ,asked by Mr.F.
L. SMYTH (in the absence of Dr.
MACARTNEY),
'
,
Mr. GRANT stated that the receiver
and paymaster of the district would be'
appointed to ~onduct sales of Crown lands
at Palmerston,' South Gippsland.
.
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

In reply to Mr. KERFERD,
Mr. MACPHERSON intimated that
the select committee on railway construction hoped fo be able' tQ bring up their
final report' by Thursday, July 1.
LUNACY STATUTE ,AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. CASEY.-Mr.,·,Speaker,·I beg to
move for leave to bring iIi. a Bill to amend
the Lunacy Statute.' The measure which
I desire to'introduce consists of one clause
only, 'and its object is to carry out a
promise made by the Chief Secretary in
the early part of the session. By the
10th section of the Lunacy Statute the
expense of conveying lunatics to an asylum,
and also of their medical examination before admission, is thrown on the corporate
body witltin whose limits the lunatic ,may.
happen to be found. In some instances
this has proved exceedingly opp:ressive
and unfair. I will refer to one case as an
illustration. The wife of a man residing
at Maryborough was sent to the Yarra
Bend Asylum. After treatment there,
she recovered, and returned to Maryborough. She had occasion afterwards to
go to Talbot, and while in the 'municipality
of Talbot she suffered a relapse.. She was
taken before the magistrates, and, because
she happened to have been found iIi the
borough of Talbot, that borough was made
responsible for the expense of her medica.l
examination, and the cost of con veying
ber back to the asylum. In some instances the lunatics themselves, or their
relatives, are.in a position to defrfloY these
ex,penses; and the object of .the B~l1
which I desire to submit to the House is
to enable municipal councils to recover
them from the lunatic, or from the Masterin-Lunacy, who may have funds belonging
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to the lunatic in"his hands; or, if the
lunatic is an infant or married woman, to
recover' the expenses from the father or
husband, as the case may be.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion.
Mr. KERFERD 'suggested that one or
two other defects in: the existing Act
might be amended by the proposed 'Bill.
For instance,an amendment ought to be
made with a view to remedy the inconveniences at present attending the examination of lunatics by commission.
Mr. CASEY said he should be happy
to obtain the assistance of honorable members in making any amendments which
might be considered expedient.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
PERSONAL, EXPLANATIONS. "
On the order of the day for the resumption of the debate' on the motion for
the second'reading of, the Land Bill,
Mr. LONGMORE rose and said---Mr.
Speaker, I desire to -make, a personal
explanation, with, reference to· certain
things which occurred .during the debate
at the end of last week. It will be
remembered that, in the course of my
speech on the Land Bill, Ihrought certain
charges against honor1l.ble members of this
House. The charges' were, on the spot,
in most instances, denied by the honorable
gentlemen referred to-were declared by
them to be utterly f~lse. 'l:'he next evening, the Chief Secretary got up in .his
place" and, after making some disparaging
remarks-which, coming from a gentleman
in his position, were uncalled for, to say
the least-stated that every charge which
. I had brought before this House had been
proved to be false. ,I may her~ state that,
through some cause or other-to my mind
it is because he has a marjoFity at his back
-the honorable gentleman has succeeded
in defeating me every time I have tried to
obtain a <}ommittee to inquire into 'these
facts. Therefore the honorable member
is not in a position to say' that any facts
have been disproved. I say they have
not been disproved. Sir, it will be
remembered that, during my speech, I
mentioned that the honorable member for
Creswick (Mr. Miller) had tried to induce
a man to sell his selection to him. I
referred tq a letter which had been written
by the honorable mem her, and he implied;
by his determination not to refer to. that
letter, that I was misleading the House.
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Now it so'happens that, some months,ago,
I Imoved for the production of certain
papers. The motion was carried. Since
then; I have asked the Minister of La.nds
when those papers would be laid on the
table. I did not see them until after I
had delivered my speech, or certainly it
would not have been necessary for me
now to refer to' some of them.' I afterwards learned that· the· Minister' of Lands
had laid on the table the original papers;
which he had a right to take up at
any moment. Now when the honorable
member for Creswick denied the charges
which I brought against him, he declined
to state that there was, in the pos,session of
the Lands department, a letter which
proves, at all events, that he had tried to
induce a selector to part with his selection, contrary to law. The letter runs
thus:- "
" Mr. Alexander McCrea.
" DEAR Sm,-I was at Lake 130lac last week;
and Mr. Connor told 'me that you wanted to
come to Bome arrangement with me abont the
laud I have there. I also saw the landlord of
the Bnsh Inn, and he told me that you would
either take mine, or give yours to me, if we
could agree about the terms; and I may say
that I am of ,the same opinion as you are, that
one lot in that part of the country will not
pay.
"I have some sheep on mine, and I would
require to keep it until I can dispose of them;
but, if you are inclined to have mine after that,
I will not be bad to deal with, as, if I can get
the price of the fencing, and the rent 1. hav.e.
paip. on it (two years' rent), very little more
would do me. If these terms will not suit you,
would you be kind enough to let me know, as
soon as possible, on what terms you would let
me have yours; because, if I have to keep mine,
the larger I could make it the better.
" An early answer will oblige,
"Yours truly, '
"WILLIAM MILLER.

" Smeaton, 6th Mar, 1867."

The Chief Secretary and the other gentlemen on the Treasury bench will perhaps
remember that the Land Act of 1865 forbids the alienation of any land held under
that 'measure, until it has been in the possession of the holder for three years; but
this letter shows a twofold breach of the
Act. The honorable member for Creswick
offered to sell his own selection, and, failing
that, offered to buy the other. I suppose
the honorable·, member will not deny that
this is his letter. I asked him several
times, the other evening, . whether he had
written that letter, but he declined to
answer.' ,
Mr. MILLER.-I said I would answer
at the. proper time.
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Mr;LONGMORE.-The answer which
Mr. McCrea sent to the honorable me~ber
was as follows : " DEAR Sm,-Your favour of the. 6th July is
duly to hand. The terms of your note I consider
liberal; but, since you could not' give me immediate possession, I fear I could not ·deal with
you. It therefore only remains to state the
conditions on which I am prepared to part with
mine. I expect £1 per acre, exclusive of the
rent (only one) which I paid for it, and the
valuation of the improvements thereon (viz"
£40), which I had to pay at Camperdown. I
purchased 400 good ewes from the Messrs.
Armstrong, which I have at my home pliwe at
present, and which are beginning to lamb-; and
I think any party dealing with me about the
selection would have to take them under valuation, unless he 'Yere satis~ed to give the price I
paid for them without having recourse to that.
I also hired a shepherd, who is at present living
in the hut on the place, at £30 per year and
rations; and anyone taking the place must
take the shepherd, as I have no earthly use for
him anywhere' else. Although I would certainly like the sheep to go with the place, as I
am short of room for them here, I would not
insist upon it as one of the conditions. I have
only to add that, as I am going to fence im'mediately, I would like to hear from you per return
of post. In the meantime, I am, &c.,
, "A. MCCREA.
" Horseshoe Bend, Terang, Mar, 1867."

It does not seem that any action was taken
on these offers of sale and purchase. It
would appear that the honorable member
for Creswick did not succeed in alienating
his allotment on that occasion, or in inducing the other person to alienate his.
One
B.ut fresh. ,circumstances arise.
Charles Clarke comes upon the scene.
He happens to be the brother-in-law of
the honorable member, for Creswick, and
he makes the following declaration : " I, Charles Clarke, of Smeaton, in the colony
of Victoria, farmer, do solemnly declare that I
believe allotment D, area of Worndoo, selected
by Alexander McCrea, is 'dummy' land. He
does not occupy the land, nor has he complied
with the conditions of the Land Act. It is at
presellt, and has been for ,a length of time, occupied by Mr. Aitken, Mr. John Moffatt's
tenant, Lake Bolac station; and I know he
offered to sell the selection soon after he selected
it."

I should like to know where he got that
information? The simple fact is that the
honorable member for Creswick did not
succeed in inducing McCrea to sell his
selection; and then the honorable member's brother-in-law came on the scene.
and, on the representation that Moffatt had
the land selected, got it forfeited. But he
never' informed the Minister of Lands that
the honorable member for Creswick offered
to sell his, land. Talk of highwaymen
after that. It will also be· remembered
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that I referred to certain action taken by .
the honorable member for South Grant
(Mr. Stutt), which reference he characterized as a delibetate falsehood.
Mr. STUTT.-So I do now.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Sir, the honorable
member went in, so far as I know, for the
purpose of securing the piece of land that
was open for selection.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must confine himself to an explanation.
IMr. LONGMORE.-I simply wish to
say so "much as will make my statement
clear to the House. I stated that, directly
contrary to the regulations that are at·
present held sacred in the Lands-office,
that the informant upon a dummy shall
get the land, anotheJ,' individual obtained
the selection, and the honorable member
for South Grant went in and subdivided
with him. I made that statement, and
the statement is absolutely true.
The SPEAKER.-But this is not an
explanation.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Yes, sir. I am
charged with falsehood. I say, moreover,
that I saw in the Lands-office a statement
from the honorable member for South
Grant, trying, without a tittle of evidence,
to bring. a charge against the man who got
t he land in spite of him.
I say, sir, that
the honorable member did not yield up
the land, as he has said, to my dummy,
as he calls him-to the individual who was
entitled to the selection-but he was deprived of it by the Minister of Lands.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is making a second speech.
Mr. LONG:\10RE.-No, sir. I am
sn,ying nothing but what I said the other
evening. As to what the Minister of
Lands said-that I made a disingenuous
statement with respect to McFadyenI am prepared to prove that statement
true in every particular.
Mr. GRANT.-I rise. to order. The
honorable member rises to make a personal
explanation, and he disputes a fact. He
!:jays that his statement the other evening
was a correct statement. I say that it is
utterly false. I submit that the honorable
member must withdraw his assertion.
The SPEAKER.-W e shall fall into
great irregularities if honorable members
do not confine themselves to the strict
rules of debate. The rule of Parliament
with respect to explanations is that an
honorable member may make an explanation of what lie may have said in the
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coursecof a former debate, which has been
misconceived; but he must not make a
second speech, nor reply to speeches
which have been made. That is beyond
what is understood by an explanation.
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
charges me with making a false statement.
I say he must withdraw that.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable
member must not reiterate, such statements.
Mr. LANGTON. - The honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden appears
to be the injured person on this occasion.
The Minister of Lands charges him with
making a false statement. I submit that
the Minister of Lands should be required
to withdraw that.
The SPEAKER.-I think it is high
time that this discussion should close.
The honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden has had every opportunity of
making a personal explanation.
But
instead of doing that he is replying to
speeches which have already been made.
I trust the honorable member will see the
impropriety of proceeding further in this
course.
Mr. LONGMORE.-As I said before,
the Minister of Lands interrupted my
'speech, the other evening, by stating that
what I said was false.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I demand
your ruling. I charge the honorable
member with stating what is false.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member is exceeding the rules of debate.
I repeat that he must not reiterate statements which another honorable member
denies. The rule on that head is clear
and definite.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I ask you, Mr.
Speaker, whether it is in order for the
Minister of Lands to charge another
honorable member with making a statement that is false?
The SPEAKER.-No honorable member should do that.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Then I think the
Minister of Lands should be required to
withdraw what he has said.
Mr. LONGMORE again rose.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has had full opportunity to make his
personal explanation. I think he is now
.going beyond explanation, because he is
replying to speeches which have already
been made, and violating the rules of the
House in making a second speech. I
consider that the present matter should
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not be allowed to proceed further. I may
add that an honorable member is acting
improperly by saying that another honorable member's statement is false.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Having made my
statement, I will allow it to go for what it
is worth.
Mr. MILLER.-Mr. Speaker, I rise to
make a personal explanation, and, in doing
so, I must express my regret that the
valuable time of this House should be
taken up with these personal charges. I
am very sorry that I, a young member of
the House, should be called upon to reply
to the remarks of the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden; but I don't
hesitate to do so, because I am not aware
of having done anything, inside or outside
this House, that J am afraid of. The
honorable mem ber alleged the other
evening that I had offered to sell my
selection at 8s. per acre, in contravention
of the Act. I denied that at the time~
and I deny it still. I may state that the
land which I had was too small for the
purposes of my brothers and myself, and
.we intended to obtain some more, legally.
I did not intend to sell for a profit, nor in
any way to break the law, nor to induce
McCrea to break the law. I deny that·
in toto. The letter which the honorable
member has read does not show that I did
so. After I received McCrea's letter, I
wrote him another; and why did not the
honorable member produce that letter?
That letter, written more than two
years ago, would show in what way I
regarded dealing with the land. The
honorable member has also alleged that,
when I could not purchase the land, I
tried to get McCrea's selection forfeited
through the instrumentality of my brotherin-law, Mr. Clarke. I did nothing of the
kind. Mr. Clarke has as much right to
select land as anyone else, and probably
he would make as good use of it. He
was perfectly cognizant of the whole facts
connected with McCrea's selection. He
was well acquainted with the Lake Bolac
country; he had opportunities of seeing
the bona fides of McCrea; he did try to
get the land; and I say he was perfect~y
justified in so doing. At the same time I
will say that, had Mr. Clarke consulted
my wishes, he would not have interfered
at that particular time. But I cannot
be held responsible for anything that my
brother-in-law may do. I have yet to
learn that he has done anything discreditable-anything to be ashamed of,
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The honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden has been so mixed up with these
dummies under the Land Act, that he
thinks every other honorable member has
been mixed up in the same way. But if
I had any knowledge of dummies and
their proceedings, I should be the first to
give information on the subject to the
Minister of Lands. The honorable member for Ripon and Hampden has introduced the greatest dummies to the
Minister of Lands, and induced that gentleman to believe that they were bonafide
selectors.
Mr. LONGMORE.-That is false.
The SPEAKER.-I must again emphatically remind honorable members.of the
unadvisability of making personal charges
against other members in the course of a
debate which has no direct reference to
individuals. It is calculated to lead to all
kinds of disorder and inconvenience.
Mr. STUTT.-To-morrow evening, I
will ask for the papers in connexion with
the· case which the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden refers to, and I think
I shall then be able to show clearly that
he has stated a falsehood.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable membep has gone beyond all bounds
of order and propriety in making use of
these observations; and the House must
set its face against debates being conducted in this manner.
The subject then dropped.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
SEVENTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. Grant's motion for
the second reading of the Land Bill, and
on Mr. Macgregor's amendment thereto,
declaring the administrative powers proposed to be conferred by the Bill to be
arbitrary and excessive (adjourned from
Thursday, June 17), was resumed.
Mr. WILSON.-Mr. Speaker, I intend
to vote for the second reading of this Bill,
for the very good, substantial, and valid
reason that I approve of its leading
principles, and the mode by which it is
intended to carry those principles into
effect. At the same time, I reserve to
myself the right, when the Bill goes into
committee, to support an amendment of
the kind shadowed forth by the honorable
and learned member for Brighton, to
enable the proceedings of the Board of
. Land and Works to be carried on, and its
, decisions to be given, in public. I will
st~te,as briefly as possible7 the re~son~
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which lead me to approve. of the leading
features of the Bill. The first noticeable
feature is that w.hich deals with selectors
under the present Act, and the mode of
selection in the future. I consider that
the concession proposed to be given to the
free selectors under the Act of 1865 is
conceived in a spirit of· equity and
justice; I am of opinion that the selectors
under that Act can· come before Parliament, and ask for the concessions which
this Bill proposes to make without' incurring the taunt that might reasonably be
levelled at them, of seeking to repudiate
their original contract with the Government and with the"coun~ry. I conceive
that the selectors under the Land 'Act of
1865 stand somewhat in this position.
They entered into a contract to do certain
things before they would be placed in the
position to demand the fee· simple of the
land which they occupy. 'It was necessary that they should occupy the land for
three years, and put on it certain improvements, whereby they should establish
their bona fiiks. Having done this, I
say the selectors can come before Parliament and say-" We have performed the
, first part of our contract; we are now in
a position to tender £1 per acre to the
Government and to demand the fee simple
of OUt' lands." At the same time they
may say-" Now that Parliament has
secured that which it has long been
striving for-namely the sp.ttlement of the
cOllnti'y in preft'rence to large areas going,
by sale by auction, into the hands of one
inJ.ividual~we may fairly ask the State
to make the reasonable concession of
allowing the rent paid during the three
years to go towards payment of the purcha~e money."
It will be within the
recollection of honorable members that,
previous to the dissolution of the last
Assembly, an agitation arose all over
the colony with a view to secureconces'sions to the selectors. But, when the
general election came, the Government
determined to place only one issue before
the country-the issue which had led to
the dissolution. They desired that no
foreign matter whatever should be mixed
up with that issue. The Opposition, I
believe, thought differently. They were
not content to stake the election upon that
single issue. They were anxious that
something should be done with rega~d
to the land question; they were for
bidding high for popular support; they
determined to go "the whole hog;"
Hr. Wil,on.

Amendment Bill.

and accordingly they advocated that all
the rent paid by sel~ctors should :t>e
accepted as part of the purchase money.
This they did in the interest, not so much
of the hontJ. fide free selector, as of 8 large
numb'er of speculators and squatters who
had taken up land, and who thought;that,
Ly the rent being taken as part of the
purchase money, they would acquire a
sufficient interest in the freehold to enable
them to defeat the end.s of justice, . if
the penal clauses of the Act were carried out: These persons thought that the
arrangement would operate something like
the Act of 1862, under which it was found
that, by the first payment being accepted
as an instalment of the purchase money,
they who took up land defeated the penal
clauses of tlie measure, and. defied the
Government 'of the day to enforce those
penal clauses. ' To the credit of- the' free
selectors be it spoken, they refused that
bribe with scorn. They had the opport·unity of making a bargain with the
Opposition-they could have sent the
Opposition back to the House strong
enough to carry such a measure-but they
declined to accept the apparently fair
things Which were offered them. In the
constituencies where the free selectors
were in a majority, members were returned
to support the McCulloch Government,
and the single issue which had been placed
before the country. (" No.") I say,
" Yes." I have the honour to represent
a constituency, which consists, to a
large extent, of men interested in
selections under the Act of 1865; and,
although I staked my return on the single
issue to which I have referred, I thought
it necessary to shadow forth what I was
prepared to do in the way of concession
to the free selectors, after the great question immediately before the country was
decided. I stated-as will be seen on
reference to the speeches which I then
delivered-that, in the first place, the
selectors must perform the contract which
they originally made with the State;
that they must establish their bonlL fides;
and that, having done this, they would be
in a position to come into court with clean
hands, and say-" We have done. all
that the Act required of us; you have
compelled us to make more improvements
than were necessary for the working of the
land; and, having done this, we ask you to
ameliorate the position we have occupied
for three years, and at once to give us an
interest in the freehold." My constituents
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accepted that position. It will also be re- righteously taken to task, and other men
collected that a large and influential meet- would have to occupy their seats. I now
ing' of delegates from every constituency come to what may be called the third feature
interested in the settlement, of the, people of the Bill-the question of pastoral occuon . the lands ·was held, in Melbourne. ,pation. . I quite agree with the honorable
These gentlemen Aat some two' ..01' three member for Geelong West (Mr. Berry)
days, and, after a considerable amount of and .other honorable members, that, in
discussiou as to how far they were justified dealing with this question, we ought to
in seeking a concession' of rental towards put out of sight altogether any present
purchase money, agreed to a proposition hold which the pastoral tenants may have to
which substantil,!11y is the same as that the pastoral lands, and deal only with the
made by the Minister of Lands in his Bill. question what is the best to be done, unI had the pleasure, in conjunction with der the circumstances, with those lands.
other honorable members, of introducing a Those lands must be occupied by some one;
deputation from those delegates to the and :we must have revenue from them.
Minister of Lands; and I am happy .to And, if honorable members leave o1;1t of
say that the measure, before the House consideration the fact, that the squatters
fully meets the demands which. were then are already in possession, they are much
made., I' now come to what I ,may more likely to arrive at a fair and equitcall the second. featl;lre of the Bill- able decision in the matter.· Certainly,
namely, the. machinery by which it is when the Bill comes into operation, the
intend.ed to carry out the principles of the pastoral lands that will be left will not be
measure.
Believing ,that it., is to. the of first-class quality. , :The name of squatexercise of the .arbitrary powers which ter appears to operate on the minds of
the Minister of Lands found he could some honorable members somewhat in the
take to himself under the pr~sent Act that same way as a red flag does on a bull.
the success of that Act is due:""'" that They butt it, but they don't know for
nothing but the possession of these arbi- what ~reason. Probably they,have come
trary powers enabled the honorable gen- into contact with a number ,of squatters
tleman to defeat. the machinations of all . who, in the ,early days, took possession of
those,who were opposed to s,ettlement-I the riQh lands in the Western .district ; and
am surprised that any honorable members they found their arguments. on that fact,
should object to these powers.being vested forgetting that a very large portion of our
by the Bill in the Executive. Whence , territory is of very poor quality, and that
do the Executive derive their power, but many squatters, who have occupied country
from this .Legislature? The Executive, I of that description, even in better times
look' upon as the mere servants of the than, these, have had hard work to
Legislature. So long as they carry out make a profit out of their wool and
the will of this House, so'long, and no mutton. I may perhaps be credited with
longer, are they permitted "to retain the some practical know ledge of what I am
position which they occupy. This being talking about; and I . say that I would
so, why should not the Minister of Lands sooner give 2s. 6d. per head for grazing
have the power, when a disputed' case comes sheep on the rich lands of the Western
before him, to say who is right and who is district, than I would give 6d. per head
wrong? ' Would honorable members prefer for grazing on the Lower Murray, or tlie
that this power should repose in the court Lower Wimmera, or any oth.er of the arid
of petty sessions-a court brought into desert tracts which will be left for pasexistence by the Executive themselves? toral purposes when this Bill comes into
''''hy, in some things, the Executive form operation.. I know that the removal' of
the highest court in this colony. In cases sheep bred oJ;!. the rich plains, Q,f the
of life and death, for instance, they are Western district, and accustomed to the
superior to the Supreme Court. A jury climate and. soil of that country, to the
may find guilty, and a judge pass sentence, banks of the Murray, where the feed .is
but it, is in the power of the Executive coarse, has been attended by a deteriorato reprieve. If they ventured to exer- tion in the quantity and quality of the wool
cise this power unjustly-if they refused sufficient to justify me in saying that the
to carry the law into effect in the case of grazing in the one district is worth 2s.
a notorious criminal, about the justice of per head more than it is in the other diswhose punishment there could not be trictj:!. But, under this Bill, the whole of
a. shadow of a doubt-they would be the Western district will be snuffed out,
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so far as pastoral occupation is concerned.
There will be no rich runs left. Some honorable members appear to think that the Governmentareprepared to play into the hands
of the squatter. But honorable members
who have any practical knowledge on the
subject must know that every eighty-acre
selection deprives the squatter not only of
that extent of grass, but also of the use
of about five times the quantity of land
taken up. I believe that Sou,.th Australia is
the largest agricultural colony in this part
of the world. The preseut Government of
South Australia cannot be accused of being
a squatters' government, and yet they have
taken into consideration the great fall in
the price of wool and mutton, and of their
own free will have reduced the rate of
assessment on sheep from 8d. to 6d. per
head. I think the rate provided by the
Bill (8d. per head) is very fair indeed.
At the same time, I consider it should be
known that a large number of stations, at
, the present time, are not paying their full
value-not even 8d. per head. When the
runs were being arbitrated upon, there
were large sections of the country which
could not be occupied. Since then, the
squatter, by going to a large expense in
making tanks, &c., has been enabled to use
that country; but he had no expectation
when he did this that, in J870, he should
be called upon to pay the outside value of
the runs. There is another reason why,
for a large portion of country, the f~ll
value should not be insisted upon. The
Minister of Lands has stated that, when
the Land Bill of 1862 was under consideration, cattle, on account of pleuro-pneumonia-which caused many cattle stations
to be converted into sheep runs -were
assessed at only 2s. per head. 'That was
a very low rate, indeed. The Bill proposes that cattle shall in future pay 4s.
per head, and this rate, I believe, will produce a larger revenue than the Minister of
Lands anticipates. I will not prolong my
remarks, as there is a general desire that a
di vision should take place to-night. I
shall vote for the second reading of the
Bill.
'
Mr. MACPHE~SON.-Sir, I have no
doubt that the majority of honorable members are of opinion that all has been said
that can be said on the Bill now before
the House; that in fact the subject is
exhausted; and that, therefore, anyone
who now addresses himself at length to the
question, will be presuming on the indulgellce of thE} lIoQse, I do not propose
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to occupy much of the time of the House.
I do not feel under any obligation to apolo-

gize for offering some remarks, inasmuch as •
the question is one which, to a certain
extent, deals with conflicting interests,
and a silent vote may be misinterpreted
or miSConstrued. Different minds by different modes of thought frequently come
to the same conclusion. For instance, my
honorable and learned friend, the member
for Belfast, stated, the other evening, that
the proposed legislation on this question
was of an unreal and artificial nature~ and
that in such a case it was not desirable 10
drag in the Supreme Court to decide upon
any issue!;! that might arise between the
Crown and its tenants, and that it was
most desirable that arbitrary powers
should be vested in the Minister of Lands.
The honorable member for Geelong West
(Mr. Berry), the next evening, took tIle
honorable and learned member for Belfast
to task for his theory, and stated his
belief that the legislation proposed was
practical and thorough, and that, in order
to carry it out to a successful result, it
was absolutely necessary that these arbitrary powers should be vested in the
Minister of Lands. The two honorable
members started from different points, but
arrived at practically the same conclusion.
I intend to vote for the second reading of
the Bill. I was very much. pleased wi th
the address of the Minister of Lands, on
moving for leave to introduce the Billwith the fairness and equity which it
manifested to all. As soon as I obtained
a copy of the Bill, I wrote on its frontispiece a sentence uttered by the honorable
gentleman which has already been quoted
by the honorable member for Rodney.
The sentence, which has my thorough
consent, is this"I propose at once to sweep away all that is
complicated and artificial in the Land Act of
1862, or in the Land Act of 1865. I propose to
do away with selection by lot; to do away with
allowances and disallowances by the Board of
Land and Works; to do away with division and
'subdivision by the Board of Land and Works;
to do away with all arbitrary powers in connexion with selection under lease, and with the
leases themselves."

I am glad to Bee that the Minister of
Lands has considered it desirable. to provide, by his Bill, that the machinery of
which he availed himself to effect settlement, when the Land Act of 1865 broke
down, should at all events be rendered
legal. To revert to the remarks of the
honor~ble and learned member for Belfast
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,,-who, I must say, has the ear of the
House, and is deservedly listened to with
great attention-I cannot help expressing
my surprise that he should have placed
before the House such a peculiar theory
-the theory that the legislation now proposed is of an uureal and artificial nature.
If there be any truth in the teacLings of
political economy-and I am not one of
those who believe that it has attained
the position of an exact science-one
thing, at all events, we ought to learn,
namely, that anything unreal and artificial
in legislation is objectionable, reprehensible, and ought to be avoided. I think
the honorable and learned member for
Belfast must have misunderstood the position occupied in this matter by the State.
It is quite possible that he was led astray
by the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, who suggested that the Minister of Lands is, and should be, in the
position of lord of the. soil, because he
went on to argue as if the State stood in
the position of landlord, and the land
selectors in the position of tenants.
But I say that, -if that is to be the
position of affairs, our proposed legislation
will decidedly be unreal and artificial;
because, if we were to adopt the ordinary
rules of business, we would say-" Sell
the lands to the highest bidder." But, as
I underl)tand the question, the Minister of
Lands, as the representative of the State,
stands in the position of trustee. Weare
sent here as representing the people, and
we are to decide how each individual
member of this community may obtain his
fair share of the land, without any injustice to the remainder of the community.
We have come to the conclusion that every
man who desires a bit of land, and is prepared to go on that land, and occupy it,
and thereby prove that he is a hona fide
selector, should receive every facility for Lis
settlement; and, in order to secure certain
settlement, we propose certain restrictions
and conditions, which we feel any man who
is a real hona fide settler would carry out
0.£ his own accord, without any of those
restrictions. We do this in order to avoid
anything like unreal and artificial' settlement. There is another matter to which
the honorable and learned member for
Belfast referred. He stated that he did
not see any reason why the Supreme Court
should be dragged in to judge of these
matters. Neither do I. But was the
honorable and learned member aware that
this Bill actually not only does not drag
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in the' Supreme Court, but ousts the Supreme Court of the jurisdiction, which it
naturally and properly has, of interpreting
Acts of Parliament? I consider that an
attempt to do this would be an endeavour
to do that which is inconsistent with constitutional government. I believe that the
~upreme Court must be left ultimately to
interpret all Acts of Parliament. However much I may think it necessary and,
desirable that large powers should be left
to the Board of Land and Works, I see
no reason to take away the ultimate
remedy which every individual who beHeves himself wronged should be able to
obtain through the law courts. It has
been said that the poor selector would not
be able to go into the Supreme Court.
But the poor selector will never be asked
to go there, except at the instigation of
the Board of Land and Works. If the
poor selector thinks the board has done
him wrong, and he feels inclined to go
into the Supreme Court, is it to be said
that we should deprive him of his remedy?
-that he should not be allowed to go into
the Supreme Court?
While we give
large powers to the Board of Land and
. Works, there is no necessity for taking
away the ultimate remedy which every
man should have by the law of the land.
My reason for voting for the second reading of the Bill is not because it confers
these arbitrary powers on the Minister of
Lands, nor because it offers an extended
tenure to the squatters. I have no personal interest in squatting; I have no
more interest therein than any other man
who has simply in view the general interest of the country; but I am not prepared,to say that, even as regards the tenure
of the squatters, the Government have come
before us in the most thoughtful manner.
I intend to vote for this Bill, because it
brings b.efore us, for the first time, what I
conceive to-be the principle of promoting
agricultural settlement adopted by the
occupation licences. It provides for occupation-for positive residence on the land.
I believe that is the great principle con-.
tained in the Bill, and that it will, to a
large extent, exterminate all dummyism.
For that clause alone, and with the hope
of being able to amend the Bill in committee, I shall vote for the second reading.
I see no great advantage in going over the
failures which have taken place in the
land legislation of this colony, and I must
say that I was rather surprised the Attorney-General devoted the whole of his
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speech' during this debate to attacking the
position .of . the honorable'· and learned
member for Dalhousie. I know that that
honorable and learned member threw·
down a challenge; but he was in a peculiar
position. He had been charged, and, I
think, unfairly, with having assisted or
connived at evasions of his Land Act.
He was not a member of the House when
the Act of 1865 was passed, and he very
naturally took the first opportunity of
setting himself right with the House and
the country.
I propose, however, to
briefly glance at the operation of the Act
of 1865. The principle of settlement.
laid down in that Act was that every man
should have 640 acres of land, provided
that he expended £ I per acre upon it in improvements. The mode of selection was
by ballot, and there can be no doubt that
that machinery ,broke down. It was nothing but a gross piece of gambling
throughout the country, and I think that
the Minister of Lands was justified in
putting an end to it; but he ought, at the
same time, to have come down to the
House and introduced a short Bill, in order
to carry out the settlement of the country
more effectually.. I do believe 'it should
be left to the board to determine in what
manner selections should take place.
That has: worked pretty well under the
42nd section. I cannot, however, understand on what ground the Government
declare that the machinery of the Act of
1865 did not break down. I think that
the fact that it did break down is the
strongest argument which. they can use in
favour of the powers which they now ask
for. I can understand the Minister of
Lands saying-" We find it impossible to
carry out settlement by any machinery laid
down in the Act; but, if you will allow me
and the board to judge of each case as it
arises, we will effect the settlement of the
country as expeditiously and as fairly as
possible." If tp.e House had full confidence,
not only in the present, but in every future
Minister of La'nds, I think that would be
a very good mode to adopt; but, on that
supposition, the Bill goes too far. I don't
think' it should impose any conditions;
because, if we always have full confidence
in the Minister of Lands, we should allow
him to judge entirely whether 'a man is a
vonlt fide settler or not. Instead of requirillg certain conditions to be fulfilled ~hich
it may be very difficult for some struggling
selectors to comply with; the Minister
might, in the exercise of his arbitrary
Mr. Macpherson.
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powers, decide whether a roan was l'eally
striving to cultivate his selection for the
benefit of himself and the State, and give
him' the fee simple without exacting the
I observance of. any special conditions.
I
must say I am rather surprised that there
is no mention in the Bill.of the fi.ve per
cent. interest, which I understood was to
be charged.on the deferred payments; and
which I told my constituents I would support. If the. annual. sum to be paid for the
lands is too high in some' instances,. that
may be a good reason for lowei>ing it; but
there is no reason to lose the interest on a
payment of 2s. an acre for land which is
worth 5s.; simply because other land is
'only worth 1s. I cannot, make out. why
the Treasurer, who looks after .the finances
very carefully, should forego the five per
cent. interest, ,which I understood. th.e Government intended to' adhere .to. As to
the charges which have been made against
the Minister of Lands, there can. be no'
doubt that, he has done wrong in indi vidual cases; but it is surprising to me that
any man could have occupied his ,position
so long and done so little wrong to'in.diviI duals.
At the same time, I think the
honorable gentleman has gone outside the
law, not 'only in reference to the 42nd section, but with regard to subdiv:isions and
,forfeitures. One great objection which I
have to the powers proposed to be .. conferred on the Minister of Lands is.that,
,after those powers are sanctioned, .when
I go before my constituents I. shall be
judged, not by what' I have done in this
House, but py the number of men I have
taken to the Lands-office, and. assisted' to
obtain land. I think it is unfair to the
Minister of Lands to place him in the
posi tion which. this Bill proposes ; because
the result will be that he. will be . earwigged on all sides. If, as. is. proposed,
this House is to be the ultimate judg~ of
all cases of alleged injustice done under
the Land Act, we shall all become advocates before the President of the. Board
of Land and Works, .. and, if we do not
succeed at the board, we shall. re-enact in
the House the scenes which ,have occurred
to-night. I will not consent to the,House
becoming the judge in iudi vidual cases.
I do not think that this· is' the place to
deal with individual cases. The Minister
of Lands ought to determine them, and,
if he does wrong, ,let the, Goverm;nent
deal with him. If they do not do so,
they ought to be turned out. Is this
House to be the scene of discussion night
I
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after night as to whether one man has
obtained right and another wrong? I
hope never to see' an individual righted
on the floor of the House: If the Government will not do justice, we should
deal with them, but allow the courts to
give redress' to mdividuals. A 'selector
should not he compelled to cringe to the
member for his district, nor should that
member have to cringe to the Government'
of the day. Such, however, is the position
in which many of the selectors will be
placed if the Bill becomes law in its
present shape. It is a most unfair position to place anybody in. I hope honorable members will 'determi:o.e that the
ultimate remedy for any grievances in
connexion with the administration of the
Land Act shall not be the House, but
a' court of law. With reference to the
squatters' tenure,' I must say that. I think
the Government should have been prepared to settle that question, which has
been a constant bone of contention
throughout the colony. In 1862 an arrangement was made, which was understood to be a compromise between the
squatters on the one hand, and the
people on the other.
I do not say
that the squatters were any parties
to it, but it was regarded, as' a
comprom,ise, and it was clearly understood that the squatters' rights should
expire in 1870~ This Bill, as I read it,
renews the squatters' tenure from year to
year until 1880, and in 1880 we shall be
in a worse position to deal with the question finally than we are at the present
time; because we, are now in a position to
deal with it after due notice given, while
up to 1880 it is proposed to give no notice.
In the interval, the same buying and
selling of stations will go on that has occurred in the past, more money will be
invested, more liabilities to banks and
public companies will accrue, and it will
be impossible for the House to be in a
better position to deal with the question than
it is now. If the Government do not intend
to let the squatters die out, there ought to
be some provision in this Bill for dealing
with tpese matters before 1880 arrives.
We ought not, before dealing with the
question, to wait till 1880, when a large
amount of liabilities will have accrued
which-it will be unfair for the State to
jeopardize. I hope that the Government
will consider the propriety of dealing with
the squatters' tenure finally, without delay,
aud that, before the Bill comes out of
0
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committee, they will endeavour to carry
into effect some proposition which will
not leave the question in' the open and
undecided manner in which it now stands.
Mr. McCULLOCH: - Mr. Speaker, I
have had the honour of being pres.ent in
this House on the discussion of many
Land Bms during the past ten years;
and I have found that each succeeding
measure of that character requires' a
greater amount of discussion than its
predecessor. I have also found that,
on all these occasions, every honorable
member who has addressed the House
, on 'the question has had a ~and Bill of
his own to carry-that his views, and his
views alone, made up the Bill that was
• necessary for the interests of the' country.
: It has been suggested in the 'coiIrse of this
, debate, which has now'lasted mote thari: a
fortnight, that full opportunity should 'be
given to honorable members to discuss
this important question on the second
reading, rather than that the discussion
should take place in comm,ittee. I think
that honorable members who have expressed that hope hav,e had their wish
gratified to a large extent. I do not desire
in any way to curtail the privileges of
honorable members in discussing a question
of this kind, but I must call attention to
the fact that there are other legislative
meaSures to be passed, besides the Land
Bill, and I think it would have been desirable if this Bill had been more quickly
disposed of than it has heen. I will call
t.he attention of honorable members to the
circumstance that lately, on the se~ond
reading of one of the most important
measures which has been before the House
of Commons for very many years-namely,
the Bill for the disestablishment of the
Irish Church-only thirty-four members
of that large body addressed the House.
On the present occasion, I think thirtynine honorable members have preceded
me in the debate on 'the Land Bill.
I trust that, in the course of this
evening, we will come to a decision
upon the second reading. . That, ,I
think, was the understanding arrived at
when the House adjourned on 'Thursday
last, and I hope it will be adhered
'to, in, order that the discussion of tHe
details of the Bill, in committee,
may be proceeded 'with without further
delay. With regard to the Bill as a
whole, two very different suggestions have
been made by honorable members as to
the particular course of action which the
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Government should take in dealing with
it. The honorable member for the Wimmera asks the Government and the House
to treat this as no party question; that,
in fact, the Ministry should t"hrow the
Bill down upon the table, t.hat the House
should go into committee upon it, and
make the very best it can out of it. No
doubt, as far as the Government are concerned, that would, perhaps, be pleasant
enough; but if we had proposed to do
such a thing, I should like to know what
the House wOlJ.ld have thought? Sir, the
Government brought down the measure,
staking, of course their position on the
main principles of it. There are only
two leading principles in the Bill, and
upon these the Government stake their
position in relation to this measure. I
have reminded honorable members of the
course which the honorable member for
the Wimmera suggested we should adopt.
On the other hand, the honorable memher
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) endeavoured very closely to push the Government into a corner as to what particular clauses of the Bill, if rejected,
would be sufficient to get them to go out
of office. The honorable member was not
satisfied with the assurance that the main
principles of tile Bill would be adhered to;
but part of the honorable member's speech
was-" I want to know will the Government go out of office upon this or that
clause ?"
Mr.' LANGTON.-No; quote the
speech.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think I have
quoted it sufficiently close for all practical purposes. If the honorable member
did not ask if the Government would go
out of office, he asked whether they would
abandon the Bill· if a particular clause
was not carried.
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I have given,
according to my recollection, almost the
exact words of the honorable member. I
must say I was astonished that the honorable member should put so clearly before
the House and the country, that his
desire was more to ascertain whether
the Government would abandon the Bill,
or go out of office, than to ascertain
whether we could get a good land measure
passed for the benefit of the country at
large. Now, sir, I have stated that the
Government will most a~suredly adhere
to the main principles of the Bill ; but it
is not, surely, to be thought that they
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will insist upon all the details of the
measure? I should like to know whenever a measure of any importance was
brought down and carried through the
House without some conside1'able alterations and improvements being made in
it? One of the advantages of dealing
with Bills in committee is that improvements may be effected and suggestions
made for the better carrying out of the
details. That course of action the Government will be glad to see adoptea in
connexion with the Bill now before the
House. In this Bill there are clearly two
propositions to be dealt with. We have
had a large estate handed over to us for the
benefit of the people of this country.
The difficulty in the past has been how to
manage it or to dispose of it, or rather
how to get the people settled on the land.
The one great question which the House
has to dispose of in connexion with the
measure now before it is this, namely, the
settlement of the people on the land.
That is really the main question to be
considered in connexion with this or any
other Land .Bill which may be submitted
to the House. Then there is another
question, following closely upon that,
namely, the pastoral occupation of the
country, or of that portion of the country
which is not required, or which is not
taken up, for t~e settlement of the people
for agricultural purposes. These, I say,
are the two main questions to be disposed
of. But, in connexion with them, there is
also the necessary machinery for carrying
into effect what is desired by the members of the House and by the country at
large. I think we may arrive at this understanding, at all events-that we desire,
in the first place, to have settlement, and,
in the next place, t.o turn the remaining
lands to the best account for the benefit of
the people at large.. N ow we are met in
the first instance by a motion proposed by
the honorable member for Rodney, not, it
will be remembered, against the Bill as a
whole.
The honorable member, as I
understand him, does not oppose the second
reading of the Bill.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-That being the
case, it appears to me to be rather an extraordinary course for the honorable member to attack one portion of' the Bill,
and to move a direct amendment upon
it. While the honorable member admits
the other portions of the measure to be
fairly and freely stated, he brings forward
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an amendment which, if carried, will upset
the whole Bill; and he proposes that
amendment simply becaus·e part of the
machinery is not in accordance with what
he thinks it ought to be. If we were
called upon to deal with the land question
as a merchant would deal with his goods,
or, it may be, as a private landowner
would deal with the property he possessed
-if we desired merely to get quit of the
lands and .to obtain the best price we could
for them-the matter would be comparatively simple; in fact it would be a very
easy matter indeed. But I think it is
now the wish of this entire country
that another course should be adopted
-that we should endeavour to attain
a higher object, namely, get a class of
people on the lands who will cultivate
them, and make a good yeoman class for
this country. I say that if we merely
desired to obtain the largest amount that
could possibly be secured out of the occupiers of the land,Othe course WQuid be
very· simple. But many years ago, in
fact shortly after the discovery of the
gold-fields, when people arrived on our
shores in large numbers, facilities were
desired for settling on the lan~, and the
subject has grown in importance in the
estimation of the people ever since that
period.
It has long been considered
necessary, above all things, that we should
have settlement upon the lands. Now
what is our position in connexion with
this matter? Immediately after the rush
of population to this colony, caused by
the discovery of gold-namely, about the
year 1853 or 1854 - a larg'e demand
set in for the acquisition of land for
agricultural pnrposes. Miners who had
acquired a little sum of money on
the gold-fields desired not to continue to
pursue their mining occupation, but rather
to settle upon the lands and farm. The
Government of the day did not meet that
demand. They failed to meet the large
demand that set in for the acquisition of
land, which most people desire when they
have the means to acquire it. The Government did not survey lands in such
q ua.ntit.ies as they ought to have done. I
think they failed, and failed egregiously,
in that respect. If we compare what
took place in respect to the survey of
bnd in South Australia with what was
done here, we will see that the Victorian
Government failed very materially to do
what they ought to have done. What
tende~ more than anything else to attract
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the large agricultural class which has settled in South Australia was the fact of the
Government of that colony, at that particular time, surveying land to a very
large extent, and affording people an opportunity of getting possession of it. At
that time, of course, auction was the
rule. No one then thought of the
system which many years afterwards was
agitated for in this country, and which is
now in vogue. The auction system was
tried, and I am sure that it failed very
egregiously in many respects. It failed
not only in so far that the smaller class of
people were not enabled to get lands, but it
also failed considerably inasmuch as the
Government did not get the full
value for the lands by that system.
The auction system was looked upon
as the best and shortest way for the
State to dispose of its property at ..that time; but I say that it sadly failed.
A most despicable class of persons arose
in this country, who worked the auction
system for their own personal benefit, and
to the disadvantage of the State. A person of the class which sprang up at that
time would, as soon as he discovered a
man who intended to purchase land, go to
him, and say_H If I receive a certain sum
of money~l will not bid, against you; but,
unless I do receive a certain amount, I
shall rUll you up." I think the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden knows
something about that class. He is aware
of the effects which have flowed from it.
I know a case where a certain person
coveted a piece of land not far distant
from Ballarat, and he made an application
to the owner of it to let him have it f01' a
certain amount of money, or otherwise he
would run up that gel1tleman if he bid
for any ot.her portion of the adjoining land.
I say that class of people sought to manipulate the auction system for their own
benefit.(" Name.") The honorable mem
ber for Ripon and Hampden knows something of t.he kind.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Name.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say that this
class was perhaps the most despicable of
any that has arisen in connexion with the
land question. From this cause, if from
nothing else, the auction system failed.
(" Name.") I can name many. In connexion with the land system of former years
another class of the community were also
much to blame, and they have brought
down upon themselves the retribution which
has since faUen upon them. I refer to a
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certain portion of the squatting class, who
resisted all· attempts to have the lands
thrown open. They would have taken a
wise and proper course if, jnstead of preventing lands being thrown into the
m'arket, they had met the requirements of
the people, by putting into the market
more land than could possibly be taken up.
Rut they did not look upon the question
in that light. . Unfortunately those who
were here in the early days, although
deserving. of· consideration ·for the hardships which they' had to undergo in
connexion with the first settlement of the
country, --set up claims which were preposterous and absurd, and which did
very much for a long while to throw
back the settlement of the country. An
idea got into the heads of some of those
gentlemen, that- they had a pre-emptive
right to the whole of their'runs. I remember. that, 'shortly after I arrived in
the colony, not being then possessed of
any squatting property, but holding a
power of attorney on' behalf of certain
persons in England who had runs here, I
was asked by some of the gentlemen to
whom I refer, to subscribe a sum of
money, in 'order that the question might
be. tried in England, as to whether the
squatters had the entire right to, purchase
the whole of th~ lands of the colony. I
objected to it, as being an absurd position
for them to take up, because' I said then,
as I say now, that squatters or any other
class only· benefit by the general advancement of the country as a whole. N ow the
auction system has, of course, been abandoned as far as settlemeri.t is concerned.
Mr., LON.GMORE.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Does the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden go
in for auction ?
Mr. LONGMORE.-You go in for it.
The Bill goes in for it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say I do not
go in for it. The first rea.lly liberal land
measure introduced in this country, though
it was not by any means perfect, was t.he
Nicholson Land Bill.
I have been
charged again and again with being
opposed to the settlement of the land
question; but, sir, I was a memberthe Treasurer-of the Government which
introduced the first liberal land measure.
That Bill, I say, was imperfect, and
failed to, a very. large, extent. Another
measure had to be brought in, in order
to give greater facilities for settlement,
and to remove many of the defects of
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Mr. Nicholson's Land Bill. Well, the
Land Act of 1862 was introduced by
the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie.· I believe it was the·interttion
of the House, in passing that Bil1, that it
should be more liberal than anything that
had preceded it. 'But that measure
failed. I think it will be admitted that it
failed to a very large extent indeed, because
we know that at that time 1,500,000 acres
of the very best lands of the colony passed
from the State, not to those for whom
they were intended, but to those who took up
the land in areas of from 10,000 to 40,000
acres. That was a loss to the, country,
as I think all will admit, of not less
than £3,500,000 or £4,000,000. I do
not blame the authors of that Bill,
nor do I blame the supporters of
it, because I supported it myself.
But I say that Bill failed; and why?
It failed because of its ~achinery.
vrm any member of the House tell me
that if the honorable and learned' member
for Dalhousie had had sufficient power in
his hands, without any appealing to the
Supreme Court, he would not have prevented those large areas of the very
best lands of the colony passing away
from the State in the manner they did?
I say that the Land Act of 1862 failed
because· of the absence of the very thing
which we seek to obtain in the Bill now
before the HQuse. I think the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie felt
that. When two measures were introduced to this House by tbJ3 late Mr.
Heales, the honorable and learned member,
I believe, gave them all the assistance in
his power, and sought, in rendering that
assistance, to give considerably increased
powers to the Government of the day, in
order to put an end to the system of
dummyism. Therefore I think that, 3S
far as the honorable and learned member's
views are concerned, we are not going far
astray in asking for these powers. I do
not believe that the powers taken in this
Bill are at all in excess of what are in
the Act of 1865. As we are parting
with the lands below their intrinsic
value-Mr. LONGMORE.-No; you never
got the same price at auction.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I believe we are
parting with the lands below their intrinsic
value. I do not think there is one man
out of a hundred in this country who will
support the honorable member in saying
that we are not parting with much of the
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land. below what could be obtained for it
if .the .State" desired to get as much for it
as possible. Holding that view, which, I
belie've, is' the ·view' held by;a: majority of
the' members of this Ho'use; I say that
there is a great"· temptation ,to a class of
people; for whom the lands are not intended, to endeavour. to ·get possession of
them as was. done ,in 1862 arid .in 1863.
To some extent we cannot blame persons
for endeavouring to get possession of the
land, looking 'at: human nature as it exists.
It is to be regretted, however, that in too
many: instances persons have' tried to get
hold' of 'land without any regard' to the
conditions or circumstances under which
they tried.to obtain, possession 'of it. Sir,
we are placing the lands in,the market at
a price below' their intrinsic value, for the
purpose of: .getting a ye'oman class here;
and it is ~ our desire to prevent a class of
people obtaining the lands to add to their
already.··too much increased property.
For that purpose it is necessary that we
should ,reserve power-to whom ? To
the representative of this House, namely,
the Minister of·Lands. He ought to have
the requisite power to -deal with this important question~ If the matter were left
open :for 'appeal to the Supreme Court, it
would, be'impossible for the court to deal
with. all the matters that 'Would, in all
probability, arise in connexion with the
multiplicity of ,cases which . would be
almost. certain to come before' it under
such a measure as the: one hOW before the
House. It would be im}?~~s.ible, I say,
for the Supreme Court to get through the
work .. I may'here take the opportunity
of alluding' to some remarks which have
been'made in 'reference to 'the judges of
the Supreme Court. It has been assumed
by one or two honorable members that
certain other members wished to cast
re1lection upon their Honours the Judges.
The thIng is scar.cely worth taking llo~ice
of. I, may,' however, 'observe" that I
beHeve: there is no honorable· member of
this ~ouse who does n~t desire to:' respect
the office of a judge in this country; but
we think it is unfair to place the judges
in the' position of :paving to deal, with
such questio~s as will necessarily arise
under a Bill of· the character of that now
under consideration. The cases contemplated in this 'Bill, are not ripe for submission to a law court until all the
conditions imposed on sel~ctors have been
complied with. We propose to iss.ue
licences for· three years before anything
l
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like a lease is granied~ . The persons
holding these licences are merely .in probationary possession of, the land' 'during
those three years. Would it be~right
for the House to part·· with. the power
of judging whether the conditions
hatt been fulfilled 01', not? Moreover, we
know the difficulties of :going 'before
the Supreme Court. Persons possessed' of
ample means-persons who would .take
up land if they could, without complying with the conditions-may very easily
be able, to take' 'their cases before the
Supreme Court; but look at the extreme
hardship inflicted' on ,the poorer classes by
compelling them to have resort to' that
court.. ;Above all, T say, we ought not
to allow these cases to part from the control of this House. ,If we give the power
of dealing with them to' the Minister
of Lands, he is under, the, 'control of this
House, for 'a Minister· or a Government
cannot do any act without being responsible to the House. I reiUly cannot make
out what are the grounds of the objections
which have been raised'. to this power
being vested in the Minister of .Lands.
The
fide selector,' who complies
with all the conditions, and .does aU that
the House, asks he should. do before I he
gets possession of the land, cannot, and I
am sure will not, object to the Minister of
Lands having this power. A. man has no
ground for fear if, he complies with the
conditions; but the men who have to
dread dealing with this House are those
persons who take up land when they have
no right to do so. So' long as you are
parting with this land (for a high purpose,
I admit, namely, for settlement) below its
real value, you are bound to keep the
control of the administration of the A'ct
very much in the hands of this House.
If you (10 not do so, but leave the
matters which arise out of the administration of the Act to be again. carried before
the Supreme Court, ·the· results in connexion with this measure·will be precisely
similar to those which have taken place
under former Acts. We have no reason
to suppose that it is possible for us·;to
guard against certain parts of a Land' Act
being so construed by, their Honours 1 tbe
Judges as to upset what this House
desires should be carried out. Therefore,
I say it is our quty to allo~ the Govern, ment to have the power to determine the
proper construction as to the conditions
and other terms connected with- the disposal of t~e lands. I am sure there
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ran be no desire Oll the part of this or
any Government to have this power in
their hands. I am certain that it is not
a pleasant thing; but it is a matter which
the Government would be glad to be quit
of if they really had no regard for the
interests of the State, and for the administration of the measure in accordance
with the views of this House. I say that,
as far as the Government are concerned,
it would be very much better that we
should be stripped of that power; but, in
the interests of the State, it is really
necessary that we should have it. It is
I\ecessary that, in other Acts, we should
retain a similar power ; for this is not the
only measure in which power of the kind
is intrusted to the Executive of this
country. The Executive must always be
int,rusted with a very large amount of
power, and with a very large amount of
uncontrolled power, except being responsible to this House. It is impossible for
the House to deprive the Executive ot
power, unless they make it an Executive
merely in name.
A suggestion was
thrown out by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, in regard to the
exercise of the power which is proposed
to be given to the Executive in administer~ ing the Land Act. Much has been said
about Members of Parliament using their
influence upon the Government of the
day. I think too much has been made
of that matter. I know that members
of the House are in the habit, and
they must be from their position, of
visiting the Lands-office and other departments of the State for ordinary purposes connected with their constituencies.
There is scarcely a member of the House
who has not been at me on many oc-,
rasions, as a member of the Government,
Lut I am not aware of any improper
request having been made to me by any
member. On many occasions I have been
forced to refuse to comply with the request
of honorable members; and, when I have
pointed out that a thing could not be
done, I have never had it pressed on 'me,
nor has any improper influence been
brought to bear in order that I might be
induced to comply with the request. I <10
not think there is any cringing in a
member of the House coming to a member of the Government and representing
a case on behalf of his constituents.
The honorable member for Dundas has
been to me on anum ber of occasions,
and I am sure he never cringed.,
Mr. McCulloch.
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although he has complained that honorable members have to - cringe to the
Government.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I said that constituting this House the ultimate judge of
the questions which will arise under the
new Land Bill will have the effect of
making members advocates under that
measure. The evil does not exist at present, but it will exist.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The same thing
exists now ,that will exist if the new
measure becomes law. With regard to
the suggestion thrown out by the honorable and learned member for Brighton, I
must say that it is fair and reasonable.
In fact it is right-more especially after
what has been said in connexion with the
matter-that the very fullest publicity
should be given in dealing with the cases
which will arise under this measure. The
board, or any other body that may be
constituted to determine the cases, should
act publicly, and ample notice should be
given to the parties interested before any
case is dealt with. Although this idea
was thrown out during the debate by the
honorable and learned member for Brighton,
1 may say that the Minister of Lands
suggested the same thing a few days before
anything was said in the House about it.
My honorable colleague has no desire that
he should dispose of these cases solely.
In fact it will be a very great relief to him
to have all this done by a board, and
to have it done as publicly as possible.
I am quite sure that my honorable
friend, the Minister of Lands, never did
anything in connexion with the administmtion of the present Land Act that he need
be ashamed of. I believe he has administered that 'Act in a manner which all
members of the House, except, perhaps,
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden, will give him credit for; and I
am quite sure that the country will give
him credit for the way in which he has
administered it. He has no desire, for
his own sake, to be possessed of any
extreme power. While we must, however, give the head of the Lands department the power necessary for the due
administration of the new land law, the
Government will, when the Bill is in
committee, lend their help, as far as
they possibly can, to provide that the
honorable gentleman shall have the assistance of any board which may be considered desirable, and that the fullest
publicity shall be given to all cases. The
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Government desire the aid of honorable
members in making the Bill as perfect
as possible. The honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden has denied the
satisfactory working of the Land Act of
1865. I can state, unhesitatingly, that
that Act has worked most satisfactorily.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It has never been
carried out at all.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-What has been
the great success in the working of that
Act? What has been the salvation of it ?
Nothing but the great power that was
vested in the Minister of Lands.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The 42nd section.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-If the Minister
of Lands had not taken the power he did,
in connexion with the 42nd section, would
the Act have been as successful as it has
been?
Mr. MA.CGREGOR.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member for Rodney grants that power,
and yet he objects to the powers asked for
in the Bill now before the House, although
they are no greater than those which
have been exercised under the present
Act. It is a most extraordinary position
for the honorable member to take up. He
approves of all the powers granted in 1965;
he approves even of the exercise of what
I dare say he thinks, in his own mind,
was more power than was given to the
Minister of Lands; he approves of that
having been done-Mr. MACGREGOR.-At the time.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is no matter at
what time. The honorable member for
Rodney was a Minister at the time that
this power was exercised in connexion
with the 42nd section, and perhaps the
exercise of it satisfied his conscience as a
Minister. That, however, does not affect
the real question as to the necessity for
the powers now asked for being vested in
the Minister of Lands. The power of
which the honorable member for Rodney
has approved, and which he thinks has
done so much good for the country, is the
power which he now seeks to cripple. I
should like the honorable member to have
dealt with that question when he was a
responsible Minister, because the honorable member has exercised the very same
power himself. If he had come forward
and deliberately said-" I have seen cause
to change my views, and I regret I was
a party. to using that power," I could have
understood the honorable member; but he
did nothing of the kind. The honorable
VOL. VII.-4 M
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mem bel' talks of the powers asked for in
this Bill as if they were powers which
were never possessed by a Government
before. I do not say that the working of
the existing Act has been perfect in all
its parts. I do not even claim perfection
for the administration of it. Perhaps that
will satisfy the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden. With every desire and effort to make it as perfect
as possible, I admit there have been
defects. And what has been, to a
large extent, the cause of the defects in
the working of the Act? I say it has
been the system of transfers and subdivisions.
There is nothing that I am
aware. of charged against the administration of the Lands department, except as
concerns transfers and subdivisions.
Mr. LONGMORE. - Who is responsible?
Mr. McCULLOCH. - At all events,
under the Bill now before the House,
there will be no cause for complaint on
that score, because it is proposed that
there shall not be any' transfers or
su bdivisions. These are the only two
points on which the Act can be said to
have failed (although I do not believe it
has failed on those points to the extent
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden supposes), and it is proposed by
the new Bill to abolish both transfers and
subdivisions. That honorable member has
brought forward many charges against the
administration of the Land Act, but I
appeal to the House whether he has not,
in every instance, failed to substantiate his
charges?
Mr. LONGMORE.-No; you refused
to grant me a committee.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Whywas no committee granted to the honorable member .?
Simply because the House believed he
had made out no case. If the honorable
member had made out a prima facie case,
the House would have been glad to have
granted him a committee. But I think
there was at least one case in which a
committee was granted, and the honorable
member sadly failed to prove his charges.
I refer to the Dominick Dillon case. If
the House ever had any confidence in the
honorable member before that time, I am
quite sure that it lost all confidence after
then. I shall also be able tQ show, before
I close my remarks, that the honorable
member failed egregiously even in some
of the statements he made during this debate. The honorable member for West
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Melbourne (Mr. Langtori.) made a charge
against the Minister of Lands, on the
ground of the honorable gentleman's
action with regard to a Mr. George
Butchart. The honorable member said" A petition was presented by the honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda, from George
Butchart, setting out that he had applied to
select an allotment near the River Moyne, in the
vicinity of Belfast, and that he was prepared to
occupy and improve it. That selection was not
allowed, and no reason was given for the refusal.
But the petitioner has since shown his bonafides
by purchasing a mill in the immediate neighbourhood of it."
Sir, this question was .before. the House
some time ago, and the honorable member
for West Melbourne ought to have been
aware of the circumstances which led to
the rejection of Mr. George Butchart's
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Butchart. No doubt, as the honorable
member for West Melbourne stated, Mr.
Butchart has taken possession of a mill
near Belfast, but that is not on the particular piece of land in question. That land
_is in the same district, but nearly twenty
miles distant from where the millis. I
think it was scarcely fair for the honorable
f
member to quote the purchase 0 the mill
as a proof of Mr. Butchart's bona fides.
I trust that the House will regard this
case as one clearly establishing the necessi ty for a power being vested in the Executive to prevent such men as Mr.
Butchart selecting land. The honorable
member for West Melbourne mentioned
another case, in which he made a charge
against the Minister of Lands and Mr.
Williams, the honorable member for Maldon. I don't think that the honorable

application for this .land. The Minister of
Lands certainly exercised a power which
he possessed; and I will leave it to the
House to say whether, under the circumstances, the power was not very properly
exercised. If there had been no such
power vested in the Minister of Lands,
this land would have gone to a person
whom this House never intended should
have it. The circumstances are these.
The Minister of Lands, in reply to a ques- i
tion by Mr. Fellows, stated"The allotments in question are situated on
h Y
k
h' h h d d '
t e aloa run, w IC is el un er licence by
Messrs. Andrew Tobin and James Butchart.
The original leases were forfeited for violation
of the law by the lessees, who sold their interest
to the pastoral tenants. On the land being again
thrown open, Mr. George Butchart lodged an
application for the allotments. As it must be
presumed that Mr. Butchart, being dissatisfied
with the disallowance of his selection, intends
to resort to ulterior proceedings, it cannot be
expected that the board will now disclose the.
evidence on which they have acted. I may,
however, say that the board are perfectly satisfied that the evidence conclusively justifies the
step taken. I may also observe that it is well
known to the department that Mr. Butchart
transacted business for the pastoral tenant!1, and
is. the owner of a large squatting agency, is
resident near Melbourne, and owns in fee-simple
about 7,000 acres of the best agricultural land
in Gippsland; and can, hardly, the~efore, be
considered a person for whom the facilities for
settlement were provided under the Land Act of
1862 or 1865."
This is one of the cases which has been
brought forward to show the abuse of.
powers by the Minister of Lands. This
is one of the instances in which the Ministel' of Lands is alleged to have erred. I
say that if there could be one case better
than another to establish the necessity for
the power which this Bill proposes to confer, ·it ~is the very case of Mr. George
Jlr. McOulloch.
I'

.

member' for West Melbourne fairly put
that case to the House. He said"There is another point which has also been
alluded to; I mean as to the upset price of land.
Honorable members will have in mind a.case in
which three acres of land, in Batman's Swamp,
were alienated at about one-tenth of their value.
Honorable members will have no difficulty in
recalling to their minds this circumstance. These
three acres had been occupied by the. present
honorable member for Maldon, on the express
understanding that he was to enjoy no right of
tenure beyond that which was temporarily con~
ferred upon him and revocable. The land was
offered for sale by auction, and the upset price
was fixed at £ 100 an acre-which, as I have
said, was about a tithe of its value-by the President of the Board of Land and Works.
" Mr. GRANT.~No, no.
.
"An HONO;IU.BLE MEMBER.-Why did not
somebody bid for it at the sale?
"Mr.LANGToN.-Because, as everybody knows,
the Minister of Lands had fenced round the sale
with such conditions that it was seen to be impossible that anybody other than Mr. Williams
could purchase; and, for fear the conditions
should not after all accomplish that object, a
further condition was added, that the deposit
. was only to be received in cash."
The honorable member went on to say" My desire is to show that powers such as are
vested by the Land Act of 1865 in the Minister
of Lands-much . less such as those which it is
proposed to confer by this Bill-ought not to be
intrusted to a political officer, amenable to political influences, and liable to be actuated by
private, personal, and parliamentary influences
- I should perhaps rather say unparliamentary
influences."
Now the honorahle member for West
Melbourne clearly here charges my honorable friend, the Minister of Lands, with
having been influenced by persons-Membel'S of Parliament-enjoying parliamentary influence, and that this. particular act
was performed through the influence
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which was brought to bear upon him by
the honorable member for Maldon (Mr.
Williams). The charge is that of having
improperly given away, to the honorable
member for Maldon, a considerable portion of land at a price much below its
actual value. Sir, the honorable member
for West Melbourne had it, at that time,
within his power to revoke this gift or
sale. He had it within his own control to
cancel the transaction whenever he thought
fit, or so soon as he satisfied himself that
any portion of the lands of the State had
been parted with improperly, or upon unfavorable terms.
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, sir, I will
just read a letter which was addressed by
Mr. Williams to the then President of the
Board of Land and Works. It is dated
Melbourne, tTune lOth, 1868, when Mr.
Duncan Gillies, a colleague of the honorable member for West Melbourne, held that
office, and the honorable member himself
held the office of Treasurer. This letter
shows most clearly that the honorable mem·
ber had the power offered to him of cancelling the arrangement if he thought proper.
Mr. LANGTON.-No, not to me.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The offer was
made to the Government of which the
honorable gentleman was a member, and I
hope we have seen the last of this individual responsibility. We must deal with
the Government as a whole. Mr. Williams's letter says" I observe that the land on Batman's Swamp
which forms the -site of the Melbourne Gas-works
has been within the last few days withdrawn
from sale.
"I ,lately became the purchaser by public
auction of three acres of land in the same
vicinity, on which stands a railway carriage
factory.
"For reasons which I will not here detail, I
hereby offer back to the Government the land in
question at the same price at which I purchased
it, viz., £100 per acre, and I will accept the Government valuation less 10 per cent., and return
the Crown grant.
"This offer I am willing to leave open for,
say, one month from the present time."

Mr. LANGTON.-What is the date of
the letter.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-June 1868. It
is addressed to the Hon. Duncan Gillies.
Mr. LANGTON.-What is the valuation of the Government?
Mr. McLELLAN.-Three times what
it is worth.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The valuation
that the Government might put on the
land which had been sold.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-N 0, on the
improvements.
Mr. McCULLOCH. -' It is I think
generally admitted that valuations are to
be given for these purposes; and Mr.
Williams says-" I will accept the Government valuation less 10 per cent." for
improvements.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Of course.
MI'. McCULLOCH.-What less could
he do? He voluntarily places himself in
the position he would have been in if he
had never purchaseq the land, and it was
in the power of the honorable member for
West Melbourne to cancel the agreement.
Mr. LANGTON.-I never heard of it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Then the honor~
able member ought to have heard of it ns the
Minister of his department, and the Minister
to whom it was addressed ought to have
brought it under his notice for consideration
by the Cabinet. The honorable member
cannot ride off the question by such
statements as that. I say that I attach
the Government of that day with this
omission; and when the honorable member brings forward such a statement
as he has made he ought to take
care that he is well posted up in all his
facts, and not rush down to the House and
hastily say that a Minister of the Crown
has been influenced unduly by political
considerations, when he had it within his
own power and control to correct the very
thing which he says was improper-nay,
more, which it was his plain duty to correct if he thought it was improper. That,
sir, is the way in which these charges
have been made They have been brought
forward recklessly, and without due consideration. But it seems that anyaccusa. tion-any charge however reckless and
unconsidered will do to attack a Government or its supporters upon. When,
however, such charges are brought forward-and especially when they are
brought forward by one who has held the
position of a Minister of the Crown -he
should take care to see that he is not himself implicated in them.
Mr. LANGTON.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say the transaction was a fail' one, because the Government. may, at any time, take possession of
the land on the terms mentioned in the
letter which I have read. It is a transaction which the honorable member for
West Melbourne was not justified in
charging this Government with fraud in
respect of, because he: had that power
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which I have pointed out of cancelling
the agreement, if there was anything that
he thought objectionable.
Mr. LANGTON.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I can only repeat
that the honorable member did possess
that power. Now, sir, I desire also to
allude to one or two matters that were
referred to by the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden (Mr. Longmore) and
I will show that he was not justified in
making the statements he did makestatements not in accordance with fact.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Prove it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-They were not
true.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Prove it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will very shortly prove it; and I will give the honorable
member, in doing so, more than he bargains
for before I have done.
Mr. LONGMORE.-There will be a
committee yet.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Sir, the honorable member made one of those reckless
statements that he is accustomed to make,
but which he is not justified in making.
He said that I had called upon the Minister of Lands, and that, at my request, he
had withdrawn some of the areas from
selection in the Western district. The
honorable member stated distinctly that
they had been withdrawn at the dictum
of the Chief Secretary. Will he deny that?
Mr. LONGMORE.-Werethe 4,000,000
of acres ever put up ?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Everymember
of the Government will bear me out that
I never interfered with the withdrawal of
those lands. I say that I never for olle
moment thought of interfering in such a
matter; and, therefore, it is most unfair
Oil the part of the honorable member to
come forward and make a statement that
is without the slightest foundation in fact;
and, if the honorable member acts as he
onght to do, he will apologize for the
conrse he has taken, because if there is
one man more anxious than another to see
encouragement given to the legitimate
settlement of the people upon the public
lands it is myself. The honorable member ought to withdraw a statement which
he must see he had no grounds for making,
and I ask him will he withdraw?
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I scarcely expected that the honorable member would
do so.
I now come, sir, to another
case which was referred to by the same
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honorable member, and that is the case of
McFadyen. The House is aware that the
honorable member stated that gross injustice had been done to this person, and
that he never received his money back.
Did the honorable member make that
statement?
Mr. LONGMORE.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The statement
was made, and I shall now read a report
of the particulars of the case, from which,
I think, the House will be satisfied that
the honorable member was wrong, and
that he should withdraw the charge which
he brought against my honorable friend
the Minister of Lands, when he must see
that the charge was altogether without
foundation. No doubt a mistake was
committed.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Hear, hear; wilfully and knowingly.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I hope the honorable member will not continue to make
these interruptions in the presence of an
assembly of gentlemen.
:Mr. LONGMORE. - I say that I
brought Mr. McFadyen five or six times
to the Lands-office.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Now, sir, this is
the report of a gentleman (Mr. Lewis)
who was a member of the board appointed,
at the honorable member's own request,
to inquire into the merits of this case.
That gentleman could have had no object,
other than sifting the case on its merits;
and what does he say? He says"This person obtained in 1861 a residence and
cultivation licence to occupy twenty acres of
land in allotment 5 of section 29, parish of
Bungaree. He paid the prescribed fees thereon,
but took up his abode on a part of the allotment
outside the boundaries of the twenty acres for
which he had applied, and resided thereon,
during two and a half years, without paying
any fees or making any effort to legalize his
tenure."

Will the honorable member bear that in
mind. He paid nothing to legalize his
tenure, and made no effort to do so.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Didn't he apply?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Lewis proceeds"Under the provisions of the Land Act 1862,
McFadyen applied to exercise the right to purchase a subdivision of the allotment; but, in
consequence of objections raised by another
occupant of the same block, this application
was not at the time granted. Subsequently to
this application, McFadyen's house and all his
improvements on the land occupied by him were
destroyed by fire."

Now certainly the Government are not
responsible for that.
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Mr. LONGMORE.-Do I charge them
with it?
Mr. McCULLOCH." By assistance of friends, and his own efforts
he was enabled to erect a new dwelling. On th~
23rd March, 1865, James Mullony applied for a
rural store licence, for occupation of a site on the
same allotment, and subsequently applied to
select the allotment under the 33rd and 34th
clauses of the Land Act 1862."
Mr. LONGMORE.-James Mullony
was never there.
'
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I really hope the
honorable member will refrain from making
these constant interruptions. I know that
the honorable member does not feel very
happy about this. The report goes on. "This application, in consequence of an overSIght on the part of the inspecting surveyor, in
November, 1865, was successful, and thereupon
the Crown grant for the allotment was eventually
is~ued.
S~bse::J.uently Mr. Henry Clark, sawmIll proprIetor, arranged with Mullony and two
other resi~en~s on the land in question, to purchase theIr Improvements, and he ultimately
became the possessor of the fee simple of the
whole allotment, as acquired by Mullony."
Mr. LONGMORE.-Now Mullony was
8 dummy, and the Board of Land and
Works knew that he was.
Mr. McCULLOCH."In February, 1867, owing to representations
made tc? the department, as to the position
and claIms of McFadyen, a board, consisting
of C. W. Sherard, Esq., the resident warden
at Ballarat; Mr. Richard Richardson, of
Newlyn; and Mr. James Oddie of Ballarat was
appointed to investigate and report on M~Fad
yen's claims; and, in connexion with a portion
?f the evidence add~ced and the report thereon,
It was deemed deSIrable to institute further
inquiry into the action of the district officer in
the case, and in reference to the circumstances
under which Mullony obtained the fee simple of
the land. In July, 1867,theSurveyor-Generaland
myself assisted by Mr. Morres, held at the district
~urveyor's office, at Ballarat, a further inquiry
~nto the whole. case. This investigation resulted
III the conclUSIOn that the inspecting surveyor
before alluded to was responsible for the oversight of the improvements effected by McFadyen
on part of the block of land which had then
~ecome ~he property of Mr. Chlrk, that officer
III reportmg on the before-mentioned application
of Mullony, having omitted any allusion to the
fact of McFadyen's occupancy of any part of
the allotment, which omission that officer entirely failed to satisfactorily explain, and which
r~sul.ted in misleading his s~perior officer, the
distrIct surveyor, on furnishmg his report and
recommendation to the Board of Land and
Works. The Board, having brought together
Mr. Clark and Mr. McFadyen " - Mr. LONGMORE. -And Mr. Mullony.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I appeal to the
honorable member to show some respect
for this Assembly.
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--" and having heard the evidence of several
witnesses, placed before those gentlemen the
real position of the case, and proposed the following basis of settlement, to which, under a
formal agreement duly signed and attested, they
both assented,"-This man, therefore, was a party assenting
to the agreement which I will now read,
and yet it is said to be a case of hardship
on him.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I know it all.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-If the honorable
member knew it all, it was too bad in him
to bring this case forward as one of hardship upon the man, and involving a charge
of improper conduct against the Minister
of Lands.
Mr. ASPINALL. -I rise, sir, to a point
of order. I desire to treat the Chief Secretary with respect, as I am sure the
House does. These continued interruptions both sides of 'the House ought to
combine to prevent. I want to hear the
Chief Secretary's statement, and so long as
the interruptions continue I cannot do so.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I will proceed
with the report.
- - " they both assented, ·that Mr. Clark
should pay to Mr. McFadyen, as compensation
for his improvements and for r(lmoval from the
allotment, £150, and give him 9,000 feet of sawn
hardwood timber of good marketable quality, to
be delivered from Mr. Andrew Clark's mill,
at Leonard's Hill, parish of Wombat, in
such quantities as Mr. McFadyen might from
time to time require, until the whole had been
supplied to him. Tlfe board, with Mr. McFadyen's concurrence, recommended that he should
be allowed to select eighty acres on allotment
12 of section 4, in the parish of Wombat, as the
site of his new home, and he was allowed by Mr.
Clark until the 1st September, 1867, for removal
thereto. Of the compensation money, a deposit
of the sum of £10 was paid, in the presence of
the board, on the 27th July, 1867, £60 was paid
on the lOth September following, and the balance
(£80) was remitted on the 30th of the same
month to the Assistant Commissioner of Lands
and Survey, as the purchase money of the
eighty acres allowed to be selected by McFadyen,
as before stated. It will thus be seen that if
any collusion had existed in connexion with the
selection of land by Mullony, on part of which
McFadyen resided, and which selection deprived
McFadyen of his rights and jeopardized his
home and property, Mr. Clark, the subsequent
possessor thereof, most liberally and considerately met the views of the board, and without
hesitation made the reparation to which Mr.
McFadyen was deemed to be entitled. As one
who took part in the inquiry, and having an
acquaintance with the whole history and details
of this case, I may be permitted respectfully to
express my opinion that, although McFadyen
was undoubtedly temporarily placed in a position
of great difficulty and embarrassment, the final
action of the department, and the fair recognition and prompt settlement of his claims,
placed him in a position superior to thnt which
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he had previously held; and he expressed to
me, personally, his perfect satisfaction with the
arrar:tgement."

N ow this is McFadyen's statement.
Mr. LONGMORE.-He was coerced.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-That is the statement of the case which the honorable
member gives. The honorable member
made the statement to the House that this
person never got the money, and now,
within a quarter of an hour, he denies that
he made the statement, because I don't
happen to have the document in my hand.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Not at all. I did
not deny it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-" Not at all,"
says the honorable member. Now, I appeal to every honorable member in this
House, I care not on which side of it he sits,
whether the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden did not deny that he used
those words.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Iwishto explainMr. McCULLOCH.-Sir, I ask your
pl'otection from that honorable mem ber,
who has not ceased to interrupt me at
every possible point. He has kept up a
series of the most irregular interruptions
from the moment I commenced to address
the House until now. It is not fair to me
-it is not fair to other honorable members of the House who are discussing so
important a question as this, affecting as
it does, the interests of the people of this
country-that he should be allowed to persist in these interruptions, brihging forward
unsubstantiable charges and personal matters which are only calculated to disturb
the grave deliberation with which our
discussions should be conducted. I trust,
sir, that you will protect me from these
annoyances, and that you will be suppotted in your desire to do so.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I should do the
same if it o.ccurred again.
The SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member perseveres in these interruptions,
which disturb the course of the debate, I
shall be obliged to take some other means
to prevent it.
Mr. LONGMORE rose. (Cries of
" Chair.")
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order. The Chief Secretary
is in possession of the chair.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Sir, I trust the
honorable member will abide by your
ruling.
Mr. LONGMORE.-You should state
the truth.
.
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Mr. McCULLOCH.-I insist, sir, that
the honorable member has no right to
charge me witl;t having stated an untruth;
and I ask you to make him withdraw that
statement. I will not submit to it.
The SPEAKER.-An honorable member is grossly out of order in insinuating
that another honorable member is stating
that which is not true. Do I understand
the honorable member for' Ripon and
Hampden to say that the Chief Secretary
is not stating the truth ?
Mr. LONGMORE.-I did not say so,
but-The SPEAKER.-I repeat that the
honorable member is not in order. If the
honorable member desires to address the
House by way of explanation, after the
Chief Secretary has finished his remarks,
I dare say the House will allow him to do
so.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I understand that
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden wishes to rise to a point of
order, and, if that be so, he is as much
entitled to be heard as any other honorable
members of the House.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - What is the
point of order? The honorable member
rose to no point of order. He rose to a
call made by me; and if he had acted as
a gentleman would have acted under the
circumstances, and as he clearly ought to
have done, he would have apologized for
the statements he has made.
Mr. LONGMORE.-vVhat opportunity
have I had?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I have stated the
facts of the case to the House.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Notall-distinctly
not all.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member stated"He (Mr. Longmore) demanded a board of
inquiry, which the Minister of Lands granted.
The board found it to be a most flagrant case,
and recommended that the poor man should
have a certain sum as compensation, which he
never got. All these things were well known
by the Minister of Lands."

Mr. LONGMORE.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I say, sir, that
this is but a sample of the many cases in
which the time of this House has been
occupied by the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden during the past year
or two, in connexion with the Lands
department; and I should like to know
how that honorable member becomes
acquainted with all these various cases, in
that department; and whether applications
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have been made to him, to bring any of country do, I am glad to say, appreciate
them under the notice of the Minister? the change in the land system. This
The honorable member has been proved to diminished importation of grain has taken
do two or three things which he cannot place, notwithstanding the annual increase
justify, and he should be careful not to of, the population of the country since
attack others upon points on which he is 1~64; for, since that time the increase
assailable himself. He has not ·made out in the population has been 109,646, or
a case of hardship against this man about a sixth, and yet we are now
McFadyen. He has made a statement gradually doing without any importation
that he did not receive compensation or of grain whatever, whilst, at the date I
money, but it has been proved distinctly mention, we paid something like £500,000
that he did.
for it to foreigners. Now, sir, with regard
Mr. LONGMORE.-He never did.
to the question of settlement of the people
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Well, sir, I will upon the lands, we have the returns of that.,
not pursue the point. I am sorry to have and I find that, under section 12, 5,000
been obliged to take up the time of the people settled, holding, on an average,
House by referring to 'statements made about 280 acres each" and that, under the
by the honorable member; but it must be 42nd section, no less than 12,280 persons
remembered that reflections were cast by have taken up lanJ, who hold an average
him not so much against me as against of 38 acres each; and, so far 'as it can be
my honorable friend the Minister of Lands, ascertained, I find that they have expended
who, I assure this House, has suffered not less than two millions of money, in the
immensly from the course of conduct shape of improvements, upon their holdwhich that honorable member has thought ings. I say, sir, that that; is a most
fit to pursue towards him, I repeat most satisfactory result, and one which this
unj ustifiably.
The honorable member House should bear in mind, in dealing
made allusion-and to this, I think, I am with the question before it. We' should
entitled to refer as a question affecting the endeavour to secure this land for those
merits of the land system-to the produc- who desire to devote it to legitimate uses,
tion of cereals. The honorable member, , and turn it to account for agricultural
in alluding to what had flowed from the purposes. Now, are not these advantages,
Land Act of 1865, said that no alteration and have they not resulted from the ,operahad taken place in the price of cerials ; tion of the Land Act of 1865? I believe
and he gave the House to understand that we must all admit-even the opponents of
there was a'decrease in the production of this Bill must admit-that very great good
cereals in consequence of the operation of has been effected by means of the measure
that measure.
I quite believe, too, that administered by 'my honorable friend, the
that statement was made without con- Minister of Lands, since 186$; and I
sideration, and I shall read to the House believe also, that we never should have
what really has been the result of the had these great advantages, had it not
Amending Land Act of 1865. In 1865, been that we kept in our own hands the
honorable members will notice, we im- controlling power in disposing of these
ported into this colony 19,568 tons of lands, but that another million, or perhaps
'flour, valued at £452,854. In 1866 we two million acres of land would have found
imported 14,414 tons, valued at £259,000, its way into the hands of those who
in round numbers. In 1867 we imported desired to have it at a price under
3,201 tons, valued at £43,078.
In 1868 that which was offered for settlement.
we imported 2,044 tons, valued at On this part. of the question, I have
£42,196; and this year, during the first satisfied myself, and I believe I have
quarter of it, we have imported 298 tons, satisfied a majority of this House, 'that
valued at '£4,368. Now, sir, how can the there is a controlling power required by
honorable member say that anything will this House that should be placed in the
more convincingly prove the satisfactory hands of the Executive of the day, reworki~g of the land system than those
sponsible to the House at all times ; and
figures prove it? Can anything more that we should not be compelled, in dealing
thoroughly prove that the settlement of with the land system, to permit it to be
the people on the lands is progressing, referred to the Supreme Court for adjudiand that they are growing for their own cation. N ow, sir, during the whole disconsumption what they previously obtained C1ission on this' subject, the settlement
from other sources? The people of this portion of it has scarcely been touched
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upon, just because, I believe, there is
nothing to be objected to in the proposition of the Government now submitted to
the House. The Government propose
that, in order that every facility shall be
afforded, there shall be free selection over
the entire country. We propose that the
term should be thirteen years payment at
2s. an acre, the first three years being a
probationary term in the form of licences,
in order that it may be fairly ascertained
whether the parties are bona fide settlers
as agriculturists; and hence the necessity
that the tribunal which should decide
whether the conditions are complied with
or not should not be the Supreme Court,
because the Supreme Court iu such a case
might come to a decision which would
not meet the views of this House; and
therefore it is that the Legislature should
keep a close hand over the administration
of this measure. It has been objected by
the honorable member for Richmond that
the amount of rent has been fixed too low ;
but what is the fact? This payment for
thirteen years at 2s. an acre gives a net
return to the State, including 5 per cent.
interest, of 19s. 9d. That, I say, is a
fair arrangement, to give to the settlers
easy terms and an extended time for
making their payments in.' The amount
I think is a very fair one considering
all the circumstances, more especially as
we are at the same time carrying out the
important object of putting the proper
class of people into occupation of the lands.
Now, sir, the honorable member for West
Melbourne referred to the rental of 2s. an
acre during the three years probationary
term, as being fifteen per cent. on the
amount to be paid. I cannot see how
that calculation is made. The honorable
and leanled member for Dalhousie referred
to the high rate at which the selectors
were charged when the squatters were
only being charged at the rate of 2d. an
acre. Now, sir, I contend that it would
not be desirable that the rate to be paid
during these three years should be fixed
too low. If you were to give a low rate
during the first three years of probation,
you would be holding out a great inducement to persons to take possession of the
land, and use it for purposes other than
those for which you intended that it should
be used. :For this reason I think the
House should insist upon the rent being
fixed just sufficiently high to deter the
squatter from taking possession of the
lands.
Mr. McOttllock.
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Mr. DUFFY.-Credit them with the
purchase money afterwards.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am sorry to
occupy the time of the House at such
length, but I desire for a few moments
to refer to the sections of the Bill
relating to the occupation of land which is
not taken up for the purposes of settlement. And here I may at once say that
I have an interest in squatting pursuits.
It is not, I know, popular in the estimation of some people, but at the same
time I must say that I have that interest,
and honorable members may judge and
make any alloyvance they please with reference to what I have to say on this
branch of the question. I am not, at
any rate, ashamed to avow that I have
an i;llterest in squattIng pursuits. I have
always held and admitted that I regard
the squatting to be a very important interest, but I have also held that, the public
lands of this colony only remained in the
possession of that interest until they were
required by the Rtate for some higher
purpose. I have always felt that it
never could for a moment be contended,
that the squatters should be allowed
to continue to hold those lands for
mere pastoral purposes in perpetuity.
Nay more, I will say that I hold that the
legal rights of the squatters terminate in
1870, and that they have no claim for
renewed leases beyond 1870. There has
never been a doubt on my mind that the
arrangement that was made in 1R62 by
the Bill introduced by the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, terminated
for ever any legal rights possessed by the
squatters for the occupation of the lands.
Suppose we were dealing with the question afresh, suppose there were no persons in occupation of the public lands, we
must endeavour to dispose of the waste
lands-those that are not at present required for the use of the State-in the
way most profitable to the State, and turn
them to the very best account possible. I
think, sir, that the best way of doing so
would be to arrive at a conclusion as to
what would be the most advantageous
course to pursue if instead of dealing with
public property-the pastoral lands of the
country-we were dealing with our own.
How would a landlord deal with his own
private affairs? If he had a tenant in
possession, I say that at the expiration of
the lease, if he received in rent from the
tenant the full value of his land, there
would be no necessity for change, so
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long as all the conditions of the lease
were regularly complied with. I am
unable to see that any advantage would
. be gained by a change, and more than
that, I do not believe that it would be
advantageous to the House or to the
country that we should have a new class
of squatters at all, because I think it will
be easier, and in every respect better, to
deal with those who are now in occupation
than with any new class of squatters. If
we were to invite tenders now for the occupation of the pastoral territory, making
it a distinct condition and understanding
that the runs are to be open to free selection whenever the people require them, I
will undertake to say that we should have
an offer of smaller rents than those which
we propose to exact from the Crown
tenants. Now it is obvious, from the fact
that they are already in possession, that it
is all-important to the squatters that they
should remain so. They would rather
pay an increased rent, in order to prevent
the sacrifice of their property, which would
result from their being rudely turned out
of possession of the lands. The State, no
doubt, is entitled to a fair revenue from
the runs. Noone will dispute that the
State is entitled to demand the full value
of these lands, whatever it may be, whether 8d. or Is. ; but I have heard remarks
made in the course of this debate which,
I think, show conclusively that the honorable member who made them, was really
not conversant with the facts, and that he
was not in a position to judge of the
correctness of the statements he made.
The honorable member for Collingwood
stated that 3s. per head per sheep was a
fair charge to make, when 8d. was the
amount determined upon in 1862, and I
appeal to any honorable member who has
any experience of squatting affairs,
whether, with the principle of free selection established, 3s. per head is a fair
charge. I ask honorable members to look
at the different state of things at the two
periods. In 1862 wool was worth 4d. or
5d. a pound more than it is at the present
time. There has been a depreciation in
the value of wool since that period to the
extent of not less than that amount.
Again, apart from the question of wool, the
value of the stock has fallen from 12s. to
something like 6s. per head. Now, if Sd.
was a fair charge to exact from the sheep
owner in 1862, surely it is not unfair,
under all the circumstances, that the same
mte should be fixed upon now. But not
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only has there been this depreciation in the
value of wool and the value of sheep,
but there is this very important consideration to be borne in mind, that the free
selection system involves a much heavier
outlay on the part of the squatter than it
was necessary for him to incur when he
was protected from selection, because
many of the squatters' runs were protected
from selection, under the Land Act of
1862, whereas now they will be open to
selection at any time, and, if selected, the
expenses of the improvements are gone.
Th~se are matters in which, as landlords
of this extensive property, we should
seek to deal in a spirit of fairness, and
not attempt to exact a rent that will
prove crushing and ruinous to the tenants
whom we place upon our lands. That is
the position in which we now are. Sir,
the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie, in referring to the arbitrations
that have taken place up.der his own Act,
has alluded to my conduct at that time, in
so far as I objected to the course he proposed to pursue, with the view of securing
an increased rent from the squatter. Sir,
I believe the honorable members who
supported me at that time hold, with me,
the same view now that I expressed then.
Certain conditions were agreed to; the
squatters' tenure was to be for nine years,
the Orders in Council were to be abandoned, and there was to be a· certain
assessment fixed by the Board of Land
and Works, any appeal from which should
be to a board of arbitration. The decision
of the board of arbitration was the
ultimate and final decision, and, having
been given, it was the duty of the State
to submit to it. Every opportunity
was given to provide parties representing the Government on these occasions,
and I believe, as a whole, that they were
fairly represented. I could object to the
manner in which the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie made reference to the
assessment of certain runs-W ondondah
and Glenmona-belonging to Mr. Quarterman, for I think that the honorable and
learned member did not put his statements
to the House quite as he should have put
them; but as they have also been referred
to by the honorable member for the Wimmera, I will explain that the assessment as
given by the arbitrators was on the whole
a fair assessment. And I call the attention of the House to a fact connected
with one of these nms, which is that
the improvements on it effected by the
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squatter amounted in value to no less a sum
than £16,000~the carrying capabilities of
it were increased from 28,000 to 60,000
sheep; and I contend that, when Crown
tenants improve the public property to
such an extent as that, it is only just that
every consideration should be extended to
them. In the instance I have mentioned,
no doubt the tenant reaped the benefit of
his improvements, but at the same time he
was improving the State property, and he
leaves those improvements for the benefit
of the State. Therefore, I -felt at that
time, as I feel now, that I was thoroughly
justified in the course of action I then
adopted with reference to the arbitration
which took place under the Land Act of
1862. It has been proposed by the honorable member for West Melbourne that
certain portions of this country should be
reserved for squatting purposes, and that
the rest should be left open for free selection. Sir, under the Land Act of 1862,
we have already felt the evil of such a
course as that, and I ask, is it possible ·to
say what part of this country is not fit for
cultivation? I am satisfied, from all that
I have heard in connexion with the matter~ that there have been lands taken up
which, having been cultivated, are at this
moment producing good crops, though a few
years ago' they would have been declared
altogether unfit for any such purpose; and
I say, now that we have come to this
point of free selection, it is quite useless
to withhold any particular portion of the
country, because I believe that, after all,
the only portion that would on' that ground
be exempt from cultivation would be the
M allee scrub, and there, r do not believe
that the English grasses spoken of by the
honorable member would grow any more
than anything else would. I think that
we should give all the pastoral tenants of
the Crown notice that all the land, without
distinction or exception, is open for
selection, and that this would be the best
way of dealing with the difficulty. I
trust the House will not make any sudden
change beyond that which is proposed in
connexion with the occupation of the
waste lands of the Crown, because this is
an important interest in the State, however much it may be despised by some.
The pastoral interest is a most important
interest, and we as a Legislature cannot
afford to disregard that fact. I believe, as
I stated at the commencement of my
remarks, that the squatters are themselves
much to blame for the position which they
Mr. },{cOulloch.
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now occupy in the estimation of·a Jarge
section of the community; and, when I
say that, I do not wish to be understood as
meaning that all of them are to blame,
because I believe that a considerable
number of them are men who, on the
contrary, have not only not attempted any
evasion of the law, but who have merely
devoted themselves to their legitimate
business, and· do not hold any land at all.
Yet there are not a few who have pushed
themselves prominently forward, and have
made themselves odious to the people by
the way in which they have not only
attempted but have succeeded in evading
the law. Sir, we cannot, as a Legislature,
afford to do anything that will have the
effect of upsetting so large and important
an interest as this. If it were attempted
to be done, a panic would-be produced in
this country, which it wc5uld take years
to remove the consequences of--a panic
which would affect not the squatting
interest only, but all other interests, which
must of necessity suffer with it. It should
be our object· to foster, by every mean's in
our power, all the interests of this country,
and to guard them against any such
sudden shock as this would be. And more
especially is this the case when there is no
possible necessity for doing this injury, for
the reason that the State is receiving
from the squatters the full value that it is
entitled: to receive for their occupation of
the lands.
lJnder these circumstances
what advantage would be derived from it?
I desire, sir, to refer to points in connexion with this subject which have heen
alluded to by the honorable 'member .for
East Bourke (Mr. McCaw), and by the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis), as to the funds derived from the
land sales. Now the honorable member
for East Bourke referred to immigration,
and expressed the hope that, before the
Land Bill passed from this House, some
provision would be made in it which
would secure the devotion of a portion' of
those funds to that object. Sir, I do not
desire now to enter upon t~is question of
immigration, for it is a question which the
House will have an opportunity of dealing
with very shortly; but I have no hesitation in saying this--that I shall, to the
very utmost, resist any attempt that may
be made to set aside for the purposes of
immigration any portion of the land fund'.
The question of immigration is one that
must be considered from time to time by
this House; but it is one that never can
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be fairly or properly considered, unless the
legislature has the control of the money
that is to be expended in connexion with
immigration.
Without, at present, expressing any opinion on the subject generally, I will say that we should, in my
opinion, be committing an act of the
greatest folly if we were to part with the
power, which should belong to us, of laying aside, as occasion arises, as much of
the money that we receive from the public
lands as we may at the moment determine
to be necessary for the purposes of immigration. Sir, the question of a sinking
fund has been referred to by the honorable
member for Richmond. I am aware that
it has long been a favorite idea. with
that honorable member to secure a sinking
fund against the debt that we have contracted for carrying out reproductive works
in this colony. I have never been able to
take precisely the same views as those
which are entertained on this subject by
my honorable friend, because I have
looked at the question in this way,; that,
in borrowing a sum of money for the
carrying out of reproductive works in this
country, we, are doing no inj ury to posterity if we leave thGm a certain sum of
money to payoff, provided we leave them
also the reproductive works that that
money has been expended upon. I have
always regarded that as the only fair and
true point of view from which to look at
this question. If I were to speak of the
practice of borrowing money to carryon
the ordinary expenditur(\ of the co~ntry,
I should say that it was a most improper
and impolitic system-a system which I
hope will never be sanctioned by this
House. I resisted a proposal of this
nature on a former occasion, when another
Government was in office, and I shall
never uphold a system of borrowing money
merely to meet the ordinary current expenditure of the day. I have given much
attention to this subject, and I have
never been able to bring myself to believe
in the principle of a sinking fund; and
I may add that I have never seen the
system work satisfactorily. On the contrary, it has always appeared to me that such
a fund has been looked at as one ready
at any moment to be seized upon, in case
of emergency. The principle may operate
very much better in 'England than, here ;
for there would be a difficulty in this
Government having a sum of money to
invest in debentures, in the way of making
a sinkihg fund, because we should be
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compelled to pay, not the price we sold at,
but five, six, or eight per cent. higher;
and I think it will be admitted that
that would not be a judicious thing
do. I will call attention to this fact,
a fact which honorable members cannot
fail to have observed, that we are now
parting with the public lands-they are
passing from us in fee simple-so rapidly
that it would not, I think, be an unwise
plan-I may say it would be almost a prudent plan, and one which would operate
to the advantage of the interests of the
country-to assent to some such a proposition as this; that a portion of the land
fund-say £200,000, or whatever other
amount the Legislature may think ought
to be so expended, should be set aside for
the pllrpose of opening up the country by
means of railways. Supposing £200,000
were annually devoted to such a purpose,
the country could, without much inconvenience, carry out about thirty miles of
railway every year. That would surely
be of immense advantage to the various
districts concerned, and would probably
meet, as I think it would, the whole requirements of the country. Some such
clause as will meet this view, I shall
endeavour to frame before the question
comes under consideration in committee.
There is one matter which ought to be
provided for, but which, I think, is not
dealt with in the Bill, namely, that a person who has once selected 640 acres should '
not be permitted to select any more. ~
. consider that persons who have selected
large areas already should not be allowed
to select again and again. I believe that
a provision of this kind would tend greatly
to prevent evasions of the Act by dummyism or otherwise. I have referred to
the leading questions treated of in the
Bill. I believe that the mode in which it
is proposed to deal with the question of
settlement will meet the wishes of the
people. I think that the course which
it is proposed to take with regard to the
pastoral question is the one best calculated
to promote the general welfare. And as
to the machinery, I consider that provided
by the Bill to be eminently adapted for
securing the object which we desire to
attain. In conclusion, I must express the
belief that if the Bill is carried into law
it will contribute materially-such are its
principles-to the continued and increasing
prosperity of the country.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It was promised
that I should be allowed a word of

to
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explanation. When the Chief Secretary
was remarking on McFadyen's case, I
interjected the words" Speak the truth."
I did not intend, by that, to charge the
honorable member with falsifying anything; but there is this one point which
ought to be known by the House and the
country, that the award of the board
appointed to consider McFadyen's case
was never carried out. Consequently Mr.
Clark paid that £150 under coercion.
The Board of Land and Works threatened
that, if he did not recoup McFadyen, he
should not get his deeds, and that he should
be prosecuted for the fraud he had perpetrated. These are the points that I am
prepared to substantiate.
Captain MAC MAHON proposed the
adjournment of the debate until the
following evening.
After remarks from Mr. WHITEMAN
and Mr. HUMFFRAY, in support of the
proposition,
Mr. LANGTON said-I am sorry the
Chief Secretary has left the House;
but I wish to take advantage of the
motion for adjournment to offer a word or
two in reference to the charge which has
been made against me, that if I thought
injustice had been done in selling the
land at Batman's Swamp to Mr. Williams,
it was in fIlY power to have undone the
mischief, and restored the land to the
State at a low rate. The Chief Secretary
has shown nothing in support of that
allegation. He read a letter from Mr.
Williams, in which that gentleman stated
that he was willing to hand the land back
to the State, not merely on payment of
the purchase money which he had. paid for
it, but on payment also of an exorbitant
valuation for improvements which he had
placed upon the land. N ow, sir, it was
part of the allegation made at the time
against the McCulloch Government that
this valuation was excessive. It included
not merely the buildings, as in ordinary
cases, but a whole lot of machinery. I
don't know whether honorable members
recollect what the amount of that valuation
was? The amount was no less than
£6,895. I can understand the Minister
of Lands, when he saw this valuation,
never thinking it worth his while to
submit such a preposterous proposal to
the Executive generally. But what would
have been' said-had the matter come
before me, which, as I have said, it never
did-if I had sanctioned the payment to
Mr. Williams of £6,895, for improvements
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which,. I believe, were worth little more
than one-fourth of the money? What
would have been said of the Sladen
Ministry if that had happened? Why,
we should have been very justly condemned as parties to one of tho most
discreditable and costly jobs ever perpetrated in this colony. If it had been in
the power of the Sladen Government to
obtain back possession of the land, by
merely paying Mr. Williams what he paid
to the State for it, namely, £ LOO per acre,
I would have insisted on the acceptance
of that offer, or I would have resigned my
position.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to.
INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The House went into committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 26, preventing any action
being brought for the recovery of goods
(under the value of £250) seized by an
assignee or trustee-which was last discussed on the 16th June, but without any
decision, owing to a "count out" - Mr. McKEAN I}sked why the limit
should be fixed at £250? He did Dot see
why an individual whose goods were
valued at £240 should be precluded fl'om
bringing an action for trespass, while an individual whose goods were valued at £251
had his ordinary common Jaw remedies.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said the reason why the amount was fixed at £250
was that that was the maximum common
law jurisdiction of the County Courts.
Captain MAC MAHON moved that the
clause be struck out. He did not see why,
in legislating f'or the management of insolvent estates, people who felt themselves
aggrieved by the proceedings of official
assignees and trustees should be debarred
from appealing to the ordinary tribunals.
The clause was struck out.
Clause 41, empowering the keeper of a
gaol to take the affidavit of a prisoner,
was amended by the insertion of words
giving the same power to a Commissioner
of the Supreme Court.
Clause 85, relating to fraudulent preferences by an insolvent, was struck out
with a view to the substitution, at the
proper time, of a new clause.
Clause 172, empowering the court to
order letters addressed to an insolvent to
be deli~ered to the trustee, was also expunged with the same object.
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Mr. G. PATON SMITH proposed the
first of a series of new clauses providing
for arrangements by deed, and intended to
form part 12 of the Bill. These clauses,
he said, were very simple. They provided
that all assignments should be executed
under the jurisdiction of the court; and
that any persons who, in connexion with
such assignments, were guilty of improper dealing, should be liable to the
same penalties that attached to fraudulent
insolvency.
Mr. McKEAN observed that these
clauses (nearly forty in number) were
sufficient to form a supplemental Bill. He
complained that the machinery which
they provided was of a complicated and
prolonged character-machinery by which
it would be almost impossible to carry
out arrangements by deed. He had drawn
out a series of amendments, which, if
adopted, would materially alter the first
ten or twelve clauses; in fact they would
have the effect of changing the machinery
altogether-of simplifying the procedure.
To allow time for these amendments to
be printed and circulated, he would move
that the Chairman report progress.
Mr. WILSON suggesterl that the
amendments should be submitted at once.
Mr. COHEN advocated the postponement of the clauses.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he had
no objection to progress being reported,
but he ventured to say that not one of the
amendments would be accepted.
The motion was agreed to, and progress
was Jleported.
The House adjourned at twelve minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, June 23, 1869.
JAck-up at Rosedale-Land Regulations-Alexandra. Goldfields-Administration of the Lands DepartmentAmerican Postage Rates-The Legislative Assembly and
the Supreme Court-Mr. Hugh Glass-Telegraph RatesNew Member-Land Laws Amendment Bill·-Motion for
Second Reading-Eighth Night's Debate-Bill Read
Second Time-Municipal Corporations Law Amendment
Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfPflSt four o'clock p.m.
LOCK-UP AT ROSEDALE.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH drew attention to
the want of a lock-up at Rosedale, and
the condition in wh:ch prisoners were,
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at present, there confined J and asked if it
was the intention of the Chief Secretary
to put a sum on an additional Estimate
for this year for building a proper
lock-up in that town? The honorable
member said that some time ago an allegation was made against the constable at
Rosedale, that he was in the habit of
chaining his prisoners to a post. On inquiry, it was ascertained that the constable confined prisoners in an outhouse,
near his own residence, which was th6
only accommodation he had for the purpose,
and that he was obliged to have recourse
to that expedient for security. From that
time to the present nothing had been done
towards providing a proper lock-up.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that his attention had been called to this subject by
the police in the district, and arrangements
were in progress to provide a lock-up
which would meet all requirements.
LAND REGULATIONS.
_ Mr. DUFFY asked the Minister of
Lands whether regulations had been
framed under the 7th section of tho
Land Act of 1865 ?
Mr. GRANT stated that regulations
were framed under that section in 1865,
and were laid on the table of the House,
as well as being published in the Gazette.
He held in his hand a copy 0f the regulations, which he would be glad to give the
honorable and learned member.
ALEXANDRA GOLD~FIELDS.
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, I beg 00
call the attention of the Minister of Lands
to the impediments which e.xist, in the
neigh bourhood of the Alexandra Goldfields, to the selection of land, and to ask
him if he will take measures to make
the arable land of the district immediately
available for settlement under the 42nd
section of the Land Act 1865 ? Two constituents of mine have made It journey from
Alexandra to Melbourne (the distance there
and back being 160 miles) for the purpose of
representing a grievance which they state
exists in their district. After arriving in
town they went to the Lands department,
and they then came to me. I could scarcely,
after such a journey, tell them that I
could not aid them, and that they must go
home again. I might, no doubt, have
ad vised them to go a second time to the
Lands department, and have accompanied
them on that occasion; but I do not think
it would have been very proper, after they
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had been there once, for me to ask for a
rehearing of their complaints. I have
sometimes gone with constituents of mine.
to the Lands department, and I have
received uniform courtesy and prompt
attention. from the Minister of Lands.
Whenever I have brought any subject under his consideration, it has
almost invariably been dealt with in a
manner in the equity of which I concurred.
But I have a very strong objection against
going to the Lands department to introduce anybody. I have been elected to
represent a district, the former representative of which was declared by a vote of
this Houseto have used his influence, as
a Member of Parliament, at the Lands
(!.epartment for favour and consideration,
and who resigned his seat in eonsequence
of action taken by the House. I told my
constituents not to rely upon my performing any services for them which could not
be performed within the four walls of this
Assembly. Although, as the Chief Secretary stated the other night, it is sometimes
necessary, and very proper, for members
to go to public departments, on behalf of
their constituents, I think there is a distinction, which may easily be drawn,
between cases in which they may go and
cases in which they ought not to go. For
instance, a member may very properly go
to the Treasury, to represent that some
financial changes are necessary in connexion with the charitable institutions;
or he may go to the Roads and Bridges
department, to ask the Minister to proclaim a road in some particular district;
or he may go to the Postal department,
to ask for post-office accommodation in
some locality. These are public demands,
in calling attention to which we are doing
a public duty; but if we are asked to
go to the Lands department to request
the Minister of Lands to determine
whether John Smith or John Brown is to
have an allotment of land, then I say we
are put in a position in which a Member
of Parliament ought not to be placed. I
hope to see the law so regulated that such
an interference will be no more necessary,
or no more permissible in that department
than in the Supreme Court. Under all
the circumstances of the case to which I
am about to allude, I thought it was my
duty to call the attention of the Minister
of Lands to it, in this House, and to
request him to make inquiries into the
matter. The honorable gentleman will
understand that I am about to repeat what
Hr. lJuffy.
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was stated to me, but that I am not in a
position to guarantee or authenticate anything I say, Two respectable men, constituents of mine, have come to town to
represent that some of the miners at
Alexandra are very anxious to be permitted to settle on the land, because, at the
present time, a'large price is obtained for
agricultural produce in the district, They
have asked in vain to be permitted to
settle on the land. Some influence which
they cannot trace has, they allege, given
the squatters in the district such an advantage over them that they have been
unable to obtain land. There are two
agricultural areas in the neighbourhood,
namely, Thornton and Eildon. One of
them was formerly thrown open for selection, and two-fifths of it were immediately
taken up. The remainder was applied
for as commonage, but was refused on the
ground that it was auriferous, as they state,
but this seems impossible The deputation stated anum ber of cases to me, and
I will take two of them as illustrating the
complaints they made.
A tradesman
at Alexandra, ·named Perkins, desired to
take up eighty acres on the Thornton
run. He adopted the usual coursepe.gged out the ground, and made application to the contract surveyor to survey
it. The department decided that the land
was auriferous, and, to Mr. Perkins' great
disappointment, he was not allowed to
take it up. It is stated that the identical
land is at this moment being surveyed for
one of the partnership of squatters,
Robertson and Tossol. That is on~ of the
cases. Another case is this. A number
of miners desired to settle on the run of a
squatter named Thorn, situated, I think,
in the other agricultural area. They
pegged out the land, and employed the
contract surveyor to survey it for them,
paying him the usual fees. They sent in
their application to the department, and
it was entertained in the ordinary way. A
commission was held at Mansfield-forty
miles distant-and when they went there
the land was refused them, on the ground
that it was auriferous; but an application
for a portion of the same land made by
Mr. Thorn, the squatter, was granted.
At their urgent request, the question as
to their application was referred to the
district surveyor, Mr. Nixon, who reported
that the land, like all the land in the district, was more or less auriferous, but, in
his opinion, it would not be required for
perhaps fifty years, and he recommended
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that they should be allowed to occupy it.
To give effect to that recommendation, and
to get possession of the land, they have
come to town and been to the Lands department, but they have not succeeded in
their object. They state ~hat there is
great urgency for this land being thrown
open, as .there is no other outl~t ~or
furnisl;ling the :gold-fields of the dIstrICt
with agricultural produce. They ask me,
as the representative of the district, what
is to be done; and, on the whole, I thin~
it is best simply to call the. attention of the
Minister of Lands to the circumstances,
and requ~st him to inquire into them.
. Mr. GRANT.-Sir, I am quite sure that
the honorable and lear:ned member for Dalhousie would not willingly represent any
matters to the House if he waS conscious
that they' were not absolutely correct.
Th'ese gentlemen-Mr. Perkins and some
other gentlemen--called upon me this morning in reference to this matter. The facts
are simply:these. These gentlemen applied
at Mansfield, and the commission recommended that they' should be allowed to take
up land, btit, as it was supposed to .he auriferous, the question was referred to the
Mining department. I understood from
these gentlemen that representations that
the land was auriferous were being made
by miners, at the instance of some of the
neicrhbouring squatters. Knowing that
thi: is a very common dodge,. I directed
Mr. Skene, while these gentlemen were in
the office this morning, to ascertain from
the Mining department if there were any
ohjections to the selection of land in the
neighbourhood of Alexandra; and the
following reply was received from the
Secretary of Mines:."There are no general objections to the
licensing of. even auriferous lands in this
locality. Some lands have been applied for
'which are now held and occupied by miners, and
-where, by reason of the course of .the leads n~t
being t known, . it would be unWIse. to permIt
occv.pation of the surface for cultIvatIOn at
present. The Mining department is prepared to
encourage settlement wherever practicable."

When I received this memorandum, I told
these gentlemen what it contained, and
they were so anxious to have the land that
they agreed to give up possession, without
compensation, whenever the Mining department required them to do so.. As to
there being no means of supplymg the
miners· of the district with agricultural
produce, I may state that, within a radius
of ten miles of Alexandra, 18,000 acres
have. been selected.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE LANDS
DEPARTMENT.
Mr. EVERARD intimated that he
would postpone, until Tuesday, a question
which he had given notice of his intention
to ask the Minister of Lands - namely,
whether the forfeiture of' McNicol's four
allotments was to be revoked.
.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, since the
honorable member made his statement last
night, I have satisfied myself, by the
perusal of the correspondence, which is
now in my hand, that the statement I
made is entirely correct-that McNicol
took up this land as a dummy for Robertson, the squatter. He selected the land
on which his hut and the sheep-yards
were situated (about twenty acres), and
about sixty acres in addition, at the
instance of Robertson. When Mr. Hodgkinson, the district surveyor, and another
gentleman were sitting as a commission to
deal with McNicol's application to take up
land, Mr. Robertson was present, and he
was asked if he had any objection to the
application. He answered that he had
not. Mr. Hodgkinson told me that Mr.
Robertson was known as one of the most
favorable to settlement of all the squatters
in his district, and had, on many occasions
previously, allowed men to take up the
best of his lands. Mr. Hodgkinson had,
therefore, no suspicion whatever that
McNicol was acting as his dummy. There
are persons who are perfectly aware that
McNicol acted as Robertson's dummy.
Mr. Gray, the Crown lands bailiff, in his
last report, said"Mr. Robertson informed me that John
McNicol took up the land in the parish of
Knowsley, on which the hut and yards are si~u
ated, at his instigation, with the understandmg
that, if he (Robertson) retained possession of the
run, McNicol was to transfer the land over to
him, thereby showing tha.t McNicol was only
acting as a dummy for Robertson. Mr. Robertson stated, as his reason for acting in this manner, that he was afraid, if he applied for the land
himself, it would not be granted to him. and
that, if anyone except his servant applied' for
it, he might lose his hut and yards."
,

Mr. Gray further said" The station improvements, which are situated
on lot I, as marked, consist of a very good shepherd's hut, and the best sheep-yards I have seen
in the district. I value them, at the lowest estimate, at £50."

I think that, under these circumstances, the
department was justified in the course it
adopted. I am told that the man only began to fence after he was informed against,
and that the only portion of the land
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c~ltivated is about an acre in the sheepyard itself. There can be no question that
the man has obtained the land by fraud, as
I think honorable members will admit, if
they will take the trouble to read the correspondence. But, in deference to my own
position and what is due to the House, I
have directed that no action whatever
shall be taken until further and full inquiry is made.
Mr. EVERARD.-It is a most extraordinary thing for the Minister of Lands
to say that this man is a dummy, when he
has paid the whole of the licence fees and
holds the receipts. Mr. Robertson did not
pay the money, but McNicol paid it himHelf. I still say that an injustice has been
done. According to McNicol's declaration
he has fenced sixty acres of land. It
seems to me very remarkable that when
another person becomes the owner of the
run, he is to take possession of this piece
of land and ignore the selector's claims
altogether. No matter what the Minister
of Lands may say, or what the department
may say, I still maintain that an injustice
has been done to McNicol. Because this
man has been a shepherd is he not to culti vate the land as well as any other person? I thought that the land law was
intended for the benefit of people of this
class. If this man shows his bona fides,
and his determination to cultivate his
selection, we ought to protect him to the
utmost, whether he has been a dummy or
not; because the Minister of Lands has
declared that he was very glad that many
dummies who had been employed by squatters had turned round upon their employes, kept possession of the land, and
made homesteads for themselves. This
man; McNicol, I contend has shown that
he is a bonafide selector, and he is looked
upon as such in the district. On Tuesday
next I hope to prove this beyond dispute,
and that is the reason why I desire to
postpone my question.
Mr. GRANT.-:-I may state that this
morning I sent instructions, by telegraph,
that all the improvements on the land
should be valued.

AMERICAN POSTAGE RATES.
Mr. EVERARD asked the PostmasterGeneral if it was true that British
Columbia had been struck out of the
Postal Guide, and when the Postal department received any notice of a
change in American postage rates, and
what that change was ?

!Jr. Hugh Glass.

Mr. G. V. SMITH stated that Vancouver's Island had not appeared in the
Postal Guide since March 1868, in consequence of it having been omitted from
the list received from the London Postoffice showing the amounts to be collected
for the British Government on account of
letters passing through the United Kingdom to the places mentioned in such list.
In February, 1868, a communication was
received from the British postal authorities
stating that the amount to be collected on
their account for letters to America had
been reduced from 8d. to 5d. per half
ounce; and in July, 1868, a communication was received reducing the amount on
newspapers from 3d. to 2d.
MR. HUGH GLASS.
Mr. EVERARD asked the AttorneyGeneral by what authority he recognized
the Supreme Court in the case of Glass
and Quarterman, in giving instructions for
an application for a rule nisi to upset the
Chief Justice's decision, after the Assembly had refused to give him authority to
appeal' on their behalf in the matter? The
honorable member said that when the
matter was previously discussed, the House
indignantly repudiated the proposition that
the Legislative Assembly should appear
in the Supreme Court, and he would like
to know how it was that the House was
now figuring in the Supreme Court in this
case.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH reminded the
honorable member that the House passed
a resolution to this effect"That the honorable the Attorney-General
do forthwith take the necessary steps for obtaining the review of the decision of the Chief
Justice by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council."
It was in pursuance of this resolution that
an application had been made for the purpose of having the decision in the case of
Mr. Glass reviewed by the full court. The
matter in which the House expressed an
opinion that the Attorney-General should
not appear was Mr. Quarterman's:application to be released from custody on a
writ of ltabeas corpus, after the release of
Mr. Glass; but, as the honorable member
was aware, the present case was an appeal
against an order of the Chief Justice in the
matter of Mr. Glass.
TELEGRAPH RATES.
Mr. McCAW asked the PostmasterGeneral if he was aware that the telegraph rates in Tasmania had been reduced
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to what was termed the shilling rate, and
that, in consequence, within the last few
weeks the revenue had been doubled;
also whether a reduction of the telegraph
rates in this coJony would be attended
with similar results?
Mr. G. V. SMITH replied that some of
the circumstances referred to by the honorable member had come under his observation, but he was not at all convinced
of the accuracy of the whole of the statements. The advisability of reducing the
telegraph rates between Melbourne and
South Australia had been under the consideration of the Government, but he
thought the subject might properly be left
until the colonial conference assembled, at
which all such questions could be best
considered.
NEW MEMBER.
Mr. J. S. Butters was introduced and
sworn, on his re-election for Portland.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
EIGHTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. Grant's motion for
the second reading of the Land Bill, and
on Mr. Macgregor's amendment thereto,
declaring the administrative powers proposed to be conferred by the Bill to be
arbitrary and excessive (adjourned from
the previous evening) was resumed.
Captain MAC MAHON.- I perfectly
agree with those honorable members who
have stated that the subject is now so
much exhausted that very little further
interest can be taken in the debate. At
the same time there is a considerable distinction between a debate in this House,
on a Land Bill, and the debate in the
House of Commons on the second reading
of the Bill for the disestablishment of the
Irish Church, to which the Chief Secretary referred last night. The honorable
gentleman stated that, on that question,
only 36 members of the House of Commons spoke, whereas 39 members of this
House had preceded him on the present
debate. It must be remembered, however,
that the land question is probably the only
important question in this country-the
only question of anything like real and
direct importance both to honorable members themselves and to those whom they
represent. Even the Irish Church question was not of such direct importance
to the members of the' House of Commons, and of Ruch direct interest to
those whom they represent, as the ques":
tion now under our consideration is to the
VOL. VII.-4 N
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members of this House and to their constituents. It is therefore only reasonable
to give every honorable member an opportunity of expressing to the House the
views which he believes his constituents
hold on the subject. . I should have preferred, at this period of the debate, not to
have spoken at all; but, inasmuch as I
am about to give a vote which is not in
accordance with the view put forward by
my honorable colleague in the representatation of the district of West Melbourne,
and by those gentlemen with whom I have
generally acted politically, it is necessary
that I should explain the reason why
I adopt the course I inj;end to.
Sir, my
reason is that I believe the time has now
arrived when the land question should not
be made a mere political shuttlecock for
either one party or the other to base an
attempt to obtain office upon. Such large
interests have grown up under the land
question that it is necessary that we should
endeavour, if possible, to put party out of
the question, and to legislate in such a
manner as will be likely to be advantageous to the community at large. I
believe that, in adopting this course, I am
best representing the interests of the
majority of my constituents, and that, if
they were consulted, they would be of
opinion that it was right I should give
the Government every opportunity, by
consenting to the second reading of this
measure, to pass such an Act as will be
advantageous to them and to their interests.
I will, in the first place, refer to the squatting .question, as it happens to be one
of those questions upon which I had ..
previously agreed with the gentlemen
with whom I am acting politically to
take a certain course. I am speaking now
of some eighteen months or two years
ago. The Opposition then considered in
what manner the squatting question should
be dealt with on the expiration of the
leases which will terminate in 1870, and I
agreed in the opinion that it would be
desirable that a valuation of the squatting
property should be obtained by a subdivision of runs and something like public
competition, equitable steps being taken to
prevent the squatters in possession being
entirely ruined. Since that period, however, I have had the opportunity of obtaining further information, and I am satisfied
that the squatting interest is at the present
moment in such an unfortunate state that
to do anything, merely for the sake of a
political cry, which would suddenly drive
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from their runs those who have, for many
ye.ars, 'been paying the G:overnment a
high rental, subject to great disadvantages,
would cause a vast amount of injury no.t
only to individuals, but to the country at
large. Moreover, the course of public
events has to a great extent settled the
question. There is no doubt whatever
that the amount of selection which has
taken place under the 42nd section, has
shown that the determination of the great
mass of the people is that there shall be
free selection, and even free selection before survey. The present Bill proposes
that free selection shall be allowed to the
extent of 640 acres. I a~k~ if this passes
into law, whether you have not practically
obtained all the subdivision of runs that
you possibly require? It may be imagined,
more particularly after the reference made
by the honorable member for the Ovens
(Mr. Kerferd) to the corner in which I
sit, as being the squatters' corner, that
I entertain these views because I have
a personal interest in t:p.e question. I
think it right therefore to state that I
have no interest whatever in the question,
nor has any institution with which I am
connected. We have only recently had
an interest in on.e run, and that was disposed of a few weeks since. I am therefore totally disinterested in the quest~on,
further than that I desire to see all the
community as prosperous as possible, and
that the Legislature should not, by any
Budden and arbitrary measure, produce.
what would be a great disaster to a large
number of persons. I consider that the
proposal of the Government, that the
squatting runs sho-qld (subject to free
selection) be licenced from year to year,
but be always within the control of the
House, for it to do what it may think fit
on any occasion, is a fair settlement of
the question for the present, and should,
under the circumstances, be accepted.
Another point which I feel it my duty to
refer to has reference to the Land Act
of 1862, known as the Duffy Land
Act. The honorable and learned member for Dalhousie has had opprobrium
heaped upon him from every side-from
the press and from honorable members of this House - with regard to
the administration of his Act. The
Attorney-General (although, being one of
the law officers of the Crown, ·we would
naturally have expected that' he would
. have been satisfied to explain the advantages to be derived from the measure
. Oaptain Mac N ahon.·
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before the House) occupied the whole of
speech with the most violent abuse of
the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie. Any looker-on would have
been under the, impression that the honorable and learned gentleman had what is
caUed, at the Old Bailey, a bad case-that
he had nothing whatever to say on behalf
of his case, and that he thought he could
do the best for his side by abusing the
opposite counsel. I can see no reason why
the Attorney-General should have followed up the Bill.before the House with
the most violent personal abuse of the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie. I am here to repeat, most unhesitatingly, the statement which that honorable and learned member made, that not
one act of his administration can be
pointed to in which he was personally
guilty of doing anything- which was improper. I don't believe that a single
thing can be pointed to in which the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie either omitted to do what he ought
to have done, or did 'what:he should not
have done. It is very easy now, after we
have seen all that took place under that
Act, to point out the fault which existed,
and to say "You should have done
so-and-so, or so-and-so." What is the
real fact? Why the ,honorable gentleman's
anxiety was to throw op~n to the public
as large an extent of territory for selection
as practicable, at the earliest possible moment. The consequence (although we
did not foresee the result) of throwing
such an amount of first-class land open for
selection at the same moment was that
advantage was taken of technicalities in
the Act, and some million of acres or upwards were improperly obtained by a class
for whom the Act did not intend the land
should be thrown open. It is a curious
fact that, al~hough in the Bill now under
consideration provision is made for imposing a penalty of 5s. per acre, under
certain circumstances, on lands which
have been purchased by certificate-holders,
it does not apply to lands which have
been taken up under the selection
clause. Why is that? By the Act of
1865, a penalty was attached to certificate
holders in lieu of the improvements imposed by the Act of 186~. The matter
was brought before the Supreme Court,
and it was decided that the penalty did
not attach to assigns. It therefore would
not attach either to the assigns of certificate holders, or the assigns. of selectors
hi~
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who transferred their land under the
Duffy Act.
Subsequently a case was
brought before the ,court in which a person,
to whom a lease was to be granted, obJected to the lease, because there was a
condition imposed in it which was not in
the Act. The court decided that the
condition was a reasonable one; but from
that day to this it has been impossible to
levy the penalty, because the Jaw does not
allow it. It is now, however, proposed in
this Bill to impose a penalty in the case
of all lands obtained under certificates,
whereas no attempt is made to retrieve
the loss which was occasioned by a large
quantity of the' lands selected under the
Act of 1862, going into the hands of the
persons for whom it was not intended, by
imp'osing a penalty for the non-improvemen t of those lands.
Mr. GRANT.-The penalty applies to
all lands selected under the Act of 1862.
Captain ¥AC MAHON.-I am very
glad I have referred to the subject,
because I am certain that the public outof-doors have not the most remote notion
that it is the intention of the honorable
gentleman .that these penalties should
apply to all lands taken up under the
Act of 1862. With regard, to the failure
of that Act, I would ask whether every
Land Act which has been passed in this
country- has not been a failure, except
the original auction system, which was also
to some extent a failure? If that system
had been liberally conducted, I believe
that we should never have had the complaints which have since arisen, but that
it would have satisfied all the exigencies
of the case. The Nicholson Land Act did
not succeed; and what can we say of the
Grant Land Act? Did not discreditable
scenes take place at Hamilton, from the
same circumstance that occurred under
the Duffy Land Act, namely, the throwing
open at one time of large areas of fir~t
class land. Is it not a fact that the
Minister of Lands afterwards took upon
himself to repeal a portion of that Act, by
not throwing open the lands in the same
manner as he had previously done? What
is the real state of the case now? Is it
not a faet that the whole of the good land
-the first-class land-of the colony is
gone, so that the great inducement for
fraud, and for such exertions as have been
made under previous Acts, does not exist
at the present moment? Is it fair, under
these circumstances, that the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie should
4N2
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bear the abuse which has. been heaped
upon _him?
I think it- will be 'admitted by the House and by the' public
that ·the honorable and learned' member has been as sincerely in favour of
settling the people on the ·lands as any
man in the community, and' that he did
his best to efiectsettlement. As a colleague
of his in the Government under whose
auspices the Act of 1862 was passe,d, I
can onlj say that, on every occasion I
had the opportunity of hearing him, in the
Cabinet or elsewhere, the honorable and
learned gentleman always did his very
best, and worked his utmost, to obtain the
most liberal terms to promote the settlement of the people on -the lands. If he
was unsuccessful, it was more his misfortune than his fault. If I were to adhere
to the dictum of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, that on the second
reading of this Bill we should vote according to the principles of the measure
only, and not attempt to interfere with
those principles in committee, I regret that
I could not consistently vote for it, as
there is one principle which I must oppose
when the Bill is in committee.
The
one to which I refer is that which is
highly lauded by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, and which appears,
in his estimation, to be the whole principle
of the measure-namely, that the Minister
of Lands shall be "lord of the soil." I
must say -I cannot see why the honorable gentleman should occupy that position.
In the first place, I think it would be
necessary to show that, in all cases where
the Minister has had extreme power, it has
been exercised in the best possible manner. The majority of honorable members
appear to laud that principle, but with the
same breath they seem to say that, as long
as the administration of the land law is in
the hands of the honorable member for the
Avoca (~r. Grant), we are perfectly safe,
and they hope it will long continue in his
hands.
That I understand to be the
general tenor of the remarks of the members who support the principle of vesting
arbitrary powers in the Minister. Without wishing to press at all unduly on the
honorable gentleman as an administrator,
I should like to ask whether the whole of his
administration has been of such a perfect
nature that we should endeavonr to increase
hi; authority? ("Yes.") I think that documents have been placed on the table of
the House which show that his administration has not always .been perfect. We
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have seen how twenty acres of land, and therefore it is desirable to place some
under the 42nd ·section, have, by the mere check upon the authority which is to be
will of the Minister of Lands, been con- vested in the hands of the Minister of
verted into eighty acres, and that this Lands, as "lord of the soil." It is proposed
has been highly spoken of, although, if by the present Bill that there shall be no
we search the records of Hansard, we possibility of appeal to any of the courts
shall find that several of his colleagues of the country. I don't believe it has
opposed that clause, considering that it ever been suggested that the Supreme
involved a dangerous principle, even to Court, or any court, should have anything
the extent of allowing twenty acres to be to say to the administration of the Land
selected under it. If twenty acres can be Act. The only claim that has been put
increased to eighty, it would be just as forward is that we should not take away
reasonable to increase the number to 640. the right, which every individual is entitled
At one time the phrase" adjacent to a to, of appealing to the' Supreme Court, if
gold-field," used in that clause, was'in- he believes that he has been wronged. If
terpreted to mean within ten ~mi1es of a the judges are not fit for their position, it
gold-field, and subsequently it was con- is the fault of this House that they considered to mean within thirty mil,es. tinue to occupy it; but I unhesitatingly
Again, what has been the effect of the assert that they are as well qualified for
section allowing subdivisions?
The their positions as any judges in Great
Minister of Lands has laid on the table a Britain. Why should not a private indireturn which shows that a large quantity vidual have a right to appeal to the
of land has been monopolized by a few Supreme Court in any case in which the
persons, by the system of subdividing purchaser or tenant of land belonging to
allotments, the original selectors retaining a private individual can appeal to the
only a few acres. Surely this cannot be court? That is all, as I understand, that
said to have strictly carried out the in- has been asked for. There is another
tention of the House. I do not wish to thing which I think the House must have
accuse the honorable member of doing been struck with, in connexion with the
anything from personal motives, but I administration of the Lands depOartment,
should be acting hypocritically if I did namely. that whenever an attempt has
not assert that it is my belief, as well as been made to obtain an inquiry it has
the belief of a vast number of persons out- always been, put down by a majority of
of-doors, that facilities were given at the the House. Although it is said that the
land offices to certain individuals from administration of the Lands department,
political motives. The honorable gentle- when uuder t.he absolute control of the
mnn himself, partly from a kindly spirit, Minister, is in reality conducted according
partly from wishing to serve those who to the voice of the people, I would ask if
support him in" politics, and partly from such can be the case when certain memother reasons-I do n9t say from any bers of the House will always give him a
personal reasons, but frolll motives which majority against any motion for an inqniry
mnst inevitably sway any man in public into his administration? If it is desired
life who occupies his position from the that the extreme powers prQPosed by this
political support which he receives-gave Bill should be conferred on the Minister
ad vantageA to certain persons in the of Lands-if the Government will insist
distribution of the lands of the colony. upon these powers when the Bill is in
The power to do that, together with the committee-they ought to be prepared to
enormous patronage which the Ministry accede to an inquiry to ascertain whether
in this country exercise in comparison the statements which have been made
with the population, is such as to make from time to time affecting the hon"orable
the Government of the day all-powerful, gentleman'S administration, and in which
and any party who attempts to oppose certain members of the Ministry used to
or criticise them in this House absolutely indulge. have any foundation in fact. I
powerless. It was only last night that .have said that I do not believe the Minister
the Minister of Lands stated that he did of Lands has ever taken any steps from
not care for the approval of the House, as personal motives; but I do believe he has
long as his conscience approved of what from political motives; and we were shown
he did. Surely we are not legislating for last night how important questions are
the honorable gentleman's conscience." We decided by subordinates of the department.
are legislating for the community at large, When it is sought to place in the hands of
Captain Mac Mahon.
°
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the Governor in Council the powers proposed by this Bill, it is in -reality meant that
two or three clerks or subordinate officials
shall have the power of forfeiting the
land; because the Minister of Lands
distinctly stated last evening, that a case
which had been brought under the notice
of this House, had been dealt with in the
department over which he presides altogether without reference to him; and,
although the Gazette notice was used
as evidence against the individual, the
Minister himself knew nothing whatever
about the case. And now the House
is asked to bestow not on the Minister,
not on the Governor, but practically on subordinate officers of the department, the power of dealing arbitral'ily
with the property of the country. I
therefore trust that the Government will
see fit to modify the clause when the Bill
is in committee, so af! not to prevent any
individual who may have a proper ground
of complaint or defence, from appealing to
the tribunals of the country, which, like
every other British subject, he has an
undoubted right to do. A suggestion has
been made by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, which by the way
had previously been mentioned to me by
the honorable member for Geelong West
(Mr. Berry), that the proceedings of the
Board of Land and Works should be ofa
more public character than they have been
hitherto. I believe that if that suggestion
were carried out, it would· have a tendency to avoid a great many difficulties
which have already been stated, and that
if the Government were to consent to
modify the Bill in this respect, it would
prove of great advantage. I believe that
the right should be given to the subject of
appealing to the tribunals of the country,
to decide whether he has been justly or
unjustly dealt with, and I shall do all in
my power to procure a recognition of
t~at right by statute. There is another
feature of the measure, to which I will
now briefly call the attention of honorable
members. I allude to the free selectors.
This Bill proposes that the rent charged
to them for the first three years shall be
2s. an acre. Honorable members who
occupy the Ministerial benches believe
that, by charging this sum, it will to an
extent prevent the evasion of the Act, and
preven.t pastoral tenants of the Crown
taking up large tracts of country to the
exclusion of that class of persons into
whose hands it would be the object of the
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Legislature to give them. But I believe
it will have a precisely contrary effect.
The 2s. an acre to be paid by the pastoral
tenant for a 640 section would be a comparatively small amount, whereas, to the
working man just settling on the land, it
would be very much too large. If it is
really intended by this measure to enable
those who desire it to settle on the land
and become prosperous-and this must be,
I think, the object of every honorable member-I say that that wish cannot be accomplished if such an exorbitant rent as
2s. an acre is charged. There are many
people who think that 640 acres is too
great an area, but I do not think so. We
should endeavour to set up a more substantial class of settler than the small
farmer. We should endeavour to establish
a class who would unite grazing with
agriculture, and we render that impossible
if we charge that amount of rent. The
very time at which it is most important
for the Legislature to afford every possible
assistance'to the selector is when he first
enters up~n occupation, and when all the
difficulties of his new position surround
him. To propose a rental of 2s. an acre
in the first instance is, in my opinion, to
defeat, to a great extent, the intention of
the clause, and I shall therefore, in committee, support a reduction of at least onehalf the sum. The Minister of Lands has
also referred to a change which he pro-.
posed making in this measure, affecting
another law which is, to some extent, a
part of the Constitution. I refer to
the question of State aid to religion.
The Minister of Lands pointed out
that he had taken power to make reserves for various purposes, but that·
he had also taken the opportunity or
omitting from the clause relating to this
question the words "church purposes."
If it is desirable that ~tate aid to religion
should be altogether abolished, that the
amount should be reduced, or that the system should be modified, I think it would
be better to bring in a separate measure
for the purpose of dealing with the question
plainly and as a whole; but in this Bill
we find, in the very same clause, that it is
proposed to allow of reserves being made
for race-courses and other amusements of
that sort. Now I think that to strike out
the words" church purposes" from such a
clause as that is an act more worthy of
heathens than of a christian nation.
Whatever m~y be done with the money
granted by the House in the way of State
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aid to religion, it will not, I think, be
denied that there are cases in which it
is absolutely necessary that the Government should keep in their own hands the
power of granting reserves for church
pluposes. Take, for example, ~he case of
a new gold-field, which is always liable to
be' discovered here-one of the first objects
which the Government should have in
view is to establish something like civilization amongst the people who resort there,
by assisting those who would themselves
combine for the erection of a place of
worship. Looking at it in the lowest
light, I say that it is a very much more
economical system to expend money on
the building of churches than in maintaining an increased police force. It is
scarcely worthy of the Government to
attempt to introduce the thin end of the
wedge by a side-wind; and I hope the
Minister of Lands will consider this question before tlie Bill passes into committee,
and that it will be decided to deal with it
subsequently by a separate measure.
There is 'only one other matter which
I regret is not alluded to in this
The Chief Secretary has stated
Bill.
that he does not wish to devote any
portion of the revenue that is derived
from the public lands to the purposes of immigration. Under the circumstances, the Chief Secretary is probably
right, because it has been shown, conclusively, that setting apart a portion of the
revenue, under the existing Act, has been
productive of no advantage whatever,
because the law on that subject has never
been carried into effect. It is, therefore,
obviously useless to insert a provision of
that character, if it is not intended to
carry it out. But there is a clause that
might, I think, be inserted with very
great advantage-a clause emb.odying a
system of land orders. Nothing would
have such a tendency to promote the
immigration of a good class of people,· as
the assurance to the agricultural classes,
before they leave the old country, that
all the stories that are told about the
difficulty of obtaining land here are· not
true; and I .say that that assurance
should be given by our representative
at home. By adopting the land order
system, on such conditions as the House
may think fit, and by. placing before
fam ilies about to emigrate information
as to the true state of affairs in this
country, I believe that a great deal would
be done towards the proper settlement of
Captain NacMahon.
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the lands, and that immigration would be
promoted amongst a class of people that
we are not otherwise likely to see. _ ~
Dr. MACARTNEY. - Sir, although
suffering from most acute phJsical pain, I
could not think of being absent from
my post on such an occasion as this-an
occasion when there is under consideration a question upon which, . to a
momentous extent, as I believe, the future
welfare and prosperity of this country
depend; because, sir, I think most honorable members will agree in this, that it
is upon the land legislation of any new
country, more than upon the legislation of
any other department of it that the
destiny of that country rests. It was my
chief desire, previously to obtaining the
honour of a seat in this House, that I
might be in a position, when the new
Land Bill came under consideration, to
employ both my voice and my vote on it.
"My intimate acquaintance with the masses
of the agricultural population of this
country, has opened out to me their desires
and their sympathies, as well as their
struggles in order to make homes, independent homes, for themselves and their
families.
I have personally witnessed
these struggles and the difficulties against
which they have had to contend, and I
was most anxious, therefore, to be in a
position to assist them in the attainment
of their object. I believed, sir; that I
should have received at the hands of the
present Administration,' a measure which
would have been conducive to the general welfare of this country, because I took
the speech of the Minister of Lands, on a
previous occasion as a just, certain, and
sure indication of what the future policy
of the Administration would be. Referring to his speech when he moved the
second reading of the Bill, I find him
saying~
.
"It would be admitted by politicians generally
that the land law of a new country should have
for its primary object the encouragement of
population to its shores, and the settlement of
population on the lands."

S,nch, sir, I believed, would be the
character of the present Bill; but I regret
exceedingly to find that my expectations
have been doomed to disappointment, for
whilst I hold with the Minister of Lands
that the object of land legislation in a new
colony should be of a twofold characterfirst, the settlement of the people already
in that colony on the public lands, and
secondly, provisions which will attract to
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our shores population from other quarters
-1 do not find these objects provided for in
this measure. Let me take the first of
these two principles-the settlement on
the public lands of those who are already
in the country. I ask honorable members
whether the Bill now before the House is
calculated to attain that object? In reading up the land history of this country, 1
find that under the old Orders in Council
a man who wished to obtain a' farm could
obtain'it at £1 an acre, and moreover, that
land was of first quality, and the man
could go and select it almost on the principle of free selection. It might be in
some cases determined by lottery, but still
he could go and purchase for himself a
farm at £1 an acre. Subsequent land laws
seem to have fixed a similar price. One
pound an acre seems to have been the maximum price until we come down to 1865.
The failure of previous Land Acts no
doubt put the present administration in a
position of watchfulness lest bonafide settlement shouI'd be evaded; and in order to
have a hold on the selector, a three years'
rent of 2s. an acre was determined upon,
and the price became really 26s. an acre.
1'he land selected in 1865 was not of, the
same superior quality as the land open for
selection in previous years. Yet what
was the state of things? With land of
second-rate quality, with labour high, and
produce gradually becoming cheaper and
cheaper, the money in the hands of the
farmer for in vestment in 1865 would be less
productive than that invested by him
in previous years. Sir, under the p~esent
Land Act we have congratulated ourselves
that an immense amount of good has been
done; but 1 have during this debate listened to the remarks of honorable members who I fear, in the majority of cases,
have not the slightest experience of the
agricultural districts of this colony. I
have heard some honorable members assert that an immense amount of settlement
has taken place under the Land Act of
1865. No doubt a very large amount of
settlement has resulted from. the operation
of that measure, but 1 am persuaded that
the amount which has been represented
by several honorable members who have
spoken on the subject, and who cannot
have had the necessary experience to enable the:r;n to judge of it, has been very
greatly exaggerated. The amount of land
taken up, as it appears under the Land
Act of 1~65, is, about 2,500,000 acres.
Now, sir, we are called upon by some to
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regard this as an index to the amount of
b'onltfide settlement that has taken place.
But let me put it to honorable members
whether this is a just and fair index? If
it be, it does not show when we compare it
with other statistics that the agricultural ,-"
resources of the country have been developed in proportion; because on referring to the agricultural statistics I find
that in 1863, 507,000 acres of land, in
round numbers, were under cultivation, and
I find that in 1867 there were 592,000
acres under cultivation, the difference
between the two areas being in round nnmbel'S 85,000 acre"s. If 'this be divided
amongst the 2,500,000 acres, we find that
cultivation has taken place at the rate of
thirty-four acres to every thousand acres;
and if we have only thirty-four acres cultivated in every thousand acres, let me ask
how rapidly have the agricultural resources
of the country been developed? I
find, on looking to the reports of the
Land-office, in 1867 and 1868, that about
half a million" of 'acres have been forfeited.
N ow I think that this is at
least as safe an index to the amount of
bonltfide settlement as are the 2,500,000
acres, because it will be found that these
forfeitures arose from what? From inability to pay the rent, and therefore the
,selectors were bona fide men. Half ~
million of acres of bonlt fide settlement
have had to be abandoned from inability to
pay rent. I have heard some honorable
members, and amongst them the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Francis) say
that this is not a true index. 1 grant that
it is not; but the argument advanced by
the honorable member beside him is,
surely, 80S fallacious. The one is as sure
an index as the other. These forfeitures
seem to have reverted to the State, as we
find from the statement made by the Chief
Secretary; but I do not think that this
is a matter for congratulation, because
what have we done by the terms offered
by the Land Act of 1865? We have
taken from the land selectors a sum of
£100,000. True, it has been to the·
benefit of the State, but it has been to the,
hard loss of the selectors; for that sum of
£100,000 may represent a far larger
amount of affliction, penury, and suffering,
than the benefit derived by the State will
compensate. But whilst I believe that,
honorable members on one side of the
House may be inclined to underrate the
amount of settlement that has really taken
place, honorable members on the other
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side are just as much disposed to overestimate it. It must be obvious to all
that~ to a great extent, agricultural settlement has failed under that Act.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Hear, hear.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-What has been
the cause of it? I hope the honorable
member for Richmond will agree that it
is the very hard terms imposed by the
Land Act of 1865. I take the honorable
member's silence for consent. That those
terms have tended, to a considerable extent, to prevent the permanent settlement
of the people on the land. Last night I
listened with the greatest attention and
pleasure to the very clear statement made
by the Chief Secretary. I heard him
quote figures' showing the cereal imports
into this colony for several years past, and
he s~owed conclusively, to my mind, that
during the present year we shall not require to import beyond a very few hundred tons. These statements were made
by the Chief Secretary to show the inducements which the colony now possessed
for agricultural settlement. The figures I
do not dispute, but the conclusion I do.
The conclusion to which I am led is
quite the reverse of that stated by the
Chief Secretary; because when it was
necessary to import grain in large quantities, clearly the demand was far in
excess of the supply, and the farmer would
have to obtain a much higher price for his
produce. Now that the supply is almost,
if not quite equal to the demand, the price
must fall.
Consequently how are the
people asked to become settlers on the
land-under what conditions? The conditions of the Orders in Council? No,
not so favoured. The conditions of the
Nicholson Land Act ? No, not so
favoured. The conditions of the Duffy
Land Act of 1862 ? No, sir, not so
favoured; but· under conditions which
will entail on them an expense of 26s. an
acre, or in other words at 6s. an acre
above the price at which they could have
obtained land at a much earlier period of
the colony'S existence. I leave the statement I make before honorable members
of this House, .for them to deal with.
The land then to' be obtained, as 'compared
with that to be had now, was worth £3
an acre. . Honorable members sitting
around me state that it was worth 1.4,
whereas the land now to be had is not
worth £ 1. I come now to the second
principle, which should be paramount in
any system of land legislation in a new
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country.
I refer to the necessity for
framing a measure of such a character as
will attract population to our shores, and
I ask whether the Bill as it now stands
before us, is calculated to attain that
object? The Chief Secretary, I remarked,
was almost silent on the subject of immigration, at any rate he did not foreshadow
the intentions of the Administration on
that point. When I read the Governor's
speech, I rejoiced to see that immigration
was one of its leading topics, and this assured me that the new Land Bill would
be of as liberal a character as I should
wish to see it, in a pecuniary point of
view, for the selector, and that it would
contain such provisions as would attract
to these shores population from other
quarters of the world. The Chief Secretary,
however, has informed the House that
such is not its character, and he was therefore, very properly I think, silent on the
subject of immigration. In order to see
whether this Bill is calculated to attract
population hi ther, we must look to the source
from whence it is to be derived, and the
various competitors that are in the market.
By population I wish to guard myself against
being understood to mean a pauper immigration. By population I mean what
the politician and statesman would mean
-a due proportion of capital and
If we look to the source
labour.
from whence this population, consisting of a
just combination of capital and labour, is
to be derived, and if we look also to the
many competitors for this commodity who
are holding out their attractioDsand offering easy terms for settlement to the agricultural classes of older' countries, and
compare with them the inducements and
terms offered by this colony, I say it is beyond all hope that this Bill will induce
immigration to Victoria. Because honorable members are aware that it is not
from New Zealand or any of the sister
colonies that we look for increased population. It is from Great Britain and
Ireland, and it is there that we find we
have competitors of no mean description.
It is there that the representatives of the
United States of America are to be found
with their extensive ramifications and
their large staff of emigration officers all
over the kingdom, holding out the strongest
and most attractive inducements to intending emigrants. There we find too, the
British American dominion and the various
components of that strong combination
offering their terms - the Brazils an d
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British - Columbia offering their terms.
Nay more, we even find the various
colonies of Australia holding out their inducements and terms to that most useful
class of immigrants who, as I have said,
represent an equitable combination of
capita~ and labour. Now what sort of a
figure does Victoria cut beside the rest of
these formidable competitors? To whose
advantage will it appear if we examine
the terms offered by them and the
terms offered by her? We find that
the United States offer to the man who
will comply with certain conditions of settlement, 160 acres of land gratis, and we
find them offering at a merely nominal
price 160 acres in addition, so soon as certain other conditions are complied with.
We find Canada West offering 200 acres
of rich agricultural soil to each immigrant.
I have heard an argument, or rather an
objection, advanced that the land in that
country was so heavily timbered that an acre
here would be worth £8, whilst that would
scarcely be worth a penny; but honorable
members who express that view are not
aware of the real facts of the case; because the very 9learing of that land pays
the man who settles upon itt as the timber is of such a quality that it can be
readily converted into a marketable article.
Then we have Nova Scotia offering her
terms and Queensland hers, each of them
immensely more fa vorable than those offered
by ourselves. We must, therefore, give up
all idea of competing successfully with those
colonies, so far as the inducements held
out by this Bill are concerned. But, sir,
besides there being an impolicy, there is a
positive injustice connected with this measure; and the inJustice is this, that we
now call upon men to take up land, and
we offer it to them at a higher price than
very far superior land could have been
taken up previously, at a time when produce was more valuable and labour was
cheaper. Another injustice on the selector
is as to the rent proposed to be charged.
What is proposed? Why it is proposed
to charge him 2s. per acre for his land,
whilst the squatter who occupies land on
the other side of his fence is charged ltd.
or ltd. an acre. I know it will be immediatelyanswered, by some honorable members, that the land which the selector is
permitted to take up is superior in quality
to the land still remaining in the hands of
the squatter, and tha~ 2s. an acre would
be a cheap price for it compared with ltd.
paid by the' squatter.- I know that the
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selectors under the Land Act of 1865
have been for years holding on like drowning men clinging to straws, in the hope
that the new Land Bill would bring them
relief, and that they would hear that what
they had already paid in nnt would go in
part payment of the purchase money. . 1
am sure that no honorable member who
has experience of the agricultural districts
of this country will dispute the truth of'
what I now say. I believe, with the
honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr.
Mackay), that all the evil consequences of
the Land Act of 1865 have not yet been
seen. That honorable member said he was
afraid that in addition to the many calamities which are now traceable to the maladministration of that Act, there were
many which had not yet come to light, and
which some time hence would crop up. I
quite believe that such will be the case,
and that many acres more will be found
forfeited next year than have been forfeited during any year since the Land Act
of 1865 came into operation; because I
am persuaded that selectors cannot comply
with all the requirements demanded of
them-they cannot put improvements on
their land to th~ value of £1 per acre, pay
2s. an acre rent, and support their families whilst doing so. The terms are hard
and impracticable. Sir, I listened attentively to the address of the honorable and
learned member for Brighton, and I
recollect that he said that one reason why
the proposed great powers should be conferred upon the Minister of Lands was because capital, when it came into contact with
labour-labour, in the sense in which the
word was used, might mean almost penury
-would succeed; that, in other words, at
present the rich man succeeded in carrying
off everything from the poor man. But the
honorable and learned member appeared to
. forget that the poor man is almost excluded
under the proposed Land Bill, because he
must be prepared to come forward, before
he can with prudence bid for his share of
the land, with his £ 1 an acre improvements. Now, supposing he took up 640
acres, the improvements would cost him
£640. He would then have to pay 2s. an
acre for three years, which would amount
to £192, or :£64 a year. In all it would
require close upon £1,000 of capital in
order to take up 640 acres; and I make
this calculation without taking into consideration the cost of stock, implements,
and other matters which are absolutely
necessary for enabling him to carry out
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the conditions 'of cultivation that are re- immigration; but I say the price so fixed \
quired by the ACt. ' Therefore, I say the is too high for that. One pound an acre
'Bill positively protects the capitalist. I. will not settle pRople on the lands, nor
do not find fault with it for doing so, but I will it induce population. Consequently,
do complain that it does not' at the same from a double point of view, the price of
time hold out inducements to honest labour, - £1 an acre, or, still :i:nore, of 26s. an acre,
and the many thousands of people who do is a mistake. But surely it would not be
not possess a large amount of capital which too much to expect that the land selectors
they can expend in this way. Of course of the country should have some assistance
it will be' said that the selector is not in the way of their rent going in part
bound to take up 640 acres; but we all payment of the purcbasemoney? Yet we
know that it is the ·natural propensity of are told that the principle must be-purmen who intend, or at least hope, to settle chase from the commencement.·.... 'Now,
themselves permanently down on the land sir, I shall come round from that point, to
to take the outside limit that his resources speak for a while on the subject of the
will allow. Instead of an agricultural powers which it is proposed by this Bill
population settling permanently down in to bestow upon the Minister of Lands.
this country, I fear we shall first of all have These powers, it is acknowledged on all
mortgages in the hands of the squatters, hands, are very great, and the reasons asand ultimately a reversion of the whole signed for their being conferred are cerpublic estate to them, to the ruin of the tainly, to my mind, not logical. They are,
settler whom the Bill professes to en- to say the least, decidedly doubtful. One of
those reaso:ns is the necessity which is said
courage.
to exist for avoiding all contact with the
Mr. FRANCIS.-Hear.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-I am glad to latv courts ur with the judges. There
hear that the honorable member for Rich- is no question about it that the manner in
mond agrees with me in what I have just which their Honours the Judges have been
said. Sir, I repeat that, if this Bill were treated has been anything but what I
Moreover,
to come into operation in its present form, think respectful or desirable.
it would result in not only loss to the un- if honorable members were to recollect
fortunate selector, but absolute ruin to him that the colony, to a great extent, derives
and his family, a reversion of the selected its tone from the courts of law, they would
land into the hands of the squatter, and, as I think, be more careful of making such
a necessary consequence, ultimate injury insinuations as have been thrown out
to the State. But I stand to support any against the judges; for, if this House has
Bill which will include the principles not confidence in the integrity of the
which my constituents, as well as myself, judges of the Supreme Court, can we
maintain should be provided for in' it. expect the community at large to have
One of those principles is a classification confidence? The attitude that has been
of the soils, for it is absurd to the eyes of assumed by some honorable members,
any man travelling over this, colony to tell with respect to the judges, is not calulated
him that an inferior light sandy soil-not to increase the public respect for judicial
to give a worse description of it-is worth tribunals. Well, sir, that is one reason
£1 an acre, and that soil of a superior des- that I have heard assigned for conferring
cription, or even of the very best descrip- these large powers on the Minister of
tion, .is worth no more. I may be asked Lands. Another reason that has been
what price I would myself propose. I stated is the cost of litigation. I am not
agree with the honorable and learned aware that many selectors have sustained
member for Belfast that the price now much injury in the way of costs under
proposed is absolutely artificial and unreal. the Land Act of 1865. I do not think
I say that it is artificial, because, if it that the barristers of this colony have
were not so, we should put the land pocketed a fortune from the litigation
into the market at auction, and the public which has arisen either under that or any
would then judge of its value, and what previous Land Act; but I think, even if
was obtained for it there might properly these two reasons were sustainable, that
he regarded as its natural price. But it they would be insufficient. In the first place
a ppears to me that the Government and we must conclude-for we know it to be SQ
the House have not that object in view. -that conferring such large, despotic, all d
It is proposed to fix such a price as unlimited powers upon anyone man 'is
will induce settlement on the land and highly dangerous. It matters not how
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much confidence may be reposed in the
individual-and here I will say that there
is not an honora ble member in this House
who has more confidence in the honorable
gentleman now presiding over the Lands
department than I have-I care not who
the individual may be, there is none so.
good and so just as to be intrusted with
these enormous powers. Yet, sir, what
is asked by this Bill is tantamount to that.
The people of this country may be told that
it is for their good, but they can see beneath
the surface. I say the powers are not
necessary, and that they are not calculated
to promote the interests of the colony,
because it makes the country, so far as
the administration of the Lands department
is concerned, dependent upon the dictum
of one man, and from that dictum or verdict there is no appeal. Law in all cases
should be fixed. We should know precisely how far we are affected by any Act
of Parliament. It should not be left to
any Ministry, in any country, to fix and
determine or to shift at their will and
pleasure the landmarks of an Act of
Parliament.. But, sir, the powers which
it is proposed by this Bill to give to the
Minister of Lands, whoever he may be,
leaves ~t entirely in his hands to shift
those landmarks if he pleases day after
day; so that what was a rule yesterday
for the guidance of the public, may be
expunged and quite a different rule set up
ill its stead to-morrow. If we look into
this qu.estion more closely, we shall find
that it amounts to nothing more nor less
than this, that we are asking Parliament
to divest itself of it.s legislative functions
-for it is not administrative functions
that are asked for-and deposit them in a
particular Minister. The administrative
functions belong unquestionably to the
Minister of Lands, and no one will deny
them to him, or demur to his exercise of
them; but it is the legislative functions
that Parliament must not part with, because it is the especial function ofParliament to legislate, as distinguished from
the functions of the Minister of each particular department, whose duty it is to
administer only. I am persuaded that,
unless this theory be recognised and acted
upon, Parliament will be reduced to the
position of pretending to conduct the affairs of the country in the dark. But
again as to the question of cost. I think
that the cheap.ness will be rather in favour
of defining the functions to be exercised
by the Minister; because, supposing we
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go to the Supreme Court to settle a
question, on all questions to be so set-.
tIed, even if the Minister of Lands be
invested with these despotic powers, he
must be properly represented.
If
the honorable member who alluded to
the cost of litigation will make an estimate
of what these "proper representations"
will cost-if once that is done, and a
balance is struck and produced, the House
may then determine whether, in point of
cost or saving, it is desirable to confer the
arbitrary and despotic powers demanded
by this Bill. But, sir, with respect to the
42nd clause, I heard the honorable and
learned member for Brighton speak of it.
as being the salvation of the Land Act of
1865. He said that it was in consequence
of the despotic powers that that Act
contai~ed, that it had worked successfully.
I believe the honorable and learned member spoke .sincerely what he felt,. but I
also beli~ve that he· cannot. ·harve examined
into the operation of the 42nd clause, or
made himself acquainted either with the
machinery by which it has been carried
on or with its defects. . Sir, I can take
that honorable and learned member to a
scene, where he can determine for himself,
and judge whether it has operated benefi-:
cially or not. I can show him that just in
proportion to the number of applications
for land under that clause, has been the
increase in the number of dummies. I
have had personal_ experience of the·
defects in the working of the machinery
of that clause, and shall briefly inform the
House of the results of that experience.
Before I became a member of this. honorable House, having the interests of the
agricultural population of the country
sincerely at heart, and seeing cases in
which I had more than good reason to
suspect the hona fides, I drew the attention of the honorable member for North
Gippsland to the particular case that I
am about to mention, and that honorable
member very promptly, to his honour be
it said, reported the matter to the Lands
office, in order to prevent the State from
being defrauded under the pretence of
selection. Forms of declaration were
immediately sent down, as we were informed, .to the selectors; they were duly
signed and returned, and, upon subsequent
inquiry at the Lands-office as to whether
the arrangement had been frustrated or carried out, it was discovered that, inasmuch as
the forms of declaration had been signed
and returned, nothing more could be done,
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and that these men, although their bonfL
fides were not proved, but, on the contrary, could have been disproved, had
obtained their licences. I could bring the
honorable and learned member to places
where, under the operation of the 42nd
clause, instead of fences being put round
eighty-acre allotments, several eighty acres
are included within one fence. I could
take him to places where, under the operation of that clause, the squatters have
taken up even the very best of the land.
There must be a remedy for these
things, and it has been said that nobody
would apply that remedy more heartily
than the present Minister of Lands. It is
to be hoped that such a remedy will be
administered. We are told that the responsibility of the Minister is a sufficient
guarantee to this House that the powers
which this Bill demands may be safely
intrusted to him. But what is meant by
a responsible· Minister? Certainly not the
responsibility of despotic majesty. I can
understand it meaning that he is responsible for the carrying out of au Act of
Parliament, but not that he is to be allowed
to make an Act of Parliament in his own
chamber. I can understand his being a
responsible administrator, alid a responsible administrator only, but not a responsible legislator.. We are the responsible
legislators, and the Executive for the time
being is the responsible administrative
body. But supposing, for the sake of
argument, that we were inclined to give
these powers that we are asked for, still I
believe that, if we were to examine the
working of the department for the administration of which they are demanded,
we should hesitate before doing so.
In order to see what that department is,
and what its manifold functions aoo, we
must bear in mind that the whole public
domain is spread out there, and no doubt
it is a very rich repast, not only for the
House but for the country. We find the
honorable gentleman presiding at the table
-we may call him the political carverbut it is not the carver with whom fault is
found, but, as is invariably the case, it is
with the waiters upon whose activity the
success of the entertainment depends. 'No
one would venture or would dare to impugn the integrity of the honorable gentleman's personal administration of the department. I will refer honorable members' to a speech of the Attorney-General,
which will be found reported in Hansard
(vol. iv. p. 1006). It is this.Dr. J[acartney.
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" He said, and he now repeated the statement,
that he was not insensible to the fact that the
Government, in one of its departments, had
permitted a state of things that was not
creditable to the community, and which had
tended in a very large degree to bring about the
condition of demoralization to which he had
alluded."
But the Attorney-General did not stop
with that brief description of the department. He went on further, and finished
the picture with this touch"He then went on to say-and he did not
shrink from avowing it-that honorable members of the House were to be seen standing on
the steps of the Lands-office, waiting interviews
with the Min~ster, like so many lackeys. He
would repeat that it was a discreditable scene to
witness at the Lands-office-a string of honorable
members waiting to transact business for their
constituents. "
I believe the Attorney-General deserves
more credit for sincerity than he has yet
received.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I have seen
you there.
Dr. MACARTNEY. - The honorable
gentleman says he has seen me there. I
dare say he has, for on more than one
occasion I have gone there to endeavour
to correct some of the administrative
abuses under the Land Act of 1865. The
Attorney-General went further than I have
quoted, for he said"He admitted that he said all these things;
he would say them again "-I wonder whether he will say them now?
--" and he' was prepared to take the consequence of saying them."
That I entirely believe; and I think we
owe the honorable gentleman a debt of
gratitude for what he said on that occasion, especially as he declares that he is
ready to rise and say it again. I do not
believe that during this debate any honorable member of this House has gone so
far in th~ direction of impugning the
Minister of Lands as the AttorneyGeneral did on the occasion to which
I have referred; at least I glean
that from what the Chief Secretary
said in the debate which then ensued.
The Chief Secretary, on that occasion,
said"The honorable member for South Bourke
had brought charges against the Minister of
Lands, which he was bound to bring forward in
the House, and to substantiate if he could."
So that, according to the present Attorney-General, not only the Lands 4epartment but the Minister of Lands had
the House to watch and guard against.
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Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I think
the Minister of Lands has had misrepresentation enough. I never made any
charge whatever against my honorable
colleague.
Mr. DUFFY.-The honorable member for South Gippsland is at present addressing himself to the observations of the
Chief Secretary. If there is any misrepresentation of the Chief Secretary's
speech, it is for that honorable. gentleman
to say so.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-If what I have
read be a misrepresentation, why did not
the Attorney-General say so when the
Chief Secretary made it? But, as all this
must be disagreeable to the AttorneyGeneral as well as the Minister of Lands,
I leave the gloomy picture, merely remarking that if the Attorney-General
believed only half of the statement which
he then made, surely he will not be found
now voting side by side with ho:q.orable
members whom he exhorted the House then
to get rid of. If he be, it will be an interesting, although no doubt a difficult, task
for a mental philosopher to discover what
is the difference of motive which actuates
the respective parties. Sir, with regard
to the powers proposed by the Bill to be
conferred on the Minister of Lands or the
Executive, I may remark that this Honse
has repeatedly been told of the fearful
state of things which would be brought
about, if we were to permit the Imperial
Executive, if we were to permit Downingstreet, to exercise unlimited sway over us.
But the scene only is changed-not the
powel'-because we are asked to confer on
La Trobe-street and Spring-street powers
equal to those which we were told should
lIot be conferred UpOIl Downing-street. I
hope better than to suppose that, when the
Dill goes into committee, such powers
will be bestowed.
Honorable members have already had the opportunity
of seeing that it is not the disposition
of the House to bestow despotic powers on
any Ministry. The Minister of Justice, on a
recent occasion, claimed powers which are
not to be compared to these in magnitude,
-yet t.he principle involved then was the
sa.me as now. The House declined to
confer those powers, although the Minister
of Justice declared that such a proceeding
would be an insult to responsible government. But then the House declined to
make the Minister of Justice, LGrd Chan('ollor, as it will now, I believe, refuse to
make the Minister of Lands Governor -
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Grant. Suppose Mr. Gladstone, when he
went down to the House of Commons
with his Bill to disestablish the Irish
Church, had said-" Here is a Bill which
give to the Lord Lieutenant, or the
Secretary of State, power to dispose of the
national property in the Irish Church
exactly as he thinks fit," what would have
been said? Why both parties - Whig
and Tory-would have united to repel
any such invasion upon parliamentary
privile~s and rights, because it would
have been very evident that, on "proper
representation," the glebe lands of one
rector, and the richest endowments of one
diocese might be saved, while the others
were being cut to pieces, and all at the discretion of the Executive of the day. But
the House of Commons would not accept
a measure of that kind. Shall we then,
when it is..proposed I to deal with our national property in this way, be prepared
to confer the powers proposed by the Bill
upon any Minister or Ministry? I have
better hope than that, because nine,-tenths
of the honorable members who have addressed the House on this question, have
expressed the opinion that this power
should be done away with, if not altogether, at least to an extent that will render
it more safe in its operation. Sir, upon
this point, as also upon those of the price
of land to the selector and the tenureupon these three points-I dissent from,
and shall oppose the Bill. But inasmuch
as we see how matters now stand, and
that it is the disposition of the House to
legislate on the question, I would exhort
the honorable member for Rodney to withdraw his amendment, and let the Bill pass
into committee, and let us there deal with
the measure as it should be dealt with.
The Chief Secretary showed last night
that, while he would stand by certain main
principles, he was not prepared to oppose
the remodelling, resettlement, and re-adjustment of the details. But, in taking this
course, I think the House will see that,
in justice to the honorable gentlemen who
have been charged with attending like
lackeys about the Lands-office, in justice
to the honorable members who have been
charged by the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden, in justice to the
character of individuals and also of the
House as a corporate body, a committee
should be appointed to inquire into the
operation of the existing Act, and the
working of the Lands department.
Mr. GRANT.-No.

will
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Dr. MACARTNEY.-If such a committee be refused, and the Minister of
-Lands ejaculates that it·will be - Mr. GRANT.-Certainly.·
Dr. MACARTNEY.- What will be
the opinion of the public? Why, that
this House is afraid-that honorable members who have 'been charged are afraiu-'to insist that a committee should be appointed by which they could clear their
reputation. I should be sorry to believe
one-half of the reports current, both
-among honorable members and among the
public. -Still I do say that, in justice to
the honour and character of individual
members of the House, in order to secure
, and retain the confidence of the people;
and in order to show that the .corruption,
which we endeavoured some time since to
repress, is not still rampant, a committee
ought to be appointed. In conclusion, I
would urge strongly upon the honorable
member for Rodney to withdraw his
"
amendment.
Mr. -CARR.-I have listened with great
attention to the addresses which we have
had this evening f~om the honorable and
gallant member fOl~ West Melbourne, and
the honorable -and learned member who
has just sat down; I am sure the latter
gentleman will excuse me for correcting
him with regard to one of his quotations. He labours under a great misapprehension as to the facilities which
existed in this country for obtaining land,
before the passing of the Nicholson Act.
I can speak from an experience of five and
twenty years on that point. I say distinctly
that, while we were under the land regulations and the Orders in Council, there was
the greatest difficulty in obtaining an acre of
land in this country. I know cases of
parties who end.eavoured, for eight or nine
years,to purchase, and could not get a
freehold. Singular to say, while the. land
regulations worked in South Australia
with considerable success, the administration of the land regulations and the:
Orders in Council here was always viewed
with intense dissatisfaction. It is true
that, under the Orders in Council, the
pastoral tenant ha~ the pre-emptive right
to take land at £1 per acre; but, if any
other person wished to purchase; there
was no selection-there was only public
auction-and, in almost every instance,
the pastoral tenant was the successful
-purchaser. The _honorable member for
South Gippsland is under another misapprehension. The price of £1 per acre
0
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was the minimum-not the maximum. I
know many men who were in the colony
in those 9ays, and who went from station
to station with an intention to purchase
land, and who, after spending seven or
eight years in fruitless effort, were almost
driven from this -colony into South
Australia or elsewhere. I state, without
any fear of contradiction, that the facilities
for obtaining land -in this colony have
never been so great as they have been
under the present Act. I must here
allude to the statement made last evening,
by the Chief Secretary-inadvertently, I
should imagine, or without sufficient
knowledge of the facts-that no man in
the colony had ever recommended a land
system approaching to the present. Why
in 1853 or 1854, I had the honour of
moving a resolution, which was embodied
in a petition to the Government of the
day, and in which the principles of free
selection, deferred payments, enforced
residence; and many of the distinctive
features of this Bill, were included. After
that, we know, Mr. Wilson Gray and the
Convention drew much -more general
attention to the subject; and no doubt
that very able and very honest land
reformer did a great deal of service to
this country. Passing from this branch
of the subject, perhaps the House will allow
me to allude to what I may call a serious
defect in this Bill, in the present Act,
and in all former Acts- namely, that
while every inducement is held out to
selectors to take up the primest and best
land in the colony, no inducement is
held out to them to select the inferior
land. I think that is one feature of the
land question which is worth consideration.
There is another matter, which I have
al ways thought a defect in our land legislation-namely, that an acre of land,
whether good, bad, or indifferent, should
always be put up at the s~me valuation.
When the Nicholson Land Bill was under
consideration, the Attorney-General of
the day (Mr. J. D. Wood) agreed with
me that it was utterly illogical to have a
uniform price for land-as illogical as it
would be to have a uniform price for
horses, sheep, or cattle. That learned
gentleman proposed, in committee, an
amendment that there should be a valuation price. I seconded the amendment,
which I believe was lost by three votes.
Now, sir, what has been the result of the
working of our land laws? Land htls
been thrown open in various parts of the.
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colony. There have been rushes to Camperdown, Hamilton, and other places,
where the land has been known to be
superior. The good land has all been
taken and'the other has been left. The
oasis is gone, and, in most cases, we have
the desert remaining. The Minister of
Lands admits that there is no good agricultural land to be taken up except what
is heavily' timbered, which will hardly
pay for the clearing. Under these circumstances I think my honorable frien'd
might well relax the conditions under
which. selectors may take up land under
the Bill. I also think that when it is
admitted that cultivation will not pay; and.
that all the good 'agricultural land is taken
up, .it is a harsh and cruel thing to force a
man to cultivate, particularly when the
land is not fit for it. I give the Minister
of Lands all credit for his good intentions,
and for his honesty. I thought, a few
nights since, that he was going to be
placed in the unenviable position of the
. man whom all the 'world spoke well of.
But tlfe proceedings of last night, and the
night previous, have somewhat dispelled
that idea. I have no great partiality for
the pastoral tenants; and I can assure the
House that, in past years, they never had
any particular attachment for me. I cannot say that I am indifferent to the proposal reported to have been made by an
honorable member the other night-that
the squatters should be boiled down. I
must say that I should have great objection: to the proceeding, because many of
the .'squatters are men for whom I have
a very high respect. Neither do I
think that the operation would be
attende!i by the satisfactory results that
it would have been some years ago.
If the gentlemen belonging to the pastoral
interest are to be cooked at all, I should
like the business to be done in a more
scientific manner. I understand there are
some monetary establishments in Melbourne - some benevolent institutions
which are always coming to the succour
and assistance of decayed and struggling
squatters-that can dress them much
more scientifically. I am told that those
institutions frequently put squatters into a
stew. I have even heard that some, posse~si~g a higher degree of refinement,
grql them deliberately by a slow fire.
Under these circumstances I presume it
will not be thought that I have any particular prejudice against the order, when
I say that I think another improvement
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might be made in this Bill. I ht;tve had
the advantage of mixing a great deal
among a certain class of men--well to do
farmers, and men of small capital~in
various districts of the colony; most of
them have wives and families, and some
of them have 'settled down for years on
their freeholds; and I ha.ve ,heard the
opinion expressed, over 'and over again,
among these men, that provision should
.be made, in tp.is Bill, for a man in that
position, and so disposed, to take up from
1,000 to 3,000 or 4,000 acres for pastoral
purposes. I give expression to ·this
opinion, because it has been so frequently
forced upon my attention. Another question which has. come before the House,
and to which I intend very briefly to
allude, as I know that many honorable
members do not agree with me on the
subject, is as to the advisability of giving
extensive executive powers to the Minister of Lands. Now I think that the
powers which the Minister of Lands possesses are extraordinary, and that they
require to be extraordinary. I do not
agree with many honor~ble members in
the opinion that, in the case of a difference as to an allotment of land, we
should apply to the law courts. I have
the highest respect for their Honours the
Judges. I have a great respect for law
a.nd lawyers generally; but I have also a
very wholesome dread of them. It was
said by a very learned judge, some years
ago, that "The law is open to evel'Y man."
"Yes, my lotd," replied an acute counsel,
who receiv~d the dictum from the bench~
" and so is the London Tavern." And we
perfectly well know that the London
Tavern is one of the most costly hotels
in the British metropolis. But putting
aside" the law's delay," and the expense,
if I were a selector-which I don'. intend
to be, under any circumstances-I would
prefer to have a quick decision, a decision
that requires to be given at once in o:r;der
to be of any good, from the Minister of
Lands, be he the honorable gentleman
who now administers that department or
any other, than I would go to the expense
of a suit at law, with all its uncertainty,
trouble, and vexation. In conclusion, I
may remind the honorable member for
South Gippsland that, when I was formerly a member of this House, there was
an Attorney-General who had the utmost
horror of Hansard, because, as he' said,
whenever an honorable member got up to
quote from it, there was some desperate
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piece of malignity, so.me dangero.us mo.tive,
at the bo.tto.m. I shall vo.te fo.r the seco.nd
reading o.f the Bill, and shall endeavo.ur,
in co.mmittee, to. amend so.me o.f the
clauses.
Mr. ASPINALL.-Mr. Speaker, I feel
it my duty, whatever may be the o.pinio.ns
o.f ho.no.rable members o.n the o.ther side,
o.r o.f ho.no.rable members aro.und me, to. .
I ise and express the ho.pe that this Bill
will no.t be read a seco.nd time witho.ut a
divisio.n. I desire that this House, however disposed it may be to pro.mote the
settlement of the co.untry, and ho.wever
tletermined it may be to improve the Bill
in committee, sho.uld kno.w, at this partieular stage, who are for and who are
against the measure. I am no. believer in
the practice of acquiescing in the seco.nd
reading o.f a Bill" and reserving to myself
the right of acting in committee, with regard to particular clauses, just as it may
ap·pear co.nvenient at the time. Ho.no.rable members, if they have at all studied
land legislation in this co.untry, ought to.
kno.w whether bro.adly they like the am
or not. I shall vo.te against the second
reading if I have only one ho.norable member to. vo.te with me. In so. do.ing I desire
to record my o.pinio.n that the po.wers to
be given to. the Minister o.f Lands ought
llQt to be the powers propo.sed by the Bill.
It must be a source o.f gratificatio.n, both
to the Houee and the co.untry, that the
powers which the Minister of Lands has
hitherto held have been exercised so much
to the advantage of the country. What·
ever we may think of the system proposed
by the Bill, under which power almo.st
unparalleled will be vested in the Minister
o.f Lands, it is undoubtedly the fact, with
regard to the present holder o.f the o.ffice,
that there is not a man in the co.untry
who dpes not respect him. Sir, I do. not
intend to take up the time of the House.
The debate has been conducted o.n both
sides with an ability that must commend
itself to. the community. I believe the
power which the Bill will give the Go.vernment is a dangerous o.ne. If the mea'
sure were to pass as it stands, the Go.vernment wo.uld be able to. make friends
throughout the count.ry simply by their .
manner of dealing with the public territo.ry.
I believe that the Minister of Lands is
utterly incapable of. any such misuse of
power. However, men are but men; and,
if stern one mo.ment, they may be yielding
in ano.ther. I submit that ~safety lies in
not giving to any Government, or to the
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head o.f any department, such powers as
tho.se contemplated by the Bill. Therefo.re I shall vo.te against the Bill, and 1hope that all who hold the views that I
entertain o.n the subject, will take the
same course. Should, ho.wever, the measure pass its seco.nd reading-if, o.n that
questio.n, the Government cannot be put
out, which I believe to be the sensible
business of a co.nstitutio.nal oppo.sitionmy inclination will be to assist the Government in pro.ducing a measure which will
be of some service to the country.
Mr. FRAZER.-Sir, as it is desirable
that this debate, which has lasted a co.nsiderable time, sho.uld be brought to a
close this evening, I will take care that
the remarks which I have to make shall
be as brief. and pertinent as possible.
Certainly I will not follo.w the example of
so.me .ho.norable members who, by dealing
with the several clauses o.f the measure,
word by wo.rd, and line by line, have
made speeches better fitted for committee,
than ·a seco.nd reading debate. In the
first place, I will call attention to a few
of the statements submitted by the honorable member fo.r South Gippsland, with
the view of refuting the arguments which
he has bro.ught fo.rward. The ho.norable
member pro.nounced the existing Act a
failure; and one· reason which he assigned fo.r doing so. was that between 1862
and 1867,. notwithstanding .the enormo.us
area taken up by selection, there had been
but a slight increase in the extent of land
und~r agriculture. Now, if the hono.rable
member had had a little more experience
o.f the agriculture of the co.lo.ny, he would
have known' that, after the passing o.f the
Land Act of 1862, a large area of land
which had been under cro.p for many
years-which had been under cultivatio.n
until it was co.mpletely worked out-had
to be abandoned for agricultural purposes,
and to be allo.wed again to become
pasture. Then again, it should be remembered that, although a great number
of people took up land for agricultural
purposes under the Act o.f 1865, that
land could no.t be brought into. a state of
cultivation until ~o.me years had elapsed.
Another fact which sho.uld not be forgo.tten is that many farmers who, in the
early days, under the system of auction,
had to.. pay from £6 to £ 10 per acre,
would have been completely ruined if,
when it became necessary that they sho.uld
have some new land, legislatio.n had not
enabled them to take up land on the same
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terms as ordinary selectors. I mention
these things to show that a different conclusion to that arrived at by the honorable
member, may be drawn from the figures
which he has quoted. The honorable
member referred to a statement of the
Chief Secretary that, although 500,000
acres had been forfeited under the present
Act, about £100,000 had been received in
respect of this land; and the honorable
member proceeded to argue that this was
nothing to boast of, because the land was
taken from bona fide selectors who had
settled upon it. Now I believe that most
of that £J 00,000 was received from
squatters and speculators, who took up
the land by means of dummies, and thus
sought to evade the Act; and that the
forfeitures had nothing to do with the
failure of the Act, or the incompetence of
bona fide settlers to pay their rents. I
believe that all the land taken up for
actual settlement remains in the hands of'
. the selectors. The honorable member for
South Gippsland alluded to the land law
of America-I presume the Homestead
Act ----and drew a comparison, in the
matter of facilities for settlement,
between this country' and America. But
I would remark that, notwithstanding the
vast territory of America, the Homestead
Act was not passed without considerable
difficulty. Owing to the opposition of the
great landlords and slaveholders of the
South, that measure was resisted, and
successfully, in 1859.
It was again
thrown out in 1860. In the following
session a similar fate awaited the Bill;
and it was not until 1862 that this measure, which is doing so much towards increasing the population of America, became
law. The benefits which have flown from
the operation of the Homestead Act were
not anticipated by its promoters, and are to
be attributed in great measure to the fact
that it vested in the Executive powers
corresponding to those provided for by
the present Bill. It has been stated that
a large portion of our agricultural lands
have been alienated from the State. There
can be no dou bt of this. Still there is a
large extent of land available which can
be worked profitably under a combined
system of grazing and farming. Before
determining whether a Land Act has
failed or not, we should do something more
than ascertain the number of settlers and
the area under cultivation; we should take
into account the number of men who are
about each selection; and the wheelVOL. VII.-4 0
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wrights, blacksmiths, and other tradesmen which agricultural settlement must
bring together. If the existing Act has
failed, it has failed only in one respect.
It is well known that numbers of people
having fixed upon land which they desired to select under the 12th section,
proceeded to the land offices at Camperdown, Hamilton, or elsewhere, and found,
long before their names were called-if
they were ever called at all-that the land
which they wished to select had already
been taken. In that respect, and in that
only I believe, has the present Act failed.
The honorable member for South Gippsland has stated that a large portion of the
land which has been selected will revert to
the State owing to the hard conditions.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-I did not state
that. I said that these lands would revert, by virtue of mortgages, to the squatter and the capitalist.
Mr. FRAZER.-But no legislation can
prevent a settler mortgaging his freehold,
after he becomes possessed of the Crown
grant. If the argument is worth anything
at all, it goes to show that the State
shonld not part with the land at all, and
that the selectors should be nothing more
than lessees. I can understand gentlemen
who are favorable only to leasing putting
forward that view of the question. I well
remember the hopes and fears which were
entertained, during the progress of the
Land Act of 1862 through the Legislature,
as to the chances of the success of that
measure. Party feeling ran high at the
time, but I believe that both the opponents
and supporters of the squatting clauses
were anxious that the measure should be
a final settlement of the question, and that,
with its passage, the news might go to
the mother country that land could be
acquired here on easy terms. Pamphlets
were circulated by the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, to show the
advantages which this country offered for
settlement under the new law. But almost
before the ink of those pamphlets was
dry-at all events before people in the
mother country could read and digest
them-the intelligence was conveyed to
England that our land legislation, on
which we had been occupied for such a
time, must go for nought. [mention
these things in reply to the remark 'of the
honorable member for Dalhousie that,
when he brought in his Bill to amend the
Act of 1862, the democratic membersthe members who had most strongly
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opposed the squatting clauses-joined
with the squatting members to oust the
Ministry of that day. Now from my
knowledge of the feelings of the then
Opposition, I 'may state that they were
strongly opposed to the squatters obtaining
their runs at a lower rate than they paid
in 1861, and the only reason they assisted
in defeating the Ministry was that the
Act had so egregiously failed that they
had lost confidence in that Ministry, and
felt it necessary that other persons should
take charge of the land legislation of the
country, 'and carry it to a more successful
issue. Whether the democratic members
were right in that or not, they acted consistently and justly as 'a party. Certainly they' had a right to turn out
the Ministry when they' felt that, by
so doing, a new and better system of
land legislation would be carried on.
To come back to the principles of the
measure, I will at once frankly and,
candidly state that, in those cases in which
experience has dictated' the proper machinery, the power given to the Minister
of Lands cali safely be curtailed; but in
cases in which the system has not been
tried, I say, unhesitatingly, that to
allow it any chance or prospect of success,
the power of the Minister of Lands
should be increased. With regard to the
forfeiture of allotments, I think that there
should be some tribunal before which the
selectors should have the opportunity of
proving their bona fides.
Although
the power of forfeiture proposed by the
present Bill is so generally condemned,
we must not forget that there are far
greater powers in the existing Act than
are now sought for. We have disallowances in the present Act. Any person
selecting land can have his selection disallowed within one month. According to
a late decision of the Supreme Court the
Minister of, Lands has only to give a
reason for the d'isallowance, and, however
nonsensical or absurd it may be, if it
be 'published in the Gazette, no powflr
whatever, except this House, can give the
man back the land. Then there is a
power to make subdivisions. In some
cases that power has worked beneficially.
For instance, if a man who has resided on
his allotment for two or three years wishes
to leave the country,it is an adyantage
to him to have his improvements valued,
and another person to be allowed to take
possession of, his allotment: These two
,powers-forfeitures' and subdivisions-are
Mr. ,Frazer.

Amendment Bill.

swept away; but another powe~ is pro:'
posed by the Bill which is ~ar mor~ impOl'tant. I refer to the power to determine the pric'~ of ~and selected'under the
42nd section. I may' here' state that' I
agree' with the remarks of the' honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden on this
subject, althou'gh not with the tone which
hA has adopted, nor with the tiri'derhand
and cruel 'attacks' which he has niaae on
the Minister of "Lands: The power to
decide the price of a selector's land under
the 42nd section-whether it' shall be £5
an acre, £10, or lOs.~is one which ought
not to be given to the Government~ It is
a power which can be used with far
greater advantage, politically, than any
other power: proposed by ,the Bill. ' It
would be' better for the coulltry,and
certainly it would: be better 'for the
Minister of Lands and for this House, if
it was at once decided that land selected
under the 42nd section should be sold at
£ 1 per acre. The argument in favour of
allowing the price to be fixed by the
Minister of Lands is that some of the
land taken up under that section is of exceptional value, and worth more than £ 1
an acre. But it is ;too late in the'day to
raise that argument.' In 1862, we set
aside, by an Act of Parliament~ 10,000,000
acres of the best lands in the country for
less than £1 an acre. We did not intend
that to be the worst, but the best land for
settlement. Another reason against this
discretionary power is that it is neither
wise nor prudent to' attempt to' define the
actual price of land. It "would be,' far
better that all the land under the 42nd
section should be sold at £1 an acr~' than
that any attempt should be made 'to fix a
valuation in each particular case. If any
allotment were valued above £1 an acre,
there would be an appeal to the Minister
of Lands, a large 'amount ,of labour would
be cast upon the honorable gentleman, and
probably suspicion would be excite(that
he favoured some' persons for political
reasons. ,A great portion of the land
taken up under the 42nd section was not
worth more than £ 1 an acre. If it is
worth more than £1 an acre now it is in
consequence of the improvements made on
the land. ,In my own district there is
perhaps more land taken up under the
4211d section than in any other district.
Riding over the plains s<?me years ago
there was' not a solitary hut to be seen ';
but now there is 'a large area un~et'culti:'
vation, with fine fields of wav~g, corn,
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'and, com'forta.ble', homesteads.· . This land
WltB.j)ot·,wo!lth; 'tnorel ..:than' £1 an acre be:~
'fbi-e' itJ· 'WS;g cu1ti~ated, and· the selectors
arEf now' waiting to, purchase it at the
upset ,price, in the .same way that selectors
,under the 12th section purchase their
allotrilents. <In: other> districts a similar
.s~ate of things probably exists. I repeat
that' it would be far better for us to
·define ~hat the. price of land taken up
under the 42nd section shall be. There
'is 'one otlier subject in connexiorr with the
land question to which' I ,will' take the
opportunity of referring at this stage.
'While the' settlement- to which I have
·referred'was going'on in my own and
other .districts, mahy: difficulties arose.
I d~ not ·hesitate to say that some years
aga the land· officers, and even ourselves,
-weretfar less liberal as to the views which
ought 'to be entertained with regard to
the, disposal, of· the 'public lands. In
numerous . cases, where people were
atixious, to settle o'n the land, .obstacles
,were ,thrown in their way. Many persons
'ha~ to apply to the Lands department,
'and to ask Members of, Parliament to
introduce them there, and do' their business
.for them.: ~s allusion hl1i freq.uently
been made to Members" 01 ParlIament
attending' the Lands department,' I may
say, that;! .from the great area of land in
my. district, and' probably on account of
~y·extensive circle of acquaintances who
have taken up land, scarcely a day passed
but' what·J w-as compelled to introduce
Some .of my· constituents to the Landsoffice or other departments. Owing to the
large.' number of' applications under the
42nd section, it was impossible for the
officers of the Lands department to
transact all the' correspondence promptly,
and consequently many people, in their
anxiety to settle on the land, and afraid
that 'their homes might be taken from'
them,canie to Melbourne, and Members
of Patliam~nt necessarily had· to aeoom·
pany them to the Minister of the department.· It may be very sensational to
throw out insinuations, and it may be very
pleasant to have a chaff in the lobbies on
'this subject; but I will say that I never
w~nt to the Lands department, nor to any .
'Government office,. to ask' for a thing
which I would not ask for on the floor of
the House. It is very fine to say that we
are agents, for our :constituents; but I
would submit th~t if, a constitue,nt of .any
member of the English House of Commons-goes to' London and wishes, to be
'j
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introduced to any 'Government offl.c~, th~t
member will perform the;- same; . d'ij1jy for
his,constitu.-ent as we; h~v,e' 'w .~perform
here for ours. The remark. applies to ,all
members of, the House. of ·Commons. It
would have applied to the' 'late Lord
Paltnerston, or to anybody else. The oI;lly
distinction is that the matters which
of a; different
interest the people her:e
nature from those for which the assistance
of Members of Parliament is invited in
England. A very large number of people
have business at the Lands· department,
and also at the Mining department.· When
honorable members say that they do not
and will not . assist. their, constituents
in this way, they simply say· what
no member ·of the House of Commons
would say. 'Do not members of the Ho'use
of Commons say, in their addresses to their
constituents, that they will do everything
in their power for the local wants of the
district which they represent? If we look
at the address of any member during the
recent election, we shall see that he was
careful to state' that he would consider it
his duty to' assist his constituents in every
possible;way. I have thouglit it necessary
to make these observations, although they
do not apply merelypersonally ..to 'myself:
Owing to the increase of settlement, the
administrative' business of the Lands department and the correspondence have increased five-fold, while there has been no
corresponding increase in the staff. Perhaps this state -of things may be remedied;
but, until it is, there is no other course for
Members of Parliament to adopt than to
introduce their constituents to the Lands
department, when they are asked to do so.
Perhaps those who are the loudest in
talking against the practice, may be the
most pliable when their constituents come
to them; or perhaps the difference between
them and other members is. that their
constitueuts have less occasion to require
their aid. I represent the .largest agricultural distdct in the country, and there is
scarcely a day passes that a number of my
constituents are not in Melbourne. There
was a time when we were not members of
the House, and I should like to ask honorable gentlemen what we would have
thought if, after we had come to town, our
members had put up their backs and said" No, we cannot do this ; we cannot. make
ourselVes delegates," when we had: spent
our time in canvassing/for.them, and doing
everything we could to·lsecure their election'? It,' h-owever, there is· to;' be an
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understanding that no Members of Parliament shall attend the Lands-office, or any
other Government department, I will at
once agree to that. I would even agree
to the suggestion which has been made to
insert some clause to that effect in the
present Bill, were it not that such a thing
would cast a stigma for ever on the members of this House, by saying that they
were not fit to be trusted-that they were
not fit to be representatives. I know that
a number of members would be glad to
get rid of this duty; but while it is the
custom, in this and other countries, and
while the mode in which business is conducted requires it to be continued, I shall
on all occasions, however much suspicion
may attach to me or to any member, go to
the Lands-office, or any other department,
when I like; and no remarks, no insinuations of any kind, will prevent me doing
my duty to my constituents when they
come to Melpourne. The honorable
member for South Gippsland has said
that, when select committees have been
asked for, their appointment has been
objected to. If any specific charges are
made, for which the member making them
becomes responsible, I, for one, will vote
for a committee; but surely honorable
members are not to be asked to vote for
committees when the grounds on which
they are requested are stated in vague and
general terms. I desire to refer to one
point alluded to by the honorable member
for Geelong West (Mr. Carr), as to the
provision requiring a selector to make improvements on his land to the value of £ 1
an acre. There are plenty of cases in
which land may be taken up by farmers
which is not fit for any other purpose than
grazing cattle, and all the 'improvement
which can be made upon it, with anyadvantage, is fencing. To ask a man to
expend £1 per acre in fencing such land,
when it can be fenced for 5s. or 6s., is
simply to ask him to annihilate so much
capital. This is a matter which may be
properly urged in committee. I know instances in which men have expended
money in improvements on their selections
which are useless, merely because the
Act required that improvements of a certain value should be made, and they did
not wish to forfeit their land. To insist,
however, that improvements to the value
of £J an acre shall be made on stony land,
which is not :worth cultivating, is to waste
an amount of capital which might be expended in another manner, remuneratively.

Mr. Prazer.

Amendment Bill.

I will briefly allude to the clause relating to mining on private property.
That clause reserves power to enter, for
mining purposes, upon any auriferous
lands which may be alienated under the
Act, on payment of compensation to the
owner. This is in accordance with the
princ.iple laid down by John Stuart Mill,
and other political economists, that the
Government have a right to take possession of any land which is required for
public purposes. I think that the clause
should also. apply to lands which have
already been alienated, because if it is for
the public interests to take power to mine
on private lands in one case it is in another.
I lay particular stress upon this, because
large areas are in the hands of a few persons, and the most outrageous terms have
been demanded by owners of private property to allow miners to mine on their
lands. One or two attempts have been
made to introduce Bills to grapple with
the question of mining on private property,
but they have had to be abandoned. I
believe, however, that this clause is a step
in the right direction, and will probably
meet all the requirements of the case. In
conclusion, 1 desire to state that I have
listened wirli great interest to many of
the speakers on both sides of the House.
The case has been so well put that I
would not have thought it necessary to
trouble the House, if there had not been
one or two points which I particularly
desired to notice. I must also express my
gratification that, notwithstanding the
severe remarks which have been made
during the debate, this' Bill has received
less attack from a party point of view
than any preceding land measure. I trust
that honorable members will allow all
asperity to pass away, and assist in making
the Bill as useful as possible. I particularly address this observation to the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, who, I hope, will give the committee
the benefit of the great experience which
I know he possesses in connexion with the
land question, in order that we may make
such alterations in the details of the
measure as will be most conducive to the
interests of the country. It is my intention to vote for the second reading of the
Bill.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-Mr. Speaker,
At this late period of the debate.
I rise with diffidence to briefly state
What my opinions are upon the Bill
Before the House. In doing so, I will
Keep within view one most importa.nt pa.rt,
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Which other speakers who have had the start
Of me have brought before your notice. Sir,
I mean the squatting tenure, and the stir
Which it has caused among their many friends,
Who deem it just, and those who think the ends
Of justice will be foiled, and that a wrong
Most gross, most palpable, a glaring wrong,
Will be perpetuated. Sir, I'm bound
To think this tenure will become the groundWork of and centralize a power
Within the land administration of the hour
Which never should exist in one man's hands.
Is it not monstrous, sir, that all the lands
This colony possesses, east and west,
From north to south, from mallee to the best
Broad acres clear and ready for the plough,
Should be in th' hands of serfs? I put it now
To this Assembly, in plain spoken words,
If one provision in this Bill affords
To tenants of the Crown freedom of thought?
If they're not all politically bought ?
If every squatter's acts will not be scanned,
If every free selector who has land
Will not be at the mercy of the Minister
In power? And no one, sir, can tell what sinister
Designs some men may basely entertain.
My duty, sir, appears to be so plainLy pointed out, that I don't hesitate·
To say, "and say it boldly," if the fate
Of this I,and Bm of eighteen sixty-nine
Depended on my vote it would not shine
Among the statutes which adorn our shelves:
But members are not true unto themselves'
In times like these. What do we hear them say
In this debate, spun out from day to day?
" We'll vote for the second reading of the Bill
With this proviso, only wait until
We get it in committee, then you'll see
What ducks and drakes we'll make of it." For
me,
I disapprove entirely of the plan
They would adopt. Sir, I am not the man
To vote for what I feel convinced is wrong.
It's monstrous, sir, that after all the strong
Long-winded arguments which we have heard
From legal gentlemen, and seems absurd
To laymen like myself, how they arrive
(And to do so most earnestly they strive)
At such conclusions as they seem to do.
It's very funny from the point of view
From which I see it. Sir, have we not lately
seen
An honorable member, Mr. James McKean,
For three hours nearly laboring hard to show
The great defects this Act contains? We know
That in proportion as he pull'd the Bill
To pieces, so he would support it. Still
Further, we've had from members on both sides
The House some curious speeches. But what
guides
Me chiefly in the course ] shall pursue,
In voting, sir, as I intend to do,
Against the second reading of this Bill,
Is principle. I feel within a still
Small voice, which whispers to me "You are
right
In what you are doing." Sir, I do not quite
Approve of all this arbitrary power,
Which to the Government will be a tower
Of strength. And, sir, I do believe in laws.
I am aware the forty-sec<?nd clause
Has done a wonderful amount of good
Throughout the land; and there is no one would
Sooner than I see James Macpherson Grant
Administer the laws to those who want
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To get a home within this wide domain,
Where he,as lord 0' the soil,shall proudly reign;
But instances have frequently occurred
Where gross injustice has been done. We heard
Last night one case of hardship brought to light,
And doubtless more exist; and perhaps we might
(If opportunity were but allowed
To have them sifted) not be quite so proud
Of some transactions, and should slightly pause
Ere we confer this sought for power-this clause,
Which gives this arbitrary, potent sway
To those in office, and which. members say,
Will be remodell'd in committee. Well,
Perhaps it will ; but thus much I will tell
These honorable gentlemen, I'll be
No party to oppose it there. I see
A combination likely to take place
Which I don't mean to join in. Take the case
Of some who say they will support this BillA sham support I call it ; they would kill
The measure. But I think they are not game
To say 80. Sir, these very poor and lame
Excuses do not suit my book at all.
I shall oppose it, let what may befall.
Another word or two, sir, in conclusion.
If I may be allowed, without intrusion,
I'll venture on this very slight remark,
If honorable members hit the mark
They aim at, when the Bill is in committee
It will be riddled so that I shall pity
The feelings of the draftsman. It is plain
To me, he'll never know his Bill again.

Sir, so much has been said on the question
by honorable members on both sides, that
I do not know that there is any argument
left for me to take up. If I had any arguments to use which honorable members
have not availed themselves of already,
they would be directed against those who
have attacked the Bill from every point of
view, and then s~t down by saying that
they would support the second reading.
I do not understahd such conduct. If
honorable members do not approve of the
Bill they ought to throw it out. Would
it not be far better to have the Bill remodelled than to allow it to go into committee, if it is to be submitted to all kinds
of alterations there? Although I oppose
the Bill at this stage, I beg to state that I
will be no party to support those honorable members who declare that they will
pull it to pieces in committee. The Chief
Secretary intimated that the Government
would not object to some of the clauses
being amended in committee, but that the
principles of the measure would be adhered
to. The arbitrary power is to be maintained. The squatters, the free selectors,
and everyone else, are to be at the mercy
of "the lord of the soil." I say that this
Bill will give the Ministry of the day a
vast political power, which no Government
in the world ever had before. There is
no doubt in my mind that the Bill is
framed for the purpose of enp,bling the
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Minister of Lands to' have the squatter
atld the free selector under' his, thumb.'

Everyb!>dy likely to be 'interested ,in, po:..
litiaal matters will be uri~er the dominion
of " the lord of the soil.", In conclusion,
I repeat that, if'the Bill goes into committee,I will n'ot-offer any factious opposition ,to its being made a workable
measure. '
Mr.. , MASON.-Sir, I think the Bill
now before the House commends itself to
all sides, inasmuch ,as while,.· On the one
hand, it does not deal with unnecessary
hardship with "the' sqllatter, on the other
hand it makes, ample J.?l>ovision fur those
who re31ly wish to settle on the'1ands and
cultivate them'. One great objection taken
to the Bill is in' consequence of the arbitrary powers which it will confeI;' on the
Minister of Lands; but, for the due administration' of a measure of this description, it is necessary that there' should be
very extraordinary powers vested' in' some
tribunal. For my part I would prefer
them being vested in that tribunal which
is directly responsible to: this House and'
to the country, rather than in any tribunal
outside, oV'er which the House would have
no control. It must not be forgotten that
it is only by the exercise of extraordinary
powers under the Land Act of 1865 that
people have been enabled to settle on the
lands. For a long time they were kept
o£fby a very wealthy and influential section' of the community; but, thanks to the
so-called arbitrary powers, and the manner
in' which they have been used by the
Minister of Lands, settlement has' been
ptomoted. I have no doubt that there has
been a, little straining of the law to put
people on the 'land under the 42n4 section; but it must not be forg!ltten that for a
series of years there was a considerable
straining of the law by other persons to
keep the ,people off the lands .. The party
to whom I refer for a long time had, and
made'the the best use of, their innings;
but they were eventually bowled out. The
other party have now got their innings,
and I sincerely hope that they will remain'
at the wicket Jor many years to come. I
will refer to one instance in reference to the
42nd clause, and the settlement which has
taken place under it. It is within my own
knowledge, as a member of 'the Immigration Board, that a very large proportion of
those who have availed themselves of
what is known as the passage 'wa.rrant
system, whereby persons, on paying a.
small sum of money, are allow.ed to bring
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out from home such' of their friends: ~g
they choose ~o nominate, are selectors wh'(j
have gO,t', on the lands, and find not only
that they can,,~ultivat~ t~~m with {lr~fi~
to themselves, but that they caI;l proYI.de
ample employment for thei~ 'relations and
friends, for whom they are sending month
after month. By' a liberal land .law :W6
are, therefore, killing'. two birds with o~e
stone. ' We are not only, causing people
already in the colony to settle on the land;'
but we are also ind.irectly obtaining' '8,
valuable and important class of immjgrants-a class :who ~re not likely to be a
burthen on either our charitable ' -instltt1~
tions or penal esiablis'hments., I hope tha.t,
in framing' any. new regulatioAs, the Go..
vernment will be even' more 'liberal in'giving bona fide selectors an opportunity to
send for their relations 'and friends.
Mr. E. COPE.-The Chief ,Secretary
expressed a desiI!e, last evening, ,thaot .the
debate should be speedily brought :to a,
close, and I am sure every 'honorable
member will join iIi. that wish~ Unfortunately I had not the pleasure of being in
the House when the Minister of Lands
introduced the Bill, and I therefore had
not the opportunity of hearing what ,the
honorable gentleman said with regard to
its m~rits. N either have I had the opportunity 'of hearing what gentlemen on
the Opposition side have said against it.
I have, however, read. the' Bill carefully
for myself, and the conclusion I have come·
to is that, wi~h some few exceptions,
which may be remedied in :committe'e" it
is the best measure that has ever been in1'
troduced to this House. I shall give the
Bill my hearty support. I had the' 46nour
of assisting in the passing of the Larid
Act of 1865, and at that time Iliad cer- '
tain misgivings respecting the working~ of
some of the clauses of that meaSure, 'es-'
pecially the one which made the ba~l~t~,
box an article,necessary to be brought into
use in order to enable intending selectors
to obtain,land. I believe that every person
who enters upon a gambling ,transaction
must eventually be a loser by it. The
result of the ballot 'has been that a large
number of people have' been brought'together at various times~ in the hope
obtaining land, and, have been hurried to
a conclusion as to their. selections., In.
many insi,anc~s they have taken up 'sections of land. which they had not sufficient
capital to retain, and consequently they
have found their selections such anincubus
that they h~ve bee'll, forced,to subdivision,
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or to b.orrow money to enable them to
carry. out. the .engagements, into whjch
they had entered. Jf the existing Act
had ~ontinued, without any assistance
being ren~ered t~ these persoils, I have no
hesitation, in saying that they would eventually have gone to the wall. Another
objection to, the Act of 1865 is that the
price at which it fixes the rental for lands
taken up by selection is too high. I believed then, as I believe now, that. 2s. an
acre .is really too 'much rental for the
lands of this colony. The Government
should never attempt to exact from selectors a higher rental for lands than is a
fair equivalent. for their value. If this
principle had been carried out in/ the
Land A~t of 1865, I am of opinion
that many persons :would' have been
in a far' different position from what
they are now., I shall be glad to see this
matter taken into consideration' when the
Bill ~·s' i~ committee. Many objections
have been raised to the measure, but if an
angel from Heaven attempted to frame a
Bill some persoI).s would. find fault with it.
Some honorable members have taken objection to the price proposed to be charged
for the fee simple of the land. The honorablemember for South Gippsland stated
th~t the 'Bill exacts ~ higher price for the
fee simple ~han any Bill which has preceded it.' If the honorable member had
made a proper calculation he would have
cQ~e to a very different conclusion. The
Lan~ Act of 1862 exacted, something like
30s. an acre' for the purchase of the fee
simple. ("No.") I say "Ye~." Taking
into consideration the interest upon the
sum paid in the nrst instance as a deposit,
the price' exacted was something like 30s.
an acre. The present is the most liberal
measure iIi tpis respect of any which have
been introduced into this Hou·se. The
question i~ how to utilize it, afte:r passing
i~ .. , The p'~e~ent population of the colony
i~.1l9t in a"position· to take a~vantage, to
any, great extent, of the provisions' of a
new liberal Land Bill. When the Land
A~t. ~f 1862 w~s passed, the country ",vas
in a'.very different position from what it is
now.' At that time there were thousands
~fJ?~rsons,' in and about Melbourne seeking
employment; but thanks to th~ Land Act
of.'1865; in connexion with the Tariff, that
state of ,things is now reversed~ Instead
of there.l being thousands of 'person;:; in and
a.round M~lpoU:rne' seeking,emproyment,
there are~. hundreds of persons wantin'g
l~bour, and cannot get 'it; and' in the
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country districts there are cases, not by
ones and twos but by twenties and hundreds,
where men are obliged to allow their land
to be impl;ofitable, because they cannot
find labour to assist them in cultivating it.
The land fund is the only fund from which
we can obtain the means to get a population to utilize the lands after we have
passed a liberal l~nd law. I do not say.
that a single shilling. of that fund should
be spent in bringing to this. country paupers from England or elsewhere; but if a
portion of it were used for the purpose of
providing free passages for some of the
able-bodied population of England, Ireland,
and Scotland, I venture to .say that, in a
few years, we should find our lands occupied by a large number of colonists of the
very best description. It has been stated
that there is a wish on the part of England
to send us some of her surplus population;
but what is the character of the population which it is desired to send? The
people of England wish to retain their
able-bodied population, and to send us the
emptyings of their workhouses and gaols;
in fact, they ask us to do neither more
nor less than to pay their poor-rates. But
we are not in a position to undertake such
a thing; nor are we disposed, even if we
had the means, to pay England's poorrates, or assist to maintain her poor. Our
policy is to open up the country to the
enterprise of free industrious men who are
disposed to come. and settle on the lands.
I give the Minister of Lands every credit
for introQ.ucing a Bill to enable persons,
who .;lesire to do so to come and take possession of t~e lands of the colony', on such
terms that they can utilize them,' and make
them profitable t<;> themselves.
Some
honorable members have urged that the
rental should go as part payment of the
purchase money. The honorable memb~r
for the Wimmera argued strongly upon
that poiqt. No honorable member knows
what the consequences of such a course
would be better than the honorable member foi' the Wimmera. I would like to
ask that ,honor.able' member' :how, if the
three years' rental was part of the purqliase
money of the fee simple, it would be possible to enforce the conditions of the Bill ?
The same result!:? would occur that happened
under the Act of 1862. If any of the
rental was reckoned as part of the purchase
money, it would be impossible to enforce
thecond~tions, which, in my opinion, are the
backbone of the Bill. Annihilate the con4itions, ~nd the Bill is:not wqrth the paper
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it is printed upon. But enforce the conditions, remodelled to some extent-which
I believe may be done by a very few words
-and they will prove the very best safeguard to the liberties of the State and to the
interests of selectors. Some members on
my right hand say they are very anxious
to raise the rent of the squatters. I would
like to ask if they are sincere in their
assertion? ( " Yes. ")
One honorable
member says "Yes;" but can he answer
for the whole of the members to whom I
refer? I doubt the sincerity of those
gentlemen. Not a single member who
has spoken on the question has ventured
to tell us to what amount he would raise
the squatters' rental. To some extent
this Bill raises their rent. Taking into
consideration the condition of the squatters,
especially that portion who have employed
borrowed money during the last two or
three years, and remembering the decrease
in the value of wool and stock, I say
that some of them are scarcely able to
pay the expenses of their stations at
the present rate. I gi ve way to no honorable member in my desire to see the squatters' rents raised where an increase
can be fairly made. I am desirous to
see justice done to every class-to the
squatter as well as to the free selector.
Another honorable member, who knows a
great deal more about the working of the
Land Act than I do, expressed his anxiety
to see the remainder of the runs equitably
and properly divided. But to divide this
large acreage of runs into small rUllS of
10,000 acres each, as suggested by the
honorable member for the Wimmera, is an
utterly preposterous suggestion. I should
like to ask the honorable member, if he
were to divide 40,000 acres of land into
small runs, where he would find purchasers
for them? Is there, in this country, to be
found a man so simple, so foolish, as to
invest his money in a squatting occupation
of 10,000 acres, when he must know that
there is nothing to prevent the whole of it
being taken out of his hands the very next
day? It would be an impossibility, and the
honorable member knows it. This Bill,
if passed into law, will effectually divide
the squatters' runs. There is no mistake
about that. If brought into successful
operation, it will divide the runs to an
extent that the squatters do not themselves
dream of, and the time will soon come
when the squatters who now occupy the
best lands in the Western district of the
colony will be obliged to give place to the
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free selector. It has been stated that the
best lands in the Western district are
already occupied, and that, in fact, there
is none to be obtained for settlement.
The honorable member who said that has
not lately paid a visit to that district, 01'
he would not have ventured to make such
a statement. There is some as fine land
unoccupied as there is occupied, and it
will be open for free selection as soon as
ever this Bill passes; and there are plenty
of men, not in the Western district only,
but outside it, who will find that within
not many weeks of the time that this Bill
becomes law it will be occupied. So far
as I ~an see, the great card of the Opposition-I'do not allude to honorable members sitting in this corner, which has
been called the squatters' corner - is the
dangerous powers proposed to be intrusted
to the hands of the Executive under this
measure, or, in other words, to the Minister of Lands. Now, sir, I would be prepared to trust the executive power of
administering the provisions of this Bill
in any hands-I would trust some gentlemen on the Opposition side of this House
-rather than intrust it to the Supreme'
Court. I say I would intrust the power to
any man, so long as he was honest, in preference to the Supreme Court. These
powers, I am pursuaded, never ought to be
centred there. We have had quite enough
to do with that body to satisfy this House
that its interests ought not to be committed to their hands. I am sorry I was not in
the House when the honorable and learned
member for Brighton thought proper
to make a stand on a certain question in
reference to these gentlemen. If I had
been present I should have stood by that
honorable and learned gentleman; and· if
a similar opportunity occurs again, and I
am alive, and have the honour of being
a member of thilil House, if I should be
twice the distance that I was on that occasion, I would take the journey cheerfully in order to offer him my assistance
in carrying out the views he expressed.
I have very little fear of the powers
being abused by the Minister of Lands
for the time being. He cannot abuse them,
because he is amenable to this House;
he dare not do so, because he is answerable
to the people. I bave no fear but that
the Minister of Lands will honestly and
conscientiously do his duty. In the past
he may have committed errors-he may
have been guilty· of faults. Show me
a man who has not i but I believe that he
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has perseveringly, conscientiously, and
honestly endeavoured to settle the people
on the lands of the colony. But whatever
care he may exercise, whatever machinery
he may put in force in order to carry out the
provisions of the Bill, there is one clause
which I think is objectionable, and that is
the 17th, which does not provide for priority
of selection. There must be some guarantee, some safeguard provided, to prevent the
possibility of " tiddlywinking" under that
clause. Sir, there is another danger to be
apprehended from frivolous objections.
We have had instances enough under the
present Act of selections made equitably,
justly, and legally, but which have been
met with the most frivolous objections, to
the effect that, as improvements were upon
the land, they ought not to be allowed to
go into the selector's possession. Sometimes, after inquiries have been made by
the Minister of Lands or his officers, it
has been found that no such improvements have existed on the land in reference to which the objection has been
taken.
Eventually the selector has been
in possession, but the consequence in
the meantime ~as too frequently been that
the selector has had to journey to and fro
between Melbourne and the place where
he resides, or the district where the land
is situated-his time has been frittered
away, and he has been put to a large and
unnecessary expense. Not unfrequently
it has happened that by the time the land
officer declared that he might take possession, he has been destitute of means to
occupy the land which he selected. These
frivolous objections must be put a stop to,
and I believe that, in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred, the difficulty would be
met by obliging the objector to make a
deposit of money to show that he was in
earnest, and it would meet the expenses
of the objection if it turned out to be
merely frivolous. The danger may be
obviated in another way, and that is by
so framing the Bill as that all proceedings
shall be transacted by the Board publicly.
Now, sir, with the public there is a safeguard. With the press there is a safeguard. It is not likely that merely
frivolous objections will be raised when
the public are admitted. And again, the
adoption of this system would be of great
service in obviating the necessity for the
personal intervention of Members of
Parliament between the selector and the
Minister of the department; for I think
that ifthere is one thing more objectionable,
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more pernicious than another in connexion with this question, it is the
practice of Members of Parliament going
to the Lands-office and consenting to
interfere in matters of this kind. If there
is one thing more than another that makes
a man feel contemptible i_n his own eyes;
it is that of humbling himself to go and
ask for an act of common justice to be
done to one of his own constituents. I
would rather break stones for a living by
the day than be engaged in work of this
sort. I sincerely give the Minister of
Lands every credit for an earnest desire
to do good in the very difficult administration of his department, and I shall
afford him my most cordial support. I
believe that when this Bill comes before
the committee it will be found necessary
to make a few slight alterations in it, but
in its general principles I concur.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-Sir, I do not propose to detain the House a:t any length, and
I merely rise now to mention a matter of
detail which should more properly perhaps
be brought under consideration when the
Bill is in committee; but, inasmuch as at
that stage I am personally placed in a
position which precludes me from addressing myself to the question, I hope
I shall be allowed to engage the attention
of the House for a few moments now. It
was my intention to have presented a petition to this House, which I have been
asked to take charge of by certain parties
interested in the question under discussion,
but that petition has not reached me in
time, having probably been delayed in
course of post. I will, therefore, with
permission of the House, make my few
remarks on a memorandum which I hold
in my hand, and which sets out the sentiments of those who have signed the
petition, who are residents in the district
of North Gippsland, and who are selectors
under the 42nd section. What the petitioners desire to bring before the notice of
Parliament is that, under the proposed
Bill, E1ettlers under the 12th section will
have the fee simple of their lands on payment of 20s. an acre, with five per cent.
interest added, whilst the selectors under
the 42nd clause of eighty acres, have
paid, in three rents, £34 lOs.; average
This
surveys £8 lOs.; in all, £43.
amount, with 5 per cent. interest, and six
(instead of ten) of the proposed annual
payments at the rate of 2s. per acre per
annum, would entitle the 42nd lessees to
the fee simple of their lands if they are
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p~!l:~~d ian ,~A,~q~al~ty.,.with . 12t~ . c1aus~
s~.\~ct?rg,. ~s propos~d

b;y the ~mlster ;of
La*~s i;oth_e deputatlO~ who waIted on hIm
on the .1st Decembei', 1868. Then again
the 12th lessees, after three years, will have
paid £24, being better than the 42nd lessees
by £19 with interest, and that also at a
tiJ?,e when money is most precious~o them
-namely, th~i~ ~.!:lrly' settlement upon the
land. , Owing to local peculiarities, many
have but sixty instead of eighty acres, in
th~ir four. all~tments of land, and have paid
the same amount-namely £,43. Thus they
wm, in fou,r instead of ten of the propo~ed
annual payments, have paid the same as
the 12th lessees will pay in thirteen years.
The 42nd lessees in the district ,of
G~ppsland were under disadvantages as
compared w:ith the 12th, lessees, as the
best aud clear lands, b,eing too distant from'
gold.:.workings, were not accessible under
the 4~nd clause. They were obliged to take
up outside heavily-timbered lands, and it.
will be years before they can be made 'profitable to the occupier. After three years'
experience, .they ,:find that the native'
vermin" kang~roo, w,allaby, &c." destroy
at' least' one-third of all grain and root
crops. ~a?-y tenant farmers, who took: up
lands ther~, UUdel' .the 42nd clause, have:
thrown, tlieql up, and are renting land'
i~ the lower district; and, say they had
better do so t~ari ~ake up outside heavilytim:be~ed land; dist~nt from markets and
centxes o'f 'pppulation .. , T,he petitioners
are,' . f~~ther ,desiro\1;s 9£ calling the'
attention of this House to the fact that in
all ia,~d legisla'tiJ>n 'retrospective provision
i~ .. tpa4e fo~': past settlement... They,
claim~l:l equal' consideration, and ask that
all morieys ,paid' ;under the 42ndclause
shan be' credited'tq the lessees as part
payment, of 'the purchase money, less 5
p~r cent~ for: interest on having shown'
t4eir hon~ fides by compliance, with the
conditions .of the present Act; this, as
they unqerst~?d," being the basis of
the policy of ~he Ministry in the new
Bill submitted to the House. I cannot but 'think that this state of' facts
is' ey,idently ~ clear case of injustice, as
regards these ,.petitioners, ~nd I hope
whe~ tA~ Bill)~ in committf;le, that, in
this' respect" it' wi~l be ~ectified.' But. I
turn to the 13ill 'itself,' iIi which; under the
18t}l section, 'the' righ~s at;ld' priv,ileges. of
the'selectors under the 12th and the ,!2nd
are" iegislated for conjointly ari4 .nob
sep~l:'ately. ',U~d~r that sect\on the ~ele~
tors,"boih' 12th and 42nd, are obliged to
, Hr. F. L. SrnlJtk.

be licensee~ .o~ the~ro~ ,for tpree 'year~tr
pay 28. per .acre', annually for the:'
. three years, in addition to being, obliged
to make certain improvements a~d bring
into, tillage certain porti~:t:ls ,of the la~d
during that .time. At the end of that
probationary, period, as it may be called,
they tJ1en .on.ly. are entitled to, enter pD. th~
period of ten years, ,at the end of, :W.hrc~
tp.ey ~ha~l be entitled t~ obtain their grants,
havi~g ,in addition tb. the ,licence: fees,
during the period of the t~~ years, paid
2s. per acre per annum. 'Sir, this I pronounce to. be both unjust and impolitic.
It is unjust, as it exacts rent, under the
title of licence fee, at a time, namely, th.e,
three years, 'Yhen all the sp~re capit~l ~f
the selector is required, for fencing. his
land, building his homestead, ,and bringing,
into tillage the quant~ty required by the,
Bill, before he becomes entitled to 'enter'
on his ten years; tenure, in' ~4dition ~o~
expending capital in the support :of.
himself and his family during the same'
period, and whilst he can not reasonably.
expect to' derive any substantial results or,
benefit from his toil, time, and expenditure.
of, capitaL But, sir, th~ Bill, in this',
respect, is also impolitic., The object of
this measure is declared to be the settle-.
ment of,the 'peopl~ .on the,public lands;,
but I submit that this is .not its O'nly,
object, but that it should ,be 'so framed' as
to attract to this colony as much immigra-.
tion from the old country as
~an.
possibly' secure. If this were the,only,
place on the fa~,e. of the earth to' which
we could look for s~ltable people to, settie
o~_ the l~nCl~, ~ coul_d, Ulld~~stand. alnio~;,
any price being. fixed; but when we' find:
that we h,av,e rivals in almost every parr
of the globe~in the United States,',wliere'
160 acres are given free' ~f nin t or' ,any
charge; and in South America and South'
Africa simllar inducements are held alit,.....;..
that we have them even itt our' doors at' .
Tasmania, New South Waies, artdSouth'
Australia, which' each offers' land 'at' £1
p~r acre, with deferred pay~en~s~we
h~ve to ask whl1~ advantag¢~ are we pr?,
posing to offer, in comparison with ~o~~.
offered by these countries. :ana. se:vera1
colonies. And how do 'we 'stand its
competitor~? 'There is ~. document' f6
which I will refer, whicIl treats of the .
course prirsu'ed by other countries, witp:'
regard to the' attractions offered to'
settlers. I allude ,'to t~e' report of~~ei
Agent-General .of Victo~ia, which is'
embodied' in his correspondence with"
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this Gqv~rnment,· on the subject of emigration.,' He says- ..
..
.
"rXhe Ne~ Brunswick and Nova Scotia Land
domp~py, estab.lis'h~~ by Royal. ~~arter and Act
of Parliament in 1834, by a notIce' published in
1867, also offers land to immigrants in t>locks of
from 1 to 200 acres at 5s. per acre, with credit for
six years and annual payments of 1s. an acre, ex-.
cepting the second .year, during which no payment.is 'required."
In a~other part of his report, Mr.VerdoI;l
again refers to ~ew Brunswicli, and'. he
says"
!' The provillces which took measures to obtajn
eIl)igraMon, made the acquisition of land upon
verY'easy terms the main ~nducement. In New
Brunswick a man' might· pay for his land by
giv'in'g'ten c;lollats w:orth of'work every year, for
fiYe years;, 1;1pon the ro~dsan~ bridges of his
district."
. ,.
.,
So that. there· money is not asked for at
all. : The rep'ort proceeds :-:'" Canada West offers .to all immigrants 200
ac~es of:land·~thout charge.":
'
NoW', so .far as the other colonies are con-·
carried, we have, in addition to the rival
Australian colonies, the three other British
possessions, I have mentioned, directly
rivalling us, and holding out greater inducements than we d.o· to the people at
home. Mr. Verdon also says" Or the whole nuniber of emigrants from the
United .Kingdom, in the year 1868,. 159,275, or
81'28' per cent., went to the United States,
Every successful American·· settler becomes an
emigration agent, and sends for his friends and
relations, This; as is well known, is peculiarly the
case as' to Ireland. Many thousands, either
forced· by the difficulty of living, or. moved by
political discontent, leave Ireland every year for
the' new world,' and it, is' not difficult to understan<l, why they should choose a foreign country
in 'preference to British .colonies, even if all other
tliings were equal. But they are not, for, in addi.tion to the consideration of distance and cost,
Irish and German emigrants are naturalJy"
drawn to America by the gr!3at bodies of their
countrymen who are· already there. Settlers in
America who give their relations in Ireland the
means of emigrating, naturally induce them to
go where they are already estaplished, and, the
emigration fund which is thus created iS'very .
large. In 1868 £540,000 was remitted from the'
United States, by settlers·to their friends."
He pi'oceeds---:
"The a~el'age 'annual amount so remitted·
from 1848 to 1867, both inclusive,' has. been
£720;000. Thus, syphon like, the str:eam once
commenced is self-sustained, and grows larger
as it flows: Irishmen and Germans go to' a new
Ireland.:....another· Germany-rather than to 9strange country, and to this fact, in my opinion,
the ;gl'eat, preponderance of immigration, to
Americ;t, as complil.J;ed )Vith all o.ther new coun,:".
tries, is. to'be mainly attributed." .',
.
I. c~n only ·say.'that we' are"1iere now t(}.
ta~e ~ea/3ures with regard to, im~gr~ti~n.,
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I believe that part of the system Qriginally
proposed to be carried outwas'the sending home of experienced' .lecture!~ whd
would be able I t,O place before, the eyes df.
the' working classes' 'in 'the~ 'old: bountty
the resources of this country, and: thus
induce them to come 'out. 'I ask 'this
House 1Vhether every immigrant ~it:..
ing horne to h~s relatives .and friends,' ana
d.'~scr~~ingthe 8:~v~ntagesof settlement i~'
a country where he had settled, would not
actually be a vohintary agent· to' induce
others to follow his exampl~? There ,i~
another fact that I will 'call attention to.
From 1852 to 1867, according to'the Emi,:,
gra.tion-o'ffice retur:tis~ 'no' re~s than 433;813 .
p:ersons have left tJ1is" colony ari~ retur~~d
to the bId country.' There wilrha~ebeeIi'
froin 18,000 to' 25,000 of those'who are'
of a' class to take 'home the information'
that the' pr.ice of land" here is such that the
'occupier cannot· compete with ,those wHo
occupy 'under 'the attrac~iv'e terms <;>ffered
for' settlement by the Gov¢rnments ' of
Nova' Scotiat ' New ,Brunswick, the'
Can'adas or the United States" of
America; arid unless simil.ar I advantages
are hel~ out' . here,' we cannot be
surprised that the' tide' of emigration'
will flow towards those coimtties where
the inducements as well as the facilities
for acqu'iri'ng arid cultivatirig 'land' are
much greater.' So far, sir, then~ 'a's regards
the question of the selectors under the 18th
section of this Bill. But there 'are"por~
tions of the Bill' byw hich it is proposed '
to confer arbitrary powers on the' Minister
of Lands. . I. for one-, sir,' 'am dispo'sed-:....;
having 8 knowledge of the "aelays' an'd
technicalities, as well' also 'as' the heavi
costs that surround a court of 'law at all
times-to disagree with th~se whb think .
that these powers should be ~ransferred to
the ,Supreme Court, or to any other judicial tribunal; and I think they should be
conferred on the Ministe~ of Lands, be he
who he may, whether the present occupant of that office, or his 6~ccessor; because,
in addition t~ all ~pplications for redress
being unattended by any expense or CO&t, .
and but little delay, he will be responsib~e
to this House for his administration of the
powers with which he i~' v~sted by this
Bill. In saying this, I desire, to be understood,as not impugning, or wishing to cast
the slightest l'eflection o~ their Honours'
the Judges of the Supreme Court" or of any
other court; but looking only t.():t~e practice.' of .the court, and notwithstanding
all the reforms that have taken place, I .
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Bay that there are still so many technicalities and difficulties, as well as costs necessarily surrounding the administration of
justice by that tribunal, that the delays
and expenses entailed by any question that
comes und~r its cognizance are tantamount
to a denial of justice to the selectors under
this Bill, and therefore I do not think it
would be a desirable tribunal at all to vest
such powers in as are required to be exercised under this measure. I will, sir, vote
for the principles of the Bill and for its second reading, trusting, however, that alterations as regards the licence fees, and the
claims of the 42nd selectors will be made
in committee. In case these amendments
are not made, I reserve to myself the right
of dealing with theBill,on its third reading,
as will be consistent with the pledges I
have given to my constituents, and which
are according to right and justice.
Mr. HUMFFRAY.-Sir, I will not
follow the praCtice that has been resorted
to in the course of this debate, of making
a long speech. Inasmuch as I have been
unable to give utterance to my intentions
at an earlier period, I only now propose
briefly to state my reasons for voting
against the second reading of this Bill.
Not only have there been too many long
speeches, but so very large an amount of
extraneous and sometimes irrelevant matter
has been introduced into this debate, as to
ha"e made it somewhat confusing. Honorable members have seemed to fancy that,
in dealing with the motion for a second
reading, it is necessary for them to go into
details which, according to my judgment,
should only be dealt with in committee. As
I have said, I do not intend to follow that
example, any more than I intend to follow
the course taken by at least one honorable
member, of abusing the administration of
the Lands department. I really do think
that the pragmatical proclivities of the
honorable member to whom I refer should,
as they bear against the Minister of Lands,
be ecouted by this House, and that it
should be understood that they are not to be
indulged in any more. For myself, I say
that there is no member of this Assembly
of whom I entertain a higher opinion as
to his integrity and honesty of purpose,
and the purity of the administration of his
department, than Mr. Grant. I believe
that his errors, if they have been committed-for I do not know that they have
-have arisen from perhaps a too lenient
feeling, and probably too from his having,
perhaps almost necessarily sometimes
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delegated to others powers which he ought
to have exercised himself. But, sir, were
he entitled to fifty times more confidence
than I am prepared to extend to him, I
would not consent to surrender to the absolute control of any individual powers which
belong to, and can only be legitimately
exercised by, this House. It is on that
ground especially that I have determined
upon voting against the second reading.
What the honorable and learned member
for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) said the other
evening, is deserving of the gravest consideration. "What guarantee" he asked,
" have we that the Bill before us now, is
the Bill under which the land policy of
the' country will be dispensed?" It
practically gives the Minister of Lands,
for the time being, the power to make a
new law altogether. No doubt it has
been and will be answered " The Minister
is responsible to Parliament." A very
fine theory no doubt, but what, practically,
does it mean? A Ministry responsible to
the public has been a farce for many years
past, and I say that if an unchecked,
irresponsible power be delegated to a
Minister-who~ver he may be-the result
must be that, if circumstances should so
arise, he may, in his own defence, come
before this House and say "I have not
exceeded the powers you gave me-they
were without limit. You authorized me
to make regulations-I have made them."
Now I care not how excellent a man he
may be, unchecked power degenerates too
frequently into tyranny; and this House
will be betraying its trust to the country
of whose best interests it is the guardian,
if it gives to any Minister such large and
despotic powers as are sought to be conferred by this Bill. I now come to the
question of forfeiture. The Chief Secretary mentioned that it was intended to
give the person challenged the opportunity, as it were, of showing cause. That
is all very well as far as it goes; but certain
regulations will have been previously
framed, and if certain things are not done
in compliance with those regulations the
se]ector will be deprived of his holding.
There are circumstances that may arise
that may prevent the best intentioned man
in the world from carrying out the conditions of his lease or licence, and yet
there is nothing in the Bill by which it is
proposed to meet such exceptional cases.
This must be looked to. I will add this,
that I think it is only fair to the House
and to the country, that the Minister of
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Lands, should, as r expected he would do,
attach to this Bill a schedule of regulations, so that we may know how he proposes to carry out the provisions of the
Bill before the House, if it should be
adopted. There is one other matter that
I cannot allow to escape without a remark.
I allude to the clause which relates to the
resumption of auriferous lands.
That
seems to me to fall very far short of the
requirements of the case. It is a question,
no doubt, which requires very serious consideration, and one which Government
after Government, for years past, have
been shelving. The complications are very
great when we come to analyze this subject,
and the difficulties are increasing every
day. But do let this clause be dovetailed
into others which will give us more than
we have here. It is not fair to the House
to place this large question before it, as it
is placed here. There should have been
something more, and I think it will be
found necessary to make something more
of it. It is harmless enough as it stands,
but, I put it to the Government, and especially to the Minister of Mines, to consider the advisability of producing a
comprehensive measure on this subject.
I have admitted, and there is no doubt
about it, that the question is surrounded
by very grave difficulties, but still I believe that, many of these difficulties may,
at any rate to an extent, be overcome, although most certainly not by the one
clause which we have in this Bill before
us. I entertain the same objection to
that clause that I have already expressed
in reference to another feature of the Bill,
namely, that it gives unexplained, and
absolutely uncontrolled powers to the Minister, who can, in virtue of them, gi ve
expression to his own opinion and not to
the opinion of this House. I have no
doubt that the Bill will go into committee.
I have recorded my protest against it as it
now stands. When it is in committee I
shall be only too glad to render to the
Government every assistance in my power
to remedy its defects.
Mr. BAYLES.-It was not my intent.ion to speak on the question this evening,
but as I am informed that the House will
go to a division I will say a few words.
I shall vote for the second reading of this
Bill, because it contains clauses for facilitating the settlement of the people on the
lands. I was one of those who supported
the second reading of the previous Land
Hill, on the understanding that it would
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be modified in some respects in committee.
I adopt the same course in this instance,
with the full assurance that whatever
alterations are made will be to the advantage of the settlers and for the benefit of
the country. There is, however, one
exception that I would like to take, and
that is in reference to the settlement of
selectors. I think some of the conditions
are too hard. As to the squatters' rent, I
think it is fair that the rate per sheep
should be increased. I have arrived at
the conclusion that it is not judicious to
subdivide the runs; but I think it advisable to increase the rateable value of the
sheep from Sd. to Is. or Is. 6d., because I
think in most instances the squatters can
well afford to pay that extra rate.
Mr. MACG REGOR.-After the expression of opinion which has been given
by a majority of the members of this
House, which, although quite in accordance with the spirit of the amendment,
shows that honorable members desire the
opportunity of considering the Bill in
committee, I ask leave to withdraw my
amendment.
SEVERAL HONORABLE MEMBERS-" No.
Divide."
On the question that all the words after
"That," in the original motion, proposed
to be left out, stand part of the question,
the House dividedAyes
51
Noes
15
Majority against the} 36
amendment ...
AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Bayles,
., Berry,
" Blair,
" Burrowes,
" Byrne,
" Carr,
" Casey,
" Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
" Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Dyte,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Frazer,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Higinbotham,
" James,
" Jones,
" King,

" Lalor,

Mr. Lobb,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Mason,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" McLellan,
" Miller,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Watkins,
" Williams,
" Witt,
" Wrixon.
Tellers.
Mr. Burtt,
" Wilson.
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NOES.

,"'Mr; Asp~an, .
. . 'Mr; Longmote,'
....'. " ·Bourke,.
.. ... Dr. Macartney,
,;. Duffy;
Mr,. McDonnell,. .
II Everard,
Macgregor,
" Fellows,
.~,. McKenna .
. . " Harcourt,
Tellers.
Hll.mffray,
Mr. Connor, '_.
,,' Langton, . .
." Whiteman;
<

<

"

".

The House then divided on the question
that the Bill be now read a second timeAyes
••.
51
Noes
'15
Majority for the Bill

36

"'[Hon~i-'al?le: members voted precisely as

they did in ·the previous division.]
.-; The :SHl' 'Was thereupon" read a second
time, an~.co~mit~ed pro fOrma. .
MUNICIPAL CORPOR.ATIONS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Mr. CASEY proposed the insertion of
the following 'clause, in lieu of ~lause 155,
which was struck out on- the -3rd June:"The Governor shall in each y~ar, not later'
.tlu!.n' one, month aft~r' the fl,nnual election of
councillors of the borough, appoint two COIQpetent persons to !l-udit the accounts of the :
borough (subject' to either or both being removed by the Governor at any time), one of
whom shall have Men previously elected by the
ratepayers as a suitable person for such appointment; and such election shall be held and conducted at the same time and in: the same manner
as the ordinary election of councillors under
this A-et: Provided that the candidates at such
election, wheI;e the borough has been divided
into wards, shall be the same in all the wards,
and that candidate"who shall have the highest
aggregate number of votes throughout the
borough shall be deemed duly elected for such
appointment, and a certificate to that' effect
under the hand of the mayor shall be proof of
such eandidate having been so duly elected:
Provided also that in the event of any vacancy
occurring by the death,resignation, or removal
of the auditor so elected at any ordinary election, the ratepayer~ of such borough shall proceed to elect another competent. person for
appointment to such vacancy in the same manner as the election to supply the extraordinary
vacancy of councillors is held and conducted:
Provided further that such election shall be
conducted, if the borough have been divided
into ,wards, in .the samEl manner as councillors
would have been elected had no such division
into wards taken place: Provided always that
such auditors of 'the borough shall. be paid out
of the borough fund such reasonable remuneration as the Gov:e!nor shall determine."

Mr. Casey, stated that the ,(lause was a
copy of.:the cla~sewhich had b~en" inserted in· the. Local Government Bill.
Mr. BURROWES moved, as an ~mend
ment, a clause similar to that' submitted
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by the 'Minister' ofJ-ustice, but substituting, for all the wor-ds down to and
including ·".such appolntroent;" the words
-" The ratepayers shall in each ye'ar elect
two competent persons to audit' the au'counts of the borough;" and .also substituting "council" for "Governor". in the
last line of. the clause. He considered
that ~he election of auditors of 1?orough
accounts might well' be. left in thehan~s
of the ratepayers. He adUlitted. 'that it
was only reasonable that the Government
should have some control over the':auditors
of shire",' as the. Gbvernrlu3nt conttibuted
largely to the re~enue of shire·s. .1~ut the
boroughs were in a different PQsitjon .
The boro~gh~ did not recei~e anything
from the Government, nor. did they expect anythi'ng. It might be .said that the
licence fees which went into the bor(>ugh
funds. might ~e regardep. as .a State subsidy, b,ut,th9se fees were s.o ap,Propriated
p:ursu~nt to an arrangement made some
years ago, and, moreover, came. out of ,the ,
pockets of ratepayers. He. shoulq. like
the clause amended still further, so,a~" to
empower the council, in the. event or 'the
death.of an auditor, to fill,the vacancy. '.
Mr~, FELLOWS complained of. .the
Irianner in which the clause was framed.
It st~ted that the Governor sho~ld appoint two auditors, one of whom should be
p~evJo~sly elected. by th~ .~.atepayers. . He
could understand a number of persons
being nominated by' the ratep~yers," from
who~. the Governor should select:' two;
but he did not see the use of the Governor appointing a man already elected by
the ratepayers.
He thoJIght this was
playing with legislation, unless tIre intention was to establish the principle-which
appeared to be gaining ground - that
nothing should be done without the ratification of the Governor in Council.
Mr. LANGTON supported the amendment. The plea that the Government
should appoint auditorsfor shires, because
.a large, .portion of the revenue of shires
was derived from the Government,' did
not apply to boroughs, which depended,
not upon the Government, but upon 'their
own assessment, and certain fines 'and
licence. fees collected within their own
boundaries, from their own ratepayers.
Of the fund belonging to the whole
c0lIl:I?u,nity ~h:e boroughs abs?h~t~ly ,got
n~tnlllg. Then upon what pOSSIble ground
.could the committee be invited ·to sanction
.th~ principle, of toe Gov,ernor in Council
not: only appointing the auditors, bo.t·also
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fixing; 'the amo~nt wh~~h t~e ratepayers,
should pay those auditors ,? They were
told'that it, was' de,sirable"that local go- !
vernment, as it had grown up and become
'establiShed in Great ~Biitahi, sh'ould be
esta:blis1r~d, iil this colo'n'y.": But could a
parallel . case ,to this, in reference 'to
rates "collected ;.~!n 'bordu:ghs~. be found in
Great Britain f . Objection was taken to
t:he' ,~ppointment' 'of" auditors 'by the
ratep,ayers, on the ground that v,ery few
rAtepayers ~ttended the ~eetings a~ which
the appointments were made. But no
~~~~0i1 :~a~ b~en sho~n 'Yhy hetter ap:p~intU?ent.s could be ex.pected from t~e
ce~t~al G~v~rn~ent... If ~he ratepayers
~ppOlI!~ed IttcompeteJ?,t audlt~rs,.. that. was
the co:nc~r~ of ~he ratepayers, and not of
~he gene~al: G?v:~rnment. , He 40ped the
c~mlllittee. "would not~, adopt the new~
fangled sys,tem now prop,osed.
,
Mr. BERRY said he saw no reason why
t?e prl~ciple w4ich had been appli~d to
shires'should not also be applied to bproughs.
The cases were exactly similar. :B~rough
councils regeived the fees paid by licensed
victuallers, ahd how could that· source of
ieve~ve be'regarded other than as a grant
froni the State? Those fees were for.merly paid into, the' general revenue, but
they were handed over to the boroughs ill
lieu of ~he:gr~nt· ~~-aid. He could see no
difference bet.w~~n .a ~peciaI tax of this
kind, and t,he gral,lting of a sum out of the
consolidated revenue. The Audit Com~issi~~ers'Yere i~dependent. of the Go ..
!~,rJ1'me~t. (Mr.,'If,e~low.~-" They; oug,ht
.~~.~~;,,): Th,ey' were;' and consequently
t~ey occupied, with, respect to the Govern:ri;lent,' ',the position which it was proposed
otie of the auditors of a borough should
occupy with respect to the borough council.
In other words, the object sought was
that '()ne of the, auditors should not be
exactly the nominee of the council. . He
"tll'?ug1?:t ~h!tt'a 'very sal~taryj)rinCiple~ In
f~ct; lie should 'prefer 'the clause which
~rigi:nally', app~ared i~ the Bill, ~d wliich
p'h?vid~d 'that'both audi~or,s should be arp'poirit'ed oy the' Governor in Council.
What' had the principle of self-government to do wi~h the appointment 6f auditors? It was to the intere'st of the ratep~'yei'~ that' there should be a: genuine
S:iIdit of the accounts; and he did not see
~p.y 't~e question of self-goveriunent
s~o~la)e mixed pp ,at all with t~at, con~
s~derati6n.
' .,
',,
, Mr. WHITEMAN'asked whetherthls
eildeavQUf "to: have' the 'appointment' of
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auditors was an atte~pt:' on the ,i)~rt of
the Government to incr~a~e, their 'l?~tron
age?, He was surpris~d at .,s,u~~ an
effort to centralize power ~ ,~n tli~ li,al!ds, of
the Government. He had under~tood
thftt' the tendency of rece~t leg,islation
was towards localiza~ion, but th~" q,\~use
before the committee was an entire departure from tpat prin~jple. He bel,i~y~~ 'in
l~cal government, and in the ratepay~rs. pf
every borough electing the,ir own audi,tors.
Jf ~1;te r~tepayers .negl~c~ed, to appq!p.t, or
~ppoi nted inefficie~t. n;um, tpe .loss ~?uld
be theirs. . It was' ,their own money 'tpey
had to deal with, beea,use, unlike s~~.res,
they did nolt ~ecejve large sul?sidie~.ffom
the Government. He protested most emphati,cally ,against, this ~ndeavo-q.~' to
encroach uP9n the rights and privil,eges
of the municipalities of the country.' ".
Mr. FARRELL supported the aiP~nd
ment. He did s~ in ,pursua:i:lCefl,~f a
request made to hIm· by two of .th.E( four
boroughs in the electoral district which
he represented. . H~ could say, fr9m. his
own experience in connexion, with borough
'councils, that there ,was no diffic~~ty in
obtaining auditors. Allusion had b.een
made to the -small attendance of ratepayers
at the meetings called for the appoip.tIQ.ent
of auditors; but this difficulty. would
exist no longer, because it was pr$>v·i,ded
that, in future, auditors' should be' electe~
'a~ the same time and in tn~ same, n.la~~er
'as councillors. The honorable m~mber
for' Geelong West. (Mr. "Berry),," had
3!gued ~ha~ ~he Government should h'aye
the apPolIitment of auditors, because ,the
licence fees which went into the borough
fund might be, regarded as a Sta~e subsidy. But these fees were paid by ratepayers, and they formed but a small item
of revenue, as compared with the revenue
from rates., . He objected to the principle
of the Gov'ernment placing their hands tin
the borough fund to pay an officer ap·
pointed by them. He ,was opposed to'so
much centralization. B~t it appeared t~at
the present ,Government were for taking
into their hands powers which were
riever claimed by any former Government~
Mr. MACKAY observed that experience had shown that it was absolutely
necessary to, take the appointment of
auditors out of the hands of those who
had hitherto made the ~ppoin~ent. , Anyone at all acquainted with the manner· in
which the election of auditors had been
conducted, hitherto must ,be, 'aware that
the election was a perfect -farce-that' the
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auditors were pra.ctically a.ppointed by the
council. There had been many instances
of flagrant waste of money in boroughs,
which would not have been allowed had
an independent system of audit been
in existence. He maintained that, by
whatever name it might be called, the
Government did subsidize borough councils
to a very large extent. But if no money
were given by the State, it was absolutely
necessary, . in the interests of the ratepayers, that there should be some check
on borough expenditure. At the same
time he cared less about an alteration in
the mode of appointing auditors than
about placing the remuneration of those
officers beyond the control of the borough
councils.
Mr. COHEN considered that as the
money, the expenditure of which had to
be inquired into by the auditors, belonged
to the ratepayers, the ratepayers should
appoint the auditors. But auditors, by
whomsoever elected, should be subjected to
no coercion. The appointment of auditors
by the Governor in Council would not
check irregular expenditure, if that expenditure was sanctioned by the borough
council.
Mr. BYRNE considered that the great
thing to guard against was the appointment of men who knew nothing about
auditing. He cared little about the tribunal in whom the appointment was vested,
so long as efficient persons were selected.
He should like each borough to have the
benefit of the services of professional
auditors. He regarded the clause now
proposed by the Minister of Justice as
partaking of the nature of a compromise,
and, as a compromise, he thought it ought
to be accepted. The original clause provided
that both auditors should be appointed by
the Governor; but, by the clause now
before the committee, one auditor would
be appointed by the Governor, and the
other by the ratepayers.
Mr. LOBB said, when the Local Government Bill was under consideration,
he voted that the auditors should be appointed by the Governor. But he considered boroughs were in a different position from shires. Boroughs had only
their own funds to dispose of, and therefore
he thought the ratepayers in boroughs
should be allowed to appoint their own
auditors. Moreover, while the difficulty of
obtaining the services of competent persons
as auditors existed to some extent in
shires, it did not exist in boroughs.
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Mr. CASEY remarked, with respect to
the argument that boroughs received no
assistance from the State, and therefore
the principle which applied to shires, that
the State had a right to see how the
municipal funds were expended, was not
applicable to boroughs, that out of
£500,000 per annum, which was the total
revenue of all the borough councils in the
colony, only £140,000 was contributed by
rates. As to the patronage which the
Government would have if the appointment of one of the auditors was vested in
the Governor in Council, he would repeat
what he had said when the corresponding
clause in the Local Government Bill was
under consideration, namely, that it was
immaterial who appointed the auditors, so
long as their renumeration did not depend
upon the will of the local bodies whose
proceedings they were to control. If the
committee desire that both, auditors should
be appointed by the ratepayers he had no
objection, but the remuneration of the
auditors ought not to be fixed by the
councils.
Mr. REEVES intimated that he would
support the proposal of the honorable
member for Sandhurst (Mr. Burrowes),
believing that it would be an insult to the
boroughs not to allow them to appoint
their own auditors.
Mr. MILLER said that he also intended
to support the proposition for allowing the
ratepayers to elect both auditors. There
might be some reason why the Governor
in Council should appoint one of the auditors in shires, but there was no reason
why the Government should appoint one
of the borough auditors, because all the
revenue of a borough council (including
the licence fees) was raised in the borough
itself.
The clause proposed by Mr. Casey was
negatived.
The committee then proceeded to consider the clause submitted by Mr. Burrowes.
Mr. CASEY proposed the striking out
of certain words, with a view to the insertion of words to provide that the renumeration of the auditors should be
fixed by the Governor in Council.
Mr. FELLOWS objected to such a
principle of centralization: If the remuneration was to be fixed at all, it ou~ht
to be fixed by the Legislature. He would
propose an addition to the clause to the
effect that the remuneration of the auditors should not be less than four guineas
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each, for each day they were engaged in
their duties. .
On the question that the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the
clause, a division was called for, but it
could not be proceeded with in consequence .of there being no "tellers" for the
" noes."
Mr. Casey's amendment was therefore
negatived without a division.
Mr. FELLOWS submitted his amendment, fixing the remuneration of each
auditor at not less than four guineas per
day.
Mr. DYTE suggested that the sum
should be two guineas.
Mr. FELLOWS said he was willing to
name three guineas as the minimum. His
amendment was, therefore, to add the following words-" Not being less than three
guineas each for every day they are en!
gaged in such audit."
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, with some formal
alterations suggested by Mr. Casey, was
adopted.
.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
after midnight.
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ADJOURNMENT.
On the motion of Mr. FARRELL, the
House resolved, at its rising, to adjourn
until Tuesday, June 29.
THE BALLARAT "GOLD STEALING" CASE.
Mr. FRAZER called attention to paragraphs in the Ballarat Star and Argus
newspapers, relative to the committal for
trial, by the police magistrate at Ballarat,
of Mr. Philip Davis, of the Prince of
Wales Company, for stealing 1,000 ounces
of gold, the property of Her Majesty the
Queen, from the mining claim of the Bonshaw Company. He observed that leave
had been given by the Crown for the prosecution of parties who might be mining
on private property, for stealing gold the
property of the Crown .. This was a new
and importallt point in law, and the present was the first case of the kind which
ha~ arise!!. He did not complain of the
pollcy of the Government in granting this
power to prosecute. He simply desired
to draw. attention to the circumstances
connected with the first prosecution of the
kind. 'The Star, in referring to the case,
said-

" The charge against Mr. Philip Davis, of the
Prince of Wales Company, of stealin{t gold, the
property of the Queen, may possibly lead to
Thursday, June 24, 1869.
some curious complications. If the Prince of
Wales Company is guilty of robbing Her Majesty, because the gold was on private property,
The Ballarat" Gold Stealing" Case-Railway Printing-Com~t is ~o be presumed that the Bonshaw Company
pensation to Discharged Officials-Progress of BusinesBIS gUIlty also, and we understand that this is to
Employment of Supernumeraries-Rolling Stock a.t Geebe tried in due time. But another complication
long Junction-Railway Extension-Interest on the Public
Account-Reductions in the Post Office-Mr. Moriarty- , has occurred in the case. vVe are informed that
the two justices of the peace, Messrs. Budden
Coliban Water Scheme-Scab Act Amendment Billand ~ee, who sat on the bench with the police
Count Out.
maglstrate, Mr. Gaunt, were of opinion that
there was no case against Mr. Davis, but notThe SPEAKER took the chair at half- withstanding this, Mr. Gaunt committed him for
trial. Mr. Gaunt seems to us to have acted impast four o'clock p.m.
properly in the matter, as he did not !'Jtate that
he was opposed to the other magistrates, and he
PETITIONS.
overruled their decision. They should not, on
Petitions were presented' by Mr. MAC- the other hand, have allowed the matter to be
GREGOR, from· 1,300 miners of Spring' passed over in silence, for it would have been
Creek, against the leasing of auriferous certainly better to have the scene in court which
lands in that neighbourhood; by Mr. they feared, tha.n to let a man be committed for
trial whom they held not to be guilty, We unLANGTON, from the Corporation of Mel- derstand that some further steps are to be taken
bourne, against the insertion in the Muni- to test the validity of the committal, but it seems
cipa.l Bill of any clause altering the a great pity that such a complication should
boundaries of the city of Melbourne; and ever have been allowed to occur. Perhaps
however, if both members of the Bonshaw and
by Mr. COHEN, from the Corporation of the Prince of Wales conipanies are sent to gaol
Melbourne, praying the House to refuse for stealing gold from the Queen, the state of the
to allow, in so far as the same could affect law may become so absurd as to cause some
the powers of the petitioners, the clauses legislation in regard to mining on private proAnother version of the affair is that the
for creating a hackney carriage consoli- perty.
justices of the peace were not consulted at all by
dated board, proposed to be inserted in the Mr. Gaunt, which only makes his conduct still
more extraordinary."
Municipal Bill.
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The Argus, after reporting the case, observed"This committal was rather a strange affair,
and is likely to be a. celebrated one. It appears
that Mr. Gaunt, the police magistrate, who was
chairman of the bench, was assisted all day on
Tuesday, by Mr. Budden, and a portion of the
day by Mr. Lee. On Wednesday he had the
assistance of both these gentlemen during the
hearing of the case, but when it was concluded,
he, without consulting them, without even
noticing them, ordered the committal, and made
the bail order. Both Mr. Lee 'and Mr. Budden
were decided as to the decision they ~hould
give, which was that there was no proof of
boundary between the litigating companies, and
no proof of title to the land used as a mine by
the Bonshaw Company, and were for dismissing
the case. Whether either of these gentlemen
communicated such opinion to ,Mr. Gaunt during
the hearing of the case, is not of course known;
but they have both expressed themselves most
indignantly at the conduct of the police magistrate, and have avowed their determination not
to sit on the bench with ,him again until this
matter is cleared up. They believe they have
been insulted by that gentleman, and have
placed themselves in the hands of, their solicitors. Mr. Hardy, the solicitor, has heard that
they were opposed to ,the committal of Dav.is,
and has waited upon them, to have that rumoQ.r
confirmed, to which they made no objection.,
He will at once take such proceedings in the
case as :he, deems. best for' the interests of ,his '
,
client, Davis,?'

i

He was credibly informed that the two
magistrates here named were prepared to i
make a statutory declatation to' the' effect:
that in opposition to their views,' and on'
his own authoritY, the police magistrate
committed Davis for trial, and that he
ordered the bail, in the case without consulting them.' He (Mr. Frazer) desired to
know whether the Minister of Justice, if,
'satisfied as to the correctness of the state'ments, 'would order a "rehearing of the
case, or whether ~he Attorney-General
would enter ,a nolle prosequi with regard
to the whole proceedings? He also desired
to know whether a police magistrate,' by
,virtu~ of his position, had the power to
outvote two justices of the peace? ,
'Mr. CASEY observed that, if the
police riiagistrate"had' acted il1eg~lly, the,
question was one which might properly
be left to the ordinary tribunals of the
country' to deal wi~h. . He coul4; ~ot take
any action on a mere newspaper report;
but if the magistrates,. whose' names had
been, mentioned, felt aggrieved by the
course which Mr. Gaunt adopted, and
made atiy representation', to him, he :would
tak~ such steps as he might .think wise in
the matter; 'but he had no, power to order
a rehearintrof the case. "
I

I, , ,. :.'

.

.
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Mr. FRAZER stated that he had, in
his possession, letters from the solicitors
to the parties interested in the case.
These he would be happy to hand to the
Crown law officers for their perusal, after
which they would perhaps be in a position
so say whether a rehearing, of the case
should be heard, or a nolle prosequi
issued. On previous occasions, the Attorney-General had ordered cases to be
reheard, whether the proceeding was legal
or not.' He would give notice of a question
'on the subject.
Mr. 'G~ PATON SMITH pointed out
that it would be undesirable to give notice
of question on any such matter. He
thought it would be a very disastrous
state of affairs when the Attorney-General, in his capacity of public prosecutor,
was questioned as' to what he would do
with respect to a particular prosecution.
He had, 'that day, been' served with a
notice requesting him to direct a. nolle
prosequi to be entered. But he would
point out that, whether Mr. Grant had
overruled the decision of the other two magistrates or not, the depositions were now
in the legal custody of the Crown Solicitor,
and the case would go on and be dealt
with quite irrespective of any irregularity
in the proceedings before the bench. He
might state that a letter from the defendant's attorney, which he held in his hand,
intimated that Messrs. Lee and Budden,
some time before the committal was ordered, each informed the police magistrate
that there was no case. It would thus
appear that, before the case Closed, they
had made up their minds. He was also
informed that they were present during
only a portion of the hearing. If this
were so, probably the police magistrate
had very good reason for dissenting from
the decision which they were for giving
in the matter.
RAILWAY PRINTING.
In reply to a series of questions put by
Mr. BYRNE, ~
Mr. CASEY stated that, last week, h!3
was waited upon by a deputation, who
called his attention to a statement which
had appeared in the daily papers, to the
effect that a considerable saving had been
effectf3d by withdrawing the Railway
printing from private firms, and executing
the same at the Government Printingoffice; that no .detailed tender was prepared by the Government Printer on
the basis of the schedule submitted to
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tenderers ; and that it was after publicly
inviting tenders for the Railway printing
that the work was given to the Government
Printer. Mr. Casey read the· following
statement on the subject, prepared by
the Secretary of Railways (Mr. W. H.
Wright) : "On the 5th August, 1868, advertisements
were published, calling for tenders for the service of 1869-'printing and binding.'
"This was withdrawn, I am informed, upon
the representations of a competing tenderer, and
upon the ground that it was premature to call
for tenders so early.in the year.
'
" On the 23rd December, 1868, advertisements
were again published calling .for tenders for this
service, and tenders were sent in; but, in the
meantime, the introduction of an altered classification necessitated an alteration in certain
forms. Upon the day the Tender Board was to
deal with these tenders, the tenderers were requested to attend and say, before the amount of
their tenders was made known, whether they
would stand to those sent in, making a separate
offer for the altered forms.
"The tenderers desired that fresh tenders
should be called for, and they were so on
the 22nd January, 1869; but by the .time the
board had had under consideration the tenders
sent in on the 3rd February, and had made their
recommendations as. to the tender for acceptance,
the Commission upon the Government Printingoffice had the samples and specimens of the
printing before them, in order to enable the
Government Printer to report at what prices he
could have the work done, which resulted in an
order that no tenders should be accepted, but
that the work should be done at the Government Printing-office. .
. "The work,· I may add, has, up to this time,
been most satisfactorily done, and at a charge
which will prove a great saving to this department upon the year's requirements.
" I am not aware to what statements in the
daily papers allusion is made, but I believe that
none can be ascribed to information derived from
this office."

Later in the evening, Mr. BYRNE
moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the rates estimated by the
Government Printer, and also the prices tendered by the various printers on the last occasion of tenders being called for the Railway
,printing."

Mr. KERNOT seconded the motion.
Mr. CASEY said there was no return
.to produce, because no estimate was submitted~; but he would lay on the table the
correspondence on the subject which had
passed between him and the Government
Printer.
The motion was agreed to.
COMPENSATION TO DISCHARGED
·OFFICIALS.
Mr. WHITEMAN called attention to
the hardship experienced by many of the
:late ~mployes in the Railway department,
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in consequence of the delay in paying the
compensation money which they believed
they were entitled to; and. asked the
Minister of Railways whether they would
receive the same at an early date?
Mr. SULLIVAN said he had ascertained that all the men who, when under the
Railway department, were regularlyemployed, had received their compensation;
but he understood there was another class
-mechanics and others who had been
employed in the workshops at day wages,
-who, it was thought, did not come within
the understanding expressed in the House.
On consideration, he thought it would be
better to leave the matter optional with
the men-that if they had compensation.
it would be on the understanding that
they would be debarred from future employment, and that their names would be
erased from the railway books.
Mr. WHITEMAN urged that the
Minister should deal with the matter
speedily, as many of the men had. been
offered employment in India and elsewhere. Indeed, some· of them had gone,
without waiting for the compensation
which they deemed themselves entitled
to.
. PROGRESS OF BUSINESS.
Mr. MACPHERSON called attention
to the large number of motions standing ,.
on the notice-paper, in the names of private members, and suggested that, as these
notices had accumulated in great meaSure
through the existence of a sessional order
prohibiting the taking of new business
after eleven O'clock, the Government
should give up every Thursday evening,
after ten o'clock, to private members, 80
that something might be done towards
clearing the paper.
Mr. McCAW suggested that one evening during the following week should be
devoted to this object.
Mr. LONGMORE thought that it
might be necessary to suspend the operation of the sessional order, to which the
honorable member for Dundas referred.
If this were not done, it might be in' the
power of the Government to keep business
in the names of private members standing
on the paper until the end of the session.
Mr. McCULLOCH said the Govern-·
ment had no desire to obstruct honorable
members bringing forward the business
standing in their names, but the Government business which had been before the
House for some weeks past was of urgent
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importance, and could not be postponed.
To show his desire to faci.litate matters,
he would· on this occasion consent to
certain motions for returns, to which the
Government had no objection, being dealt
with before the Government orders of
the day were called on, of course with
the understanding that there should be no
discussion. With regard to the other
business standing in the names of private
membeps, he would consider, before the
following week, what time could be
spared for the consideration of that business. He was afraid but little time could
be spared for the purpose, because it was
all-important that the Land Bill should
be dealt with as quickly as possible.
SUPERNUMERARIES.
Mr. KERNOT moved"That there be laid upon the table of ihis
House a return of the names of all supernumeraries continuously engaged in the department of
the Crown Lands and the Customs, previous to
January, 1869, showing the time they have been
in continuous service and the remuneration
received." .
Mr. BYRNE seqonded the motion,
which was agreed to.
ROLLING-STOCK.
Mr. BURTT (in the absence of Mr.
DYTE) moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return showing the nature of the rolling-stock
stationed at the Geelong and Williamstown
Junction."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
RAILWAY EXTENSION.
Mr. E. COPE (in the absence of Mr.
T. COPE), moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
all those petitions which were presented last
year to the Commissioner of Railways, from
residents of Hamilton, Portland, and the district,
(and bearing upwards of 1,000 signatures), in
fltvour of a cheap line from Portland northwards."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
THE PUBLIC ACCOUNT.
Mr. LANGTON moved"Thattherebelaid upon the table of this House
a return of the amount received as interest on
the balance of the public account for each of the
years from 1864 to 1868, both inclusive."
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
.
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THE POST OFFICE.
Mr. WHITEMAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the names of officers and
supernumeraries dispensed with in the General
Post-office at the time of the general reductions,
and of all persons who have since been appointed." .
Mr. THOMAS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
MR. MORIARTY.
Mr .. WHITEMAN (in the absence ·of
Mr. DYTE) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House the correspondence relating to the services of Mr. Moriarty and the Mining department."
Mr. BURTT seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
COLIBAN WATER SCHEME.
Mr. HUMFFRAY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House an approximate estimate of the cost
generally, up to date, of the inquiry instituted
by the Government into the manner in which
the works for the Coliban Water Scheme have
been carried on."
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
SCAB ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration .of this Bill.
On clause 6, providing for the appointment by the Governor in Council of a
chief inspector and divisional inspectors,
Mr. BAYLES suggested that it would
be well to provide for the appointment of
assistant inspectors, so as to save the expense of appointing inspectors in some
districts where their services would seldom
be called into requisition. He moved that
the words "assistant inspectors" be i1~
serted with that object.
Mr. MACPHERSON observed that he
could not see the advantage of the amendment, and he should oppose it.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH thought there
was force in the suggestion of the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury,
inasmuch as the· inspectors would sometimes be called upon to destroy sheep, and
it was desirable that sub-inspectors,
clothed with the authority of the law;
should be available for the carrying out-of
such work.
. The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACBAIN thought that the recommendation of tlie owners of stock in
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each division should be allowed some
weight in the selection and appointment
of the inspectors. He moved the insertion of the words "on the recommendation
of the stockowners of the division."
Mr. KERFERD said that the honorable member for the Wimmera did not·
appear to appreciate the tendency of his
amendment. If the appointments were to
be made only on the recommendation of
the stock owners of the various divisions,
the measure would be virtually inoperative, because the stock owners would have
the opportunity of appointing those who
would be favorable to them, and who
would look lightly over offences against
the Act.
Mr. LONGMORE expressed the hope
that the amendment would be withdrawn.
He could not understand that the stockowners should have any voice in the appointments. Scab was a disease which
affected every interest in the colony, and
ought to be exterminated, if possible, by
men who were not in any way whatever
under obligations to the stockowners. It
was the duty of the Legislature, with that
object in view, to make the law as stringent as possible.
Mr. WILSON asked the honorable
// member for the Wimmera to withdraw
his amendment. It would be a monstrous
thing to give to the owners of stock a
voice in the appointment of scab inspectors.
Mr. MACBAIN said that, as the feeling of the committee appeared to' be adverse to the amendment, he would ask
to be allowed to withdraw it.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. FRANCIS moved the substitution
of the word "transfer" for "remove."
The meaning of the word "remove" as at
present in the clause no doubt was that an
inspector might be removed from one district to another; but as it was susceptible
of a double interpretation, and might be
held to mean removal from office, which
was provided for by the word" dismiss,"
he thought the alteration would be a judicious one.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 13, providing that there
should be a fund to be called the Scab Act
Fund, to be contributed to by the owners
of sheep kept upon runs in Victoria, at
the rate of 2s. per hundred sheep,
Mr. MACPHERSON moved the postponement of this and the five following
VOL. VII.-4 Q
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clauses, which had relation to the same
branch of the subject. It was altogether
a new mode of legislation, and there was
sure to arise very considerable discussion
upon it. The clauses provided that the
squatters should be taxed, and that the
money should go into the consolidated
revenue and be devoted to the payment of
the salaries of the inspectors. He did not
express any opinion as to whether it was
a right or a wrong principle, but there
would be so much difference of opinion
upon it that its consideration had better
be postponed until some honorable members interested in the subject were in their
places.
.
Mr. BURTT expressed the hope that
the committee would proceed to deal with
the clauses at once. It was of the greatest
importance that the measure should be
passed into law as speedily as possible, as
the present Act was virtually a dead
letter.
Mr. LONGMORE said it was his intention to move' an amendment on the
13th clause, to the effect that all sheep
coming into the colony from other colonies
should be taxed in the same way as Victorian sheep, directly they crossed the
border. It was only fair, he thought, that
an amendment to carry out this object
should be inserted. There might come in
scabby sheep from New South Wales, as
well as from any other part of the world;
an~ if they did come in, he thought they
should Gontribute to the fund to keep the
sheep of the colony generally clean, but
not for the purpose of placing a tax on
sheep.
Mr. McCULLOCH pointed out that
the tax was put on to pay the expenses of
cleaning the sheep in this coluny . New
South Wales would have nothing whatevet· to do with cleaning Victorian sheep.
It would, he thought, be very unfair to
raise a fund for such a purpose by tha
imposition of a tax upon stockowners ill
another colony. The second clause of
the Border Customs Treaty said" That for a period of five years from the 1st
day of February next, goods of all kinds, including live stock, shall be imported from Victoria into New South Wales, and from New
South Wales to Victoria, across or by way of
the River Murray, without any payment of
customs duties or charges of any kind for or
upon any such importation."

To affirm the policy of the amendment
mentioned by the honorable member would
be to act in violation of the agreement
which he had just read.
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l\:tr. LONG ~ORE said he ,was afraid
the,' 'Chief' Secretarymisappreherided t.l;ie
natur~ of the suggestion.
His desire was
siniVly. t.o,: tax' the. o,w:ners .9f ,sb:eep ,in

Ne'Y S;outh Wales when those sheep

w~re

seuled ·on. Victorian ,soil-t.l;iat they
should bear their' prop~r share 'of ihe
burtllen. It seemed to him unreasonable
that.' lheyshould 1>e' allowed to send over·
sheep that" might or might riot be afIlicted
wAth s,cab, and not, pay the tax. which it,
w~s Proposed by the Bill to impose~ duriu.g
the tiIlle they rem,ained iJ;l the colony. It
was his ,intent jon to test 'the feeling of the
committee on the subject, and he therefore
wou1dsupport 'the motion for tlie 'postpone~ent.: .
.
.
Mr. MACBAIN .urged the postponemen~ ,of the clause, because it embodied a
principle. iit reference to which there ~as
thro~ghoritthe couP-try a stronger feeling
thau ,on 'any o·thel'.clause of the Bill. He
thought' the stock owners would be perf~~py ,'YiiMng . to pay a small tax. for the
er~dic~tion, of sca"!?, but' it' should. be ,made
uniform..
."
~r.;,G. ?ATON SMITH' ,remarked
th~t ph~ 'Bill did no't t,ecognise the p'ossi:-:
bility of sC,ab remainiI~g long in 'any d,istrjct, when once effectual means had been
t~~ep. .for its eradication'. It was to be
hope~ th~:t, in ~ very. short time after the
passing of the Bill, the whole 'country
wQuld be clean. He hoped honorable
m~lUbers would see that. if people had
clean, s~eep it would be almost ju~t that
t.h~y: should pay, if tl;lere was any difterence, a little more than those whose
sheep were scabby, because they would
, req~ire additional protection, and that protection would be more valuable to them
than to others.
.
Mr. BAYLES said 'that if we were
going to tax Qur own sheep in this way,
we ought to ta~ all sheep that ~ame across
the border.: He held strol1gly that New
So~tP."Wf!.~~S had .l;>roken her agreement,
beqa",!se.. ,t4e, authorities would not allow
sheep to ..goacross the border, but woul~
allow .th~m to be sent up to Sydney and
put into quarantine.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that we
had' tl)e same power of preventing New
SouthW a.1~s sheep coming here, that they
had of preventing OW's ,going there, provided they were scabby. But the honorabLe ,member for Ripon and Hampden propo~~d· to .impose a tax on s~eep Co.~iDg
acr.oss. tl1~ bo~der.; al}d this would be
in contravention (If. the ,.cla\?se of. the
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Border Customs Treatl'" which he ha<l
jur;;t re3td to the committee. 'If ha~
been said by t~e honorable ,member, ~or.
Villiers and 'Heytesbury that New'Soutli:
Wales had 'broken her agreeoient,becaus~'
'the a~thorities had prevent~d scabpy'
sheep .from going across. 'He· did' not
hesitate to say that they )Vere quIte right .
in taking' that course;hecause there'was; ';
he believed, no district of the ,whole'.
colony of Victoria that could be said' to .
be perfectly clean. That very morning'
he had been told of a case where scab had'
broken out in a district close on the border;
and untif we' .cleaned our sheep, New'
South Wales was quite jp.stified' in pr<?::
tecting herself against us. Nothing but
a very stringent measure WQuld accomplish'
the object in view:
.'
, Mr. WILSON said'that this ,knowle.dg«)
ought to act as, an jncentive to pass the .Bill as qllickly as possible, so thatVicto-.
rian sheep. might be in the s:,tme position:
of cleanlin~ss as the sheep of New' South
Wales. He really thought, after the secClnd .
clause of the agreement, had been .acc~pt.ed .
by • both part~es, that if we,' intended .to
break it, we shoUld break it for some
better purpose than that proposed. If we'
were to bring forward a proposition, for 1\
tax of a shilling a head .on all sheep
coming into Victoria, it. would be worth,
while perhaps; but the tax proposed
would scarcely yield a. revenue which.'
would pay the. cost of collection.
Clauses 13 to 18 inclusive .were post~
poned.
On clause 20, requiring the' owner 'of
any sheep kept on a run to render a correct
account of their ages and sexes within
fourteen days after receiving notice from
the inspector, and imposing' a . penalty
of £20 for neglect to.. furnish suc~·.'
account,
Mr. BAYLES submitted that the clause
was one of unnecessary stringency. It
was impossible for' a squatter to give an
account of the ages and sexes of all his
..
sheep.
Mr. McLELLAN called' attention to
the fact that there was not a quoru~
present.
The Speaker having taken the chair, '
_. Mr. F. L. SMYTH reported that there
wa,s not a q,uo.rum.
.
In the ,absence' of a quorum, the Ho.use"
was counted out, at twenty tp.il..!l!tes to
I

eighto'<?lo~k.

. Coroners Statute
.
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. The PRESIDEN'.C took the chair at twenty-.
fiye minutes .past . four o'clock p.m.,. and
.
read the .prayer. " . . .
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The clause was as
i
.

"It shall not be lawful to remove any body
or the remains of any body which may have
been interred in any place of burial without
licence under the hand of the said Minister,
and without observing such precautlons as
such Minister may prescribe as the condition
of such licence: And any person who shall
remove any such body or remains contrary to
this enactment, or who shall neglect to
observe the precautions prescribed as the
conditions of the licenc/i! for removal, shall,
Oil summary conviction b,cfore any two -juBti~e8,
forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not·
exceeding £10." "
.' .

'BALLi.R1\. T' ART" EX.~IijITrON•.
'The Hon~ ·W. 'H.' F.. MiTCHELL·
h~ooght up the following l'eport from the He desired to move the insertion of this
Joint'Librl:trY COIl)qJi,ttee : clause in lieu of clause ,3' of the Hill, as .it
" The joint committee of the Library have :the originally came before the H(:mse, and whicJ!
honour to report as follows : "An application having been made by. the h:;td been struck out in committee. It was
committee of the Mechanics' Institute at Balla- almost an exact copy of a Clause in the
rat for the loan~for the 'purpose of an Exhibi- English Act. It could not be denied that
tion· of Fine Arts, to be opened on the 31st the law' respecting the disinterment. of
proximo-of .the paintings,' &c., belonging to
the ,;Parliament Library (at present lent to the corpses was at the. pi'esent time in a very
imperfect state; there was, in fact, no
trustees of the, Melbourne Public Library);
ana your committee, not feeling justified in law whatever on the subject, and there
coruplying with such a request, beg leave to was equally no doubt that th~ exhutnati(;>ll'
refer the. question for the' consideration of both
of dead bodies, without the consent'
of
.
Houses of Parliament."
the Crown, was an offence at common
The report was ordered to be received.
law. There was no power gi v~n to the.
trustees of cemeterie~' either tq p~~it
COUNTY COURT JUDGES.
-The Hon. F. ROBERTSON .asked the such disinterment, OJ;. ie-interment in any.
Commissioner of Public'Works if he would other place of burial. The power vested
inform the House whether the . Minister in trustees of cemeteries was defined by
clause 7 of the Cemeteries Act, which'
of Justice was aware that certain .of the s
aid-'
. ..
.'.
judges of the County Courts and Courts
"The
trustees
of
any
such
cemetery
shill
of Mines now. resided .beyoncl or out of have power to enclose any land so granted
or
the districts within which they .respecti vely conveyed as aforesaid, with proper and sufficient
eierci~ed jurisdiction; and what (if any)
walls, rails, fences, or- paUisades, and to erect
suitable gates. and entrances; and to layout,
proY~l:lion was made for the performance
ornament such cemetery in such manner as
of .chamber and other business of urgency and
may be most convenient and suitable for the
that the judges might be called upon to . burial of the dead, and to embellish' the same
hear?
with such walks, avenues. roads, and shrubs as ..
The.Hon. J. McCRAE stated, in reply, may to them seem fitting and proper; and to
maintain, and keep in a cleanly and
that he had placed himself in communica- preserve,
orderly state and condition, and cause to be 80
tion with the Minister of Justice, who maintained and kept, the whole of any such
had informed him th,at the subject had cemetery and its walls and fences, and all
b~~n brought under the notice of the " monuments, tombstones, enclosures, buildings,
erections, walks, and shrubberies therein and
Government, ",h~se earliest consideration belonging
thereto. And the trustees shall
it would receive.
expend, subject to the directions of the Governor
"'(

PETITION.
.The Hon. J .. P. BEAR presented a
petition. from the Keilor Road· Board,
against the clause in the Local Government Act Amendment Bill, providing for
the abolition of tolls.
CORONERS STATUTE AMEND.
MENT BlLL.
The. llon·; .j. McCRAE moved' that
this' Bill be recommitted for the' i~s~r~ion
. 4

Q:2

"-

in Council"the moneys in their hands· from time
to time to be received by them under this Act
in and about the matters aforesaid."

Now that was the whole power exercised
by the trustees uncleI' the Cemeteries Act;
there was no power 6f getting two
trustees, as had· b,een suggested, to
authorize disinterment, and that wa~ why
he had said that the. law as ·it, a,tood: in
reference. to this. question was in avery
imperfect. sta.te. . No such powe:r.existed
anywhere, except under-a warrant ofcthe
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coroner or deputy coroner. The clause
which he asked the committee to accept
was copied from the English Act 20 and
21 Vict., c. 81 J sec. 25.
_
The motion was agreed to, and the ~i1l
was recommitted.
Mr. McCRAE moved that the clause
which he had read be inserted in the
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the
House with a further amendment.
LOCAL GOvERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon.J. McCRAE.-Mr.President,
I rise to move the second reading of this
Bill. My reason for doing so is that I
believe the Municipal Corporations Law
Amendment Bill will be ready to be'laid
before this House in the course of the
present week, and I may state that, as the
business of the session has become so large
and so important, I do not think it would
be prudent any longer to delay its consideration. Honorable members have from time to
time complained-and I admit not altogether without good reason-that - the
business has been too generally allowed to
accumulate towards the end of the session,
so much so that this House has not had
time to consider many of the measures
brought before it with the care that they
deserved. Under these' circumstances I
think it is advisable that we should proceed with the business that is now before
us, especially as I am led to believe
that the Municipal Bill, which is almost
the counterpart of this measure, will be
ready in a day or two to be sent up to
us. I need not tell honorable members
that the Bill now before the House is one
of considerable importance. It is the result of the labour and assistance of several
conferences of delegates from the various
local bodies. The Bill, too, has not only
gone through the ordeal of a select committee of another branch of the Legislature, but has also been passed through a
committee of the whole House; so that as
it is now presented to this House, if it be
not a perfect measure, it should possess all
the characteristics of one. I may say that
a great deal of time, thought, and consideratiop. has been given to it by its
. framers, and subsequently. It appears to
me to be an extension, or rather a rearrangement, of the great principles of
local self-government; principles which
have obtained and which have been carried
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out so largely in every quarter of the
globe where the English language is
spoken, and where the British race exists.
"'"hether it be in British North Ameri.ca,
or in South Africa, in the Australian
colonies, or in the United States, the
great principle of local self-government
has been recognised and acted upon; and I
may add that I do not believe there is any
portion of the British dominions in which
it has made greater or more rapid progress
than in the colony of Victoria. It is a
principle which I hold to be eminently
adapted to the circumstances of a British
community, just as a British community is
eminently adapted for carrying it out.
Now, sir, so long ago as 1853, the first step
in this direction was taken, and the first
enactment was then passed by which local
government was conferred upon the
people of this colony. It was then that
the Road Act was passed; and although
it cannot be disputed that it was a very
crude measure, it was nevertheless attended with a considerable amount of success. I will just read, for the information
of the House, some statistics connected
with the rise and progress of local selfgovernment in this colony. In 1853, as I
have said, the Road Act was passed, and
the number of road boards in 1856 was
nine. There are no returns of the amount
of rates then collected, but the amount
granted from the consolidated revenue
was £53,859 4s. 9d. In 1859 there were
thirty road boards in existence, the amount
of rates collected was £16,620 13s. 9u.,
and the amount paid by the Government
in aid of loral road districts and road
boards was £89,288 ] 3s. 9u. There is no
doubt that a very large amount of money
was voted by the Legislat.ure.for the maintenance nnd support of road boards and
road districts. Honorable members will
bear in mind that in 1853, when the Road
Act was passed, the population of the
colony was, comparatively speaking, very
small-that it was scattered thinly-and
it therefore required the fostering hand of
the Legislature to call into existence and
to promote the growth of the principle of
self-government. In proof of the successful operation of it, I invite the attention of honorable members to these figures.
In 1856 the number of road boards was nine;
in 1859 the number was 30; and in 1862
it was 61. The amount of rates collected
in 1862 was £36,038 lOs. 5d., and the
amount paid in aid of local bodies was
£198,413 178. In 1863 the law was
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altered and extended; shires were created remove this anomaly and to place them both
in addition to road districts. In 1865 the on the same platform. The 7th clause of
number of shires was no less than 45-no the Bill, which contains, I apprehend, the
fewer than that number of districts had at main principle, is this : "The several shires and road districts cOllstiat that time availed themselves of the Act.
In the same year there were 53 road tuted before the commencement of this Act, by
under any Act heretofore in force and enudistricts, making a total of shires and road or
merated in the first schedule hereto, shall
districts of 98. --The sum received from henceforward be shires, by the names set against
Government, for t.he year 1865, was each in the said schedule. The body corporate
£181,798 ]28. 8d.; that received from of every shire and of every road district hp,reby
a shire, shall have and bear the name
rates was £94,098 15s. 3d.; and that constituted
of the president, councillors, and ratepayers of
received from other sources-sources con- such shire; the district board of such district,
nected with the Local Government Act of and the members of the said board, shall have
1863, such as publicans' licences, slaugh- and bear the name of the council and councillors
of such shire; the chairman and
tering licences, and other similar sources of respectively
clerk of the said district board shall be called rerevenu~-was £94,913 7s. 9d. The total
spectively the president and the secretary of the
amount expended in 1865 was £370,810 said shire; the subdivisions (if any) of the said
15s. 8d. In 1868 the number of shires district, existing at the time of the commencehereof, shall be and be called ridings of
was 54, and the number of road districts ment
the said shire; and the district fund of the
was 47, making in all 101. The rates district shall be called the shire fund of the said
received amoun ~ed to £104,216 ] 9s. 7d. ; shire; and all contracts, rights, obligations, and
from the Government, £128A30 5s. lOde ; liabilities, existing at the commencement of this
and all proceedings begun and not comand from other sources, £124,897 Is. 10d. - Act,
pie ted before the commencement hereof, or by
From these figures honorable members or against the body corporate of every such road
will see the wonderful progress that local district, shall be vested in, belong, and attach to,
self-government has made in this colony. and be enforced by and against the body corporate of the said shire, and be of the same force
I do not believe that any other British and
effect to all intents and purposes with recolony can be pointed to, in which this gard to the said shire as with regard to the said
great-I may say democratic-principle road district. The Governor may, from time to
has made such rapid growth. There can time, alter and adjust the boundaries of such
shires, or of such shire or borough, or of any
be no doubt that we are at present con- part
thereof, and may by the same or any other
siderably in advance of the old country in order, within three months after such adjustthis respect; and the only principle, I ment, give directions -with respect to all or any
apprehend, which obtains in England, and matters, things, questions, liabilities. differences,
disputes whatsoever, connected with or arisis at all correllative to this, is the principle or
ing out of such adjustment, and all such direcof the poor laws, in which the ratepayers tions shall have the force of law and be binding
have the right to elect the poor law on all persons whomsoever."
So far as Now I look upon this as cert~inly the
guardians of the union.
county taxation is concerned the peo- most important clause of this Bill, because,
ple have to pay a <,ounty tax, imposed it places road dish'iets in a position preby an irresponsible grand jury, and we cisely analogous to that of shires. The
know that the count.y tax is very often a 9th clause fixes the area of land which
most heavy and serious tax. So that, I may be constituted a shire, and the
say, we are much in advance of the mo- amount of rateable property it is required
ther country in this respect. Having said to contain. Under the present Local Gothus much as to the general principle of vernment Act, the area is one hundred
local self-government, in its connexion square miles, and under this Bill it is rewith this colony, I will proceed to explain duced to forty square miles. The l4th
to the House what are the principles and clause, which is also an important clause,
objects of the measure now under consi- gives power to four, or less than fOllr disderation. The intention of it appears to tricts, to become united and formed into a
me to be, to place shires and road districts shire. The latter portion of that clause
precisely on the same footing. Honorable saysmembers will see that a very great
" In no case shall any' united shire consist or
anomaly exists in the law as it now stands, be composed of more than four single shires, and
with regard to their powers. Consider- such several shires and area shall thereupon
able and important privileges are conferred become and be such one shire accordingly."
on shire councils, by the present Local The object of this clause is to prevent
Government Act, which are not conferred shires being formed of an immoderate
on road boards; and the object is to size, which 'You1d bf:? u~ana~eabl~ apd
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unwieldy. There ,is also another clause miscellaneous clauses, which prov'~d¢ for
by: which, shires may 'become ,unit~d with the election of presidents and pf councillors,
boroughs;' ';. I' refer to the' .19"th clause. the fi~ling up, of vacancies,- and so . forth,
if
Where shires abut upon or adjoin munici- I ;may say that they a~e~naltered,
}>3Ilities, ,the borough council an~ th~ altered 'at all,' there is very li~tle,· and not
sl1ite ~~unci11)lay' ag1;ee' ,to t,he unio!l, 3:nd important;v~riation~ The c~ausee(. rel,ati~g
forIQ. one ,united shire. I may here say to officers 'and accounts are much the same
that, so far as the¢achinery of the Bill as ,those in the present Act~ , The 'only
for carrying. out the law is concerned, it alteration with regard to the appointment
is similar to: that in the existing Act; of officers' is - that in the 162nd cl~fise,
there is very little if' any difference which s'ays," No person shalf here'after' be appointed' a
between them in respect of those. clauses
which ~elate to the number and capacity surveyor or engineer by any council under this
unless and until he shall have obtained a
of councillors, retirements, vacancies, and Act,
c~rtifica~~ of competency as, a survey?r o( land
voters. The only alteration that I re- and of works from a board. ofexamme,rs, who
cognise with reference to voters is in the shall and J?lay be appointed by, the Governor for
the examination ofsurveyor~:"
.
57th clause, which .says-."Every person of the full age of twenty-one Now there can be
dOUbt that '\Tefy'inyears, who on the 20th day of J ~ne in any year different people have been e~ployed as
shall be in occupation or pe the owner of
rateable property within any sh~re,.andshall on surveyors under the system of local
government; and the object of the altertha~ day be or have been, under this Act or the
Act No. 176, hereby repealed, liable to be rated ation that I have called attention'to is to
for such property as such pccupier or owner prevent the appointment of any' inexr~spectively, shall be entitled to be enrolled in
th"at year, according to the provisions herein- perienced or unqualified person to 'the
after contained, upon, the' voters' roll' of the important office of surveyor or enghieer
snire, ,and being so enrolled, to vote in all to a shire council. Now again, with,reelections of councillors for the shire council oc- gard to ,the auditors, there is ~n alteration
curring while such roll shall be in force n.ccording to the following scale (that is to say) : proposed in the existing system. I will .
If such rateable property, whether consisting of read the portion of the clause which'has
one or "more tene~ents, be rated upon. a been framed to meet what are considered
r~teable value of less than £50, he shall
to be objections to it. I~ is':th~s~
4ave 'one vote; if such rateable value amount
"Th~ Governor :shall in each y~ar, not lat,er
to £50 and be less than £ 100, he 'shall have two
votes; and if it amount to or exceed £100, he than one month after the annual, election of
councillors of the shire, appoint two competent
shall have, three votes.'~
persons to audit the accounts of' the shire (subThen there is another clause with respect ject to either or both being removed by ~be Goto the revision of the voters' list, which vernor at any time) one of whom shall have been
.previouslyelected by the ratepayers as a suitable
says- ,
'
"The president and council of every shire person for such appointment."
shall hold an open court within the shire for the This, it will be SeelI, gives the 'appointpurpose of reTising the voters' list thereof; ment of one auditor to the Governor and
and such revision shall take place at such time one to the l'atepayers. ,Vhere' a large
as th~ president shall appoint between the 14th
day of July and the 20th day of July, inclusive, amount of public money is eX}len~ed by
in every year; and the president shall give three local bodies, I reaVy think it only !lght
clear <Jays' notice of the holding of such court, and fair that the interests of the State
and of the time and place thereof, by placing
such notice, on the outer door of some public or should be protected by, State offic~rs.' ,
The'Hon. 'R. S. ANDERSON.-;-Pa:~onspicuol,ls ,building within the said shire, and
... ',.,
. /:
'
by advertisement in some newspaper generally tronage: "
circulating therein. The court shall consist of
Mr. McCRAE.-Whether it is' rethe president, or, il1 t.he absence of the president, garded as patronage or not, I can only say
of a chairman appointed by the other members
of the court, and of not fewer than three other that I consider it a most important and
councillors; and every such court may be ad- useful, power. There can be rio dOl!-bt
journed, and if at any time for half an hour after that a great many comments have been
the time appointed for holding any such court made, and some of them of a :r;iot .~ery
or adjourned court a sufficient number of councillors to form a court shall not be present, flattering kind, on the ;manner in which
then the secretary may and shall adjourn the the accounts of local bodies' have been
courV."
, ,
, kept; so much .so that in some instances
This is a ve~y important clause,inasmuch the Government has been requested 'to
as 'the COl;ll~t is to' be an open court; send special' 3:~ditorsto examin'~, iilto a*~
a~~ J"I r~~ard, 'that as ?eirig a very us~ audit th~'aCCoilnts~ Iil order~o ipeet'tlie'
ful' ptb"'lslon. . Now" SIr, as regards the irregularities' complained of, 'a dause hal!
Bon. J. McCras.
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bein r ftanied~" a port~on of which I will
now read' to the Ho1ise~
,
, "The' spe'cial auditors shall'forthwith after
such'sp'ecial audit report to the Minister ,the
res,ult~hel,"eo~,,, If the special auditors shall
ce~tify. under ~~eir ,h~n~s ;~h:~~ any sum or sums
of money' belonging to the body corporate, or
received by or under the control of the' council of
the shire under the provisio1)s of this Act, has
or have been wilfully or by and, through culpable
~egliRepce misapplied ~o p~rposes not authorized
by this Act, and shall also report the names of
such councillors' as shall appear 'to 'such' special
auditors so wilfully or by and through culpable
negligence to have ,misapplied, or to have connived at or concurred in the misapplication of
such sum or sums of money, the Governor may
and shall by order to be made and published in
the Government Gazette, within three months
froJll,the date of such report, wholly or, in pq,rt
cOl}firm or disallow such c~rtific,ate; and every
such order of confirmation of a certificate shall
be conclusive evidence in all coutts arid for all
purPoses whatsoever of the fact of the misapplication of the moneys therein mentioned, of the
amount' s~ misapplied, and of the, li~bility as
hereinafter next mentioned of. the couD,cillor'or
councillors named in such' order."
'

Sd that the special auditors will h~ve very

ini:i?ort~nt

powers vested in them. With
i'egard to those parts of the Bill which
contain 'clauses with reference to ;the
ser,vice of notic~~ in legal proceedings,
by~laws, ordi~ary rev.et:lUEi and shire fund,
general rates, tha making of rates an~
vaJuati'~~s, appeals against rates,; re~o
'very of rates, and miscellaneous, I iri~y
say ,~p.a~ they are' ~lmost all copies
from t.he present Local Goverm;nerit ~ct!
With regard to part 15, which refers to
loans and spe~ial' rates, there is ~ \re:ry
important alteratiOn. 'l'he 'Bill before t4e
'House proposes to confer upon' shii'e
couIiqils the power of borrowing money
upon debentures on the security of special
ra~es. At' present shire councils possess
no sUQh pow~r-all they can ,do ~s to make
the rates,. and they cannot borrow' on
th~ir own debentures. It is now proposed 'to empower them to 'do tbis, the
D;lolley so borrowed being repayable within
a p.el~iod'riot to exceed twenty-three years
from the qate of borrowing. The regula:tions to which the ex~rcis~ 'of this powei'
is-to, be su bject are, that the money shall
oitly be borrqwed for permaIlent works
ana: ~ndertakings; that the money so
chargeiL' ~pon the security of the special
rate shall at no time exceed five times the
ai!iount of the ordinary'rates levied in the
, ~ar preceding that in which th:e money
is' oorrowed; that the deben,tures'shall be
for sunis of not less than £ 10 each'; that
ilie principal, and '. interest 's~clired hy' 'the
debentllres 'shall be payable in Victoria,
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when debentures to' the extent' of a
twentieth part 'of'the amount chargeable
upon the special rate shall be; ~edeemable
in each year, commencing with'the '1st of
January next put one after the first advance; and Iastly,as'I have said, that the
money shall not be borrowed for a greater
period than twenty-three years. 'Now,
sir, there is an~the~ alteration proposed
by this BilL' , I 'refer to the proposal to
abolish tolls.' 'Iri clause 3?~ it is' ~pecified'
'
" Provided further that no toll shail be demanded or levied under this Act on and after
the 1st day of January, 1872."
'

Now, in' referring to' this" proviso, I' may
remind honorable members that there ha,'ve
been. several ~ petitions preseitted' tb 'this
House in opposition to the principle'of abolition. It seemsto ine that the only question
to determine is, should tolls be" abolished
or should they be' maintained? ' I regard
this as a ..most ,important"featur~ ~f ,tb:e
Bill, and I hope'it will receive due con~i
deration at the hands of honorable members.
I admit that' there is 'a gr~at deal to: be
said for, as well as, against it. ' There can
be no doubt that farmers and agriculturists
residing .in the 'ueigh1;>ourhood of' the
centres of population, 'such a,s Melbo'urne;
Geelong, ,Hallarat, Castlet;naine', ' and
Sandhurst, are rated high 9n the aiuiual
value of their prOI)erty-oneshilling in
the ,pound, and sometimes even higherand it is well known that ihis 'class' of
colo,nists suffer a hardship, because theycaiinot bring a single 19ad of produce into the
Melpourne or citlier tparket'witliout being
obliged to pay always 'one; and sOmetimes
two, and evpn three tolls. ,So that to them
the road toll has be~n feg as a grievous tax,
in addition to their ciwn local rates. As a.
matter of course the shire councils' desire
to retain the system of tolls, in 9rder to
supplement their funds: for the maintenance
of roads and the carrying Qut' of' public
works; but, I' ask, "is it right' that tliis
ind'ustl-ious class of' people~the farilier
andihe agriculturist-should be,subjeci'e'd
to, this grinding 'tai;, "in:' addition ti{'the
high local rates 'they 'pay at "p~sent ?
Surely 'some effort should be made by th'e
Legislature to remove it. No doubt, 'as
an abstract principle, it is right io argue
that those who use and wear the roads aJ;a ,
the proper perso:r;ts to pay for"their main,;,
tenance; but I' say that, if the.' fal1l1e~' is
obliged to, ,pay rates 'for' the 't;naint~l?ance
of roads, it is ~ s'erious thing that he
should be obliged to pay so heavily, hi
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addition, in the shape of tolls on every
load of his produce that he brings to market. For these reasons I look upon this
as a most important amendment of the law,
and I apprehend that, if this principle is
struck out of the Bill, there will be danger
of a collision between the two Houses'
with respect to it; and I hope, therefore,
that honorable members will, in committee,
very carefully consider the subject before
they proce~d to vote for its being expunged. With regard to the local revenue derivable from shire councils, the
only new element that I can see has
been introduced into this Bill is that
which gives to the shire councils the
supervision of markets.
The clause
which provides for this says that every
shire c<~uncil shall have the power of
doing any or all of the following
things : " To provide a market-place and construct a
market house and other conveniencies, for the
purpose of holding markets: to provide houses
and places for weighing carts: to make convenient approaches to such market: to provide
all such matters and things as may be necessary
for 1!be convenient use of such market."

The revenue derived from publicans'
licences and from slaughtering li~ences'
are dealt with by other mea!'ures-the
former by the Publicans Act, and the
latter by the Abattoirs Bill. In the
same way, dog registration fees and
brewers' and spirit merchants licences are
separately disposed of. I have now given
an outline of the principles of this Bill,
which I hope will commend itself to konorable members., It has been very carefully considered, and I believe it to be a
most useful, progressive measure. I now
move th(3 second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. F. ROBERTSON seconded
the motion.
'
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-Sir, I
am well satisfied that I have the opportunity of making the statement that I do
not believe that, after the Constitution of
this country, any question to be considered
by the Legislature can be of greater importance to the present and future welfare
of the residents of Victoria, than the
measure now under consideration; and I
do ,trust that, before it receives the
sanction of this House, it will undergo, at the hands of honorable members, the most careful scrutiny in all
its essential parts.
To these points
I shall endeavour now to direct attention.
The Constitution of a country like ours no
doubt gave to the E.x;ecutive general
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powers; but in the exercise of those
powers it was soon discovered that the old
method of governing by means of a central authority, established in Melbourne,
was a mistake for all practical purposes,
so far as t.he making of r~ads and the
carrying out of local improvements was
concerned. We early discovered that the
central Government, with its power of
getting money from an overflowing treasury, so far from being a universal benefit,
was only a very partial advantage. We
found that large sums of money were expended under its authority, and that the
results of that expenditure could only be
pointed to as comparatively insignificant.
Consequently, since we have had the power
conferred upon us of looking after our
own affairs, the first subject of inquiry
that attracted 'our attention was thisthat the central Government attempting
to make and maintain roads, and carry
out other local works of permanent improvement, was a mistake, and that the
sooner it divested itself" of the powers
wh ieh it possessed in that direction, and
transferred them to the local bodies, the
better it would be for all the interests of
the colony. The Minister of Public
Works ,will, I think, see that it was not
from any abstract idea of ,the value of the
principle of local self-government that the
Parliament of the country was induced to
pass measureS which had the effect of
bringing it into existence, but that it arose
from the evident necessity which existed
for divesting the central Government of
the powers which it did not ad vantageously exercise for the general good.
Therefore it was not in the smallest degree
the example of South Africa, the Canadas,
or any other of the countries to which
the honorable gentleman has alluded,
which brought this state of things about.
It grew; because I will call the attention
of the House to the fact that' the very
earliest aspirations of the peop1e of this
country were in the direction of municipal
institutions. Long before 1853, this feeling displayed itself. In 1842 we had
municipal institutions established in Melbourne and Geelong-I think they were
about the same period. The local Acts of
the Parliament of New South Wales have
tended somewhat in the direction of road
boards, but they have been found to be
inoperative; and it is very gratifying to
me-having just returned from a visit to
the neighbouring colony-to be able to say
that, as a new colony, Victoria has in this
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respect far outstripped hp.r. And I believe,
too, that if comparison were made as to the
cost of material and labour, between this
and any other country in existence, it
would be found that we stand in a very fair
relation-that we have made quite as
much progress in the 'way of constructing
bridges, making roads, and other permanent
improvements tending to the eomfort and
convenience of the inhabitants, as any
other country in the world. This being
the state of the case, I think it was the
clear duty of the Minister who had control
of the Local Government Act, and the
Municipal Corporations Act, to have
watched their operations most closely-to
have noticed in what respect they were
faulty, and to have ascertained what improvements could be made in them. He
should have taken careful notes from time
to time, so that he would have been in a
position, when the time arrived for making'
alterations in the law, to submit to the
Legislature such amendments as he thought
would meet the requirements of the case.
1 thought that was one of the leading purposes-it certainly was so to my mindwhen the present law was introduced and
passed. No doubt the officers of the department have made reports from time to
time, but that is not what I mean. I am
now referring to anything that may be
deemed by the Government to be necessary in the shape of amendments in the
law. So far, however, from the Minister
of Public Works coming before this
House with any statement of this kind,
he is content to fall back upon what he
calls " conferences," and he says that not
only has the measure that he introduces
gone, in addition to that, through the
ordeal of a select committee, but that it
has passed through the final ordeal of a
committee of the whole in another branch
of the Legislature. From the honorable
gentleman's account of the Bill we might
be led to believe that we have really
nothing to do but to have the marginal notes read, and pass the clauses one
after another. Now if it has undergone
these several ordeals, it stands in a very
peculiar position. But so far, to my mind,
from its having undergone those ordeals
with a beneficial result to it, I undertake
to say that it would not require much
ingenuity to be able to prove that if it is
carried in its present shape, a measure
more destructive of the object it professes
to have in view, and more injurious to the
principle which is now the law of the land
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-the object of making local self-government as economical and as useful as possible
-could not be introduced into the Legislature. The Minister of Public Works has
told us that there are very few points in
this Bill in which there is any serious alteration from the existing law. Now
I say that, if this be the case, there could
be no sort of trouble in supplying bonorable members with such a short statement
of what the alterations really were, as I
asked for the other evening, when I was
informed that it would be inconvenient,
if not impossible for the Law department
to supply it. In two measures of such
importance as these are -.- numbering
between them something like 700 clauses .
-something of the kind ought certainly
to have been fUl'llished. But probably the
calculation of the Ministry was that honorable members would become so wearied
with the subject that they would pass the
measures without due consideration. For
myself, I will say that I intend to scrutinize the Bill before us most carefully;
and I shall do the same with the other,
when it is introduced. After the present
law came into operation, I noticed, from
time to time, the proceedings of some of
the conferences that were held in different
parts of the colony, and I watched their
operations carefully, in' order to see what
were the principles upon which their proposed improvements were based. So far
as I have been able to observe, I find that it
mainly centred in this one point-that the
endowment was not sufficiently large for
their purposes, and that they; must bring
pressure to bear upon the Government to
increase the subsidy. Now I think it
very natural that, in their anxiety to do a.
great deal of work-many of them, no
doubt, sincerely believing that they could
spend the money advantageously-they
should endeavour to get more money;
but, so far from any tangibl~ point being
arrived at, I can only say that I have
failed t.o notice that they ever attempted a.
suggestion towards that end. With the
exception of the abolition of tolls, the
alteration in the control of the markets,
and one or two other things, says t.he
Minister of Public Works, there is-after
all the ordeals that the Bill has passed
through-practically very little difference
between it and the existing law. If 80,
what has become of this mountain in
labour?
Mr. McCRAE. - The amalgamatioIl;
clauses?
.
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,MEO'SIIANASSY.-...l tak~ the'}ion: gi~abie g!3~tie~a~ t,o be an advocate for Ibcal
self-governinent in the true sense of the
term" one of the i;nain ingr~dients of' w~:LicjJ.
is that the largest amount of money :p'~'o
ductiveofthe greatest results;shall be spent
wit1;t ~he smallest possible outlay in its distriJ)lltion. A s he has gone in fqJ;' the principle 9f ret~enchme4t, 1 thinkhe, is boul;1d
to be as much'a reforJIler for the different
localities ashe has been' fo'r the central
Gover.ument ;, and,' if I c~n, show him
that :more. good can ,be accomplished for
th€,l sanl.~ ,amount of ~money :without the
amalgamations that he advoc~tes, so far
from, stereotyping these ~ocal boards, I
- think I shall induce him, to vote against
his own p~·oposa1. ,Now what do I find?
,1 find this... When the pres~nt law was
introduced, the object, ~f? I hav~ ali'eady
pointed -out, WaS to i#ake the working. 9f
local government ni9l'e, ,economic,al than
that of the centr&l ,G9vernmEmt,' and it
was for that rea~on, that, shire councils
were, created, th~ ,object bei!1g to bring
under their contl'ol .~s ~rge a,portion pf
the territory of th!3 c9untry as they cou~,d
vefy w'ell manage. Since,the y;eal' 18q3,
when' the' -Act was'intro<;luced, no less than
'fifty-fou~ ~ires have been constituted, ,so
anxious h~ve th~ ,p,eople, of the country
been,to'a;v)~il them~elves qf the principle.
And the principle has worked most satisfactorily. I do, not say: that there have
not.b,een er1-<>rs comi:p.i~ted:up.der it,; but on
the whole po satisfactorIly has 'it, worked
that'I venture to say a co)nparisoJ;i Re'tween
the results arrived ,at by them, "and by
the. ,district'foad boards,'
be the best
test ,of' the ,merits 'of the systel;ll~- ~his
-will be seen at once on reference to, a table
whi~h I hold i~ my hand, . showing th.~ir
revenu'es and expenditur,es, and the amount
paid in E;alaries for the inanagement of
their affairs. The shires' were originally
100' square miles'in extent; and it might
pe desirable that _the, power of adj usting
t1;le areas of them should be given, so as
to start with something like a firm ba~is
by showing'the boundaries, ap.d we co~ld
fi'ame our' elElctoral syste1p., oh our s~ire
l>oun9-aries. 'If so we shol)1'd 'see, as we
llave seen ~ro~ the ratep~yers' r_olls,
~nd from the amOl;mt ,of -y-alulltions, the
class, of persons that are,' r~,sident ,'\\:ithin the shires..' Thu's 'our" electoral
srst'em could' be ultim\itely base~ upon
tpe 'local ,government syste!l1. of, t.he
country'. 'That principle has - ft~ready',
to a great extent, been tried and found

,will
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'Now

a-

'tilerewai
class of
succes§ful.'
district toad- boardS -milled; into' exif:!tenc'e
by the Act' of 1853, and they- were
lal:gely' subsidi.zed by' the: Govertl:tnent.
'The' 'statem~n't m'ade by' the Mhiister
of Public' W orks'\' is: that 'there were'
nine of them originally; and finally the
nu~ber _' was ihcreas~d- to' thirty" 'ahd
the revenue de,ri"ed from rates ~ollected
~as. some. £i6,600;' the Governin~nt
giving them a' ver'-jlarge 'sum of money-=somethingJike '£89,000, I think it' was.'
It struck the'"minds of mygelfand t;l'ly
colleagues' in the Ministry of th€,l day
'when the present law was' framed, that
the district boards' were in a someWhat
anoma,lous,state ; but it was, believed- th~t if
permission was ~given: to the: boards to ,unIte
and form shires, they would do so. " I:liave
watched the' dP~ration of ~that perttli~sibh
very narrowly, ,andTha,v:e been d~sa:t)PQhit
ed init"beca.u'se,~ have ~ot found),u .. a~l
case-unless It be III ~he case of ~jhetpn..:..:..
that a voluntary: union' has yet taken
plac'e. As,' therefore, 'this, pe,rmi,ss~ve
power of union has only been availed of
in' the one instance 'I have referred to; I
come to the 'conclusion, ~s 'I think 6th~r
honorable~niemhei's WIll, 'after- six or seven
years of continuous endowment, 'that, ei tlier
from local jealous'jror some other circumstances, there' has arisen some' reason or
other which .. has pre'vented its ge;ner~l
use. I think the Minister of Public
Works, ,having, s'een t~is state- of fapts, if
he had studie<;l: the question at all,- would
h~ve been driven to the conviction' 'that' the
p'ermissive Oppo!tunity ofllni01;l. idiorded to
district boards was an evil in itself; and
that ~o~e ~e.me~y ought~o,be ~ppli~a }olt.
But Instead 'oft~at, 'What 'does the bOIJ,-orable . gentleman' propose'?
Why' that
we s~otild, 'stereotype these small dlstritit
boards dil'dmake shlre' cou'nclls of'them;
fQ-r no' ot11e~ purpose; .'apparently,than
that the officers connected with. tn-em
should be styr~d president, councillors,
and secretary. The Minister of Ppbljc
Works ha~ not' a'$sigrre~ a single 'rea~on o~
the ground of public'n'ec~ssi~y . C?r, 'utility
why this proposed 'alteratipn 's'hotitd be
made.
Surelyit ~ould not
been
merefy for the s,ake' of thi~_:' ch~ng~'- in
the titles; that};1e w~ induced to' 'propose
that ,the' sm:ane;r bo~ies'-~s~ould 'enjoy ~n~
s~.r.n~ !ights. an'd pliyil~g~s a~, .l).r~ given-, t~

nave

s~lre~~)UncIls

1. ,

"',

..'

'Mr. McCRAE.-It. is to ,pre1~i1.t the
ancimalj .,that at present 'exists in the'ir
position that it is propOsed.
-

.
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',' Mr~ 'O'SHANASSY.-l should like i~ year; therefore,' I will tak~' f~rty~six' as
remove' ·theanpmaly by getting rid of the number,. which, added to. fifty-four
them~' 'No:w; 'sir; I find that, up to 1868, shire councils, gi ves 100 local bodies to
tnere' 'ai'e' fifty-four 'shires, whose rates de~l 'with. The forty-six, road' distric:ts
amount to £83',000 annually. Whatever have, I find, from rates, an income of
may be said about licences, and other £21,609; and honorable members will see
sourQes of revenue, I look upon the rates that, dividing that amount amongst them,
as the permanent thing upon which these they will only ha,ve, as nearly as .possible,
local bodies, will ultimately have to rely. £470 each to rely upon from rates. Now
And 'the. tolls are to be abolished too. I the Minister of Public Works proposes to
RJD. not even able to say whether it is in- , get rid of the anom~ly of the"'dist1:'ict, road
tended to. continue the endowments .to board by calling it. a. shire, and to
these. district road boards, aq.d other local continue it, in the form of permitting it ,to
.
boaies. "
nnite with a shire, thus stereotyp~Dg .tpem
, ,Mr. 'McCRAE.-Yes.
all into shires, with an income of £470.
, Mr.' O'SHANASSY......:... Very well. N~yv take th~ one i~ein. of salaries, and s,ee
Then, irresp'ective'ofState endowment, the how far this amount would go. Salaries
receipts' from ot1,ler sources amount; I find, amot;t.nt to 50, pel' . cen~., or I,Os. in t~e
to £87,706 12s., whl~h gives the fifty-four pound: I do not wish. to disparage these
shires an income, based upon their ftnnual small district road boards, because I
r-esourc~s, 'of £170,766. ' Thus each shire believe that~ with local, supervision, they
wou~~fsho~. an average of a?out $1,530 ~ave, turned th~ money they have had' at
in rates and income from .other sources, their disposal to the best 'possible adand', th'e' cost' of salaries and manage- vantage; b~t lsay that. if they have not
ment about £608 per shire, or,' as the more money than this to spetid, to continue
House will see, something like forty-five the' system by'legisiation w'ould be a fatal
per cent. of the rates'. ,.But ~et. us take DiYstake. From the other sources of
these other sources of income with which revenue, such as publican'S licences, slaughit is not proposed to interfere. The iilCome tering licences, &c.; the income derived
derived from licences and other.' such by the district toad board~ is ~37, 120' ;
so~rces" with the rates together, '~ould so that, if to that Wp- add the rates regive the shire. councils an average ,income ceived by them, £~1,609, we find t~at the
of L3,16Q to 'deperid upon. ConSidering annual income of. ~he r~!ty~six' boards
~s :f58,OOO or ther(~abouts, which, divided
tha~ we have fifty-four. local gov.ernments
thI;oughout 'our territory, that they have by forty-six, shows an avel'age of £1',,270
each of them, from the sources I lIave re- ~ year. Honorable members will see at
ferred to, an income' of £3,160,.and that ,once' that as much good cannot be done
they are, ma~aging their own, affairs, the with the money in that way,'as if these small
outlay on, management would be twenty road districts were, by a,n?ther. arra'Q.ge:pe~, cent.; so that, so long a~ the emolu- ment, amalgamated with shires, or united
ment continues, it .will be seen that the to b01:'oughs, by wpicli means the 'd,o,uble
shire councils have a reasonable amount.of expense, of ma,nagement would be, saved;
money t~ go o~ with for carrying out the so that insteaq pf there being anything in
objects of'their,government, and, therefore, what has been said about the intention to
appear to be in something li~~ an inqepen- abolish tolls, and ~he terrible calamit:y of a
dent' p,osition, pecau~e the ~nco~e, ~~uld _b~ difference of opinion 1?etwee~ the two
a respectable '(mearen if the supsidy were to branches of Parliament,'it ,IS very probable,
be withdrawn. The'~mount, taking the I think, that, in point of economy, by
Government pi'oposal for subsidy fOIl the legalizing such nnions as I have indicated,
next :tQ~r year~,. would give the shir~s an it would be found that, in a n;lUeh. shorter
income' of about :£5;000 a year each. period of time than is now expected, tolls
So, far, ,therefore, 'as ,my own feelings might be do~e away with altogeth.er: For
are concerned, I heartily, approve, 'of these reasons, I believe that it WOQld "be a
what was done with regard tp sh;ires, most fatal mistake.-l say it with the
and '~~ 'glad to be able to look ;back greatest respect ~o th~s' House-if the
with .s~tisfaction to the resu~t of it. Legislature were' to, pass. this, Bill in
Wi* regard to th!3 district road boards, its "present ,form.' I. think the, time 4as
arrived when' the' Government should
alt~ou'gQ.,!l~,I .hav~ stat~d, ~h~r~ are: !or.~y
hav.e 'the power" of appoin~ing .pel:s~ns
s~i~t.i ,ofther:n;ip,'op'eration, I fin~ t~at on~
of them only -came into existence thie to look after the exp.~nditure of the
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money which they contribute in aid of
local requirements; and I cannot see any
reason why the end I.have in view cannot
be secured by a gentle pressure which
would do a great amount of kindness to
the local bodies, and general good to the
public. Power should be given to the
Government to withhold their ai~, due
notice having been given, in the case
of districts which fail to qualify them-,
selves for receiving it by the amount of
their income. Before Government advances money, it is its duty to ascertain
that the district has enough of its own, derived from rates and other sources, to
carry out its objects, with such assistance
as it is to receive. Take any borough you
like to name in the country districts, and
we at once see that we could unite one or
two road districts to it with the greatest
advantage and ease, in the same way that
the union of two or more district road
boards would be advantageous, for the
reason, if for that alone, that it would
enable them to dispense with a large portion of the expense of management by curtailment of the official staffs, and the money
so saved could be devoted to the making of
Toads or other works of permanent general
utility. There can beno mischievous motive
or mischievous tendency in the effort of
the Legislature to elevate the position
either of individuals or of public bodies;
and I have, therefore, no objection to a
chairman being styled a president, or a
clerk a secretary, provided some more
substantial public ground is assigned as a
reason for proposing so radical a change
in the law as is contemplated by this Bill.
J have myself had to tabulate the statistics
from which I am speaking, at the cost of a
good deal of time, and which....;if I had obta-ined from the Government the information I asked for-might have been avoided.
There is another aspect of the measure
upon which the Minister of Public Works
did not dwell. I may say that, at the time
the present law was passed, it was felt
that a great deal of the machinery of government, irrespective of the making of
roads, might very properly be left to the
local bodies. I allude to such matters as
making up the rolls. In the compilation
of' the rolls I have always thought the
ratepaying to De a very fair basis to pro~
ceed upon; because when a man pays
rates he performs a duty, and having performed that duty he is entitled to the enjoyment of his privilege. I have never
felt any difficulty in concurring heartily
Bon. J. O'Shanassy.
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in that principle. But this Bill proposes to
change the law to some extent, for there
is a double aspect in which to regard it.
The reason why plurality of votes was
given without demur to votors for shire
councils and municipal corporations is plain,
and is a reason having a totally different
bearing from that which induced parties to
withhold the giving of plurality of votes to·
voters for the Legislative Council or
Legislative Assembly.
In making the
proposed alteration in this Bill the scale
of preponderating voting has been
changed. The Minister of Public Works
will, I think, see that by this change
he is creating a ,preponderance on
one side which he has not dwelt upon,
and 'which, in my opinion, he was bound
The object of plurality
to explain.
of voting in tho case of local bodies
was that, as there was no second chamber in a shire or municipality, the
holders of property paying rates should
have, through their representatives, a
voice.in the expenditure of the local revenues, proportioned to some exten t to
their interest in the district. In the case of
the Legislature this object is in a great
measure attained by the existence of two
Chambers. On examination of the tables,
the Minister of Public Works will not fail to
observe that he is in reality proposing to
take away the protection which the law
provides to those w40 have a stake in the
districts in which they reside, and that he
has cast it into the opposite scale. That
is one of the motives for the introduction
of this Bill, and it is a motive to which I
intend to call the attention of honorable
members when it is in committee, and
when I shall hope to show that, nlthough
the principle of plurality of voting is retained, the scale has been changed. Whether the Minister of Public Works or
those who framed the measure intended
that result or not, I cannot say, but the
honorable gentleman certainly omitted to
explain it, and it is therefore my duty,
dealing with these matters, to call attention to the defect. Now, sir, with regard
to the question of rating, I find that
the framers of the Bill propose to increase the powers of local bodies in the
making of rates, whether they be shires,
or district road boards. We have not the
Municipal Bill before us, but I gather
from what has been said, that it is proposed to give the same power to municipalities, so that a house annually worth
£100 may be rated at £20 a year rates
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under this Bill. Does the Minister of Public Works see" the effect of this change?
I cannot think that he does. By the existing law the rating is on the net annual
value, but in this Bill the word "net" is
left out. The effect of this in valuation
would be to increase the power of
rating at least five per cent. on the
annual value.
I should like to be
shown, after the experience of six or
seven years' working, that there is any
necessity for conferring this power. I
have not even found any instance in which
local bodies have availed themselves of
the power, which they now possess, of
making a special rate, and iucreasing the
rate to 2s. in the pound; and, therefore,
if, after having watched the working of
the system in a country so new as ours
was, at a time when labour was so high
and material so difficult ~f attainmentwith the roads and other public works of
the colony so little advanced-we find
that this power has never been availed of,
it naturally follows that it is unnecessary
to confer a still larger power at this time,
when such great progress has been made
in all these respects, and more particularly
in the roads throughout the country. If
the object really were to improve the law,
a limitation rather than an increase of the
power should have been determined upon.
To my mind a rate of Is. 6d. or 2s. in the
pound, on the net value, would "be amply
sufficient for all purposes. Again, the
rates under thee existing law are paid in
advance. I cannot see what objection
there would be to making two payments
instead of one. No injury could result, I
think, if the assessments were. made by
the year, and the collector had to call
twice during that period, instead of once,
for the money. Now, sir, these are
some of the leading features which
have struck my mind in the proposed
changes; but in a Bill of such extent and
importance I am not prepared to say that
there are not many other points in it to
which I shall have to call attention
in committee. For example-and as
it occurs to me at the moment I
will just mention it briefly-it is proposed,
I observe, that the agricultural statistics
shall be collected by the local bodies,
but the date fixed makes it useless.
In my own country the police collect
the agricultural statistics, and the local
bodies certify to the correctness of
them; but here the local bodies will
be unchecked.
So far as what is
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called the leading principle of the Bill, I
say again that I do not ~pprove of the
proposition to stereotype the district road
boards. I had much rather see them
united; and I believe that a great proportion of the ratepayers would be glad to
see that too. Now, with regard to the
question of the abolition of tolls, I believe that the financial condition of
local bodies should be and will be,
if union takes place, in a short time," so
improved as to enable them to deal with
that subject for themselves. The proposal
touching this question, which we find in
the Bill before us, was, I believe, made by
some unauthorized person. I do not think
the Government brought it forward, in
the first instance; but I do think, whoever
it emanated from, that the locn! bodies
should have been first consulted, as to
whether they were in a condition to do
without tolls, and that their opinion should
have been taken generally on the question.
But, instead of that, I find this proviso to
the 324th clause : "Provided further that no toll shall be demanded or levied under this Act on and after
the 1st day of January, 1872."
I cannot compliment the Minister of
Public Works by saying that I consider
this measure has received such unbounded
care as it is alleged has been bestowed
upon it; and I cannot help repeating that,
in my opinion, it would have been very
much better had the determination of this
question of tolls been left to the local bodies.
During my recent visit to the old country,
I noticed that in Ireland there was not a
single toll-bar. I inquired into the reason
of the alteration, and I found that all
the circumstances and conditions which
led to' the abolition of tolls in Ireland
are absent here. Amongst other things
we have not a dense population, and
we have not a population that will work
at a very low rate of wage during the
winter months-which I do not regretand who will break stones and make or
improve roads, as they will in Ireland;
and, moreover, we have not our roads
made here. Therefore it is that I think
the aboiition of tolls "at one fell swoop,"
without any inquiry into the condition in
which the local bodies will find themselves
when they are abo1ished, would be a very
rash and impolitic step, to say the least of
it. I hope the Ministet" of Public Works
will see that if the House should deal with
this proviso-introduced in this rash,
hasty, and evidently unconsidered manner"
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-in a waydiffer~nt, from that which he
appears tq" exp(lct...:...:....there need be no such
unfortunMe" calamity apprehended as a
cont~st on' the, Bubject"between 'the two
Chambers; and I hope, also, he will see
that it'
not right to introduce the
question,in I the way it has been introduced~
rrhere' are other clauses in this Bill to
which rhave 'not specially alluded, which'
will r'equire the gi:eatest attention. The
measure is a very long one, and there are
many provisions in i,t which demand the
m'ost careful' scrutiny." For in~tance,
po;ver'is given to the Gov~rnor to appoint_
auditors.' 'I' believe there' has been a
change in that respect, and I am infbrmed
that the M uniGipal' Bill will not contain'
that pqwer, arid if so, I think the two
nieasure~ should b~ considered together,
so far; at any rate, as this pririciple is
concerned'. I ask th~ Minister of Public
Works whether I am correct in my statement?
'
,
Mr. McCE-AE.-I think so. _'
Mr.- O'SHANASSY.-I believe lain
correct. N ow if it has bee'n cha1?-ged in
th~ Municipa1 Bill, it cannot very well be .
inserted in this. The honorable gentle:man is quite right as to the principle he
laia down that, 'so long as the Government
give large amount ~f money, as endowment, they have a perfect rIght to satisfy
themselves that it ~s 'properly expended;
but he must remember 'that it i~ proposed'
to withdraw all endowment at the expira- ,
tion of four' years -consequently the
proposition falls to the ground. Those
who' 'have been,intrusted with local selfgovernment hav~ managed; on the whole,
admirably. I thiIik the task which the
Government propose to themselves, of
sending two auditors to each district, is
one which they will find very considerable
difficulty in performing; and, I confess, I
do not see any object to be gained by it,
untesE! it be that suggested by the' honorable member near 'me (Mr. Anderson),
of acquiring additional patronage.
I
believe that the day' is not far distant
when the local bodies, properly organized,
will, be able to do precisely what the
Legislative Council .and the Legislative
Assembly were chie~y called into existence to do,' ~t a time' when the' goldfie'lds fever and the many emergencies
which were the consequence of it came
upon 0.:5, J believe that, as .they will be
practical) y mnking all the conveniences
for. the settlement 'of the couiltry" th~y
will, i~, course of time, so improve in, the
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wisdom of their administration, tha~ the
Legislature will feel, it' necessary 'to giv~
them increased powers, an<:l at the - same.
time l~I'ger duties to perforn:t. Nor isthe day far distant when th,e police, and'
the. POOl', and other ins.titutions, Ill:ay be'
safely placed under their control. Hut
whilst I say this, I 'hope this House will'
be very carefuL in reorganizing, tp:e lo~a!
bodies, and satisfying itself" ~efoz:e ad.di.,.
tional powers are conferred that 'th,ey .iire .
in a condition to re,cei~~ ~hem. My·d~s~re.',
is by no, me,ans to" curtail their pbw~t:S;_,'
but rather to' extend . them; ,ahd, to,
strengthen 'and support these l?odi~s .. I
had hoped: that in a few years' our local
organization 'would have peen in f!O
perfect a state of order, that we might.
have been in the position' of being able ~o
have all the Australasian colonies united
under one for~ of government a:nd la;yv,:
without the neces~ity of local legislatures.
I 'have called the attention of the House
to' these various matters with no desire to ,
prevent this Bill going into committee"
but simply as a warning, that I object. 'to·
some of the provisions of it. , Two hoh.'orable members,who are now in the House,'
were with me as colleagues in the government of t~e c,ountry, when we spent five
or six, months, by reference to maps and
other sources of inforIlJ,ation, in directing
the dra,fting of a Bill which is now' the
l~w. 'Dn~ of the IDpst pleasing reminil?cences in connexion with that labour is
this; that we are now enabled to look back
upon that measure.of local self-governm~nt
as one that has been eminently succ~ssf\ll
in its operation.
'
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time, and committed

pro forma.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. J~ McCRAE,.
the report. of the committee' on ' this' .Bill
was adopted, and 'the Bill was read a third'
time and passed.
Mr. McCRAE moved"That the title of the Bill be 'An Act to
amend and consolidate the laws relating to
County Courts, and to confer on said courts a
limited jurisdiction in' Equity, Probate, and
Administration.' "

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was ordered to be returned to" the
Legislative Assembly with a message in-"
timatillg that the Coti~cil had agree,c:l to
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the Bil~, ;~vith amendments and with an
amended'title.
'~,
· T4e Hb~SEi ~dj<?u,rned -a~ ,tw.enty-seven
minu~e~ ,~D sev,en' ~'CIDC~~, ~ntq Tuesday,
Jul
6. ,. : .' - .
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into. the matter, witl;1 a view tp retain the
reserve as a PQrtiDn of the c()mmQ¥:, "
Mr. ,GRANT intimated that the 'adver:tisem~nt inviting :tende~s for the oecu'patlQn Df the" reserve had be'en' publispe'd
by mistake, and tbat it wDuld' be withdrawn~
, ,
,
,;"
r

,

'SWAN HILL COMMON: '

;

.'.

La"nds Departmertt.

,Mr~ BY~~~ ~~~ed, ~he, ¥,ini.$t'~, "(if..'

:La-pds wheJ;l. the Swan HIll town ,cDmmoi),
;WQuld be gazetted ?
Commons-4dminis~
tiOll. of the Lands J)epartmen~-P,astoral .Qccupation'-:'" : Mr. GR~NT state4 tha~ the' m~~t~r
. Upper :MUrray Railway'Construction Bill-The Ballarat' :passed the bDaret,Dn the prevIOUS .da~~
· "Gold·Stea.ling"Case-F1oods iIi the Yaqa-Wharfage,
;AecomniodatioJ?-4rli :E1~bition at Balla.rat-Ex.Gurs~on
ADMINISTRATION OF, THE
Trains on Separation D~y-:-Public Works and Railway
LANDS ' DEPARTMENT.
· Loan Acts~CouD.ty 'Courts Law Amendment Bill~t.and
,La.w~ Amendme~t Bill. : '
t
Mr. ' EVERARD.~Mr~· Sp~aker,~ I beg
to. call the attendDn of the Minister Qf'
·,~he:. S~E~ER ~~ok ~he ~hair' at half- Lands 'to. McNic~l's case, Rnd to' ask' if tlie ~
forfeiture' Df McNicDl's fDur ~lIotJp.ents is
p~st fDur' o~clQckp.m..
to. be revQked? ' In again directing~tten
;' : PETITIONS.
.
tiDn to. this mi.se, I desire to say, wha,t,I
:~etitions ''Y~J;'e p~e~e~ted by'Mr. EYER:- did nQt, say Qn the former ~ccasiDn", that r
AnD;, from certai;n inhabitani~ of ;Heath- have nDt the slightest pDlitical mDtive in
cote',' Costerfield;,an~ otherj>ortions"of t~e, bringing this 'matter forward. My Qnly
desire is to see justice done to an indi~;
dis~ri~t of Rodney, prayi~g the' HQ~se to
take the case Qf J Dhu McNicol into. con;' , vidual, ,arid through hhn to. a 'class,; be.t
si'deration; and to grant him' redress; by cause I believe that a great many selectQrs
have unjustly suffered. When' I ~rst:
Mr~ F; L~ SMYTH, fr<;>m selectOl:s und~r
the' 42nd sectiDn Df t~e Land Act Df 1865, brDught. fDrward the q uestiDll; I had nQt
residing Qn, the, Glen 'Maggie apd 'McAlis- the least idea to whom the st~tiop. belpnged
ter . Riyer di~tricts, c;>f, N or1h Gippsland, Qn which the land wa,s se1ected, but I have
prayi,ng ,.fDr t.h~ con~i,d~!at~Qn, Df cert~in, since" ascertained. I believe it will' be
claims in behalf, Qt selectQrs' under the fDund that 'the gentleman has only been in
42J:la'~ section ;'"by)v.1r.McLELLAN, from QccupatiQn Qf the station some few mDnths.
Sat;ll1riel, ~acDbs'; Qf, Fitzroy, iJ;l favour of' Irrespective of that, I'hDpe that this unfQrtunate individual~ McNicol, will not suffer
P~D~.id"ll?i p~rillatieut. reeel:ves, .lau,d
the benefit of. the 'poor ; by'Mr. HANNA,' from what has been called a PQlitical mDve
from'the Corporation of Wangaratta, and on my part, because I had no intentiDn to
by Mr.,W~T'l', from the council and' rate-, make- a pDlitical mQve jn any shape. I
payers Df the Shire Qf North Ovens, in believe that hehassuffered an Injustice; and
favQur of. t4eUpper Murray Railway so strongly do I feel Qn the subject that
I wDuld rather myself pay three times the
CDnstructi~n Bill. ' ,
"
value Qf-the land than that the man shQuldEMERALD HILL COMMON.
be wrQnged. On the previous debate theMt: WB1TE'MAN directe'a" the atten- M inister of Lands stated that he had seen
ti~rii Dr~ th~'Mipister of ~ands, to. an adver- a letter frQm McNicol, in which he offered
tisement 'iii" the Government Gazette Qf to. sell his allotment fQr £14.' I think it'
F;'iday';\rUn~ 25, inviting tenders fQr the only right to ask fOr the prQductiQn Qf
occupation; for grazing purposes, of the that letter, because, if there is any such'
Military Barracks l{eserve. This reserve, letter in existence, it is a forgery. The
he said, was ga~ettea, in September, 1862, ,person who wrDte the letter, and the pe'ras, ,a, portiQn qf the tQwn commDn, of SDn who. tDDk it to. the Minister Qf Lands,
Emerald' Hill. If it ,was taken' frQm the- Dught to be 'prDsecuted. I ask the honor- '
coip.mon, a large number Qf persons, WhD" able gentleman whether he has that letter
at pre:seI\t hacl ~he piivileg.e of grazing in his possession ?
,
cows, upon it; would ,be deprived of'their
Mr. GRANT.-Ihave seen it.
me~ns.
1h'elihoDd. He hbped the honMr: EVERARD.--=-I say' thatif there,
Qrable·J:gen#ema.n, WQuid make, inquirfes" is 'any s1ich letter·
'exist,ence it- iEi'D.
· v
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who now occupies the run upon which this
land is situated is Mr. C. P. Davis, who
purchased it, a month or two ago, for the
insignificant figure of 2s. or 3s. per head
for the sheep upon it, with the use of the
run up to the end of 1870. Whether I
am correctly informed or not I cannot
"Mr. Uobertson point-blank denied, at the say, but I am told that the run is a
Heathcote Hotel, on the 24th last past, before thoroughly scabby run; and I should
myself and two or three more, that McNicol
ever was a dummy of his, and said he would think it must be when the sheep were
bought for 2s. 6d. each, with the run
swear it, and that no other ODe had any right to
the land but McNicol."
given in. The people of Heathcote,
Whatever Mr. Robertson may have said Costerfield, and the neighbourhood look
on any other occasion, or whatever he may upon Mr. Davis and his sheep a,s a
Mr. Davis is of far less
have said at the Lands department, there nuisance.
can be no doubt that, on the occasion here advantage to the State with his sheep
referred to, he declared, at the Heathcote than John McNicol is with his eighty
Hotel, that McNicol was not his dummy. acres of land. But one man is a superfine
I put it to honorable members whether it individual, who has large influence, acis possible that, if the man had been cording to the local newspapers, at the
employed as a dummy, he would hold the Lands-office; and the other is a poor
receipts for all the money which he has unfortunate man, who has no influence at
paid on account of the land? McNicol all except what may be brought forward
holds the whole of the receipts for the in this House. Had not the House, howmoney which has been paid for rent or ever, been sitting at the time the forfeiture
othflr purposes. He has one receipt, occurred, McNicol would not have had
dated as far back as September 30, 1867, the slightest justice done him. Mr. Davis
for money paid to Mr. Martin, Govern- took possession of the run about March or
ment contract surveyor, for surveying the April last, and McNicol subsequently gave
land. Whatever purpose Mr. Robertson him notice that he would not allow his
may have had in view at the time the land sheep to run on the land which he
was selected, whatever belief other people (McNicol) occupied. I have here a copy
may have entertained, John McNicol's of the notice. 1 have also a copy of the
intentions were honest and straightfor- McIvor Times, containing an article in
ward. He desired to cultivate the land,- reference to this .case, which shows that
and make the best of it. He looked to even thoroughly Ministerial journals adthe future and not merely to the present. mit that a gross injustice has been done
At the time he selected t.he land he was a to McNicol. (The honorable member read
shepherd in Robertson's employment; but an article from th~ McIvor Times, of June
he looked forward to the time when he 25, entitled" A Squatter's Intrigues.")
should be able to do what the Minister of I am now prepared to produce McNicol's
Lands has professed his desire to see any declaration on oath. I find, from a letter
industrious man do, namely, "sit under in the Argus, that Mr. Davis alleges that,
the shadow of his own vine and his own in my previous statement to the House in
fig-tree." He acted thoroughly bona fide. reference to this matter, I was guilty of a
He commenced to fell trees, and otherwise falsehood, or something of that kind.
improve the land; and, with his own However, I shall not notice the assertion.
money, he employed other people to assist I look upon that individual as one of the him. I am aware that, within the last few persons who are really of very little
few days, two gentlemen have been to use to the country. The man who cultilook at the allotments, on behalf .of the vates eighty acres of land is ~ far better
Lands department, namely, Mr. Lee, the citizen, and a much worthier man than
town clerk of Heathcote, and Mr. Gray, Mr. Superfine Davis, of Mount Camel.
Crown lands bailiff at Sandhul'st. No I repeat that I am ready to produce
doubt McNicol will meet with the McNicol's declaration, and lay it on the
strongest possible opposition from those table of the House. McNicol is at the
officers, and p'robably from the department; present time within the precincts of the
but I hope t~at the House will see justice House, and is prepared to substantiate his
done to him. Since I brought forward statement. If any honorable member
the case, I have found out that the person wishes to ask him any questions, he can
Mr. Everard.
forgery. The honorable gentleman also·
stated that McNicol acted as a dummy
for Robertson. I have not been able to
see Mr. Robertson, but I have had a letter
put into my hands from a very respectable
individual, a storekeeper, and a man of
some means, in which he says-
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be brought to the bar and examined. By
his declaration he distinctly says-" If I
don't tell the truth, prosecute me." If
the Minister of Lands will not do him
justice, perhaps the Supreme Court
will. I believe that an act of great
injustice has been committed against
him, and, if I can, I will see that
he obtains redress. I will read the
declaration made on oath, if honorable
members wish me to do so; (" No."); but,
if not, I will state that it is the same as
the declaration which I read last Tuesday,
with a slight alteration. In the previous
declaration McNicol stated that he selected
the land "on or about the month of February, 1868," but he now states that it
was" on or about the month of January"
-the exact time he forgets. He also
stated, in his former declaration-" I immediately commenced improving the said
land, and have now sixty acres all fenced."
He now states that he has "nearly sixty
acres fenced," the fact being that he has
fenced two allotments of twenty acres
each, but the fencing of the third is not
quite finished. He tells me that, if he had
not been interfered with by Mr. Gray,
nearly the whole of the land would now
have been fenced. The Minister of Lands
has frequently said that he wanted to promote bonafide settlement-that he desired
to see a prosperous yeoman class spring
up-and that, under :the 42nd section, he
thought he had solved the difficulty. I ask
is not McNicol a man of' that class? No
matter whether he was a dummy or notthough in his declaration he says he was
not-he has shown his bona fides, he has
shown his determination to cultivate his
eighty acres, and he has a wife and six
children. I ask the honorable gentleman
what class of persons he wishes to settle
on the land if it is not men like McNicol,
who have large families, and who are
anxious to cultivate and improve the
land? Why McNicol has looked forward
to the possession of a piece of land as the
dream of his life. He came to this country
from a place much further north than the
Chief Secretary came from. The honorable gentleman knows that this is the sort
of man whom it is desirable to settle on
the soil. I ask the Minister of Lands if
he wishes, on the representation of strong
political friends, to put such men as
McNicol off the land? No matter what
might be proved against him twelve
months ago, I say that this man is as bona
fide a settler as it is possible to have on the
VOL. VII.-4 R
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land. I will show the declaration, the
receipts, and all the documents· connected
with the matter, to any honorable member
who desires to see them. I trust that the
House will take care that justice is d,one
to this unfortunate man, and that he will
again be put in possession of his eighty
acres of land.
Mr. GRAN'1'.-Mr. Speaker, I am sure
that the House will believe me when I
say that I am quite as, anxious to do justice as the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Everard), or any other member.
The House will recollect that when
McNicol and the gentleman who accompanied him came to see me in reference to
this matter, on the first occasion, I told
them that, if they were not satisfied with
the decision of Mr. Hodgkinson and Mr.
Skene, and if they would appeal to me,
I was willing to act as arbitrator in the
matter. I fully expected that, if they
were dissatisfied, they would have come
to me again. I may state that I decided
this morning to call a special meeting of
the Board of Land and Works for Friday
next, and I will then hear all these persons
face to face, because I trust no declarations whatever. People make statements
deliberately, and afterwards they spirit
them away so that they wear altogether a
different complexion. With reference to
the letter in which McNicol offered to sell
his allotments for £14, I may mention that
that letter was shown to me by Mr. Davis.
Mr. EVERARD.-If you will produce
the letter, he shall be prosecuted.
Mr. G RANT.-I did not say that he
left the letter with me, but that he showed
it to me. I presume that a gentleman in
the position of Mr. Davis would. not
commit a forgery, or be any party to a
forgery. On Friday last I instructed Mr.
Lee, the town clerk of Heathcote 3nll
district surveyor-a thoroughly impartial
gentleman-to proceed to the allotment.s
and value the improvements. The following is his report:., Heathcote, June 26, 1869.
"SIR,-I do myself the honour to report
for your information that I have inspected
McNicol's selection (42nd section), Wappingtack
Creek, Moorabbee, and found that the fencing
consists of sixty-five chains, chock and log, enclosing, on three sides, about forty-two acres.
The fourth side is the boundary of the adjoin ing
selector's lot, thus enclosing a half-chain road
between the two selections. He appears to intend leaving a slip panel. The fence is in course
of erection j a day will finish it. . . . I estimate the value· at £35. Cultivation.-About
one and a half acres wheat. This is in an open
space, amongst the trees. No grubbing appears
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t,o have ,been done j value, ,£3, One-half the nothing of McNicol's selection until after he had
purchased the station, the hut and improvements
~heep-yard is under green crop-about one and
being handed over as part of the station improve;.
a; quarter acres; valJle, £10. Huts and yards;
"-The value of these improvements I place at ments, and McNicol re-engaging himself" as
.
£25 as t~ey stand, but l\.S ,they hav.e been erected shepherd."
seyerat years, wpuld. be worth but, little to 'The following is the declaration of ~r~
move ; 'on the other hand, to erect new ones
'Davis:.
would cost' about £40 or £45."
."
"I, Charles Percy Davis, of Melbourne, in the
This is 'Mr. Lee's statement as to the colony of Victoria, sheep farmer, do solemnly
actual value of the impr<?vements ... I have and sincerely declare-That being the owner of
since r~cei ved another letter from him, the Moorabbee run, I was present at the delivery
of it in February last. I recollect the 'delivery
dated June ,28th,. in which he saysof sheep and improvements at' the out-station
" Referring to my report of the 26~h instant, called the Wappingtack Hut. John McNicol,
on McNicors selection, I have the honour to inthe shepherd in charge, was present and assisted.
foro;t you that, having misunderstood the woman
There, were no improvements of any kind exas to the amount of the .ground broken being
cept the usual station hut, yards, fencing, &c.,
under crop, and being credibly informed that the which were handed over'with the stock and run.
whole of it was so, I again visited the place to I noticed some tobacco plants growing in a di d~
ascert'ain the truth. I therefore beg to amend sion of the sheep-yards; the sheep had camped
my repprt as to the extent of land . cropped.
in .them, and the crop was valueless. At the
The whole of the ground broken is under crop- time of delivery, McNicol was re-engaged with
in extent a little over four acres j value, £9."
the other shepherds, and returned to the hut as
I have also a report from Mr. Gray, but my servant, without alluding to any selection of
land. After the purchase of ,Moorabbee, I
he did not go to the spot at my request. heard from my manager of McNicol's selection,
I presume he went simply because he con- which had taken place' in the previous year,
sidered it his duty to do so. With regard while McNicol wag in Mr. Robertson's em·
to the· statements made by McNicol and ploy. ,I immediately wrote to the Board of
Land and Works, asking them to send some Go,,:,
other' persons, that he -is not a dummy, I vernment officer to inquire into the matter. I
can only say that I ~ave two declarations; am not acquainted with the gentleman sent by
on oath, to the contrary, one mad~ by Mr. them to inspect an!! report on McNicol's selecRobertson, who is a justice of the peace, tion. John McNicol remained in my employ till
about two weeks ago, when he left his flock in
Lilld the other by Mr. Davis, who is also a the yards and came to Melbourne. He has re;
justice of the peace. Mr. Robertson's de- ceived wages and food for himself and family up
to that date, and had never before attempted to'
claration is 'as follows : occupy the land except as my servant."
,
"I, William Henry Robertson, of Wild Duck
Surely under all these circumstances I ani
Creek, in the colony of Victoria, sheep farmer,
do solemnly declare-That I was owner of the
justified in having an inquiry into thesub~
Moorabbee run in the year 1868. That a man ject, and the honorable member cannot find
named John McNicol was then employed by me on
the said station as shepherd. That the hut and fault with me for staying ~Y han~. I
yards situatedbn land selected by John McNicol think it right that t.he parties should meet
belonged to me, and were erected before McNicol face to f-ace. I will sit with other memever applied' for the land. I did not oppose bers of the board and investigate the matMcNicol, because he was selecting the land with
the understanding that he would transfer the ter to the very bottom; and I will lay the
land t6 me (if I wished) as soon as he became decision arrived at on the table of the
possessed of it. McNicol never took possession House.
of the land at any time, but continued to occupy
PASTORAL OCCUPATION.
it as my shepherd. The only cultivation ever
made on said land was a small patch' of sheepMr. LANGTON asked the Minister of
wash tobacco, grown in one of the sheep-yardssay, about one rood in area. The seed for that Lands when the remainder of the informatobacco was supplied by me, at my expense, and tion ordered by the Hous'e in' relation to
I have never been paid .,for it. McNicol never the lands in the occupation oj the pastoral
commenced to improve the land. either by fencing
tenants of the Crown would be laid upon
or otherwi,se, while in my employ. To the best
the table? .' He reminded the honorable
of my knowledge he has been a shepherd for the
last:seven years, for the most time in my em- gentleman that the motion directing that
ploy~
He n~ver formed any homestead, or the information should be furnished was
erec;:ted any building on the land. About three passed six weeks ago, and that up to the
weeks ago McNicol, who was still in Mr. Davis's present time only a portion of the informaemploy (occupying th~ said land and improve,
.
ments as his shepherd only), came .to me and tion had been supplied.
Mr. GRANT remarked that the returns'
asked if I would write a letter to Mr. Grant, for
the purpose of assisting to dispossess Mr. Davis asked for were very voiuminous indeed,
of his ~ut, a~d improvements. He had some and the honorable member for Rodney, ,on'
months previously offered me £5 for the same
purpose. .To the best of my know~edge the whose motion they were ordered, had
present proprietor of Moorabbee run knew pointed out those which he considered
0

Yr.' Grant.'

.Upper Murray Railway.

most. .'v alq able, : which had been supplied.
lIe (Mr. Grant) . had received a report
froI)J. the· Acting Surveyor-General,. in
which· it was stated that" The 'preparation" in a reliaole shape of the
details of the remainder of the information
ordered by the House in relation to the lands
that have passed from. the pastoral tenants of
the Crown subsequent to the passing of the
Land Act 1860 would involve the labours of at
least, three cle~ks for a period of'four months."

It appeared from the report that'the total
quantity' of ,land alienated' since the
Nicholson Land Act came into operation
w:~s 8,069,715 acres.

UPPER MURRAY RAILWAY CON. £TRUdTION BILL.
Mr. KERFERD asked the Minist'er of
Railways if he was' prepared to fi~ an
evening.'when the second teading of the
Railway Constrnction Bill would be taken?
He was aw:;tre that the honorable gentle·
man ';Vits very anxious to proceed with the
Bill~ and he hoped that he would be able
to name a day for the second reading. It
would,' he thought, be a relief to set aside
the -Land' Bill for one night, 'and deal with
the Railway Construction Bill by way of
a change. The interest on the loan was
running on, and, the longer the Bill was
kept back, the longer would it be before
the railway was commenced. He under·
stood that the final report of the Railway
Construction Committee would be brought
up in a few days.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that the opposi.
tion ~o proceeding with this Bill some time
ago emanated from the other side of the
House. The Government were anxiou's
to .go on with the Bill, but certain honor·
able members objected to its being pro·
ceeded with until the select committee on
railway construction brought up its final
report. The second reading of the measure was accordingly postponed; and, the
Land Bill having now been introduced, it
would" be undesirable to impede the pro·
gress of that meaSUre by the discussion of
~nother. important Bill at the same time.
The Railway Construction Bill would,
therefore, as he had previously stated, be
proceeded with immediately after the Land
Bill was disposed of; bu t, of course, it
w,as impossible to naIQ,e a day.
.
THE BALLARAT "GOLD STEAL·
ING" CASE.
Mr. FRAZE,R.-Mr. Speaker, I desire
to call the attent.ion of the Attorney·
General and the Ministe~' of Justice to the
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proceedings instituted with the consent of
the Attorney-General against persons for
stealing gold, the property of Her Majesty,
from freehold lands; particularly to the case
of The Queen v. Davis, recently tried in
the police-court, Ballarat, and to the action
taken by Mr. Gaunt, police magistrate, as
reported in paragraphs in the Argus' and
Star; also to certain letters from Messrs.
L. G. and J. Hardy' to ~he Attorney.
General; and'to ask, if the statements in
tlw rtlports in the newspapers and in th.e.
letters are found on inquiry to be' true"
will a re-hearing, or further hearing, be
ordered, 01' will a nolle prosequi be,
directed? I will take ad vantage of the
forms of. the House, in ,oreler to expla~~
some matter~ in connexion with this case,
which, perhaps, may be foreign to many
honorable members.
Mr. KERFERD.-Mr. Speaker, I ris~
to a point of order. .The honorable
member intends to ask the Attorney.
General if he will direct a nolle prosequi
to be entered in a certa~n case. I put it
to the House, whether this is a questio~'
which ought to be asked? If the Attor~
ney.;.General, who is the grand jury in this
country, is to be asked if he will ,direct a
nolle prosequi in one case which is to come
before a legal tribunal, he may be asked a
similar question in reference to every
other case; in fact, every matter of, im·.
portance pending before a judicial tribunal
will be dragged before this House. I am
quite sure that the Attorney-General, with
a proper conception of, his high office, and
of the functions which he is called upon to
discharge, will refuse to answer the ques':'
tion; but I submit that it is a queation
which ought not to be put.
Mr, FRAZER.-I think it will be
better for honorable members to allow me
to proceed with my obs'ervations. It is
the right of this House to inquire into any
question' affecting the administration of
justice; .and it will be for the Hou,se to
decide, after listening to the statements I
have to make, whether or not the question
I now submit is a proper one. If a case
was brought forward in which thei'e had
been some maladministration of justice,
would .not the House feel it to be
its duty to at once put a' stop to the
cause of complaint? The question which
I desire to bring under the. notice .of
the Hoose is a very~!mportant one-.im·
portant, I believe, in point of law~ ..Here
is a case introduced into this Gountry for
the first time, an4 a:ffec~ing most- gig~lltic
Q
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. interests. We do not know where the
matter will stop. The Crown has consented to the institution of proceedings
whereby a miner, managing a claim, has been
brought up on a charge of stealing 1,000
ounces of gold, the property of the Crown.
There has been no case of the kind before.
Perhaps some honorable members may not
be aware of its magnitude and importance.
It is one which not only affects the
manager of a particular company, but one
which, if allowed to be carried out, will
affect every member of the community
who has an interest in, or receives
any dividend from, any mining claim on
Any person who
private property.
happens to receive dividends from any
shares he possesses in a mining company,
carrying on its operations on private
property, may be treated in the same way
as Mr. Davis has ·been. A member of
the House or any capitalist outside, may
be pounced upon at any moment, and
brought before one of the legal tribunals
of the country aud committed for trial, as
Mr. Davis has been, for doing what has
been recognised for a number of years as
permissible. I am making these preliminary observations to show the importance
of the question, and that the liberty of the
subject will be infringed if such proceedings as have been adopted towards this
gentleman are allowed. To explain the
matter clearly, it is necessary that I should
refer to what the law of mining on
private property is. It is laid down by
the judges, as a first principle, that the
Crown, in alienating land, does not part
with its right to the gold which the land
may contain. A few paragraphs from
decisions which the Supreme Court has
given, will put the House in possession of
the actual law as to mining on private
property, as laid down by the judges.
Mr. "V'RLX-ON.-I am sorry to interrupt the honorable member, but if this is
to be turned into a formal debate, involving some most important questionsquestions directly affecting the adminis·
tration of the law, and also directly affecting one of the most important of the
Attorney-General~ functions-I think it
would be well to give notice.
Mr. FRAZER.-I have done so.
Mr. WRIXON.-The honorable member has given notice of a question, but not
of a debate. I don't object to attention
being called to the matter; but, if there is
to be a formal debate, I should like to
have notice of that fact, and of the motion

"Gold Stealing" Case.

which the honorable member intends to
submit. Except an intimation that the
honorable member will move the adjournment of the debate, I neither know what
position he wishes to establish, nor have I
had any notice that there was to be a
formal debate. I put it to the honorable
member whether it is fair to precipitate
the House into a judgment on important
questions, without proper and definite
notice?
Mr. McLELLAN.-This is a matter
of very great importance, and the sooner
the House expresses an opinion upon it
the better. I consider that the honorable
member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) has
taken the proper course to bring it under
the attention of the House, and that he
deserves thanks for doing so.
Mr. FRAZER.-It will be remembered
that I brought the matter prominently
before the House the other evening, without notice, but it could not be fully discussed, and I accordingly gave notice that
I would bring it forward this evening, so
that the Attorney-General and Minister
of Justice might have time to inquire
into the statements I set forth on the
authority of a firm of solicitors connected
with the proceedings.
Mr. KERFERD.-Jf the honorable
member intends to proceed with the
subject, I would suggest that he should
move the adjournment of the House.
Mr.FRAZER.-I intimated, at the commencement of my remarks, that I would
do so. I beg to move that the House do
now adjourn. I will read some extracts from
decisions given by the Supreme Court,
which clearly lay down the law in regard
to mining on private property. From
w..'qatt and PVebb's Reports I find that, in
the case of Millar v. Wildish, it was
laid down that" An owner of private property may by injunction restrain a trespasser mining and
taking minerals belonging to him, the owner;
but as mere owner he is not entitled to an
account of gold removed from under his
land, nor to an injunction to restrain the
future removal of gold, the gold being in no
way his."

At a subsequent stage of the same case,
the court said"The defendants demur to this bill on the
grounds of want of equity; second, that the
plaintiff shows no right to the gold; third,
that the Attorney-General is not a party;
fourth, that plaintiff's remedy is at law; fifth,
that it is not shown that the damage complained of is irreparable; and sixth, that there
is no privity shown between the plaintiff and
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the defendants, or any title under which the
defendants are in possession. By the law of
England, which is also the law of this
country, all gold mines belong to the Crown;
and that though the Crown may have granted
the lands containing them to a subject without reservation. This was so decided in Reg.
v. Northumberland, and, so far, that case has
The same case
never been questioned.
decided that the Crown might enter upon
such land to mine for gold, though no right
of entry was reserved.
Some doubt has
since been raised as to the propriety
of that part of the decision.
It has
been argued, on behalf of the plaintiff,
that the Constitution Act, section 47, being
an abandonment of territorial, casual, and
other revenue of the Crown, including all
royalties, altered this.
To this argument I
cannot at all accede. The Constitution Act,
like similar Acts in England, made no change
in the legal rights of the Crown, as to owning
and enforcing rights to royalties, or in the
effect of·the language of its grants as to passing them. It merely transferred the management and application of the revenues of
Crown property to the future from the former
Government of Victoria. In fact, if that Act
affords any argument for the purpose for
which it was urged, it would invalidate the
Crown grant of 1857 itself, as being of
property which had ceased by the Constitution
Act to belong to the Crown.
I take it
therefore as clear, that the gold under the
plaintiff's land is not his, and that neither he
nor anybody else has a right, as against the
Crown, to take it; though he has a right,
perhaps, as against the Crown, and certainly
as against all his fellow-subjects not authorized by the Crown, to proceed by action for
entries on his land by persons mining for gold."

Here it is laid down as the law of the
land that no subject can take away the
gold without doing that which is illegal,
and without being liable to refund. To
further illustrate this position, the learned
judge said"On the authorities I should hold that an
owner of private property might, by injunction,
restrain a trespasser mining and taking minerals
belonging to him, .the owner. As to an owner
here mining himself with the acquiescence of the
Crown, it is unnecessary for me to express an
opinion. But, with considerable hesitation, I
have arrived at the conclusion that the present
plaintiff, as mere owner, seeking protection and
account for gold under his land, fails, because
the gold is in no way his; and, as to the removal
of underground earth by a trespas'ser, that it is
not a subject of injunction, unless real damage
to the plaintiff's use of the surface result from
it."

Another feature of the law is that the
Attorney-General can step in at any moment, and require every ounce of gold
which may be taken by anyone, whether
mining on his own private property or not,
to be refunded. I find that, in the
case of The Attorney-General v. Gee,
reported in Wyatt and Webb (vol.

_, . . . _"'~~ ---.i..... ... ,
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ii., p. 128), it is laid down that the
Attorney-General has full power, upon
any occasion, to step in and take the gold.
In the judgment then delivered by Mr.
Justice Molesworth the following passage
occurs:" The next ground of demurrer . . • • is
that the Attorney-General may not have consented to the plaintiff's mining until after the
removal of the auriferous soil of which an
account was prayed. As to that, I think the
Attorney-General might put forward a retrospective claim for gold previously raised, whether
he was or was not aware at the time of its being
raised; and I therefore think that that is not an
answer to the retrospective accQunt sought.
But if it were, it would be an answer only to
that part of the bill which prays an account at
the utmost, and not to that part which prays an
injunction against future trespasses."

So that at any moment the AttorneyGeneral may step in and make a company
deliver up the whole of their gold. But he
has not done so on any occasion; while
restraining persons from mining he has
never, in any case, asked for an account
of the gold. I don't know what his reason
may be for that. Perhaps neither the
present nor any previous Attorney-General
would know what to do with 1,0000zs.
or any other quantity of gold. The revenues of this coun try would ha ve no
right to it. I suppose it would revert to
the Queen. According to the decision
from which I quote the Attorney-General,
in a matter like this, represents not so
much the Crown here, as actually and
directly the Queen of England. The
learned judge stated further"The next objection taken is that the information should be by the Attorney-General of
England, and not by the Attorney·Genera.! here.
That question I have already had to express an
opinion upon in ot.her cases. The Crown grants
in this country never passed the gold, which
has always remained in the Crown. The Constitution Act gave the disposal and management
of the Crown property to the local authorities
here; but the enforcement of rights with reference to that property must stand on the
same footing as it always did. The transfer of
the management does not transfer the remedies
for encroachment upon Crown property, and
those rights can only be enforced by the law
officers of the Crown. The Attorney-General of
England seems to me not to be the person who is
to enforce such rights; his powers and authorities are limited to England, and do not extend
to Ireland or Scotland. The Crown is represente<;l by such person as it may select to enforce
its rights in each colony, and I think the Attorney-General here is the proper person for
that purpose."

Perhaps the Attorney-General may be
able to explain his reasons for not enforcing an account of the gold. He could
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not take it from the parties and sell it.

1 supp6se he must transmit it, tlfrough the
G9vernor, to England, unless he .obtained
diteet' 'authority from the' Que~n to use
It 'for the benefit of the country or any
parties in it. N ow with regard to the
ca.se before us; I'may state that the Prince
of Wales Company, by the gentleman who
9.~s, been commi tted for trial,was cited
~the Attorney-General lending his name
to: the infQrm~tion-to appear before the
cotir!s 'to. deliv~r up a certain amount of
gold and to ~estr{\in him from further
encroachment. That case came on two
o'rthrea time.s before the courts. In February, 1868, the Bonshaw 'Company,
assisted by the Attorney-General, made a
claim. In May, 1868, that case was dismis~ed, the plaintiff paying the costs. On
tb.~ 28th of the same month a second suit
was commenced against the Prince of
Wales: Company, the Attorney-General
, 8;s~,ing that" an account may be taken of
t~~ go~d, or auriferous ~arth which has
b,een taken by the ',defendants out of the
said ,lands, nD;d that the defendants may
be o~dered to make good the same." 'In
Aug~st, an injunction was granted to
restrain the' Pri~ce of Wales Company
from working in the Bonshaw Company's
ground; and in the following March a
dMree waf? made in the sU:it, giving a perpetual injunction against the Prince of
~ales COl!lpa,ny, and waiving the accounts
pr'ayed lor <;m the following ground : "And Her Majesty's said Attorney-General,
and the plaintiffs by their counsel, waiving the
account prayed for by the bill, this court doth
riot think fit to di,rect any account."

'But although the Attorney-General waived
the account, although he was for acting
o~ the' principle that by-gones should be
by-gones, so long as the Prince of Wales
Company kept off the ground in dispute,
yet, some time afterwards, the manager of
that company is brought before the Ballarat Pol,ice Court, for stealing 1,000 ozs. of
gold. N ow I wish to impress upon the
House the fact that if the AttorneyG~neral gives, in one case, to any common
'informer, the power to bring up anyone
for mining on, private property, he must
do ,so in all cases. I understand that the
~ttorney-General has stated that he will
gi ve' the same permission to any other
person who may apply to him; and the
result will be that any private individual
'YJ.1O 'Way r~ceive a dividend from a mine
p'~:.,pr~vate pr,)operty will be liable to be
prosecuted by a common informer. And
Hr. Frazer.
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quite right too. What is good for: one is
good for. others. The receive'r of gold,
knowing it to ~e stolen, .is qtli~e ::ts gu.ilty
of 'felony as the thief himself. j That is
the position intQ which the country will
be thF~wn. i£ the Attor~~y'.. G'eneral continues this course of aotion.. '1n fact, the
Attorney-General himself, makes lit law
which, in effect, gives away the gold with
the land, because if any .owner of. private
property enters into an agreement with
parties to mine on that property for gold,
and anyone encroaches upon them, the
Attorney-General will institute proceedings against the parties so enc~oaching
not against the owner of the property or
the parties acting with hi1Il;-for stealing
gold the property of the Queen. ' ~n fact,
the Attorney-General, without the authority of this House at all, has laid it down
that the gold shall pass with the land.
Thus, with regard to gold mining; the
owner of private property will be placed
in a better position than the miner on
Crown lands, because the holder" of a
miner's right has to pay 5s. per annum,
and the holder of a mining lea~e £ l per
acre per annum, while the owner of private
property pays neither duty, nor licence
fee, nor rent, to the State. I
sure
that that is not the position in which the
House deflires to place the owners of pri,.
vate property. Certainly there should be
some regulations by which parties mfl,y be
kept from monopolizing the whole of the
gold in the l~nds. The practice ,of, the
Government has c()nsiderably altered from
that which prevailed twelve or fourteen
years ago. When mining on Ballarat,West
township first commenced, the pl,lblic mind
was more strongly imbued with the necessity for allowing miners to mine on private
property than it is now ; and it was CODsidered that they had the sam,e right' t.o
mine underneath private property, so long
as the surface was not injured, as. they
had to mine on qrown lands. Mining
operations were pl:osecuted accordingly,
and this without paying anything for the
use of the land. The proceeding was
practically recognised by the Government.
The Government did not give permission,
but the thing was done. When parties
sank a shaft adjacent to another claim, in
order t.o obtain the gold from private
property, the miner:; took forcible possession of the shaft, and filled it up, and the
Government refused to prosec~te, and, in
so refusing to prosec~te, showed that they
recognised the principle"that those"parties
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who had, marked out their claims in accordance with the regulations of the day,
had the best right to the gold on the
abutting private property. ,It will thus
pe seell. t~at the policy of the Government, at that time, was quite opposed to
that' which is now adopted, or will be
adopted, if the Attorney-General lends his
name to proceedings like those to which I
am now calling attention. I submit that,'
in a matter, of 'such importance, the
Attorney-General should, stay his hand,
until the House has had an opportunity of
considering it. There should be legislation at once upon the question. If the
Attorney-General has taken this action,
with a view to the passing of a law on
the subject of mining on private property,
the end may perhaps justify the means;
his action may do a great deal of good.
But, if the Attorney-General intends
simply to give advantages to one party,
1m. will do a considerable amount of harm,
aItd be the means of interfering greatly
with the liberty of the subject, and throw"ing into disorder the arrangements of a
large portion of the community. I wish
particularly to be understood that, in
putting the case as I have put it, I don't
care which party, is right, or' which is
wrong-..,;..I merely wish to show the, immense powers that will be thrown ip.to the
hands 'of persons who may choose "to make
themselves common informers. The other
evening, I drew the attention of the Crown
law officers to the st:;t,tement, that two
magistrates who were on the bench at the
time 'of Mr. Davis,' committal were opposed' to that committal; and that the
police magistrate' (Mr. Gaunt), on his own
authority, and in opposition to the views
of these two gentlemen, committed Mr.
Davis; and regulated his bail. ,Now, if
this statement is correct, I say the matter
is one for this House to inquire into. If
the police magistrate can commit, in' opposition to two honorary magistrates" he
can \commit in opposition to a dozen~
Mr.,KERFERD.-So he can.
Mr.FRAZER.-I remember a case in
the Melbourne Police Court. There were
ten inagistrates present, including the
police , 'magistrate.
The bench was
divided; there were five against five;
and" in consequence of opinion being thus
equally divided, there was no committal.
The police magistrate had no power to
give' a casting vote. , ,~he case Was
referred to the AttoI:ney-General, who
stated that, when the 'Supreme Court
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judges were divided in' opinion, the'
youngest judge generally left the bench~'
But the youngest magistrate did not
choose to leave the bench, and there was
J?o way of compelling him to do so; and
therefore the parties, if they 'desired to
proceed, had to seek thei~ remedy .in
another court. I. believe that was done.'
N ow would it not be' monstrous, after
several magistrates had given their attention to' a case, and were' unanimous for a
particular course, that the police magistrate
-a Government officer-should be able
to come in and say-" I don't CarEr for
your opinions; I will decide whic~ way I
like?" Why, ifth~s ~ere allowed, .the
Attorney-General might direct the police
magistrate, 'no matter what might be the
opinion ot', the other justices on the bench;
to commit any man for trial.
allow
proceedings of this kind will be to subvert
the administration of justice, and to cause
gentlemen to decline accepting the co:qt~
mission of the peace. The two honorary
magistrates who were on the bench at ,the
time are gentlemen who are respected
both in their public and private capacities:
They have sent me letters relating to' this
matter, and I will read these letters to the
House. One says,

To

"DEAR Sm,-I observe, br the 'papers, that
you are about to move in the House:concerning
Mr. Gaunt's proceedings in the police court,
Ballarat, in the case of The Queen v. Da'l)is.
I wish to tell you that I was present during the
whole of the proceedings, and,at the end of the
first day's hearing, I informed Mr. Gaunt that I
did not consider there was any propex: proof as
to the boundary of the land, but suppos~d that
they would bring further evidence next day.
"On the next day I was present, and no
further evidence was given as to the boundary;
and I told Mr. Gaunt that there was ,not sufficient evidence to commit. While 1 was consulting with Mr. Lee, I was surprised at hearing
Mr. Gaunt commit the prisoner to take his trial
without consulting either Mr. Lee or myself;
and then, without even looking at either of us~
himself fix the bail at an amount s~gested' by
the counsel for the prosecut~on, ,
'
"For the last two years, t haye' been a constant attendant at the 'court, both in Ballai'at
East and West, and this is the first.t.isne that any
unpleas,!tntness has taken place with any chairman of the, bencp..
"
'''1 am; &0.,
"'THdMA.S H. BUDDEN; .J.p.. '
"Ballarat, June 28, 1869.";

The other letter is as follows : "DEAR SI,R,-Referring to your notice of' nio~
tion as to Mr. Gaunt having committed the'defendant Davis, in opposition· to the expressed
,opinion of Mr. Budden. and myself,Iwould wish
to place the following statement before you. '
"I attended the court after'the adjournment
for refreshment on the first day of the hearing
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(Tuesday), until the rising of the court. Then a
private conversation took place as to the Honshaw
Company's boundary not having been proved,
and Mr. Budden remarked that, in his opinion,
there was not sufficient evidence of the boundary

then given, but that some further evidence
might be given the next day ; and I remarked
that the whole case must depend upon the boundary being properly proven.
"On the following day I was in attendance
the entire day, and no further evidence was
given as to the boundary; but the evidence
given by Mr. Cameron, on the previous day, was
re-read, and other evidence referred to, and upon
hearing this, and upon the case generally, I remarked to Mr. Budden that there was not any
case at all made out for a committal. During
the day I had remarked to Mr. Gaunt,more than
once, that I did not think there was any case
made out, and 1 was, therefore, most surprised
that-without consulting, or in any way noticing either Mr. Budden or myself-he committed
the prisoner to take his trial; and again, without
either consulting or noticing us, fixed the amount
of bail at £500 for the prisoner, and two sureties
of £250 each-the only person consulted by Mr.
Gaunt, in the matter of the bail, being Mr.
Adamson, who appeared to prosecute.
"I ldid not wish an unseemly scene on the
behch ; otherwise I should have opposed the
committal, and discharged the prisoner.
"I have had the honour to hold my commission in the peace for nearly ten years, and this
is the first time that such discourtesy has been
shown me by any magistrate.
"1 am, &c.,
"Ballarat, 28th June, 1869."

" H. LEE, J.P.

The other evening, I asked the Minister
of Justice whether, in the event of the
statements' which I then read proving to
be correct, he would order a re-hearing of
the case. The honorable and learned
gentleman stated that he had no power to
do this. But when the honorable and
learned member for Brighton was Attorney-General, in two cases of coroners'
inquests-one affecting a medical gentleman of Melbourne, and the other relating
to a case of murder at Daylesford-rehearings were ordered. I may add that there
is a general desire that, in this case, a
nolle prosequi should be directed, until the
House has had an opportunity of expressing an opinion on the question.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH. - Mr.
Speaker, I regret that the honorable
member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer), experienced as he is in public life, should
have obtruded upon this House a matter
Which, I say.with all respect, does not
properly belong to it. The honorable
member has read a judicial decision which
I think puts him completely out of court,
because the function of the AttorneyGeneral of this ,colony is to represent the
Crown directly; and I beg to tell the

honorable member th~t, in the performance of those duties, the Attorney-General
is not the officer of this House, and that
any Attorney-General who consented to
obey this House in any matter pertaining
to his office as the representative of the
Crown, would be unworthy to hold his
position. The House has the means of
changing its Attorney-General when it
chooses; but I trust it will never permit
itself to interfere with the AttorneyGeneral's discretion. I think that is a
sound constitutional position to take up,
and I think the honorable member for
Creswick has been unwisely moved to interfere in this matter. The honorable
member has alluded to the attorneys of
Mr. Davis making representations to him
and to me; but, I ask, what should we
come to if every person concerned in a
prosecution were to have free access to
members of this House, and to the Crown
law officers, for the purpose of making representations that might resul t in a nolle
prosequi being entered? I may tell the honorable member frankly, and without expressing an opinion as to my functions in
this or any other matter, that in every case
where there is any such interference with
the administration of justice, it becomes
the duty. of the Attorney-General to send
the case for trial. Whatever may be his
own opinion -whatever opinion he may
form on the depositions as containing a
fair statement of the case-the moment
his judgment is interfered with in ,any
manner outside those depositions, it becomes his duty to send the case for trial.
I would impress upon the House the extreme inconvenience of discussing matters
of this kind. Only a few weeks ago, an
honorable and learned member on the
other side of the House flaunted here certain documents from the Crown law offices,
and wanted to know why the AttorneyGeneral refused to prosecute certain parties? 'It was somewhat indecent of the
honorable and learned member to take
that course, he b~ing the retained advocate
of the parties concerned. But what was
the result? Why, on application to the
Supreme Court, the rule for a private
prosecution was refused, and my position
was maintained. However, I do not wish
to dwell upon that point. I say that the
Attorney-General has important functions
to perform, irrespective of this House, or
any opinion that may be formed by the
Supreme Court, or any other authority
in this colony; and my duty I, shall
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endeavour to perform. With respect to the
present matter, I may say that the honorable member for Cres~ick is under a misappt'ehension as to the power of remitting
a case of this sort back for re-hearing.
The other cases to which he alluded were,
I believe, preliminary inquiries-coroners'
inquiries; and in those cases further inquiries· were ordered. That could be
done. But here there has been a committal; the depositions have been taken;
bail has been accepted; and the case is
before me, as constituting the grand jury
of the country. .A nd here I would inform
the honorable member for Creswick that,
however anomalous it may appear, one
magistrate can commit for trial. There is
no doubt about that. It is different in a
summary proceeding, where the court of
petty sessions sits for the purpose of adjudicating in a judicial capacity. In a
felonious proceeding-a charge of felony
-the magistrate simply performs ministerial functions; and one magistrate may
commit for trial.
Mr. DYTE.-And the others may
acquit.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Ifone magistrate chooses to sign the depositions
and send them up, that is a committal to
all intents and purposes in law, and may
be acted upon. I have nothing to do with
the functions of magistrates, and I have not
thought proper to inquire into the reasons
which induced Mr. Gaunt to take this, I
must say, unusual proceeding;-because I
should regret very much if any stipendiary
magistrate should override honorary magistrates in any matter in which they
might be jointly adjudicating or acting
ministerially. I have nothing to do with
Mr. Gaunt. I have merely to deal with
the case placed before me, so long as it is
legally and properly placed before me.
The honorable memb'er for Creswick has
endeavoured to show that the interests at
stake in -reference to mining on private
property call for immediate action. Now
with all possible respect for the local
knowledge of the honorable member, I
submit that the real question at issue-and
here I am alluding not to the recent criminal proceedings, but to the previous action
between the two companies-is whether
persons shall exercise towards one another,
below ground, the same honesty that they
are compelled to exercise above ground.
I trust that the powers of the Crown will
never be used for any such purpose as that
mentioned by the honorable member for
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Creswick-for the purpose of preventing
mining on private property, or enabling
persohs to mine on pri vate property. I trust
that no such indiscriminate onslaught will
be made on the rights of persons with the
sanction of the Crown. But when persons are smoked out in order that encroachments may be concealed, and when persons
are guilty under gr~und of what, upon
the surface, would be palpable frauds,
then I say the Crown may properly interfere, with the view of seeing the balance
held between the contending parties, and
say........." We will not give either of you any
advantage over the other, but we will
give you the necessary powers to go before
a court of law and ascertain your rights
as between individuals in the same manner
as if the Crown were not concerned at all."
That is the position which the Crown
assumes-the position it has always
taken.
I don't think the principle of
mining on private property is involved
in the matter, and th~refore I shall
not allude to it. I am sure the House
will not attempt, and I do trust it will
not encourage any attempt to dictate
to the gentleman, whoever he may be, who
holds the office of Attorney-General what
he shall do in the case of a criminal prosecution. There is only one other point
to which I would make allusion. It has
been said that Mr. Adamson appeared at
Ballarat last week for the Crown. Mr.
Adamson did not do so. He appeared as
a private barrister; he was in no way
concerned for the Crown. But if A steals
the property of B~ it is open to C to prosecute him for so doing. There is no
magic in laying the property of the gold
in Her Majesty; because it is open to any
subject to prosecute any individual for
stealing the property of a third person. It
is quite a mistake for the belief' to be
seriously entertained that permission would
be given for a serious onslaught on the
rights of individuals like that referred toneither was the sanction of the Crown
given in any way to the police court proceedings. I trust the House will rest
content with that statement. In conclusion, I will say that I shall continue, while
I have the confidence of the House, to
perform the functions of my office ~n- ,
fettered by any expression of opinion that
may come from interested parties.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I have no wish to
interfere with the duty of the AttorneyGeneral; but surely there is something in
the conduct of this police magistrate
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which · calls for the interference', of the magistrate,. Mr. Gaunt. ,Mr. 'Gaunt is!, a
officer who 'may be at the head of the ad- most experienced magistrate, and I am
mi.nistratioIi. of j'ustice in this colony? I quite sure that if the Minister of Justice,
trust that this' police magistrate will be in whose department he is, calls upon
taught-if not by the Attorney-General, him, he w~ll .be able to give a satisfactory
at all events by this House-that he shaH account of his conduct .• I am not going
respect the opinions and the judgment of to say whether he acted -rightly or
his brother magistrates who may sit along- wrongly in this particular case; but I
side him on the bench. 'With regard to , know that, in every case, he will do what
the whole question, it amounts to· this- he feels to be his duty, and, will . do it
that anyone in the' colony is liable to be fearlessly. .He is a man that the country,
prosecuted, at the instance of any common I think, may well be proud of. With
informer, for taking gold from private regard to the merits of the case, I shall
property. This, I say, calls for the inter- follow the' example of the Attorney..
ference of Parliament; and I hope the General and avoid touching upon them.
Minister of Mines will introduce a mea- I think it would be unwise of the House
sute to legalize mining.·on private pro- , to open a discussion on a matter which is
perty, in order that all classes may he now sub-judice. With regard to the far
placed on a fair footing-in order that we larger question of mining on private promay have a law which the courts of the perty, I share in the desire of the honorcolony can clearlyundetstand, and" under able member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan)
which -they may deal out justice to every to see that question settled. The· subone who may be employed in mining on jectis a most cotnplicated and difficult
private property. There are gold-fields one to deal with; and I apprehend that it
is to the complications and difficulties inmemb~rs fully acquainted with the whole
subject, and, if it had not been for the herent to It that the delay in legislating
feeling that they would have been inter- upon it is to be attributed. Whether the
feringwith the functions of the Goverti- subject can' be dealt with this session or
ment, they would have introduced such a not I am not prepared to say. I am afraid
measure long since: Every time I have that it cannot, seeing that the session is so
gone back to my constituents for re- far advanced. But I ,think that the
election, I have been asked the question~ Minister of Mines should be prepared, at
" Will 'you support a Bill for mining on the commencement of the next session, to
private property:"
Of course, I have come down with some proposal to solve
been always ready to support such a mea- the diffic:ulty.
sure; but I have always felt that, until
Mr. WRIXON.-Sir, this is the first
'we had some one fully acquaint'ed with occasion that I am aware of in which
the merits of the question, we could not ex- direct political interference has been made
pect such a Bill to be brought before Parlia- with the judicial functions of the Attorneyment.I trust the gold-fields members will General; and I think reflection will show'
meet together. to see if they can frame
the House that it is commencing a most
measure-a measure with but a few Clauses dangerous and most invidious system. If
-to put a stop to the injustice that is we once begin to dictate to the Attorneyabout to be done towards hidividuals. I General where he should prosecute· and
am afraid to name the amount of capital where he should not prosecute, what
that has been invested in mining specula- prosecutions he should .further and what
tioilS on private property. Surely the in- prosecutions he should stop, I think we
terests of individuals, who have invested would inaugurate a practice the results
their capital· in this direction, are not to of which it would be impossible at once
be interfered with by any commolf informer to estimate. I put it to honorable memwho may be s'et on to do this by a pint of bers who have heard the statement :of the
beer, or perhaps less. I trust the Minister honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
of Mines will give the House some assur- Frazer) whether they are competent, on
ance' that he intends, "this session, to the observations which he has made, to
introduce a Bill dealing with the question form a judicial opinion upon the different
of rn~ning on private 'property.
.
legal points involved in the case? We
Mr. KER~~ERD.-Sir, I desii'e to have heard oilly one side. The other side
offer .a 'Word or two, in reply to' 'what we are n'ot acquainted with; and, if we
the, honorable member who has just sat were, we should not be able to judge of
down has' said with regard to the police the merits of the case. In this and in
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every other well gQverned cQuntry there
are persQns whose particular duty it is to.
deal.with these especially judicial matters,
'and; in:.seeking .. to interfere with those
who. . are invested with these functions,
you start a system the evil results of ~hich
it. is utterly impossible to foretell.. Something has been said abou t the way in
which this par.ticular case has been dealt
with. . I concur with. the honorable and
learned member fQr the. Ovens that the
PQlice magistrate may safely be. left to the
superintendence of ,the Minister of Justice; but· I may say that, from all I
·have been able to learn frQm independent
sources, .no 'One eQuId be mQre justly. held
·in.respect, no. . Qne eQuId have discharged
his duties fQr a IQng periQd Qf years. with
more impartiality; than Mr. Gaunt. There
-is no. dQubt that a police magistrate is
fully entitled, legally and mQrally, to commit :anyone brought before him, no matter
what number of honorary justices. may
dissent frQm the proceeding. And I can.
understand a case in which it WQuld be
not Qnly proper but highly meritoriQus in
a PQlice .magistrate to' commi t, against the
expressed wish . of a majority of the
bench beside him. I earnestly hope that
the HQuse will always be ready to stand
by anyone who, in the administratiQn of
justice, does what he may cQnsider his
duty, thQugh he knows that, in doing it,
11e will acquire a certain amount of unpopularity. I think the Attorney-General
·has expressed with great force and prQM
priety his sense,. of the important functions
confided to him; and the Qnly questiQn is
wh'ether the honQrable and learned gentleman is nQt to be allowed to' exercise those
fu'nctions without control, and to let this
matter be adj udicated upon by the Qrdinary tribunals of the cQuntry .
..Mr. DYTE:~I am rather surprised to
hear the hQnorable and learned member
·for Belfast express the Qpinion that ihe
HQuse shQuld not interfere with the
judicial functiQns Qf the AttQrney-General,
seeing that he vQted with the majQrity,
who' decided the. other week that the
Attorney-General should in no wayexercise his high judicial functions in CQnnexIon· with a' case' then· befQre the
.Supreme Court. If the doctrine now laid
down, that· Qne magistrate Qn the bench
has t,he power Qf committing, be the law
of ' the' country, the SOQner the law is
altered the better, because, if it be not.
altered;: incalculable' confusiQn will arise. I endorse -all that has been· said of Mr.
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Gaunt by the hQnQrable member fQr the
Ovens (Mr. Kerferd). I have sat Qn the
bench with that gentleman, andean bear
testimony to' 'his superior ability; and to'
the manner in which he discharges the
duties Qf his PQsitiQn. I cannot understand why a company like the Bonshaw
Company shQuld. not be subject to the
same laws which govern companies that
are working Crown lands; but it has been
decided that a warden's Qrder need nQt be
obeyed by cQmpanies mining Qn private property. It seems to me that, the Bonshaw CQmpany having instituted civil
proceedings against the Prince of Wales
Company, to' recover .the amQunt of gold in
dispute, it is rather.late for the AttQrneyGeneral to prosecute Mr. Davis fbI' taking
tlie gold Qn account Qf the· company fQr
which he was manager. Innumerable
cases Qf dispute with.regard to bQundaries,
and as to. whether gold belonged to. Qne
claim Qr an Qther, have Qccurred Qn Ballarat,but in no. instance-not even when
danger to. life was apprehended-has a
criminal prosecutiQn been instituted. If
tlie system which the Attoruey-General is
initiating is to be pursued, in what position
will gentlemen Qn a mining directQry be
placed? Are they to be prosecuted for
felony, and to. have to. stand in the dock,
because, fQrsoQth, they take gQld which
they believe to .be within their parallels?
I think the hQnQrable member for Cres-'
wick (Mr. Frazer), deserving Qf credit,
not Qnly from this Chamber, but from
every man who. is interest.~din mining, fQr
having brQught this matter so prominently
befQre the HQuse. I. trust that, if nQt
this session, at all events early next se~siQn,
the Ministry will do. that which has been
asked fQr' cQnstantly· 'during the last -ten
years-namely, introduce a, Bill to legalize
mining Qn private prQperty, a step in the
directiQn of which is taken iu the Land
Bill now before the HQuse.
Mr. McKEAN. - I disagree altQgether with the proposition that no.
question Qf this kind can arise which
should nQt be brQught under the review
Qf this House. I think that extreme
cases may arise, requiring the attention of. the HQuse; but I dQn't think
the present case is Qne calling fQr interferenceexcept so far as c'Qncerns the conduct of the two magistrates who silently'
'sat by and allowed unother magistrate to
commit without stating their' Qbjections
to 'the proceeding. I don't think the conduct of gentlemen who thus behave, 'and
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afterwards, when they are functus officio,
give a written dissent., can be too severely
condemned. I consider that in this case
there will be a difficulty in obtaining a
conviction, for the reason that when the
Crown grants a miner's right it gives the
right to take gold, and if the individual
who receives the right goes into private
property he commits a trespass for which
he is liable to proceedings at the hands,
not of the Crown, but of the owner of the
property. It is to be regretted that the
question -of mining on private property
has not been dealt with, by legislation,
before this; and, if the present case
facilitates the settlement of that question,
it will, from that point of view, have a
beneficial effect.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was then negatived.
THE YARRA.
Mr. WHITEMAN called the attention
of the Minister of Lands to the present
condition of the south bank of the Yarra,
with regard to the recent buildings erected
thereon; and asked whether it was the
intention of the Government to make
some provision for carrying off floodwaters, and providing addi tional wharfage
accommodation on that bank of the river?
The honorable member said that since the
floods in the Yarra in 1863 and 1865
numerous manufactories had been erected
on the south bank of the river, below
Prince's-bridge, including a paper mill, a
distillery, a cooperage, a fuse manufactory,
and several others. A considerable portion of the flat which formed an outlet
for the water during those floods was,
therefore, now occupied with buildings.
The filling up was equal to 700,000,000
cubic feet. In the event of a future flood
the result would be far more disastrous in
this locality than the· consequences which
ensued from the two preceding floods.
The removal of the Falls and other
causes had also led to a large deposit of
drift in the bed of the river, which was
now much shallower than formerly, as
well as narrower. Though the seasons
had been propitious since 1865, no one
could tell how soon another flood might
occur. As to the necessity for increased
wharfage accommodation, he might mention that there were frequently vessels
lying on both sides of the river--on some
occasions they were double-banked on both
sides-and collisions had occurred, causing
. considerable damage.

Wharfage Accommodation.

. Mr..GRANT.-In reply to the question, I may state that, in 1864, as honorable members are aWflre, a commission was
appointed by the Government to ascertain
the best way to carry off the flood-waters
of the Yarra. That commission brought
up a report (which was laid on the table
of the House), which recommended some
great scheme involving the expenditure of
£600,000. The Government and the
Legislature were not at all disposed then,
nor do I believe they are disposed now, to
incur such a large expenditure. Since
that time, as the House is aware, the Falls
have been to a considerable extent removed; and I understand that has had a.
very sensible effect in lowering the floodwaters of the Yarra.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-No.
Mr. GRANT.-So I am informed, however. In connexion with this subject, I
may mention that I was induced the other
day to withdraw from sale certain lands
near Sandridge, on the representation of
the members of the Chamber of Commerce
and othet· mercantile men that it would be
desit'able, on some future occasion, to construct a canal from about the Fal1s to some ~
point near Sandridge, which, besides being
useful as a canal, would also have the
effect of assisting to carry off the floodwaters of the Yarra. Three professional
gentlemen have been appointed to report
their views on the matter to the Government, namely, Mr. Higinbotham, the
Engineer-in-Chief; Mr. Wardell, Inspector-General of Public Works; and Mr.
Hodgkinson. I expect in a few days to
receive their report, which will be laid
before the House. I may also inform
honorable members that, in connexion with
this subject, a deputation from Sandridge
waited upon me this morning, to request
that the Government would ask the Legislature to give some assistance in utilizing
the lagoon which at present receives a.
portion of the drainage of the Yarra.
With regard to the latter part of the
honorable member's question, I believe
that additional wharfage accommodation
on the Yarra is much needed. Only the
other day the Customs authorities complained of the inconvenience caused by
the wharfs on the north side of the river
being crowded with heavy logs of timber,
and the Lands department was obliged to
set apart sites for the storage of tim bel'.
I t has also been recommended that wharfs
should be continued on the north side of
the river down as far as the gasworks, as
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soon as possible, as well as on the south
side.' A plan has been forwarded by the
Public Works department to the Lands
department for providing additional wharfs
on both sides of the river, and preserving
a clear water way of at least three chains
and a half. As that plan has been sent in,
no licence will be issued for the erection
of any building within the limits of the
plan. I may further state that the Chief
Secretary informed a deputation, which
waited upon him some time since, that he
would ask the House for a sum of money
for the purpose of providing increased
wharfage accommodation on both sides of
the river.
BALLARAT ART EXHIBITION.
Mr. McDONNELL presented the first
report of. the Joint Library Committee.
The CLERK read the report, which stated
that an application had been made for the
loan of the paintings, &c., belonging to
the Parliament Library, for the purposes
of an exhibition of fine arts to be held at
Ballarat, and the committee referred the
question for the consideration of Parliament.
The report was ordered to be considered
next day.
EXCURSION TRAINS.
Mr. KERNOT called the attention of
the Minister of Railways to the fact that
tickets for the excursion trains, advertised
to be run on the Government railways on
Separation Day, were only available from
and to Melbourne and the other termini.
He desired to know if an alteration would
be made, so that the privilege would be extended to intermediate stations?
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that he was
aware of the circumstance to which the
honol.able member had directed his attention. The usual rule of the department had
been followed; but he would inquire into
the matter, and see if it was desirable
to adopt the honorable member's suggestion.
Mr. KERNOT remarked that, on one
occasion, the practice was departed from
with advantage to the railway revenue.
PUBLIC WORKS AND RAILWAY
LOAN ACTS.
Mr. GRANT moved"That this House will, to-morrow, re-ol ve
itself into a committee of the whole, to consider
the estimates of works under the Public Works
Loan Act 1868, and the estimate for salari'es,
wages, and contingencies, for 1869, incident to
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and required for the purposes mentioned in the
second and third schedules of the Railway Loan
Act 1868."
,

Mr. SULLIVAN seconded the motion.
Mr. KERFERD stated that, when the
estimates referred to were under consideration, he would call attention t(} the fact
that the salary of the Engineer-in-Chief
and his staff, amounting to about £10,000
per annum, had not been submitted to the
House. He believed it was included in a
general item of £50,000 for wages, or
somethiug of that sort; but, practically, it
was concealed from the House.
Mr. SULLIVAN intimated th,at, if the
salary of the Engineer-in-Chief and his
staff did not appear distinctly on the estimates, there was no intention of concealing the amount from the House.
What possible object could there be in
concealing it ?
The motion was agreed to.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the
Legislative Council, intimating that they
had agreed to this Bill with amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration next day.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
On clause I, fixing the title of the
measure as "The Land Act 1869,"
and enumerating its several parts and
divisions,
Mr. DUFFY said he desired to take
the opportunity of asking the Minister of
Lands a question. On the occasion of
the, Land Act of 1865 being committed, a member called the attention of
the Government to the fact that, in a
speech which the honorable gentleman,
then and now at the head of the' Lands
department, made .at Avoca, he held out
hopes of concessions and reforms which
were not embodied in the Bill, and asked
the Government if they were prepared to
amend it in any respect in which it did
not correspond with the statements made
on their behalf by the Minister of Lands.
Mr. Verdon, on the part of the Government, at once stated that, in any respect
in which it did not contain a concession
promised by the Minister of Lands, that
concession should, at a future stage, be
embodied, in the measure.
He (Mr.
Duffy) wished, in the same spirit, to ask
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tlie Minister, of Lands whether; if the
present' Biil did not contain-as it certainly did not, in one instance at least...:...;
the concessions' which, on behalf' of the
Goverrimellt, and on the eve of it general
election, the honorable gentleman promised
to his constituents and to the country
generally, he would be prepared to embody in it the promises he then made?
Mr. GRANT replied that the only
speech he made in reference to the Land
Bill at the last general election was at
Dunolly, and, he was not aware of any
concession which he then promised which
was not embodied in the Bill, and more
than liberalized. If the honorable and
I earned mem ber, for Dalhousie would
define what he meant by a concession, ,and
state exactly what he referred to, he (Mr.
Grant) would be prepared to give a
specific answer.
Mr. HUFFY remarked that" concession" was perhaps not the proper word
to use. He had not the newspaper con·
taining the report of the honorable gentleman's speech with him now, but he would
be prepared to produce it next day. All
that he desired to' know was whether the
promises made by the Minister of Lands
on the occasion to. which he referredwhatever they might be-would be 'carried out. He did not see that the honorable gentleman should have any more
difficulty in answering that question than
Mr. Verdon had in answ.ering· a similar
q:u,estion in 1865.
Mr. GRANT maintained that he was
entitled to know what the honorable and
learned member meant by "concession"
or , "promise." In the course of his
speech he made a suggestion-perhaps
the honorable and learned member construed that. into a "promise "-that
persons should be allowed to select up to
1,280 acres. He thought, however, that
this was a mistake. This was the only
suggestion which had not been carried out.
All the concessions promised were more
than liberalized in the Bill.
Mr. DUFFY intimated that he would
produce the speech on ,the following
evening.
Mr. MACGREGOR asked whether,
if it was pointed out that any of the
clauses were inconsistent 'with the 'speech
made by the Minister of Lands in introducing the Bill, the honorable gentleman
:w'ould bo prepared to alter the measure
to make it conformable with his ,observa_tion's? -

-
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Mr. SULLIVAN considered that this
was a most unfair way of dealing with the
measure. It was not necessary to require
that a Bill introduced . by a Minister
should adhere. strictly in every word to
what he had previously said in '1;'eference
to it, either at an election or elsewhere.
The main point was 'whether it carried
out the spirit of the promises which bad
been made. He would ask the honor ..
able and learned member for Dalhousie if
he, in introducing 8; Bill, would. adhere
to every word he uttered at an election-? '
Mr. DUFFY .said that as he W3lS asked
a question he would answer it. . It was
his impression that if a Minister, as th-e
organ of the Government, stated, on the
eve of a general election, that a measure
which they were abollt to introduce, on a
great public question, would con fain
certain provisions, the Bill ought to contain
those provisions, or, if they were departed
from, sufficient reasQn shonld be given
for departing from them. He would agaiil
remind the committee that· his question·
was not entirely unprecedented, because
a 'siinilar question was .asked' when the
Land Bill of 1865 was before Parliament;
and was replied) to . by Mr. Verdon, on
behalf of the Government.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that,
if there were justness and fairness in the
course adopted by the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, horiorabl~
members had been wasting 'their time
during the last few: weeks in discussing
the second reading of the Land 'Bill. It
seemed to him, however, that it was a
very unprofitable proceeding to compare
the Bill with something that was said by
the Minister of Lands some years ago,
because the Bill contained the later, or, at
all events, the more matured views of the
Minister of Lands, and the House had
approved of the principle of those matured
views by agreeing to the second reading
of the measure. It could . hardly be contended that the Minister of Lands should
embody in the Bill all the opinions which
he expressed at any former period. There
was no greater obligation upon a Minister
than upon a private Member of Parlia.:
ment, in addressing his constituents on a
matter of this kind. He would ask the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie whether he would be content to ,be
bound by every opinion or view he .ha4
expressed at any time to his constituents ~
He thought he remembered the honorable
and learned member expressing to his
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constituents at one time his intention not
tp take any,further part in party politics
in the Legislature-that he would be
rather a mediator between parties than an
active, combatant in political Hfe. No
doubt the honorable member was sincere
at tl~e. time, but he would h'ardly 'like to
be bound down' to the lett~r of what he
then stated, or charged with acting inconsi~tently with his dJlty as .a M~mber of
Pa.rliament, if he were to take avery
active part in attempts to oust the present
Government and to form another.
Mr. DUFFY observed that the honorable and learned member for Brighton had
misquoted, though no doubt unintentionally, the effect of the remarks which
he made in the speech alluded to. What
he, stated was that he did not desire to
take any party action with regard to the
question then before Parliament - the
Darling grant-but, at the same time, he
stated that, when the land question came
to be considered, there would grow up,
instead of artificial party divisions, genuine
di visions, between those who desired to
see certain principles of .settlement enfOl'ced, and those who, on the contrary,
~ad sympathies with the pastoral tenants
of the Crown.
Mr. MACPHERSON submitted that
the discussion was altogether irregular,
and expressed .the hope that it would be
put a stop to.
.'
.
The CHAIRMAN said it was extremely
difficult to draw the line in a discussion of
this character.
. '
Mr. CREWS suggested that 'the clause
should Qe postponed, as it 'would in all
probabiHty require to be amended after
subsequent clauses were dea,lt with.
Mr. KERFERD thought that, under
any circumstances, the clause would have
to be recommitted, and therefore it was
immaterial whether it was passed now or
not.
.
'The clause was agreed to.
",
On clause 2, repealing, previous Land
Acts, .but preserving all existing rights
and liabilities incurred under, them,'
.
Mr. CASEY proposed several verbal
amendments, which were adopted.
Mr. McKEAN directed attention to the
words-'
"Nothing herein contained shall, except where
otherwise expressly provided, be deemed to affect
any estate,. right, or interest, created or existing
,
under or by virtue of the said Acts."

H.e. thought .these words saved existing
rights' and interests with a ..vengeance.
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As the 100th clause prov:ided that the
Act should continue in operation until
1880, it occurred to him that these wo.,rds
W"ould entitle the squatters to a, yearly
tenure for the next ten years.'
'.
.
Mr. SULLIVAN pointed out fJlat the
clause said "except where otherwise expressly provided."
.
Mr. McKEAN was of opinion that, llS
so many failures had occurred froU( the
artificial phraseology employed in Land
Acts, it was desirable th.at the intention
of the Legislature should be expressed in
as clear and intelligible language as·· possible.
"
Mr. CASEY remarked that all that the
clause did was to preserve rights which
existed, or had accrued under the Land
Act 1862, or the Amending Land Act
1865. In fact the clause, while repealing
former Act~, declared that existing right~
should not be destroyed, "exGept· where
otherwiseexpl'esslyprovided." He thought
the squatters' tenure was most distinctly
"otherwise provided" for in the Bill.
Mr. DUFFY referred to a portion of
the clause declaring that"All the provisions of the Acts hereby repealed shall remain· and be in full force so far as
they respectively relate or can be applied to
. . . . any lands that may hereafter be pur~
chased, selected, or possessed by' any purchasers,
or licensees, or lessees under the said· Acts or
either of them."

He did not see what lands could hereafter
be "selected" under the Act of 1862 or
the Act of 1865. The power' of selecting
under certificates was taken away by the
latter Act; and, in lieu thereof, certificates
were allowed to count as 4s. per acre
towards the purchase of lands by auction.
The power of selection under either of the
previous Acts would cease to exist when
this Bill became law, and there was no
necessity to use the phrase "selected"
her~
Mr. CASEY said there was no objection
to its omission.
Mr. DUFFY moved that it be struck
out.
,
Mr. MACPHERSON remarked that
no lands could hereafter be "purchased"
or "selected" under the old Acts, because
those Acts were repealed by the Bill.
Mr. CASEY observed that land held
by licence under the existing law' might
be purchased under the new law.
Mr. LONGMORE considered the proviso unnecessary, because the rights.
acquired. under the Acts 'of 1862 and
1865 could not be disturbed.
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Captain MAC MAHON thought that
the intention of the proviso was proper,
but that its wording was not happy.
Clearly it applied to land ~ow held under
licence, to which pre-emption attached,
and which would become the property of
the licensee, on the conditions being fulfilled and the balance of the purchasemoney paid.
The word " selected" was struck out.
Mr. KERFERD said th~t this did not
get over the difficulty raised by the honorable member for Dundas, in reference to
the word "purchased." He would suggest the insertion, after that word, of the
words "the right to purchase which has
accrued."
Captain MAC MAHON urged that
the phrase should be made to read thus" and to any lands which may hereafter be
granted to any purchaser, licensee, or
lessee under the said Acts."
Mr. SULLIVAN considered the proviso was necessary to meet cases where
rights accruing under previous Acts had
to be consummated under the Bill.
Mr. MACGREGOR thought that the
word" selected" having been struck out,
no further amendment was needed. At
the present time there were leases current,
the term of which (three years) wo~ld
not expire until the Bill passed.
Mr. LANGTON expressed the fear
that the Bill had not been supervised by a
real property lawyer, who was qualified to
put in legal phraseology, which would hold
water, the intentions of the House in a
matter of this kind. The committee had
no assurance that the Government were
satisfied that the object which they had in
view-the securing of the rights of' lessees
and licensees-would be accomplished by
the proviso. He submitted that, as the
rights of selectors under the two existing
Acts would be matel'ially affected by the
proviso, it would be well to postpone the
clause.
Mr. G RANT thought that both branches
of the legal profession in the House must
feel highly flattered at the compliment
paid them by the honorable member for
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton). There
were in the House quite as good real
property lawyers as could be found outside. The clause before the committee
was drawn by a member of the House,
who was second to no man in the community in his knowledge either of common
law or real property law. With regard to
the suggestion of the honorable and gallant
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member for West Melbourne, he would
state that the phrase" be granted" was
one unknown to the law. He thought the
phraseology had better remain as it stood.
Mr. CASEY remarked that there were
accruing rights outstanding under the
Act of 1862. By that Act a selector
purchased one half of his allotment absolutely, and paid for the other half by
instalments of half-a-crown per acre per
annum. The eight years required for the
operation had not yet expired. There
were also outstanding claims under the
Act of 1865. He considered that, the
word "selected" having been struck out,
the words "purchased or possessed" might
be retained with advantage. He would
bear in mind the suggestion of the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd),
in reference to the preservation of accruing rights, on the recommittal of the
Bill.
Clause 3 (the interpretation clause) was
postponed.
Clause 4, as follows, gave rise to a short
discussion :-.
"Under and subject to the provisions of this
Act, but not otherwise, the Governor, in the
name and on behalf of Her Majesty, shall grant,
convey, or otherwise dispose of Crown lands, for
such estate or interest as in each case is hereby
authori~ed, and for none other."

Mr. LANGTON asked whether the
Government proposed to alter the mode of
disposing of the Crown lands? He put the
question because, while this clause represented the Governor as acting "in the
name and on behalf of Her Majesty," the
interpretation clause provided that "the
word 'Governor' shall mean th~ officer
administering the Government acting by
and with the advice of the Executive
Council."
Mr. GRANT observed that the clause
was precisely the. same as that contained
in the Acts of 1862 and 1865, under
which the Governor signed no documents
relating to the disposal of Crown lands
without the advice of the Minister of the
department.
Mr. MACGREGOR admitted the correctness of the latter statement, but contended that, as there were certain things
required to be done by the Governor" in
Council," a distinction should be drawn
between the terms "Governor" and
" Governor in Council."
Captain MAC MAHON advocated the
use of' the term " the Minister," in preference to "the Governor in Council." He
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did not understand"the sense of obtruding
the expression" Governor in Council," iu
what after all were merely executive matters. He believed in the Governor occupying, to a limited extent, the position of
a sovereign-or, at all events, that of a
viceroy.
Mr. GRANT thought there was a great
deal in the suggestion of the honorable
and gallant member. "The Governor in
Council" meant, of-course, the Ministry of
the day.
Mr. CREWS considered the fact that
the Crown lands could not be disposed of
without the action of the Governor in
Council, one of the best safeguards which
the people could have. There might be in
office, for a short time, a Ministry that
might be disposed to play ducks and
drakes with the public estate. In such an
event, the substitution of "Minister of
Lands" for" Governor in Council" might
be the means of causing a vast amount of
mischief.
.
Mr. KERFERD approved of the clause.
He thought it would afford a wholesome
check on the action of any Ministry.
The next clause discussed was clause 6,
as follows:" Where the sale of any land has, prior to the
passing of this Act, been effected, or where any
right of pre-emption had accrued and had been
applied for, and would, but for the passing" of
this Act, have been recognised according to its
usual practice by the board, the Governor, notwithstanding anything in this Act contained,
may complete or give effect to any such sale or
right, and may execute the proper conveyances
accordingly."

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed the
substitution of the word "commencement"
for the word" passing" in the second line.
The word "commencement" had been
used before, and it was advisable that
there should be consistency.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
word "passing" should be retained. It
occurred in several parts of the Bill, and,
if an alteration were made in one instance,
it would have to be made throughout.
Mr. MACPHERSON said both words
had already been used.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the word to be used depended upon the
circumstance whether the Bill came into
operation wheu it received the Royal
assent or some time subsequently. "Passing" was he word employed in the
existing Act.
Mr. LALOR considered that the word
" commencement" would cover both cases.
YOLo YII.-4 S
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Mr. MACKA Y contended that the
word" commencement," unless connected
with the operation of the Act, did not
necessarily imply commencement in point
of time. He thought the phrase" coming
into operation" would be better than
"passing" or " commencement."
Mr. McDONNELL called attention to
the fact that many Acts of Parliament
did not come into operation until some
months after they received the Royal
assent. He advocated adherence to old
forms.
Mr. DUFFY said his vote would
depend upon whether the Government
intended to introduce a clause fixing the
commencement of the Act, at some other
date than the passing of the measure.
Mr. MACGREGOR objected to tbe
word "commencement" as equivocal. It
might mean the commencement of the
existence of the Act, which would be as
soon as the measure passed, whether it
came into operation then or not.
Mr. KEHFERD suggested that, if the
amendment were adopted, "commencement" should be among the terms included
in the interpretation clause.
~r. McKEAN said he was glad the
discussion had arisen, because it enabled
him to call the attention of the committee
to the necessity for having Bills drawn by
draftsmen who would use appropriate language. Acts of Parliament should be
marked by uniformity of style and language. The language should be that
which had already been adopted in the
mother country, and had received a judicial interpretation. In this colony, different individuals were employed to draft
Actfl, and each individual expressed himself in language to some extent peculiarly
his own. Acts should be framed so as to
dovetail into the general law of the
country. He considered the language of
this Bill very peculiar.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUFFY proposed the insertion of
the word" lawfully" before effected. This
word, he said, appeared in the original
clause in the Act of 1~62.
Mr. GRAN'..c said he bad no objection
to the amendment, but he thought it unnecessary. As a lawyer, he might say
that the term had no meaning, because it
was implied that sales under the authority
of an Act of Parliament were lawful.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
it was interesting, if not amusing, to note
the interpretations of the law with which
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the committee· were fav'Oured. ·W:hen·the
2nd claus~ ~as und~r .discussion, he sug-.
ges.ted·' tpe' sub~titt;lti9n of th~ ·word,
".gr.anted '~. for,." purqhased," and he was
told; that t,he expression was not legally
corr~ct, a~d ye,t th~.gist of;the~4th'clause
was the empowering of the Gove,rilor to
".grant,. convey," or, otherwise' dispose 'of
Ormyn,iands." Now the committee were
told th.at ." lawfully" meant nothing. And
yet t:p:e 2nd olause, which, according .to
the Minister of Lands, had been settled
by eminent counsel, provided for matters
or things- being" lawf'Ully had' or. done."
These discrepancies onlY-'showed: what a
thorough farce the law was from beginnin~
to· end.
.
.
Mr~ MAGGREGOR considered the
amendment unn~cess~ry..
. Mr. DUFFY remarked· that, during the.
debate.-pn the second . .reading, the ,Attorn~y-G~neral .. l'e;mi~ded the House .that
. the ·Act of 1862 was drafted by two of
the most a~complished lawyers. who ever,
had~ sea.ts ,in the House; ·He. :.only asked
tha~ this ~lause, ·taken from· the' Act of
IM62, 'sbould ·be amel)ded so. as to read as
it was originally framed.
;1\11'•. (}. P.,A TON SMITH· pr.esumed
th~t the wpr.d " lawfully'~ was insetted in
th~ . original clause because the eminent
gelltiemep who drafted the Act of 1862
h~<:l. in contemplation the unlawful acts
which were done under that measure. He
would ~sQggest, ~in view of the amount of
Ilair-.splitting .prevailing in the committee,
that the legal members of the. 'House
should, withdr.aw, and leave. the lay member to settle the phraseology of the measure.:
Mr. ,MACGREGOR said, if this suggestion were adopted, the Bill would bring
a rich bat;vestto the lawyers.·
Mr."LANGTON urged that, when the
Attorney-General.deprecated·verbal criticism, he should practice what he preached.
If the honorable and learned member
turned. to ..the .Nct of 1862, he .would:find
th&.t' llthe . .s.e.ction from which the present·
clause "! was .copied applied to proceed-'
ings done under the authority, not of that
Act~but of the.' Nicholson Act.
The: amendment was agreed to.
In reply to Mr. LANGTON,
Mr. GRANT said it was not· intended
that'. the .clause should have any other
effect than:the clause in the Act of 1862,
fl'oJJlJwhich it .was copied.
.' ,
l\1ir.,LANG'l'ON observed that, in.,that
casEi,jlnto'uld':be: well·to Bupply thew.ords
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which·had been omitted, and which would
limit the application of the clause to rights
of pre"emption which had accrued, prior 10
the passing of the Nicholson Act., .The
rights accruing .under the Acts of. 1862:
and IB65 were sufficiently"provided fo:c in'
clause 2.
Mr. McKEAN' considered that' ·this
clause provided the machinery necessary
to carry out the various reservations contained in the 2nd clause. .
;
Mr. DUFFY remarked that it was not
necessary to retain. a power to carry out
reservations which nobody could claim.
This provision was necessary in the Act of
1862, because, under the Nicholson .Act,
the pow'ef' of granting pre-emptive rights'
existed; and, as pre-emptions had arisen, '
it was necessary to provide, in the Act of
: 1862, for carrying them out. But 'as,
I since the passing of the Act of L862, no
'pre-emptions c'ould be lawfully made; no'
pre-emptive rights could be now aceruling. True, the Bill contained a provision
for pre-emption in the case' of new runs;
butthat was·amply dealt with in the pas~
toral portion of· the measure, and did not.
need the machinery of· this clause. Therefore he would move that the following.
words be omitted from the clause :-" PI'
where any right .of pre-emption had
accrued, and had been applied for, and.
would, but for the passing of this Act,
have been recognised according to its usual
practice by the board."
.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that if the
clause was not required for securing preemptions which had accrued undei--the
Nicholson Act, it was not required at all.
Mr. GRANT said there were still'some
outstanding claim!;! under the Nich01son'
Act.
,.
.
Mr. DUFFY observed,if that were so,
the better plan would be to adopt the lan-.
guage of' the' clause in.the Act of 1862.
By so doing the rights of, 'pre-emption
would. be limited to the rights which had
accrued prior io the passing of the Act
No. 117. To leave the clause as it'stood
would be to ~eave the right to' create :preemptive rights down to the day on which
the Bill became law.
Mr. MACKAY asked whether the
committee were to understand that there
were no such things as rights ,of pre;.
emption that might arise? If there was
any possibility of such claims arising, why
not leave the clause as it stood? . It was
better to have a surplusage of words than
to do an injustice.
"
. J' •
I
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, ~Mr~Cl\..SEY re~arked that pre-emptions
were'created uuder the Acts of ] 862 and
1865, and 'the clause, as it stood, would
embrace those, as well"as the claims 'for
pre.:.eniption outstanding under the Nicholson'Act.
"
Mr. LALqR thought the effect of the
amendment would be to place more power
in the hands of the' Governor in Council
tha,n w?uld be given :uIider the clause as it
stood~
. ,,; .. ..
,'
,
.
Mr~ MACGREGOR observed that,if
the amen,dment 'were carried, 'no one would
be deprived' of ,the '()pp~rtunity of exercising his pre ... emption.
'
;Mr;' ~ULLIVAN retn~rked that any
rights which had accrued could be' exercised under the elause as it stood.
¥r~ ,MACPHERSON pointed out that
the main intention of clause 2' was to
preserve exisiin'g' rights; whilst the object
of the clause under consideration waS the
fulfllmEmt of them. He agreed with the
honorable and learned' member for DalhOl!sie, that this pox:tion of the' clause
should be strucK-out.
".
, ~A.ft'er soine further discussion,
, 1\11'.. DUFFY withdrew his 'amendment;
and moved that, after the word "accrued,'~
the following words should be inserted" u,nder ACt No. 117 01' under section 111,
of Act No. 145."
,
Mr~'CASEYsaid that this amendment
w~uld meet the difficulty he experienced.
Mr. MACKAY expressed the hope that
the clause would be allowed to remain in
its present s,hape. He did riot see the
use of specifying Acts of Parliament unless 'a~y useful purpose was to be served
by i t . '
,
'Mr. MACPHERSON thought it would
be 'infinitely better' to le,ave the clause
in its present form than adopt the amendment as' it 'stood, which was inexplicit.
Mr. CASEY said that under the
Nicholson Land Act there had been no
rights of pre-emption at all. The rights
of pre-emption existed' under the Orders
in ,Council, and were preserved by the
Land Act of 1862, and soine of them
were still 'outstanding. The effect of the
amendment would be to preserve all
existing, rights' under the old, Orders in
Council.
'
, The amendmen t was ~greed to.
Mr. CASEY moved the omission of the
following words from the clause-" and,
would but for the passing of this Act
haye been recognised according to its
usual practice' by the board," and' the,
4 s2
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substitution of "within 'twelve months
from the commencement hereof."
, The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACRA Y suggested that the
clause as amended might have the dangerous effect of leaving a loophole for
claims to be set up under the old
Orders in Council. He feared that many
'persons having those rights would~ if the
chance were given them, go to the Su-'
preme Court' and prefer claims to pre-'
empti~re rights that they never preferred
before.
Mr. CASEY said that, as many of the
clauses of the Bill would ,have to be recommitted, he would take the opportunity,
of satisfying, himself whether the danger
suggested by the honorable member for, '
Sandhurst need be apprehended. If he
should find that it might; he would.invite.:
the attention of the committee to tne subject at the proper time.
Clause"7, giving to the 'Governor the
power of reserving from sale, either temporarily or permanently, any Crown lands
which, in his opinion, might be required
for public purposes, was postponed.
On clause 8, declaring that,after land
had been temporarily reserved from sale,'
it should not be sold until' the temporary
reservation was revoked by the Governor,
and that, after land had been permanently ,
reseI~ved from sale, every conveyance or
alienation of it, except for'the purpose for
which the 'reservation' had been made,
should be void.
Mr. MACPHERSON moved the insertion of the words "one month after
publication in the Government Gazette."
The object of the amendment was that
sufficient notice of revocation should lie '
given to all interested.
Mr. LONGMORE approved of the
amendment, without which the Board of
Land and Works might make temporary
reservation of land, and sell it the -next
hour. ' He desir~d to see the possibility of'
that being done prevented.
,
Mr. DUFFY thought the time had not,
arri ved for making the proposed amend-,
ment. The clause under consideration
specified the way in which land tempo~
rarily reserved should be ,sold. ~n, effeot'
it was that land so situated could I not, be
sold until the temporary reservation had,
been withdrawn. He thought the pro'per',
time to consider .the question was when'
clause 10 was bein 0' discussed.·':, .,' '-- : ~
Mr. LON<?-MORE pointe4 out;that-the
lOth clause referred to anY,land that'haa
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been temporarily reserved, or excepted
from occupation under the Mining Statute.
Did the words "temporarily reserved"
refer to reservation for any purpose whatever?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Yes.
Mr. LONGMORE thought· that if,
when the committee came to the 10th
clause, it was determined that the words
declaring that four weeks' notice should
be gi ven in the Government Gazette should
be restored it would be all very well, but
it was not necessary to insert them here.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. LANGTON moved the insertion
of the words "in Council" after the word
"Governor." The revocation of a temporary or permanent reservation was not
an act which the Governor performed on
behalf of Her Majesty, but was an executive act which he did with the advice of
his Council.
Mr. CASEY said that, before the committee adopted the amendment, it would be
well to consider whether there was any
act which the Governor should perform
under the provisions-of the Bill which he
could perform without the advice of the
Executive Council. He did not think the
Governor should have power conferred
upon him to do anything without that
advice. He laid that down as a broad
proposition, and if the honorable member
for West Melbourne referred to the interpretation clause he would find that the
interpretation of the word "Governor" was
" the officer administering the government,
acting by and with the advice of the Executive Counci1." He knew, as a matter
of practice, that the Governor did sign
patents and other official documents in the
,Council. but he did not know why it was
done. (An Honorable Member-"Because
the Act says so.") He was not aware
that the Act said so. . The phrase" Governor in Council" did not mean that the
Governor must perform the act in Council.
(Mr. Macgregor - "Indeed it does.")
All it meant was that he should do it with
the advice of the Council. He never
before heard it seriously proposed that the
Governor must actually perform these
functions in the presence of his advisers.
It was the object of the Bill that no
executive function whatever conferred
upon the Governor should be performed by
him, except with the advice of the Executi ve Council.
Mr. DUFFY hoped the honorable member for West Melbourne would not insist
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upon his amendment, after the explanation
of the Minister of Justice, which he regarded as quite satisfactory. There was
an impression, in an earlier stage of the
debate, that the interpretation clause rendered it necessary for the Governor to sign
land grants in the presence of the Council.
N ow this would be a most laborious task,
. and probably the House might have to
wait whilst it was being accomplished.
He entirely concurred in the sound principle that the Queen could not do anything
without the advice of her Council; and so
it should be with the Governor.
Mr. LANGTON said that, notwithstanding what had been urged by the
Minister of Justice, and the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie, he had not
been convinced. He asked whether the
word" Governor" had the same meaning
as though the words "in Council" were
added?
Mr. CASEY replied that the meaning
was precisely the same.
Mr. LANGTON asked the committee
to consider well whether, having· maintained the distinction in other cases, it
would not be very undesirable to omit it
here. It would be observed that, by the 4th
clause, the Governor was empowered to
execute conveyances" in the name and on
behalf of Her Majesty." Of course the
Governor could not possibly execute a.
conveyance without the advice of his
Council, because they would have to assure
him that all the necessary preliminaries
had been gone through.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he apprehended that the object of inserting the
words "in the name and on behalf of
Her Majesty," in the 4th clause, and in
the corresponding section of Act No. 145,
was to recognise the legal fact that the lands
of the colony were vested in the Crown,
although full, absolute power of disposing of those lands had been granted to
the Parliament of this country; therefore,
when power was given to convey land not
previously alienated from the Crown, these
words had been introduced in order to
show that the Governor was acting in the
matter as the representative of Her
Majesty, in whom the lands were vested.
It certainly was not the intention of the
-Legislature that the Governor should of
his own act grant licences. As had been
pointed out by the honorable' and learned
member for Dalhousie, it was inconsistent
with the very principle of responsible
government, that the Governor should
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perform any act whatever 90nnected with
the internal government of the country,
except with the advice of his Ministers. It
seemed to him to be a very sensible improvement that in the phraseology of the
present Bill, by one comprehensive expression, it was declared that all acts
should be performed with the advice of
the responsible Ministers, except that one
act provided for in clallse 4, in the performance of which it was clearly shown
that he would be acting as the representative of the Queen in the conveyance
from the Crown of land which was
vested in the Crown. That was the
only clause to which the distinction could
apply.
Mr. KERFERD begged to correct the
honorable and learned member.
The
Governor could reprieve a prisoner in
opposition to the advice of his Ministers.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that that
raised the further question of the exercise
of the prerogative.
He intended to
restrict his observations to the way in
which the Governor acted in the internal
government of the colony.
Mr. LANGTON wished the committee to bear in mind that, in the Constitution Act, the word Governor was
defined to mean "the person for the time
being lawfully administering the government of the colony." He would not
press his objection now, but he hoped
that the point which he had raised would
be borne in mind when the House again
went into committee on the Bill, because
he thought it was calculated to give rise
to endless confusion if a different interpretation to the word Governor was given in
different Acts of Parliament.
Mr. McDONNELL remarked that, in
the 50th and 53rd sections of the Land
Act of 1865 the phrase "Governor in
Council" was used, and he thought that
the same language ought to be adopted in
this clause, unless some valid reason to the
contrary was given.
Mr. CASEY repeated that the language
~mployed in this Bill, with reference to
the term" Governor," simply expressed
what was a matter of fact, namely, that
the Governor could not perform any
official act-except issuing certain warrants and appointing Ministers-unless
with the advice of the Executive. It
was just as well that the public ·should be
thoroughly educated to the constitutional
fact that the Governor was incapable of
. Hoing anything legally ·except by the
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advice of the Executive Council, and for
that reason he would like to see it set out
on the face of the Act.
Mr. MACPHERSON thought that the
committee ought to be satisfied with the
explanation, namely, that the Governor
was practically the Governor in Council.
The amendment to insert the words
"in Councn " after "Governor" was
negatived.
Mr. LONGMORE proposed the substitution of the words "shall have been
revoked" for" be revoked."
This amendment was agreed to.
On clause 9, providing that notice of
the intended permanent reservation of any
land should be published for four consecutive weeks in the Government Gazette,
Mr. McCAW moved an amendment to
provide that the notice should also be
published in the nearest local newspaper.
Mr. LALOR remarked that the provision in the Mining Statute requiring
mining claims to be registered at the
nearest Court of Mines had given rise
to some confusion, in consequence of the
difficulty of determining in certain cases
which was the nearest court. A similar
difficulty might be occasioned by the
adoption of the amendment proposed, by
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs.
Mr. LONGMORE suggested that a
brief reference to the notice in the
Gazette was all that it would be necessary
to publish in the local paper. If the
full announcement was published, great
expense would be entailed.
Mr~ G RANT hoped the amendment c
would not be pressed.
If the law
rendered necessary the insertion of an
advertisement in a local newspaper, as
well as in the Gazette, serious consequences might ensue if there was a difficulty (as there. probably would be in
some cases), after a lapse of years, in
proving the publication in the local
paper.
The amendment was withdrawn.
On clause 10, providing that "when any
land has been temporadly reserved or
excepted from occupation under the
Mining Statute 1865, as hereinbefore
mentioned, notice of such reservation
or exception shall be published in the
Government Gazette, and before any
temporary reservation shall be revoked,
notice of the intention to make such
reservation shall be published ~1l: ~4~

GO'iJernment Gazette," '
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" Mr. DUFFY proposed an ameIidmE;lnt;
to provide that the notice should, be
published in the Gazette (or four conseeutive 'Weeks'.
!t' Th'e aniendme'nt' was agreed to.'
,
. ;':.qh 'the 'inbtion':o(Mr. LONGMORE,
the 'words as hereinbeforj3 mentioned"
:Were'str,uck ou,t.
,- - On Clause' II, providing that "when
H~r Majesty has become or may hereafter
.~~c<?me entitled to any"lanas, , either by
escheat for waut of heirS"or by reason of
any forfeit~re, o~ })~, reason that the
same, had, beenpurcbased by or for
the use of, or in trust for any alien or
aliens, if the Governor thinks fit so to do
the Governor may, grant sl1ch lands, or'
any part thereof, in, fee simple or for any
less estate, to any person for the purpose
of ,restoring the same to any of. the
family:, ,of the person whose estate the
same, had been, or of carrying into effect
. any intended grant, conveyance, or devise
of such last-mentioned person in rela',t~on thereto, or of. rewarding any person
making discovery of such escheat or of
Her Maj~sty's right and title thereto,"
Mr. MACPHERSON doubted whether
it was desirable that the Governor sho.uld
have power. to grant an estate to which
the Crown had become possessed (under
any of the circumstances mentioned in
the clause) to any person whatever,
.whether he had 'any connexion with the
estate or not.
Mr. CASEY said that there was a
similar clause in the Land Act of 1862.
If an estate reverted to the possession of
the Crown for want of heirs, or other
circumstances mentioned in the clause,
there was no legal m~ans, ·in the colony,
, by which such estate could be subsequently
dealt with, except under this provision.
It was necessary that the phraseology
, should be as general as possible, in order
to meet all possible cases that might
arise. For instance, there might be no
heir to an estate which had reverted to
,the p'ossession of the Crown, but there
migh:t 'be' a natural son of the former
owner living.
After remarks from' Mr. KERFERD,
, Mr: GRANT, Mr~ McDONNELL, Mr. LANGTON" and Mr. LALOR, the clause was
.passed~ "
'
" prQgre~s was then ~eported.
The House'::adjourned at one ,minute
to eleven o'clock.
(c'

J_
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Separa~ion DaY-~b

in Sheep-Ttte A.gric~ltlU'/U AreaBViolation of the Land Act-ImpoU\1dilJg , at SPring
Plains and EdenHope-Managem-en (' the Pentridge
Stockade-MUiing Llases-Water Supply'to SandhurstLand Laws Amendment Bill-Lunacy Statute Amend·
ment Bill-Cou~t Out.

The' SPEAKE~' took the
past four 0' ~lock P:Ip.

c'h~i~' ~t. ,half.

I

. PETITIONS.,
Petiti01~s ''Were ,presented by.' Mr.
MACBAIN, from a number of sheepo}Vners,
praying that the Scab Act Amendment
Bill mig4t be passed without delay;' and
,by'Mr. CONNOR, from a public meeting of
landholders held at Colac, in .rayour of
the insertion in the new Land Bill of
provisions for the rent of the bona fide
selector being accepted in part paymeut of
the p'urchase money, for creating grazing
farms, for s.ubdividing runs and letting
them by tender, and for defining ,the
powers of the M,inister of Lands. . ,
t

a

..

tf

SEP AR.A,TIONDAY~
. Mr .. McCULLOCH cal1~d, attention to
the fact that the foUowing"day (July 1)
would be observed as a g,eneral holiday,
and moved that the House, at its rising,
adjourn until Tuesday, July 6.
.
The,motion was agreed to.
"
SCAB IN SHEEP.
Mr. MACBAIN, referring to the' petition which he had present~d, asking for
the speedy passage of the Scab Act
Amendment Bill, inquired of, the Ohief
Secretary whether the meaEjure could not
be taken into consideration th~t :evening ?
That day a telegram had been received in
Melbourne fro~ the Richardson district,
intimating that 7,000 sheep trav~llip.g to
the North, had been stopped there,;' the
flocks having been found to be infec~ed
with scab. The matter was considered so
serious that the sheepowners of ,{the
district had combined for the purpose of
arranging with the own~r of the sheep. to
have them destroyed. It was felt that~ if
the sheep were allowed to pass to,' the
station they were pr0geeding to, the consequences to the stoc~owners of· ,the
district; and also to. the country generally
would be very disastrous., . He ,might also
mention, .that .intimation hllod reached town
that scab had brokeA out ,in.. ~. 'district
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wh~re

there had.. been no scab for a. number of years. Under thes.ecircumstnnces,
he hoped the Chief Secretaty would fix a
time Jur de.aling with the Scab Bill.
" Mr·. MQCULLOCH admitted· the necessity for passing the Scab Bill as speedily
as possible. On the· previous Thursday
the .Government endeavoured to make
progress with the measure-indeed to do
this, very important business was p'ostponed
-but .theirobject was frustrated by' a
" count ~out." He was anxious that some
portion of the evening ,should be devoted
to the consideration of the Land Bill; but
he .was willing that, at ten o'clock, precedence should ,be given to the Scab Bill,
which he hOp'ed would'be dealt with before
the Houseradj ourned. "
.
'..

I .

.

i

. ,7'HE AGRICULTURAL AREAS~
, In'reply to Mr. DUFF.Y,
Mr•. ,GRANT stated that the Acting
SurveYor,.General (Mr. Skeile) teported
to him that of the 10,OO(),OOO'acres~ re-'
served' by the Land Ads of 1862 and
1865 for agricultural settleinent, 5,500,000
acres still' remained in the possession of
the State.
VIOLATION OF THE
LAND ACT.
.
Mr. LQNGMORE asked the' Chief
Secretary whether he' would take any
steps with reference to the charges whIch
had been made against the 'honorable
.member for Creswick (Mr. Miller),' of
violating certain provisions of the Land
Act 1865 ?
.. Mr., McCULLOCH said he was not
aware that there had been any violation
p£ the' Land Act on the part of the honorable 'memb~r referred to. ,Certain charges
had be~n made, but those charges had not
been substantiated. Under these circumstances; he did not intend to move in the
nlatter.
.
.

,

VEXATIOUS IMPOUNDI~G.
:Mr. LONGMORE drew the at·tention
of ,tlie. Minister of Lands" to certain 'disabilities under which selectors under the
42nd section of the Land Act of 1865, at
Spring.;PJains and Edenhope, laboured
with reference to impounding. He said
it.was: well enough known that the pastoral tenants throughout the territory had
made it Ii point to depasture their sheep
,upon selections, and also. to' ,tread 'down
the ground until the gras's wo'uld not grow,
and then to seize upon the cattle' and
horses which the selectors ha'd to work
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their farms, as, soon as they went off ·the'
selections) for feed; . 'By this means a large
number-of selectors had been ruined; 'A
selector, ~ writing·. to. him' from . Spring
PlainS', staied that tlie overseer of Messrs.
De Pass Brothers haddepastured his sheep
on the selection, until rio grass reillainea,
and that. then he proceeded to impound
the selector~s cattIe;'" He 'thought: that if
the' Government -desired to plb.ce\ selectors;
who had to pay a' heavy rent,in a.fair
position, they would have 'long 'since
brought in an Impounding Bill and ·80
Fencing Bill, by which such pro'ceedings
as those now complaiped',of would be kept
'. ., .., -.. " ", ' 1in lcneck."
.,' Mr. GRANT .said 'he was, :aware :tho.t
very great hard~hips .. were l inflicted-oD.
selectors oy squatters all over the teITitory!
Heb!3lieved the only remedy was to' pass
a FenGing Bill. A' measure of·the kina
was before the Housej and woul~· b:e·;d~a;lt
with as soon as the Land Bill was disposed of. If the grievance in 'the locality
referred to by the honorable member ·for
Ripon'· and Hampden were as' stated,' it
might be abated' somewhat by throwing
open for 'Selection the CroWn lands' in the
neighbourho~d yet undisposed o.f:
.' .. "
,.

PENTRIDGE STOCKADE....
'Mr. LOBE' inquired·of the'Chief Secretary, 'if he intended to' institute 'an 'inquiI~ into the management of the Pentl'idge
Stockade, for' 'the' purpose 'of preventing
any occurrencesiinilar to" that· which' terminated in the death of the·'Reit.·W~ Hill?
.Mr. McCULLOCH'said he had"aiready
caused the matter in question ~to "be ftilly
inquired into, and had'ordered all the p.recautions 'possible: to be taken to prevent a
similar disaster. He might add ~hat he
contemplated 'directing an inquiry to be
made into the management ,of,the whole of
·the penal establishments, arid this inquiry
would, of course, embrace the .Penttidge
Stockade. . .
. . ,. .' .'
• •

•

..

•

I

~.'

• ~

••

, MINING LEASES., ,.... ,,:,:,
. Mr. WITT asked the' Minister -of"Mines
whether' he 'intended ·to discontinue" the
practice of declining. to entertain ::an: application for. a minip:g lease from' a person
who previously had forfeited 'or .abandoned
his lease, or who might have'. 'be~' 'associated .with others in applying· for a ~ease
which subsequently was 'foHeited'or abandoned ? He was 'given to ,ui:tderstan~ that, .
under the present ·practice of' the; department, a person who abandoned his leaB8
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because he found the ground not auriferous,
could not obtain a lease of other land.
Mr. SULLIVAN said the honorable
member had been imperfectly informed
upon the subject. The practice to which
the honorable member referred, had been
adopted to meet the case of mere miners
on paper-speculators who on obtaining
a lease hawked it about in the market, and
who, on finding their scheme a failure,
abandoned the lease. To such parties, the
practice of the department was most distasteful. But the bona fide miner had
nothing to apprehend. The mere fact of
such a man having forfeited his lease
through non-payment of rent in past times,
would not operate as a disqualification in
the event of his applying again to the department. The intention of Parliament
was to encoQrage mining enterprise, and
that intention he should endeavour, as far
as possible, to carry out. .
WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. MACKAY called the attention of
the Minister of Mines to the necessity for
the early completion of the local works
connected with the Coliban Water Scheme.
There was great excitement at Sandhurst
in connexion with these works, and pressure had been brought to bear upon the
local bodies, and, through them, upon the
members for the district in connexion with
the subject. A strong opinion was held
by many people that the local reservoirs
should have been constructed before the
main reservoir at Malmsbury; because by
that arrangement the local rainfall could
have been made available; and it was
urged that, as some time might elapse, before the whole scheme was completed,
the local works should at once be proceeded with .. If the aqueduct and reservoir at Anderson's Flat were constructed,
the miners of Bendigo would be supplied
with sufficient to kE:ep them independent of
the Colibau scheme, say fora couple of years.
Evidence of the advantage of such an arrangementwas furnished at Huntley,where,
by the completion of the Spring Gully reservoir, sufficient water had been stored to
enable mining companies to keep scores of
men in profitable employment during the
next summer. And what was true of
Huntley would apply to other places if
. only the local reservoirs were constructed.
He believed there were difficulties in the
way of the Government completing the
Coliban scheme, and perhaps the present
would be & f&vorable opportunity- for the
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Minister of Mines to state what those
difficulties were.
Mr. SULLIVAN said he was afraid
the statement which he had to make would
not be satisfactory to the honorable member. No doubt the local bodies were
particularly anxious that these works
should be carried out rapidly. But he, as
representing the House, preferred having
the works carried out in his own way.
He was not prepared to say that there were
any difficulties to obstruct the completion
of the works. He was going on wi th the
works. He was as anxious as anyone for
their progress; but any action which the
local bodies might take could not accelerate that progress by one day. He said
this although the members of these local
bodies were friends and constituents of his
OWD.
He was doing the best he could;
and he had nothing to add to the answer
which he gave to a deputation from one of
the local boroughs the other day.
Mr. EVERARD asked if there were
any monetary difficulties in the way?
Mr. McCULLOH suggested that the
honorable member should give notice of
his question.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
The first clause discussed was clause 12,
as follows : "The Governor may divide into counties,
parishes, or towns, the territory not already
included in any county, parish, or town respectively, and, by proclamation to be published in
the Government Gazette, may define the boundaries of such counties, parishes, or towns, and
may distinguish each by a name; and, after such
proclamation, the territory c.omprised within the
boundaries of any of the said divisions shall
thenceforward be recognised as a county, parish,
or town by the name so given as aforesaid."

Mr. CASEY proposed the omission of
the words "parishes or towns" in the
second line.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM asked the reason
for the amendment? He considered the
word "parish" an inappropriate word for
the colony, and that it should be used only
where necessary, but he thought it should
be retained because it was employed in
some of the early Acts and grants.
Mr. CA"SEY observed that the amendment was proposed with a view to a further amendment in a following line, so that
the territory, when divided into counties,
might be subdivided into parishes. There
would be difficulty in doing this Qnder the
cl~use as ~t stood~
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Mr. .f{ERFERD referred to the fact
that several counties were already in
existence and said it would be a great
convenie~ce if other portions of the territory were divided in the same way. T~e
term "district," at present employed lD
many instances, was very indefinite.
Mr. GRANT said the Government intended to divide the territory into counties
as early as possible. The proclamation of
the new county of Bendigo would appear
in the next Government Gazette.
Mr. MACGREGOR expressed himself
in favour of the term "district." There
were no sheriffdoms, or any other reason
for the division. of the territory into
counties.
Mr. FRAZER said he did not see the
necessity for creating counties. He warned
the Minister of Justice, in dealing with
the subject, to take care and not interfere
with existing electoral boundaries. Many
of the divisions of electoral districts were
defined by pat{sh boundaries.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the clause
would not interfere with any boundaries
already fixed. It would apply only to
those portions of the territory not included
within any county, parish, or town.
Mr. DUFFY said he could understand
a county being divided into parishes but
not into towns. The Governor would
have power, under the 37th clause, to
proclaim towns.
Mr. GRANT considered it advisable
that towns should be recognised in the
clause, if only to enable the Survey department to deal, as it sometimes ~ad,
with the laying out of streets and hIghways of towns not under municipal government.
Mr. WILSON thought no difficulty
could arise from the retention of the word
" towns'" in the clause.
Eventually, the introductory portion of
the clause was amended so as to read as
follows : "The Governor may divide into connties the
territory not already in~luded in any cou~ty,
and may also subdiVIde any co~~ty ~nto
parishes and towns, and. may dl v~de mto
parishes and towns ·any ternto~y n,~t mcluded
in any county, and by proclamatIOn, &c.

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed that
the following words should be added to
the clause : " The Governor may from time to time, at the
request of the council of any shire. or bo~ough,
alter by proclamation to be published In the
Government Gazette the name of any such shire
or boron~h ; l:\.ud may also, from time to time,
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by proclamation as aforesaid, alter the name of
any county, parish, town, township, land area,
gold-field, river, harbour, lake, bay, lago~>n,
swamp, mountain, glen, or other place or locality
whatsoever in Victoria."

It had often seemed to him a great pity
that larO'er use had not been made of the
native ~ames of places in this country.
The names given to gold-fields and other
localities appeared to have been given
haphazard; and certainly some of them
were not very happy. But the native
nomenclature was, as far as he was
acquainted with it, as rich and musical a
nomenclature as he had ever hea,rd. He
thought they were throwing away what
might be called a musical literature in not
making greater use of the native names of
the country. As the native race were
dying out, th~ memory of these names
would be lost unless some such course as
he recommended were adopted.
Of
course an amendment of the kind which
he proposed would serve no practical
purpose; but if the committee approved
of the idea,. and if the Government actively supported it, he thought a collection
of native names might be made, and that
these names might be applied with great
advantage to various places in the country
which now had unmusical and barbarous
names attached to them. The question of
names was not altogether an unimportant
question, for certainly the nomenclature
of places, which was in daily use by the
whole population every day of the year,
was something which was not without
its effect on the national character.
Mr. GRANT expressed his high approval of the suggestion which, he said,
was worthy the consideration of the committee. He thought it a great pity that
the native names had not been retained in
all cases. Of course great care must be
taken in giving effect to the suggestion,
in so far as the rights of property already
conveyed from the /:;tate were concerned.
Mr. KERFERD suggested
that
" streets" should be added to the list of
places mentioned in the amendment.
Mr. DUFFY said, if th~ amendment
were adopted, it would perhaps be necessary to add words declaring that the
provision was made for the purpose of
adopting native names. Without some
such declaration there would not be the
slightest security that names would not be
altered for the worse instead of the better.
The power was one which could be exercised at any time during the existence of
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tp,e I Act:,. and- .t1,1e power _~ight ren;tain
when .. the -_intention of Parliament in
adding thi~ proviso might cease to be remembered.; ; ; .
-;.
J\fr. GRANT observed that there wer.e
hundreds of cases to which native names
would-not apply. It would be impossible
to fin'd native nameS' to' 'apply . to the
various gu~lies -and ot~er places on the
gold-fields now known by such,names as
DO.nkey· Flat, Murderer's' Gully, and
Brandy Hot, which' had got somehow or
other on record.
Mr. DUFFY remarked that the amendment did not propose to alter the names
of gullies, but the names of parishes,
counties, aQd agricultural areas.' The
names of gullieswou.ld pass away. They
were not recognised officially.' . "
: Mr. G RANT regrett~d to say that many
of the abominable names'given to gullies
and other places were actually on recora
in official documents.
'"
Mr. WHITEMAN tl;1ought it very desirable that such names as Tinpot Gully,
Branqy Hot, .Mur~erer's Gully, and others
of 'an equally obje~tionable character,
should be abolished. '.
.
Mr. "McDONNELL' agreed with other
honoi"able lDembers,~ that it was desirable
to get rid ~f these' inharmonious names, if
it could "be 'done' with Justice to persons
who own~d property in' those places ; but
the rights of property ~ust not be interfered with. for the sake of euphony. How
wasthat;to be guai>ded igai~st if the 'object which the· honorable and leal ned
member for Brighton had in view was
·carr.led out?
Mr. 'HIGINBOTHAM said that the
·immediate locality of landed property was
always .mar-ked out by allotments and
other divisions; which were numbered, and
'not named. . It might, however, be necessary to add to the amen~ment wOl'ds providing th,at any rights -created i~ connexion
w.ith places called by their original name
should, apply when they passed under a
new' name. . That could easily be done.
Mr. BURTT mentioned that in several
distr).cts of the - c,olony th~', inhabitants
liesired to .change· t~e name -qf the place
in which they res~ded. For instance" the
people C?f Pentridge were anxious that that
s11burl:> shoul~ be called. Cobourg~
.
MI~ MACPHERS,ON said he .had
al ways, consi~ered it' matter forregret that
the ,native names of. many places in the
colony, especially in the C;1se of ,the agricultural·areas, had been abolished, and the
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places designa~ed by some - other :ti.tJe,
generally after the names of leading Mem:.
bel'S of Parliament. ae hoped that there
would be a. \"eturn to the native names,
but he thought that alterationa should, only
be made with the .view to adopt native
names. Whatever . might be the advantage of :;tltering ugly names to eupp.onious
ones, h.e did not. consider it was desirable
u.nless it was ~op.e for a higher purposenamely, to presel'~~ for· posterity some
record of the character of the, .language
spoken by the aborigines of th,e colony.
He knew more about native names-,in his
younger d'ays tha~. he ·diit'now... ,There
was nota swamp, a gully, or a ~~mnt~in
in the colony which had not its na"tiy~
name. The, blacks were mo~t. minute: in
their ,nomenc!ature.: . N ot4ing escaped
them ; even.l~rge stones, were.IJ.amed. If
the Minister of Lanqs could· get ,hold qf
an old blackr~llow in any, ,dis~fict,.· .h~
would tell hh;n t.he-.native llam~.' ~f every
.~
gully in the locality.
Mr. ASPINALL observed that there
was ~ne piaGe in; th,e colony called by the
plea&ant name of the DeviI'.s .Kitch~n, and
anQtp.er pla~e calJed Piggoreet.
.
Mr. LONGM;O,R,E up.derstood that ~lg
goreet was a na~ive n~me,and ,he did. not
see why any opprobium :s~ould attach to
it. The natj~e names were,.as a' rul~,
most eupho:p,Iop.s, ap.d he ·thought it far
preferable that they sholllp. be a~opted
rather than, that every, town and 'Village in
the colopy should be n~med aft.er; some
place in ·the United, Kingdo~. : N Pt, qnly
were the native jnaUleS eupp.oniou~."h.ut
many of them .were :~xpl'essive of f?OJD.e
quality, or .description of .. ,the place to
which they applied.
In seyeral dif!l-.
tricts- the. inhabitants wo~lQ. b.e glad to
adopt the native name in prefere~ce to.the
designation now in use.
..,'
Mr. GRANT believed that the honorable member for Dundas wa~ quite right
in saying that most of the gullies known
by the aborigines.had native names.Unfortunately there w~re" very few of the
companions of thatgentlefnim's yc;>uth stUI
living, and therefore it was·· not' easy
to find old blackfellows in every dist~ict.
In dealing with the Upper Murray '~ail
way Construction -Bill, the House would
have a.n opportunity of·considering t~e
propriety of suggesting that the name
" Belvoir'" should be' changed for 'the
nati ve -name of the pl~ce, ~'W ondonga."
He agreed with those honor3.!ble m~mbers
who were of opinion that where the
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desigy~tion .of places was changed nativ~ grants to be ante-dated, namely, to bear
names .should be substituted.
ihe date of the day on which the sale of
Mr. DUFFY suggested that there -the .land took place. As that. Act would
be repealed when the present n·ill.became
.Bh~u!~'.\be '~ome provision for abandoning
or extinguishing. a name for which a new law, it was necessary that there should be
a similar clause in this measure. The
D:~me ,!as suqstituted.. Recently, on pass}ng through a little village in. the Black effect of the words" shall have been hereForest, and inquiring its name,. he was in- tofore" was substantialJy to preserv~ whut
was the 'existing l~w in this respect. They
f~r~.ed that it was called ~iddl~ .Gully by
the.~ilway:departgtent, Black Forest by
mere~y said--". That· ,,:hich is to, ~e the
law hereafter shall be deemed to have
t~_e. Postal dep~r-tt,nent, and Macedon by the
.
Lan4s ·<iepartment. This w~s calculated been the law heretofore."
Mr. DUFFY suggested the striking 'out
~o cau~e great confusion, and he was_ afraid
;that ,siw,ilar confusiQn would be created in of the words "have· been heretofore. or,"
other cases, unless it was pr()~ifled that or the substituti9~ for "her~toXor~':l.of
when a new name was f!.dopted t,he previous the words "since the passing of ~he Act
name slwuld cease to be used for any official No. 145/' so that the.clause might not
purpose. He hoped that some proviso of affect grants issued .previous to ~hatAct.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the object
-the kind he suggested would be made,
· either ~o:w or at a future. stage of the Bill. of the words was to affect earlier gran~s;
.: Mr: GRANT .informed the. committee in fact, to val~da~e grants issued before the
tl::!at he had jUflt had a memorandum 'placed passing of the Act of 1862.
. Mr...DUFFY ~hought th~t ~he question
in his han~s, by the. Acting Surveyorwas not one of yalidating grants, ·but of
.G~~er!tl, f;ltatiilg' that, s9me months ago,
.the district surveyors were instructed to altering dates. _ ~ights of property might
furnish ~he department with a list of the have accrued between one date and
,native names of places in, the several another, a~d, if dates of grants .already
localities in which tp,ey were employed, issued were altered,serious cODsequen<?es
might foUow.
.
· with their meanings.
Mr: DUFFY 'said that it was done SOme
"Mr. CASEY explained that the Act
No. 145 enabled Crown grants issued
.yea~~ ago~
,
after the passing of the Act to be ante. The amendment was agreed to!
Discussion took place OD claUf~e 13, dated, but, as a matter of fact, before that
Act was'passed, grants were issued bearing
which was as follows ; , ,; Notwithstanding any law or usage to the daLe prior to. the time. they were· issued,
contrary, all· Crown grants and leases which and' therefore it was necessary that ·they
have been heretofore.or are hereafter to be issued s40uld also be validated. The object of
shall hear date' on the dai when the' persons the words to which exceptioo was taken
named therein as grantees or lessees respectively
first became entitled to such grants or ·leases, by the honorable ~nd learz;ted mem.ber for
and !lh,all be of t~e same force and validity as if Dalhousie was simply that all .. Cro'Yn
they;had been enrolled on the day on which the gra'Qts issued before the Land Act; of IS£:2
saoie'b,ear date."
.
."came into operation should be deemed to
·Mr. DUFFY i~quired for "o/ha.t purpose have been ,issued at the time that the
jt wI¥' proposed to al~j:lr the dates. of all grantees became entitled to the land. If
it was the opinion ·of the committee that
p~!:it Crown grants? .It f!.ppeared t9. him
that t~is wouJd be the effect· of the clause, the words .did not carry out that object, it
· if the. w:orQ.s "'h~ve been heretofore" were would be easy- to ,draft ~ new qlause,
reWne~.
..
. : . . declaring that a.ll Crown grants issued
Mv •. .CASEYsaid that the clause -would before the Act No. 145 came into operanot' 8lter the date' of past Crowl} grants. tion should be deemed to b~ valid, notIt· frequently happened th~t land w:as pur- withstanding that they might have been
He thought, however, that
chased, and .~he. purchaser became ~ntitled antedated.
· to possess~on of .the lanq. on one day, the' words in the present clause accomthough he 'did not get the grant 'for a con- plished the objectjntended. He ~id not
-sidera.ble period of time ·afterward.s. pnder see th;tt the <;:lau,se.. was lik,ely to .interfere
or.dinary circumstances a gr~Qt should bear with tbe dates,of gr~uts.
_!
:.Mr. McR:EAN.·was of opiI;tion that ,the
d~t~lon~th~'day Qa whic;4 it .. was issued:t\le day on" which jt rece\ved the seal of words ~'hav.e be.en, her~toforeor" did not
tb,.e co19nY-f"1?ut~a! ql~u~e was inset;ted in. convey the meaning-which t4e M;inister of'
the- Land Act of 1862, to enable -Crown Justice intended. If the clau~e had any
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effect whatever it would, by its operation
in the Act of 1862, have validated all
grants issued prior to 1862. Why should
it be continued in every Land Act simply
because there were certain defects in
issuing Crown grants pl;ior to the passing
of the Act No. 145?
Mr. KERFERD recommended that the
clause should be postponed if there was
any doubt as to the legal effect of it.
Mr. BYRNE observed that fifteen or
eighteen years ago persons purchasing
Crown lands did not get their grants until
six or twelve months afterwards. In the
interval the land sometimes changed
owners. In consequence of the delay in
issning the grants, auctioneers had to insert a clause in the conditions of sale to
the effect that the non-production of the
Crown grant should not invalidate the
sale. He thought the clause now under
consideration was a very necessary one.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH reminded the
committee of McNall's case, which occurred some years ago, in which an important decision was given arising out of
the insolvency of a purchaser of Crown
lands between the sale and the issue of the
grant. The simple object of the clause
was to render valid ante-dated Crown
grants.
It might strengthen existing
rights and interests, but he did not see
how it could affect !.hem injuriously.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that the
language of the clause did not convey the
meaning intended, but, on the contrary,
did violence to common sense. It was
easy to provide that grants should be
deemed to bear the date on which the land
was sold; but it was impossible to say
that grants nlreauy issued" shall bear date
on the day when the person named therein
. became entitled to such grants."
They would bear the date which was inscribed upon them, and no other. enless
there was some machinery for calling them
.. all in, they could not possibly b~ar any
other date. He suggested that the clause
should be amended, or a fresh one drafted.
Mr. ASPINALL was also of opinion
that the language of the draftsman was
rather ambiguous, and did not convey the
meaning intended. ,
Mr. MACGREGOR concurred with
other members in thinking that the clause
did not carry out the object intended. It
appeared to him that the phraseologyemployed would have the effect of invalidating the grants which it was intended to
validate.
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On the motion of Mr. CASEY, the
words "which have been heretofore or
are" were struck out. '
.
On the suggestion of Mr. ASPINALL,
the clause was postponed.
Clause 14, giving the Governor power
to exempt lands from selection, was also
postponed.
On clause 15, declaring that certificates
issued under the 23rd and 24th sections
of the Land Act 1862, and the 7th section of the Land Act 1865, might be
tendered at 4s. per acre towards the
purchase money of any Crown lands sold
by auction,
Mr. KERFERD inquired if the clause
wou Id prolong the period for obtaining
certificates ?
Mr. GRANT replied that it would
not.
Most of the certificates had come
in, but there were a good many still outstanding, and the holders were entitled
to make use of them at any time.
Mr. BA YLES remarked that, when
the certificates authorized the holders to
take up land by selection, it was difficult
to make use of them for that purpose, in
consequence of the small quantity of
land open for selection. Many certificateholders, fearing that if they did not
select the land then open they wO!.lld
obtain no other, took up land of inferior
quality rather than lose the use of their
certificates altogether. He desired to
know if the Government would allow
these persons· to have their selections
cancelled, and to tender their certificates
for 4s. an acre towards the purchase of
other land by auction?
Mr. GRANT expressed bis surprise
at the proposal. The honorable member,
he said, could only expect one answer, and
that was" No."
Mr. LANGTON thought that the
reply of the Minister of Lands would
open the eyes of the public to the fact
that there were lands in' the colony,
which, in the estimation of the Board
of Land and Works, were not worth 4s.
an acre.
Mr. GRANT remarked that it was
not the Board of Land and Works, but the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Bayles) who said so.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY,
clauses 16 to 22 inclusive (being a portion of the series providing for the
alienation of lands for agricultural purposes, by licence and le~se) w~re l>0st~
poned.
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On clause 23, providing for the valuation of improvements on land selected
under the Act after the expiration of
three years from the issue of the licence,
Mr. ASPINALL objected to the postponement of clauses, and urged that
the various provisions of the Bill should
be dealt with in regular order.
Mr. McKEAN urged that the clauses
ought to be gone on with consecutively,
unless special reasons were given for postponing any of them.
Mr. DUFFY remarked that an arrangement was come to with the Government
the other evening to postpone clauses
which were likely to give rise to much
discussion, until the other clauses were
disposed of.
Mr. CREWS expressed the opinion that
business would be facilitated if honorable
Ipembers applied themselves to the discussion of the clauses in regular order. As
some of the clauses relating to agricultural
settlement had been postponed, he would
take the opportunity of indicating certain
amendments which he intended to submit
in this portion of the Bill. In the first
place, it was his intention to propose that
the maximum area allowed to be selected
, should be reduced. On the second reading, he was inclined to vote for a selector
being allowed to take up 640 acres, conceiving that that provision was, to some
extent, carrying out a principle" of the
Convention, that settlers should have
grazing rights. On consideration, however, he thought that 320 acres should be
the maximum area selected, and that the
selector should have the right of grazing
over other 320 acres for a given number
of years.
The CHAIRMAN intimated that the
honorable member's remarks were not in
order on the clause before the committee.
After some discussion,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that all that
the Government desired, in deciding as to
the mode in which the Hill should be dealt
with, was to consult the wishes of the
House. It was with that object that they
agl'eed, the other evening, that clauses
which would involve discussion should be
postponed until after the others were
passed.
Mr. CREWS stated that he would reserve his remarks until the particular
clauses to which they were directly applicable were under consideration.
Mr. CONNOR thought that the various
clauses of the ~ill were all so much
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dependent on each other that, if the
Government were not prepared to proceed
with the measure consecutively, it would
be better to postpone its consideration
altogether.
Mr. EVERARD submitted that, if any
clauses were postponed, the whole should
be postponed.
Mr. MACPHERSON moved that progress be reported. He thought that it
was no use proceeding with the Bill piecemeal, but that it would be better to postpone it until another evening, and go on
with some other measure in the interim.
Mr. McCAW remarked that honorable
members, like himself, who had not time
to examine the various parts of the Bill,
to see how each clause was affected by
amendments made in other clauses, might
as well be absent from the House altogether while the measure was dealt with,
unless the several clauses were taken consecutively.
Mr. MACGREGOR did not wish that
any portion of the Bill should be postponed; but, if it were, be certainly
thought tbe whole of the selection clauses
should be postponed. He suggested that
the committee should now proceed with
the unopposed clauses, and any that had
not been dealt with at the time the committee rose might be postponed.
Mr. GRANT reminded the committee
that the suggestion to postpone the more
imnortant clauses had not emanated from
th~ Ministry, but from an honorable member who had opposed the second reading
of the Bill. He suggested that the unopposed clauses should be dealt with at
once, and that those about which there
was likely to be any discussion should be
taken on Tuesday. He thought the suggestion of the honorable member for Rodney had been made for the convenience of
honorable members on all sides of the
House. He would ask the honorable
member for South Bourke (Mr. Crews),
and other honorable members who had
important amendments to propose, to be
good enough to place them in the h~nds of
the Minister of Justice before Tuesday,
and they would then be printed and distributed amongst honorable members before
the next sitting of the committee.
Mr. CREWS said he would adopt the
suggestion of the Minister of Lands,
and would hand his amendments to the
Minister of Justice in time for the consideration of them when the committee
next sat.
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Mr. : DUFFY expressed the hope that
honorable members would' act upon the
suggestion of 'the Minister of Lan'd~. 'He
pointed out that, according to the practice'
of Parliament, the committee could not go '
back,to the 'consideration 1)f any postponed clauses until the Bill had heen gone
through. ,He reminded the committee'
that the Government had alsb important
amendments to propos~, and he therefore
hoped that the consideration of the unopposed clauses would be proce,eded with
without further delay, in order that· t4e
postponed' clauses might be taken on
Tuesday.
,
After some discussion, the mot'ion' for
reporting progress 'was negatived without
a division.
Clauses from 23 to pI inclusive were
postponed.,
Clause 32 ivas proposed, as' follows : " All lands of the Crown in Victoria wherever
situated ma.y be sold, subject to such covenants, .
conditions, exceptions~ and reservations, as the
Governor .may ,direct, in fee simple by public
auction, at an upset price of £1 for .each acre, or
at such higher upset price as the Governor may
direct.':
. ,

Mr. LONGMORE asked that this clause
"
should be postponed.
Mr. McCOLLOCH objected. He was
anxious to consult the wishes of honorable
members as far as po'ssible, but 'he was
also anxious that 'some business shoQld be
done. He understood ~hat the wishes
expressed as to postponement applied only,
to the selection clauses.
'
Mr. WALSH observed that he h'ad
bee'n asked to request the postponement of
the clause by the ,honorable member for
1?olwarth, who had some amendments to
pl~opose in it.
Mr. ASPINALL advocated the postponement of this clause, and the remaining
clauses of thfl Bill. It would be unfair to
proceed with'the discussion of the clause,
in the absence of certain honorable members, who had left the House under the
impression that this portion of the Bill
would not be coming on. He would
suggest that, honorable members should
proceed to some other business.
Mr. LONGMORE observed that, when
the Government submitted their Land
Bill of 1865, they proposed that the
m~ximum quantity of country lands to be
sold by auction in anyone year should be
400,000 acres.' After a serious struggle,
the, quantity was limited. to 200,000. acres.
The Government then stated that it would
not be necessary to keep this provision in
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force for D:lOre'than two or three years; that
they siplply required ,the power' until the
rehts accruing from, sel~ctions amounted:
to such a sum as would render unneces;.
s,ary; for rev~nlie POl'POSeS, :the sale of
country lands by auction. The Act of
1865 also provided that the' Minister' of
Lands should lay 'on the table of the
House, each year, an estimate of' the
quantity of hind' proposed to' ~e 'sold ,by'
auction during ~that' year. But the px:ac·
tice of the Minister of Lands had beent
to produce thi~ es~imate' when the' year
was far advanced, his excuse' being that,
according t6 his reading 'of the .Act,
he was not bound to lay t~e estimate oIl:
the table until the last day' of the year.
Under ~hose circumstances, what possible;
control could the House have over the
. sales of land ,by auction?" And what had.'
happened under this reading of ,the Act?,
Why that, on the last day, of December,'
1867, and within the three or four p'revious days-whe,n the House wa~ not
sitting, and therefore could have no control in the matter-something like 100,000:
acres were broug~t into tp.~ market, for
sale by auction.
'
Mr. GRANT said 'a return which he c
laid on the table the previous night sh~wed.
that the exteJ?t of land sold by auction.in
1867 was only 99,106 acres.
.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that the
Minister of Lands knew well' that the land
he r~ferred to did not sell on the days that'
it was put up to auction, and also that the,
fact of putting up land at aucti~n pro":
hibited it from being put up for selection
ever after.
Mr. GRANT.-Not at all. The'honorable member is utterly mistaken.
Mr. LONGMORE asked whether the
Minister of Lands did not know that he
was one of something like twe:qty members of Parliament w4o, in December,
1867, sig:t:led a requisition urging the honorable gentleman, not to put up that lan~
at auction, and that he did put it up at
auction in spi~e of them? In that year a.,
very large quantity of land, over the
amount specified in the Act, was put up ,
at auction; and it was no fault of tile Go- '
vernment that the land did not sell. The
House, by the Land Act of 1865, restricted the powers of the Minister of
Lands, and yet the Minister of Lands made
ducks and drakes of that Act wherever it
suited him, The honorable gentleman did
not bring in land for selection in accord~
ance with the Act, and he did his utmost'·
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to sell 'by' auction more than' he was
authorized to do: And now what was
claimed,? Simply the right of the Governni~Iit to 'sell by auction lands ~v~r the
whole' tetFitory.· " All lands of the Crown .
in: Viotoria, wherever situated," said the
clause,:·'may· bl3 sold by public auction."
Why; 'with such a provision,. 'di~ ,the :Government th!nk 'of.1ea~ng, selection in the'
Bill at all? .. ,It'was ~not wanted. The'
Government· were. simply" reverting, whether Parliament desired it or not, to the
old Ructimi system. ';rhey had 'postponed
a number of uniIIiportantclauses; but with
regard to,:this :they said; in effect, "We
will ca~ry this clause in spite of you." He
would not threaten anything. He would
simply say that the' clause would not be
carried in' its· present shape.' Honorable
members would not give thi,S nor' any other
Government the right to sell by auction
land wherever they chose. The country
demanded' free selection before survey.'
The Minister of Lands had led the country
to suppose that'that principle would be
carried out iIi: the Bill. "But here was
auction as an important principle of the
Bill. ' Were honorable members,: after
labouring half' a lifetime in· the ,work
of land reform, to allow themsel ves
to 'be dragooned 'into passing such a
clause as this? He would tell the committee of a nicelitUe' arrange'meoi' which
had occurred, -in the- Lands-office. Small
lots of land 'were sold at auction,om(or
two at ~ time;oh the plea that they were'
odd l<?ts, 'and :wouldnot· be open to s,election,l'and,;after': this had gone on for a
series"of months, it was ..found; that all
these 'single 'lots,which together made a
very nice hlock of rich' land, had been
handed over to a squatter (Mr. Currie, of
the Western district), who had purchased
largely, and who had' evaded to a considerable 'extent ,'the 'Land' Act of 1862.
And now, after selectors had had to be
content . with . the poorest land in the
colony;'after they had been thrown upon
stony)and ;where they could' not put a
plough 'in, 'after they had been obliged to
take tlie leavings of the squat.ters-land
which, the, squatters would not haveafter they had been compelled to pay 2s.
per acre' per annum for land which Mr.'
Manifold would not pay a farthing per
acre for when he'had it ,as his run, it'was
too late in the 'day for the Minister of
Lands to'cOme to the House and ask thai
it sq:ould,'be it principl~of the Bill that he
should' be' permitted to sell by 'auction'land'
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all over the colony of Victoria. The
Chief Secretary and the Minister of Lands
had stated that they wanted help from the
House to make the Bill a good one. lIe'
believed honorable members would itfi'or(r
that help. He beli~ved they womn' help
auction out of:the Bill, or confine it withiI\
verynari-ow limits. If -t~e . clall:se passed:,
as it'stood, he pledged himself, with the,
co-operation of one or two honorable'
members, that the' Bill should never ·be.::
come la~. ,It was time the principlef;! of
the 'Bill were lard bare. ' T4'e j?resent'
Government opposed· almost every liberal
clause in the Land Act of ']865.: 1'hey,
had been successful enough to keep 'in:
office to administer that Act, and they had
administered.' it, I as far as tliey possibly:
could, in accordance with the' Bill which'
they, submitted to the' House~ ,'and' :not'
with the measure as it-'becam~ la~.'
y et~ after their efforts to defeat settle)
ment under the Act of 1865, the lIo'use'
was' asked to give them unlbnited powers'
of auction over the whole territory. He
aclmired 'the audacity thatpromptecl the
request. That'audacity was fit for, any~'
thing, and, would make its' way 1n the'
world; but he thought it time for the
House to look the situation ,fairlY' in the!
face, and ask. the constituencies whether'
they sent members here to give any Go-'
vernment; power to :seU' by auctidn:' land.
over the whole territory df· Victoria.,
There was no end to the' complaints 'of
land being sold by auction. But recently
a 'certain gentleman, whoh~ldj some
30,000 or 40,000' acres of prime land, represented to the Lands department that
the people in his part of the country were
favor'able to 'certain land being sold by
auction, and yet in a few days a 'mex!Iorial
was signed by almost everyone in t~e
district against it. These' memoriali~ts'
had had the greatest" struggles to obtaio,
land. Only one in ten had succeeded;
and the land· so obtained was inferiorindeed so inferior 'that the 'neighbouring'
large proprietor doubtless thought he could '
obtain it at any time. Under these circumstances he asked thecommittee not 'to
allow this clause to pass. If there was to
be sale by auction, let it be within certa:in
well defined limits, and let the House,
have, control over it. It was customary,
to say that if such and such a power were
placed in the hands of the present Minister of Lands, it ~ould be all right. He,
would not say anything on that subj,ect;,
but he would say that the powe~" ~ight
r
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come into the hands of a man whose great
hobby might be to sell land by auction,
and that, holding this power while Parliament was not sitting, he might sell, daily
and weekly, as much land as he liked.
The Minister of Lands stated, the other
night, that he would not think of offering
for selection land that was worth more
than £ L per acre; that the State would
lose money by letting such land be put
open for selection. It thus appeared that
the genuine selectors were to take the
rubbish at 26s. per acre, while the best
lands went by auction at 24s. per acre.
But the Chief Secretary had stated that
the land sold by auction was not good
enough to be opened for selection. Now
which of the two statements was the committee to believe? He (Mr. Longmore)
could say, from experience, that the good
lands had been sold by auction. He could
almost tell, from the quality of the land
alone, as he passed through the country,
whether it had been taken up by selection,
or bought at auction. The Government
talked offree selection all over the country.
But there was no provision in the Bill to
the effect that" all lands of the Crown in
Victoria, wherever situated," should be
open for selection. The Minister of Lands
could exempt from selection lands wherever he chose, without giving any reason
for the exemption; and he now asked that
"all lands, wherever situated" might be
sold by auction. And yet, forsooth, this
was called free selection before survey.
That evening he (Mr. Longmore) had
called attention to a case-which, after all,
was only one out of a hundred-of an unfortunate selector under the 42nd section,
who had had all his grass eaten up by the
stock of the squatter, and whose cattle
were impounded as soon as they went beyond the boundaries of the selection for
feed. Men had been ruined in this way
and been compelled to abandon their selections. And yet the Government would
not introduce an Impounding Rill to place
the selector on a level with the squatter,
or pass a Fencing Bill which would compel the d1l:mmy alongside a selector to pay
his share of the cost of the fence. In fact
the Government appeared disposed to put
the selector under the heel of the squatter;
and now they asked for powers to sell" all
lands of the Crown, in Victoria, wherever
situated" by public auction. Mr. Manifold had secured by auction about 80,000
acres of the finest lanu in Victoria. To
show how good it was he might mention
Mr. Longmore.
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that adjacent land, belonging to the Hon
Niel Black, fattened sheep at the rate of
five per acre three times in the year.
This land was si tuate near Camperdown,
and, if it had been open for selection in
blocks of 640 acres or less, it would have
been the scene of one of the most thriving
settlements in Victoria. Talk of sale by
auction, did the Minister of Lands remember the agitation in which he (Mr.
Longmore) and others took part in reference to a certain section of land which
was withdrawn from auction four times,
in consequence of their representations, and
which at last was obtained by Mr. Manifold in spite of them? And this was after
a solemn promise made by the Minister of
Lands at Camperdown that the land would
be put up for selection. If these things
could be done under an Act which prohibited the Minister of Lands from selling,
by auction, more than 200,000 acres per
annum, what might not occur when the
Minister of Lands had unlimited power to
sell land, wherever he liked, by auction?
He desired to know whether the Minister
of Lands intended to go on with the
clause; or whether the honorable gentleman proposed to yield gracefully, a,nd
allow the clanse to drop out of the Bill?
He would not move any amendment until
he knew what were the intentions of the
Minister of Lands on the subject.
Mr. MACGREGOR thought the Ministry would admit that it would be impossible to make progress with the Bill under
present circumstances; and, therefore, he
would suggest that this and the remaining
clauses should be postponed, so that honorable members might be able to commence
the Bill de novo at the next sitting. He
saw no other WRy to solve the difficulty.
Mr. LANGTON observed that, on a
previous evening, the Chief Secretary
promised that a clause should be brought
down, providing that £200,000 of the
annual land revenue should be set apart
for railway extension. (Mr. Casey-" Not
promised; suggested.") If such a thing
was contemplated, it would be well for
the clause to be before the committee at
the time that the question of the sale of
lands by auction was under discussion.
As the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden had pointed out, the House
was complet.ely in the dark, as to the
intentions of the Government, from year to
year, in reference to the sale of Crown lands.
The quantity of land which the Government estimated would be sold by auction
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in 1867 was 54,000 acres, but the actual
quanti ty sold was 91 ,000 acres. The amount
estimated to be realized from the sale of lands
by auction was £120,000, the actual sum
being £186,000. It would be well, he
.thought, if the House adopted some
means to keep within its own control the
exact quantity of land to be sold by
auction from year to year, and also to
provide that, whatever became of the
residue, the proceeds of the sales of land
by auction should, at all events, not 'go to
pay the current expenses of the country,
but should be devoted to reproductive
public works. If there was to be any
. appropriation of land revenue for the
purpose of railway extension, he would
suggest that a clause to carry out that idea
should be submitted in connexion with
this Bill.
Mr. McCA W approved of the suggestion of the honorable member for
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton). He
thought, however, that the honorable member was wrong in saying that the Chief Secretary made a promise that a certain portion
of the land revenue should be set apart for
railway extension. The honorable gentleman only said it might be prudent to do
such a thing. There could be no doubt
as to the desirability of carrying the idea
in to effect.
Mr. GRANT said that he was not
disposed to answer the remarks of the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden then; but he would do so on the proper
occasion.
He regretted that so much
time had been wasted over the clause,
and reminded the committee that the
Government had already promised that all
the opposed clauses should be postponed.
Mr. KERFERD expressed the hope
that the suggestion of the honorable member for Rodney, to postpone the whole of
the clauses, and begin de novo next Tuesday evening, would be adopted.
Mr. CASEY intimated that there was
no objection to adopt that course If it was
the wish of the committee.
The whole of the remaining clauses of
the Bill were postponed accordingly.
Progress was then reported.
LUNACY STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. CASEY moved that this Bill be
read a second time. He said that it consisted of only one clause, the object of
which he explained on the first reading of
the measure.
VOL.
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Mr. McKEAN said he had no desire to
retard the passing of the measure, but he
wished to call the attention of the Minister
of Justice to a defect in the existing Act.
If a person became such an habitual
drunkard that he required to be sent to a
lunatiQ asylum for curative treatment, there
was power, under the present Act, to
enable him to appear before the Masterin-Lunacy, who might order him to be
committed to an asylum, but there was no
power to arrest such an individual.· He
desired to know if it was the intention of
the Minister of Justice to submit a clause
to rectify this omission in the present Act?
If not, he would himself be under the
necessity of drafting a clause to meet the
exigencies of the caSi.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.
On the question that the Bill be committed,
Mr. McKEAN objected to the Bill being
committed until he received an answer to
his question, which he had asked in all
good faith. He considered the Minister of
Justice treated him and the House with
discourtesy in not answering the question.
The motion for the committal of the
Bill was carried without a division, there
being no "tellers" for the "Noes" on a
di vision being called for by Mr. McKean.
On the question that the Speaker do
leave the chair,
Mr. McKEAN stated that, as the
Minister of Justice had not answered his
question, he should read the whole of the
190 sections of the Lunacy Statute, and
make such comments upon them as he
thought necessary for the purpose of
showing that the Speaker ought not to
leave the chair. The honorable member
was proceeding to do so, when
The SPEAKER said-The honorable
member is infringing the rules of Parliament by reading papers with the object not
of discussing the question before the chair,
but of wasting the time of the House.
Mr. McKEAN said he desired to point
out the defects of the existing Act.
Mr. McCULLOCH hoped the honorable member would observe the ordinary
rules of debate. It was intended that
evening to deal with a very important
measure (the Scab Bill), and it was most
undesirable that the time of the House
should be wasted. He was sure that the
constituencies of the country would not
support the honorable member in the
course he was pursuing.
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Mr. McnAN WIJ,S .quite prep~red to
allow 4is conduct. tp bejudged,l)y:public
opinion. "'He was ab.Qut to pohlt out- ,
Mr. McCULLOCB ,appe~led.. fQr, the
ruling of the. Speaker. ,.
.';
,
, The SPEAKER.-It is qtterly out of
otder for an honorable.member tQ ~ddress
the .House merely for the sake· of :wasting
time, and to prevent ~.decision being come
to on the question before ·it. I ltm. !'ure
the honorable' memb.e.r will ,see tp.at such
a course cannot be, conducive either to, the
dignity of the House, or to the conduct of
business.
.~ "
Mr..McKEAN submitted. that he was
entitled to an answer to the qllestioll which
he had put to the Minister. of J l.\Stice. :
Mr. FRAZER remarked that the Ministerof Justice w()uld, have been.out of
order in answering the I question, having
previously addressed tbe Ji01.lJ:!6. The
honorable member might repeat the qlie~
tion when the Bill was' in.¢QIii,mittee, but he'
was.notJus£ified in ob.strUGting t.he prQgress
of busine~s8 from a mere ,perf1onal motive.
Mr. McKEAN thought the Minister .of
(Justice would hav.e,no diffi.~ultY:.in obtaining the leave of the House .to reply to
the question, if he 'desired to answer it.
He would give way at once, if the honorable gentleman would answer the question;
if not, he would be. under. the necessity of
reading the LuIU\.cy Statute, and, pointing
out its d e f e c t s . .
Mr. McCULLOCH .JSltid that, if' the
honorable member for Marybol'ough (Mr.
McKean), would not obey the rules of the
House, he would be obliged to submit
some motion, to compel him to do so.
Mr. McLELLAN urged that if the
Minister of .Justice would not observe the
usual courtesy of replying to a question
asked him by an honorable member, the
Government were responsible for any waste
of time that occurred in consequence of
the question not being answered.
, . Mr., . McKEAN was continuing his
.
remarks, when- '
Mr. FRAZER again rose to order, and
said he· would move that the honorable
member be not heard.
The SPEAKE R.~I will put it to the
honorable member, as a personal favour,
whether it is not advisable that this discussion should not go on. The honorable
member has it in his power to 'obtain the
information which he desires in another
way.
Mr. MoKEAN' said he was sorry he
could not grant, the Speaker a personal

favQur, merely, to preserv~ the. dig.nj;tYJ)f
the- Minister;,of .Justice. IJe t3howcL;~
to see the Ch~ef Secret~~y Ql' th~ Mi:&is,t~r
of:J ust.ic~,Illake .I;!!lch a;lIlotion as ,th.~y bad
thre~tene,~~ ..-Wa,s th.e HQuae to. be .jptimidatedby a D;lotion which would!.~ot
be permitted in the:HQuse lof :CoIQ.~~ns,?
He considered. that the MinisterQf Jua~i~e
was guilty of 8, gross uvmlt tg l;tjD}L apJi, of
,ali- iI).l:Iult to the fiouse,.in nQt allswering
a.. question on a .puplic.t.IIH;lMure,: wh,ich, :W~S
. asked in a respeQtful mapner.
,'
The, S:eE~KER.-.-In, ~he Bo:Q.s~ .. of
COlllmOD,S a Ministt)~., freqllently.! <lecl41es
to answer, a, questi(;m, but·:· thf).t i!t, nev~r
~onsid~red:to be all insult ~Q th~,H;O:\ltSe.
No honQrable JPe:plber, oqg\l.t.to,regar.d it as
a personal affront ,if h~ d(i)~s not receive.a
r~ply to a;qu~stion. I putjt:to~ the;honorable member for Maryborough,. wh~~h~r
he-conceives that be is purs:uillg a 'pJ'oper
or r~asouable course, in. detaying; ,Jhe
busines~ ,0£ the country, from a .wer~ ~rBonal motive? ' : .
,:
:'.,' 1
Mr. McKE4,N· called attention' ,to the
fact. that strang~rs w.e're pre8en~ '.
Strangers ,were at onqe ordeJ;ed to withdraw, and, from that time".(five minutes
p~8t~e:n o'clock), .until theG-Iose of, tbe
sitting, the pro~edings. were conducted
with closed doors. 01
:,
Shortly after eleven o'clock,
"
An HONORABLE .MEMBE~ called',attention to the fact" .tha.,t , tp.ere ,was not. a
,quOl'umpresent. '
.
l
In the absenc~ of a qUQrum, the 'lIouse
was counted out,. a~ tell minutes, past
eleven o'qlock.
I
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, ,,' The PRESIDENT.took:the.chair at twe~ty
five miilUtes past' four ~o~clock p.Jl1., &lld
read the pray~r. .-. . ..... :; .
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented by t~e Bon.
J,. Q'SHANASSY, froID, a public me.eting ,of
sheepowners, held at Hltmilton, praying for
legislative assistance in the eradication of
scab in sheep;' and by the Hon. W.H. F.
MITCHELL~. from the Bet-Bet Shire' Council, praying that certain amendments might
be made in the Local Government Act
Amendment Bill.
'
,

, . Ahattoirs Bill.

[JULY

.. ABATTOIRS 'BILL.
The House, went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
.. On.' clause. 3~, exempting from ,the
necessity of obtaining a slaughtering
.ljcence -any person slaughtering, or permitting .to, be slaughtered, on his own
residence, run, or 'farm, cattle or swine,
for .his family, ;servants, or. labourers, or
for any persons executing work there'
under contract,
The Hon ..W; RIG HETT moved the
substitution, for' the words immediately
after" person," of the following words : _c~ (not carrying on the trade of a slaughterman or butcher) slaughtering .or; permitting
to. be slaughtered at or. upon his own residence,
run, or farm, cattle which he shall be able. to
show are bona fide his. own property ; provided
that po person slaughtering for his own use
more than one head of cattle in anyone week
shall,be allowed to sell any part thereof."

I

His object in moving the amendment. was
to meet the case of small farmers, who
wouldliot·, be .. able to' consume, .in .their
family circle, the whQle of the carcass ,of a
bullock· ~r sheep.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was then reported to the Rouse
with amendments.
,CORONERS STATUl'E AMEND'"
MENT ,BILL.-, .
On the motion of the Hon. J~ McCRAE,
the report of the committee on this Bill
was adopted, and the Bill was read a third
time and passed.
The Rouse adjourned at a quarter
to five o'clock.

LEG ISLATIVE ASSEMBL Y.
Tuesday, July 6, 1869.
Jetty at Phillip' Island":"Administration of the Lands
Dapartment-Scab in Sheep-Coa.l at Welsbpool-Roads
and Bridges in South' Gippsland-Land laws Amendment Bill7 Coroners' Statute Amendment Bill-Bca.b
Act Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast fo~r o'clock p.m.
ROLLING STOCK.
Mr. SULLIV~N, pursuant to an order·
of the House ( dated June 24), presented
a return as to the rolling 'Stock stationed
at the 'Geelong'and Williamstown Junc. tion.
'
.
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RAILWAY EXTENSION•.
. Mr. SULL~AN, in c~mpliance with
an order of the House ( dated June 24),
laid on the table the petitions pres~nted
to the Minister. of Rail ways, last year, in
favour of the construction of a cheap line
of railway from Por~land, ~orc~h~ards •.
PHILLIP ISLAND.
, Mr. McKEAN drew the.~ttention of
the Minister .representing the' Public
Works department in the 4S13embly to the
serious inconvenience to which the inhabitants of Phillip Island were now subjected
by the want of a jetty, and' asked him
when the Government would be in a
position to proceed with this work? The
honorable member said that he hStd had
an opportunity, 'on the previous day, 'of
seeing the· practioal inconvenience which
the inhabitants of Phillip Island sufi'e'ted
from the- want of'a jetty. It was ex·ceedingly difficult to land· cattle, building
materials, or any description of goods.
He saw several thousands of bricks which
were .broken to pieces. and rendered.
useless in consequence of the mannElr in
which they had to be landed. The popul.ation of Phillip Island now consisted of
about 100 families. •A lal'ge portion of
the island. had been brought' under cultivation, and the erection of ~ homesteads
and other improvements were progressing.
He understood that,' since he gave notice
of the question, a deputation representing
the inhabitants of Phillip Island, ,had had
an interview with the Chief Secretary and
the Minister -of Public Works, who had
promised that a jetty should be ~rected.
Mr. GRANT, in reply to the question,
remarked that the honorable member had
anticipated the answer whioh he was
about to give. A deputation waited upon
the Chief Secretary and the Minister ·of
Public Works on this subject, the other
day, and a promise was given that a sum
should be placed on the Supplementary
Estimates for the erection of a jetty. The
work would be proceeded with as soon as
the money was voted by the House.·
ADMINISTRATION OF THE
LANDS DEPARTMENT.
Mr. EVERARD asked the Minister of
Lands whether, during, the last f~~ days,
he had receiv.ed a. letter from a form'er
officer of his department, undertaking to
prove that certain persons were .offered a.
sum of money if a. ca.se .before the Board
of Lq,nd a~d W o~k~ _w!tre ~ecide.d in a
certain way ?
.. :_ ..'.:
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Mr. GRANT stated that he received a
letter the other day, from a gentleman
who was formerly employed in the department, on a subject somewhat resembling that mentioned by the honorable
member. If the honorable member would
call at the Lands-office he should be shown
the letter, and afterwards, if he thought
it necessary, he could submit a motion to
the House for its production. ,
SCAB IN SHEEP.
Mr. MACPHERSON called the attention of the Attorney-General to a statement published in a newspaper that morning, to the effect that the inspector of
sheep in the Richardson district had refused a permit for a flock of sheep to
travel, but that subsequently, in consequence of pressure being brought to bear,
he received instructions from the head of
the department, in Melbourne, to grant a
permit, and that the· sheep had since
turned out to be scabby. He (Mr. Macpherson) had not much faith in ne,wspaper
paragraphs, but this was such a serious
matter that he felt it his duty to direct
attention to it. He begged to ask the
Attorney-General if it were true that the
local inspector refused to grant a permit
for a flock of sheep to travel; whether,
subsequently, he was instructed by the
head of the department, in Melbourne, to
issue a permit; and whether the sheep
had turned out to be scabby?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he was
not quite in a position to answer the honorable member's questions, because he had
not·the papers with him. Speaking from
recollection, this matter happened when
Mr. Curr, the Chief Inspector of Sheep,
was in the Western district; and all that
he (Mr. G. Paton Smith) knew of it was,
that a report from the local scab inspector
was submitted to him, asking for a legal
opin~on as to whether he would be justified
in refusing a permit for sheep, in order to
retain them as a matter of precaution.
The papers were handed to him, and
he replied that he did not think the
inspector would be justified in refusing
He might mention that it
a permit.
appeared, from the papers, that the inspector examined the sheep twice, and
certified that they were nat s·cabby.
Mr. MACPHERSON asked if written
instructions were given to the local inspector to allow the sheep to travel?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH replied, not
that he was aware of.
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COAL AT WELSHPOOL.
Dr. MACARTNEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House, all papers and correspondence relating

to the searching for coal at Welsh pool, together
with a return showing the various sums of money
expended by the Government on the same, the
names of the contractors, the dates and payment
of the contracts."

Mr. D YTE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
SOUTH GIPPSLAND ROADS AND
BRIDGES.
Dr. MACARTNEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return showing the various sums of
money granted by the Government for making
roads and bridges in South Gippsland, the
specific objects for which they were respectively
granted, and the dates of their respective payments."

Mr. HARBISON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for
the further consideration of this Bill,
commencing with clause 3, which was as
follows : "In the construction and for the purposes of
this Act the following terms shall, if not inconsistent with the context or subject matter, have·
the respective meanings hereby assigned to them
(that is to say):"The word 'Governor' shall mean the
officer administering the government,
acting by and with the advice of the
Executive Council.
"The word' Minister' shall mean the Minister of the Crown administering this Act,
or the part of this Act to which· the
expression refers.
"The word 'Board' shaH mean the Board
of Land and Works.
" The word' occupy' in part 2 of this Act
shall mean to personally reside on any land.
" The word' allotment,' whenever the same
is used in this Act, shall be taken to mean
a quantity of land not exceeding 640
acres, and not embracing more than one
half mile of frontage, and like in proportion for a lesser area, to any lake, lagoon,
river, stream, or watercourse forming a
boundary of such allotment measured in
a right line from one extreme point of the
same to the other, and which shall be
applied for by any applicant for a licence
under this Act, whether the same may be
surveyed or unsurveyed Crown lands.
., The words • substantial and permanent
improvements' in any licence to be granted
under the provisions of part 2 of thil!l Act
shall mean and include cultivation, fencing, clearing, or draining of an allotment,
and the making of an habitable dwelling
or farm, or other buildings upon and permanently attached to the Boil of Buch
allotment.
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"The word 'cattle' in part 4, of this Act
shall mean and include horses, mares,
geldirlgs, colts, fillies, asses, mules, cows,
oxen, heifers, steers, calves, sheep, goats,
and shall apply to anyone or more
animal or animals of the said several
kinds.
"The word 'cattle' in part 5 of this Act
shall include bulls, cows, oxen, heifers,
steers, calves, horses, mares, geldings,
colts, and fillies."

Mr. DUFFY said that, before the
clause was discussed, he wished to suggest
that there should be an interpretation of
the word "cultivation." During the dehate on the second reading of the Bill
some honorable members suggested that
it would not pay to grow cereal crops on
certain soils, which, however, might be
profitably laid down with English grasses.
It seemed to him desirable to provide
that the term" cultivation" should include
making use of the land for other purposes
besides the growth of cereal crops, such,
for instance, as the planting of vines, the
layiog down of English grasses, &c.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved the omission of the following paragraph : " The word' Governor' shall mean the officer
administering the government, acting by and
with the advice of the Executive Council."
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Ministers.") That meant the same thing.
He failed to understand what the honorable
member wanted. If he desired that the
Governor might perform certain acts
without the advice of his ·Council, that
was a plain issue to put before the committee; but he (Mr. Casey) trusted the
committee would not agree to any such
proposition. He hoped they would not
give permission to the Governor to do
anything without the advice of his Council.
It was intended that the Governor should
not sign any Crown grant, or lease, or
exercise any powers under this Bill except
by the advice of the Executive Council.
As to the objection that the definition of
the word "Governor" given by the clause,
would require the Governor to sign every
document in Council, that·point was
disposed of during a former discussion.
The interpretation of the word did not
mean that the Governor should sign every
document while sitting in Council, but
simply that everything he did, should be
done by the ad vice of his Council. This
was the existing law.
Mr. KERFERD understood the honorable member for Rodney to imply that the
word "Governor" was already sufficiently defined by an Act of Parliament,
and that therefore there was no necessity
to give any further interpretation of it.
The 6th section of the Interpretation of
Acts Statute declared that-

The word" Governor" (said the honorable member) was already defined by the
Interpretation of Acts Statute, as was
also the phrase "Governor in Council."
It appeared to him that there would be
" In all Acts now or hereafter to be in force,
some inconvenience if the Governor had
the expression' Governor' shall mean the person
to sign all grants and other documents for
the time being administering the governunder this Act in Council. He desired to ment of Victoria. The expression 'Governor
test the feeling of the committee as to in Council' shall mean Governor with the adwhether it was desirable that the present vice of the Executive Council."
practice in this respect should be departed This being the law, there was no n'ecessity
He thought that the present to give another interpretation of the word
from.
system was better than that everything " Governor."
Mr. CASEY said he thought that, on a
to be done by the Governor should be
done in Council. The Governor did no previous occasion, he had clearly exact except by the advice of his Ministry, plained that the reason for the interpreand, therefore, it was absurd to say that tation proposed by the olause now under
if the word "Governor" only was used, discussion was in order that the word
His Excellency could do an act without "Governor," should not only mean the
the ad vice of his Council. .
officer administering the government, but
Mr. CASEY stated that he did not "the officer administering the governunderstand the object which the honor- ment, acting by and with the advice of the
able member for Rodney had in view.
. Executive Council."
Dr. MACARTNEY remarked that,
Mr. MACGREGOR remarked that his
j object was to keep the law as it was.
under the Melbourne University'S statute
Mr. CASEY replied that he desired to of incorporation, the Governor .alone was
keep the law as it was. He understood empowered to give his assent to the rules
the honorable member to admit that no and regulations framed by the council or
act could be performed by the Governor senate of the University. He performed
except by the advi~e of his Council. (Mr. all the functions conferFed upon him by that
.Macgregor - "By the advice. of l;tis Act, without consulting the Executive.
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'Mr. DUFFY directed 'attention to the

fact that thes clause proposed that " Gover-'

nor" shoula mean'the '" officer "adminis-'
tering the government,'&6., but in the
Inte.rPtetatioh of ~cts Statute, the ~ord,
" person" was used in' place of "officer;"
suggested 'that "person" should be
substituted for" officer" in this clause.
',\ Mr. CASEY said there was not
the slightest, objection to the amendment
suggested by th~ honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie. ' The only reason
why tbe word" officer" had been adopted
was because that term was used in certain
Imperial Acts defining the meaning of
" Governor."
The word "person" was substituted for
"officer." ,
Mr. Macgregor's amendment was negatived.
On the motion of Mr. KERFERD, the
word "responsible" was inserted before
" Minister of the Crown" in the paragraph
defining the meaning of the word "Minister."
,
Mr. WATKINS intimated his intentioJl
to propose the addition of the fOllowing'
proviso to the par,agraph defining the
meaning of "occupy "-" P~ovided the
land is not cultivated in accordance with
the regulations under this Act." His object was that a selector should have the
option of either residing on the land or
cultivating it. By not making residence
compulsory many persons, who otherwise
would not bEf able to avail themselves of
the advantages of the Act, would be in a
position to select land and cultivate it.
For instance, a tradesman or any other
person living in a town, and having a
large family, might select land and cultivate .it by means of his family. A man
who cultivated the land would show his
hontL fides, and the condition of simple
residence would be sufficient in the case of
persons who would be 'able to live on
their selection; because' no one would live
on the land unless he could carry on some
remunerative employment, and~ whatever
that employment might be, the State must
participate in the ad v,antages.of it.
Mr. MACP~ERSON desired to propose
an amendment in the same paragraph, but
with an ,entirely different object from that
which the honorable member for Evelyn
had in view. He moved the insertion of
the words" have a homestead and" before
"persQnally."· In his opinion no man should
be a ,s~lector, who ',was ,not prepared both
to cultivate the land 'and to reside'upon it.

ne
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Mr. GRAN'f stated that the honorable
and learned member' for DalhQusie had
given notice 'of his intention to propose a.
clause exempting members of the' Civil
Service and others' from 'the condit.ion as
to residence, ,ana it Wf:l.S d~sirahle that all
amendments of at like character should be
brought forward in a similar way, and not
on the inte:r:pretation clause. He believed
that it was absolutely necessary to ,insist
upon residence as a rule-that it should be
, a'sine qutL non. From, experience he had
come to the conclusion that, unless, residence was insisted upon as a condition of
settlement, dummies would spring up in
all directions. He hoped the committee
would let the interpretation clause' stand
as it was, and' deal with exem'ptions by a
separate clause hereafter.
Mr. McKEAN submitted that it would
be inconvenient to adopt the course suggested by the Mini'ster' of L{tnds, and
urged that the interpretation clause ought
to be a,mended so as to dispense with the
necessity for residence in certain cases.
For instance, many persons who had
selected 60 or 80 acres of land might
desire to increase their holdings tp 320 or
640 ~cres, by selecting a quantity of
adjoining land; bu't they would be compelled to abandon their present homesteads,
in order to comply with the condition of
residence. If settlem~nt waS made such
a severe ordeal as this, the'measure would
be inoperative.' Again, many tradesmen,
and many professional meil ~ lawyers,
doctors, and others-might wish to select
land, but it would be impossible for them
to do so, if residence on the land was
made compulsory.
.
Mr. MACKAY considered that it was
.most inconvenient to endeavour to procure
amendments by an alteration in the,interpretation clause. If it was desirable to
give facilities for selectors under the 42nd
section to increase their holdings in the
way suggested by the honorable member
for Maryborough (Mr.' McKean), that
could be provided for bya n~w cl~use.
Mr. KERFERD pointed mit that the
object of the honorable memher for Evelyn,
in proposing an amendment in. the interpretation clause,' was to test the feeling of
the committee. as to whether certain exemptions should be made to the condition
imposing residence. If' any. exemptions
were to be made they ought to be provided .for in the interpretation.' clause.
If residence was required in all cases,
persons engaged in trade or in' professional
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avocation's would be shut out from the
advtLntages of the Act" as also would
petsons-who ,bada.1ready settled on the
land, and desired to 'extend their holdings.a
A more effectual .means of conserving the
interests of the present race of squatters
could not- be conceived. Nothing could
more successfully' play into the hands of
the·squatters than to compel person~l residence in all cases. It was well known
that the farmers in the Kilmore and other
districts had worked· out their lands, and
desired to ·take up fresh allotments; but
they would be compelled to abandon their
present homesteads, if residence on the
new land they selected was compulsory.
Mr. LONGMORE remarked that the
object of the Land Act of 1865, as' well
as that of the Act of- 1862, was, to a
great extent,' defeated because residence
on the land selected under those measures
was not compulsory.' He'denied that the
residence condition would deprive selectors
under the 42nd· section of the opportunity
of increasing their holdings, because residence was not a condition under the 42n:d
section. In most c,ases no 'greater hardship'would be imposed on selectors under
tp.e42nd section than on original selectors
un4er the measure, by making residence
a condition as' to all lands hereafter selected. He hoped the day had gone by
for legislating to enable lawyers, doctors,
schoolmasters, and such classes of persons
to settle upon the land, because none of
them would do so. By giving t~ose
classes. of persons greater facilities for
obtaining land than others, the Legislature
simply opened the door to evasions on a
large scale. He hoped that the condition
requiring occupation would .be made as
stringent as possible, and would like to see
it amended by requiring personal residence
on the land for at least six months in
a year. Any measure which did not provide for personal' residence would fail to
settle the people on the land.
Mr. EVERARD agreed with the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, that previous Land Acts h~d failed in
consequence of personal residence .on the
land .not 'being made compulsory. He
hoped the condition as ,to residence which'
the'present Bill proposed would, if possible,
be made more stringent than'it was, and
that the employment of a dummy would
De inad'e a penal offence.
Mr. 'MACG REGOR said it was desirable for the committee to be informed by'
the Minister of Lands whether the non-
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residence clause of the Act of 1865 had
been successful or not. ' No doubt there
WaS a large class of the community who,
although they were not prepared to follow
the pursuit of agriculture, desired to obtain- land~' and lie ,did not see why this
boon should be refused to them if they
were, prepared to comply with the conditions as to improvement. Of course, if
, the improvement clause of the Act of 1865
had proved a failure, the House ought not
to be asked to consider it again. If, on
the other hand, it had been a success-if,
under it, no large amount of land had
been taken up for any other purposes than
those contemplated by the Act-then it
was only fair that those -bona fide applicarits who were not in a position to go
upon the land at once should not be prohibited from taking up -land under the
Bill.
.,
,
Captain MAC MAHON recommended
the committee to accept·the suggestion of
the Minister of Lands, and deal with the
question in connexion with a subsequent
clause, leaving the 'interpretation clause to
be amended, if necessary, 'on the recommittal of the 'Bill. It was generally admitted that the 42nd section'of the existing Act had been the most effectual portion
of that measure in settling 'people on the
public lands, and yet that section did not
insist upon personall'esidence. He thought
it a monstrous thing that no one should be
allowed to acquire land unless he was
prepared to -live . permanently upon it.
If the conditions as to improvements were
effected-if'a dwelling of a certain value
was erected, and, as the country was
divided into shires,. the rating would be a
true test of the value-if, in short, labour
was employed, arid the public estate was
turned to the best advantage, why should
personal residence be insisted upon? -Why
should a business man who was prepared
to erect a proper' homestead, 'and to visit
that homestead periodically, be prohibited,
by this condition -as to personal residence,
from ·taking up land ?
Mr. MACBAIN said-he s40uld support
the clause as it stood. 'If one practice
more' than another had been condemned
during the' last five or six years, it was
that of selecting land by representativesby dummies, as they were t~rri:ted. The
object of the Bill was to provide homes
. for the people-not for lawjers, doctors,
or other town residents, who had· not to
depend upon the cultivation of the soil for
'their subsistence. If any of these 'Persons
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suffered from earth-hunger, they would
have no difficulty in acquiring a farm by
competition at auction.
Mr. McLELLAN thought the condition
compelling the selector to reside on the
land was absurd. He knew, in his own
district, at least a hundred miners who
were cultivating land, but who would not
remain on that land if a new rush took
place, though, no doubt they would ultimately return, to their farms. Then there
were men who had land, and who, at the
proper season of the year, were away
from their homes shearing and reaping.
It would be hard if these men were to be
deprived of their land because of this
condition of personal residence. If that
class was to be debarred from the privilege of settlement, the Bill might as well
be abandoned.
Mr. MACPHERSON observed that he
was very much' surprised to hear this
question raised at this time. He understood that personal residence was the
real principle of settlement in the Bill.
It was sought, under the Act of
1862, to make provision for clerks and
other persons who could not reside on the
land, and thus the whole Qlass of dummies
were let in, and the effect of that measure
was destroyed. Now when it was the
fact that ninety-nine out of every hundred persons who wanted land would
reside upon it, was it worth while to
legislate for the one man, and thus
let in all the dummies? To obtain the
settlement on the public lands of the
poor man, who could not buy at auction,
was all they had a right to expect; but
they would not secure this if Parliament
did not insist upon the selector having a
homestead and personally residing on his
land. His object in proposing the insertion of the words in reference to a homestead was to make it clear that byoccupation was meant the domestication of a
family on the land, while it allowed the
head of the family to earn his living by
digging, or some other pursuit, elsewhere.
Another object was to prevent a man
having two homesteads, by means of the
Bill. If a man wanted a second homestead, let him obtain it by auction. He
should adhere to his amendment, though
he was willing. that it should be altered so
as to make it evident that the selector
would not be bound to be always at his
. homestead.
Mr. DUFFY called attention to the
fact that the attempt to secure personal
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residence had already been tried, and
had failed egregiously.
The 37th
section of the .Nicholson Land Act
provided for the forfeiture of land selected under that measure if the selector
did not comply with certain conditions,
among which was residence, "either on
such rented land, or on the purchased subdivision of the same allotment." And yet,
under that Act, between 900,000 and
1,000,000 aqres of land passed into the
hands of the squatters, and nobody resided
upon it. He was willing to try residence,
or anything else that might prove effectual
in shutting out the dummy; but, in view
of the failure which he had mentioned, he
entreated the Minister of Lands to consider
whether some more effectual means than
residence could not be found. He entreated the honorable member not to be
led away with the fantasy that, if the
committee inserted in the interpretation
or any other clause a provision that a person taking up land under the Bill mus~
reside upon it, it would necessarily follow
that the selector would reside upon it.
Mr. GRANT thought it must be patent
to the committee that the only object
which the Government had in introducing
the provision was to prevent evasions.
He believed there was no greater cause
for the evasions which took place under
the Land Act of 1862 than the absence
from that measure of any condition ~s to
residence. It should be remembered that
they were providing, by this Bill, not for
the merohant, the professional man, or the
man of capital, but for the homeless and
the landless, and he maintained that this
condition of personal residence was absolutely essential, in order to afford a guarantee to the State that the persons who
obtained the land were of the class for
whom the Legislature intended it. He
held in his hand a report from the district
surveyor at Beechworth, which showed
the danger of allowing land to be taken
up by persons who were non-resident.
The report was in reference to applications
from a large number of people (nearly a
hundred) for licences under the 42nd secThe total area applied for was
tion.
about 4,500 acres, and the district surveyor
reported that the applicants, some of whom
were resident in Melbourne and some in
New South Wales, were the dummies of
three squatters, who absolutely lodged the
applications and paid the survey fees.
Now these were not the people whom the
House desired to settle upon the lands.
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The object of the Bill was. to secure the
land for those who were prepared to
occupy it bona fide, and, therefore, he
hoped the clause would be allowed to pass
as it stood.
Mr. KITTO remarked that, if the clause
passed as it stood, a great many of his
constituents would be deprived of the
lJenefits which they might expect to reconcurred with
ceive under the Bill.
those who had expressed the opinion that
the 42nd section of the Act of 1865 was
decidedly the best portion of that measure.
It was possible that the extension of the
operation of that section by the Minister
of Lands Bad been attended by the
exercise of some amount of dummyism ;
but th"at section, carried out in accordance
with its original intention, had operated
most beneficially. As one of the first
contract surveyors under that section, it
had been his business to survey some
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of holdings
for miners who, before that time, had not
a single inch of land in the country . Now
it would have been utterly impossible for
these men to have followed their calling
and at the same time to have resided on
their selections, from the fact that the
land on which they mined was positively
unfit for agriculture, and that land fit
for agriculture was, in nine cases out of
ten, of no value for mining purposes. It
was well known to the representatives of
gold-fields constituencies that many of the
miners had large families-that they
kept a few cows and horses, and that it
was a great benefit to them if they could
grow fodder for their cattle. He believed
that of the land taken up uuder the 42nd
section in the district of Castlemaine, onehalf was at present in a state of cultivation; nine-tenths of it had been taken up
by miners; and, of those miners, not one
twentieth resided on their land. He
appealed to gold-fields members, on behalf
of his constituents and theirs, not to
support the clause as it stood. He saw
no reason why the term" occupy" should
not be interpreted to mean" to personally
reside on or to cultivate any land." If
the land were cultivated, although not
resided upon, it would be put to a good
purpose-a purpose that would furnish a
guarantee against dummyism. He saw
no reason why the clause should not be
amended in the direction which he suggested.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed that
the case put By the honorable member for

He
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Castlemaine (Mr. Kitto) was provided for
by the 47th clause, which authorized the
issue of twenty-acre licences for the goldfields, which would entitle the holders
either to reside or cultivate. He thought
the objection taken by the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie, in
reference to the Nicholson Act, did not
apply to the present case. The failure of
the Nicholson Act was attributable to the
fact not that residence was required, but
that there was no effectual penalty for
the non-observance of the condition. The
provision as to residence was inserted in
the Bill in order that the desire of the
House and the country to facilitate the
settlement of a class of industrious
persons on the lands might be carried out.
Persons who did not wish to reside on the
land which they bought, had sufficient
opport'unities of acquiring land quite
irrespective of the Bill. He believed
that four-fifths of the land around Melbourne might be bought by anyone who
wanted it on very liberal terms. Indeed
such land was more accessible to a person
who cared not to reside in a purely
agricultural district than land obtainable
under -the provisions of the Bill. He
entreated the committee not to attempt to
modify the provisions of the Bill in order
merely to meet exceptional cases, which
he believed would lead to dummyism in an
aggravated form.
Mr. BYRNE thought the argument
advan~ed by several 'honorable members
was based on the supposition that the Bill
was intended for some other class than the
agricultural. The Minister of Lands had
stated that the Bill was solely for "the
homeless and the landless." Under these
circumstances he considered that the provisions of the Bill could not be made too
stringent. Two years ago, when tray-elling through the district which he had the
honour to represent, his blood boiled at
seeing the villainous subterfuges called
"habitable dwellings," by means of which
a wholesale robbery of the public estate
had been perpetrated, and lands had been
obtained by parties for whom the Legislature never intended them; and he could
not help thinking that it was almost hopeless to make any law which would prevent
those persons from acqu iring land under
it. The prevention could be effectual only
by making the conditions as stringent as
possible. He concurred with the Attorney- .
General that, if persons desired to obtain
land without residing upon it, their desires
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could be satisfied without the assistance
of the LegislaturEl.' Lands in' pdvate
hands could be bought at a lower price
than Crown lands; they could be obtaine~
at prices varying from 58. to £5 per acre.
He could name iI;lstances of land belonging,
to private individuals being obtainable at
lOs. per acre, when 'adjacent Crown lands
had realized £2 per acre. Stringent conditions would do no harm to the bon~ fide
selector. What, in fact, did the clause require but what any bon6- fide selector
would be ready enough to do? The first'
object of a man who wanted to create a
farm was to fence his land, and put some
dwelling upon it. He would not be con,tent with putting on the improvements
required by the Bill. He would improve
to a much greater extent if he could.
There could be no doubt that the stringency
of the conditions was the greatest safeguard against evasion.
Mr. MACGREGOR considered that a
great deal of discussion would, be saved if
the Minister of Lands would favour the
committee' with his opinion as to the
working of the non-residence clause of the
existing Act.
'
Mr. GRANT said, although a considerable amount of settlement had taken place
under the Act of 1865; the general result
was decidedly against the non-residence
clause. .
,
Mr. CONNOR, thought that residence
ought to be a principal condition, and that
the other conditions might be relaxed.
He should vote for the clause as it stood.
Mr. LANGTON observed that honorable members had been told that the
principle of the 42nd section of the existing Act was the basis of the Bill; and
yet residence, which formed no portion of
that section, was a main feature of the
Bill. Now if the 42nd section had worked
so successfully without any provision for
residence, he thought th~ committee ought
to have a little more information as to the
reason why it was necessary to have this
provision for residence in the Bill. He
could not understand the argument urged
in some quarters against any persons but
" the homeless and the landless" obtaining
, land under the Bill. He did not see why
a person who resided in the town, and
desired at a future day to have a homestead in the country, should be debarred
from obtaining land for this purpose under
the Bill, so long as he was prepared to
make the improvements require~ by the
meatmre. He thought the object which
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the House had in view would be' acconi!.
plished if the-conditions as to improve ..
ment and cu1tivation were"complied with,
because the land would be turned' to pro.
fitable account. The community'generally
would derive no' advantage from the condition as to personal -residence being
insisted UPOll.Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that a large
number of his constituents would be placed
at' a gl~eat disadvantage if personal residence were' insisted .upon~ Many of
them purchased land in the early days, in
some cases at from £ 12 to' £20 per acre~ .
They were resiQing on this land, but they
would be debarred from acquiring 'land
under' the Bill, if they were to be compelled to reside upon the land" so 'acquired.
There: were, in· the township of Maldon,
persons who kept stores a#d hotels, or who
followed' some' other occupation, ready to
comply with all the. conditions' unaer
which land might· be obtained' under .the
Bill, save this one of personal residence~
Now having proved-his bon6-fides-haveing fenced the land; which might cost mote
than the' value 'of- the land itself..-...;having
fully complied with' the conditions' 'as to
improvements, was it to be said that when;
at the end of his three years' probation~
the selector went and asked that he should
be allowed to have his land. in fee simple
at 20s, per a~re, 'occupation wottld. be
made the test; and that if then the selector,
in answer to the inquiry whether 'he'had
resided on- the land,should say ".N0," was he
to be dispossessed, an'd the money which, he
had paid in rent and expended in improvements to go for nothin'g, simply,because he
had resided, not upon t,he .land but 'a few
~iles away from it? Surely that was not
the intention of honorable members,?', If it
was, great injustice would be done... He
apprehended that a' person who was not
a bon6-' fide' selector would "not think of
complying with the conditions for improvements required by the BilL
-.:
CaptainMAU MAHON. denied that the
Bill was regarded by the 'public' as 'providing only for "the 'homeless and the
landless." The public desired ·that the
members of the. Legislature,' .as. the
trustees of' the: landed, :estate of the
country; should deal with" that estate in
the most equitable manner possible----in
the way 'calculated to be most beneficial
to the' communitY' at large. Provided
that such conditions were enforced. a'S
would prevent person~' having an undue
inlluence-which 'he 'admitted was a great
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diffic~l~y:...-he- b~lieved that more would
be ;d6ne in th~- way' of real ~ettlement
by 'providing for the wants of __ all classes,
than by providing simply for the nomadic
~lass referred to by the Minister of Lands,
who had neither'houses nor lands. Therefore he hoped that the clause would be
sufficiently liberalized to allow of the
tet'm "occupy" meaning something more
than personal residence.
, Mr. McKEAN expressed the fear that
the Minister of Lands desired a pauper immigration, and to ~ettle pauper immig~ants
upon the lands. But why should a person,
Who had been successful in making a
little money in town, be ,precluded from
having, in his declining years, a homestead
in the country to settle upon? Why
should not the storekeeper, the merchant,
and the professional man have the same
facilities for settlement as the pauper?
A man engaged for years in a town
occupation, when he retired to the country
in his declining days, wanted his homestead ready for him; certainly he did
not then want the labour of creating it.
Honorable members talked of providing
"homes for, the poor." But how could
a. poor man take up 640 acres, and comply with the conditions of the Bill ?' He
thought it very suspicious that the
Ministry and their supporters, the squatters, should seek by this Bill to place upon
settlers ,greater restrictions than were
ever attempted before. The second reading' of the Bill was assented to only on
tlle understanding that liberal alterations
would be allowed in committee; but he
thought that the amendment of the
honorable member for Dundas, instead
of liberalizing the measure, was calculated to make' it more conservative_using that word in its worst possible sense.
He expressed the hope that the Minister of
Lands would take into consideration the
suggestions that had been, thrown out by
several hO,norable mempers during the debate which had taken place that evening.
The Minister of Lands had mOl~e than once
assured the committee that he was desirous
that e~ery possible' opportunity should be
afforded honorable members of discussing
the nature of any suggestions that they
might ID,a~e, with a ~iew to rendering the
measure as complete as possible in all its
,
details.
Mr. CASEY asked the honorable member for 'Dundas' not' to press his' amendment,~becatisehe plust be aware ',that ,the
words of the clause, as it stood, had
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already received interpretation at the
hands of the judges, and the cases could
easily be referred to for the purpose of
ascertaining 'what was ~he meaning of
them. If the insertion of the word
"homestead" were insisted upon, a word
would be introduced, the meaning of which
the committee had no means of knowing.
There had been an abundance of decisions,
for example, on the interpretation of the
word "reside," and the latest decision on the
subject was that it meant the place where
a person habitually sleeps. He suggested
that it might be possible for the honorable,
member to effect his object by the insertion
of some other phrase which would not be
open to the objection he had mentioned.
Mr. McLELLAN objected to the amendment, which seemed to, aim at punishing
the whole body of free selectors, in order
to detect rogues.
Mr. MACPHERSON desired to direct
the attention of the Minister of Lands and
the Minister of J lJ.stice to the fact that
persons had made declarations to the effect
that they had resided on lots which there
could be no doubt they had not resided
upon. The only thing that would induce
him to press his amendment was that he
believed it would put a stop.to.such deceptions. If, however, the opinion of the
committee was adverse to the amendment,
he would, with lea"V"e, withdraw it.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. WATKINS remarked that the
man who was not a legitimate settler in
the proper acceptation of the term might
have more means at his command than he
who really wished to settle on the land.
The "houseless and landless" would have
to fence in' the land at a cost of something
like £400, and then, to reside upon it, they
would require to build a habitable house.
It came to this, that such a man would, if
actual residence were insisted upon, have
to pay, in improvements and his three
years' rent, something like £1,000. The
clause as it stood was not calculated to
,benefit, as it should do, the poor man, who
was not in a position to fight out the battle
against his more prosperous neighbour.
He hoped the clause would be so framed
before it left the commi'ttee as to embrace
his 'Views, and, he 'would therefore, propose
as an amendment that the following words
be added to the paragrap'h referring to the
word" occupy"" Provided the land is not cultivated in accordance with the regulations to be made under this
Act.""
,
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Mr. GRANT expressed the hope that
t he honorable member for Evelyn would

not urge this amendment; J:>ecause he
would at once see that the word "cultivated" would involve the necessity for
interpretation, which would be exceedingly inconvenient.
Mr. FRAZER pointed out that this
was a more important clause than, it
seemed to him, honorable members generally had regarded it as being; because it
interfered with the general principle of
the existing Act, in a most vital particular. That principle had met with the
approval of the sincere pastoral, the sincere democratic, and, he believed, every
other party, representing all shades of
opinion. Amongst others, it had been
warmly advocated as well by the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Everard) and the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden, as by the Chief Secretary.
It might, perhaps, be considered a little
too late to take exception to the departure from the principles of the present Act
which this clause involved; but, as no
honorable member had touched upon the
questidn during the debate on the second
reading of the Bill, he would now very
briefly ask the attention of the committee
to it. Under the present Act every man
in the colony had a right to select 640
acres, and whether he intended to reside
on the land or not, he still, so long as he
complied with the requirements of the law,
exercised the rights of ownership over it,
whether he was a gentleman engaged in
professional avocations, a member of the
Legislature, or in any other station in life
which would prevent actual personal residence. Now, if this clause were passed
in its present form, the principles of the
ex isting measure would, in the respect he
referred to, be entirely altered. He was
sorry that he had not invited the attention
of the House to this subject during the
debate on the second reading of the Bill,
for he could not say that it had escaped
his notice. Any person could now take
up 640 acres, and, provided he was possessed of sufficient capital, and able to
cultivate and improve the land, that was all
that was required of him to secure his
tenure. But observe what the effect of
the clause now before the committee
would be. The selector's position would
be entirely altered, for, according to the
occupation paragraph, he must reside upon
the land. He might have relatives at
home for whom he would like to send, and
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under the present Act he could do so, and
their residence on it would be sufficient;
but here the persqnal residence of the selector was demanded. The effect of adopting the clause would be to deprive the person selecting, who might be a capitalist, and
quite prepared with the means for carrying
out the requisite works of improvement,
of the opportunity of introducing into
the colony a relative who would reside on the land and perform all those
~e thought this was
duties for him.
the proper time for the committee
to discuss the general principle as to
whether or not actual personal residence
should be required of the selector.
Unless the view that he submitted were
acquieHced in, the consequence would be
that those who haa passed through all the
vicissitudes which were common to the
earlier settlers in a new colony, would be
at a positive disadvantage as compared
with those who came after them. As he
regarded this as a matter of principle
inherent in the Bill, he had felt it his
duty, althoug·h somewhat late, to ask the
very serious attention of the committee to
it. He hoped the Bill would not be
allowed to go to its third reading, without
an alteration in this feature of it, for it
would be most unfair to professional men,
miners, farmers, tradesmen, and other
sections of the community, that they
should be placed in a position which
would virtually disable them from selecting, unless they abandoned their professional or commercial pursuits, in order
that they might personally reside on their
selections; and whilst,at the same time,
they were in a position to ~ spend a few
pounds every week, or every month, and
prove themsel ves as good settlers, in
relation to the land they took up, as those.
who would actually reside upon it.
Mr. McLELLAN intimated that he had
been requested to make a suggestion in
reference to this clause, and asked the
committee to consider the advisability of
an amendment by which the words" personally reside," should be held to mean a
selector visiting his selection six times in
a year. In making this suggestion, he
might say that he was expressing the
views of a very large number of selectors
on whose behalf he submitted it for the
committee to deal with as might be
thought advisable.
Mr. LONGMORE said that the effect
of agreeing to this suggestion, and
embodying it in the clause, would be to
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undo all that had been done, and to reintroduce an element that had already
been rejected. The 42nd clause of the
existing Act provided that anyone taking
up land under it should either reside on it
or cultivate it. There was no compulsory
residence provided for under that clause.
He hoped the amendment would not be
pressed; because it would, if carried, make
the clause an absurdity. No attempt should
be made by legislation to compel people to
take up land and cultivate it. What he
said was, if it suited them let them do it,
and they would become the best judges of
whether it was adapted for cultivation or
not. What was wanted was beneficial not
useless and unproductivE' cultivation. He
did not like one class of occupants to be
called cultivators and the other graziers.
The distinction should be abolished.
Mr. KERFERD repeated that no more
effectual plan could be devised for playing
into the hands of the squatters than the
adoption of the residential condition.
Mr. CASEY said he was at a loss to
see how the mere adding of a further condition could be called playing into the
hands of the squatters.
Mr. DUFFY suggested that the better
course for the committee to pursue would
be to allow the interpretation clause to go
in any shape whatever for the present;
because, after the principles of the measure had been determined upon, that clause
must almost of necessity have to undergo
some alterations so as to be made to cQ,rrespond with those which might be expected
to be made in the main features of the Bill.
. Mr. WATKINS withdrew his amendment.
'Mr. FRAZER desired to call the attention of the committee to the fa.ct that
whilst squatters might by their managers,
shepherds, or other persons in their employ, be held to reside on the land, the
selectors for bonftjide purposes must reside
upon it themselves. What he wanted to
impress upon honorable members was that
if the clause was passed in its present
form the squatters would have a far better
opportuni ty than they possessed under the
existing law of taking up the best portions
of the land. He repeated that an importan~ departure from the principles of
the law was proposed.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the tone of
the present debate ought to satisfy the
minds of honorable members that the
course suggested by the Government last
week, as to the treatment of the Bill, was
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the right one; and that the unopposed
clauses should have been proceeded with.
Although he was far from being inclined
to recommend that the committee should
retrace its steps, he would point out
that it was undesirable that main principles should be discussed at a time when
the committee was engaged in the consideration of what interpretation certain
words of the Bill should bear. It was
apparent that it would be necessary
for the committee to go back to the, interpretation clause in any case, in order to
remodel it, so as to meet any alterations
which might be made in subsequent
clauses. He suggested that the committee
should now resolve upon dealing with this
clause at a later period, if the necessity should arise for doing so, and allowing
it to pass for the present on that understanding.
Mr. WATKINS complained that there
was not an interpretation of the words
" gold-field" and "adjacent." "Vicinity"
was a word that might be interpreted
in almost any way.
Mr. GRANT observed that the 47th
clause supplied quite a sufficient interpretation of the phrase" gold-field."
Mr. MACPHERSON desired to call
the attention of the Minister of Lands
to that paragraph of the clause which
had reference to the words "substantial
and permanent improvements," and which
declared that those words should mean
" cultivation, fencing, clearing, or draining
of an allot~ent, and the making of a
habitable ,dwelling or farm." He wished
to insert, after the word:"cultivation," the
words "making dams or wells."
Mr. MACGREGOR hoped the committ.ee would at once decide either upon
dealing with each amendment as it was
proposed, or let the clause pass with a view
to its being re-committed on the understanding suggested. He protested against
a further waste of time.
Mr. BAYLES asked whether it was to
be understood by the committee that the
clause under consideration was to be recommitted? (An Honorable Member."If necessary.") If there was any doubt
about its recommittal, he had. an amendment to move on this paragraph, which he
would move now rather than lose the
opportunity of doing so hereafter. He
wanted to see the words "cattle yards
and sheepwashes" inserted in the category
of substantial and permanent improvements,
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Mr. MaCAW said that he was desirous
of ~oviDg, at the prope! time, the introduction of the words "sowing artificial
grasses." . Redid not believe there was
an honorable member on either side of the
H~use who would object to such an amend-'
ment, because the man was t;I. benefactor to
his species who would make six blades of
grass grow where one would not grow
before. .
DUFFY remarked that the Minister of Lands had consented to introduce
an interpretation of the word "cultiv~tion,"
which would include, amongst other
things, sowing with artificil:j.l grasses.
Mr. GRANT suggested that, as the
clause would have to be recommitted, it.
was inexpedient to make any amendments
in it at present.
Mr. MACPHERSON intimated his intention to move the insertion of the words
"making dams or wells," after" cuitivation.'',
After some remarks from MT. McKEAN,
relative to legal decisions given in
England, as to the meaning of the word
" residence,"
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM drew attention
to the absence from the. clause of, any
definition of the word" traveller." Clause
92 provided that every traveller might,
while he was travelling, depasture his
cattle and sheep. He believed that no
power under the present law had been
more grossly abused than the power of
travelling sheep; and it was desirable to
enQ.eavour to prevent such abuses. He
was credibly informed that, during the
late drought, some persons traversed the
whole country with their flocks, invading
other persons' lands-in fact, using the
whole colony as a common. (Captain
Mac Mahon-" Not in Victoria; in New
South Wales.) He had heard. strong com-_
plaints of this having been done in Victoria.
There was great difficulty in defining the
meaning of the word "traveller;" and
the same difficulty had been experienced
in England in connexion with the use of
the word in the Publicans Act. He intended to propose a definition of the word
taken from English decisions, in which an
attempt 4ad been made - but nothing
more-to ascertain the intention with
which any person trttvelled, and then
the obligation was· cast upon him to
prove that his iutention was that· of a
traveller. The definition which he would
propose, when the claus~ was again under
consideration, was as follows : -

Mr.
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"The word 'traveller' in this Act shall mean a
person travelling with cattle or sheep for the
bona fide purpose of taking the said cattle or
sheep to,and leaving them at, a market or some
other appointed place; but it shaJl not mean or
include any person travelling, 01' who shall appear
or shall be deemed hereunder to be travelling,
with cattle or sheep for the purpose 'of depasturing the same upon or on either side of-any
road or tTack commonly used as a thoroughfare
or leading to any auriferous Crown lands on
which persons are actually engaged in mining
for gold or upon any common; ahd the burthen
of proving such hona fide purpose aforesaid, ~nd
of disproving such purpose of depasturing aforesaid, shall in all criminal and civil proceedings
whats.oever lie upon the person so travelling
with cattle 01' 'sheep, or upon the party who shall
be interested in proving that such person was a
'traveller' within the meaning of this Act:",
Thene~t clause discussedwas:clause·7,
which was as follows : "The Governor may from time tq time, either
by a general or particular description, .reserve
from sale, either temporarily or permanently,
any Crown lands' which in his opinion are required for any public purpose whatsoever, otfor
quays, landing places, tramways, railways, and
railway stations, roads, canals, or other.internal
communications, or for reservoirs, aqueductS', or
watercourses, or for the use or benefit of the
aboriginal inhabitants, 01" the sites o~ markets,
abattoirs, pll:blic baths or wash-houses, schools,
reformatories, mechanics', institutes, libraries,
museums, or other institutions 'for public instruction, experimental farms, gardens, parks,
or hospitals, asylums, or infirmaries, or places
for th~ interment of the dead, or for the recreation, convenience, or amusement of the people,
and by tJ?,e same or any subsequent notice to
except from occupation for mining purposes, or
for residence or business under any miner's right
or business licence, any specific portion of
Crown lands or any. class of Crown lands; and
no land so excepted or included in any class so
excepted shall be occupied under any miner's
right or business licence until such exception
shall be revoked."
Mr. LONGMORE suggested the omission of the words "for any public purpose
whatsoever." In order to have free selection before B.urvey it was necessary that
all parts of the colony should be open for
selection, except lands which were required for tramways, railways, or such
other public works as were enumerated in
the clause. He thought that no Government should have the power of reserving
lands "for any public purpose whatsoever," but that every purpose for which land
might be reserved should be distinctly
stated upon the face of the Act. If a
discretionary power was given to the Minister of Lands to reserve whatever land
he liked all over the colony, there could
be no free selection before survey. If the
measure was intended to be beneficial for
purposes of settlement, this power'ought
not to be given.
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Mr. ,DUF;FY took e~.ceptioll ~o" the
words "either bY' a gener~l or particular
~ea~~iptiQn".. i~ ,th~ firs~ anll secQn~ lines
,Qf th~~ll!ouse.~" Thi~ was new language,
,'by . Wpich ~t WllS propo~~d _ to confer
on th.e Gov.~~nor very, large 'PQwers
4tdeed. a'he . power, 'of. X:fl~er_vhlg ·lan4s
by. '"~ '. g.ener&! ,~escriptj()n W,asJll:l fact,
intend~d, \0 ,a,pply to, a, .PX9vision in the
J~tt~J!:-ipar.t tofl:the.clauEi~~: ~utp()t:~ing ,.the,
. reservatic)ll of ~~ any clp.ss Qf Crown lands/'
. SupposiI)g the.Goyernmen~ thQ~ght proper'l.to reserve, ~ll. lands let to pastoral
renantej,;()r .all ~uriferQ]ls lands? lIe. objected ',to .th;is power qf -re~erving a whole
class of CrOWJill l~nds. ,The.-power hitherto
posse.sse,d.-ll;:t-d::been.to r¢&erye .partic~lar
.portions of 1811d fOr .speci£ic.purposee.· He
moved tbe,oroissjon of the, words" either
by: a. :general or particular ·de~cription."
He- iu.v.ited'.the Minister of .Lands to ~how
a.ny: tea,son fo.r these :new words. .' '.
, Mr•.GRANT said ·thlltt the 'honorable
'members 'fOll 'Ripon and Dalho\lsie were
quite mistaken' as to the Ilature and effect
of ,this clause.. It dealt with reserves for
particulAr and specified purposes. The
words, ~, either by a general, or particular
description." had reference simply to the
technicalities in ,the body of the document
making the reservation; but . land could
only be reserved. for one of tbe purposes
specified. ,(Captain .Mac Mahon-" For
any pu~lic. purpose whatsoever.") Any
lawye~ would tell ,the honorable and gallant'
member . that the phrase '~,for any public
purpose· whatsoever ": mu~t h'ave reference
to the particular public purposes specified
in the clause. A reservation of land for a
pub.lic purpose was equivalent to a Crown
gr:;mt, and it was essential that all Crown
grants should be ~ccurate. This clause
was identical with one in the Land Act of
1862, except on three points .. The first
point of difference was the phrase "either
by, a general, or particular description,"
which meant ,exactly what he had stated.
The. second was ,the omission of words
which were in the Act of 1862, authorizing ;the re'servation of lands for places
of public worship and dwelling-houses
for minis'ters of all religious denominations ;snd the third was ~he addition
of the words at .the end of the clause,
which were simply taken from the Min~ng
Statute. "He repeated that the words
" for' p,ny public, purpose .whatsoever"
must have relation to op.e of the public
purposes' enumer.ated· hi . the clause, and
the' pU1;pose' .for. which .land \vas reserved
I
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must be, and always had been, specified
.in the reservation itself. If the Government reserved, in general terms, ~. particular piece of land for public purposes,
the reservation would be bad on the
face of it-it would be no reservation
at all .. The ·pa.rticular purpose must be
specified, and it must be of the nature of
one of the purposes enumerated in the
clallse. The ,reI;llarks of the honorable
memb,ers who had l~st spoken appli(d to
the 14th clause, which gave the Government general powers, to exempt from seI~Gtion any CrQwn lands.
Mr. DUFFY observed that tho Minister of Land'S had entirely mis~pprehended
his remarks. He did not confo'Q,nd this
clause with the one which authorized
the Government to withdraw lands from
the general operation of .the selection
clauses, but he pointed out that it enabled
the Government to withdraw, by a general
description, "any class of Crown lands."
No doubt the purposes for which they
might be withdrawn were specified in the
clause, but "recreation, convenience, or
amusement," was rather a wide purpose.
If the clause became law there would be
nothing to prevent the Minister of Lands
withdrawing a million. acres of land for
. any .of these purposes, by a general description. He called attention to the fact
that the words "either by a general or
particular description" were new words,
, and asked the Minister of Lands to explain them, but the honorable gentleman
did not address himself to that point. Of
course, as the honorable gentleman said, a
Crown grant must be specific, and, such
being the case, why did he ask the
power of withdra~ing lands for public
purposes by a general description? Not
the slightest reason had been shown for
making tbis alteration in the existing law.
If the Legislature permitted "any class
of Crown lands" to be withdrawn, by a
general description, for recreation or
amusement, there was nothing to prevent
the Minister of Lands withdrawing a million or millions of acres of lands for that
purpose, by a general description applying
to all parts of the colony.
Mr. MACPHERSON understood the
object of the words "by a general or particular description" to be to ena ule the
Government to make a reserve for epublic
purpose-such as a railway, for eXIl mplewithout minutely describing the 1£1 ad. If
that wa~ the case, he saw no obje ~tion to
the phrase. ".
c
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Mr. CASEY remarked that there were
two purposes proposed by the clause. One
was to reserve lands from sale; and the
other was to except land from the operation of the Mining Statute. The honorable and learned member for Dalhousie
seemed to think it was objectionable to
allow the Government to reserve lands
from sale "by a general or particular descrIption;" but he (Mr. Casey) did not
see what objection there was to it. The
same words occurred in the Mining Statute, and if the Government could except
lands from the operation of the Mining
Statute by a general or special description,
what objection was there to reserve lands
from sale by the same means? This
clause did not reserve lands from the
selection clauses. Even if a million acres
were reserved under this clause, they
would not be withdrawn from selection.
The only effect would be that they could
not be sold.
Mr. DUFFY said that lands reserved
for public purposes could, not be selected
under the Act.
Mr. CASEY submitted that this clause
only gave power to reserve lands from sale,
and not from selection.
'Mr. DUFFY inquired whether it was
intended that lands reserved for public
purposes under this clause should be
If it was not,
open for selection?
the exercise of the power conferred by
this clause would prevent land being
selected. If it was-which he could
not for a moment believe-then it would
be cOll1petent for any person to select
land reserved for a public purpose. On
whieh horn of the dilemma would the
honorable gentleman place himself?
Mr. CASEY stated that he was dealing
merely with the argument of the honorable
and learned member. If the honorable and
learned member contended that the words
"by a general or particular description"
would prevent lands reserved under the
clause being open for selection, he (Mr.
Casey) said that such was not the case.
Mr. DUFFY replied that it was.
Mr. CASEY (Daintained that the plain
meaning of the clause was that the lands
reserved under the clause should be withdraW!1 from sale..
MI. DUFFY.-And selection.
MJ. CASEY pointed out that the word
" selt :etion " did not occur in the whole of
the clause.
Mr. GRANT submitte,1 that, substanthere was no difference between
tiall
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this clause and the corresponding clause
in the Land Act of 1862.
Mr. KITTO thought it objectionable to
give power to reserve lands by a general
description, because the clause proposed
that aU lands so reserved should be exempt
from operation under the Mining Statute,
and there were no portions of the country
the reservation of which would necessitate
a general description except Buch portions
as might be required for mining purposes.
Mr. GRANT admitted that it was
somewhat difficult to exactly define the
distinction between a general and a particular description, but he thought that
the words should be interpreted in a
larger sense than the honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Kitto) appeared to
attach to them. It was frequently impossible to give a particular description of
land. For instance, in connexion with
the proposed line of railway from Essendon to Belvoir, in making the necessary
reservations of land they had been described as lying within one mile on each
side of the line. A particular description
might be described as one which was set
out by metes and bounds. The latter
part of the clause was a transcript
from the· Mining Statute, and was introduced because, if lands were reserved
from sale, it was desirable that they
should, at the same time, also be excepted
from operation under the Mining Statute.
While the Land Act of 1862 empowered
the Government to reserve lands from
sale for public purposes, it did not reserve
them from mining operations; and in some
cases lands reserved for public purposes
had been jumped under the Mining Statute, which had the effect of defeating the
object of the reservation
A general
order, however, would shortly be published
in the Gazette, announcing that all lands
hitherto reserved for any purpose whatsoever should in future be exempted from
operations under the Mining Statute.
Mr. McKEAN expressed the opinion
that it might be necessary in some cases
to reserve lands by a general description,
but he objected to power being given to
the Government to reserve lands" for any
public purpose whatsoever." These words
were very wide, and were capable of misapplication.
Mr. CONNOR submitted that this discussion ought properly to take place on
the 14th clause.
Mr. LANGTON contended that the
words "eithel' by a general or particular
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description" were unnecessary, because He proposed an amendment to carry out
the 9th clause, passed the other evening, that object.
provided that notice of all lands intended
Mr. MACG REGOR submitted that
to be permanently reserved must be pub- there was not much in the point, because
lished in the Gazette, and that the land the general words, whether they came
first or last, were to be construed in the
must be "fully described."
Mr. FRAZER suggested that the word same way. The word" whatsoever" had
"permanently" should be struck out. If the sense of "as."
the Government had power to pe~manently
Mr. McDONNELL considered the
reserve land, merely by an announcement words "any public purpose whatsoever"
in the Gazette, they might endow with sufficiently large to cover all the words
land any corporation or other public body which followed.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the lanthat they desired to favour, and the Assembly would be u"nable to revoke the guage of the clause was precisely that
endowment. The only means by which which was adopted in the Land Acts of
it could be set aside would be by Act of 1860 and 1862.
Mr. DYl'E supported the amendment.
Parliament. As to the latter part of the
clause, providing that all lands reserved He did not see why the verbiage of forfor any public purpose should be excepted mer Acts should be followed, if an alterafrom mining operations, that power was tion for the better could be made.
possessed under the existing law. At
Mr. EVERARD urged that, under the
present, however, to reserve lands from term "any public purpose whatsoever,"
sale and to except them from mining grants could be made of sites for places
operations required two separate procla- of public worship, which the Minister of
mations, but under this clause it could be Lands now sought to discontinue.
Mr. GRANT said he thought there
done by one.
Mr. Duffy'S amendment was nega- was something in this point. He would
tived.
consult the Minister of Justice in reference
Mr. FRAZER moved the omission of to it, and, if they thought that the object
the words relating to permanent reserva- which they desired to prevent would be
accomplished under the phraseology which
tions.
Mr. MACGREGOR thought there had been commented upon, an amendwould be no necessity for striking out the ment would be brought down.
Mr. McKEAN recommended the transwords, if a proviso were added to the
clause, requiring the order by which position of the words as proposed by the
a permanent reservation was made, before honorable member for Dundas.
The amendment was negatived.
taking effect, to be placed on the table
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed the
of the House. He considered that, as
these permanent reservations could not insertion, after the word" schools," of the
be repealed except by Act of Parlia- words" to be vested in the Board of Edument, the power contained in the clause cation." He Lelieved that the practice
should not be placed in the h~mds of any now established by the Lands department,
Minister, without some restriction or limita- at the request of the Board of Education,
was not to grant any sites for schools
tion.
Mr. FRAZER said he would accept unless those schools were to be vested in
this suggestion, and withdraw his armend- the board. . The practice was recomment, with a view to propose, on the re- mended by the Royal Commission on Educommittal of the Bill, the addition to cation, was adopted by the Board of
clause 9 of a proviso like that indicated Education, and had since been acted upon
by the honorable membel' for Rodney.
by the Lands departmen t. He believed
that, in one or two cases, the practice had
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. MACPHERSON considered that not been followed, but he thought it dethe clause was wrongly constructed, be- sirable that it should be followed in all
cause, in the first place, it provided that cases; and that it should be a part of the
the Governor might reserve land "for any policy of the State not to grant sites for
pu bIic purpose whatsoever," and then it schools unless those schools were to be
enumerated a number of purposes. He vested in the Board of Education.
Mr. DUFFY thought the honorable
thought the individual purposes should
first be stated, and that the words "or for and learned member for Brighton ought
any such public purposes" should follow. to have given notice of an amendment
YOLo YII.-4 U
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which raised so Jarge a question. The
honorable and learned member' had tried
his· hand up~m the Education question
before. The. House then pronounced so
decisive a verdict' against:his scheme ,that
the honorable member ought .not, by the
introduction of ,two or three words. in a
clause of the Land Bill, to seek to .attain
in part an end which the House and the
country definitively refused to allow him to
attain before.
As the honorable and
learned member, on a former occasion,
elaborated wi th great care, and with the
assistance of a commission, a~ entire
system of education, and as, that fell
through more hopelessly than any scheme
ever submitted t() Parliament, it was to be'
thought that he wOQld take tinie and
reflect before making another. proposal.
At all events it was' only reasonable to
suppose that, if he had come to the determin'ati<)D to ask the commIttee upou a. Bill on
a totally, different question to decide that no
more. aid should be given to any schools
except t~ose of a particular ..class, he
would ha:ve given formal notice of his
intenti9n. He (lY-fr. Duffy) believed that,
if the' country ·were appealed to on this
subj~ct, a, very large majority of the
peop~f3 '\Vould declare that it would be
better to educate their children in a
different method from that which the
honorable and learned member for
~righton aimed at-to give them religious as well as ,sec1:11ar instruction.
He was persuaded that few people who had,
carefully reflected upon the consequences of
separating the two courses of instruction
from each other, who had observed what
had flown from that separation in Americathe frightful excrescences upon the social
system which had grown up-would concur with the honorable and learned member that it was the duty, and ought
to be. the poliGY: of ?arliament, by
legislation, to' endeavQur to prevent
a 'system ,of ,religious instruction.
He
a~t;ni#ed ,that .IQ~g ago, when he was.
mucli, 'y~u,nger, and when political questions absorbed his mind almost to the
e~ctusion,of any other, pecause he desired
to . see -the child~en of different religions
reared up together so that a nationality
might be fostered, he ~id strongly profes~
a desire for a mixed education. The
political purpose to which a great ,part' of
his life was devoted blinded him to all
ot~ers. But ~ter seeing tlie.', effect of ~
P\l,rely.secu~ar,ed.ucation iu other countries
~.afte.r~, tta..ving carefully considered the.
:Air. ])ul!y.
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operation, even in this co~ntry, of insti·
tutions like reformatories, solely undeD .the
control of the State-no conviction-had
become more firmly rooted
his mind
than that it was a great national mistake,
and a great national sin,' to refuse to the
youth of a country that habitual religious
training without which it was difficult, if
not impossible, to make' them good citizens~
The first duty of the State was to g~ow
good men. But if it were declared that
all schools should be secular schools, and
not in any case denominational schoolswhich was what the honorable and learned
member forBrighton aimed at-a serious
injury w~uld be done ,to the future of this
colony., If in no other country were the
system adopted of publicly uniting re~
ligious education with secular education,
the condition of this coun,try would ren4~r
it necessary that it should be adopted here,
because parents were habitually occupied,
and therefore could not be counted upon for
that training of, their children in relig~on
and moral~' which was ,e,xpected in, older
countries. The clergy, also, in a country
like this, where the, population was
scattered, could not go from house ~;
house, and so take care. that children were
being religiously trained;· and, if the,
school-door was shut against them, there
would be no assurance on the subject whatever. He thought it would not be denied
that this was a question of State policy of
the largest sort, of the highest character
-a question which honorable members
ought not to be invited by a side-wind, by
an unexpected coup in committee, to come
to a determination upon. He was taken
so much aback by the proposal tp,at really
he was almost content to ask the committee if it was fair or generous to deal
with it in such a way. Why did not the.
honorable and learned member for Brighton
give the same notice wit~; respect tQ' this
matter that he gave of the condition
which he desired to attach to the Education vote? There the ,'honorable member.
took a perfectly fair and legitimate course•.
The honorable member desired that the
public money should b~ granted on certain
conditions, and he gave notice of those
conditions. That was fair as regarded the
public. How far it was fair ,to the honorable member's own antecedents was
another question, because the honorable
member, in tqe, report of the commission
of which he was chairman, and in the
speech in which ,he introduced hi!' ,Public,
In~truction Bill to the House, declared
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that th~. country would not tolerate an
educ.ation . absolutely disassociated from
religion--that religion was an essential
and indispensable part of the education. of
the. young. ·The· honorable member, in
submitting liis present proposal, had not
taken the opportunity of telling the committee what new light had dawned upon
him to alter the conyiction which he then
e;xpressed~and no one could have expressed it in s:tronger languag.e-:-:-that Parliament ought. not to c.on8ent·to a purely
s.ecular system of e.ducation. Now did the
honQrable member ask the committee,
without notice, to concur with him in disassociating religious and secular training?
The Minister of Lands, perhaps under the
influence· of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, had made a change
of a similar character by omitting, from the
present clause, the provision in the existing law which enabled the Government to
provide sites for churches, clergymen's
dwellings, and colleges. Now he (Mr.
Duffy) could understand and sympathize
with those who declared that there should
be no pecuniary support from the State to
churches-that every church ought to
support its own teachers. But he did not
see· why that conClusion should prevent
the granting of sites for churches, clergymen's dwellings, and colleges, so long as
sites were granted for .temperance halls,
mechallics' institutes, and objects of that
class. Would it .be denied-looking at
the question totally apart from the religious aspect-that a church or a college,
as an agellt of civilization, was at least as
effective as a' mechanics' institute or a
temperance hall? If Parliament were determined to: abolish State aid, he should
say that it was jts duty, so long as it
granted land for public purposes-for purposes convenient or advantageous to the
community-:-to grant sites for the schools
of religious denominations, and for churches,
clergymen's. dwellings, and colleges. The
granting of sites for such purposes would
not involve Parliament in the creeds which
were taught. The State, in granting sites
for. temperance halls, was not responsible
for the extravagances of tee-totalism. He
had a great respect for tee-totallers, though
he did not practically accept their doctrine.
Nevertheless, as he believed they were
capable of doing a great deal of social and
moral' good, he was willing that they should
have grants of sites for their halls. But
it could not ~b6l pretended by the most
zealous tee-totaller, that.a temperance hall
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was a niore indIspensa.ble or more effectual.
agent in the 'ci v iIi zation of a district :tha.n
a church or 8c4,001. He trusted the hon- .
orable and learned member for Brighton
would see that he would be taking an un...
due and almost unfair ad vantage of, those
~ho differed from him-a large class: in
the community-by introducing.an amend-·
mentof this .sort without notice; . and that .
he owed it to his own position in· the
country not to snatch a victory. in that
fashion-without notice, and without submitting the slightest reason: for his proposition.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he' would
not snatch the opportunity of engaging,
on that occasion, in a 'debate on the subject
of education. The honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie had set him an
example, which he should be glad to·feel
.himself at lib~rt,y, and consiStently with
the business in. which the committee
were engaged, to follow.
He would not
follow the example; but he must observe
that the honoi'able and learned member
:was not correct in· stating that he had·
ever advocated a system of secular educa'tion. He should have' an opportunity,
at a future time, not merely of telling
the honol'able member and the House of
the manner ·and the means by which the
Public Instruction Bill of' 1867 was
defeated, but also of stating the effect
which that defeat, and the means by
which the .defeat was brought about,
had produced upon his mind in reference
to that question. As to the remark about
. snatching an occasion for introducing an
amendment without notice, and as to the
suggestion not to press the amendment,
he was bound to say that he did not feel
disposed to accept from the honorable and
learned member either instruction as to
the course which he ought to pursue, or
suggestion as to the course which it might
be advisable for him to pursue. He
would not withdraw the amendment; and
he would state why. He was not making
any new proposition. The system which
he asked the committee to make part of
the law of the land had' been the established practice of the country for the last
three years. If there was anyone, any
body or sect-he did not say there wasanxious to snatch anything, it must be
some body or sect which was anxious
to snatch a school site' in .defiance of the
established practice. He wanted to prevent
this; and he asked· the committee to put
in the form of law that which already'
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existed by established practice, and to say
that neither by inadvertence in the Landsoffice, nor by means which might be put
in operation in other quarters, should a
single school site be. granted unless it were
to be vested in the Board of Education.
He was not proposing anything which any
honorable member might not propose in
the course of discussion in committee.
Mr. MACKAY contended that nothing
could be more in keeping with the present
condition of the law and the present practice than the amendment of the honorable
and learned member for Brighton. He
accepted the challenge of the honorable
and learned member for Dalhousie, and
declared that, if the colony were appealed
to, it would decide in favour of an educational system which abjured all sectarian
differences. He would go further and say
that, rather than have sectarian differences
forced upon it, the colony would go in for
secular instruction, pure and simple; and
leave religious instruction to those whose
duty it was to give it at proper times.
The very principle of the Common Schools
Act was that it was disassociated from all
sects, and it was but right and proper thn.t
sites for schools should be given only for
schools to be vested in the Board of Education. As a member of that board he
might state that one of the difficulties
which had to be contended with at present
was the fact that the system of education
was in a kind of state of transition. The
schools which were not vested in the
board, and over which the board had not
proper control, were the great difficulty
with which they had to deal. At the
same time he could state that for the most
part-with very few exceptions indeed
-there was a general disposition on
the part of the sects of the colony
to recognise the convenience and desirability of having only schools which
were vested in the Board of Education,
because such schools were much better
attended to, and much more sa,tisfactorily
conducted, than the non-vested schools,
which were looked after by clergymen.
The honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie had ,referred to America, but
his argument in reference to that country
was based upon the fact that Mormonism
flourished there. However, if arguments
were to be drawn from abnormal conditions of society, in which extraordinary
principles were advocated, those conditions
were to be found in England itself. Had
not honorable members heard of the
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Agapemone and of Joanna Southcott?
There was no country without these
extraordinary excrescences. But anyone
who observed how education was fostered
in America, Scotland, and Prussia ought
to be convinced that education was the
great duty devolving upon the State, and
that it ought not to be trammelled at all
by sectarian differences. The tendency
of liberal opinion was to leave religion by
itself, to take care of itself, and not to
allow it to become the custodian of any
such important thing as the education of
the rising generation. He had every
respect for clergymen. Certainly he did
not wish a school to be carried on without
religious truth being taught in that school;
but, if religious truth could be taught
only by inculcating sectarian differences,
he would do without it altogether.
On the motion of Mr. MACPHERSON,
progress was reported.
CORONERS STATUTE AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the
Legislative Council, intimating that they
had agreed to this Bill with amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Thursday, July 8.
SCAB ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 21, providing that if any
person should drive sheep upon or across
any land not in the occupation of the
owner of the sheep, or upon or along
any road not fenced off from such land
which might intersect or form a boundary
line of the land, without giving notice in
writing to the occupier of the land of his
intention to do so, not more than fortyeight hours, nor less than eighteen hours,
before driving them, he should, on conviction, pay a sum not exceeding £20; anu providing further that deli very of the notice
to any person at the homestead or principal
statiou should be a sufficient notice,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved the
omission of the words "not fenced off
from such land."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LONGMORE suggested that there
might be no occupier. He moved that
the worus " if he can be found" be inserted
after the words" without giving notice to
the occupier of such land."
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that it
would probably meet the views of the
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honorable member for Ripon and Hampden if the words "if any" were inserted
after the word " occupier."
Mr. LONGMORE declined to adopt
the suggestion, but would withdraw his
amendment, and would move that the
word "of" be omitted after the word
" occupier," and that the words "if any
residing on" be substituted for it.
This amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACBAIN moved the substitution of "twenty-four" for "forty-eight" as
the number of hours' notice to be given to
the occupier of intention to drive sheep.
Mr. LONGMORE objected to the
amendment.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH suggested
that thirty-six hours' notice would be
an amendment that honorable members
would accept.
Mr. MACBAIN adopted the suggestion, which was agreed to.
On clause 22, providing that persons
driving travelling sheep on any lands not
in the occupation of the owner of them,
or upon any road, should drive them in
the direction of their destination at the
rate of not less than five miles a day,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved that
the words "shall not deviate more than a
quarter of a mile on either side of such
road" be inserted.
The amendment was agreed to.
The penalty for offending against the
clause was reduced-maximum, from £100
to £50; minimum, from £ 10 to £5.
Some discussion took place on clause
23, which was as follows : "If any person in charge of any travelling
sheep shall abandon any of them upon any land
or upon any road which may intersect or form
the boundary line of any land, he shall, on
conviction, forfeit and pay, for every sheep so
abandoned, a sum not exceeding £ 1 nor less
than 2s.; and such sheep may be destroyed by
the occupier of such land or his agent, or any
inspector."

Mr. BAYLES asked whether the Bill
cont,ained any provision empowering a
person travelling sheep to kill them if
they were diseased? The clause only
gave such power to the occupier of the
land or his agent, or any inspector.
Mr. WALSH pointed out that the
clause provided for the case of persons
abandoning sheep.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that, in
the case of abandoned sheep, when scab
was discovered, it would, no doubt, become
a question whose property they were.
Another clause provided for the case of
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stray sheep. He would ask the committee
to allow the clause to pass in its present
shape, and undertake that, if any discrepancy occurred in reference to it, it should
be remedied.
Mr. LONGMORE thought the penalty
too high, and moved that 5s. be substituted for £1.
Mr. MACPHERSON pointed out that
a man might leave a few scabby sheep behind him through carelessness, which might
impregnate a whole district with disease.
He thought in such a case it would serve
the man right to fine him £1 a head.
Mr. McDONNELL questioned whether
the terms of the clause were sufficiently explicit in their definition of the
difference between diseased sheep and
clean sheep when abandoned.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH remarked
that abandoned sheep might go amongst
flocks of other sheep, and, although perhaps
not scabby at the time of abandonment,
. might become so from poverty or other
causes afterwards, and might communicate
the disease. The object of the clause was,
for this reason, to prevent persons abandoning their sheep under any circumstances,
whether they were diseased or clean.
Mr. LONGMORE warned the committee, whilst having the terror of scab
before their eyes, against excessive severity
in legislation as regarded the penalties.
He felt sure that it was proposed to fix
the penalty too high to meet the case of a
person who might, by accident, happen to
leave a few sheep on the road behind him.
There was abundance of country through
which a man might have to pass, and he
would defy him to say whether or not a
hundred sheep might have been separated
from his flock. It would be surely a
hardship, in such a case, that he should be
unexpectedly brought before a justice and
fined £100 for what would not even be an
act of carelessness.
Mr. WILSON said it was most essential to inflict heavy penalties for the abandonment of sheep, whether clean or the
reverse, because it was obvious to those
who understood the subject that sheep
might be scabbed by poverty, or by
driving them too fast.
Mr. CONNO R said that he could not
see the justice of allowing the occupiers
of the land on which the abandoned sheep
were found to destroy them when they
were not scabby. In cases where the
sheep were really scabby he thought the
penalties ought to be high.
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, " Mr.. ASPINALL pointed out the inconvenience' o.nd hardship' of 'stopping a man

ann

'liis~~whole

flock, mefalyfor :the sake

of; l csl1itig "upon him: to answer for one or
two sheep that had accidental1i strayed~
H~ ,might be brought back· 100 miles.
He 'thought, tlratall practical: pur':'
poses would be answered if the clause
w~e'altered so as to compel the owner to
shoot them {lown when scabby. If the
occupier of the' land were to have the
power 'of destroying them he thought that
punishment would be quite sufficient. He
moved the omission of the followingwords-"He shall on' conviction forfeit and pay for
everY' sheep 80 abandoned a sum not exceeding
£1 nor less than 2s. j ,and."

Mr. MACBAIN remarked that it frequently happened that a \DaD, when
travelling sheep, lost 500 of them in
a night, and if they were teally lost, he
thought, it would be very unfair that the
driV'ei' ,should be called upon to pay a
penalty of £1 a head. Where a' man
abandoned his sheep because they were
unable to travel, he should be severely
punished, because, as had been said, poor
shee1p when abandoned were very liable to
break out with scab. He ought, therefore,
to be fined if he neglected to destroy them.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that the
clause under consideration had been
framed to meet precisely the case referred
toby the honorable member for the Wimmera.
Mr. A SPINALL referred to the difficulty that would be felt in satisfying the
justices whether the, sheep' had beeii intentionally abandoned or had merely
strayed from the flock without the knowledge of the driver.
Mr. WALSH pointed out that the 63rd
clause provided a power for the owner
or occupier of land upon which infected
stray sheep might be found to destroy
them. He thought the clause now under
discussion might be omitted.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr.' G. PATON SMITH moved the
insertion, after the words" and such sheep
may,~' of the following words-" after. a
period of thirty-six hours."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACPHERSON moved the add i- '
tion of the following words-" provided
that, the number of such sheep shall not
exceed twenty." His object was to meet
the case of stray sheep.
Mr.'G. PATON SMITH said that it
was with that object' that he had inserted
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the last' amendment.
Th&,: larger the
sheep' the more likely the
owner would be- to discover them. If he
did notdisoover them in tiilrtj".,;slx, hours
it might be, presumed that he" did not
desire to do 'so. ;
The amendment was'negatived.'
On clause 24, providing that every owner
of sheep should sign and deliver to the chief
inspector, and to the inspector for the
division in which his run was siiuated, a
memorandum describing the- brand - used
'
by him,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH, moved the
insertion of the words "or brandsH after
the word" brand."
\ -The amendment 'was-'agreed to~: . ' .. ,
On clause 25, requiring' inspectors to
register the parti culars of 'lruch memorandum in a book to be kept for that
purpose,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved the
insertion of the words" or brands.'~ ,
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACBAIN moved the addition of
the following words-" and such book shall
be open to inspection by any person on
payment of a fee of 1s."
The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 27, giving power to the chief
inspector to alter brands in certai~ cases,
and clause 28, compelling the owner of
sheep to brand them with the registered
brand, were passed with verbal a~end
ments.
On clause 29, imposing' a' penalty not
exceeding £50" and not less than' £10 for
omission to deliver the memorandum
referred to in clause 24, or neglecting to
brand the sheep,
Mr. LONGMORE moved that the
penalty be reduced in amount to not more
than £20 and not less tlian £5. .
Mr. MACPHERSON opposed the
amendment. He could not see any harm
in the clause as it stood.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH expressed th'e
hope that the honorable member for Ripon
and Hampden would not imperil the fate
of the Bill by insisting upon the amendment.
Mr. CONNOR said he hoped the
amendment would be carried.
' The
penalties, he thought, 'were· very much
too high, for sheep often required to be
rebranded. He considered that ,£ 10 as
the maximum, and £1 as the minimum
penalty, would be quite sufficient.
Mr. G~ PAtON SMITH said-thai he
would offer no objection. to the ~lnimum
number 'of

